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ABSTRACT

11le second of three seasons of Phase III data recovery at Justiceburg Reservoir (Lake Alan Henry),
located on the Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos River in Garza and Kent counties, Texas, was conducted
during the summer of 1991. 11le work included survey of dam borrow areas and site recording in and near
these construction zones, limited work at selected rock art sites, geological investigation of an upland playa,
and intensive investigations at two primarily Protohistoric period archeological sites.

Pedestrian survey of active borrow areas resulted in the discovery and emergency recording and
evaluation of site 41GR606 at the mouth of Grape Creek. Although this site is unusual because of its high
frequency of ground stone tools, it lacks temporaIly diagnostic artifacts or datable organic materials and has
an extremely low artifact density. In addition, site 4lKTl61 was discovered because of recent erosion along
Grape Creek. This site also lacks diagnostic or datable materials and is characterized by a low artifact
density. Due to their low research potentials, no further work was recommended for either of these sites,
and they are considered ineligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
Investigations at the rock art sites included the salvage of pictograph pigments from sites 41GR423,
41GR426, and 41GR437, which will !>e destroyed by inundation. These samples have been submitted for
extraction of organic components and radiocarbon dating, but the results are not yet available. In addition,
a consultant visited selected rock art sites in the project area and proposed preservation alternatives for
several sites that will not be impacted directly by construction or inundation.
Geological investigation of Morgan Playa, a smaIl upland playa located approximately 3 km north
of the Double Mountain Fork, included excavation of a 2.5-m-deep backhoe trench from which a series of
stratified sediment samples were taken for paleoenvironmental reconstruction. A single radiocarbon date
indicates ·that the playa sediments probably accumulated from approximately 9000 B.P. to the present.
Fossil poIlen was found to be poorly preserved, and the resulting data are uninterpretable. But opal
phytoliths appear to document a sequence of changing grassland environments. Although more dates are
needed to refine the chronology, the phytolith data are interpreted as evidence of Holocene climatic changes
which generally correspond with regional paleoenvironmental reconstructions.
Archeological investigations at the Headstream (41KT51) and Longhorn (41KT53) sites revealed
evidence of chiefly Protohistoric period occupations by nomadic hunter-gatherers who were heavily involved
in trade with the New Mexico pueblos. The archeological investigations at these sites have significant
implications for understanding seventeenth-century settlement patterns in the Texas South Plains. Both sites
are interpreted as residential base camps with multiple occupation episodes, which date mainly to the
seventeenth century. The sites probably were inhabited by bison-hU!lting peoples during nonhunting seasons,
and at least three tipi structures may be represented at the Longh0!J1 Site. Activities suggested for these
sites include the staged processing of hides and maintenance of hide-processing tools, intensive utilization
of wild plant foods, and extensive use of ceramics for cooking and storage. A petrographic analysis of the
ceramic assemblages indicates that the majority of the wares are Puebloan in origin and that Pecos Pueblo
was the major source, with other wares coming from the Tewa pueblos of the northern Rio Grande and
perhaps the Taos/picuris region and the southern Salinas district. Of particular interest is the interpretation
that almost all of the plainwares may he from the same Puebloan sources as the decorated gllizewares and
that the inhabitants of the sites did not make much, if any, of their own pottery.
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INTRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL
AND ARCHEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

1
Douglas K. Boyd

monitoring and limited pedestrian survey of active
borrow areas; two sites (41GR606 and 41KTl61)
were found and recorded during these efforts. The
final task was an off-site geomorphic study of an
isolated upland playa in the northern portion of the
project area.
This second season of data recovery at
Justiceburg Reservoir, like all of the cultural
resources investigations conducted since the inception of the project in 1987, was sponsored and
financed by the City of Lubbock. This work has
been performed under a Memorandum of Agreement
among the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the State
Historic Preservation Officer, and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation, with the concurrence of the City of Lubbock, and since 1989 it has
been guided by a comprehensive research design
and data recovery plan, developed by Prewitt and
Associates,. Inc. and reviewed and approved by
cultural res,ources personnel of the City of
Lubbock's Technical Representative (Freese and
Nichols, Inc.) and the signatories to the Memorandum of Agreement. The investigations reported
here are in accordance with the terms and stipulations of the Memorandum of Agreement and the
Phase III data recovery plan.
The Phase III data recovery plan produced in
1989 identified the sites to be investigated during
the mitigation phase at Justiceburg Reservoir and
established the level of effort for each site. The
plan proposed that the Phase III investigations be

INTRODUCTION

This report documents the second of three
seasons of data recovery investigations at Justiceburg Reservoir, now known as Lake Alan Henry,
located on the Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos
River in Garza and Kent counties, Texas (Figs. I
and 2). The fieldwork, which began in early June
and continued until early October of 1991, consisted
chiefly of intensive excavations at 41KT51 and
41KT53. Subsidiary tasks accomplished include
the following; limited data recovery at rock art
sites 41GR423, 41GR426, and 41GR437, and an
assessment of the preservation potential of the rock
art at 41GR344; occasional monitoring and survey
of active borrow areas and subsequent site recording; and off-site geomorphological and paleoenvironmental studies. All of the investigated sites are
threatened by inundation upon completion of the
dam and are located at or within the reservoir's
conservation pool (elevation 2220 ft msl).
The investigations at open campsites 41KT51
and 41KT53 entailed the excavation of 414 lxl-m
units and resulted in the recording of 55 cultural
features and the recovery of over 16,000 artifacts.
The work at the four rock art sites consisted of
evaluating the preservation potential of 41GR344,
recovering pictograph pigments for radiocarbon
dating at the other three sites, and excavating 2 m'
of the deposits beneath the rock art panel at
41GR423. The third task consisted of periodic
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field season is planned for 1992. Completion of the
final synthetic report is scheduled for 1994.
This report consists of 9 chapters and 13
appendixes. The remainder of this chapter provides
environmental and archeological background information for the. project area. Chapter 2 summarizes
pertinent portIOns of the research design, discusses
the specific objectives that guided these investigations, and describes the methodologies used.
Chapter 3 presents the results of the work at
41KT51, while Chapters 4-7 are devoted to
41KT53. Chapter 8 discusses the three'subsidiary
tasks listed above, and Chapter 9 presents an
interpretive summary and conclusions of the Season
2 investigations.
The appendixes consist of various reports on
special studies and other supporting data. Appendixes A and B present profile descriptions and

conducted in three seasons of fieldwork, with work
tasks prioritized according to the reservoir construction and inundation schedule. The plan also
called for each field season to be followed by a
period of laboratory processing and analysis,
resulting in a descriptive report covering only the
investigations undertaken during that season. Upon
completion of the third field season and its descriptive report, a period of comparative analytical
research is planned, and this will result in a final
synthetic report. This final report will summarize
all of the data recovery investigations, place the
work within a regional perspective, and address the
specific and general research questions proposed in
the research design. The first field season of data
recovery was in 1990, with analysis and draft
report preparation occurring in 1991. This report
deals with the second season of work, and the third
3
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•

sediment data supporting the on- and off-site
geomorphic interpretations. Special studies relating
to sites 41KT51 and 41KT53 are presented in the
next seven appendixes. Archeomagnetic dating of
hearth features is described in Appendix C by Wulf
Gose, and ceramic studies are discussed in three
separate appendixes: Appendix D is a petrographic
analysis reported by Katherine Reece-Taylor and
Douglas Boyd; Appendix E is an x-ray fluorescence analysis reported by Jay Peck and Bart
Olinger; and Appendix F is a scanning electron
microscope (energy dispersive spectography)
analysis reported by Jay Peck and Anne Jung.
Faunal, macrobotanical, and pollen remains recovered from sites 41KT51 and 41KT53 are described
in Appendix G by Brian Shaffer, Appendix H by
Phil Dering, and Appendix I by Vaughn Bryant.
Appendix J describes an extensive proton magnetometer investigation at41KT53 by Jim Abbott and
Charles Frederick. Appendix K presents recommendations for conservation of Justiceburg rock art
sites by consultants Georgia Lee and Antoinette
Padgett. And finally, sediments from Morgan
Playa were analyzed for phytoliths, described in
Appendix L by Glen Fredlund, and for pollen,
described in Appendix M by Phil Dering.

beds. The region is further dissected by wellentrenched rivers and tributary drainages which
bead on the Llano Estacado or at the Caprock
Escarpment. Three river systems, the Red, Brazos,
and Colorado, flow generally eastward through the
Lower Plains region. The surface waters originate
as rainfall or spring seeps from groundwater aquifers.
The Justiceburg Reservoir project area lies
mostly within Triassic exposures consisting of
alternating layers of mudstones, conglomerates, and
sandstones. Where the Double Mountain Fork bas
cut down through the erosion-resistant sandstone
layers, the topography is quite rugged. This segment of the valley, in the mid portion of the reservoir from the mouth of Sand Creek to just below
the mouth of Little Grape Creek, is a steep-sided,
narrow-valley canyon. The canyon rim and lower
erosional remnants are capped by sandstone strata.
The valley slope is nearly vertical in places, and
the canyon local relief varies from 18.3-30.5 m
(60-100 It). The narrow canyon is less than 200 m
wide at the bottom, and the river meanders back
and forth within the valley, leaving only thin strips
of alluvial floodplain between the canyon wall and
stream.
The topography differs upstrearo and downstream from this canyon-confined segment of the
river. The eastern end of the reservoir, near the
mouth of Grape Creek, is also a steep-sided
canyon, but the valley widens out considerably with
an alluvial floodplain over 1 km wide. In the
western upstream end of the reservoir near the
community of Justiceburg, canyon cutting is not
pronounced because the river has not cut down
through the erosion-resistant sandstone strata. The
river channel is within a wide shallow valley which
slopes gradually into the eroded upland.
The rugged topography in the project area is
characterized by a 'range of distinctive landforms
(Fig. 3). The upland and upland margin settings are
found all along the canyon rim. In some areas, the
flat upland ends abruptly at the canyon rim with
little or no eroded upland margin. In other areas,
the eroding upland margin extends hundreds of
meters back from the canyon rim. Abrupt c,anyon
rims are marked by erosion-resistant sandstone
ledges which usually form a bluff several meters
high. Erosion along the bluff has created numerous
overhangs and sbelters throughout the project area.
The valley wall, the area between the upper bluff

ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND

Justiceburg Reservoir is located within the
Lower Plains region of Texas (Brown et al. 1982),
also referred to as the Rolling Plains (Lobeck
1948). The Lower Plains region is bordered on the
north by the Canadian River in Oklahoma, on the
east by the Western Cross Timbers region, on the
south by the Edwards Plateau of Central Texas, and
on the west by the Llano Estacado, the southernmost extension of the High Plains. The Llano
Estacado, or High Plains, is the dominant physiographic feature, and the Caprock Escarpment
clearly marks the boundary between the Lower
Plains and the High Plains. The project area is
several kilometers east of the Caprock Escarpment.
The flat, featureless plain of the Llano
Estacado provides a stark contrast to the undulating, eroded badland topography of the Lower
Plains. The rolling landscape is the result of the
erosion and retreat of the High Plains. During the
last several hundred thousand years, the Caprock
Escarpment has been retreating westward, exposing
to erosion the underlying Triassic and Permian
4
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Figure 3. Generalized landfonns.
and the valley floor. consists of talus slopes.
isolated mesas, erosional remnants, bedrock benches, or any combination of these landforms. Talus
slopes are composed of softer and more easily
eroded mudstones and siltstones and are characteristically very steep. Talus slopes may be 20-30 m
high, extending from the canyon rim to the valley
floor, or they may cover only a few meters between
exposed ledges of sandstone. In heavily eroded
areas with numerous layers of erosion-resistant
sandstone, the valley wall stairsteps, forming
projecting erosional remnants, bedrock terraces, and

isolated mesas. The valley wall landforms constitute a considerable portion of the project area, and
the surface distance between the canyon rim and the
valley floor may be hundreds of meters. The valley
floor consists of the meandering channel of the
Double Mountain Fork or its tributaries and alluvial
terraces. It varies from a few meters to over
1,000 m wide. In the lower portion of the reservoir, upper and lower alluvial terraces can be
distingnished. but in the remainder usually only a
single terrace is evident. A few eolian sand dunes
have formed on the alluvial terraces at the upper
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end of the reservoir, and occasional levees are
evident along the river and stream channel margins,
The modem climate in the project area (from
Scurry County data in Pass 1981:122) is mild, with
short periods of extreme heat or cold. The mean
minimum temperature in January is _2°C (28 OF),
and the mean maximum in July is 35.6 °C (96 OF),
but extremes range from -23.3 °C (-10 OF) to
46.1 °C (115 OF). The growing season averages
214 days. The average yearly rainfall is 49.07 cm
(19.32 inches), with most occurring during the
spring and summer months. Windspeed at Lubbock
averages 20.6 kph (12.8 mph), but a maximum
windspeed of 143.3 kph (89 mph) has been recorded
(Pass 1981:111). The prevailing winds come from
the south and southwest. Severe weather conditions, i.e., blizzards, droughts, and thunderstorms,

until Justiceburg Reservoir was in the early planning stages in the 1970s. The initial archeological
work was a survey of the proposed reservoir area
funded by the South Plains Association of Governments (SPAG). This work, conducted in 19741975, produced an inventory of archeological sites
and resulted in a series of reports (Campbell 1975,
1977; Campbell and Judd 1977a, 1977b; Judd
1977), but these reports made minimal recommendations for treatment of the resources. A second
archeological investigation (Alexander 1982)
documented selected sites in order to evaluate the
results of the SPAG survey and their recommendations. Alexander (1982:3-4) concluded that the
cultural resources were not adequately recorded and
that their true significance had been underestimated.
A complete resurvey of the proposed Justiceburg
Reservoir area and a reevaluation of its cultural
resources was recommended:
The proposed Justiceburg Reservoir area,
including the construction zones, the flood pool, and
a shoreline easement around the reservoir (ca. 8,600
acres), was intensively resurveyed by Prewitt and
Associates, Inc. in 1987. This Phase I investigation
included a detailed regional historic overview,
subsurface geoarcheological testing, and an intensive pedestrian survey (Boyd et aI. 1989). The
survey resulted in the documentation of 330 sites
(excluding 45 isolated finds), and site significance
was reevaluated. Sites were assessed relative to
specific prehistoric and historic research problems
identified for the Lower Plains region of Texas.
Most of the sites (n = 238) were considered to be
potentially eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places because of their integrity and potential to provide data relevant to addressing regional research problems. It was recommended that a sample of the various site types be
tested to determine ,their National Register significance.
Phase II testing of a sample of the cultural
resources conducted by Prewitt and Associates, Inc.
in 1988 included various levels of archeological
testing and documentation at 67 sites (Boyd et aI.
1990). Intensive geoarcheological investigations
were undertaken as well as the development of two
regional historic contexts and a prehistoric research
design to provide the framework for National
Register assessments of the historic and prehistoric
resources. Based on these contextual models, 17
prehistoric and rock art sites and 7 historic sites

are not Wlcommon.

The project area is within the Mesquite Plains
district of the Kansan biotic province (Blair 1950).
Vegetation in the region can be categorized generally into three floral assemblages occupying different topographic settings: (I) the juniper-mesquite/
upland slope assemblage; (2) the mesquite-oldfield!
terrace-floodplain assemblage; and (3) the
saltcedar/riparian floral assemblage (Kenmotsu
1981:343-346). Lists of flora found in the region
are presented in Boyd et aI. (1989:19-20),
Wulfkuhle (1986:40-44), Kenmotsu (1981:343346), and Etchieson et aI. (1979:25-32). Recent
modification to plant and animal communities is
apparent throughout the region, but little effort has
been made to identify native species, particularly
those that are no longer extant. Portions of the
project area have undergone severe alterations, but
some locations appear to be relatively undisturbed.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

"

The history of archeological investigations in
the Justiceburg Reservoir area and the development
of the region's cultural sequence are long and
complex stories. A comprehensive archeological
background is presented in Boyd et aI. (1989:2359), and only brief synopses are presented here and
in the following section.
Archeological interest in the Justiceburg area
began in the 1950s as members of the South Plains
Archeological Society began documenting and
investigating sites in Garza County. Professional
archeological investigations, however, did not begin
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were recommended as eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places.
The next cultural resources investigation at
Jnsticeburg was an archeological survey of ca.
2,440 acres in Garza County immediately north of
the dam site. The City of Lnbbock was considering
the purchase of this land to serve as wildlife habitat
to mitigate the destruction of similar habitat in the
reservoir. The wildlife mitigation lands survey
(Boyd et al. 1991), conducted in August and September of 1990, documented I historic and 32
prehistoric archeological sites where none had been
previously recorded. Nine of these sites were
evaluated as being significant or potentially significant, and appropriate recommendations were made
to protect the sites from impact during development
of the wildlife area.
The final step in the Justiceburg Reservoir
cultural resources program is the Phase III data
recovery effort, which was initiated in the fall of
1990. The Phase III effort currently in progress
will encompass three separate seasons of fieldwork
and include archeological investigations of prehistoric, historic, and rock art sites as well as additional geomorphic and paleoenvironmental studies.
The first season of Phase III work has been reported (Boyd et al. 1992), and this report documents
the second of the three planned seasons of data
recovery at Justiceburg Reservoir.

geomorphic record at Justiceburg Reservoir.
The Paleoindian and early/middJe Archaic
periods (ca. 11,000-4500 B.P.) are not well represented in the Lower Plains. Diagnostic projectile
points dating to these periods are sometimes found,
but intact cultural deposits of this age are rare. In
the Justiceburg Reservoir area, no intact components firmly dated to these time periods have been
found, and only a few possible candidates exist in
disturbed contexts. In the canyonland environment
in and around the reservoir, it appears that erosion
and retreat of the canyon rim and valley walls
occurs very rapidly. and it is doubtful if evidence of
any early human occupations along the upland
margin would be preserved. Likewise, the Double
Mountain Fork of the Brazos River and its major
tributaries are dynamic fluvial systems that apparently have stripped away all of the early sediments
except for a few isolated remnants. Thus, it appears that the potential for Paleoindian and early/
middle Archaic occupations now exists mainly in
the uplands, and such occupations most likely
would be found near large playa lakes or on high
rises within a few hundred meters of the canyon
rim.
The prehistoric archeological record at
Justiceburg Reservoir dates almost entirely to the
late Archaic (ca. 4500-2000 B.P.) and Late Prehistoric (ca. 2000 B.P. to European contact) periods,
and sites from both periods are preserved along the
eroding upland margin, on lower bedrock benches,
and in the stream valley alluvial terraces. No late
Archaic cultural phases or complexes have been
adequately defined for the region, but late Archaic
sites are very common. The Summers Complex
proposed for southwestern Oklahoma (Leonhardy
1966) may be a valid, cultural unit in the Texas
Lower PlainS, but this remains to be demonstrated.
Leonhardy .:(1966:32) noted similarities in the
cultural materials between the Summers Complex
and late Archaic materials in Central Texas and in
the Texas PanhandJe.
The region's Late Prehistoric period is only
somewhat better understood. Ceramics and arrow
points appear early in the first milleniu·m A.D., and
the Texas Panhandle-Plains sites show influence
from two different areas. The Late Prehistoric I
period (ca. 2000-1000 B.P.) in the northern
Panhandle-Plains is characterized by occupations
with demonstrated WoodJand influence (e.g., cordmarked pottery), while contemporaneous occupa-

CULTURAL CHRONOLOGY

The Lower Plains of Texas were inhabited by
man for at least the last ca. 12,000 years, but the
archeological studies at Justiceburg suggest that the
region's archeological record is extremely biased.
Severe erosion of the landscape over thousands of
years has removed a considerable amount of the
late Pleistocene and early/middle Holocene sediments and landforms. The result is an archeological record dominated by late Holocene (i.e., late
Archaic, Late Prehistoric, and Historic) sites. This
phenomenon has been noted in the past but only
now is beginning to be understood. A growing bndy
of paleoenvironmental, archeological, and geomorphic evidence for the Southern Plains strongly
suggests that a long period of severe aridity during
the mid Holocene, called the Altithermal period, is
responsible for the accelerated erosion and removal
of earlier sediments. While the evidence is far
from conclusive, this phenomenon is evident in the
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tions in the southern Panhandle-Plains show strong
cultural ties with the Southwest. The Palo Duro
Complex defined for the southern Lower Plains
(Willey and Hughes 1978) is characterized by
Mogollon-style pithouse architecture and imported
Jomada brownware pottery. Several sites in the
Justiceburg Reservoir area have been recognized as
belonging to the Palo Duro Complex.
The Late Prehistoric II (ca. 1000 B,P. to
European contact) and Protohistoric/Historic Native
American (European contact to ca. A.D. 1875)
periods include the Garza Complex and historic
Plains Indian occupations. The Garza Complex,
defined in the vicinity of Justiceburg (Runkles
1964), dates to ca, 550-250 B.P. (A.D. 1400-1700)
and is characterized as a bison-hunting nomadic
lifestyle that may be associated with an influx of

bison back into the Southern Plains after a period of
relative scarcity. Only a few sites associated with
the Garza Complex have been investigated archealogically, however, and the complex remains poorly
defined and understood. Many sites in the Justiceburg Reservoir area date to the Late Prehistoric II
time period, and it is likely that at least some
belong to the Garza Complex, even though no Garza
or LOll arrow points characteristic of the complex
have been found. Campsites containing protahistoric or historic Native American materials have
only recently been identified in the Justiceburg
Reservoir area, and the use of the area by
protohistoric/historic Plains Indian groups is evidenced in historic records and by the numerous rock
art sites that contain historic Plains Biographic
Style motifs.
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2
Douglas K. Boyd, Steve A. Tomka, and Jay Peck

261-273), based on Work by Binford (1980), Kelly
(1980, 1983), and Hayden (1986, 1987), suggests
that human subsistence strategies and settlement
patterns are controlled in large part by resource
distribution and lhat human social groups exploit
resources using some combination of two different
resource acquisition patterns, i.e., as logistically
oriented collectors or residentially mobile foragers.
In a nutshell, collector strategies move food resources to less-mobile residential camps through
the employment of special task groups, while
foragers move people to resources lhrough frequent
residential camp moves.
More specifically, lhe model proposes lhat a
single resource, bison, was the main factor conditioning the selection of subsistence strategies and
land-use patterns in the Lower Plains. The model
suggests lhat climatic changes caused bison populations to fluctuate lhrough time and that it was the
abundance or scarcity of bison that controlled
human subsistence strategy selection. Bison are
viewed as the. only sufficiently stable bulk resource
in lhe Lower Plains that feasibly could have been
exploited by humans under a logistically oriented
collector strategy. During times of bison abundance, such as proposed for the late Archaic, Late
Prehistoric 11, and Protohistoric periods, human
populations would have acted primarily as logistical collectors to exploit the bison, alth(;mgh shifts to
forager-oriented strategies may have occurred in
response to periodic bison scarcity as a result of lhe
seasonal migration of herds within or out of lhe
region. Thus, late Archaic, Late Prehistoric II, and
Protohistoric period settlement systems may reflect

RESEARCH ORIENTATION
Archeological research in the soulhern Lower
Plains has not been extensive, and lhe Justiceburg
Reservoir studies constitute the largest single
archeological data base in the region. In conjunction wilh the Phase II investigations, a detailed
research design was developed to provide the
necessary foundation for assessing the significance
of late Archaic, Late Prehistoric I, Late Prehistoric
II, and Historic sites relative to regional research
problems (Boyd et al. 1990). Not having located or
recognized any Protohistoric period archeological
resources during the Phase I and Phase II work at
Justiceburg Reservoir, lhe research design did not
include a discussion of this time period. At the
conclusion of the Phase III, Season 2 archeological
investigations at 41KT51 and 41KT53 and during
the subsequent analysis phase, it became clear that
bolh sites contain protohistoric components. The
following section presents a synopsis of the generalized research design that guided the work at
41KT51 and 41KT53. The original research design
is expanded to incorporate the potential effects of
the acquisition of horses and Euro-American goods
on lhe settlement and subsistence patterns, site
structure, and material culture of human populations
who utilized the area during lhe Protohistoric
period.
A Model of Late Holocene
Human Adaptation
The model proposed by Boyd et al. (1990:
9
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a mix of collector and forager strategies. In prolonged times of bison scarcity, such as proposed for
the Late Prehistoric I period, human populations
should have operated primarily as foragers and
exploited a wide range of less-abundant and lessdependable resources. Thus, the immediate goal of
the Justiceburg archeological research is to determine how individual sites fit within the collectorforager continuum, and the long-range goal is to
identify, through intersite studies, the relationships
between resource structure and land-use patterns
through time and space.
Four major research topics pertinent to
assessing this model at Justiceburg Reservoir have
been defined: settlement patterns, subsistence, site
structure, and material culture. Within each of
these topics, two general hypotheses dealing with a
regional level of iuterpretation were proposed in the
research design. The first described archeological
expectations under a collector-oriented resource
procurement strategy, and the second discussed
expectations under a forager-oriented strategy.
These general hypotheses, modified to account for
changes that may have occurred in the Protohistoric
period as a result of access to horses and the use of
Euro-American goods, are reiterated in the following paragraphs. To a large extent, these discussions present idealized cases that are unlikely to
mirror real archeological situations, as collector and
forager strategies may have been employed in
varying mixes. For this reason, elements of both
sets of hypotheses may apply to a given time
period.

other exotic trade items may indicate large territory
exploitation and participation in interregional
exchange networks.
Logistically oriented collector systems may
also include residential base camps that were
season specific and oriented toward foraging for
specific resources. Within the overall context of a
collector- dominated system, some residential base
camps may have been solely foraging oriented and
hence would appear no different archeologically
than those described below.
Although horses were introduced into the
southwestern United States in 1541 (Newcomb
1961:68), it is likely that a viable population of
horses was not present on the South Plains until
A.D. 1598 following Ofiate's initial settlement in
New Mexico. Authors familiar with Southwestern
ethnohistory (Bloom 1937; Worcester 1944; Kessel
1987) suggest that horses were a crucial part of
Apache lifeways by the mid 1600s.
The availability of horses during the Protohistoric period could have had at least three major
impacts on the organization of logistical resource
acquisition systems: (1) an iucrease in the size of
the region availabll' for exploitation; (2) greater
hunting success; and (3) an increase in transport
capacity. An increase in the size of the region
accessible for exploitation may have led to an
increase in the overall number of procurement!
processing locations and associated field camps
generated in a particular region over a given hunting
season, The use of horses (and possibly firearms)
may have allowed and/or necessitated changes in
hunting techniques (e.g., mounted surrounds versus
bison jumps) and may have significantly improved
hunting efficiency. The increased size of the
economically exploited region and the greater
number of herd encounters may have further increased hunting suc~ess. In association with increased yields, the in'creased transportation capacity
of bison-hunting groups with horses versus transportation solely by humans or dogs may have
allowed increased seasonal sedentism at residential
base camps. The acquisition of surplus bison
products (e.g., hides, raw material for tools,' and
meat) may have allowed and motivated the maintenance of more-intensive and more-extensive
interregional exchange networks.
In addition to these organizational changes,
the keeping of horses may have conditioned the
selection of site locations favoring settings that

Settlement Patterns
Collector Systems
Residential base camps within collector
systems may be either single-season camps oriented toward procurement and processing of bison or
multiseasonal base camps that were bison oriented
on a seasonal basis but geared toward foraging for
supplemental plant and animal resources during
other parts of the year. In either case, lengthy site
occupations and/or yearly reoccupations are likely,
and low residential mobility and relatively high
populations should be evident by site size, overall
frequency of cultural materials and features, and
intensity of site use. The presence of a relatively
high percentage of nonlocal lithic materials and
10
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provided sufficient forage and water for the maintenance of herds.
Similarly, as herd sizes
increased, either through improved management or
acquisition (e.g., raiding), the availability of horses
may have contributed to more-frequent moves as
forage was more rapidly depleted in the vicinity of
residential campsites.

Subsistence

storage of bison, a high-yield, large-biomass
resource. Exploitation of other plant and animal
resources will also be evident in the flora and fauna
recovered, especially at the residential sites occupied during seasons of relative bison scarcity. The
overall faunal assemblages, however, will be
dominated by bison and will be biased toward
high-meat-yield body parts (e.g., ribs, scapulas,
and femurs) that were selectively transported from
kill sites back to the camps. Food storage of bulk
resources is characteristic of collector systems but
is not likely to include storage pits at bison-oriented sites. Meat drying and/or salting for storage
probably were important activities at bison-oriented
collector sites but may be difficult to recognize
archeologically (e.g., postmolds indicating drying
racks).
Even though the availability of horses mighf
have increased transPortation capacity during the
Protohistoric period, the likelihood that many bison
kills occurred at greater distances from residential
base camps might have maintained high overall
transportation costs. High transportation costs in
tum mighf have required the relatively complete
field processing of prey, resulting in the return of
only selected high-meat-utility elements to residential base camps (Metcalfe and Barlow 1992).
It is also likely that in contexts where kill locations
were associated with nearby field camps and the
hunting season lasted for a period of months, the
majority of the resources (i.e., bison) returned to
the residential base camps would have been already
fully processed (e.g., pemmican) or stage processed
(e.g., hides) and ready for storage. On the other
hand, it is likely that less field processing may have
occurred at kill locations found closer to residential
base camps, and as a result a greater range of
animal parts may have been introduced to base
camps. In sU)llmary, the availability of horses may
not necessarily have increased the recognizability of
residential base camps in a collector system. The
evidence of bulk resource processing (e.g., large
quantities of bones) may have been restricted to kill
locations and field camps rather than residential
base camps.

Collector Systems

Forager Systems

Residential base camps that operated within
a logistically oriented collector system will exhibit
evidence of the bulk procurement, processing, and

Residential base camps generated by a
forager system will exhibit evidence of exploitation
of a diverse range of relatively low yield (small

Forager Systems

Residential base camps within an exclusively
forager system should exhibit archeological evidence of higWy mobile, relatively short term,
season-specific occupations, although reoccupation
on a seasonal basis is also likely. The sites served
as base camps for daily foraging activities exploiting specific resource patches. It is possible that a
single site may have been oriented toward a single
resource, although it is more likely that multiple
resources were exploited from a single base camp.
Exclusive foragers exploited a relatively small
overall territory that should be evident archeologically by low percentages of nonlocallithic materials and few exotic trade items.
Within year-round forager systems, or during
periods of bison scarcity in mixed collector-forager
systems, the availability of horses should have
continued to provide the three advantages mentioned
above. It is unlikely, however, that in the absence
of other resources that could have been exploited in
bulk, access to horses alone would have been
sufficient to shift the operation of a foraging resource acquisition strategy into a collector mode.
That is, increased yields due to larger areas exploited, greater hunting success, and increased
transport capacity may have allowed the somewhat
longer occupation of foraging base camps compared
to pre-horse times. However, the overall system
would have continued to operate in a foraging mode
unless procurement activities geared toward the
acquisition of a broad range of resources generated
sufficient surplus (e.g., due to other technological
innovations) to allow long-term storage.
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biomass) resources. Faunal assemblages will be
diverse and may include deer, numerous small
mammals such as rabbits and rodents, turtle, fish,
etc. A low percentage of bison may be represented,
but the overall faunal assemblage will not be
dominated by anyone resource. Macrobotanical
and pollen remains will represent a diverse range of
plant foods.
Within year-round forager systems, and
during seasons of bison scarcity in mixed collectorforager systems, the availability of horses might
have allowed foraging populations to concentrate
more effectively on higher-ranked resources (i.e.,
in terms of procurement versus processing costs)
such as medium-sized mammals (e.g., antelope and
deer) rather than lower-ranked small mammals
(e.g., rabbits, etc.). As mentioned above, the
availability of horses probably was not sufficient to
allow a foraging system to operate in a collector
mode. However, it may have allowed foraging
groups a greater degree of dietary security by
becoming more effective at exploiting larger prey
rather than smaller, lower-ranked resources. If the
availability of horses provided this benefit to
protohistoric groups, then faunal assemblages
derived from protohistoric sites should contain a
lower species diversity than assemblages belonging
to pre-horse foragers (e.g., Late Prehistoric I). In
addition, faunal assemblages from protohistoric
sites should have a greater proportion of higherranked resources than assemblages derived from
pre-horse foragers. Finally, because of the absence
of bulk resources and the smaller number of individuals killed during any hunting episode, it is
likely that a greater portion of medium-sized
mammals procured by groups operating in a forager
mode would have been returned to residential base
camps compared to the pattern proposed among
collectors. This could result in a residential base
camp skeletal assemblage generated by foragers
that is more visible archeologically than an assemblage generated by bulk-processing collectors.

might include hide processing stations with evidence
of unifacial scraping tool rejuvenation, tool manufacturing areas where the final stages of lithic
reduction occurred, secondary butchering areas
where selected cuts were further processed, bone
grease manufacturing areas, and cooking areas
where bison and/or other resources were prepared.
Activity areas will be identifiable as highfrequency clusters of artifacts and/or faunal and
floral remains. Horizontal patterning of activity
areas may even provide evidence of communitylevel organization (i.e., habitation areas or structures). Due to the increased length of occupation,
more-frequent site maintenance activities may have
generated well-defined midden areas at these sites.
As mentioned, the availability of horses
during the Protohistoric period may have had the
effect of removing from residential base camps
certain activities normally' associated with the
processing of bulk quantities of resources for
storage. Because of distance, transportation, and
scheduling constraints, activities such as sun-drying
meat to produce pemmican may have occurred at
kill locations and/or associated field camps rather
than the residential base camps. The segregation of
selected activities to specialized activity sites may
have had the effect of reducing site structure complexity at collector residential base camps while
contributing to increased site structure at locations
and field camps. However, given that the processing of certain resources may have occurred in
stages (e.g., hides may have been processed for
temporary storage at field camps and final processing may have taken place at the residential camps),
it is likely that some specialized activity areas
(e.g., hide processing, smudge pits), and as a result
some site structure, may be evident at residential
base camps established by collectors.
Forager Systems

Residential bases camps generated within an
exclusively forager system will be characterized by
multifunctional and overlapping features and activity areas representing exploitation of a single resource or contemporaneous exploitation of multiple
resources. Site reoccupation for exploiting different
resources at different times is also likely. Although
individual base camps may exbibit various degrees
of specialization, overall these sites will appear
unspecialized due to the similarities in the procure-

Site Structure
Collector Systems

Bison-oriented collector base camps will
have well-defined site structure with spatially
discrete activity areas and special-function features
related to bison processing. Specific activity areas
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ment and processing strategies and material culture
for exploiting various low-yield plant and animal

more notable impact on the composition of tool
assemblages. The replacement of chipped lithic
arrow points and beveled knives with metal arrow
points and knives may have resulted in a significant
reduction in the manufacture and archeological
occurrence of both of these lithic tool categories.
The presence of firearms may have further decreased the reliance on native technology. The
availability of metal pots and pans, axes, wedges,
and hammers may have had similar effects on the
numbers of ceramic vessels, cobble tools, and
mano/hammerstones encountered in protohistoric
artifact assemblages. It is likely, however, that the
availability of Euro-American goods would have
had less of an effect on the number of ground stone
tools and unifacial scraping tools. This is suggested by a number of ethnoarcbeological examples of
the persistence of ground stone tool assemblages.
and the use of chipped lithic end scrapers among
modem groups (Gallagher 1977; Hayden 1987;
Webley 1990).
It is probable that during the early stages of
access to Euro-American goods the extremely high
replacement costs of these items, derived from their
relative scarcity, would have made them highly
curated. High curation rates in conjunction with
relatively long use-lives (especially compared to
nativemade artifacts) would have reduced tbe
frequency of Euro-American goods in archeologically recovered assemblages. As access to larger
quantities of Euro-American goods improved (e.g.,
as supplies became more dependable) during the
Protohistoric and early Historic periods, the proportion of Euro-American items in tool assemblages should have increased.

resources.
It is not expected that the availability of

horses alone would have significantly affected the
structure of residential base camps generated by
year-round foragers. The structure of residential
base camps established during seasons of bison
scarcity by groups operating in a seasonal mix of
collecting and foraging should be similar to that of
year-round forager residential camps.
Material Culture
Collector Systems

Material culture assemblages at bison-oriented collector residential base camps will include
specialized tools reflecting the importance of bison
hunting (projectile points), meat processing (cutting
tools such as beveled knives), and hide processing
(scraping tools such as end scrapers). Manufacture
and rejuvenation of these tools will be important
activities represented in the lithic debitage and in
staged preforms. It is expected that hide processing
may be particularly well represented in campsites,
and resharpening of unifacial hide-scraping tools
should be evident. Lithic debitage should reflect a
strategy of nonlocal material procurement and
transportation of early-stage tools to base camps
for the final stages of tool manufacture. Specifically, the debitage should exhibit a high percentage
of nonlocal materials and a disproportionately high
frequency of decorticate flakes.
Perhaps the most readily evident changes
during the Protohistoric period might have come in
the composition of the material culture of groups
inhabiting the Southern Plains. The availability of
horses and the more-intensive participation in
interregional exchange networks should have increased the proportions of nonlocal (i.e.. extraregional and Buro-American) raw materials and
finished goods present in protohistoric artifact
assemblages, and more-intensive participation in
broader interregional exchange networks also may
have resolted in an increase in the distances from
which these materials and goods originated.
The influx of Euro-American goods made of
more-durable materials (e.g., metal) and of tools
that were more effective than their nativemade
functional equivalents should have had an even

Forager Systems

Forager, residential base camps will be
characterized by a generalized stone tool assemblage and dominance of local material use.
Chipped stone tools will be dominated by
multifunctional and expedient tools, i.e., various
types of bifacial and unifacial cutting and/or scraping tools exhibiting considerable morphological
variability. Lithic debitage will be dominated by
local materials, and all stages of lithic manufacture
will be evident by the presence of cores and complementary percentages of corticate and decorticate
flakes.
The availability of horses would have in13
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creased the participation of year-round and seasonal forager groups in interregional exchange networks resulting in an increase in the proportions of
nonlocal raw materials and finished goods in
artifact assemblages. It is likely that artifact
assemblages obtained from seasonal foraging
groups may be indistinguishable from assemblages
of the same group produced during the season when
they were organized primarily as collectors. On the
other hand. it is possible that. due to the relatively
smaller size of the economically exploited region.
the artifact assemblages of year-round foragers
may contain smaller proportions of nonlocal raw
materials, and the distances from which these
extraregional materials were acquired may be
smaller.
Although the availability of the horse may not
have shifted a forager system into one operating in
a collector mode. it is unclear whether improvements in technological efficiency and resulting
increases in resource procurement could have led to
a shift from foraging to collecting. It is likely, for
instance. that increased hunting efficiency provided
by firearms may have resulted in surplus yields.
even in species (e.g.• deer and antelope) that previously were not procured in bulk quantities. The
availability of horses. in conjunction with this
technological innovation. would have further increased the overall technological efficiency of
foraging groups. leading perhaps to decreased
residential mobility. While such a shift may have
been possible during the later stages of the influx of
Euro-American goods into native cultures. the
unreliable supply of items and their overall low
frequency may have mitigated against it during the
early stages of the availability of Euro-American
goods.

tems (e.g.• Butzer 1982). To accomplish this, a
wide range of site types (Le.. locationally and
functionally). temporal periods. and cultural affiliations must be sampled. Hence, all sites slated for
data recovery during the Justiceburg project fill a
particular research niche in the spatial/temporal/
cultural continuum.
The data recovery investigations at 41KT51
and 41KT53 were designed to recover (I) adequate
samples of artifacts and organic remains (faunal
and macrobotanical) to support interpretations of
site function. subsistence strategies. seasonality.
cultural affiliations, and intercultural relationships;
(2) cultural feature and artifact patterns to reveal
site structure and function. occupation intensity. and
local land-use patterns; (3) temporally diagnostic
artifacts and datable samples to reveal site age and
duration of occupation; and'<4) paleoenvironmental
data to contribute to reconstructions of past climates and relate human subsistence patterns to the
changing resource base. Although ideally it is
desirable to recover a variety of data on each of
these research topics. the actual archeological
remains recovered and their interpretive potential
depend on the natqre of the site occupations and the
geomorphic context of the cultural deposits. as well
as preservation and other factors.
Prior to data recovery. sites 4lKT51 and
41KT53 were considered to be roughly contemporaneous, single-component, Late Prehistoric IT
sites. It is generally assumed that archeological
sites representing single components have a greater
potential to yield more-readily interpretable,
higher-resolution information concerning site use,
site structure, and the role of the site in the overall
land-use system. During the testing phase, however. it became clear that the sandy levee sediments
containing the cultural depositS at 41KT5l had been
subjected to deiJPsitional and postdepositional
disturbances. It wa's acknowledged that the vertical
displacement of artifacts could jeopardize the
distributional and associational integrity of the
deposits and severely limit site structural information. On the other hand. the thin cultural zone
evident in the primary alluvial deposits at 41KT53
was more likely to preserve associations b.etween
artifacts, activity areas, and site structural information.
Based on differences in the geomorphic
context and the nature of the deposits containing the
cultural materials. it was decided that the excava-

THE EXCAVATIONS AT
41KT51 AND 41KT53
Ohjectives
The significance of sites 4lKT5l and 4lKT53
is derived from their potential to contribute data
useful for testing the model of late Holocene human
adaptation summarized above. The ultimate goal
of the research is to reconstruct the broad patterns
of interaction of human begins (Le.• cultures) with
their environment and understand the principles
underlying the operation of cultural adaptive sys14
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tion strategies and techniques at 41KT51 should
deemphasize the recovery of site structural information. Rather, the location and distribution of
excavation units, as well as the excavation techniques, should focus primarily on obtaining analytically meaningful samples of a broad range of data
to be used to explore the hypotheses defined in the
research design. To accomplish this goal, it was
decided to sample limited high-artifact-density
areas with block excavations and/or closely spaced
units as opposed to sampling many potentially lowdensity areas with widely spaced, isolated units.
Because it was thought to be a short-occupationspan, single-component site, and since the geomorphic context was favorable for the preservation of
site structural integrity, a different excavation
strategy was employed at 41KT53. At this site, it
was felt that the excavation of large contiguous
blocks in combination with isolated units would be
the most effective strategy to allow the definition of
activity areas and intrasite spatial patterning and to
obtain a representative sample of the full range of
activities carried out at the site.
As the investigations proceeded, it became
clear that the sites represent, at least in part,
Protohistoric period occupations rather than dating
solely to the Late Prehistoric 11 period. Although
the change in temporal affiliation did result in
subsequent adjustments in analytical methods and
techniques, it did not necessitate a change in excavation strategy. The cultural changes experienced
by Native Americans as a result of Eurn-American
contact were profound, and many new avenues of
research are revealed (as demonstated by the
additions to the research design in the previous
section). The impacts of Eurn-American influence
must be taken into account at an analytical and
interpretive level, but the basic research questions
relating to bison abundance/scarcity and human
subsistence strategies are equally valid for the
Protohistoric period. The nature of the archeological record and the approaches to uncovering it
remain largely the same whether dealing with
protohistoric or Late Prehistoric remains.

aid of a transit and stadia, and excavation units
were laid out in a grid from one of the site datum
points set in concrete during the 1988 testing. Each
site had a primary datum point that was assigned
an arbitrary elevation of 100.00 m. Elevations of
secondary datum points, all other grid points, and
excavation levels were relative to the primary
datum point. Arbitrary levels were set at even
10-cm increments. For example, in an excavation
unit starting at 97.58 m (the elevation of the surface
at the highest comer of the unit), Level I would be
from 97.58 to 97.50 m, Level 2 from 97.50 to
97.40 m, Level 3 from 97.40-97.30 m, and so on.
Within a unit, excavation levels were measured
using a transit and stadia, a level string line set at
a known elevation, or a water level.
All excavated fill was screened through 1/4inch-mesh hardware doth, and all artifacts were
bagged by unit and le~el provenience. Dry screening was employed at 41KT51, but the dense clayey
sediments at 41KT53 necessitated water screening.
Excavation Record Forms were completed for each
level, and when a feature was encountered, it was
assigned a unique number and recorded on a separate Feature Record Form. Additional feature
documentation consisted of drawing plan and
profile views, taking black-and-white and colorslide photographs, and collecting special samples.
In situ artifacts and features were mapped on grid
paper, and elevations were shot by transit or taken
from a string line or water level. For small artifacts, only one elevation was recorded, but for
larger artifacts or features, top and bottom elevations were recorded. During excavation, field
inventories of all collected artifacts were kept, and
site maps showing units excavated and artifact
densities were updated daily. These maps were
periodically reviewed to select new areas for
excavation.. :Special samples include bulk sediment for
flotation/macroootanical analysis or radiocarbon
dating, smaller sediment samples for pollen/phytnlith analysis, and charcoal or other organic materials for radiocarbon dating. Special procedures,
such as cleaning trowels with water and immediate
sealing of samples in zip-lock plastic bags, were
used for taking the pollen/phytolith samples to
prevent contamination. In addition, all bones,
shells, and charcoal fragments as well as fragile or
unique artifacts were carefully collected in aluminum foil to prevent contamination or damage.

General Methods
The archeological excavations were conducted
entirely by hand. Horiwntal and vertical controls
were maintained using Ix I-m excavation units and
10-cm levels. Site maps were prepared with the
15
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ROCK ART SITE INVESTIGATIONS

was in progress during the Season 2 fieldwork, and
archeological personnel periodically monitored the
active borrow areas in the Grape Creek valley near
41KT51 and 41KT53. Monitoring was generally in
the form of spot checks of specific areas as
mechanical clearing occurred. On one occasion
during a holiday break in the construction schedule,
a pedestrian reconnaissance of all the active Grape
Creek borrow areas was made. Survey transects
15-20 m apart were walked across all areas where
excavation was in progress or where vegetation had
been cleared. One site, 41GR606. was found
during this borrow area reconnaissance. A second
site, 41KTl61, was discovered when the field crew
observed burned rocks eroding out of a Grape
Creek cutbank. These sites are described in
Chapter 8.

The rock art sites at Justiceburg Reservoir.
except for those containing obvious historical
motifs. are of unknown age and cannot be linked to
any archeological remains. In addition. so little is
known about the stylistic development of the
region's prehistoric rock art that it cannot be fully
understood in its own right. While the historic
Indian rock art derives its significance from and can
be assessed relative to the Plains Biographic Style,
no such constructs exist for the prehistoric (or
unknown age) rock art. In the absence of chronological evidence for prehistoric rock art, it is
impossible to relate it to any models of huntergatherer subsistence such as that developed for the
other prehistoric resources. The rock art at Justiceburg Reservoir cannot be placed into its proper
regional perspective until much more rock art
research is done throughout the Texas Lower Plains
and surrounding regions. Lacking a regional data
base, the main research focus at individual prehistoric rock art sites at Justiceburg Reservoir must be
related to establishing a basic chronology. Thus,
the Season 2 rock art investigations were geared
specifically toward defining the chronology of three
sites (4IGR423, 4IGR426, and 41GR437) through
absolute dating of pigment samples. A secondary
objective at 41GR423 was to excavate a small area
immediately below the rock art in an attempt to
recover tools associated with the production of the
art.
All three sites are located below the reservoir's conservation pool or in the sensitive fluctuating flood pool zone. The imminent destruction of
these sites dictated the employment of normally
forbidden, destructive techniques. At each site,
pictograph pigments were scraped from the rock
face and collected for AMS radiocarbon dating.
These techniques are described in more detail in
Chapter 8. The limited excavation at 41GR423
used standard methods described above for 41KT51
and 41KT53.
In addition, the preservation potential of the
rock art at 4IGR344 (Huddleston Shelter) was
assessed by personnel from Associated Rock Art
Consultants of Los Osos, California. This task is
presented in Appendix K.

The Phase III, Season 2 geoarcheological
investigations included both on- and off-site
studies. The on-site investigations had three
objectives: (I) assess the geological context and
integrity of the archeological materials; (2) establish the chronological sequence of deposition; and
(3) determine the nature of the depositional and
postdepositional site formation processes and their
influence on the archeological record. The off-site
investigations had two objectives: (I) to continue
to expand upon the late Pleistocene and Holocene
geological record established for Justiceburg Reservoir by Blum (1989), Abbott (1990), and Bousman
(1992); and (2) to supplement the limited paleoenviromnental record for the Texas South Plains.
In order to accomplish these objectives, a
number of methods and techniques were employed.
Profiles were described using tlie methods described
by Soil Survey Staff (1975) and Birkeland (1984),
which provide field' observations on color, texture,
soil structure, consistence, boundary characteristics,
and inclusions such as CaCO, and manganese for
each zone (see Appendix A). Selected sediments
from backhoe trench and excavation unit profiles
were subjected to textural and chemical analyses
(see Appendix B). In addition, selected sediments
were sampled for radiocarbon analysis.

MONITORING AND SURVEY

LABORATORY PROCESSING

GEOARCHEOLOGICAL
INVESTIGA'nONS

Construction of the dam for Lake Alan Henry

Laboratory processing began with cleaning
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and cataloguing all cultural materials according to
provenience. Each specimen was labeled (or
bagged with a label if it could not be labeled) with
the site number, a lot number assigned to its particular provenience, and a unique specimen number
within its lot. Lot numbers were assigned to every
excavation level from which materials were recovered, to special proveniences associated with
features, and to individually mapped specimens. A
specimen inventory by lot number was maintained
as the sequential lot numbers were assigned. All
nonartifact samples (e.g., sediment and charcoal)
were assigned a sequential sample number in the
field and indexed by provenience.
After being catalogued, the cultural materials
were sorted for analysis. Artifacts from flotation
samples were sorted into those that would not pass
through a 1/4-inch screen and those that would; the
former were added to the materials to be analyzed,
while the microartifacts were counted but excluded
from the analysis. Artifacts were sorted according
to material types: chipped, ground, battered, and
other modified stones; unmodified manuports;
ceramics; burned rocks; modified bones and shells;
and unmodified faunal remains. The analysis of
each material class varied according to the nature
of the material and the kinds of data necessary for
addressing different research problems. Various
special studies were conducted on samples and
artifacts, and some specialized technical analyses
(e.g., macrobotanical and pollen analyses, petrographic analysis of ceramics, and radiocarbon
assays) were performed by independent consultants.
The methods and results of the special studies are
reported in the appendixes.

The delineation of interregional exchange networks
focused on the differentiation of local versus
nonlocal raw materials (i.e., lithics and clays) and
the identification of the locations of manufacture of
nonlocally made goods, in particular, ceramics. As
described in more detail below, the identification of
local versus nonlocal lithic raw materials necessitated the establishment of a lithic raw material
The identification of
comparative collection.
manufacturing sources of nonlocal ceramic types
(i.e., Puebloan ceramics) was done through a
number of special studies (e.g., comparative petrographic analysis, x-ray fluorescence, and scanning
electron microscopy), as well as consultation with
individuals knowledgeable about Puebloan ceramics.
The identification of certain Euro-Americanmade goods (e.g., majolica and glass beads) in
protohistoric artifaci collections is relatively
straightforward. However, other nativemade items
(e.g., gunflints and sharpening stones) used in
association with Euro-American goods may easily
be overlooked unless the analyst is aware of their
potential presence. The identification of EuroAmerican tools in prolohistoric assemblages is even
more difficult when little or no direct evidence of
their use is available. Because of suspected low
overall discard and high curation rates and the
potential poor preservation of certain materials
(e.g., metal artifacts), it was expected that one
could not rely solely on direct evidence for the
reconstruction of the role of Euro-American goods
in the protohistoric assemblages recovered from
41KT51 and 41KT53. Rather, it was hoped that the
under- and/or overrepresentation of ceramic and/or
lithic artifact categories that may be replaced by
Euro-American counterparts (e.g., metal pots,
arrow pointS, knives, and axes) may provide an
indirect gauge of the presence of Euro-American
tools in the active assemblages used at these sites.
Finally, other evidence, such as the presence of
metal tool cut marks on skeletal elements, was
searched for as an additional indirect indicator of
Euro-American tool use during the protohistoric
occupations of the sites.
The search for evidence of the keeping of
horses and the acquisition of other European livestock focused on the identification of the taxa
present in the bone assemblages and the identification of the agents that may have introduced the
skeletal elements into the sites. Although bone

ANALYSIS
Because 41KT51 and 41KT53 date at least
partly to the Protohistoric period, a time that was
marked by intensification of interregional exchange
networks and the acquisition of horses and EuroAmerican goods, the analysis paid particular
allention to three aspects of the archeological
remains recovered from the two sites: (I) the
delineation of the extent of the interregional exchange networks; (2) the identification of EuroAmerican goods and their effect upon the locally
made native artifact assemblages; and (3) the
search for faunal evidence of horse-keeping and the
utilization of other European livestock (e.g., callie).
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preservation was reasonably good at both sites,
these efforts were severely limited by the small
size of the majority of the bones recovered.
In addition to the need to identify the presence and impact of Euro-American goods on
protohistoric artifact assemblages, a second but
equally important goal of the analyses was the
descriptive and technological characterization of the
different artifact categories present in the collections recovered from each site. The analytical
approaches and attributes used to provide these
characterizations are described below.

neous ground stones; (5) shaft smoothers/straighteners; (6) ground stone debitage; and (7) hammerstones.
The attributes recorded for the chipped,
battered, and ground stone artifacts can be grouped
under 15 headings: (1) raw material; (2) core
characteristics; (3) nature of the tool blank; (4) tool
morphology; (5) cause of fracture; (6) size;
(7) cortex characteristics; (8) working-edge characteristics; (9) base, stem, and blade treatment;
(10) reworking category; (II) platform characteristics; (12) flake characteristics; (13) wear type;
(14) heat spalling; and (15) weight. Each of these
groups consists of individual attributes. Brief
descriptions of attribute definitions, the states that
each attribute can assume, and the class of artifacts
on which the attribute was recorded are given
below. To retain consistencY, the majority of the
attributes used in this analysis are the same as
those employed during the Phase Ill, Season I
analysis of lithic materials from Justiceburg Reservoir (Boyd et al. 1992).

Chipped, Battered, and Ground Stones
The objectives of the chipped, battered, and
ground stone artifact analysis were to (I) characterize the collection in technological and morphological terms, (2) define site use and function, if
possible, and (3) relate patterns noted in the organization of technology to patterns of hunter-gatherer
mobility defined in the research design. To achieve
the first objective, a number of attributes were
recorded for the various artifact categories, These
attributes were chosen to describe the artifacts in
morphological terms and help define the stage of
reduction of the particular artifact.
The analysis of the lithic tools and debitage
was intended, in part, to provide clues to aid in
understanding the use of the sites and their functions within the regional settlement pattern. However, due to differential preservation of material
remains and curation of tools, not all activities
carried out at particular sites will be represented in
the archeologically recovered assemblages. Site
function, the role of the particular site in the overall
land-use system, cannot be directly derived from
artifacts recovered at a single site. Rather, a
knowledge of the entire settlement/subsistence
pattern is needed to provide information pertinent to
the roles of specific sites within the overall system.
The chipped stone artifacts were classified
into nine categories: (I) arrow points; (2) dart
points; (3) perforators; (4) nonprojectile point
bifaces; (5) cobble tools; (6) unifaces; (7) cores; (8)
edge-modified flakes; and (9) unmodified debitage.
The heat spalls recovered during the analyses are
included in the Other Materials analytical category.
The ground and battered stone artifacts were divided into seven categories: (I) manos; (2) metates;
(3) indeterminate-use ground stones; (4) miscella-

, Raw Material
Twenty raw material types were defined to
include not only the materials used for chipped,
battered, and ground stone artifacts but also the
material types for burned and unmodified rocks
(Le., manuports), The material types are (I) finegrained chert, (2) coarse-grained chert, (3) finegrained Potter chert, (4) coarse-grained Potter
chert, (5) fine-grained quartzite, (6) coarse-grained
quartzite, (7) chalcedony, (8) silicified wood, (9)
Tecovas jasper, (10) Alibates agate, (II) opalized
caliche, (12) silicified caliche, (13) obsidian, (14)
sandstone, (15) limestone, (16) conglomerate sandstone, (17) limonite, (18) specular hematite, (19)
metallic hematite" and (20) other.
"

FINE-GRAINED LITHIC MATERIALS
To characterize the fine-grained cherts from
the project area proper and contrast them with finegrained cherts found in the immediate region as
well as those from more-distant areas, a systematic
collection of materials at natural occurrences was
undertaken. Fine-grained cherts were collected
from the project area proper, from the upstream
drainage of the Double Mountain Fork of the
Brazos River, and from the Cretaceous limestones
18
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of the Edwards Plateau and the Callahan Divide, a
northern outlier of the Edwards Plateau located
between 97 to 161 km (60 to 100 miles) southsoutheast of the project area in a long linear outcrop (Fig. 4). Consistent differences were noted in
colors and textures among the specimens from the
project area and the Double Mountain Fork drainage versus the cherts from the Edwards Plateau and
Callahan Divide. These color and texture differences can aid in the defmitioo of lithic raw material
procurement practices, especially when contrasting
the procurement of local versus distant nonlocal raw
materials (Tomka and Fields 1990).
Twenty-five chert samples were collected
from Ogallala gravels (Table 1). Eight of these are

from within the Justiceburg Reservoir project area
proper, seven are from upstream of the project area
in the Double Mountain Fork drainage, aqd two are
from southwest of the project area in the Colorado
River drainage. Eight samples of Cretaceous cherts
were collected from the Callahan Divide and
adjacent portions of the Edwards Plateau. Two of
these are from the northwestern comer of the
Edwards Plateau at Big Spring in Howard County,
three are from the western portion of the Callahan
Divide just south of Sweetwater in Nolan
County, two are from the eastern edge of the divide
near Buffalo Gap in Taylor County, and one is from
north of Sweetwater in Fisher County.
To characterize the comparative raw material
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Figure 4. Map showing project area and locations of collection of regional lithic material comparative samples (adapted
from Rai,z 1957).
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TABLE 1
DATA ON LITHIC MATERIAL COMPARATIVE SAMPLES
Swnple
Locality
No.
1

Sample Description

Color(s) (see Table 2)

Primary(?) Cretaceous

40,41,42, 47, 50

Swnple Location (see Fig. 4)
Nolan County; north of Oak Creek
Reservoir

2

Secondary Cretaceous;

45, 51

Nolan County; south of

Quaternary alluvium

3

Secondary Lingos gravels

Sweetwater

16, 18, 19,25,30,34

Garza County; Justiceburg
project area

4

Secondary Lingos gravels

12,22

Garza County; Justiceburg
project area

5
6

Primary Lingos gravels;
gravel pit

5,7, 12, 14, 15, 21, 28, 31, 36,
37,

Garza

Secondary Lingos gravels

2,9,28,31,37

Garza County; Justiceburg

Cou~ty;

Justiceburg

project area

project area

7

Secondary Lingos gravels

13,17,25,27,29

Garza County; Justiceburg
project area

8

Secondary Lingos gravels

2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 26, 28, 35, 37

9

Secondary Lingos gravels

4, 6, 11, 20, 27, 28, 30, 35, 37

Garza County; Justiceburg
project area
Kent County; Justiceburg
project area

10

Secondary Lingos gravels

5, 6, 7, 12, 26, 33, 35

Kent County; Justiceburg
project area

11

Stream gravels; mixed

no fine-grained cherts in
swnple

Garza County; Double Mountain
Fork at Highway 84

12

Stream gravels; mixed

1,3, 18

Garza County; Sand Creek at
Highway 84

13

Stream gravels; mixed

3, 10, 11, 24, 27, 29, 32

Garza County; Double Mounlaio
.Fork at FM 669

14

Stream gravels; mixed

4,5,6,8, 10, 12,22,29,31,
36

Garza County; creek at FM 669

15

Stream gravels; Cretaceous

6, 14,27,28

Borden County; creek north of
Gail

16

Strewn gravels; mixed

5, 8,9, 10, 12, 15, 24, 29

Garza County; creek on Macy.
Ranch

17

Stream gravels; mixed

6, 12, 22, 23, 30, 31

Garza County; Double Mountain
Fork on Macy Ranch

18

Strewn gravels; mixed

4, 8, 11, 24, 28, 35, 36

Garza County; Double
Mountain Fork on Macy Ranch

..
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Table 1, continued
Sample
Locality
No.

Sample Description

Color(s) (see Table 2)

Secondary Cretaceous;
colluvial slope

43, 44

20

Primary Cretaceous gravels;
gravel pit

43,44

Howard County; south of Big
Spring

21

Stream gravels; Cretaceous

40,41,42,46,48,49,52

Taylor County; Buffalo Gap/Lake
Abilene

22

Primary Cretaceous gravels;
gravel pit

40, 42, 46, 49, 52

Taylor County; Buffalo Gap/Lake
Abilene

23

Secondary Cretaceous;

38,39,42,50,53

Fisher County; adjacent to FM
2744{U.S. Highway 70 intersection

38,39,40,47,49,52,54

Nolan County; 2.1 miles north of
FM 153{U.S. Highway 277 inter-

19

Howard County; south of Big

Spring

colluvial slope

24

Secondary Cretaceous;
stream gravels

Sample Location (see Fig. 4)

section

25

Secondary Cretaceous;
colluvial slope

40,43,49,51

Borden County; between 1-3

miles north of U.S. Highway 80
and 14 miles east of Gail

collection, flakes were removed from each chert
nodule, labeled by locality and nodule, and then
sorted into distinct color categories (Table 2).
Fifty-four color categories were defined; Colors 137 represent local chert specimens, and Colors 3854 represent nonlocal sources. Three additional
color categories were employed: local indeterminate (Color 55), nonlocal indeterminate (Color 56),
and indeterminate (Color 57). The local color
categories are characteristic of Sample Localities
3-18, which are all within 40 km of the project
area. Nonlocal colors are characteristic of Sample
Localities I, 2, and 19-25. All of these, except
Sample Locality 25, are over 75-125 km from the
project area. Sample Locality 25, however, is only
30 km from Justiceburg and is llIJique in that its
color variations clearly match those of the Callahan
Divide. The implication is that some of the distinctive chert variations characteristic of the Callahan Divide actually occur in close proximity to the
project area. In spite of this, none of the nonlocal
chert colors have been found to occur naturally in
the immediate vicinity of the project area.
To investigate lithic procurement patterns, all

archeological fine-grained chert specimens were
compared to these samples. Archeological specimens that visually appear to be exact matches to
the modem collected specimens were assumed to
have originated from the documented local or
nonlocal source; however, the main purpose of this
exercise was to distinguish between local and
nonlocal fine-grained cherts rather than to identify
specific individual sources. Those artifacts with
colors that are similar in range and character to the
local samples but do not have an exact match in the
raw materials collected from the project area were
classified as :Iocal indeterminate. Those archeological cherts that are similar to nonlocal specimens in
terms of color and texture but have no exact match
in the comparative color chart were classified as
nonlocal indeterminate.
Finally, specimens that are so small or so
heavily burned that the true color could not be
discerned with certainty were classifie'd as indeterminate. In classifying individual chert flakes into
the available color categories, it was assumed that
heat treatment (not burning) would not have changed
the original color of the raw material from one
21
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TABLE 2
CHERT COLOR CATEGORIES
Sample Locality Nos.

Description

1

12

flat white with gray-brown translucent mottles

2

6,8

light yellowish gray with gray specks

3

8, 12, 13

light gray with brown mottles, fossiliferous

4

8, 9, 14, 18

light yellow-brown with light gray mottles, fossiliferous

5

5, 10, 14, 16, 23

yellow-brown with white and brown mottles

6

8.9, 10, 14, 15, 17

light brownish gray with white mottles or specks

7

5,8,10

light gray to white translucent

8

14, 16, 18

blue-gray with black, brown, blue specks, mottles and veins, fossiliferous,

Color No.

translucent
6, 16

blue-gray' with gray and white mottling

10

13, 14, 16

gray with white mottling or banding

11

9,13,18

light gray

12

4,5, 10, 14, 16, 17

gray

13

7

brownish gray, coarse

14

5, 15

brownish gray with brown or white specks

15

5, 16

brownish gray with large light gray mottles

16

3

light yellow-red

17

7

light to dark greenish brown with dark blue specks

18

3, 12

black with milky quartz veins

19

3

dark gray. coarse

20

9

black

21

5

light olive-brown with dark blue and red

22

4,14,17

dark gray mottled with light gray and black;' central core is reddish yellow to
light red

23

17

dark gray mottled with red, yellowish red, light gray, fossiliferous

24

13, 16, 18

light to dark olive-brown mottled with red

25

3, 7

red, can have black, yellow, light gray mottles, coarse

26

8, 10

milky white with reddish yellow tint, translucent

27

7,9, 13, 15

brown-gray with red specks

28

5, 6, 8, 9, 15, 18

brownish yellow with light gray mottles, can be translucent

9

22

~pecks
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Table 2. continued

Color No,

Sample Locality Nos,

Description

29

7, 13, 14, 16

yellow-brown with dark brown or white mottling

30

3,9,17

mottled yellow-brown, dark brown, light brown

31

5, 6, 14, 17

yellow-brown mottled with white and red, fossiliferous

32

13

light brownish yellow with light red mottles and white specks

33

10

light yellowish brown with dark reddish brown mottles

34

3

light reddish gray mottled with dark red, translucent

35

8, 9, 10, 18

milky white with brown specks, translucent

36

5, 14, 18

light gray with red or white mottles, translucent

37

5,6,8,9

light gray with dark gray mottles

38

23,24

li~t gray to glossy chert with small to medium white to lighter gray specks

39

23, 24

dark gray with light blue tint, irregular light blue to white specks, dull to
glossy finish

40

I, 21, 22, 24, 25

blue-gray with small red, light gray, and light blue mottles

41

1, 21

blue-gray with brown mottles and white specks

42

I, 21, 22, 23

dark blue-gray witb small red and white specks

43

19,20,25

brown, translucent with few red specks, patinates to pinkish gray

44

19,20

light brown. coarse, translucent, patinates to light gray

45

2

light gray with many small brown specks

46

21,22

grayish brown with yellowish brown mottling

47

1,24

blue-gray with bands of small brnwn and dark gray mottles

48

21

mottled light gray, brown, to dark brown with white and dark gray specks

49

21,22,24,25

gray to light gray with brown or white mottles, translucent

50

1,23

dark brownish gray with large blue7gray mottles, translucent

51

2,25

very pale brown to light gray with l~ge mottles of gray and gray or brown
specks

52

21, 22, 24

dark brownish gray. translucent

53

23

brownish gray chert with white specks

54

24

dark blue chert with heavy concentration of light blue specks and mottling

55

local indetenninate

56

nonlocal indetenninate

57

indeterminate
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color category to another and that the before-heattreatment color can be identified with certainty. In
support of this assertion, limited heat treatment
experiments conducted on some chert specimens
showed no substantial color changes in the cherts.
Although none of the comparative specimens
of chert collected from the project area developed
patina from exposure to air, a number of the 0.00.local cherts collected from the Callahan Divide
began patinating almost immediately after removal
from the core. This process, which is most likely
dehydration, resulted in a light blue to bluish gray
tint acquired by at least two of the nonlocal color
categories (Colors 43 and 44) that were originally
dark to light brown. The rapid rate of alteration
suggests that most archeological specimens from
these cherts would be light blue to bluish gray.
Because none of the local specimens are of this
color or patinated to this color, it is assumed that
most archeological light blue to bluish gray flakes
are of a nonlocal origin matching Color 43 in
character.
The local cherts range in color from light gray
to yellowish brown and darker gray, with all specimens containing a variety of bands of lighter and
darker colors. These fine-grained specimens occur
in the form of angular fragments and small to
medium-sized rounded or lenticular pebbles. One
specimen collected from the project area in Garza
County is 14 cm long, although most specimens
tend not to exceed 6 cm in maximum size. The
large amount of swirling and banding, together with
the smaller size and the lack of extremely fine
grained, highly silicified, and translucent materials,
sets these specimens apart from the nonlocal Cretaceous cherts collected from the Edwards Plateau
and Callahan Divide. The laller are more highly
silicified, are generally larger, and lack the swirling
and narrow banding noted in the specimens collected from the project area. Also, the nonlocal Cretaceous cherts contain dark brown, dark gray, and
bluish gray colors that are not represented in
specimens collected from within the project area.
Other nonlocal fine-grained materials are
documented archeologically, and these include
Alibates agate and Tecovas jasper. Alibates agate
is mottled, multicolored, silicified dolomite originating in the Alibates Dolomite Lentil of the Quartermaster Formation of Permian age. It occurs
northeast of Amarillo and has a relatively limited,
localized distribution. Tecovas jasper is somewhat

similar to Alibates agate in broad visual characteristics. It originates from the Tecovas Formation
of Triassic age and is encountered in outcrops along
the eastern escarpment from Quitaque to Palo Duro
Canyon and northwest of Amarillo (peterson 1988:
90). A single outcrop of moderate-quality Tecovas
jasper may be present in the project area (Emmett
Shedd, personal communication 1991), and future
investigations will target this source for documentation and material collection.
Small tabular
chunks of Tecovas jasper were also recovered from
the main channel of the Devil's Mountain Fork of
the Braws River as well as a number of its tributaries; however, the majority of these specimens as
well as those from the primary outcrop do not
appear to be of workable quality.
OTHER LITHIC MATERIf\.LS
A number of other lithic resources of varying
quality are abundant in Quaternary Lingos gravel
deposits found on the uplands, canyon rims, and
erosional remnants of the project area (Boyd et al.
1989:Fig. 23). The most abundant include quartzites and Poller chert. A large portion of these
gravels are composed of pink, purple, and red
quartzites derived from the Ogallala Formation.
These materials range from small spherical pebbles
to large elongated, and even flat biconvex, nodules.
The small to medium-sized pebbles are ideal for
hammerstones and occur in the immediate vicinity
of most sites. The larger specimens which could
serve as blanks for ground stone manos are not
common, however, and their procurement would
involve greater search times. An additional type of
quartzite, a conglomerate, was identified in the
archeological lithic collections from Phase II. It
appears to have formed from the metamorphosis of
large quartzite cry~tals and has a highly lustrous
appearance.
Also contained in the Quaternary gravels are
Potter chert nodules varying in diameter from ca. 8
to 20 cm or more. This material ranges in quality
from extremely coarse nodules that can be split
only with extreme force to very fine grained pieces
that fracture relatively easily and predictably. Heat
treatment improves the fracture quality of both
types, but more improvement is seen in the finegrained Poller chert.
Less-frequent lithic raw materials in the
Quaternary gravels in the project area are silici24
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fied wood, opalized caliche, and silicified caliche.
The silicified wood specimens are relatively coarse
to fine grained, small (3-5 cm) to medium-sized
(8-12 cm) tabular chWlks. Olalcedony specimens
varying in size from 2 to 20 cm have been recovered from gravel bars of the Double Mountain Fork
of the Brazos and its tributary creeks. The chalcedony specimens have a barklike corticate surface
that is reminiscent of silicified wood. They range
in quality from very fine grained and translucent
specimens to coarse-grained and internally fractured chunks. Opalized and silicified caliche occur
relatively frequently in the project area and its
vicinity. While the finer quality opalized caliche is
less frequent, some single chWlks can contain
portions that grade from silicified to opalized in
quality.
These raw materials encou'ntered range in size
from small angular nodules to specimens greater
than 20 cm in maximum dimension. The coarsegrained cherts occur in the form of small (5-7 cm)
lenticular nodules and range in color from dark gray
to white or red. Their small size and internal
fracture planes and lines make them an inferior raw
material compared to the locally occurring finegrained cherts.
Sandstone, a widely utilized raw material in
the project area, occurs in abundance and forms the
bluff edges in most of the reservoir area. Triassicage sandstones extend through a large portion of the
region, including Palo Duro Canyon (Matthews
1969:23) and Mackenzie Reservoir (Hughes and
Willey 1978:21). Tabular pieces of sandstone,
together with lenticular and oval nodules formed as
resistant concretions in softer limestone, occur often
on solid sandstone bedrock. Although their distribution may be patchy, they occur throughout the
project area. A conglomerate sandstone also occurs
in the project area, interbedded with the local
Triassic sandstones, and is differentiated from them
by the presence of various sizes of siliceous pebbles in a sandy matrix. Limestone occurs in the
project area as stream-worn cobbles, ranging in
size from a few centimeters to well over 10 cm, in
the Lingos gravels. They originated in Cretaceous
formations which are no longer present in the
immediate vicinity, and the closest primary source
of bedrock limestone is many miles south of the
project area.
Hematite exhibits many different characteristics and appearances but generally ranges between

a crystallized or specular variety and a metallic
variety (pough 1960:124-125). Specular hematite
is quite variable but includes a relatively soft
(hardness ca. 1-4) granular material with an earthy
luster and dark red color. In its soft earthy form,
it is often called "paint ore" (Pough 1960: 124) and
was commonly used as a pigment for producing red
paints. The metallic variety is much more compact
and generally harder (up to 6.5) and has a metallic
luster but still has its distinctive red streak. It can
easily be confused with the hydrous iron oxide
lepidocrocite. Hematite is used here in a generic
sense to refer to iron oxide minerals that have not
been specifically identified but have a red streak.
Limonite is a hydrous ferrous oxide related to
hematite but occurs as secondary deposits resulting
from weathering. It is generally soft (hardness ca.
1-5.5) and has a dulI.to glassy luster but leaves a
characteristic yellow 'to brown streak. Limonite
alters to hematite through a loss of water, and it is
easily confused with geothite. The term is ambiguous and most commonly is used for any unidentified
hydrous iron oxide (Pough 1960: 140-141). Limonite is differentiated from hematite by its yellow
streak. Limonite and hematite are both fairly
common in the project area. They apparently occur
as irregular nodules or spherical concretions in the
Triassic sandstones and mudstones and in the
Lingos gravels.
LOCAL AND NONLOCAL
LITHIC MATERIALS
Based on the geomorphic history and the
comparative collections of lithic raw materials from
the project area, the following raw material types
are considered to be local: (I) fine-grained Poller
chert; (2) coarse-grained Poller chert; (3) finegrained quartzite; (4) coarse-grained quartzite;
(5) a variety of fine-grained cherts (Le., Colors 137 and 55); (6) coarse-grained chert; (7) silicified
wood; (8) opalized caliche; (9) silicified caliche;
(10) sandstone; (II) conglomerate sandstone; (12)
limonite; and (13) hematite. The origins of the
following material types are uncertain but are
probably local: (I) conglomerate quartzite; (2)
unidentified quartzite; and (3) miscellaneous materials. Referring to the regional collection of raw
materials and other raw material studies, the
following presently are presumed to be nonlocal:
(I) Alibates agate; (2) Tecovas jasper; and (3) a
25
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variety of fine-grained cherts (Le., Colors 38-54
and 56).

stones, and ground stone artifacts was recorded as
complete or fragmentary.
Outline shape was
recorded for ground stone artifacts. It assumes the
following categories: (I) flat with rounded edges;
(2) oval; (3) angular; (4) spherical; (5) rectangular;
and (6) indetenninate. Outline shape could be
determined with certainty when only a small portion
of the artifact was missing, and thus most fragments were classified as having indeterminate
shapes. Transverse cross section categories include
the following: (I) lenticular; (2) biconvex; (3)
biconcave; (4) planoconvex; (5) planoconcave; (6)
beveled; (7) tabular; (8) biconvex or planoconvex
with medial ridge; (9) cylindrical; and (10) indeterminate. Transverse cross sections were recorded
only on ground stone artifacts.
Morphofunctional categories were employed
in the classification of perforators, bifaces, unifaces, and ground stones. Toe categories designate
specific functional categories established primarily
on the basis of morphological characteristics; they
are subgroupings within specific tool types. Two
categories of perforators were distinguished: drills
and reamers. Drills are assumed to have been
utilized to perforate materials, while reamers are
used to enlarge already-existing holes. Bifaces are
grouped into five morphological categories: (I)
unutilized bifaces; (2) bifacial knives; (3) twobeveled bifacial knives; (4) four-beveled bifacial
knives; and (5) indeterminate fragments. Unifaces
are classified into the following morphofunctional
categories: (I) end scrapers; (2) side scrapers; (3)
combination end/side scrapers; (4) indeterminate
unifaces; and (5) indeterminate-function edge
fragments. Most end scrapers recovered from the
two sites were manufactured on elongated bladelike
flakes and blades. The complete specimens tend to
be slightly longitudinally curved, with the curvature
situated immediately at the distal working edge.
The tools are roughly triangular in outline, and
lateral marginal retouch or shaping ranges from
moderate on a few specimens to minimal on the
majority. The dorsal surfaces have one or two
flake scars derived from previous flake removals or
core preparation. The proximal ends retain the
striking platfonn of the parent flake or blade. The
bulbs of percussion adjacent to the striking platfonns range from moderate to relatively diffuse.
With the exception of two side scrapers made on
rectangular and triangular flake fragments, the
remaining side scrapers were made on parallel-

Core Characteristics
Three attributes are included in this group:
(I) core type; (2) removal directionality; and (3)
number of flake removals. These attributes were
recorded only on cores. Core type refers to the
products of core reduction (flake, blade, multipurpose, or indeterminate). Flake removal directionality (unidirectional, bidirectional, opposed bidirectional, multidirectional, or indeterminate) was
recorded to gauge the degree of systematic core
reduction practiced by the prehistoric knappers.
The number of flake removals consists of the count
of flake scars not resulting from platfonn crushing.
Platfonn preparation scars 1-10 mm in length were
excluded.

Nature of Tool Blank
This attribute refers to the initial nature or
condition of the raw material used in the manufacture of tools such as projectile points, perforators,
bifaces, and unifaces. Three possible blank types
were defined: (I) cobble/pebble; (2) flake; and (3)
indetenninate. The presence of cortex on both
faces of a biface or on unreduced corticate margins
was considered indicative of cobble/pebble blanks.
Smaller bifaces with unreduced platform remnants
and/or unreduced flake ventral surfaces as remnants
were assumed to have been made from flake
blanks. Numerous bifacial artifacts that are substantially reduced and show none of the characteristics described were classified as indeterminate
blank types.

Tool Morphology
Four attributes are used to characterize tool
morphology: (I) completeness; (2) outline shape;
(3) transverse cross section; and (4) morphofunctional category. Completeness is used to differentiate fragments from complete artifacts. In addition
to complete specimens, projectile point, perforator,
biface, and uniface fragments were classified into
one of the following fragment categories: proximal,
medial, distal, and longitudinal fragments; triangular wedges; edges; and barbs. Completeness for
cobble tools, cores, edge-modified flakes, hammer-
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sided bladelike flakes and blades. Although the
latter specimens are longitudinally curved, their
overall morphologies do not resemble those of the
end scrapers. Combination end/side scrapers are
similar to both of the preceding categories in terms
of the morphology of the parent bladelike flake or
blade; however, they differ from the end scrapers in
that the parent material was not reshaped into a
triangle. Proximal, medial, or distal fragments with
a triangular outline and slight to moderate marginal
retouch and/or distal end use-wear were classified
as end scrapers. Fragments with parallel lateral
margins with use-wear were classified as side
scrapers. Fragments that could not be classified
into any of the other wtiface categories were included in the indeterminate uniface group. Small
unifacially retouched edge fragments for which the
nature of the uniface could not be determined were
classified as indeterminate-function edge fragments.
Ground stone artifacts were subdivided into
the following morphofunctional analytical categories: (I) mano; (2) metate; (3) anvil; (4) miscellaneous ground stone; (5) unknown/indeterminate; and
(6) ground stone flakes and angular debris. The
presence/absence of grinding wear was established
based on examination with a binocular microscope
under 40x magnification. Specimens exhibiting
macro- or microscopic striations; polish; flat
surfaces; beveled, planoconcave, or ridged transverse cross sections; or evidence of workingsurface rejuvenation (Le., pecking) were classified
as ground. These characteristics were readily
observable on quartzite specimens. On sandstone
specimens, striations and polish could not be
observed at 40x magnification. Rather, specimens
with characteristic flat surfaces and either diagnostic cross-sectional configurations or surface rejuvenation were classified as ground stones. Many
ground stone tools were extensively weathered, and
this results in a conservative classification of
ground stone tools.

have been reproduced experimentally (Tomka
1986). Others are taken from studies of manufacture and use-generated tool failures (e.g.• Muto
1971; Crabtree 1972; Callahan 1979; Johnson 1979,
1981; Odell and Cowan 1986). The diagnostic
morphologies defined from these replications are
the comparative bases used in identifying fracture
causes on the archeological specimens. Break
morphologies that share characteristics of more than
one cause of fracture or that were not replicated
experimentally were assigned to an indeterminate
category.
Size

Nine size measurements are included under
this attribute: (1) maximum length; (2) maximum
width; (3) maximllll\ thickness; (4) maximum
dimension; (5) blade length; (6) blade width; (7)
base width; (8) neck width; and (9) stem/haft
length. Maximum length, maximum width, and
maximum thickness were measured on complete
specimens and fragments with appropriate intact
portions. Blade length, blade width, base width,
neck width,' and haft length were measured only
when the appropriate portion of the artifact was
complete. 'Maximum dimension categories consist
of lo-mm-increment size classes ranging from
1-10 to 61 mm and greater. Edge-modified flakes
and unmodified debitage are grouped into dimension categories. In all of the artifact categories,
only measurements taken on complete specimens or
complete portions of fragmentary artifacts are used
in the statistical manipulation of the data.

Cortex Characteristics
Three attributes were used to characterize the
nature of cojtex on lithic artifacts: (I) cortex
amount; (2) cortex presence/absence; and (3) cortex
backing. Cortex amount was recorded in four
increments: 0%, 1-50%. 51-99%, and 100%. It
was recorded on unmodified debitage (flakes,
proximal fragments, and chips) and edge-modified
flakes. Cortex presence/absence is self-explanatory.
It was recorded on unmodified debitage chunks or
angnlar debris. Cortex was recorded as present on
biface, uniface, core, cobble tool, and perforator
fragments with cortex. Cortex presence/absence
was recorded as indeterminate on fragments without
cortex. The cortex backing attribute is an indica-

Cause of Fracture
This attribute identifies the causes of fractures on incomplete projectile points, perforators,
bifaces, and unifaces. Four types were distingnished: (I) use; (2) manufacture; (3) postdepositional; and (4) indeterminate. Some use-generated
breaks and a large variety of manufacturing breaks
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tion of the character of the surface of the tool
opposite the working edge. It was recorded on
cobble tools.

exhibited ventral face working-edge and lateralmargin resharpening and flaking which, when
carried to an extreme, made these specimens
bifacial artifacts. The two lines of evidence suggested that roughly triangular bifaces with longitudinal curvatures, planoconvex transverse cross
sections, and steeply beveled proximal ends (wide
end) were actually heavily reworked unifaces. The
fact that some of the less intensely reworked
bifaces stil1 retained haft wear on the faces of the
narrow distal end (the proximal eod of the uniface)
also supported their reclassification as unifaces. In
addition to these heavily reworked unifaces, reworking was recorded as present on uniface fragments with heavily reworked break faces. It is
assumed that the frequency of uniface reworking is
associated with or an indication of raw material
availability stress. Reuse refers to the reutilization
of a ground stone artifact as part of a feature or
facility (e,g" hearthstone, wal1), It consists of two
values: (I) architectural element; and (2) hearthstone. Chipped or ground stone artifacts often pass
through a number of distinct uses prior to discard.
For instance, projectile points are remanufactured
into perforators, cores are used as choppers, or
choppers are used as cores. In classifying these
artifacts, the specimen is grouped in the functional
category represented by the last use of the tool.
The analytical category of previous use refers to
the penultimate use of an artifact, that is, the
functional or morphological category preceding !be
one into which it is classified. It consists of tbe
fol1owing states: (I) arrow point; (2) dart point;
(3) biface; (4) uniface; (5) core; (6) cobble tool;
and (7) ground stone, The attribute was not recorded for artifacts that had a single use throughout
their use life. Previous use was not recorded on the
bifacially reworked unifaces because they were
classified as unifaces. That is, none of !be specimens showed use-wear suggesting that these
artifacts were employed as bifacial knives, warranting as such their classification as bifaces.

Working-edge Characteristics

•

This group consists of two attributes recorded
on edge-modified flakes: (I) number of modified
edges; and (2) inferred manner of use. The first
attribute is self-explanatory. The inferred manner
of use, on the majority of the specimens, was
determined by comparison with replicated use-wear
on experimental tools in conjunction with diagnostic
wear patterns described in the literature (Tringham
et al. 1974; Keeley 1980; Yerkes 1987). The
fol1owing use categories were identified: (I)
cuI/saw; (2) scrape; (3) engrave; (4) bore; (5)
saw/scrape; (6) scrape/engrave; (7) saw/engrave;
(8) scrape/saw/engrave; and (9) other combination.
Base, Stem, and BUuJe Treatment

This attribute was recorded on projectile
points. It has five states: (I) stem smoothing;
(2) base smoothing; (3) blade beveling; (4) stem
beveling; and (5) blade serrating. These values
were recorded as present or absent.
Reworking Category

This analytical category consists of four
attributes: (I) resharpening; (2) reworking; (3)
reuse; and (4) previous use. Resharpening, recorded on projectile points and bifaces as presenl/
absent, gauges the occurrence of artifact maintenance. Two criteria were used to establish the
presence of resharpening on a specimen: (I) morphological asymmetry along the longitudinal and
transverse cross section; and (2) changes in flake
removal patterns along the length of the projectile
point or biface. Reworking, recorded on unifaces
as present/absent, refers to the attempted remanufacture of a uniface into a bifacial artifact. Following a preliminary sort of the unifaces and
bifaces from 41KT51 and 41KT53, it was noted
that a number of bifaces still retained the parent
flake ventral surface remnants, and their longitudinal (e.g., curvature) and transverse (planoconvex)
cross sections were similar to unifaces from the two
col1ections. In addition, a number of the unifaces

Platform Characteristics

Three attributes were recorded to characterize
striking platforms on unmodified lithic debitage:
(I) cortex; (2) grinding; and (3) faceting. Platform
cortex and grinding were recorded as either present
or absent, while faceting refers to the number of
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platfonn facets. Platform faceting was recorded in
three groups: (I) single; (2) two; and (3) three or

mination were classified to the appropriate flake
type category.

more.

Wear Type

F1JJke Characteristics
The attributes in this group identify the
presence/absence of wear on selected bifacial,
unifacial, and ground stone artifacts and the type
and degree of wear on ground stones, hammerstones, and cobble tools. The attributes are (I)
use-wear, (2) haft wear, (3) degree of battering, (4)
pecking, (5) step fracturing, and (6) edge rounding.
The first attribute identifies the presence/absence of
use-wear on ground stone artifacts. It is recorded
as either unifacial, bifacial, or indeterminate. The
presence of haft wear was recorded on perforators,
gouges, nonprojectile point bifaces, and unifaces.
Haft wear was observed under lOx to 40x magnification. It consisted of ventral and/or dorsal face
polish and flake ridge rounding and/or lateral edge
rounding. The degree of battering was recorded on
hammerstones and manos. It consists of the following values: (I) slight; (2) moderate; (3) extensive; and (4) absent. The first category consists of
battering covering an area of only I cm2 • Battering
covering between 1-3 cm2 was included in the
second category, while battering over more than
3 cm2 was considered extensive. Pecking had the
following values: (I) unifacial; (2) bifacial; (3)
absent; and (4) indeterminate. It was recorded on
ground stone artifacts. Step fracturing is recorded
on cobble tools and is indicative of the degree of
working-edge use in conjunction with the hardness
of the worked material. It was recorded as a
presence/absence attribute. Finally, edge rounding,
also recorded only on cobble tools, is indicative of
the degree of working-edge wear. While some
edge rounding similar to use-wear may result from
platfonn preparation (Le., of a core), the wear
noted on these tool edges extends onto the two
faces of the working edge. This distribution should
not occur in the case of core platform preparation.

Two attributes are included in this analytical
category: (I) completeness; and (2) type. Four
flake completeness categories were distinguished:
(I) complete; (2) proximal; (3) chip; and (4) chunk.
Complete flakes retain both a striking platform and
a feathered and/or hinged termination. Proximal
fragments have only a platfonn. All medial and
distal fragments were classified as chips. Angular
debris lacking clear flake features was placed in the
chunk category. Flake completeness was identified
for edge-modified flakes and unmodified debitage.
Four flake type categories were· distinguished: (I)
biface; (2) uniface; (3) core preparation; and (4)
indetenninate. The flake type attribute was recorded on unmodified debitage and was used to categorize the reduction or manufacture strategy represented by a specific flake and, when possible, flake
fragment. Complete flakes and proximal flake
fragments with multifaceted striking platforms,
multidirectional dorsal flake scars, parallel to
slightly expanding flake margins, and slight to
moderate longitudinal curvatures were classified as
biface manufacture flakes. Complete flakes and
proximal fragments with single-faceted striking
platfonns, parallel unidirectional flake scars on
their dorsal surfaces, step fracturing immediately
dorsal to the striking platfonn, and a longitudinal
curvature that is most pronounced near the distal
end of the flakes were considered uniface manufacturing and/or resharpening flakes. Bladelike flakes
and blades with corticate or decorticate singlefaceted striking platforms, parallel unidirectional or
opposed bidirectional dorsal flake scarring, dorsally
trimmed platform preparation (Lintz 1978:Figure
4), and straight rather than curving longitudinal
cross sections were considered core preparation
flakes. These flakes are most indicative of bladelike flake or blade core rather than multidirectional
or bifacial core preparation. Complete flakes that
did not fit into these three types and flake fragments with insufficient diagnostic traits for a
confident determination of flake type were classified as indetenninate. Flake fragments with sufficient diagnostic elements to allow a secure deter-

Heat Spalling

This attribute was recorded as present/absent
on unmodified lithic debitage. Rather than referring
to the frequency of heat treatment (e.g., heat treatment of artifacts during staged manufacture), this
attribute was recorded to gauge the frequency of
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"accidental" or incidental heating or heat damage of
lithic debitage. Since a large proportion of the
lithic debitage is relatively small «30 mm), it was
assumed that the heat spalling evident on most of
the debitage represents accidental or incidental
heating rather than the intentional heat treatment of
small flake blanks. The heat spalls themselves are
included in the Other Materials analytical category.
Specimens that exhibit evidence of intensive heating
but no definite flake attributes were classified as
heat spalls rather than as unmodified debitage.

The present study employs three levels of
analysis of ceramic artifacts from the project area:
typological, petrographic, and elemental. These
analyses were designed to gain information leading
to the detennination of ceramic manufacturing
sources, both Puebloan and Plains, and thus to learn
more about trade and mobility patterns across the
borders of these two regions.
Ceramics make up a sizable portion of the
artifact assemblages from the Season 2 investigations, and the ceramic analysis is correspondingly
more complex and detailed than that of the previous
phases. The ceramic assemblage was analysed
using methods similar to those employed in the
chipped, battered, and ground stone artifact analysis. Each sherd was inspected visually, and specific provenience data and descriptive attributes were
recorded on a coding sheet for subsequent entry into
a computerized data base. Analysis then consisted
of data manipulation to revise the ceramic typology
and to look for significant patterning in the technological attributes and spatial patterning of the
various ceramic wares.
The methods and terminology employed in the
ceramic analysis follow Shepard (1980) and Rice
(1987) with some modifications (e.g., rim fonn
tenninology) to fit specific needs. The descriptive
attributes were determined by visual examination,
including low to high power (i.e., lOx to 50x)
magnification. They are grouped into five categories: (I) dimensional attributes; (2) vessel attributes; (3) compositional attributes; (4) finishing
attributes; and (5) type classification.
Dimensional attributes of each sherd were
measured in two ways: maximum dimension,
rounded to the nearest centimeter, and maximum
thickness, rounded to the nearest millimeter.
Vessel attributes were described from the following
six perspectives. 'gach sherd was identified as (I)
body, (2) rim, (3) rieck, (4) base, (5) handle, or (6)
crumb. Vessel fonn was described as (I) unidentifiable, (2) bowl, (3) jar/olla, (4) pipe, or (5) cup.
Method of construction was recorded as (I) unidentifiable, (2) coiled, (3) paddled, or (4) molded. For
rim sherds, three additional attributes were recorded: rim form, lip form, and lip decoration.. Rim
fonn includes four types: (I) straight; (2) everted;
(3) inverted; and (4) indeterminate (Fig. 5). Lip
fonn includes eight types: (I) rounded; (2) flattened; (3) tapered; (4) rolled; (5) thickened!
rounded; (6) thickened/flattened; (7) thickened!

Weight

Weight was recorded to the nearest gram with
an O'Hause Triple Beam Balance scale. Weight
was measured for complete cobble tools, hammerstones, and ground stone artifacts.
Ceramics
Ceramics have long been seen as important
cultural indicators for various reasons. Ceramic
artifacts are relatively impervious to the ravages of
time, which makes them available for study. They
represent and partake of traditions, which makes
them traceable through time, in some cases literally
as index fossils characteristic of specific time
ranges.
Analyses of stylistic parameters are
valuable for studies of symbolic content as well as
cultural affiliation (Davis 1990:23). Analysis of
technological methodology can sometimes aid in
specifying the producers (Williams 1983:312), and
finally, ceramic clay sources are unique in terms of
elemental and mineralogical constituents, indicating
the possibility of defining manufacturing areas and
tracing routes of trade through microscopic studies
of ceramic pastes and tempers.
By utilizing typological analysis of unique
decorative and finishing attributes, some ceramic
artifacts are readily identified to type and area of
manufacture. Other types, especially plain utilitarian wares, are so similar in macroscopic attributes
that they are virtually impossible to classify accurately without constituent analysis. Recent efforts
to create a rational typology of utility wares of the
region (Baugh and Eddy 1987; Habicht-Mauche
1988) based on typological and petrographic analyses have resulted more in the rearrangement of
previously named types than in the creation of new
organizations based on solid evidence.
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subrounded, (3) subangular, (4) angular, (5)
rounded/subrounded, (6) subrounded/subangular,
(7) subangular/angular, (8) rounded/subrounded/
subangular, (9) subrounded/subangular/angular, or
(10) indeterminate (American Geological Institute
1962).
Paste colors were located within the indicated
Munsell Color Chart ranges as follows: (I) black
(7.5YR 3/0 to 7.5YR 2/0); (2) dark gray (7.5YR
4/0); (3) light gray (7.5YR 7/0 to 7.5YR 6/0); (4)
dark brown (7.5YR 5/4 to 7.5YR 4/4); (5) light
brown (7.5YR 6/4 to 7.5YR 7/6); (6) tan (IOYR 8/4
to 2.5Y 7/6); (7) dark red (lOR 4/6); (8) light red
(lOR 5/6); (9) orange (5YR 6/8); (10) cream (IOYR
8/2); and (II) white (2.5YR 8/2 to 7.5YR). Sherd
cores seen in cross section were classified as (I)
none, (2) light center, (3) dark center, (4) dark
inner, or (5) dark outer.
Nine categorie~ of finishing attributes were
recorded. The first category was the initial determination of whether interior and exterior surfaces
could be differentiated and was recorded as (I) yes
or (2) no. Four categories were then duplicated for
both interior and exterior surfaces. Surfaces were
determined· to be (I) unfinished/rough, (2) faint
striated, (3) deep striated, (4) scraped/smoothed,
(5) burnished, (6) polished, (7) slipped, or
(8) glazed. These terms are standard and selfexplanatory with the exception of burnish and
polish, which are used differently by various
authors. Shepard (1980) never clearly defines
either burnish or polish, so Rice's (1987) definitions
are utilized in this study. Here, burnish is defined
as "a method of producing a luster on an unfired
clay surface by rubbing it while leather-hard with
a hard, smooth object to compact and align the
surface particles" (Rice 1987:473). Polish is
defmed as ."a glossy luster on the surface of an
unglazed ce~amic article, prnduced by rubbing it
while leather-hard with a yielding tool; lacks the
individual parallel facets characteristic of burnish"
(Rice 1987:480). The definition of polish was
extended to include those finishes that were not
particularly lustrous but were extremely smooth.
Surface decoration was categorized as (I)
none, (2) incised/engraved, (3) punctated, (4)
painted single color, or (5) painted mu1ticolor.
Surface colors were recorded as (I) black, (2) dark
gray, (3) light gray, (4) dark brown, (5) light brown,
(6) tan, (7) dark red, (8) light red, (9) orange, (10)
cream, or (II) white. Munsell Color Chart ranges
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tapered; and (8) indeterminate (see Fig. 5). The
rim and lip form classes are similar and comparable to those used by Habicht-Mauche (1988:225,
228). Lip decorations observed were limited and
are reported as (I) none, (2) incised/engraved, or
(3) painted.
Six compositional attributes were analyzed
and recorded. The nonplastic composition categories were established based on a short preanalysis
of a sample of the assemblage and a review of
temper types of specific pueblos as described in the
literature (e.g., Shepard 1942; Warren 198Ia).
Nonplastic composition categories include (I)
quartz, (2) quartz with sparse mica, (3) quartz with
abundant mica, (4) dark unidentifiable inclusions,
(5) light unidentifiable inclusions, (6) quartz crushed
rock, (7) unidentifiable crushed rock, (8) other
unidentifiable, (9) other unidentifiable with sparse
mica, and (10) other unidentifiable with abundant
mica (and any combination of these). The percentage of nonplastic inclusions was recorded as (I)
low, (2) moderate, or (3) high.
Size of nonplastic inclusions was determined
by comparison with the Wentworth (1922) scale and
recorded as (I) fine, (2) medium, (3) coarse, (4)
fine/medium, (5) fine/coarse, (6) medium/coarse,
and (7) fine/medium/coarse. Texture of nonplastic
inclusions was determined to be (I) rounded, (2)
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were the same as for paste color above, Paint
colors were classified as (1) black, (2) black/white,
(3) black/red, (4) black/white/red, or (5) blue.
As the attributes were recorded, each sherd
was sorted according to similarities and differences
into one of 17 categories: (I) unfinished plain
utility; (2) striated plain utility; (3) punctated plain
utility; (4) coarse black micaceous utility; (5)
coarse gray micaceous utility; (6) fine brown
micaceous utility; (7) fine gray micaceous utility;
(8) miscellaneous micaceous; (9) unidentified
engraved; (10) unslipped redware; (II) slipped
redware; (12) glazeware; (13) matte paint ware;
(14) miscellaneous unidentified; (IS) tubular Pecosstyle pipe; (16) unidentified pipe; and (17) majolica. For discussion and analysis purposes, these 17
categories are considered to be subclasses within 9
broad ceramic classes, each class being defined
based on combinations of surface treatments,
decorations, and paste composition.
Ceramic
classes and subclasses are not considered to represent types, but they may be compared with or
encompass formally defined types. Eight of these
classes are defined and their subclass variations
described below. The ninth ceramic class, majolica, falls under the Historic Artifacts heading.

generally have a smoother finish than do exteriors
and frequentl y are burnished to high!y polished.
Paste composition within this class varies considerably, with nonplastics (probable temper) being
mainly rounded and subrounded sands but also
ranging into more-angular sands. Mica either is
not present or is in very small quantities and is only
a very minor constituent of the paste. The plain
utility wares can be variously interpreted as
Puebloan culinary wares or indigenous Plains-made
ceramics, and this class can include any number of
types. Numerous late Puebloan plainware types are
defined in different areas, such as the Faint Striated
type at Pecos Pueblo (Kidder and Shepard 1936:
316) and the Corona Plain type in the Salinas area
(Hayes et al. 1981:65). Likewise, plain utilitarian
wares thought to have been made by nomadic Plains
groups on and around the Llano Estacado have
many different type names but most recently have
been classified as Tierra Blanca Plain (Baugh and
Eddy 1987; Habicht-Mauche 1988).

Micaceous Utility
The micaceous utility class is similar to the
plainwares but is defined by a relative abundance of
mica or the presence of mica as the principal
nonplastic constituent. Sherds of this class vary in
color and include browns, grays, and black and are
not limited to black reduction-fired or smudged
wares. Interior and exterior surface finishes vary
but include scraped and smoothed, striated, burnished, and polished. Five subclasses defined by
differences in surface color and finish and the
nature of the micaceous temper are (I) coarse mica,
black paste; (2) coarse mica, gray paste; (3) fine
mica, brown paste; (4) fine mica, gray paste; and
(5) miscellaneous. mica.
latter is used for
sherds that do not fil any other subclass. For all of
these subclasses, a fair amount of mica is visible on
the surface of the sherd and as a component in the
paste. None of the sherds appear to have had a
micaceous slip.
Micaceous wares are best documented for the
Taos-Picuris area of northern New Mexico where
they were made by Puebloan Indians and Jicarilla
Apaches. Like the plain utility wares, micaceous
utility ceramics have been classified into dozens of
types (Warren I98Ib), many of which are virtually
indistinguishable by visual analysis. In the Southern Plains, there has long been a tendency to label

Plain UtiUty
The plain utility class includes those sherds
that have no apparent slip or paint decoration,
limited exterior smoothing, and a very dark brown
to black color resulting from intentional reduced
firing and/or smudging. The exterior surface finish
is limited to simple smoothing techniques, and the
most elaborate variation is the addition of fingernail punctate impressed decorations to a small
portion of the vessel. The plain utility wares
exhibit two basic types of exterior surface finish:
(I) unfinished (or rough finished), which is a fine
sandpaper texture resulting from limited scraping or
smoothing; and (2) striated finish (includes both
faint and deep striations) which probably results
from scraping with specific tools (such as grass or
corncobs). A third subclass (3) is represented by
fingernail punctate decorated sherds that would
otherwise be classified as unfinished or striated
plainwares. These decorations are of two types,
large and small fingernail punctates, but both
apparently occur in parallel, horiwntal rows.
The interior surfaces of plain utility sherds

The
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any micaceous wares as Apachean ceramics. This.
along with the indiscriminate use of the Perdido
Plain type. have led to considerable confusion. The
Perdido Plain type (Gurmerson and Gunnerson 1970:
3.1971:10) is defined as tempered with micaceous
schist (Gunnerson 1979:166) but unfortunately has
been used as a catchall for almost any micaceous
sherds. The micaceous utility sherds in this analysis are not classified to type. but various lines of
evidence concerning their origins are discussed.

generally dark brown. greenish brown to gray. and
dark gray to black and are found on unslipped. redslipped. and cream-slipped sherds. The red slips
include a variety of different shades of red. and the
term cream slip is used to represent any variation
of light-colored slip (also called yellow. white. or
buff-eolored slips). Some of the specimens are
polychrome. having not only glaze decorations but
also red or cream-eolored paint added onto a
cream or red slip. respectively. These red and
cream-colored paints are identical to those used as
slips. No subclasses are recognized within the
glazewares. but vessel form. decoration. and paste
composition are considered as important attributes
for ceramic sourcing.

Unidentified Engraved

Unidentified engraved wares include all
sherds with any engraved. probably postfiring.
decorations. This class is defined independent of
other finishing techniques or composition attributes
since it represents a unique non.,-Puebloan decorative style. The few sherds in this class cannot be
identified positively but are probably related to
ceramic wares of some Caddoan group.

Mane Paint Wares

Matte paint wares include all sherds with
carbon- or mineral-based painted decorations. The
few sherds in this group are identified as Puebloan
ceramics of the Tewa tradition of matte paint wares
(Mera 1939; Harlow 1973). These sherds have
black matte paint on a white or light-colored slip.
although one specimen exhibits a red slip as well
(Snow 1982:262).

Redwares

The redware class includes all oxidationfired sherds without painted decorations that have
a natural reddish brown to red paste color. Redwares are divided into two subclasses: (1) unslipped; and (2) slipped. It is possible that some of the
unslipped sherds may be poorly fired or smudged
plainwares. but the vast majority most likely
represent undecorated portions of glazeware vessels
or portions of undecorated redware vessels. Redslipped sherds could be from undecorated redware
vessels and may include types such as Salina Red
(Toulouse 1949). or they may simply be unglazed
sherds from glazeware vessels. Cream-slipped
specimens are most likely unglazed sherds from
glazeware vessels. The redware class is defined
independent of paste composition. but the identification of nonplastics is considered as it relates to
ceramic sourcing.

Miscellaneous Unidentified

This class includes all nativemade ceramics
(excluding pipe fragments) that do not fit into any
of the above categories. The specimens in this
category are undecorated sherds that may represent
some variation of the plain utility or redware
categories but exhibit differences beyond the defined range of variation.
Pipe Fragments

A few ceramic sherds are classified as pipe
fragments based on morphology. and in some cases
portions of pipes have been reconstructed. Some of
these fragments are too small to identify the kind of
pipe. but the majority are identified as Puebloan
tubular pipes comparable in style to those found at
Pecos Pueblo (Kidder 1932).

Glazewares

The glazeware class includes specimens. with
or without slips. that have lead-based glaze paint
decorations. These wares are identifiable as Rio
Grande glazewares made by Puebloan peoples in
New Mexico (Shepard 1942; Warren 1970; Snow
1982). The glaze paints vary in color but are

Special Studies on Ceramics
In order to identify formal types. ceramic
samples were compared with type specimens from
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other sites and type descriptions in the literature
and were shown to various regional ceramic experts
to solicit their opinions. Engraved sherds of possible Caddoan affiliation were examined by Dee Ann
Story, retired Full Professor of Anthropology and
retired Director of the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, The University of Texas at
Austin; and Jim Bruseth and Tim Perllula, Texas
Historical Commission. Southwestern materials
were examined by David Snow, Cross-Cultural
Research Systems, Santa Fe; and Curtis Schaafsma,
New Mexico State Archeologist. Jeff Girard,
Regional Archeologist for Northwestern State
University of Louisiana, examined the micaceous
wares, and Don Herron, Associate Professor of Art,
The University of Texas at Austin, examined some
sherds and the possible smoothing stones and
provided comments on ceramic technology.
To more fully exploit the potential of the
ceramic assemblages, comparative petrographic, xray fluorescence (XRF), and scanning electron
microscope-energy dispersive spectroscropy (SEMEDS) analyses were undertaken. The goals of these
analyses were to define the ceramic types represented in the Justiceburg assemblages and to provide data for intersite and regional comparisons to
study the broader questions relating to intercultural
exchange networks. The petrographic analysis
reported in Appendix D characterizes the mineralogical composition of the ceramic paste, while the
XRF and SEM-EDS analyses reported in Appendixes E and F, respectively, examine the elemental
composition, Together, the data provided by these
analyses are useful as supporting evidence for the
type classifications and for interpreting manufacturing source areas.
The initial type classification was utilized to
obtain a broad sample of all ceramic types to
submit for petrographic, XRF, and SEM-EDS
analyses, and when possible all of these studies
were done on each sample. Specific methods
utilized in the petrographic, XRF, and SEM-EDS
studies are described in detail in the respective
appendixes,

size were almost certainly introduced by cultural
means, and thus they were classified as manuports.
The determination of a minimum size for each site
was made in consultation with the Project Geomorphologist. The manuport class is dominated by
unmodified rocks but also includes burned rocks
and unusual specimens that because of their unique
shapes or other characteristics are considered to be
more than simple manuports, Examples of the
laller are odd-shaped pebbles or concretions and
unusual fossils. Interpretations of manuport functions are discussed in the respective site chapters.
Various allempts to identify unusual or unique
specimens (both in-house or by consultants) also
are described by site.
Other Materials
All specimens (with or without evidence of
intentional modification) that cannot be classed as
chipped, ground, or battered stones, ceramics, or
manuports are lumped as other materials, This
category includes heat spalls, artifacts made of
unique materials (e.g., turquoise), and unmodified
specimens of unidentified materials. It also includes all vertebrate and invertebrate faunal remains, both modified and unmodified. The vertebrate faunal remains were analyzed by Brian
Shaffer, and the resulting data and interpretations
(see Appendix G) are summarized in each chapter.
The invertebrate fauna were identified in-house
using comparative specimens (identified by Raymond Neck) from previous phases of work at
Justiceburg.
Historic Artifacts
All items ofobvious European manufacture or
influence are claSSified and described as historic
artifacts and consist of artifacts associated with the
site occupations and modem attifacts that are
obviously intrusive. Possible nativemade gunflints
were examined by Nancy Kenmotsu of the Texas
Historical Commission, and the majolica sherds
were examined by David Snow. In addition"Emlen
Myers of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, Gaithersburg, Maryland, provided
comments on slide photographs of the majolicas.

Manuports
Due to the depositional environments at
41KTSI and 41KTS3, all rocks of any significant
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with charcoal flecks was noted at 10-30 cm in Test
Unit 3 near the northern end of the site. No buried
features were encountered. but isolated burned rock
fragments were noted. One ceramic sherd was
collected from the road between Test Units 1 and 2
toward the southern end of the site, and ceramic
sherds and lithic debitage were recovered from a
ca. 4o-m' surface collection unit along the road
near Test Unit 2.
The 83 artifacts recovered consist of 5 stone
tools, 65 pieces of unmodified debitage, and 13
ceramic sherds. Other materials recovered include
three burned rocks, eight unidentifiable bone fragments, eight large mammal bone fragments, and
mussel shell fragments. The three ceramic types
represented are Pecos Glaze Polychrome V, Pecos
Faint Striated, and unidentified. Organic material
extracted from the interior surface of a Pecos Faint
Striated sherd was identified as plant residue.
Indeterminate residues were identified on two
scrapers, arid animal residue was identified on an
edge-modified flake.

SITE SEITING

Site 41KT51 is situated on an alluvial terrace
TEXT REDACTED

.

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
When this site was recorded in 1987, sparse
surface materials were noted along the road, and a
single shovel test yielded buried cultural materials.
The site was assessed as having good research
potential, and further work was recommended
(Boyd et al. 1989). The 1988 test investigations
consisted of the excavation of a backhoe trench and
three Ixl-m test units, limited site mapping, and
surface collection (Boyd et al. 1990). The backhoe
trench yielded a flake, mussel shell fragments, and
a modified sandstone slab. The three test units
excavated along the top of the rise yielded cultural
materials at 0-40 cm. An ashy middenlike soil

WORK ACCOMPLISHED

The data recovery efforts at 41KT51 were
designed to aid in addressing the questions set forth
in the research design (see Chapter 2) through
assessing the site's relationship to nearby 41KT53
and by obtaining a sample of cultural materials to
characterize the nature of the occupations. Excavation of 41KT51 was undertaken over a period of ca.
15 work-weeks and required ca. 156 person-days
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Figure 6. Topographic map of the Grape Creek valley showing the locations of 41KT51 and 41KT53.
of effort. A total of 34.46 m3 of sediment was
excavated and screened through 1/4-inch-mesh
hardware cloth.
Initially an arbitrary grid was established,
Ixl-m units were laid out, and a detailed transit
map was made of the surface topography. The long
axis of the terrace hosting 41KT51 is oriented 39°
east of magnetic north. 11 was deemed most efficaceous to orient the site grid along this same axis.
The grid increases north and east from an imaginary
point southwest of the site. The grid point desig-

nated NIOO/ElOO was assigned an arbitrary elevation of 100 m above an imaginary datum plane. and
all three-dimensional measurements were taken
relative to that point. An east-west baseline was
established from the N 100/ElOO datum and extended to NlOO/E200. From NIOO/E150, a north':'south
baseline was extended to N250/E150. Permanent
horizontal and vertical markers consist of aluminum
caps set in concrete. Elevation of the monument
placed at NlOO/E150 is 101.15 m above site datum,
while the one at N250/E150 is 99.86 m above the
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site datum. A grid was then projected across the
entire terrace based on tbese determinations.
Mapping of the terrace and environs was accomplished with a surveyors transit and a metric stadia
rod.
Subsequently, 23 dispersed Ixl-m units were
excavated manually in order to sample the site,
define its extent, and locate concentrated cultural
deposits (Fig. 7). The extreme southern portion 'of
the site was avoided due to recent historic disturbances associated with construction of an artificial
levee, and avoidance of small disturbances and
concentrations of vegetation also influenced the
placement of the excavation units. Generally these
units were excavated in 10-cm-thick arbitrary
levels, although levels less than or slightly greater
than 10 cm in thickness sometimes were used for
the upper proveniences in order to level off !be
excavations at even increments relative to the site
datum. Units were excavated to depths ranging
from 30 to 60 em, with the mean depth being
40cm.
Six of the twenty-three Ix I-m units produced
substantial amounts of cultural materials, and these
six units were expanded into block excavations (see
Fig. 7). In most cases, these additional units were
excavated to the same depths as the test units
adjacent to them, or they extended in depth until
relatively sterile deposits were reached. The size
and average depths of the blocks are as follows:
Block I, 8 units, 33 cm; Block 2, 3 units, 47 cm;
Block 3, 46 units, 43 cm; Block 4, 4 units, 51 em;
Block 5, 3 units, 33 em; and Block 6, 5 units,
42 em. Seventeen of the original 23 test units were
not expanded. When the 1988 test units are added
(renumbered as EUs 87-89; see Fig. 7), a total of
89 units were excavated at 4IKT51, with most of
the efforts being devoted to Block 3 (Fig. 8).

These observations and analyses reveal a complex
history of fluvial sedimentation, channel incision,
channel avulsion, periods of multiple active channels, and increasing alluvial/colluvial fan activity at
the locality of the Headstream Site during the late
Holocene (see Conclusions).
The block excavations at 41KT51 were
concentrated on a natural levee overlooking the
modern channel to the north and northwest. Artifacts and cultural features were recovered from a
5o..6O-cm-thick, weakly developed, cumulic, sandy
loam soil. This modern surface soil includes
entisols and inceptisols and is part of the QuinlanRough broken land-Woodward association
(Richardson and Girdner 1973:3). The soils are
classified as Typic and Cumulic Ustifluvents and
Ustochrepts, belonging to a thermic temperature
regime. Ustifluvents are weakly developed dry
soils (entisols) formed on fluvial sediments (Buol
et al. 1980:229-230), while Ustochrepts are dry
inceptisols with thin «25 em) mollie epipedons and
thermic temperature regimes (Buol et al. 1980:244245). Cambic horizons are common throughout the
soils.
Following are general descriptions and
geomorphic interpretations of seven localities from
four of the' seven backhoe trenches (Fig. 9). Moredetailed descriptions of the sediments and stratigraphy of all 10 trench localities can be found in
Appendix A.
Summary of Backhoe Trench Profiles
Backhoe Trench 1991-6 is located on the
natural levee and was excavated to a depth of
255 cm below the ground surface. Eight zones,
numbered sequentially from top to bottom, were
identified. :The profile consists of levee and crevasse splay:-deposits representing increments of
sediment that were built up over time through
successive flood events. In tum they formed a
natural levee, a major topographic feature on an
otherwise featureless alluvial plain. Pedogenic
structures are quite common throughout the natural
levee, representing stable interflood periods. Being
subject to repeated wetting and drying, natural
levee sediments can become compacted, oxidized,
and highly leached (Galloway and Hobday 1983:
64), as are the sediments observed in Backhoe
Trench 1991-6.
Zone I (0..6 cm) consists of brown sandy

SEDIMENTS AND STRATIGRAPHY
The sediments and natural stratigraphy of the
Headstream Site were observed and analyzed in
archeological excavation units and through the
excavation of seven backhoe trenches in and near
the site. In all, the profiles of 10 localities in the
7 trenches were recorded. A total of 63 selected
sediment samples were subjected to analysis of
sediment grain size, organic matter content, and
carbonate content (see Appendix B). Five samples
were selected for radiocarbon dating (Table 3).
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Figure 7. Site map, 41KT5L
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the natural levee. The sedimentary structure,
consisting of thin (I mm) beds of heterogeneous
reddish brown silt and reddish yellow sand, and the
sharp erosional lower boundary are typical of a
crevasse splay, reflecting its origin through multiple
flood events, shallow flow conditions, and rapid
sedimentation (Galloway and Hobday 1983:64).
Zone 7 (197-225 cm) is a truncated and buried soil
within the natural levee deposits. It consists of
dark reddish brown silt loam that grades downprofile to a loam with moderate medium subangular
blocky structure. Calcium carbonate filaments are
common on ped faces throughout the soil, representing incipient stage I pedogenic carbonate development. Zone 7 is a Bkb horizon, and its A horizon
was truncated by a breach in the levee (i.e., Zone
6). Zone 8 (225-255+ cm), also a natural levee
deposit, consists of reddish brown sandy loam.
Backhoe Trench 1991-5 is located southeast
of Backhoe Trench 1991-6. It cuts across the
eastern side of the natural levee down onto the
modern floodplain surface. Three different localities or profiles were recorded in the trench. From
the northwest end of the trench to the southeast end,
the three localities are labeled as follows: 91-5a,
91-5b, and 91-5c.
Locality 91-5a includes the eastern margin of
the levee and was excavated to a depth of 460 em.
Four zones were recorded within the upper 150 cm
of the profile. Like Backhoe Trench 1991-6,
Locality 91-5a represents increments of sediment
built up during succesive flood events. These levee
deposits are capped by a thin layer of recent colluvium and overlie earlier late Holocene channel fill.
Zone I (0-3 em) consists of brown colluvial sand
and represents recent slopewash from an adjacent
backdirt pile. Zones 2-4 (3-150+ cm) consist of
natural levl'e deposits that are pedogenically
altered. Zo~ 2 (3-13 cm) represents a buried soil
(Ab horizon) consisting of brown sandy loam, while
Zones 3 and 4 (13-150+ cm) consist of dark reddish brown to reddish brown sandy loams. Firecracked chert and limestone fragments were
observed at 20-25 cm. These lithic fragments are
artifacts related to the cultural occupations of the
site. Subsequent trenching at Locality 91-5a
sampled sediments at 290 em, designated Zone 5,
and at 460 em, designated Zone 6. Zone 5 consists
of reddish brown sand representing a channel fill
deposit. Zone 6 represents channel fill consisting
of dark reddish brown sandy clay grading down-
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I
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Figure 8. Plan of Block 3 showing excavation units and
features, 41 KT5 J.

loam with weak medium subangular blocky structure, It represents the A horizon of the weakly to
moderately developed modern soil, Zones 2-4
(6-145 cm) consist of reddish brown sandy loams.
Pedogenic carbonates, which are common in soils in
natural levees (Galloway and Hobday 1983:64), are
present throughout the three zones in the form of
filaments or soft nodules. The carbonate development within these zones is indicative of incipient
stage I and stage II pedogenic carbonate morphology. Rare subrounded chert pebbles are dispersed
throughout Zone 4. Zone 5 (145-175 cm) represents the AlC horiwn of a weakly developed buried
soil, which is welded to the overlying zone. It
consists of reddish brown silt loam grading downprofile to sandy loam, and it has weak medium
subangular blocky structure. Zone 6 (175-197 cm)
represents a crevasse splay, or localized breach in
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TABLE 3
RESULTS OF RADIOCARBON DATING OF SEDIMENTS FROM BACKHOE TRENCHES, 41KT51
Uncorrected
Age B.P.

Corrected Age
B.P."

Calibrated Date/Age
(Intercepts and I-Sigma Range)""

BHT 1991-10
Locality 91-IOc
98-104 em

220 ± 70

280 ± 70 (-21.0)

A.D. 1506 (1642) 1663
444 (308) 287 B.P.

48206

BHT 1991-10
Locality 91-IOe
68-72 em

240 ± 70

340 ± 70 (-18.7)

A.D. 1453 (1514, 1600, 1616) 1645
497 (436, 350, 334) 305 B.P.

45928

BHT 1991-5
Locality 91-5a
Zone 6, 460 em

2450 ± 70

2460 ± 70 (-24.4)

778 (755, 698, 537) 406 B.C.
2727 (2704, 2647, 2486) 2355 B.P.

45929

BHT 1991-5
Locality 91-5e
Zone 16
121-124 em

870 ± 60

980 ± 60 (-18.3)

A.D. 998 (1024) 1153
952 (926) 797 B.P,

BHT 1991-9

110 ± 70

190 ± 70 (-20.1)

A.D. 1648 (1669, 1776, 1793, 1948,
1953) 1955
302 (281. 174, 157,2,0) 0 B.P.

Bela
Lab No.

Provenience

48205

53742

Zone 6

90-100 em

"'Ages uncalibrated; 6 13C values in parentheses.
""Calibrations use 20-year record of Sluiver and Reimer (1986).

sand lens at 70 em, probably representing a small
breach in the levee or a crevasse splay. The abrupt
and wavy sloping lower boundary is also characteristic of a crevasse splay. Zones 5-9 (75-120 cm)
consist of channel fill facies separated by sharp
erosional bouodaries; these wnes interfinger and
weld with soils upslope in Locality 91-5a. These
deposits exemplify a high-energy depositional
environment and competent stream flow. The
deposits consist primarily of fine to coarse sands.
Sedimentary structures are well preserved and
include very thin (I mm) planar-bedded sands,
cross-stratified sand beds, and climbing ripples of
alternating silts and sands. Zone 10 (120-165+ em)
represents a truncated and buried soil (Ab horizon)
formed on an overbank alluvial deposit. It consists
of reddish brown loam with weak coarse subangular
blocky structure. Calcium carbonate filaments and
films are common on ped faces, and it appears that
the carbonate enrichment is from sediments and
soils upslope in Locality 91-5a.
Locality 91-5c is also located on the modem

profile to reddish yellow sand. A bulk sediment
sample from Zone 6 yielded a corrected radiocarbon assay of 2460 ± 70 B.P.
Locality 91-5b is located on the modem
floodplain surface and was excavated to a depth of
165 cm. Ten zones were recorded. The profile
consists of a sequence of channel fill facies capped
by natural levee and floodplain deposits. The
channel fill overlies earlier overbank alluvial
sediments. Zones 1-3 (0-55 cm) represent recent
overbank alluvial deposits. Zone I (0-5 em) is
indicative of a very low energy depositional environment, such as a backswamp. The deposit
consists of dark reddish brown silt loam with
common decaying organic matter. Zone I is classified as an OA horizon. Zones 2 and 3 (5-55 cm)
are floodplain facies consisting of dark reddish
brown and reddish brown sandy loams. Zone 2
(5-18 cm) repesents a weakly developed A horizon
with weak medium subangular blocky structure.
Zone 4 (55-75 cm) is a natural levee deposit. It
consists of reddish brown clay loam with one thin
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Figure 9. Late Holocene stratigraphy of the vicinity of the Headstream Site.
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floodplain surface and was excavated to a depth of
185 cm. Nineteen zones were identified. The
profile revealed a sequence of channel margin
facies (natural levee and crevasse splay), channel
fill facies, and overbank alluvial sediments. Zones
1-3 (0-20 cm) consist of a series of upwardcoarsening silts and sands deposited recently in an
overflow chute. Chutes form during flood events as
a portion of the flow cuts directly across the surface of a point bar. Although the underlying surface (Zone 4) is not a point bar, it is a topographically low area (abandoned channel) into which
high-energy flood waters were channelized. In any
case, significant amounts of coarse bed load sediment were carried up out of the main channel and
furmeled through one or more chutes or channels
scoured into the surface. As flow spread across the
surface, bed load material was deposited forming a
chute bar (Galloway and Hobday 1983:59). ,Successive flood events resulted in progradation of the
chute bar and an upward-coarsening profile.
Zones 4-9 (20-57 cm) consist of a series of
upward-fining channel fill facies that represent
low-energy and/or ephemeral stream flow. Each
upward-fining silty and sandy deposit is separated
by a sharp erosional lower boundary. A buried soil
(Zone 8), classified as an AC horizon, is also
present within the fill. This reddish brown silt loam
probably represents a short hiatus in the influx of
detrital sediment. Zones 10-13 (57-77 cm) are
also a series of upward-fining channel fill facies.
However, these deposits represent more-eompetent
stream flow, for they contain higher sand percentages (see Appendix B). These channel fill facies
consist of silts, sands, and a few dispersed pebbles
and are associated with the channel margin or levee
deposits in Zone 4 of Locality 91-5b. A buried
soil (Ab horizon) in Zone 10 represents a hiatus in
bed accretion resulting in pedogenesis and a beginning of less-competent stream flow (represented by
Zones 4-9).
Zones 14-16 (77-125 cm) are natural levee
deposits associated with the channel fill facies of
Locality 91-5b (Zones 5-9). These deposits
consist of reddish brown to dark reddish brown
sandy loams and clay loams. They represent the
last of the channel margin deposits within the
profile before the stream channel moved laterally
and deposited Zones 4-13 as channel fill. A dark
reddish brown clay loam buried cumulic soil is
represented in the levee deposits by Zones 15 and

16. Zone 15 (93-121 cm) is an Ab horizon and has
weak fine subangular blocky structure. A few thin
(1-3 cm) reddish brown sand beds representing a
possible crevasse splay or breach in the levee are
present. Zone 16 is classified as an A2b horizon.
Common charcoal flecks and fragments throughout
Zone 16 represent burning on the paleosol surface
prior to the accumulation of the overlying alluvial
sediments (Zone 15). The bottom of Zone 16 is
abrupt and smooth to wavy, marking the boundary
between the channel margin deposits of Zones 1416 and the overbank alluvial sediments of Zones 17
and 18. A humate sample from Zone 16 yielded a
corrected radiocarbon assay of 980 ± 60 B.P.
Zones 17 and 18 (125-185+ cm) represent overbank
or floodplain deposits, consisting of reddish brown
loams and yellowish red sandy loams. Rare charcoal flecks in Zone 17 are .probably the result of
eluviation from the overlying A2b horizon.
Backhoe Trench 1991-9 is located on the
modern floodplain surface and was excavated to a
depth of 170 cm. Seven zones were identified. The
excavations revealed a sequence of older channel
fill facies giving way to more-recent floodplain
deposits as Grape. Creek laterally accreted across
the valley to its present position. Episodic flood
events washed up onto the floodplain forming
overflow chutes, leaving behind their upwardcoarsening chute bars. Zones 1 and 2 (0-15 cm)
are recent overbank or floodplain deposits, consisting of brown and reddish brown sandy loams. A
weakly developed soil is represented by Zone 2
(3-15 cm). It has very weak medium subangular
blocky structure and represents the A horizon of the
modern soil. Zones 3 and 4 (15-30 cm) represent
sediments deposited within an overflow chute
across the surface of the floodplain during a flood
or high-runoff event. These upward-coarsening
deposits consist of. .reddish yellow sands and very
small pebbles in Zone 3 (15-22 cm) overlying
planar-bedded yellowish red sands and silts in
Zone 4 (22-30 cm). Tbe lower boundary of Zone
4 is very sharp and erosional. Zones 5 and 6
(30-125 cm) are floodplain deposits consisting of
reddish brown and yellowish red sandy loams. An
eroded buried soil represents the top of this deposit,
Zone 5 (30-80 cm). Zone 5 is an Ab horizon with
moderate medium subangular blocky structure. A
bulk sediment sample from Zone 6 yielded a
corrected radiocarbon assay of 190 ± 70 B.P. The
basal wne (Zone 7) is a channel fill facies and
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consists of strong brown sand.
Backhoe Trench 1991-10 is located on the
modern floodplain surface. The southern end of the
trench extends up onto an upper alluvial terrace.
Three localities, 91-lOa, 91-lOb, and 91-IOc, were
designated along the trench. Only Localities 91lOa and 91-IOb were profiled. Locality 91-lOc is
adjacent to 91-lOa and is the provenance for two
bulk sediment samples that were submitted for
radiocarbon dating.
Locality 91-IOa is located at the north end of
Backhoe Trench 1991-10 on the modern floodplain
surface and was excavated to a depth of 165 cm.
Five zones were identified. The profile revealed a
sequence of channel fill facies capped by recent
alluvial/colluvial fan sediments. Zones I and 2
(0-50 cm) are recent yellowish red and reddish
brown sandy alluvial/colluvial ·fan deposits shed
from the upper alluvial terrace surface and erosional edge and deposited by fluvial processes. A
weakly developed Ab horizon is represented by
Zone 2 (35-50 cm). It has very weak coarse
subangular blocky structure. Zone 3 (50-136 cm)
is a series of upward-fining channel fill facies
consisting of alternating light brown sand and
reddish brown sandy loam layers 1-3 cm thick.
Zone 4 (136-165 cm) consists of alluvial!
colluvial fan sediments eroded and deposited from
the upper alluvial terrace surface and erosional
edge. A weakly developed soil is formed on the
dark reddish brown silt loam and is classified as an
Ab horizon. Charcoal fragments are common
throughout the zone. Bison rib and ulna fragments
were recovered at 138 cm within Zone 4. The Ab
soil horizon can be traced laterally (south of Locality 91-lOa) within the profile continuing several
meters slightly upslope to Locality 91-lOc. At this
locality, the overlying channel fill facies of Zone 3
have pinched out and the overlying alluvial/colluvial
fan deposits are thinner. Two bulk sediment samples were collected at 68-72 cm and 98-104 cm
from the Ab horizon at Locality 91-IOc. The two
samples yielded corrected radiocarbon assays of
340 ± 70 B.P. and 280 ± 70 B.P., respectively. As
the one-sigma ranges of these dates overlap considerably, they appear to be essentially contemporaneous, and they suggest that the bison remains
may be contemporaneous with the occupations of
41KT51 and perhaps even associated with the
activities that took place at the site. In this regard,
it is worth noting that the Apache Soil, dated at the

Lubbock Lake Site to 400-300 B.P., was buried by
localized colluvial and eolian sediments (Stratum
5B) around 300-250 B.P. (Holliday 1983:37;
Holliday, Johnson, Haas, and Stuckenrath
1985:289). Stratum 5A, on which the Apache Soil
formed, contains Protohistoric period cultural
materials, while Stratum 5B contains Historic
Native American and Euro-American materials
(Holliday, Johnson, Haas, and Stuckenrath 1983:
178-179, 1985:289). The Zone 4 soil at Locality
91-lOc appears to be similar in age, and probably
in time of burial by colluvium, to the Apache Soil.
In addition, the Zone 4 soil and the Apache Soil
both formed on late Holocene colluvial deposits,
which at Lubbock Lake were deposited at 700-400
B.P. (Holliday, Johnson, Haas, and Stuckenrath
1985:288-289). Beneath the Zone 4 buried soil at
Locality 91-IOc is .,Zone 5 (165+ cm), which
consists of reddish brown silt loam overbank
alluvial sediments. Zone 5 is the C horizon of the
buried soil in Zone 4.
Locality 91-lOb is located at the southern
end of Backhoe Trench 1991-10 where the trench
cuts into the erosional upper terrace edge and
surface. Locality 91-IOb was excavated to a depth
of 250 cm, and five zones were identified. The
profile revealed a sequence of recent alluvial/
colluvial fan sediments, alluvial deposits, and much
earlier alluvial/colluvial fan sediments. Zones I
and 2 (0-170 em) are alluvial/colluvial fan sediments. Fan formation is considered local, with the
upper terrace surface and erosional edge being the
source of the sediments. Abundant thin yellowish
red sand lenses throughout Zone I (0-50/67 em) .
and the infilling of a very small gully along the
lower boundary of the zone with pebbles suggest
that the formation of the fan was dominated by
fluvial processes. Zone 2 (50/67-170 em) consists
of earlier all~vial/colluvial fan sediments on which
a dark reddish brown loamy soil with weak medium
to coarse subangular blocky structure has formed.
This soil is an ABb horizon, a buried soil that is an
upslope lateral correlate of the soil identified in
Zone 4 of Locality 91-IOa and radiocarbon dated
in Locality 91-IOc. The chronologicaf and pedogenic relationships of Zones I and· 2 are very
similar to the chronological and pedogenic relationships of Strata 5B and 5A at Lubbock Lake (see
above). Zones 3 and 4 (170-235 em) represent
overbank alluvial deposits consisting of yellowish
red and dark reddish brown sandy loams. A buried
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soil (Zone 4, 210-235 em) is present within these
alluvial sediments. It consists of dark reddish
brown sandy loam and is classified as an Ab
horizon. Zone 5 (235-250+ em) is an earlier
alluvial/colluvial fan facies and consists of dark
reddish brown sandy loam. Matrix-supported
pebbles and cobbles are common throughout the
zone. Unlike Zones I and 2, the Zone 5 sediments
and clasts were shed and deposited by debris-flow
processes directly from the Triassic-age canyon

Holocene alluvial fill, based on superpositioning or
lateral correlation to radiocarbon-<lated soils and
sediments, include Zone 5 of Locality 91-5a, Zones
17 and 18 of Locality 91-5c, and Zone 10 of
Locality 91-5b.
AlluviaVcolluvial fan deposition during the
first period at the Headstrearn Site was probably
limited to the extreme valley margins. Fan development was restricted mainly to debris-flow
processes. Although none of the observed fan
deposits at the Headstrearn Site were radiocarbon
dated, the extreme depth and character (i.e., debrisflow deposit) of Zone 5 of Locality 91-lOb suggest
that this fan deposit probably dates to the early late
Holocene or earlier. Blum et al. (1992:349), noting
two uncorrected radiocarbon assays of 4780 ±
60 B.P. and 10,820 ± 180 B.P. from a truncated
soil formed on a fan deposit and a basal fan deposit above an unconformity with a late Pleistocene
fluvial deposit, suggest that older fan sediments
within the Grape Creek valley were deposited
during the early to middle Holocene and even
earlier at the end of the Pleistocene.
The second period (1000-300 B.P.) commenced with the downcutting of Grape Creek. The
incision of stream valleys at ca. 1000 B.P. is well
documented across the Southern Plains and adjacent
regions (Hall 1977, 1988; Knox 1983; Baumgardner
1986; Blum and Valastro 1989). This regionwide
entrenchment of stream valleys was associated with
a shift toward more-modem xeric conditions (Hall
1982, 1988; Ferring 1986). The shift is also noted
by Holliday, Johnson, Haas, and Stuckenrath (1985:
288) at the Lubbock Lake Site, where the Lubbock
Lake Soil was buried by localized eolian and
colluvial deposits after ca. 1200 B.P. Entrenchment
appears to have heen a response to a drop in local
water tables and increased slopewash and slope
erosion due to a d~9rease in vegetation or surface
cover (Hall 1988)..
An immediate commencement of floodplain
and levee building, representing the second of the
two late Holocene alluvial fills in the Grape Creek
valley, followed channel incision. A corrected
radiocarbon assay of 980 ± 60 B.P. from an alluvial soil (Zone 16 of Locality 91-5c) supports the
notion of fluvial sedimentation immediately after
channel incision. According to Hall (1988:208),
alluvial deposition in many valleys had resumed by
about 850 B.P. Abbott (1990:57) characterizes the
post-loo0 B.P. channel incision period (or Phase

rim.

Conclusions
The late Holocene geomorphic history at the
Headstream Site can he divided into three periods
based on the predominance or absence of such
depositional or erosional events as channel aggradation, floodplain construction, channel incision,
and alluvial/colluvial fan development.
Two
alluvial cut-and-fill episodes are represented
within these three periods.
The first period (ca. 3000-1000 B.P.) is
characterized by rapid to moderate fluvial sedimentation and limited alluvial/colluvial fan activity
dominated by debris flow. These developments and
their chronology are based mainly on the previous
work of Blum (1989), Abbott (1990), and Blum et
al. (1992), as well as one radiocarbon assay obtained during this project. These alluvial deposits
represent the first of two late Holocene alluvial
fills at the Headstream Site. Blum et al. (1992:
350) suggest that widespread channel aggradation
and floodplain building was ongoing by ca.
2500 B.P. and probably earlier, ceasing by
1000 B.P. The majority of the alluvial fill was
deposited fairly quickly, and the termination of this
aggradational episode was characterized by reduced
or much slower rates of sedimentation (Abbott
1990:57). Earlier geomorphic work in the Grape
Creek valley by Blum (1989:96) also notes late
Holocene alluvium deposited prior to ca. 1000 B.P.
Blum (1989:93-96) refers to this fill as the
"younger terrace" or "younger fluvial deposits."
Alluvial deposits from this first period are represented at the Headstream Site only by the upper
alluvial terrace sampled at Locality 91-lOb (Zones
3 and 4) and radiocarbon-<lated sediments (2460 ±
70 B.P.) at Zone 6 at Locality 91-5a. Other
alluvial deposits within the discussed profiles that
may represent the first period and/or the first late
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IV) as a time when overbank alluvial sedimentation
played "a relatively minor role, resulting in the
formation of the discontinuous low modem floodplains and localized infilling of swales in the
younger terrace." Of course, this interpretation is
a general overview of the entire Justiceburg Reservoir area, which includes three very different
alluvial valley settings (see Blum 1989:92; Abbott
1990:23). Although the second late Holocene
alluvial fill defined here is not as large or on the
same scale as the preceding alluvial fill, it is more
significant in the vicinity of sites 41KT51 and
41KT53 than indicated by Abbott's (1990:57) Phase
IV general overview.
The late Holocene fluvial sedimentation
record in this portion of the Grape Creek valley is
unique for the Justiceburg project area. This
difference probably has much to do with the bedrock morphology of the Grape Creek valley in the
vicinity of sites 41KT51 and 41KT53, and as a
result it has much to do with the immediate commencement of alluviation after channel incision at
1000 B.P. This section of the valley has a simple
bowl or basin shape into which Grape Creek enters
from a narrow canyon-confined portion of the
valley. The basin acts as a sediment trap. As
Grape Creek enters, it is less confined by bedrock
and is free to meander, and it ultimately deposits
its load through lateral accretion. Blum (1989:89)
also notes that Grape Creek has a unique set of
depositional environments, differing from the
Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos River and its
other tributaries due to local geologic controls.
The second late Holocene alluvial fill at the
Headstream Site is characterized by lateral migration of the channel and accretion of channel fill
facies (Le., point bar) northwestward across the
valley toward its present position. This second
alluvial fill is represented by Zones 5-9 of Locality
9I-5b, Zones 10-13 of Locality 9 I-5c, and Zone
7 of Backhoe Trench 1991-9. The radiocarbon
assay from Zone 16 of Locality 91-5c also suggests that the sharp erosional boundary between
Zones 16 and 17 is the unconformity separating the
second late Holocene alluvial fill from the first late
Holocene alluvial fill. At this time the channel
started to cut laterally into the earlier alluvial
terrace on the west side of the valley. A localized
breach of the natural levee led to channel avulsion
and subsequent localized downcutting. Due to the
avulsion, a portion of the levee was preserved

rather than being eroded by the laterally moving
channel. This left the preserved portion of the
levee to later serve as the locality of site 4IKT5 I.
The lateral migration and avulsion of Grape Creek
toward its present position occurred prior to ca.
645-519 B.P., based on a radiocarbon assay from
41KT53 (see Chapter 4).
Alluvial/colluvial fan formation also
increased during the second period, perhaps due to
a shift to more-xeric conditions. Fan formation
was localized and dominated by fluvial processes
rather than debris-flow processes. This period of
fan formation is represented by Zone 2 of Locality
9I-lOb and Zone 4 of Locality 9I-lOa. A period
of soil formation on these deposits is represented
by the humate dates from Locality 91-lOc. This
period of soil formation is contemporaneous with
and may be analogous to the development of the
Apache Soil at the Lubbock Lake Site. Hall (1988:
209) notes that the Apache Soil at Lubbock Lake is
contemporaneous with the Delaware Creek paleosol
in Delaware Canyon in southwestern Oklahoma (see
Ferring 1986) and that both soils formed as a result
of decreases in local valley sedimentation. At the
Headstream Site, landscape stability ceased with
the beginning of the third period at ca. 300 B.P.,
based on dated soils that are buried by colluvium or
crosscut by channel fills.
The third period (300 B.P. to present) represents a continuation of the second episode of late
Holocene fluvial sedimentation and a dramatic
increase in alluvial/colluvial fan formation. However, stream discharge, competence, and volume
increased, along with the influx of terrigenous
sediment into this portion of the Grape Creek valley
after 300 B.P. The alluvial fill consists of channel
fill facies, overflow c,hute bars, and floodplain
deposits. Increased stream competence is suggested by the pr~sence of numerous gravel-dominated
chute bars that occur across the floodplain and point
bar. Again, it appears that sedimentation had more
to do with the local morphology of the valley acting
as a sediment trap than climatic and environmental
changes. However, increasingly xeric conditions
may have been responsible for delivering large
quantities of sediment to the channel through increased alluvial/colluvial fan formation, slope
erosion, and runoff. Abbott (1990:61) recognizes
that alluvial/colluvial fan formation and slopewash
have been the dominant geomorphic processes over
the last 400 years in the Justiceburg Reservoir area.
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Deep gullying of fan surfaces by ephemeral drainages coming off the uplands was common (Abbott
1990:57), and as in the second period, fan formation was dominated by fluvial processes. These
recent fan deposits are represented by Zones I and
2 of Locality 91-10a and Zone 1 of Locality 91lOb.
While Grape Creek continued to cut laterally
into the alluvial terrace on the west side of the
valley, overflow chutes cut across the surface of the
northwestward-accreting point bar. The discharge
of water and its accompanying sediment load
coming into the basin from the canyon-confined
upstream portion of Grape Creek were so great that
flow was sometimes diverted into the topographically low area of the pre-avulsion abandoned
channel south and southeast of the Headstream Site.
Reactivation of this old channel is apparent by the
presence of channel fill (Zone 3 of Locality 91lOa) overlying and crosscutting an A horizon dated
to 340 ± 70 and 280 ± 70 B.P. Whether the old
channel directed flow back into the main channel or
acted like an anastomosing fluvial system is unknown. Sediments from both channels lapped up
onto the accreting point bar surface as overflow
chute bars and floodplain deposits. These overflow
chute bars and overbank sediments are represented
by Zones 1-6 of Backhoe Trench 1991-9, Zones 13 of Locality 91-5c, and the upper zones of Locality 91-5b. Both channels probably continued to
deposit sediments up onto the remnant natural levee
until massive downcutting during historic times left
the levee too high above the channel for sedimentation. This is probably why the deposits at 41KT51
are deeper than those at 41KT53, even though the
occupations were essentially contemporanous.
Many of the laterally accreted point bar
deposits are now buried under a meter or more of
recently deposited alluvium. The radiocarbon assay
of 190 ± 70 B.P. from Zone 6 in Backhoe Trench
1991-9 confirms the idea that much of the floodplain has been deposited within the last 200-300
years. Below Zone 6 of Backhoe Trench 1991-9 is
a sandy channel fill facies (Zone 7), most likely a
point bar, though bioturbation has destroyed evidence of bedding structures. This point bar is
associated with the lateral migration of Grape
Creek to the northwest during the second period.
Previous work by Abbott (1990:44; see
Backhoe Trench 29) at 41KT51 clearly shows that
the modern floodplain on the east side of the valley

consists of recent overflow chutes (Zone 8) and
vertically accreted or aggraded floodplain deposits
(Zones 1-7) overlying a laterally accreted point bar
(Zones 9-13). Like Zone 7 in Backhoe Trench
1991-9, Abbott's Zones 9-13 are associated with
the lateral migration of Grape Creek to the northwest, most likely after avulsion at ca. 645-519 B.P.
The elevations of the tops of these zones reveal a
typical point bar surface that slopes away from the
direction of lateral channel movement due to aggradation of the channel bed. The boundary then
between these laterally accreted point bars and the
overlying overflow chute bars and floodplain facies
is erosional. The primary depositional structures of
the upper zones of these trenches, the overflow
chute bars and floodplain facies, are intact to
moderately intact. They are most likely very
recent, i.e., 200-300 years old, which would make
them contemporaneous with 'the occupations at the
Headstream Site.
CULTURAL FEATURES
Nine visual anomalies were designated and
recorded as features in the field. Five of these
were determined to be of cultural origin and warrant detailed description here. These features
consist of a disaggregated stone-lined hearth
(Feature I), a stone-lined baking pit (Feature 3), an
unlined ephemeral hearth (Feature 7), an unlined
shallow basin hearth (Feature 8), and an extensive
sheet midden (Feature 9). The other four features,
although recorded and excavated, are not described
because they were found to be nOUCUltural (i.e.,
unburned rocks, rodent burrow, and ash lenses
associated with a recently burned mesquite stump).
Three radiocarbon dates were obtained from two of
the features (Table 4). Archeomagnetic samples
were taken from' ~our features, which produced
three dates from Features 3, 8, and 9 (see Appendix C).
Feature 1
Feature I consists of a dispersed concentration of 19 burned and 9 unburned sandstone rocks in
EUs 58-61 in Block 4 (Fig. 10). The total weight
of the rocks is 6 kg. The feature occurs at a depth
of 45-55 cm below the modern ground surface. It
contains a single layer of rocks lying on the undulating lower surface of a contact zone dividing
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TABLE 4
RESULTS OF RADIOCARBON DATING ON CHARCOAL FROM ARCHEOLOGICAL CONTEXTS, 41KT51

Provenience

Uncorrected
Age B.P.

Corrected Age
B.P.-

Calibrated Date A.D. (Intercepts and

Lab No.
51502

Feature 3,27-47 em

210 ± 40

190 ± 40 (-26.6)

1656 (1669,1776.1793,1948,1953) 1955

51503

Feature 3. 27-47 em

280 ± 40

260 ± 40 (-25.9)

1636 (1648) 1660

52301

Feature 9. 10-19 em

290 ± 60

270 ± 60 (-25.9)

1519 (1645) 1663

52302

EU 50, 34-44 em

320 ± 50

300 ± 50 (-25.9)

1505 (1636) 1651

Beta

l-Sigma Range)**

*Ages uncalibrated; oDe values in parentheses.
**Calibrations use 20-year record of Stuiver and Reimer (1986).

Figure 10. View to west of Feature 1, disaggregated stone-lined hearth, 41KT51.

loose sand fill above and harder packed sand
below. The rock scatter extends 125 cm east-west
and at least 160 cm north-south, extending south
beyond the limits of the block. No soil discoloration or charcoal staining was noted; however,

charcoal flecks were recorded throughout the 2x2-m
unit in the same level as the feature (Level 5), and
a small charcoal concentration was located at the
northeastern edge of the feature. Five flakes and
one ground stone were found in Levels 4 and 5 of
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all four units in this block. This feature is interpreted as a disaggregated stone-lined hearth.
Feature 3
Feature 3 is a pit measuring 75x55 cm, filled
with charcoal chunks and powder mixed with sand
(Fig. II). Well-defined pit margins were noted at
26 cm below the ground surface, but the feature
may have originated somewhat higher. This is
suggested by the occurrence of mottles of oxidized
sediment and charcoal flecking and staining in
Level 3 just above the pit and the presence of a
burned sandstone cobble immediately above the pit
edge at 14-26 cm. The feature extended to a depth
of 53 cm. The pit is lined with oxidized, bright
orange sandy loam, and five large cobbles of
burned sandstone were found within it. A grinding
slab fragment was found at a depth of 21-23 cm
ca. 20 cm northeast of the edge of the pit and may
have been associated. Also located nearby, ca.
50 cm northeast of the feature, was a stack of II
large flat cobbles of burned sandstone. While some
of these could have been associated with the feature, the fact that they occurred at 27-44 cm below
the surface, well below the recognized top of the
pit, suggests that they may not have been associated. In all, the 18 burned sandstone rocks found in
or near Feature 3 weigh 9.8 kg. Artifacts in direct
association with this feature are few, consisting of
20 pieces of debitage and 1 sherd. Macrobotanical
analysis of flotation samples from Feature 3 revealed the presence of mesquite, hackberry, willow,
soapberry, plum, oak, juniper, and buckthorn, all in
a charred state. These different types of wood are
all interpreted as having been utilized as firewood.
Among the 13 kinds of charred seeds recovered
from this feature, many (i.e., prickly pear, plum,
grape, hackberry, and some of the grasses) have
caloric value and are interpreted as food remains
and represent local foraging activities. An archeomagnetic sample was taken from the upper portion
of the feature, i.e., inside the burned rim around the
top circumference of the pit, and yielded a date
range of A.D. 1384-1562 (see Appendix C). Two
radiocarbon assays were obtained on charcoal from
the feature fill. One sample yielded a calibrated
date of A.D. 1656 (1669, 1776, 1793, 1948, 1953)
1955, and the second sample yielded a calibrated
date of A.D. 1636 (1648) 1660 (see Table 4).
Feature 3 is interpreted as an intensively used

Figure 11. View to west of Feature 3, stone-lined baking

pit, 4lKT51.
stone-lined baking pit.
Feature, 7
Feature 7 is a shallow basin of burned orange
sediment 3 cm thick and ca. 50x50 cm in horizontal
dimension (Fig. 12). Overlying this is 2.5 cm of
sand blackened with charcoal. Slight discoloration
continues for 5 cm below the basin. The entire
feature extends from 3-13 cm below the modem
ground surface in the exact center of Block 1, which
consists of a 2x4-m arrangement of eight 1xl-m
units. A single uniface was found in the feature.
An archeomagnetic sample was taken from this
feature. Due to sampling error in the field or
laboratory or the light burning of the feature, this
sample produced a widely scattered, uninterpretable
plot (see Appendix C). This feature is interpreted
as a small ephemeral hearth.
Feature 8
Feature 8 is 'a shallow basin of burned orange
sediment 6-7 cm thick and 60x90 cm in horizontal
dimension located in the northern portion of Block
3 (Fig. 13). Overlying the feature was 5 cm of
charcoal nodules and powder mixed with sand and
extending 5 cm beyond the limits of the hearth. The
feature extends from 11-22 cm below the modem
ground surface to the deepest extent of the purned
basin. Twelve pieces of debitage were recovered
from the feature, and macrobotanical analysis of
flotation samples revealed the presence of charred
hackberry and willow which are interpreted as the
remains of firewood. An archeomagnetic sample
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Figure 12. View to north of Feature 7, small ephemeral hearth, 41KT51.

sediment matrix containing charcoal nodules, ash,
calcium carbonate nodules, relatively large ceramic
sherds, and small amounts of lithic debitage (Fig.
14). Four pieces of burned sandstone and one piece
of burned limestone also were found within this
feature. The excavated portion extends 2.5 m east
and 2.5 m north of grid NI96/E157. This appears
to be the northeastern quadrant of a rougWy circular
sheet midden projected to be about 5 m in diameter.
This feature is lens shaped in profile and extends
from 12-24 em below th'e modern ground surface at
its approximate center point at NI96/E157. While
not excavated as a separate feature provenience,
Level 2 in the eight units that comprise most of
Feature 9 yielded 72 sherds, 53 flakes, I edgemodified flake, I ground stone, and 7 sandstone
rocks. Macrobotanical analysis of flotation samples indicates the presence of hackberry, oak, and
juniper; these are interpreted as th~ remains of
firewood scooped out of a hearth and thrown onto
this midden feature. Three archeomagnetic samples
were taken from the top, middle, and bottom areas
of the feature. It was hoped that enough heat from
ash and charcoal dumping had been present in all

Figure 13. View to north of Feature 8, small basin hearth,

41KT51.
taken from around the inside of the burned rim of
the hearth produced a date range of A.D. 15181686 (see Appendix C). This feature is interpreted
as a small basin hearth.
Feature 9

Feature 9 is an extensive lens of orange/pink
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debitage are from isolated units or surface contexts.
The remaining chipped stone artifacts are from the
six excavation blocks.
Arrow Points

•

Of the 21 arrow points recovered, 6 are
complete, 6 are proximal fragments. 6 are distal
fragments, I is longitudinally broken, I is a barb,
and I is an ear fragment. All 21 specimens are
made of fine-grained chert. Six of the 21 specimens are typed, 7 are untyped, 5 are untypeable
fragments, and 3 are arrow point preforms. Of the
six typed arrow points and fragments, five are
Fresno and one is a Lott.

Figure 14. View to southwest of Feature 9, sheet midden,

41KT51.
three levels to reset the magnetic orientations of
each of them and result in good archeomagnetic
samples. Sample 2 was taken from 10-13 em
below the modem ground surface but was not
usable due to wide scattering of the plots. Sample
3 was taken from 19-22 em below the surface and
also was unusable. Sample 4 was taken from
24-27 em below the surface and produced a date
range of A.D. 1648-1695 (see Appendix C). One
radiocarbon assay was obtained on charcoal from
Feature 9. This sample, taken from 10-19 em
below the surface, yielded a calibrated date of
A.D. 1519 (1645) 1663 (see Table 4).

FRESNO
One complete point (Fig. 15a), three proximal
fragments (Fig. 15b-c), and one longitudinally
broken specimen are included in this type (Kelley
1947). All five have triangular outlines and concave bases. The blade edges of the complete point
are slightly convex, one fragment has slightly
recurved blade eqges, and the blade edges on the
others are straight. The complete point and two
proximal fragments have lightly ground stems and
bases. The complete point and one proximal
fragment retain the ventral surfaces of the parent
flakes. The bulbar surfaces of the flake blanks
used in their manufacture were oriented toward the
proximal ends of the points. The nature of the
cores used in the manufacture of the other specimens could not be determined; based on their size,
it is likely that they also were made on flakes. All
five specimens are made of fine-grained chert.
One of the four proximal fragments was broken in
manufacture. The cause of' break could not be
determined on two proximal specimens and the
longitudinally broken fragment. The complete
specimen measures 23 mm in total length. The
three points with ground stems have a mean stem
length of 7.7 mm (0; 1.2) and a mean neck width
of 9 mm (0; 0). The base width on each of the
two specimens with complete bases is 11 mm. The
mean thickness of the five specimens is 2.2 mm

MATERIALS RECOVERED
This section discusses the materials recovered
from 41KT51. The majority (n ; 4,461, 93%) of
the artifacts are from six excavation blocks. A few
(n ; 297, 6%) are from isolated excavation units
located away from the blocks, and 26 (1%) are
from general surface contexts. Of the 4,784 specimens, 4,714 (99%) are from the Phase III work
reported here; the remaining 70 (I %) specimens
were recovered during the Phase 11 testing. Table
5 shows the provenience of the artifacts recovered
from 41KT51.
Chipped Stone Artifacts
A total of 21 arrow points and fragments, 3
perforators, 6 nonprojectile point bifaces, 36 unifaces and fragments, I core, 33 edge-modified
flakes, and 3,476 pieces of unmodified lithic
debitage were recovered. Of these, 5 arrow points,
2 nonprojectile point bifaces, 7 unifaces, 4 edgemodified flakes, and 246 pieces of unmodified

(0; 0.4).

LOTI
A single complete arrow point made of fine50

TABLE 5
ARTIFACfS RECOVERED FROM 41KT51*
Unit and
Maximum
Depth

Projectile
Points
Bifaces

Unifaces

Edgemodified
Flakes

Ground
Unmodified Stone
Debitage
Tools Other Lithics

Ceramics

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

1

-

I

-

-

Totals

Block 1

EU I, 32 em
EU 2, 30 em
EU 3,40 em
EU 4, 28 em
EU 5, 34 em
EU 6,31 em
EU 7, 37 em
EU 8, 34 em

1
-

-

-

-

1

-

-

29

-

50
39
11
16
12
10

1
1
1

2

-

-

60

1
1
1

-

-

1
4
2
1
1
19

-

1 glass bead

-

-

-

-

-

31
62
52
45
16
20
13
29
C"l

Block 2
<.A
~

EU9,40em
EU 10,60 em
EU 11,42 em

-

-

-

1

-

-

3

-

-

33
30
18

2

-

4

-

-

-

-

I

-

10

-

-

-

40
34
28

Block 3

~
~

~

~

00'
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

12,45 em
13,43 em
14,42 em
15, 39 em
16,38 em
17, 35 em
18,46 em
19,43 em
20, 40 em
21, 42 em
22, 38 em
23, 48 em

I
1

-

-

.1

1

1

2
-

1
1
1

34
28
39
27
53
78
87
74
51
22
45
194

*Excludes the 289 manuports and the microartifacts from flotation samples.

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 perforator

-

-

.

14
15
8
2
5
6
33
41
11
4
6
21

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 modified shell -

49
45
48
29
58
86
120
116
63
28
51
218

~

~.
~

t:

~'~
~

..1;~

~

'"
~.

i

Table 5, continued
Unit and
Maximum
Depth

<A

IV

EU 24, 47 em
EU 25, 46 em
EU 26, 45 em
EU 27, 40 em
EU 28,38 em
EU 29, 49 em
EU 30, 48 em
EU 31, 45 em
EU 32,45 em
EU 33, 40 em
EU 34, 38 em
EU 35, 50 em
EU 36, 39 em
EU 37, 47 em
EU 38, 45 em
EU 39, 41 em
EU 40,39 em
EU 41,39 em
EU 42,36 em
EU 43,52 em
EU 44, 40 em
EU 45, 42 em
EU 46, 40 em
EU 47,37 em
EU 48, 38 em
EU 49, 42 em
EU 50, 44 em
EU 51, 40 em
EU 52, 47 em
EU 53, 47 em
EU 54, 44 em
EU 55, 41 em
EU 56,39 em
EU 57, 35 em

Projectile
Points
Bifaces
I
I
-

2
2

1
-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

-

1

1

-

2
2
2
1

-

-

1
2

Unifaces

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

1
-

-

2
2
-

1
2
2
-

1
1
1
1
1
1
-

-

-

1
-

1
-

-

Edgemodified
Flakes

1
1
-

Ground
Unmodified Stone
Debitage
Tools Other Lithics
144
119
73
66
65
315
130
84
41
42
115
143
103
55
42
22
84
33
24
58
29
28
18
20
19
16
12
14
17
12
8
10
18
9

1
1
-

1
1

1
-

1 core

-

-

1 perforator

-

1
1
1
-

1 perforator
-

-

-

1 hanunerstone

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

Ceramics

-

-

-

::::
.....

-

-

-

-

-

-

24
25
13
14
7
19
19
11
9
8
18
21
16
22
11
8
24
15
19
18
41
43
22
21
15
24
25
14
28
9
7
3
11
8

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

-

-

-

1 glass bead

2 modified shell
1 modified shell

-

-

-

-

1 lead slug

-

-

-

-

-

1 nail

-

-

-

1 spent primer

1 shotgun shell
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Totals
172
150
89
83
74
337
159
100
52
52
135
168
124
79
54
31
110
49
44
78
72
72
40
44
34
40
38
29
45
22
15
14
29
17

o
~

::<l

j

r

!"

~

~

~

r

:;.

Table 5, continued
Uniland
Maximum
Depth

EdgeProjectile
Bifaces
Points

modified

Unifaces

Hakes

Ground
Unmodified Stone
Debitage
Tools Other Lithics

Ceramics

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

Totals

Block 4

EU
EU
EU
EU

58, 49
59, 47
60, 53
61, 40

em
an
em
em

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

8
8
13
26

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

1

20
32
16

1
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

3
9
3

-

-

1

-

1

1

-

-

I
-

-

-

-

-

-

9
8
13
28

Block 5

EU 62,34 em
EU 63,31 em
EU 64,35 em

1
1

-

-

25
43
20

Block 6

Q
V>

W

EU 65, 39 an
EU 66, 53 em
EU 67, 48 an
EU 68, 33 em
EU 69,37 em

-

1

6
24
9
24
16

-

2
2
6

-

-

-

8
26
11
26
23

70, 31 em
71, 30 an
72, 44 an
73,37 em
74, 42 em
75, 32 an
76,30 an
77, 33 em
78, 40 em
79, 31 an
80, 45 em
81, 33 em

'"'

[

~'

Nooblock

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

{J
~

2
1

-

2

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

2
5
19
18
10
7
2
7
11
19
18
23

-

-

-

-

-

-

12
2
6
1
3
1
6
1
-

2

-

-

1 lead slug

-

-

-

2
18
23
24
11
11
3
15
13
20
18
25

~'
!a

.........

9.....
ir

~

f}

i

~

"

i:::

Table 5, continued
Unit and

Maximum
Depth
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

82, 34 em
83, 55 em
84, 36 em
85, 41 em
86, 36 em
87, 40 em
88, 30 em
89, 40 em

General Surface
Tntals:

Projectile
Points
Bifaces

Unifaces

-

-

-

-

1

-

I
1

-

-

21

I

Edgemodified
Flakes

-

Ground
Unmodified Stone
Debitage
Tools Other Lithics
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proximal fragment are included in this category
(Fig. 15e-f). Alihough the fragment is small, it
appears that it was not side notched. Very light
base and stem grinding are evident on the proximal
specimen. The base and stem of the complete point
have not been ground. Judging from the recurved
blade edge of the complete point, it appears to have
been substantially reworked. Neither reworking nor
the cause of break could be determined on the
proximal specimen. The complete point retains a
portion of ihe ventral surface of the parent flake.
The bulbar surface of ihe flake blank was oriented
toward ihe proximal end of the projectile point.
Both specimens are made of fine-grained chert.
The complete point has a haft length of 8 mm, and
its blade is 13 mm long. The mean base widih of
ihe two specimens is 12 mm (0 = 1.4). Blade
widih (9 mm) could be measured only on ihe
. complete specimen. 'The maximum thickness of
both specimens is 2 mm.
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UNTYPED TRIANGULAR,
STRAIGHT BASE

em
Figure 15. Arrow points. 4lKT51.

(a-c) Fresno; (d)

Lott; (e-f) untyped triangular. concave base; (g) untyped
triangular. straight base; (h-k) untyped expanding stem,
concave base.

A single complete point of fine-grained chert
is classified into this category (Fig 15g). The
triangular point has straight blade edges, while one
of the stem edges is somewhat rounded. A basal
thinning flake removed part of the base comer and
stem edge. Base and stem grinding are not present.
The specimen retains a small portion of the ventral
surface of the parent flake, although the orientation
of the flake core cannot be determined. The stem
is 8 mm long, and the blade measures 13 mm. The
base is 10 mm wide, although it may have been
wider before removal of ihe comer. The neck
and/or blade is also 10 mm wide, and the specimen
is 2 mm thick.
'

grained chert is included in ihis type (Runkles and
Dorchester 1987). It is an expanding-stem specimen wiih a concave base and a shallow basal notch
(Fig. 15d). The lateral edges of ihe stem have a
slight alternate bevel, and both ihe stem and base
are lightly ground. The blade edges are straight
and are alternately beveled. Blade resharpening has
removed ihe slight shoulders characteristic of LOll
points. A large portion of ihe ventral surface of ihe
parent flake is evident on one face. The stem
measures 6 mm in lengih, while the blade is 10 mm
long. It is widest at ihe base (II mm), and ihe
neck and blade are of ihe same widih (9 mm). The
point is 2 mm thick.
Alihough its basal notch is not as prominent,
this specimen strongly resembles in manufacture
technique and overall morphology the LOll point
recovered from 41KT53, and it is somewhat smaller than the LOll specimens recovered from the LOll
Site (Runkles and Dorchester 1987:92).

UNTYPED EXPANDING STEM,
CONCAVE BASE
Four specimens-two complete points and
two proximal fragments -constitute this group.
One complete point (Fig. ISh) and one proximal
fragment (Fig. lSi) form a homogeneous group.
They are characterized by slight to moderately
expanding stems, slightly concave bases, and slight
shoulders. The blade edges of the complete specimen are straight to slightly recurved and appear to
have been resharpened. The alternately beveled

UNTYPED TRIANGULAR,
CONCAVE BASE
One complete point and a relatively short
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stem edges of the proximal specimen are ground,
but no grinding is evident on its base, Neither the
stem nor the base of the complete point is ground.
The complete specimen retains a small portion of
the venltal surface of the parent flake. The point
was made by orienting the bulbar surface of the
flake blank toward the distal end of the arrow
point. The cause of the break at the neck of the
proximal fragment and the nature of the core used
in its manufacture could not be determined. Both
specimens are made of fine-grained chert. The
blade of the complete point is 10 mm long, and the
mean haft length of the two points is 6.5 mm
(0 = 0.7). The mean base width of the two points
is 1I.5 mm (0 = 2.1), and both have 9-mm-wide
necks. Both points are 2 mm thick.
The second complete point (Fig. 15j) and the
remaining proximal fragment (Fig. 15k) are similar
to each other. Both are comer-notched specimens
with moderate barbs and concave bases.' The
complete specimen is missing parts of both barbs as
well as both ears. The proximal fragment is lacking a barb and the tangentially opposite ear. The
complete point has slightly recurved blade edges
and exhibits at least two distinct resharpening
episodes. The older rejuvenation appears to have
generated the recurved blade edges. The more
recent episode, concentrated near the tip of the
blade, was an attempt to resharpen a distal end
break. It is possible that at least one barb break
and one ear break relate to the distal end break.
Since a large portion of the blade edges of the
proximal fragment have been altered postdepositionally, it is not possible to characterize their
shape. While the base and stem of the proximal
fragment were bifacially shaped, the remainder of
the blade may have been mainly unifacially flaked.
The specimen was manufactured by orienting the
bulbar surface of the parent flake toward the distal
end of the point. The nature of the core used in the
manufacture of the complete point cannot be determined; however, its size and thinness suggest that
it also was made on a flake core. Both specimens
are made of fine-grained chert. The complete point
has a 24-mm-long blade. Both specimens have
4-mm-Iong stems and 6-mm-wide necks, and they
measure 2 mm in maximum thickness.

three distal fragments, a barb, and the basal corner
of a point, are included in this category. The barb
and three distal fragments appear to have been
broken in manufacture. The break cause could not
be identified on the basal comer fragment. All five
specimens are made of fine-grained chert.
ARROW POINT PREFORMS
In addition to the six typed, seven untyped,
and five untypeable arrow point fragments, three
bifacially or unifacially shaped flake fragments
were recovered from 41KT51. Given the extent and
nature of the retouch and shaping, these specimens
are considered to be arrow point preform distal
fragments. Two of the three are shaped only
unifacially; the third exhibits minor marginal
bifacial flaking. All three are made of fine-grained
chert.
'
Perforators

One complete perforator and two fragments
were recovered.' Based on their probable use, the
complete specimen may be classified as a reamer,
while the two fragments -one distal and one
proximal- are drills. All three are made of finegrained chert. Drills are assumed to have been
used in making the initial holes, while reamers were
employed to enlarge existing holes. The complete
reamer was made on what appears to be a straightbased triangular arrow point (Fig. 16a). The short
(3 mm) and relatively broad (3 mm) tip is alternately beveled. It may represent the reworking of
the break face of a proximal arrow point fragment.
The specimen is 10 mm long, it has a l2-mm-wide
stem, and it is 3 mm thick. ,
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UNTYPEABLE ARROW POINT
FRAGMENTS

b

Figure 16, Perforators, 41KT5I. (a) Reamer made on
reworked arrow point; (b) drill made on bladelike flake.
The proximal drill fragment was made on a

Five arrow point fragments, consisting of
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is a reworked indeterminate edge fragment made of
Alibates agate.

multifaceted bladelike flake similar to the blanks
used in uniface manufacture (Fig. 16b). The specimen retains a small amount of cortex along one
lateral margin, and its bulb of percussion has been
ventrally thinned. The drill fragment does not
appear to have been hafted, and the blade break is
the result of use. The blade has a diamond transverse cross section and measures 7 mm at its
widest point. The stem is 18 mm long and 32 mm
wide, and the specimen is 8 mm thick at its bulb of
percussion.
The final specimen, a distal drill fragment,
has a lenticular transverse cross section. The
fragment is only 13 mm long, 5 mm wide, and
3 mm thick. Its thickness and cross section suggest
that it may have been a reworked arrow point;
however, given its size, this observation cannot be
confirmed.

Uni/aees
A total of 36 unifaces and fragments were
recovered from 41KT51. Three of these-a side
scraper, a combination end/side scraper, and an
indeterminate uniface edge-were recovered during
the Phase II testing. All three are included in
subsequent discussions. The largest morphological
category consists of 15 (42%) end scrapers, followed by 12 (33%) indeterminate edges, 7 (19%)
side scrapers, and 2 (6%) combination end/side
scrapers. In addition to the indeterminate tool
edges, the remainder of the collection consists of 9
(25%) complete unifaces, 6 (17%) proximal ends,
2 (6%) medial fragmynts, and 7 (19%) distal ends.
Two of the 36 specimens-a distal fragment and a
small indeterminate edge fragment-refit to form a
larger scraper distal end. Of the 36 unifaces and
fragments, 33 are made of fine-grained chert. Of
the three. nonchert specimens, two are Tecovas
jasper and one is Alibates agate.

Nonprojeetile Point Bifaees
Six biface fragments were recovered. Three
are distal fragments, two are indeterminate biface
edge fragments, and one is a wedge. One of the
three distal specimens is the extreme tip of a small
use-broken bifacial knife; the other two have
heavily reworked break faces. One of these two is
made on a large bladelike flake. It retains cortex
along one lateral margin. The nature of the core
used in the manufacture of the second distal fragment cannot be determined. The two indeterminate
biface edges have heavily reworked break faces.
One of the fragments retains a substantial portion of
the ventral surface of the parent flake. It was made
on a flake blank and discarded early in the reduction sequence. The nature of the breaks cannot be
determined on either specimen. The single wedge
fragment has a planoconvex transverse cross section
and a beveled edge. It may represent either a
beveled knife or, more likely given its thickness and
rough flaking, a bifacially reworked uniface.
Unfortunately, neither of these alternatives can be
established given the size of the fragment. Complete length measurements could not be obtained on
any of the fragments. The width of the large distal
fragment made on a bladelike flake is 46 mm, and
it is 13 mm thick. None of the other fragments
have complete metric attributes. Five of the six
biface fragments are made of fine-grained chert.
The single specimen made of nonchert raw material

END SCRAPERS
The 15 end scrapers consist of 3 complete
tools, 6 proximal ends, and 6 distal ends. Fourteen
specimens are made of fine-grained chert; the
remaining specimen is of Alibates agate. With the
exception of two complete end scrapers, the remaining specimens appear to have been made on
broad blades or bladelike flakes. The two exceptions are minimally retouched end scrapers made on
thin tertiary blades (Fig. 17a-b); both have singlefaceted striking platforms. The larger specimen
(50x24x6 ·mm) may have been removed during the
preparation:of cores used in broad blade or bladelike flake production.
The smaller blade
(23x14x4 mm) appears to be a uniface manufacture
or resharpening flake subsequently retouched and
used as a hand-held scraper.
The cores used in the manufacture of broadbladed end scrapers appear to have been minimally
prepared. Five of the nine complete end scrapers
and proximal fragments have single-faceted decorticate striking platforms. An additional proximal
fragment has a corticate striking platform. Only
one specimen, a proximal fragment, has a multifac-
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Figure 17. End scrapers, 41KT51. (a-b) Minimally retouched end scrapers made on tertiary blades; (c) two faces of
minimally shaped, ventral-face-resharpened end scraper made on bladelike flake; (d) end scraper proximal end reworked
into notched scraper.

eted striking platform. Striking-platform faceting
could not be determiued on two proximal and the
six distal fragments, either because the platform
collapsed during flake removal, the platform was
removed during proximal end thinning, or the
proximal end is missing altogether.
The dorsal face of the unifaces often retains
one or multiple parallel flake scars indicative of
previous blade removals or core preparation. Four
end scrapers (one complete, two proximal, and one
distal) have single dorsal flake scars. Two parallel
flake scars are present on a complete specimen and
two distal fragments; these flake scars create a
central dorsal ridge on two specimens, and on the
third fragment, they flank medial dorsal cortex.
Three specimens each have three flake scars on
their dorsal faces.
In total, a complete end scraper, one proximal
fragment, and two distal fragments retain some
cortex. The complete specimen and the proximal
fragment have cortex along a single margin. One

distal fragment appears to have been made on a
primary flake, and the other has cortex along the
center of the blade, flanked by two parallel flake
scars. With the exception of the striking platform,
cortex is missing on the dorsal faces of two complete end scrapers.
Once the blade or bladelike flakes were
removed, they were retouched 'to form triangular to
teardrop-shaped· Qutlines. The extent of lateral
retouch seems to 'have varied depending on the
outline of the blank. Although some proximal
fragments show substantial retouch, the single
complete end scraper made on a broad bladelike
flake has minimally shaped lateral edges (Fig. 17c).
With the exception of the two minimally retouched
complete end scrapers mentioned earlier and two
distal end fragments, the remaining specimens show
some degree of marginal retouch or shaping.
Although lateral marginal retouch is a common characteristic of the end scraper collection, the
removal of the bulb of percussion often was not
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needed. Only one complete specimen and a proximal fragment have laterally thinned bulbs of percussion. The flake blanks of only five of the end
scrapers (two complete and three proximal) appear
to have been removed by hard-hammer percussion.
The type of percussor used in the removal of the
blanks used to make the other complete end scrapers and fragments could not be established.
The three complete end scrapers and four of
the six distal fragments are longitudinally curved so
that the working edge is similar to an overshot
flake removal. It is likely that the preferred blank
used to manufacture the end scrapers had such a
longitudinal curvature and that in fact most of the
end scrapers started out longitudinally curved.
However, subsequent dorsal, and in many cases
ventral, face resharpening of the working edge
removed the curved overhang from the distal end of
the scraper.
Haft wear is present on five specimens. The
single complete end scraper made on a broad
bladelike flake has been hafted (see Fig. 17c). In
addition, haft wear is present on three proximal
fragments and a single distal fragment. The presence of haft wear could not be determined on two
proximal and three distal fragments. Two complete
end scrapers, one proximal fragment, and two distal
fragments lack haft wear.
All of the complete specimens and distal
fragments appear to have been resharpened prior to
discard or abandonment. Although the majority of
the specimens were resharpened by removing flakes
from their dorsal faces, three specimens (one
complete and two distal) were resharpened by
removing flakes from the ventral face of the working edge (see Fig. 17c, ventral face). The negative
flake scars generate an uneven working edge that
may have been much less efficient than a completely flat ventral face. These ventral flake scars do
not appear to have been removed in order to remanufacture the unifaces into bifacial artifacts.
When the end scrapers reached the end of
their use-lives, either due to use failure, exhaustion, or termination of the task, they were discarded
without further modification, were remanufactured
into functionally distinct tools, or were unsuccessfully rejuvenated and discarded. A single proximal
fragment appears to have been remanufactured and
reused; following a blade break, it was marginally
notched and subsequently used as a notched scraping tool (Fig. 17c/).

In addition to this successfully reworked
specimen and the three ventrally resharpened
unifaces noted earlier, one proximal end fragment
has heen reworked. This fragment, however, may
not have been converted sucessfully to a functionally different tool type. Following a blade use break,
this specimen was alternately beveled and a portion
of the break face was thinned, perhaps in an
attempt to convert the uniface into a heveled knife.
The attempt may have failed since no use-wear can
be noted on the edges of the specimen. The nature
of the reworking suggests that once these specimens
ceased to be used as unifaces, their ventral and
dorsal faces were flaked to create a planoconvex
bifacial artifact. Although the sample of reworked
unifaces is small, the extent of resharpening, remanufacture, and reworking noted on them suggests
that raw materials were not readily available onsite and that nonfunctional tools (e.g., unifaces)
may have been used consistently as cores for the
manufacture of other functional tool types.
Of the 12 end scraper fragments, 3 proximal
and 3 distal specimens were broken in use or in the
process of resharpening. Haft wear is present on
two of these three proximal fragments, indicating
that these specimens were used and the break
probably occurred during use or in the process of
resharpening. The third proximal fragment with
haft wear was broken postdepositionally. Usewear is present on all three of the distal fragments
suggesting that these specimens also were broken
either in use or in the process of resharpening.
No proximal fragments were broken in
manufacture. A distal fragment with indeterminate
haft wear appears to have been broken in manufacture. Since this specimen has minimal distal
working end retouch and the working edge lacks
use-wear, it is probable that the specimen was
broken in th!l process of marginal retouch for
hafting purposes. Break cause could not be established with certainty on a proximal fragment witbout haft wear and a distal fragment with indeterminate haft wear.
The three complete end scrapers have a mean
length of 40.3 mm (0 = 12.8). Maximum width and
thickness could be measured on six specimens; their
mean width is 35.7 mm (0 = 13.7), and mean
thickness is 10.7 mm (0 = 5.1). The mean haft
length of the two specimens on which it could be
measured is 28.5 mm (0 = 0.71). The ratio of total
length to haft length of the single complete speci-
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men with haft wear is 1.7: I.

Each side scraper has a single working edge.
None of the complete side scrapers exhibit haft
wear. The nature of the break could not be identified with certainty on any of the incomplete specimens; however, since all three exhibit use-wear, it
is likely that the breaks occurred during use or in
the process of resharpening. The latter process
would generate break morphologies that are similar
to manufacture breaks, although the edges of tools
broken in manufacture should retain no use-wear.
Once broken and/or discarded, side scrapers
were reworked much less frequently than end
scrapers. A single complete side scraper appears
to have been reused or used as a cutting tool in
addition to its use as a scraper. The unretouched
use-worn cutting edge is immediately adjacent to
the unifacially retouched scraping edge. The tool
appears to have been used as a light cutting tool in
addition to its use as a more-formal side scraper.
The other side scrapers do not show evidence of
reworking or reuse. The relatively short and
narrow irregular flake blanks used to manufacture
end scrapers may not have been easily converted to
bifacial artifacts' as appears to have been the case
with the larger,. planoconvex, transverse cross
section, bladelike flakes and blades used to make
end scrapers. The four complete side scrapers have
a mean length of 43.8 mm (0 = 12.2), a mean width
of 32.0 mm (0 = 18.8), and a mean thickness of
16.2 10m (0 = 9.3).

SIDE SCRAPERS
Seven side scrapers made of fine-grained
chert were recovered from 41 KT51. Four of these
are complete, two are medial specimens, and one is
a distal fragment. While the end scrapers from
41KT51 were manufactured on relatively standardized bladelike flakes and/or blades, the side scrap-ers were made on a broader range of blanks and
show less standardization in form. Three of the
four complete side scrapers were made on short but
thick flakes with prominent dorsal flake ridges
(Fig. 18). These may represent flakes removed in
the process of preparing cores for the removal of
more-standardized bladelike flakes used in the
manufacture of end scrapers. They are narrower
than the blanks used in end scraper manufacture,
and only one is longitudinally curved. The three
specimens have a mean length of 49.7 10m
(0 = 3.5), a mean width of 29.3 10m (0 =0.6), and
a mean maximum thickness of 17 10m (0 = 5.3).
Two other side scrapers, both medial fragments, are
made on thin and broad secondary flakes. These
are thinner than the blanks used in end scraper
manufacture. An additional side scraper is made
on a small (26xlOx3 10m) parallel-sided secondary
blade. The last side scraper differs from the
previous one in that it is made on a very large
secondary flake blank with cortex situated along
one margin and the distal end. This specimen is
much wider (62 10m) and thicker (27 10m) than any
of the flake blanks used in end scraper manufacture.
All of the side scrapers have cortex on their dorsal
surfaces.

o

COMBINATION END/SIDE SCRAPERS
Two complete combination end/side scrapers
were recovered. One of these was recovered during
the Phase 11 testing (Tomka and Boyd 1990:Figure
69b). Both were manufactured on large longitudinally curved fine-grained chert blades with moderate dorsal humpg. One specimen is made on a
secondary blade hfimk (Fig. 19) and the other on a
tertiary blade blank. Unifacial retouch and usewear extend along all four edges of both specimens.
In addition, both specimens have ventral resharpening that is localized in the center rather than at the
ends of the tools. Both of the striking platforms
have been removed by retouch and tool resharpening. Although the flake blanks are relatively large,
both bulbs of percussion appear to have been
relatively diffuse. The mean length of the two
specimens is 89.5 mm (0 = 6.4), the mean width is
43.0 mm (0 = 4.2), and the mean thickness is
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Figure 18. Side scraper made on short probable corepreparation flake, 41KT51.
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complete flakes (n = 8, 24%) and proximal flake
fragments (n = 4, 12%). Twelve (36%) of the 33
specimens are complete tools; of these, 4 (33%) are
chips and the rest (n = 8, 67%) are complete flakes.
Seven (21 %) of the edge-modified flakes are
tertiary specimens, three (9%) have between 1-50%
cortex, and only two (6%) have between 51-99%
cortex.
Slightly less than half (n = 5, 42%) of the
complete edge-modified flake tools measure
between 11-20 mm in maximum dimension. two
(17%) are between 21-30 mm, and five (42%) are
greater than 31 mm. A total of 44 working edges
were noted on the 33 edge-modified flakes. The
majority of the specimens (n = 23, 70%) have
single working edges. Two working edges were
noted on nine (27%) flakes, while three working
edges were found on Qnly one specimen. Working
edges used for scraping tasks alone occur on 25
(76%) edge-modified flakes. Working edges used
for sawing/cutting were noted on four (12%) specimens. Four (12%) edge-modified flakes with two
or three working edges have both sawing/cutting and
scraping wear on distinct edges. Thirty-two (97%)
of the edge'-modified flakes are of fine-grained
chert, and one (3%) is made of opalized caliche.
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Figure 19. Combination end/side scraper made on large
secondary blade. 4lKT51.

22.5 mm (0 = 2.1).

Unmodified Debitage

INDETERMINATE UNIFACE EDGES

A total of 3,476 pieces of unmodified lithic
debitage were recovered. Sixty-five (1.9%) of
these are from the Phase II testing. The vast
majority (n = 3,452, 99.3%) of the collection
consists of fine-grained chert. Coarse-grained
quartzite (n = 5), unidentified material types
(n = 4), fine-grained quartzite (n = 3), obsidian
(n = 3), limestone (n = 3), coarse-grained chert
(n =2), coarse-grained Potter chert (n =2), chalcedony (n =I), and opalized caliche (n = I) together constitute only 0.7% of the total. The three
entirely decorticate obsidian flake fragments were
sourced to the Cerro del Medio area, a locality in
the central region of the Jemez Mountains in New
Mexico (Thomas R. Hester, personal communication 1992).
Since sample sizes are so smali for the raw
materials other than fine-grained chert, the debitage
of these raw material types is not characterized
here; rather, these materials are combined into one
group and comparisons are made only between this

In addition to the end, side, and combination
end/side scrapers, 12 indeterminate uniface edges
were recovered. Ten of the specimens are of finegrained chert, and two are of Tecovas jasper. The
cause of break could not be established with certainty on any of the specimens.
Cores

A single complete core of fine-grained chert
was recovered. Based on the degree of reduction.
the specimen can be considered a tested cobble. It
has two flake removals and measures
64x40x21 mm.
Edge-modified Flokes

A total of 33 edge-modified flakes were
recovered from 41KT51. They include two specimens recovered during the Phase II testing. The
majority are chips (n = 21, 64%), followed by
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group and the fine-grained chert debitage (Table 6).
Since the latter is sueb a large sample and the
combined group probably consists of highly variable
raw materials, most characterizations here of the
lithic technology are made on the basis of the finegrained chert debitage.
A large percentage of the fine-grained chert
debitage consists of chips, with complete flakes
occurring in low percentages and chunks being a
very small portion of the collection. A high percentage of the debitage consists of entirely decorticate specimens. Entirely corticate debitage constitutes a low percentage. A substantial portion of the
debitage consists of flakes smaller than 21 mm,
while debitage larger than 30 mm represents an
insignificant portion of the collection. Most of the
platform-bearing flakes have decorticate striking
platforms, with about I % exhibiting grinding.
Single-faceted striking platforms dominate the
collection of platform-bearing flakes, although 10%
of the flakes have two or more striking platform
facets. The classification of the debitage by reduction strategy indicates that a relatively high percentage result from unifacial tool reduction. Debitage derived from core preparation occurs in low
percentages, while biface manufacture/rejuvenation
flakes are infrequent.

wear; the others have unifacial wear patterns.
Battering is absent on five of the fragments and
indeterminate on one specimen. Pecking is unifacial on two fragments, bifacial on a single fragment, absent on two specimens, and indeterminate
on one fragment. Four of the manos are lenticular
in transverse cross section, while two are biconvex.
Although all of the manos are incomplete, three
appear to have been oval in shape. The shape of
the other specimens could not be determined.
Of the oval specimens, one has use-wear on
one face and either an intentional or incidental flake
removal on the distal margin. It is possible that the
flake scar is the result of crushing or battering sueb
as would be delivered in the use of the tool as a
pestle. A second mano is a large oval piece with
substantial use-wear and pecking on one face. It is
158 mm wide and 74 mm thick. Its size suggests
that it was used in grinding'activities that required
a heavy tool. A third more-fragmentary specimen
also appears to have been a relatively heavy mano.

Metates
All five of. the sandstone metate fragments
exhibit unifacial use-wear. A light degree of
battering is present on one specimen, and battering
cannot be determined on the others. Pecking is
present on one face of one specimen and cannot be
determined on the remainder. The original shapes
of these fragmentary specimens cannot be determined. All of the metates have tabular transverse
cross sections.

Ground and Battered Stone Artifacts
A total of 21 ground and battered stone
artifacts were recovered. They are divided into
five analytical categories: mano, metate, indeterminate-use ground stones, ground stone debilage,
and hammerstones. Manos (n = 6), indeterminateuse ground stones (n = 6), and metate fragments
(n = 5) constitute the largest categories. The three
remaining ground stone specimens are debitage
derived from ground stone manufacture and/or
reuse. The only battered stone artifact recovered
from 41KT51 is a complete hammerstone. Of the
17 nondebitage ground stones, only one, an
indeterminate-use specimen, is complete.

Indeterminate-use Ground Stones
Six indeterminate-use ground stone specimens
were recovered from 41KT51: Five of the six were
used unifacially;' only one specimen has bifacial
use-wear. Battering is present in moderate degree
on one specimen and in slight degree on another, It
appears to be entirely absent on the one complete
specimen and a fragment. In addition, battering
could not be determined on two small fragments.
Pecking is absent on the four larger specimens and
cannot be determined on the two smaller fragments.
The complete specimen is spherical, two of the
fragments are oval, and one is cylindrical. The
original shape of the other two incomplete specimens could not be determined. The two smaller
fragments are tabular in transverse cross section,

Manos
Six sandstone manos were recovered from
41KT5 I. Two specimens from adjacent excavation
units (EU 3, Level I, and EU 4, Level I) refit to
form an incomplete tool. None of the manos are
complete. One specimen exhibits bifacial use-
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TABLE 6
BREAKDOWN OF LITHIC DEBITAGE ATTRIBUTES IN THE FINE-GRAINED CHERT
AND OTHER RAW MATERIALS TYPES COMBINED, 41KT51
Fine-2I'ained Chert

Other Materials

Attribute

Category

#

%

#

%

Totals

Flake
Completeness

Complete
Proximal
Chip
Chunk
Totals:

983
576
1862

28
17
54

4
9
10

17
38
42

987
585
1872

....l1

---.l

-l

---.4

--ll

3452

100

24

101

3476

0%
1-50%
51-99%
100%

3012
325
58

12
3
2

3421

52
13
9
--.1§
100

3024
328
60

Totals:

88
10
2
_1
101

Dorsal Cortex
Percentage

-l2

Chunk Cortex

Present

7

Percentage

Absent

-M

Totals:

PI.tfonn Cortex

Present

Absent
Totals:
Pl.t1onn Grindiog

Present
Absent

Totals:
Platfonn Facet
Couol

Maximwn

Dimension
Category

Flake Type

Raw Material
Origin

Single
Two
1bree or More
Totals:

23
77
100

31
32
1488
1520

...Q
23

..!
1

~

3444

-

7

100
100

~

32

2

5

38

37

~

...1

~

.Jill

100

13

100

1533"

12

1

-

-

~

--22.

..ll

1520

100

13

100
100

12
1521
1533"

1361
62

90
4

12

-

92
-

1373
62

-!i1.

~

-l

---..8.

---.2ll

. 1520

100

13

100

1533"

1-10 mm
11-20 mm
21-30 mm
31-40 mm
41-50 mm
51+ mm
Totals:

634
2440
338
31
8

18
71
10
1
<1

3
15
4
1
I

13
63
17
4
4

637
2455
342
32
9

~

~

3452

100

Biface
Uniface
Core Preparation
Indetenninate
Totals:

22
1472
189
3384

1
43
6
2Q
100

400
2797
66
51

12
81
2
1

--.llJl

---.4

3452

100

Local
Nonlocal
Local Indeterminate
Nonlocal Indetenninate
Indelenninate
Totals:

.J1l!l

*Does not include specimens recovered during the Phase II
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-l

101

3476

-

-

3
1
20
24

13
4

22
1475
190

-.M

...!lli.

-

-

24

100

3408"
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three are biconvex, and the complete specimen is
circular.
The spherical specimen has a shallow but
wide groove on one margin. Although the groove
does not appear to be natural, its nature cannot be
determined. The two oval fragments with evidence
of unifacial wear and baltering may represent the
distal ends of pestles. Although the use-wear is
consistent with this interpretation, the small size of
the fragments precludes their positive identification
as pestles. The use of the cylindrical specimen
and the two small fragments cannot be determined.

The ceramics are grouped into six categories-plainware, micaceous utility ware, redware,
glazeware, matte paint ware, and pipes. Where
applicable, comments of ceramic specialists David
Snow and Curtis Schaafsma who made specific
identifications are included, and to reduce repetition
throughout this section, they are identified by
surname only. This discussion is based on a macroscopic, typological analysis performed with a
low-power microscope. However, selected sherds
were analyzed for mineralogical properties by
petrographic analysis and for elemental properties
by x-ray fluorescence and scanning electron microscope-energy dispersive spectroscopy, and the
results of these studies are discussed in Appendixes
D, E, andF.
The entire ceramic assemblage exhibits
certain specific uniformities in the temper (nonplastic inclusions) categories as recorded in the
macroscopic analysis. Three-hundred twenty-one
sherds were excluded from analysis due to visual
obscurities resulting from their small size. Among
the sherds analyzed, 86% had a high percentage of
temper, with 9% moderately tempered and 4% in
the low temper range. Temper percentages are
based on visual estimations, with high volume being
more than 50%, moderate volume in the 25-50%
range, and low volume considered to be anything
under 25%. In the category of temper size, 62%
are tempered with fine to medium-sized materials;
32% are tempered with unsorted materials spanning
the fine, medium, and coarse size ranges; 5% are
tempered with fine materials; and 1% is tempered
with medium-sized materials (Wentworth 1922),
Temper texture is quite uniform across the assemblage, with 94% of all visible grains being subrounded to subangular; 4% mixed rounded, subrounded, and subangnlar; I% ~ubrounded; and <1 %
subangnlar to angu,lar.

Ground Stone Debitage

None of the ground stones from 41KT51 are
flaked. Consistent with the lack of shaped ground
stone specimens, only three flakes derived from
ground stone tool manufacture or reuse were recovered. Two are sandstone and one is quartzite. The
larger sandstone specimen is a' secondary chip, and
the smaller is a tertiary single-faceted flake. The
quartzite specimen is a secondary chip that probably derives from the reuse of the mano as a core.
Hammerstone

A single complete hammerstone was recovered from this site. It is a medium-sized rounded
to oval nodule with moderate baltering on one end.
One of its faces exhibits light striations that probably resulted from striking-platform preparation.
The sandstone nodule measures 67x58x33 mm and
weighs 181 g. Considering the nature of the raw
material, it may have served as a soft harnmerstone
rather than the harder types made of quartzite.
Ceramics
The Phase III, Season 2 excavations recovered 875 ceramic sherds from 41KT51. For purposes of analysis, these are combined with the
ceramics recovered during the 1987 survey and the
1988 testing phases, and the combined total of all
recovered ceramics is 887 specimens (Table 7).
Ceramic artifacts constitute the largest temporally
and culturally diagnostic class of artifacts recovered. This section discusses the ceramic assemblage from 41 KT51 and classifies them by identified formal types and source areas of manufacture
where possible.

Plain UtiUIy

The plainwares in this collection are general
utility vessels that presumably were used primarily
for cooking, bone-grease and fat rendering, mixing,
and other heavy-use culinary purposes. AlLvessels
represented in this category were constructed by the
coiling method (Rice 1987;127).
Seven hundred thirty-eight sherds are identified as plain utility wares, constituting a minimum
of I vessel and 10 distinct sherd groups, some of
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TABLE 7
CERAMICS FROM 41KT51
Vessels

WSIe Type
Plain Utility

Micaceous Utility

Vessel #

Sherd Group'

# of Sherd,

1

3

Sherd Group #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

# of Sherds

Total Sherd,

60

278
134
69
60

738

76
33
1
12
12

1

2

1

2

4

'1
2
3

71
16
6

1
2

12
24

129

Glazeware

1

7

-

-

7

Malte Paint WSIe

1

1

-

-

1

Pipes

1
2
3

1
6
1

-

-

10

114

14

Redware

Totals:

which suggest the presence of additional vessels.
Identifications are based on surface color and
finish, paste, temper, and thickness. This is a large
category containing the utility subcategories of
plain, striated, and punctated vessel types. Only
one vessel and five distinctly related plain and/or
striated sherd groups without punctations can be
ascertained (Plain Utility Sherd Groups I, 4, 5, 6,
and 7). This is due to three factors: (I) rim sherds
are small and few; (2) body sherds are too small to
indicate shapes; and (3) paste and temper are quite
uniform across the entire category. Twenty-five
punctated sherds were extracted from the population
and are treated as three separate sherd groups
(Plain Utility Sherd Groups 8, 9, and 10); however,
sherds of either the plain or striated categories may
belong to punctated vessels, representing undecorated portions of those vessels, as appears to be the
case with Plain Utility Sherd Group I. The remaining 278 previously ungrouped plain sherds are

8

773

887

subsumed under Plain Utility Sherd Group 2. The
134 previously ungrouped striated sherds are
considered to be a separate group as well (plain
Utility Sherd Group 3).
Sherds exhibiting punctations appear in all
other respects the same as the plain or striated
utility wares except that they bear punctations
resulting from fingernail impressions intentionally
gouged into' ille exterior surface of a vessel before
firing while the clay was still soft. At Pecos
Pueblo, Kidder and Shepard (1936:319) found this
fonn of decoration only on small jars bearing faint
striations at the point of widest diameter. The rest
of the vessel, those areas not punctated,.will appear
the same as a plain or striated vessel and will
remain lost in that category unless they are matchable by some other attribute.
Surface colors for the entire ware vary from
black to very dark gray to dark gray (2.5Y 2/0, 3/0,
4/0) to dull reddish brown (5YR 5/3). Pastes of
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this ware are sand tempered. and the constituents
are always quartz in combination with varying
amounts of mica and light- and dark-colored
unidentified sand particles. Temper is generally
unsorted and is usually in the fine and medium size
categories, occasionally grading into coarser grain
sizes. High percentages of temper are expected in
utility wares as a response to mechanical and
thermal stress (Rice 1987:227, 229). Most of the
vessels represented have been reduction fired,
smudged, and/or utilized over fire long enough to
tum the paste black, dark gray, or dark brown.

brown (5YR 5/3 to 3/4), while the exterior surfaces
are smoothed and reddish brown (5YR 5/3) to light
reddish brown (5YR 6/3). The paste is black (2.5Y
2/0) cored with a reddish brown (5YR 5/3) outer
stripe indicating either smudging or a mixed firing
state with oxidation taking place outside vessels
and reduction inside. Temper consists of fine- and
medium-grained sand made up of· mostly quartz
with some unidentified white inclusions. These
sherds are most likely part of Plain Utility Sherd
Group 9 as they appear to be the same in all
attributes except that they lack punctations.

PLAIN UTILITY VESSEL I

PLAIN UTILITY SHERD GROUP 2

This vessel consists of three sharply everted
rim sherds measuring 17-20 mm in maximum
dimension and 5 mm in thickness. The interior and
exterior surfaces are burnished and black ·(2.5Y
2/0). The paste also is black (2.5Y 2/0) with
reddish brown (5YR 4/3) overtones. The temper is
fine- and medium-grained sand which is mostly
quartz with small amounts of unidentified white
inclusions and sparse mica. Snow determined that
the rim sherds are from a jar form that is typical of
the Rio Grande area. The rim of the vessel (Fig.
20) is everted and corresponds to the faint striated
rims at Pecos Pueblo that are illustrated by Kidder
and Shepard (1936:Figure 265g-h). Two of these
rims refit, and the projected orifice diameter is
150-180 mm, suggesting a large jar such as Kidder
and Shepard (1936:324) found to be the most
common utility vessel at Pecos Pueblo. More
sherds of this vessel may be contained in Plain
Utility Sherd Group 4.

This group consists of 278 plain utility ware
sherds which almost certainly represent more than
one vessel, but the number cannot be determined
due to the low recovery of rim sherds, of which
there are only 4 in this subcategory and II in the
entire plainware category. The sherds are all
small, with most falling in the I-Io-mm size
range. Thicknesses range from 3-6 mm. Surface
and paste colors are all dark, including black (2.5Y
2/0), very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0), and dark reddish
brown (5YR 3/2). Paste colors are all uniformly
dark except in 14% of the total where a darker
inner stripe indicates smudging. The interior
surfaces are burnished or polished on 54% of these
sherds and less-smoothly finished on the remaining
46%. The exterior surfaces are either burnished or
polished (17%), with the rest being smoothed or
more rough. Temper is fine- and medium-grained
sand (65%), and 33% have additional coarse grains.
The texture of the temper in 95% of the group is
subrounded and subangular, indicating probable
alluvial sources.

o

1

2

PLAIN UTILlTY:llHERD GROUP 3

L-_-,I_ _I

em
Figure 20.

This group consists of 134 striated plain
utility ware body sherds. These sherds probably
represent more than one vessel, but the number
cannot be determined due to the lack of rim sherds.
The sherds are small, with most falling in the
l-tO-mm size range. Thickness ranges from
3-6 mm. Surface colors are all dark, as in Plain
Utility Sherd Group 2. Paste colors are usually
uniform, with only t09'o exhibiting variation in
profile such as outer stripes resulting from smudging. Interior surfaces are burnished or polished on

Rim sherd profile. Plain Utility Vessell,

41KT51.
PLAIN UTILITY SHERD GROUP I
This group consists of 60 plain sherds measuring 7-27 mm in maximum dimension and
3-7 mm in thickness. Four are straight, roundlipped rim sherds, and 56 are body sherds. The
interior surfaces are burnished and dark reddish
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68% of the specimens; the remainder are smoothed
or more rough. Exterior surfaces are faintly striated, a result of smoothing the surfaces of vessels
with a rough-surfaced implement such as a corncob
(Shepard 1980:67). Temper is sand, in some cases
crushed sandstone, with 58% containing fine and
medium-sized grains and 42% with added coarse
grains. The texture of the temper in this group is
96% subrounded/subangular grains, indicating
probable alluvial sources.

the Rio Grande area and are perhaps of the Pecos
Faint Striated category.
Plain Utility Sherd Group 6 consists of 76
body sherds. Fifty sherds are striated, and 26 are
plain. The sherds range from 11-31 mm in maximum dimension and from 4-6 mm in thickness.
Interior and exterior surface colors range from
black (2.5Y 2/0) to dark gray (2.5Y 4/0). The
paste is black (2.5Y 2/0) to gray (2.5Y 5/0) with
very slight reddish brown (5YR 4/3) overtones. The
paste is heavily tempered with unsorted grains of
fine, medium, and coarse sand consisting mostly of
quartz with moderate amounts of light and dark
unidentified inclusions and medium-sized flecks of
mica.
Plain Utility Sherd Group 7 consists of 33
body sherds; 24 are striated, and 9 are plain. The
sherds range from 10-28 mm in maximum dimension and from 4-5 m~ in thickness. Interior and
exterior surface colors range from black (2.5Y 2/0)
to dark gray (2.5Y 4/0). The paste is black (2.5Y
2/0) to gray (2.5Y 5/0) with slight reddish brown
(5YR 4/3) overtones. The paste is moderately to
heavily tempered with grains of fine and medium
sand consisting mostly of quartz with light and dark
unidentified inclusions and sparse mica. Burned-out
organic inclusions can be seen in the paste, and this
probably indicates the presence of an unsorted
alluvial sand temper. Petrographic analysis classified one specimen in this sherd group into Paste
Group IIG (see Appendix D, Sample 3), and thus it
could he of Pecos origin.

PLAIN UTILITY SHERD GROUPS 4-7
These groups are made up of mixed plain and
striated sherds. The groupings are based on identification of paste and temper and represent slight
variations in color and the size, amount, and proportions of constituents acros·s a very narrow
continuum of similarity. After initial grouping into
the plainware category, only paste and temper were
considered for classification into sherd groups.
Although the sherd groups are not meant to represent vessels, it is possible that any striated vessel
may have areas that were left plain and that these
sherd groups actually may represent vessels with
both plain and striated surface areas.
Plain Utility Sherd Group 4 consists of 69
body sherds. Of these, 40 are striated and 29 are
plain. The sherds range from 11-28 mm in maximum dimension and from 4-6 mm in thickness.
The interiors are burnished, and the exteriors are
smoothed. Interior and exterior surface colors
range from black (2.5Y 2/0) to very dark gray
(2.5Y 3/0). The paste also is black (2.5Y 2/0) to
very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0) with reddish brown (5YR
4/3) overtones. Temper is fine to medium grained
and mostly quartz, with small amounts of light
unidentified inclusions and sparse mica. These
sherds could be part of Plain Utility Vessel!.
Plain Utility Sherd Group 5 is composed of
60 body sherds. Forty-one sherds are striated, and
19 are plain. The sherds range from 11-32 mm in
maximum dimension and from 4-5 mm in thickness.
Interior and exterior surface colors range from
black (2.5Y 2/0) to very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0). The
paste also is black (2.5Y 2/0) to very dark gray
(2.5Y 3/0) with dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2)
overtones. Temper is fine 10 medium grained,
consisting mostly of quartz with small amounts of
light unidentified inclusions and sparse mica. Snow
stated that sherds of this group appear to be from

PLAIN UTILITY SHERD GROUPS 8-10
These groups consist of a total of 25 otherwise plain sherds that have been decorated with
fingernail punctations around the exterior circumference. The:three groups are differentiated by size
of punctations, exterior color, and temper constituents.
Plain Utility Sherd Group 8 consists of one
body sherd 25 mm in maximum dimension and
5 mm thick that exhibits a single row of wide
fingernail punctations each measuring 7 mm long
and 2 mm wide (Fig. 21a). On average, the punctations are 4 mm apart and were executed while the
clay was still wet. The interior surface is burnished
and black (2.5Y 2/0), while the exterior surface is
rough smoothed, punctated, and dark gray (2.5Y
4/0). The paste is black (2.5Y 2/0) throughout and
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that this would be a very unusual type for the Rio
Grande area.
Plain Utility Sherd Group 10 is composed of
12 body sherds ranging from 8-31 mm in maximum
dimension and 4-6 mm in thickness. Some exhibit
a double row of parallel fingernail punctations (Fig.
21b), while others are small enough to display only
one row. The fine punctations are 5 mm or less in
length, 1 mm or less in width, and unevenly spaced
1-3 mm apart; they were executed while the clay
was leather hard. The interior surfaces are burnished and reddish brown (5YR 5/3) to dark gray
(2.5Y 4/0), while the exteriors are smoothed and
black (2.5Y 2/0). Paste is black (2.5Y 2/0) grading
to dark gray (2.5Y 4/0) in the outer portion of the
profile, indicating that the vessel was smudged.
Temper consists of fine- and medium-grained sand
that is mostly quartz with some unidentified white
inclusions and a trace of mica. These sherds may
be part of a vessel that also may include one of the
other plain utility sherd groups.
Snow and
Schaafsma examined sherds of this group, and both
agreed that this type of vessel would be very
unusual for the Rio Grande area. Petrographic
analysis classified one of these sherds into Paste
Group IIO (see Appendix 0, Sample 4), and it
could be of Pecos origin.
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Figure 21. Plain utility sherds with fingernail punctations,
4lKT51. (a) Plain Utility Sherd Group 8; (b) Plain Utility
Sherd Group 10.
uniformly fine textured. Temper is fine-'- and
medium-grained sand with quartz the only other
observable constituent. This sherd may be part of
another sherd group of the plain utility category as
punctations occur sparsely on otherwise plain or
faint striated vessels. Snow stated that the temper
of this sherd does not look like anything from the
Rio Grande area. However, he said that the punctations looked similar to those of the Taos Gray
type. Petrographic analysis classified this sherd
into Paste Group IIG (see Appendix 0, Sample 1),
and hence it could be of Pecos origin.
Plain Utility Sherd Group 9 consists of 12
body sherds ranging from 11-20 mm in maximum
dimension and 4-6 mm in thickness. Some exhibit
a double row of parallel fingernail punctations,
while others are small enough to display only one
row. The fine punctations are 5 mm or less in
length, 1 mm or less in width, and unevenly spaced
2-3 mm apart; they were executed while the clay
was leather hard. The interior surfaces are burnished and reddish brown (5YR 5/3 to 3/4), while
the exteriors are smoothed and light reddish brown
(5YR 6/3). These specimens appear to be from a
smudged vessel, evidenced by the reddish brown
(5YR 5/3) outer stripe next to the otherwise black
(2.5Y 2/0) paste. Temper consists of fine- and
medium-grained sand which is mostly quartz with
some unidentified white inclusions. There appears
to be no mica in these sherds. These specimens
may be part of a vessel including Plain Utility
Sherd Group I. Both Snow and Schaafsma agreed

Micaceous Utility

The micaceous utility category includes all
sherds that have mica as a major nonplastic component. Mica in this volume is almost certainly a
tempering additive rather than just being present in
the clay paste as in most other types with sparse
mica content. This category includes only four
sherds, which could all be part of one highly variable vessel; however, the sherd attributes do seem
to cluster into two:distinct but similar groups. All
construction is by coiling (Rice 1987:127).
MICACEOUS UTILITY VESSEL 1
This vessel consists of two body sherds
measuring 12-20 mm in maximum dimension and
4-7 mm in thickness. The interior surfaces are
smoothed and gray to dark gray (2.5Y 5/0 to 4/0),
and the exteriors are faintly striated and dark gray
(2.5Y 4/0) to grayish brown (lOYR 5/2). The paste
is grainy and very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0) to dark
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gray (IOYR 4/1) and is tempered with fine- to
medium-grained sand consisting of quartz, unidentified white inclusions, and flakes of mica that are
large and numerous.

on paste, temper, finishing technique, and lack of
any slip. The rim sherd represents a straight rim
with a simple rounded lip and no decomtion (Fig.
220). Paste is of a red (lOR 5/8) to weak red (lOR
5/2) clay tempered with unsorted sand consisting of
quartz, small amounts of mica (but more than in
Redware Sherd Group 2), and dark unidentified and
white calcitic inclusions. The exterior surfaces and
some interiors exhibit evidence of burnishing. The
exterior color is red (2.5YR 5/8). Vessel thickness
is 5-8 mm, and the thicker sherds probably represent the base of the vessel. Snow identified sherds
of this group as being from a probable bowl of a
red-slipped tradition. He noted the presence of
calcite inclusions and tentatively suggested that the
vessel might be from a southern pueblo, possibly
Gran Quivira. The petrographic analysis of two of
these specimens, however, classified them into
Paste Groups IIE and IIG, and thus they could be of
Pecos origin (see Appendix D, Samples 2 and 8).

MICACEOUS UTILITY SHERD GROUP I
This group is composed of two body sherds
measuring 15-16 mm in maximum dimension and
4-6 mm in thickness. They may be part of Micaceous Utility Vessell except that the pastes appear
different. The internal surfaces are smoothed and
very dark grayish brown (IOYR 3(2), while the
exteriors are striated and very dark gray (7.5YR
3/0) to brown (7.5YR 4/2). The paste is fine
grained and very dark gray (7.5YR 3/0) to dark
brown (IOYR 3/2) and tempered with fine- to
medium-grained sand consisting of quartz, unidentified white inclusions, and flakes of mica that are
large and numerous.
Redwares

ITCTo"

Redwares are represented in the assemblage
by 129 sherds. Some sherds are slipped, some are
unslipped, and some are possibly slipped. Slipping
may differentiate between culinary and serving
vessels. Slip colors are red (2.5YR 5/4 and 5/8;
5YR 5/3; lOR 4/6, 4/8, and 5/8) and white to very
pale brown, i.e., cream colored (IOYR 8/1, 8/2, and
8/3). Some unslipped and cream-<:olored sherds
are probably from GIazeware Vessel I described
below. Another group of sherds, exhibiting high
polish and a bright red slip on the exterior surfaces,
is probably from Matte Paint Vessel I (see below)
of the Tewa tradition. Other slipped and unslipped
sherds make up three more groups from distinctly
different vessels. Many sherds are unpainted and
unslipped, of a plain redware tradition, and probably relate to culinary vessels or represent undecorated portions of glazeware vessels. Redwares are
produced by firing red clays in an oxidizing environment, and all are constructed by the coiling
method (Rice 1987:127).

a
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Figure 22. Redware rim sherd profiles, 41KT51.
(a) Redware Vessel I; (b) Redware Vessel 3.
REDWARE VESSEL 2
This vessel consists of 15 body sherds and 1
possible neck sherd. They are all less than 20 mm
in maximum dimension and appear to be from the
same vessel based on thickness, paste, temper, and
slip uniformities. Thickness of the sherds varies
from 3 to 5 mm. All 16 sherds were recovered
from Block 3, and 10 came from the sheet midden
(Feature 9) wjth 2 others located in the same units
and at the same maximum depth as the basin hearth
(Feature 8), which is 3 m north of Feature 9. The
paste in this group is of a reduced red (lOR 4/5)
clay which resulted in a reddish black (lOR 2.5/1)
core. The paste is tempered with unsorted sand
ranging in size from fine to coarse, cnished sandstone (quartz in a calcium carbonate matrix), and a
trace of mica. The exterior surfaces are slipped
and burnished and reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4 to
5YR 5/3). The interior surfaces are slipped or
painted with a red (lOR 4/8 to 5/8) color and well
smoothed.

REDWARE VESSEL I
This vessel is composed of I rim and 70 body
sherds. Seventy sherds lire from the current excavations, and one was recovered during testing in
1988. They all appear to be from one vessel based
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All are burnished and display a red (lOR 4/6 to
4/8) exterior slip. A few sherds exhibit an interior
slip of the same color, and one shows a break
where the extent of the slip stops on the lower,
interior neck. Interior surfaces are scraped and
smoothed and still bear striations from this process.
Two sherds have large, smooth exterior depressions
which may have been intentionally produced as
indented handles to facilitate carrying. Sherds
range from 10-42 mm in maximum dimension, and
thickness varies from 5 to 6 mm.
The group appears to be part of Malle Paint
Vessel I (see below). Paste, temper, slip, and
degree of firing are identical to the rim sherd that
constitutes that vessel category. Paste is a red
(lOR 5/8) clay with most sherds exhibiting gray
(2.5Y 6/0) cores. Temper consists of a high frequency of fine sand (which may be part of the clay
paste) with the occasional Occurrence of medium
grains and rare coarse grains and a consistent but
low frequency of small flecks of mica. The paste
exhibits a fine spongy appearance like pumice.
Snow identified sherds of this category as
being from the Tewa redware tradition and the
vessel type as a carinated bowl form with handle
depressions above the carination and a Glaze F
high-standing rim form (see Kidder and Shepard
1936:255, 289). The petrographic analysis confirmed that this sherd group is of Tewa origin (see
Appendix D, Sample 5). Most of these sherds were
recovered from Block 3, and many of the larger
specimens came from the sheet midden (Feature 9).

This vessel consists of two rim, one neck, and
three body sherds that appear to be from the same
vessel based on paste, temper, and surface attributes. They appear once to have had a red (2.5YR
5/8) slip on their interiors and possibly also on the
exteriors. The paste is very dark gray (2.5YR 3/0)
bordered by red (2.5YR 5/8). The slip was probably the same color as this border, but it has powdered and for the most part fallen off or been
rubbed off. The paste is tempered with fine sand
and occasional inclusions of medium-sized sand
grains and sparse, small flecks of mica. The rim
sherds exhibit an everted rim which tapers to a
rounded lip (Fig. 22b). Sherd thickness varies from
4 to 6 mm but may not be meaningful considering
the extreme wear. Snow could not identify the type
this group represents but stated that it is not Tewa.
There is no correlate for this rim type among
Kidder's (Kidder and Shepard 1936:289) plain
redwares at Pecos Pueblo.
REDWARE SHERD GROUP I
This group consists of 12 body sherds that
probably are from Glazeware Vessel I (see below).
Paste and temper are consistent with that vessel,
but no glaze paint is exhibited on the sherds of this
group. Seven sherds have a cream (IOYR 8/1, 8/2,
and 8/3) slip on one surface, and three of these
have traces of cream coloring on the opposite side
as well. Two of these sherds exhibit interior breaks
where the white slip stops and can be considered to
be neck sherds. Four sherds exhibit no slip. Sherds
range from 12-26 mm in maximum dimension and
4-6 mm in thickness. The paste of all 12 sherds is
of a red (lOR 4/8) clay which grades to reddish
brown (5YR 4/3) as a result of temperature differential in firing. Two sherds have a gray to dark
gray (2.5YR 5/0 to 4/0) core resulting from incomplete firing. The paste is moderately to heavily
tempered with fine- and medium-sized grains of
subrounded to subangular sand consisting of clear
glossy quartz, unidentified white inclusions, and
traces of mica.

Glazewares

According to Snow (1982:238), the Rio
Grande Glazeware Tradition grew out of influence
from the White Mountain Redware Tradition which
was itself derived by mid-thirteenth-century Cibola
potters from trends of the west Mexican postClassic period (ca. A.D. 800). The technique was
transmitted eastward through the Rio Abajo pueblos
and culminated among the protohistoric and historic
pueblos of the Rio Grande area. The glaze sequence (I-VI) is considered to have run its course
in this region between A.D. 1350 and 1700. (Snow
1982:238).
Glazes were never applied to the entire
surface of a vessel (Bower et at. 1986:307) but
were utilized in decorative lines and figures painted
over a red or yellow slipped background with the

REDWARE SHERD GROUP 2
This group consists of 24 specimens that are
mostly body sherds, but at least 2 are neck sherds.
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slip colors specific to different areas at different
times (Snow 1982:253). Glaze is defined by
Ketchum (1983:445) as "a mixture of water, clay,
and various metallic oxides or alkalies that is
applied to a clay body before firing; after firing the
glaze vitrifies, producing a water resistant surface."
The elemental composition of Rio Grande glazes
includes copper, iron, and lead as major constituents and traces of a broad array of minor elements
(Snow 1982:242; Bower et al. 1986:313).
Glaze-decorated pollery was traded extensively in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and it
found its way across the Southern Plains as far as
Kansas (Bower et aI. 1986:307). Early glazes
(I-IV) appear carefully made, and the designs are
cleanly executed.
By Glaze V times (ca.
A.D. 1515 through 1650 according to Mera [1940:
405] and A.D. 160(}-1700 according to Kidder and
Shepard [1936:609-610, 619]), the designs had
degenerated and were sloppy and runny when fired;
running is a diagnostic characteristic of the type and
possibly characteristic of firing glazed ceramics in
wood fires that burned too long (Snow 1982:257).
Kidder's stratigraphic methodology revealed rim
form to be a temporally diagnostic allribute
throughout the sequence, and Shepard's petrographic
analysis discovered temper to be an areal indicator,
with crushed sandstone being characteristic of Pecos
Pueblo (Kidder and Shepard 1936). Mera (1933)
refined the dating of the sequence for the entire Rio
Grande Glaze paint region.
Seven sherds are identified as Rio Grande
Glazewares; they represent a single vessel (Glazeware Vessel I) constructed by the coiling method
(Rice 1987:127) based on refit and similarities of
paste, temper, slip, and glaze decoration. The 12
sherds of Redware Sherd Group 1 (see above) are
probably from this vessel as well. Two of the
seven sherds were recovered from EU 88 during the
1988 testing (Boyd et aI. 1990:465), and the remaining five were recovered during the current
excavations in EUs 28, 35, 69, and 85.
Two rim sherds and a neck sherd that fit
together (Fig. 23) were identified by Snow as
portions of a Pecos Glaze V wide-mouthed jar.
The petrographic analysis classified one of these
sherds (see Appendix D, Sample 6) into Paste
Group IIG, which could be of Pecos origin. The
mouth of the vessel can be projected to be approximately 160 mm in diameter, and vessel thickness
varies among the sample from 4-7 mm. The sherds
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Figure 23. Rim segment, Glazeware Vessel I. 41KT51.
range from 14-31 mm in maximum dimension. The
rim form is not in perfect correspondence with the
olla rim forms from Pecos Pueblo (Kidder and
Shepard 1936:218); hpwever, what can be ascertained of the neck shape approximates that of
Kidder's (Kidder and Shepard 1936:Figure 185g)
outline drawings of Glaze V low-necked ollas.
The placement of glaze-paint decoration over the
white slip on the neck exterior with white slip alone
on the interior is appropriate for this kind of vessel.
The paste is composed of red (lOR 4/8) clay.
The paste is moderately to heavily tempered with
fine- and medium-sized grains of subrounded to
subangular sand consisting of clear glossy quartz,
unidentified white inclusions, and traces of mica.
The finish is a well-polished, cream-colored
(lOYR 8/1, 8/2, and 8/3) slip which probably
covered the entire vessel exterior except the base
and which extends into the interior for an undetermined distance down the neck. These characteristics fulfill Kidder's (Kidder and Shepard 1936:222)
definition of olla necks of this category. The slip
has been horizontally smoothed, resulting in a lack
of uniformity of cover which accords well with
Shepard's (Kidder and Shepard 1936:513) descriptions. There is no evidence of postmanufacture
firing, and the vessel probably served for storage or
as a water container.
Decoration consists of an indeterminate black
and red design which, on the three filled sherds, is
laid out as a malle red stripe bordered by two black
glaze stripes. The glaze paint varies from intense
black (2.5Y 2/0) to black (5Y 2.5/1), is well vitrified and highly lustrous, and according to Shepard
(Kidder and Shepard 1936:513), is composed of
lead silicate glass colored by iron and manganese.
The red stripe is only present as a trace, and its
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specific shade remains undetermined. Apparently
the red paint did not bond well with the white slip
and most of it has rubbed off. The glaze-paint
design is quite sloppy and runny in an upward
direction, indicating that the vessel was fired with
its mouth facing downward; this running is very
characteristic of Glaze V (Kidder and Shepard
1936:224).
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Figure 24. Rim sherd, Matte Paint Vessel I. 41KT51.

Matte Paint Wares

and 6-7 mm thick and appears to represent a bowl
with an everted lip. The paste consists of gray
(2.5Y 5/0) clay tempered with very fine sand and
rare medium-sized grains of subrounded quartz and
has the fme spongy appearance of pumice. The
interiormost I mm of the paste is incomplelely
fired and remains red (2.5YR 5/8).
Redware Sherd Group 2 (described above) is
probably part of this vessel. If this is the case, the
vessel would appear to be', a carinated bowl with
handle depressions, an everted rim, and black-onwhite decoration on the interior high up near the
rim. The lack of a full interior slip argues against
this, and there appears to be no correlation for this
type of vessel in the literature. The rim form
closely approximates those illustrated for blackon-white wares found at Pecos Pueblo (Kidder and
Amsden 1931:Figure 3j-m), and Sankawi Blackon-White has been determined by Mera (1939:11)
to be ancestral to Tewa Polychrome. However, the
interior decoration is anomalous for Tewa Polychrome (Mera 1939:11) and fits better as a vessel
form similar to the seed jar illustrated by Kidder
and Amsden (1931 :Figure 4i) under black-on-white
wares with an inverted rim and exterior decoration,
or even the cup form with an everted rim and
interior decoration (Kidder and Amsden 1931:
Figure 4k). While such characteristics would place
this vessel outside the classic type attributes, it
may well be transitional, and the very close similarities of the atidbutes of this rim sherd and the
sherds of Redware Sherd Group 2 (see above)
argues for the placement of both groups together
within the range of variation of the Tewa Polychrome tradition of matte paint redwares.

Matte paint wares are exemplified in the Rio
Grande area by Tewa Polychrome of the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. This type
is characterized by certain stylistic restrictions
which seem to have been invariably applied to it.
One of these characteristics is that red slip was
always applied first, followed by white slip, which
was then followed by black carbon designs painted
on the white slip (Harlow 1973:29; Snow 1982:
262). Tewa matte paint wares are considered to
have developed out of Sankawi Black-on-eream
(ca. A.D 1520-1625), and the application of red
paint to the inside of Sankawi jar rims is the focal
point of this transition (Snow 1982:261). The
temper used in this type is also characteristic.
Vitric tuff temper was the almost exclusive choice
of Tewa potters from about A.D. 1400 on, and this
is diagnostic of Tewa redwares (Snow 1982:261).
One rim sherd of matte paint ware was
recovered from EU 23 and represents a vessel (Fig.
24) that was constructed by coiling (Rice
1987:127). It was identified by Snow as being
within the Tewa tradition but was not specifically
identified as Tewa Polychrome. The petrographic
analysis of this sherd (see Appendix D, Sample 7)
confirmed that it is of Tewa origin. It is an everted
rim form, red (lOR 4/6-4/8) slipped on the exterior,
gray/white (2.5Y 5/0) slipped on the interior, and
with a trace of matte black (2.5Y 2/0) paint on the
interior 22 mm down from the lip. On Tewa
Polychrome, the white slip invariably overlaps the
edge of the red slip (Harlow 1973:29). Unfortunately, that portion of the lip of this sherd has been
worn down to the paste. Kidder and Amsden
(1931:132) noted this trait of slip transience in his
Modem Painted Ware category at Pecos Pueblo.
Another characteristic of this type is "crazing" of
the white slip (Harlow 1973:29), which was seen on
this sherd under high-power (60x) magnification.
The sherd is 27 mm in maximum dimension

Pipe Fragments

Eight ceramic pipe fragments representing
three different pipes comprise this category. Two
very different styles are represented, with one sherd
from a Pecos-style pipe and seven sherds repre-
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senting two pipes of unknown origin and design.
Pipe I is represented by one sherd that
measures II mm in maximum dimension. It has a
dentate relief decoration on the exterior which
identifies it as a rectangular-bodied Pecos-style
pipe (Kidder 1932:Figure 144) similar to those
recovered from 41KT53 (see Chapter 6). This
dentate section alone measures IIx4x3 mm. The
exterior is very smooth and dark gray (7.5YR 4/0),
while the interior is very rough, unfinished, and
dark gray (5YR 4/1). The paste is very fine
grained and appears to be untempered. Mica in the
paste is very small and sparse, indicating it probably was present in the clay paste and is not an
additive.
Pipe 2 consists of six sherds measuring from
11-18 mm in maximum dimension and 6 mm in
thickness. One sherd is a straight, rounded-lip rim
sherd and projects to an opening diameter of approximately 30 mm. The interior surfaces are very
rough, unfinished, and very dark gray (7.5YR 3/0).
The exteriors are the same shade of gray, are
polished, and exhibit faint, shallow, wide, even
striations, giving it the appearance of having been
wrapped, perhaps with leather or fiber cordage.
Pastes are black (7.5YR 2/0) and very grainy with
heavy tempering of unsorted fine, medium, and
coarse grains of sand consisting of quartz with no
apparent mica. This pipe does not resemble those
recovered from Pecos Pueblo. The volume of
temper alone rules this out, as Kidder (1932:156)
states that the pipes he examined all contained little
or no temper.
Pipe 3 is represented by one straight,
rounded-lip rim sherd measuring II mm in maximum dimension and 6 mm in thickness. The interior surface is smoothed and dark reddish brown
(5YR 3/3), while the exterior appears slipped or
painted and is dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4).
The paste is grainy and black (7.5YR 2/0), and
tempering is fine- and medium-grained sand in
which only quartz can be recognized. This specimen is so small that no approximation can be made
as to type, size, or shape.

mens, in this case rocks, that do not fit into artifactual categories but do not occur naturally within the
site limits (see Chapter 6). This category is composed of 289 specimens which are grouped into five
material types: (I) sandstone (includes conglomerate); (2) limestone; (3) quartzite (includes fine and
coarse grained); (4) chert (includes fine and coarse
grained); and (5) other (includes limonite, fossil
shells, and unidentified). The attributes of these
rocks are summarized in Tables 8 and 9.
Group summaries reveal that the largest
group by weight and number is sandstone (94.3% by
weight, 79.9% by number), followed by limestone
(5.0% by weight, 6.6% by number), quartzite (D.4%
by weight, 2.4% by number), chert (D.2% by weight,
4.2% by number), and other (D. 1% by weight, 6.9%
by number). These materials may be found in the
surrounding sandston~ bedrock and Lingos Formation gravels as well as in the varieties of stream
gravels transported by Grape Creek. For discussion
purposes, the manuports are further classified as
unburned and burned rocks or novelty items.

Unburned and Burned Rocks
Thirty-one percent of the manuports exhibit
the effects of burning. Of these 9D specimens, 80
were found in association with features correlated
with fire. Nineteen pieces of burned sandstone
were found within Feature 1 (disaggregated hearth),
23 pieces of burned sandstone and 1 burned quartzite pebble were associated with Feature 3 (baking
pit), 4 pieces of burned sandstone were found
associated with Feature 7 (small basin hearth), 28
pieces of burned sandstone were associated with
Feature 8 (basin hearth), and 4 pieces of burned
sandstone and I of limestone were found within
Feature 9 (sheet midden).
One hundred eighty-three pieces of unburned,
mostly broken rocks comprise 63% of the manuport
category. All of the above material types are
represented. No certain functions can be ascribed
for this subcategory, but it is fairly clear that they
were brought to the site for some reason, and their
function may pertain to features that eXIst in unexcavated areas.

Manuports
The low-energy depositional regime at
41KT51 is such that all rocks larger than 30 mm in
maximum dimension were collected and are considered to be manuports. Manuports are any speci-

Novelty Items
Sixteen specimens (6% of the manuports) are
classified as novelty items and may be no more
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TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF MANUPORT SIZE AND BURNING, 41KT51
<20mm
Material
Chert
Quartzite
Sandstone
Limestone
Other
Subtotals:
Totals:

21-50 mm

B*

U*

B

U

-

10
3
6

1
28

-

-

-

19

-

2
3
79
9
1

3

38

29

94

3

41

51-100 mm

101-200 mm

>201 mm

Subtotals

B

U

B

U
12
6
143
18
20
199

B

U

B

U

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

35
1

49
8

21
-

9
1

-

-

-

36

57

21

123

1

-

-

-

-

-

0
1
88
1
0

10

1

0

90

31

93

1

Totals

289

12
7
231
19
20

289

*B = burned; U = unburned

TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF MANUPORTS BY WEIGHT, 41KT51
Material

# of Specimens

Total Weight (g)

Minimum Weight (g)

Mean Weight (g) Maximum Weight (g)

Chert
Quartzite
Sandstone
Limestone
Other

12
7
231
19
20

52
125
29,053
1,548
46

1
1
1
6
1

4.33
. 17.85
125.77
81.47
2.30

22
45
1,695
404
10

Totals:

289

30,824

1

46.35

1,695

diameter. The smallest specimen is broken in half.
They weigh from 0.6 g (the half ball) to 9.7 g and
average 3.22 g. Limonite is a generic term for
brown hydrous iron oxide. It commonly consists
mainly of goethite (American Geological Institute
1962:290). These specimens were identified by
Robert Folk (personal communication 1992), who
indicated that they are sometimes quite smooth
surfaced when found in nature. When wet they
produce a clearly defined yellow streak, and they
may have been ultilized as pigment for rock art or
personal adornment, although the local occurrence
of agarita (Berberis trifoliolata), which produces a
bright yellow color, may render the limonite superfluous for that purpose. Eight of the 10 limonite
balls were recovered from Block 3, an intensely
occupied area, which suggests a cultural function of
some nature.
One green stone fragment, 11x9x4 mm in

than curiosities. Among this group is one smooth,
elongated piece of sandstone measuring
55x13x9 mm and weighing 10.8 g that is similar to
the "finger stones" found at Pecos Pueblo (Kidder
1932:66). Also found were two sandstone balls;
one is broken in half, and both measure 25 mm in
diameter. The surfaces of these balls are very
rough. This may be their natural state, or they may
have been pecked into shape. Sandstone balls also
were found at Pecos Pueblo, and Kidder (1932:66)
suggests possible functions for them as gaming
stones or use in sling shots. These three specimens
are the only examples from this site comparable to
the large category of "odd-shaped stones" recovered from 41KT53 (see Chapter 6).
Ten limonite balls were recovered from the
excavations at 41KT51. They are all round to
subround, very smooth on their surfaces, dark
yellow in color, and measure from 10 to 20 mm in
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dimension and weighing 0.5 g, was recovered from
Block 3. The material was identified as sandstone
coated with gypsum and an oxide of copper, giving
it its green color (Robert Folk, personal communication 1992). It may have been used as a pigment
stone.
Two fossil shells of the Cretaceous Period
were recovered from cultural contexts at 41KT5I.
One specimen is Exogyra sp. and is 64 mm in
maximum dimension. The other is Gryphaea sp.
and is 30 mm in maximum dimension. Neither
specimen bears any trace of wear that may be
attributed to use as a tool. In consideration of the
depositional regime of this natural levee, these must
be categorized as manuports, and with no indication
of their having been put to any particular use, they
are further classified as curiosities.

the 1988 testing) of freshwater mussel shells that
appear similar to those previously identified in this
locality as Uniomerus dec/ivus by Raymond Neck
(Boyd et al. 1990:566) were collected at 41KT5I.
Four of these fragments are modified and are
described below.
A thin «1 mm), semicircular fragment
13 mm long which is approximately one-half of a
circular piece with a hole 2 mm in diameter drilled
through it was recovered in Level 3 of EU 30.
Another smaller piece recovered from Level 3 of
EU 31 refits with this piece to constitute three
quarters of an artifact with two holes drilled in it in
the manner of a button (Fig. 25a). A third specimen, a thin «1 mm), semicircular fragment 12 mm
in length bearing the remnant edge of a drilled hole,
was recovered from Level 4 of EU 23 (Fig. 25b).
A somewhat thick (2 mm) fragment 24 mm long
with deep, straight grooves cut into its surface was
recovered from Level 3 of EU 30 (Fig. 25c). This
appears to be a fragment of a finished and then
broken engraved artifact rather than a manufacturing
error.

Vertebrate Faunal Remaills
The Headstream Site yielded 411 vertebrate
faunal remains. None of the specimens are modified, and the assemblage is almost entirely small
fragments. It was analyzed by Brian Shaffer and is
discussed in Appendix G and summarized briefly
below.
Most (76%) of the faunal remains are heavily
weathered, and the primary agency seems to have
been root etching (67%). Possible human alteration
of the bones consists of spiral fracturing and burning. Spiral fracturing may be indicative of processing for marrow and grease extraction, and this
condition was found in 21% of the mammal remains, exclusive of teeth. Burning was found in
15% of the assemblage. Only 21 % of the assemblage was identifiable. Analysis determined the
presence of at least one deer, one bison or cow, and
one turtle. Relatively complete skeletons of pocket
gopher and wood rat also are present, and these
may represent food remains or they may be intrusive.
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Figure 25. Modified freshwater mussel shells, 41KT51.
The remaining 34 fragments recovered appear
to be waste material resulting from working shells.
All 4 modified fragments and 16 of the waste
pieces were recovered from Block 3, with 18 pieces
found within a 2-m area east of hearth Feature 8.
It is unkno~n if these mussels were being utilized
as a food source, but the clustering of the
Uniomerus dec/ivus around the four modified pieces
and the dearth of shells in other locations excavated
around the site lead to the consideration that these
shells were heing worked for decorative purposes.
Twenty shells (including one from the 1988
testing) of small fingernail clams (Sphaerium
striatinum) were recovered from nonclustered
proveniences across the site. There is nothing to
suggest that these shells have any cultural relevance.

Invertebrate Faunal Remains
The invertebrate faunal assemblage consists
of 58 fragments of freshwater mussel shells and 78
gastropod shells. Four of the mussel shell fragments are modified.

Freshwater Mussel Shells (Bivalves)
Thirty-eight fragments (including four from
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Snail Shells (Gastropods)
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The excavations at 41KT51 yielded 78 shells
of three identifiable types of snails -52 Po/ygyra
texasiana, 22 P/allorbella trivo/vis (including 4
recovered in the 1988 testing), and 4 of the
Succineidae family or Catinella sp. Polygyra
texasiana and Succineidae/C atinella are terrestrial
and prefer moist wooded areas, whereas P. trivolvis
is aquatic, preferring shallow ponds and slowmoving water. Thirty-three of the 78 specimens
were recovered from the cultural wne in Block 3
where they would be expected to be found, feeding
on postoccupational waste.
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Figure 26. 'Glass trade beads, 41KT51. <a) Blue bead of
compound construction; (b) blue bead of simple construc-

tion.

One whole cobalt-blue bead, similar to the
above half-bead except somewhat darker in color,
was recovered from Level 2, EU 29 (Fig. 26b), ,
very close to basin hearth Feature 8. This bead is
of simple construction with only one layer of glass,
has 18 facets, measures 6 mmin length, and is
7 mm in width. The bead compares well with No.
130 on the Harris Chart and is dated to Wichita
sites no earlier than 1820. Good (1972:106) states
that comparable beads appear in the Western Great
Lakes trade by 1760. Wilson (1968:83) also has
found similar beads in late-dated eastern Oklahoma
burials.
Brain (1979: 110) has recorded glass beads
with eight five-sided facets (his Type WIIA3) at
early historic sites on the Mississippi River well to
the east of this study area and attributes them to
manufacture in Amsterdam and transport through
French trade no earlier than 1650. Deagan (1987:
173) gives a time range of 1500-1800 for blue
faceted beads recovered from Nueva Cadiz in
Venezuela but does not say how many facets or
give other metric data. It is known that Oilate took
glass beads ("aquamarines") with him to New
Mexico in 1596, but no descriptions are made of
the types (Hammond and Rey 1953:108).
Prior to 1800, glass beads seem to have been
made in Amsterdam and Venice, but there are few
manufacturers' records or sample books available
from this period 'of production (Good 1972:92).
Quimby (l966:82)remarks that, "at this writing I
do not know of anyone who has successfully traced
styles of beads to their sources of manufacture in
Europe and obtained documented evidence of the
times during which they were made." The dates for
the above-mentioned sites yielding beads are
simply the dates for the sites themselves and. reveal
nothing about the dates of manufacture of the beads.
Without record of manufacture or even records of
transport for these types of beads to the Western
Hemisphere, they do not function as precise temporal markers.

Historic Artifacts
Glass Trade Beads

Two glass trade beads were recovered during
the excavations at 41KT51. One-half of a bluebird-blue bead was found in Level I, EU 5 (Fig.
26a). It is of compound construction, Le., produced
by forming a hollow gather of hot glass and then
adding another hot layer or layers of glass to the
outside of the core before stretching the resulting
cane to the desired length. Beads of simple construction are made by the same process without
additional layering. Beads are then broken off the
cane. This bead was made off a cane that was
molded into a hexagonal shape. The cane was then
broken into the desired sizes, and further faceting
was done by beveling both ends of the bead to
result in a total of 18 facets. The half-bead from
41KT51 measures 7 mm in length and is 8 mm
wide; it compares well with No. 129 on the Harris
Bead Chart (Harris and Harris 1967;151) where it
is reported as being found at Wichita sites dating
no earlier than 1767. Good (1972: 106) references
bead No. 129 in the Harris Chart in an attempt to
place similar beads in the Kaskaskia cultural
sequence at the Guebert Site in lllinois that dates
from 1719 at the earliest (Good 1972:93). Wilson
(1968:83) has found similar beads in eastern Oklahoma burials guess-dated at 1830-1840. Quimby
(1966:82) states that "beads of glass were imported
continuously into the Western Great Lakes region
from about 1610 until after the War of 1812." The
faceted specimens discussed by Quimby (1966)
seem to be limited to five-faceted beads coming
into the Plains region from the north.
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Modern Artifacts

effect on their accuracy is too large to consider
either as a very accurate dating method for standard
usage.

Five metal artifacts were recovered from
excavations at 41KT51. Four are firearms related,
and one is a nail. A deteriorated proximal onethird of a shotgun shell was located in Level 2 of
EU 45. The inscription on the base of the shell
reads "Winchester Leader No. 12," which can be
traced to 12-gauge shells first used in 1963 and
manufactured by the Olin Mathieson Chemical
Corporation (Mueller and Olson 1968:297). A lead
slug with double cannelures measuring 18.0 mm in
length and 11.5 mm in diameter, weighing 251.5
grains, was recovered in Level I of EU 35. There
are three likely cartridge matches: (I) Peabody 4550, 255-grain slug, manufactured for the PeabodyMartin single-shot rifle introduced in 1873-1874
(Barnes 1989: 134); (2) Colt 45, 250-255-grain
slug, introduced in 1873 for use in lbe famous
Peacemaker revolver (Barnes 1989:250); and (3)
Smith and Wesson, 250-grain slug, introduced in
1875 for the Schofield revolver (Barnes 1989:250).
A spent primer identical to lbe one found in the
above shotgun shell was recovered from Level I of
EU 37. A 22-caliber unjacketed lead slug measuring 11.8 mm in length and 6.0 mm in diameter,
weighing 44.75 grains, was recovered from Level I
of EU 75. The diameter measurement converts to
.2364 caliber, and the slug probably expanded
somewhat on impact. This slug fits the profile for
a number of unjacketed cartridges from the Model
1882 Maynard Extra Long, 45-grain slug (Barnes
1989:100), to the 22 Hornet cartridge, 45-grain
slug, manufactured into the late 1920s (Barnes
1989:17). One common nail 5 cm long (2 inches)
was recovered from Level I of EU 43. It is bent
and well oxidized.

Absohite Chronology
The cultural horizon at the Headstream Site
is dated by three radiocarbon and three archeomagnetic assays associated with features and a single
radiocarbon assay from a general fill context (see
Table 4 and Appendix C) (Fig. 27). Radiocarbon
dates from noncultural contexts are from areas
considered to be outside of the site limits and are
not presented here (see Table 3).
Paired radiocarbon and archeomagnetic dates
exist for Features 3 and 9. Feature 8 is dated by
archeomagnetic methods alone. Feature 3 yielded
samples producing two radiocarbon date ranges of
A.D. 1636-1660 and' 1656-1955. Radiocarbon
dating for the most recent 450 years is problematic,
and calibration produces wide ranges and usually
multiple intercepts resulting in a broad series of
dates from which to choose. In tandem, however,
these assays indicate that Feature 3 probably dates
to the mid A.D. 1600s. The archeomagnetic date
range for this feature is A.D. 1384-1562. Obviously this range does not overlap with the radiocarbon ranges. Due to problems with the inclination
data, Dr. Gose warns that the archeomagnetic dates
are not to be taken literally (see Appendix C).
According to Gose, the three archeomagoetic date
ranges probably are in the proper sequence in
relation to each other, but they do not necessarily
represent true ages. The radiocarbon assays from
Feature 3 suggest that the archeomagnetic date is
too old by at least ca. 100 years.
Feature 9 is also dated by both methods. The
single radiocarbon sample produced a calibrated
date range of.A.D. 1519-1663 with a single intercept at A.D. '1645. The archeomagnetic sample
was taken from the base of the feature, and it
produced a range of A.D. 1648-1695. Feature 9 is
a sheet midden, and the archeomagnetic sample was
taken from sediments at the bottom of the feature
which were covered with an ashy, burned fill.
These sediments may not have been heated above
the blocking temperature (approximately 450°C)
required for a good resetting of the sediment's
archeomagnetic orientation, and for this reason this
date is questionable. Nonetheless, both lines of
evidence support the conclusion that Feature 9 dates

CHRONOLOGY AND DEFINITION
OF COMPONENTS
Three techniques are employed for defining
the chronology of the Headstream Site: (I) radiocarbon dating of organic remains associated with
features; (2) archeomagnetic dating of in situ
burned features; and (3) relative dating through
artifact typology. Obsidian hydration dating and
thermoluminescence dating were at first considered
but later determined to be inappropriate. Neither
technique is particularly refined or widely accepted,
and the number of variables suspected as having an
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Figure 27. Summary of calibrated radiocarbon dates and archeomagnetic dates from cultural contexts (I-sigma ranges),

41KT51.
netic dates from Features 8 and 9 are consistent
with this conclusion. The archeomagnetic date from
Feature 3 is anomalously old, although its position
in the sequence may be consistent given the possibility that Feature 3 predates Features 8 and 9.

to the mid A.D. 1600s.
The two remaining dates are a radiocarbon
assay on charcoal from a nonfeature context in
EU 50 and an archeomagnetic assay from Feature
8. The former, from 10-20 cm below Feature 9,
yielded a date range of A.D. 1505-1651, with an
intercept at A.D. 1636. The latter part of this
range, Le., the A.D. 1600s, is consistent with the
other dates from the site. The archeomagnetic
dating of Feature 8 produced a range of
A.D. 1518-1686, and the latter part of this range is
consistent with the other assays as well.
In summary, most of the chronometric data
suggest that 41KT51 represents a limited span of
time during the mid A.D. 1600s. This is indicated
most securely by the radiocarbon dates from Features 3 and 9 and the fact that Feature 3 either
predates or is contemporaneous with Feature 9 but
does not postdate it (see following section). The
nonfeature radiocarbon assay and the archeomag-

Relative

Chro~ology

While cultural materials were found throughout the upper 50 em of the deposits in Block 3,
75% of the artifacts were recovered from Levels 2
and 3, with an additional 18% coming from Level
4. Levels I and 5 contributed just 4% and 2%,
respectively. This strong unimodal distribution
suggests a single predominant period of occupation.
All three features in Block 3 are associated primarily with the middle levels as well (Fig. 28),
although the possibility that Feature 3 originates at
a greater depth than Features 8 and 9 does hint that
multiple occupations are represented. The ambigu-
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vertical relationships of Features 3,8, and

9.
ities about the vertical relationships of the features
and the setting of the site in relatively rapidly
aggrading sandy loam levee deposits where some
movement of artifacts can be expected prevents
resolution of this question based solely on the
distributional evidence, however.
The most-temporally diagnostic artifacts
recovered from the Headstream Site are the ceramic
sherds. As discussed in Chapter 7, the arrow points
found at 41KT51 and 41KT53 are not very diag-

nostic temporally because the regional typology is
neither well established nor well dated. The two
glass beads found at this site clearly indicate
Protohistoric or Historic period occupations but are
not traceable to either manufacturer or importer.
Although they match two numbered samples on the
Harris Bead Chart (Harris and Harris 1967:151),
this information does nothing to indicate a source of
manufacture or a date of manufacture or importation to North America. The chart coordinates beads
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found at sites that are dated, but the beads found at
these sites may be much older than the sites where
they were found. These two beads are 18 faceted,
but French beads of the Protohistoric period that are
found in Plains sites are characterized as being
faceted in multiples of five. Spanish beads are
usually not described in the ethnographic literature.
The metal artifacts found at the Headstream Site
are recent historic and obviously intrusive and are
not considered here.
Most of the ceramic artifacts recovered from
Block 3, and the overall site, are not very temporally specific. consisting mostly of plain and striated utility wares. However, at Pecos Pueblo,
striated wares are characterized as having replaced
blind-corrugated culinary wares. This development
took place after the start of the Glaze V (or E)
period, dated according to Mera (1940:4-5) after
ca. A.D. 1515 and according to Kidder and Shepard
(1936:609-:610, 619) after ca. A.D. 1600. The
sherds of ceramic wares found at the Headstream
Site that are considered to be chronologically
sensitive were manufactured during relatively broad
ranges of time. Glaze specimens recovered from
the site are of the Glaze V period with a manufacturing time span of A.D. 1515-1650 (Mera 1940:45) or A.D. 1600-1700 (Kidder and Shepard 1936:
609-610, 619), while Snow (1982:258-259) suggests a date of A.D. 1515-1625 for Glaze V (or E).
Three of these sherds were recovered from Block 3.
clustering around Feature 8 (Fig. 29). A Pecosstyle pipe fragment found at 41KT51 should he
roughly contemporaneous with the Glaze V ceramics (Kidder 1932:182).
Matte Paint Vessel I consists of one sherd
recovered from close to Feature 8 (see Fig. 29).
Twenty-one sherds of Redware Sherd Group 2 were
recovered from Block 3, and 14 of these were found
across the block in the level just below the bottom
of Feature 9. Petrographic analysis indicates that
Matte Paint Vessel I and Redware Sherd Group 2
have a unique temper containing volcanic glass,
indicating that the source of manufacture was the
northern Rio Grande Valley (see Appendix D). The
petrographic similarities suggest that Matte Paint
Vessel I and Redware Sherd Group 2 may even be
part of the same vessel. Regardless, all of these
sherds are of the Tewa Redware Tradition, and
Harlow (1973:43) indicates that no Tewa Redwares
predate Tewa Polychrome, which Mera (1939:12)
dates to the latter part of the seventeenth century.

Harlow (1973:28-32) extends this range to ca.
A.D. 1650-1730.
Summary
The combined evidence indicates that 41KT51
represents a single, reasonably short period of use
dating perhaps to the mid A.D. 16005. This is
based on the following: (I) the four radiocarbon
assay ranges of A.D. 1505-1651, 1519-1663.
1636-1660, and 1656-1955; (2) the fact that
Feature 3 may predate or be contemporaneous with
Feature 9 but does not postdate it; (3) the unimodal
vertical distribution of the cultural remains; (4) the
presence of the glass beads; (5) the presence of the
Glaze V sherds and the striated plainware sherds,
the manufacture of which apparently extended into
or through the seventeenth century; (6) the presence
of the Tewa sherds. which apparently may date as
early as the mid seventeenth century; and (7) the
two archeomagnetic date ranges of A.D. 1518-1686
and 1648-1695.
While multiple occupational
episodes could be represented within this short time
span (based largely on the possibility that Feature
3 underlies Feature 9). the evidence for this is
equivocal, and the thinness of the site prevents any
separation of the cultural deposits into morediscrete units. Hence, 41KT51 is considered here
to be a single component dating to the Protohistoric
period.
INTERPRETIVE SUMMARY
Material Culture
Chipped Stones

Unifaces outnumber all other tool categories,
including edge-mollified flakes in the chipped stone
artifacts, and arrow' points are more frequent than
nonprojectile point bifaces. The composition of the
chipped lithic tool assemblage may be due to a
combination of three factors: (1) the activities
conducted at the site; (2) the relative use-lives and
discard rates of the tools used at the site; and (3)
tool curation rates.
The percentages of chipped lithic tools suggest that activities involving unifacial scrapers and
arrow points constituted a significant element of
site use. End scrapers, the most numerous category
among the unifaces. indicate the importance of
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Figure 29. Distribution of temporally diagnostic ceramics in Block 3, 41KT51.

resource processing activities (Le., hide processing).
The relative abundance of arrow points suggests
that resource procurement was also a significant
component of site use. The few perforators, as
well as some of the edge-modified flakes, suggest
that the manufacture of tools and/or domestic goods
also occurred at the site. The arrow point preforms
indicate that manufacture of items needed to replace use-failed elements of the hunting technology
also was performed.
Schiffer (1975) and Shott (1989) suggest that
the composition of lithic tool assemblages, among
other factors, is a result of a combination of tool
use-life and the length of site occupation. The
presence of only six use-broken unifaces and a
single use-broken arrow point suggests that site
occupation consisted of either a single relatively
short occupation episode or a series of short episodes. The similarities in assemblage composition
(Le., lithics and ceramics) with adjacent 4lKT53
suggest some relationship between the two. However, it is not known whether these two sites were
visited alternately when conditions did not favor the

occupation of the other site, or whether they represent contemporaneous occupations by social groups
of different sizes.
Although it is likely that some of the tools
used at 41KT5l were curated at the time of site
abandonment, none of the artifact categories are
highly overrepresented or underrepresented. This
makes it impossible to suggest the manner in which
tool curation affected the composition of the archeologically recovered chipped lithic assemblage.
Addiii9nal insights into the lithic technology
can be derived from the size distribution of the
fine-grained chert debitage, coupled with the high
percentage of tertiary specimens and single-faceted
platform-bearing flakes. Debitage representative
of the" entire nodule-to-biface reduction sequence
should contain a greater size range, a" larger percentage of secondary and primary flakes, and a
significantly lower percentage of single-faceted
platform-bearing flakes.
The manufacture of
bifaces from large secondary flake blanks would
result in high percentages of tertiary debitage,
overall smaller flakes, and significant percentages
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of multifaceted platfonn-bearing debitage. The
manufacture of arrow points from flake blanks
should produce high percentages of tertiary flakes,
even smaller debitage, and high percentages of
multifaceted debitage. Although some of the three
reduction strategies could generate small tertiary
debitage similar to the composition of the debitage
collection from 41KT51, none would result in the
high percentages of single-faceted platfonn-bearing
flakes noted at the site.
As noted above, the number of arrow points,
including preforms, suggests that the manufacture of
arrow points was a significant activity. However,
it is likely that the majority of the debitage generated in the process of arrow point manufacture was
not recovered in the 1/4-inch-mesh hardware cloth
used in screening the matrix. As a result, the
debitage derived from the bifacial reduction of
arrow points may be underrepresented in the cpllection from 41KT5I. Given the low number of
nonprojectile point bifaces and the fact that arrow
points outnumber bifaces 3.5:1, it appears that the
manufacture of large bifaces (e.g., bifacial knives)
was not a significant activity. This conclusion is
supported by the size distribution of the debitage
and the high percentage of single-faceted platformbearing flakes noted in the collection.
The large percentage of single-faceted platfonn-bearing flakes and the relatively high percentage of debitage identified as resulting from
uniface manufacture and/or rejuvenation, coupled
with the high proportion of unifaces, suggest that
uniface manufacture and rejuvenation, rather than
bifacial reduction techniques, dominated the lithic
technological activities at the site. The relative
proportion of uniface manufacture versus uniface
rejuvenation cannot be established since no attempt
was made to differentiate debitage derived from
these two activities in this analysis.
The overall lack of cores of sufficient size to
produce the blanks necessary for the manufacture of
the unifaces suggests that artifact manufacture
began with the reduction of blade or bladelike flake
blanks rather than nodules and angular or tabular
cores. In addition, the low percentage of debitage
derived from core preparation suggests that most of
the debitage represents flake blank reduction rather
than flake blank production. It is also possible that
the few blade or flake cores that were brought back
to the site may have been curated or removed from
the site at the time of abandonment.

Table 10 presents the breakdown of raw
material origins by artifact type. Raw material
origins are grouped into local, indeterminate local,
nonlocal, indetenninate nonlocal, and unknown.
The criteria used in the definition of these groups
and the raw materials grouped into each category
are listed in Chapter 2.
Considering each of the two local and two
nonlocal origin materials combined, it is evident
that, with the exceptipn of the single core, the other
chipped lithic tool categories are dominated by
nonlocal raw materials. The three obsidian unmodified debitage pieces sourced to the Jemez Mountains in New Mexico, the Alibates agate biface and
uniface, and the two Tecovas jasper unifaces
suggest that the inhabitants of the site had direct, or
more likely indirect, access to remote sources of
high-quality raw materials., The low quantities of
these materials and the types of artifacts represented suggest that the mode of acquisition was exchange or trade and that the items that were part of
the network consisted of finished tools or latereduction-stage artifacts.
The fact that the single core recovered from
the site is of local origin raw material may mean
that only cores of raw materials found within the
project area were introduced to the site. This
implies that the artifacts made of nonlocal raw
materials were stage-manufactured at the procurement locations and that only blanks and/or preforms
were transported to 41 KT5 I. This suggestion is
supported by the results of the unmodified debitage
analysis.
The overall raw material prigin patterns
shown in Table 10 suggest that the inhabitants of
the site preferred the use of nonlocal raw materials.
This preference may have been due to a combination of factors including superior workability and
greater size range:,<see Chapter 6). It is probable
that, due to higher' transportation costs, nonlocal
raw materials were more "expensive" to procure
than local materials. However, by transporting only
blanks and/or stage-manufactured artifacts, the
inhabitants of the site may have been able to reduce
overall procurement costs.

Ground and Battered Stones
The Headstrearn Site yielded 21 ground and
battered stone artifacts. Of these, 10 occurred in
Block 3: 2 manos, 3 metate fragments, 1 harnmer-
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TABLE 10
BREAKDOWN OF RAW MATERIAL ORIGINS BY ARTIFACf TYPE. 41KT51
Artifact Type

Local

Arrow Points
Perforators
Nonprojectile Point Bifaces
Unifaces

3
1
1
2
1
1
416

Cores

Edge-modified Flakes
Urunodified Debitage

Indetenninate Local
-

Nonlocal
16
2
5
30

-

-

-

5
66

24
2801

stone. and 4 pieces of indeterminate ground stones
bearing wear patterns. One of the manos is
158 mm wide and is large enough to fit into the
size range indicated by Mauldin and Hard (1990:
Figure 2) as characteristic of cultures with a moderate dependence on agriculture; however, the tool
itself is not shaped as a formal mana and generally
appears expedient, as do all of the ground stone
artifacts from the site. There is no evidence from
this site (or from the adjacent Longhorn Site) of
agricultural dependence. All of the ground stone
artifacts from the Headstream Site are of local
materials and were probably expendable. The
ground stone assemblage does not indicate that the
processing of plant food was a major activity at
41KT51.

Indetenninate Nonlocal

Unknown Totals

-

2
-

2
1
51

2
-

2
142

21
3
6
36
1
33
3476

Appendixes D and E).
Shell Artifacts

Four modified shell artifacts were recovered
from Block 3. Sixteen broken pieces of shell
recovered from the block may represent waste from
shell artifact (Le., pendants or buttons) production.
A drilled shell artifact similar to these was recovered from the Lott Site and is illustrated in Runkles
and Dorchester (1987:100).
Faunal RenuUns

The osteological remains from the Headstream Site are badly weathered and not numerous.
An analysis of the minimum numbers of individuals
represented indicates the presence of at least one
turtle, one large deer, and one bison. Evidence of
burning (15%) and spiral fractures (21 %) on mammal remains suggests the breaking up and burning
of bones for rendering grease. Various possible
reasons for the sparseness of the bone assemblage
at the Longhorn Site are fully discussed in Chapter
7, and the argument presented is equally applicable
to the HeadS'tream Site.

Ceramics

A total of 887 ceramic sherds were recovered
from the Headstream Site for a minimum of 10
vessels. Of this total, 758 sherds (85%) are from
Block 3. Most of the ceramic sherds recovered in
this block are of the plain/striated utility type.
However, 26 temporally diagnostic sherds (glazeware, Tewa matte paint and redware, and a Pecosstyle pipe fragment) found in Block 3 aid in establishing a potential occupational horizon that may
date to the mid A.D. 1600s. The diagnostic redwares and glazewares were identified as coming
from Pecos Pueblo and the Tewa area of the upper
Rio Grande (see Appendix D). Plain Utility Sherd
Groups 9 and 10, both with fingernail punctates,
each contain 12 sherds, and all 24 of these sherds
were recovered from Block 3. Petrographic and xray fluorescence analyses indicate that they too
may have been produced at Pecos Pueblo (see

Features
Five cultural features were found at the
Headstream Site. Three of these (basin hearth,
ephemeral hearth, and rock cluster) llre similar to
those found at the nearby Longhorn Site. One
feature, a baking pit, is unique to the Headstream
Site and may represent functional variation between
the two sites. A second feature type, the sheet
midden, is also unique to the Headstream Site.
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Fearure I, located in Block 4, was detennined
to be a disaggregated hearth. Little in the way of
analysis could be accomplished on this feature as
no charcoal was found within it and the excavation
level in which it was found yielded few artifacts.
Feature 3, located in Block 3, is a stonelined baking pit (see Fig. 11). This pit is the
deepest feature in Block 3, and it may predate the
other features in this block. The baking pit may
have been associated with a stack of II large flat
cobbles of burned sandstone, and it had 6 large
cobbles of burned sandstone inside it. Macrobotanical samples taken from flotation of the contents of
the pit revealed the presence of 9 species of burned
wood and 13 species of charred seeds, most of the
seeds being of edible varieties (see Appendix H).
Of the edible fruit represented, prickly pear, plum,
grape, and hackberry all ripen between June and
October and represent circumstantial evidenCe of a
summer occupation. Pit features of this type have
been found at the Slaton Dump Site (Booker and
Campbell 1978:25), the Garza occupation at the
Lubbock Lake Site (Johnson et aI. 1977:86), Red
Bluff Shelter (Lorrain 1968:27), the Bridwell Site
(Parker 1982:13), the Floydada Country Club Site
(Word 1991:78-79), the Tierra Blanca Site
(Spielmann 1982:282), and at the Glasscock Site
and many other possible Apachean sites on the
Plains, far to the north of the project area
(Gunnerson 1960).
Feature 7 is a small ephemeral hearth found
at the center of Block 2. The burned feature is only
3 cm thick and 50 cm in diameter and appears to
have been used infrequently and perhaps only once.
Along with more-mundane artifacts, one piece of
obsidian debitage and one-half of a glass trade
bead were recovered from this block. The obsidian
is one of three pieces recovered from the Headstream Site which were sourced to the Jemez
Mountains of north-central New Mexico. The glass
bead may be intrusive, as it was found in the first
level of one of the four excavation units that quarter
the feature. Flotation of the matrix from Feature 7
contained nothing identifiable.
Feature 8 is a basin hearth located in the
upper levels of the north end of Block 3. The
hearth is 6-7 cm thick and approximately 50 cm in

diameter. This feature was associated with a highdensity concentration of debitage, and a glass trade
bead was found beside it. Macrobotanical analysis
recovered burned wood samples indicating the use
of hackberry and willow as firewood.
Feature 9 is a sheet midden which was
approximately one-fourth excavated. Although not
dense with artifacts, the largest sherds in Block 3
were found here, including 13 sherds of Tewa
Redware, and this may be due to the obstacle that
a trash midden presents to trampling. Macrobotanical samples include burned hackberry, oak, and
juniper.
Site Structure and Formation
While 41KT51 is similar in many respects to
41KT53 and both appear to represent residential
bases (see Chapters 7 and 9j, the Headstream Site
is less easily interpreted in tenns of site structure
because of the relatively limited extent of !be
excavations. Further, the ambiguities about the
vertical relationships of the features make it impossible to determine whether single or multiple
occupations are represented. Nonetheless, there are
some notable patterns in the distributions of the
cultural materials in the most intensively studied
part of the site, Block 3 (Fig. 30; see Fig. 28).
Specifically, Figures 28 and 30 show that the
unmodified debitage and all classes of chipped
stone tools except for bifaces are most concentrated
around Feature 8. This hints at hearth-centered
activities in the northern half of the block, and
given the range of kinds of artifacts present, these
activities appear to have been for a variety of
procurement, processing, and maintenance tasks.
Lithic artifacts are much less frequent in the southern part of the block, and it is possible that this
area was reserved for more-limited kinds of activities, such as the }iii-baking and discard of hearth
debris indicated by Features 3 and 9. Of course,
how such a pattern might relate to the distinctive
patterns seen at 41KT53 must remain a matter for
speculation given the limited size of Block 3, but it
is not unreasonable to hypothesize that unexcavated
parts of the Headstream Site might contain evidence
of structures as was found at the Longhorn Site.
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Figure 30. Distribution of chipped stone tools in Block 3, 41KT51.
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INTRODUCTION TO 41KT53, THE LONGHORN SITE

4

Douglas K. Boyd and Karl W. Kibler

1987 survey (Boyd' et al. 1989:558-559) as a
multicomponent site with an upper Late Prehistoric
component and a lower component of unidentified
age. There was very little surface evidence of the
upper component, but an isolated end scraper was
surface collected along with ceramic sherds which
had been brought to the surface by animal burrowing. One shovel test yielded sherds from 0-60 cm.
The ceramics, identified as Pecos Glaze Polychrome V and Pecos Faint Striated, consisted of 27
decorated sherds from a single locality and presumably a single vessel and 4 plainware sherds.
The lower component was indicated only by a slablined hearth exposed in the cutbank at 100 cm
below the surface. Mapping and testing of the site
were recommended.
The Phase II testing conducted in 1988 (Boyd
et al. 1990:119-128) included a proton magnetometer survey, site mapping, and excavation of 8
backhoe trenches and 13 test units. The magnetometer survey covered' two separate blocks, a
40x40-m block (Mag Grid A) and a 30x30-m
block (Mag'Orid B), and the results were used to
select areas for subsurface testing (Abbolt and
Frederick 1990). Mag Grid A was found to be of
limited use due to technical problems, but Mag
Grid B provided useful magnetic data. Both high
and low magnetic anomalies were tested. A good
correlation between high magnetic anomalies and
certain types of subsurface cultural 'features was
apparent when the magnetometer successfully
located several buried cultural features, Le., an
unlined basin hearth, a burned post, and a cluster of
ceramic sherds. Abbott and Frederick (1990:358359) documented the utility of the proton magne-

SITE SETTING

The Longhorn Site is situated on an alluvial
TEXT REDACTED
terrace

The Longhorn Site occupies an estimated area
of 100 m north-south by 120 m east-west along the
west side of Grape Creek (Fig. 31). The terrace is
covered by a dense growth of short grasses, mesquites, chollas, and prickly pears, while coltonwood
and hackberry trees are found along the creek. The
site area has never been cleared or cultivated, and
surface disturbances are limited to a few scaltered
animal burrows.
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

The Longhorn Site was recorded during the
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FIGURE REDACTED

Figure 31. Map of 41KT53 showing extent of magnetometer survey. excavation units, and numbered excavation blocks.

tometer survey at 41KT53 and suggested that additional magnetometer work was warranted.
The Phase II investigations identified a lower
component at 100-130 cm which consisted solely of
the slab-lined hearth along the cutbank edge. A
single lxl-m unit exposed the hearth but no associated artifacts. In spite of the numerous backhoe
trenches, no further evidence of the lower component was found. Radiocarbon dates on sediments
suggested that this component was late Archaic in
age (Boyd et a1. 1990:126). The ephemeral lower

component was in many ways similar to the lower
component at 41KT52, which also lacked diagnostic
artifacts and interpretable quantities of cultural
materials. No further work was warranted on the
lower component, and the remainder of this report
deals only with the upper component.
The Phase II investigations concentrated' on the
upper component, and 12 test units provided evidence of a discrete occupational zone concentrated
from 10-25 cm below the surface (except for one
cultural feature that was intrusive from the cultural
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zone down to 47 cm below the surface). Five features (a hearth, a burned post, a burned stump, and
two ceramic concentrations) and 116 artifacts were
associated with this component. The artifacts included unmodified debitage, an edge-modified
flake, a biface, and ground stones, but the ceramics
(N = 103) were the most diagnostic materials
recovered (Tomka and Boyd 1990:465-472). More
sherds of the Pecos Glaze Polychrome V vessel
were recovered along with a portion of a plainware
bean pot similar to the Pecos Faint Striated type.
In addition, micaceous plainware and a few other
untyped plainware varieties were represented.
The Longhorn Site was dated by radiocarbon
and ceramic thermoluminescence assays and ceramic typology to A.D. 1650-1800. Although it fell
within protohistoric times, no evidence of European
contact was encountered. The site was interpreted
as representing a nomadic Plains Indian encampment, perhaps a very late manifestation of the
Garza Complex or a later group of Southern Plains
horse nomads. Site 41KT53 was assessed as being
eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places and was recommended for data
recovery (Boyd et al. 1990:127,281).

core site area; (4) excavation of large blocks
judiciously located on the basis of results of the
magnetometer survey, other isolated units, and
random sample units (Fig. 32); and (5) on-site
geoarcheological study.
The success of the 1988 proton magnetometer
survey at the Longhorn Site strongly suggested that
the technique could provide valuable data for
selecting excavation areas during data recovery. In
May 1992 prior to the beginning of the archeological work, the City of Lubbock provided labor, and
the entire 100x120-m site area was cleared oflarge
vegetation (Le., mesquite, cholla, and prickly pear).
This area was then completely gridded off by
extending Mag Grid B in all four directions to
cover the entire site (see Fig. 31). This extension
served as the site grid for all data recovery work,
and it divided the site into eight 30x3Q---m mag grid
blocks and four sm~ller mag grid blocks. Each
block was given a leiter designation (B through M),
and a magnetometer survey of each block was
conducted with the following exceptions. No
resurvey of the original Mag Grid B was done since
the 1988 data could be reused, and Mag Grids K
and L were-not surveyed due to technical problems
and time constraints. The new magnetic data were
later synthesized to produce magnetic maps of each
block and were integrated with the 1988 data to
produce an overall magnetic map of the site. These
magnetic maps were then analyzed and interpreted
based on generalized rules for magnetic data
interpretation such as in Breiner (1973) and using
the 1988 magnetometer testing results, which
provided a clearer picture of the nature of the magnetic anomalies at the site. The specific details of
the methods and results of the data recovery magnetometer survey are rePorted in Appendix J, and
the results are summarized below.
Isolate~ test units were selected to test positive magnetic anomalies which were potentially
created by buried cultural features (see Appendix
J). While interpretation of magnetic data is a
complex task, previous work suggests that a specific type of anomaly, a normal dipole (a combination
high/low magnetic reading oriented north-south), is
likely to caused by in situ fired cultural features.
Normal dipole anomalies were singled out for
testing, and the results were somewhat successful in
that additional cultural features were discovered.
The positive results, however, were generally in the
eastern half of the site, while results in the western

WORK ACCOMPLISHED

The Phase III data recovery work plan at
41KT53 called for the following tasks: (I) hand
vegetation clearing and additional proton magnetometer surveys; (2) mechanical stripping of thin
layers of topsoil in selected areas; (3) on-site
geoarcheological study; and (4) hand excavation of
300 (±IO%) lxl-m units, the bulk of which were to
be concentrated in a single or multiple blocks to be
located judiciously based on the results of the magnetometer surveys and mechanical stripping. Prior
to the begiuning of the field season, it became
obvious that mechanical stripping was not practical
for logistical reasons.
Alternatively, isolated
excavation units were used to test the magnetometer
data, and additional units in the form of a systematic random sample were excavated to incorporate
a sampling program suggested by the Advisory
Council for Historic Preservation. Thus, the actual
data recovery fieldwork consisted of the following
tasks: (I) hand vegetation clearing and additional
proton magnetometer surveys; (2) excavation of
magnetometer test units and other isolated units; (3)
excavation of isolated random sample units over the
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Figure 32. Sile map, 41KT53.
normal dipole anomalies probably were caused by
natural burning, the emphasis in testing shifted. A
few units were excavated to test other types of
magnetic anomalies, such as rotated dipoles and
monopoles, and other isolated units were selected
judiciously to fill in large untested gaps in the
overall site area.
After excavating numerous isolated units, it
became clear that the core site area was confined to
a 60x80-m area along and parallel to the edge of
the terrace. At this point, a series of random

half of the site were less satisfactory. It appears
that a widespread burning episode evident as a thin
layer of organic-stained sediment with sporadic
charcoal flecking was accompanied by localized
intensive burning. The burned zone covers most of
the site and may obscure the magnetic data to a
minor extent. but intensive localized burned areas
(probably representing burned brush piles or tree
stumps) appear to be the cause of many of the
magnetic anomalies, particulary in the western half
of the site. When it became apparent that many
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sample units were excavated with two goals ill
mind. The first was to further define the buried
archeological deposits in the core site area to select
the best locations for block excavations. The
second goal was to experiment with systematic
sampling as an aid to characterizing the cultural
remains at 41KT53 and for facilitating intersite
comparisons (i.e., between comparably sampled
sites). The decision to implement a systematic
unaligned random sampling program was made in
consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (ACHP). The ACHP felt that, in
addition to providing an unbiased sample for
intersite comparisons, such a strategy would enhance the interpretability of the archeological data
by sampling a larger site area, hence revealing
more activities and site structure than would be
revealed by block excavations' alone. This sampling strategy was attempted during me Season I
data recovery at 41KT33 but was terminated
because of the uncertainty of relating the random
sample unit recovery to the recovery from the block
excavation, thus making it unclear exactly what was
being sampled (Boyd et al. 1992:98). At the
Longhorn Site, however, it appeared that all cultural materials recovered were from the same component, making this type of sample potentially more
meaningful.
In order to implement the program, the sampling universe first had to be defined (see Fig. 32).
Using artifact frequency data from the numerous
isolated excavation units across the entire site, the
core site area was defined as a 60xgO-m area of
high artifact densities. The core site area was then

subdivided into 30 sample blocks, each being
IOxlO m and containing 100 Ixl-m units. The 30
sample blocks were then numbered consecutively
from northwest to southeast. Within each block, a
randomly generated number indicated which Ix I-m
was to be excavated as the random sample nnit (see
Fig. 32). In the few cases where excavation of the
random sample unit was not possible, such as when
it fell on a mesquite stump, the next random number in the series was chosen and the new unit was
excavated instead. These 30 units represent a 1%
sample of the core site area.
Unfortunately, the random sampling program
was not particularly effective. Only two widely
separated cultural features (a postmold and an
ephemeral hearth) and a single noncuItural feature
(a burned stump) were located, and none of these
were in areas shOVlIn by the subsequent block
excavations to contain clusters of features probably
representing structure locations. Thus, these 30
units did not reveal much about the structure of the
site. Furthermore, Table 11 shows that such small
numbers of artifacts and features were found that
the estimated totals for the core site area, given in
terms of 95% confidence intervals, present unacceptably large ranges. Given such ranges, it is
impossible to use the sample data to characterize
the remains at 41KT53 and to compare this site to
other sites sampled in a similar fashion. This can
be attributed to the small sampling percentage
(I %). Just how much this percentage would have to
be increased to make such a strategy effective on
sites such as 41KT53 in the project region remains
uncertain, but the size and complexity of 41KT53

TABLE 11
RESULTS OF RANDOM SAMPLING EXCAVATIONS, 41KT53
ArtifactslFeatures in
Random Sampling Units

Projectile Points

Bifaces
Unifaces
Edge-modified Flakes
Unmodified Debitage
Ground Stones
Hammerstones
Ceramics
Manuports
Cultural Features

Estimated Totals, Core Area

# in Sample

Mean

2
I
6
5
359
2
I
109
58
2

0.067 ± 0.254
0.033 ± 0.183
0.200 ± 0.407
0.167 ± 0.379
11.967 ± 17.592
0.067 ± 0.254
0.033 ± 0.183
3.633 ± 5.189
1.933 ± 2.518
0.067 ± 0.254
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(95% Coofidence Interval)
0-486
0-303
144-1,056
75-927
16,194-55,608
0-486
0-303
5,085-t6,713
2,979-8,619
0-486
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suggest that a sample as large as 10% couid be
required.
As the excavations at the Longhorn Site progressed, it became apparent that the upper component across the site was, for all practical purposes,
a single component and there was no particular
reason to have only one large block excavation. A
number of units in the core site area revealed
unique types of features and artifacts representing
various activities. Six of these areas were ultimately expanded into block excavations. The
excavation blocks were expanded based on artifact
and feature patterning in order to maximize data for
reconstructing site structure and function. The sizes
and average depths of the blocks are as follows:
Block I, 54 units, 22 cm; Block 2, 20 units,
21.6 em; Block 3, 78 units, 23 cm; Block 4, 116
units, 23.7 em; Block 5, 4 units, 30 em; and Block
6, 9 units, 16.2 em. In addition, 59 nonblock. units
were excavated to an average depth of 29.5 em.
By the end of Season 2, 328 units had been completed. When the 1988 test units are added
(renumbered as EUs 101, 110, Ill, 165,220,277,
279, 283, 300, 305, 317, 335, 339, and 340; see
Fig. 32; Fig. 33), the total number of lxl-m units
excavated at the Longhorn Site is 340, the majority
of which were concentrated into four large excavation blocks (see Fig. 33; Fig. 34).

cultural features were recovered from a weakly
developed 20-40--<:m-thick loamy soil. The modern surface soil includes inceptisols and mollisols
and is part of the Quinlan-Rough broken landWoodward association (Richardson and Girdner
1973:3). The soils are classified as Haplumbrepts
and Haplustolls and belong to a thermic temperature regime. Haplumbrepts are inceptisols with a
high organic content or mollie epipedon (Buol et al.
1980:244-245). Haplustolls are mollisols belonging to a ustic moisture regime (Buol et al. 1980:
264-265). Calcic horizons are incipient, while
cambic horizons are common throughout the soils.
Following are general descriptions and geomorphic interpretations of four of the six backhoe
trenches (Fig. 35). More-detailed descriptions of
the sediments and stratigraphy of all six backhoe
trenches can be found in Appendix A.
Summary of Backhoe Trench Profiles
Of the six trenches, Backhoe Trench 1991-16
is located farthest upslope on the proximal end of
the aliuviaVcoliuvial fan. It was excavated to a
depth of 190 em bylow the ground surface. A total
of four zones, numbered sequentially from top to
bottom, were recorded. Its profile reveals a series
of alluvial/colluvial fan deposits and one buried
soil. Zone 1 (0-8 em) is a recent fan deposit
consisting of brown gravelly sand.
Zone 2
(8-80 em) is a weakly developed Ab horizon coosisting of reddish brown sandy loam with weak
coarse subangular blocky structure. A few matrixsupported pebbles and cobbles are dispersed
throughout the zone, indicating that debris-flow
processes rather than fluvial processes predominated. This is typical of proximal fan facies in arid
and semiarid regions. Zone 3 (80-150 em) is a
weakly bedded zone of gravels, pebbles, and
cobbles. The primary structure suggests that
terrigenous clasts were subject to a degree of
channelized flow. Zone 4 (150-190+ em) is a
reddish brown loam with common matrix-supported
pebbles. Small calcium carbonate filaments and
nodules, representing stage II pedogenic carbonate
development, are also common.
This proximal fan profile reveals an upwardcoarsening and then fining sequence of deposits.
The lower deposits probably represent continual
progradation of the fan, and the upper deposits may
reflect a lateral shift of channelized flow from the

SEDIMENTS AND STRATIGRAPHY
Tbe sediments and natural stratigraphy of the
Longhorn Site were observed and analyzed in
archeological excavation units and through the
excavation of six backhoe trenches in and near the
site. A total of 44 selected sediment samples were
subjected to analysis of sediment grain size, organic
mailer content, and carbonate content (see Appendix
B). Two samples were submitted for radiocarbon
dating (Table 12). These observations and analyses
reveal that \be locality of 41KT53 consists of late
Holocene alluvial fill forming a terrace that interfingers with aliuviaVcoliuvial fan deposits shed
from the Triassic-age canyon walls. Late Holocene alluvial fill is present along the modern
channel in the form of a small bench 1-2 m high
which is present in the vicinity of the excavations
but pinches out farther downstream.
The block excavations were concentrated on
the upper terrace surface overlooking the high
erosional terrace edge to the east. Artifacts and
92
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Figure 33. Plan of Blocks 1-4 showing excavation units, 41KT53.
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FIGURE REDACTED

b
Figure 34. Photographs of 41KT53. (a) Site overview to the northeast showing site as cleared area in left center of
photograph with spillway construction in background; (b) site close-up view to northwest with Block 4 in foreground.
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TABLE 12
RESULTS OF RADIOCARBON DATING OF SEDIMENTS FROM BACKHOE TRENCHES, 41KT53
Uncorrected
Age B.P.

Corrected Age
B.P.-

Calibrated Date/Age (Intercepts
and I-Sigma Range)--

BHT 1991-11
Zooe 5, 50-55 em

660 ± 60

780 ± 60 (-17.2)

A.D. 1216 (1259) 1275
734 (691) 675 B.P.

BHT 1991-17
Zone 7, 115-130 em

520 ± 70-

550 ± 70 (-23.1)

A.D. 1305 (1404) 1431
645 (546) 519 B.P.

Beta

Lab No.

Provenience

48213
48214

*Ages uncalibrated; 6 13C values in parentheses.

"Calibrations use 20-year record of Stuiver and Reimer (1986).

Zones 5-7 (40-91 em) represent a series of
Zone 5
upward-fining distal fan facies.
(40-56 em) is reddish yelJow sand. A line of small
pebbles representing some degree of channelized
flow marks the erosional boundary between Zones
5 and 6. The upward-fining textures in Zone 5 are
the result of rapid infilling of small incised channels during flood or high runoff events (Glennie
1970). Channel sedimentation resulted in unconfined sheet flow across the distal fan surface
leaving planar-bedded sands transversed by sub-dued channels (Bull 1972). Planar-bedded fine
sands, which are characteristic of sandy distal fan
facies in arid and semiarid regions where unpredictable heavy rainfalJ and high runoff are common
(Galloway and Hobday 1983:38), are present in the
bottom 3 em of the zone. Zone 6 (56--83 em)
consists of reddish brown sandy loam. Pebbles and
calcium carbonate nodules are common throughout.
Zone 7 (83-91 em) is a reddish brown sand.
Pebbles are common throughout the zone, and
planar-bedded sands are present in the bottom
2 cm. Zones 7 and 6 represent an earlier distal fan
facies and "iipward-fining sequence, respectively.
Typically, flood or high runoff episodes deposit a
sequence of sediment comprised of pebbly sand
overlain by planar-bedded sands or even smalJ
ripples (Hardie et aJ. 1978). Finer textures (e.g.,
Zone 6 and the upper portion of Zone 5) then
aggrade over these distal fan facies of pebbly sand
as the gradient of the fan decreases.. Debris-flow
processes in this portion of the fan were not as
predominant as they were in the earlier proximal
facies. Fluvial processes played more important
depositional and erosional roles.
Zone 8

poinl source of sediment or continued scarp erosion
of tbe canyon rim moving the sediment source away
from the basin. The topography and m~rphology of
the canyon rim above Backhoe Trench 1991-16 are
the result of and are conducive to continued headward erosion of the scarp. Once established, these
notches probably accelerated headward erosion by
concentrating overland flow from the uplands.
Backhoe Trench 1991-13 is located downslope
and northeast of Backhoe Trench 1991-16. It was
excavated to a depth of 160 cm, and eight zones
were identified. Its profile represents an interfingering of alluvial/colluvial fan deposits with
overbank alluvium from Grape Creek. Zones I and
2 (0-15 em) represent a recent fan deposit on which
the modem soil has formed. Zone I, an A horizon,
consists of reddish brown sand with weak medium
subangular blocky structure. Zone 2 is a 9-cmthick dark reddish brown loam with moderate fineto-medium subangular blocky structure (Bk horizon). Common calcium carbonate filaments and
soft nodules represent the beginning of stage II
pedogenic carbonate morphology. Zones 3-4
(15-40 em) consist of overbank alluvial sediments.
Zone 3 is a 2-cm-thick very dark gray loam with
weak medium subangular blocky structure representing a buried soil (Abk horizon). Abundant
flecks of charcoal represent burning on the surface
of the paleosol over a large portion of the site.
This burning postdates the Protohistoric period
occupations at41KT53. Common calcium carbonate filaments and ped face coatings, representing
stage 1 pedogenic carbonate development, are
probably postburial phenomena. Zone 4 is a
23-cm-thick reddish brown loam.
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(91-160+ em) consists of reddish brown sandy
loam overbank alluvial sediments from Grape
Creek. It is a weakly developed buried soil (ACk
horizon) with moderate medium blocky structure.
Common calcium carbonate filaments and small
nodules represent stage II pedogenic carbonate
morphology.
Backhoe Trench 1991-11 is downslope and
northeast of Backhoe Trench 1991-13 on the terrace
surface, 20-25 m southwest of Block 3. It was
excavated to a depth of 150 em, and eight zones
were identified. Its profile consists predominantly
of Grape Creek alluvium, but a small wedge of
alluvial/colluvial fan sediments is present. Zone I
(0-2 em) consists of decomposed grass and humic
matter and is designated an 0 horizon. Zones 2-4
(2-36 em) represent the most-recent overbank
alluvium within the profile from Grape Creek.
These zones are the A and B horizons· of the modem surface soil. Zone 2 (2-9 em) is a dark reddish
brown loam A horizon with weak to moderate fine
subangular blocky structure. Zone 3 (9-11 em) is
a dark brown loam A2 horizon with weak to moderate fine subangular blocky structure. Common
flecks of charcoal represent the same burning
observed in Zone 3 of Backhoe Trench 1991-13.
Zone 4 (11-36 em) is a dark reddish brown loam
with moderate fine to medium subangular blocky
structure (Bw horizon). Zone 5 (36-42 em) represents the most-distal portion of the alluvial!
colluvial fan deposits observed at the Longhorn
Site. Its well-planar-bedded strong brown fine
sands are typical of sandy distal fan facies. Zones
6-8 (42-150+ em) consist of overbank alluvial
sediments on which a soil formed. Rodent burrows,
gravels, and pebbles attest to the disturbance and
mixing of the alluvial deposits. Zone 6 (42-85 em)
is a dark brown loam with moderate medium
subangular blocky structure representing a truncated
and buried soil (Bbk horizon). A few calcium
carbonate filaments on ped faces and small calcium
carbonate nodules represent incipient stage II
pedogenic carbonate development and are probably
postburial phenomena. A bulk sediment sample
from 50-55 em below the surface in the Bbk horizon yielded a corrected radiocarbon assay of
780 ± 60 B.P. Zone 7 (85-105 em) is a dark
reddish brown sandy loam with moderate medium
subangular blocky structure.
Zone 8 (105150+ em) is a yellowish red sand.
Backhoe Trench 1991-17 is located southeast

of Backhoe Trench 1991-11 approximately 30 m
southeast of Block 4. The lrench slraddles a
1.0-1.5-m-high terrace riser that separates the
upper terrace surface from a later alluvial fill inset
along the modem channel. The recorded profile
describes the sediments and Slratigraphy of this
more-recent fill. Backhoe Trench 1991-17 was
excavated to a depth of 160 em, and eight zones
were identified. All of the zones represent sequences of upward-fining channel fill facies, each
separated by abrupt erosional boundaries when not
altered by pedogenesis. Zones 1-3 (0-29 em)
consist of a series of upward-fining brown coarse
Zones 4-8
sands, sands, and sandy loams.
(29-160+ em) consist of a series of upward-fining
channel fill deposits and two buried soils. Zone 4
(29-43 em) is a reddish brown sandy loam Ab
horizon with weak. medium subangular blocky
structure. Zone 5 is' a 17-cm-thick strong brown
sand with fine planar-bedded sands in the lower
3 em. Zone 6 is a 50-em-thick brown loam Ab
horizon with moderate medium to coarse blocky
structure. Zone 7 (110-150 em) is a brown sand.
A bulk sediment sample from 115-130 em yielded
a corrected radiocarbon assay of 550 ± 70 B.P.
Zone 8 (150-160+ em) consists of reddish yellow
sandy loam. At the time these channel fill sediments were deposited, the channel was laterally
cutting into and eroding the upper alluvial terrace.
Subsequent downcutting of the channel, most likely
within the last 100 years, left this inset fill partially
intact and exposed.
Conclusions
The late Holocene geomorphic history of the
Longhorn Site can be divided into three periods
based on the predomin~ce or absence of depositional or ero~ional events such as channel aggradation, floodplain construction, channel incision, and
alluvial/colluvial fan formation. Two alluvial cutand-fill episodes are represented within this
sequence.
The first period (ca. 3000-1000 B.P.), based
mainly on the previous work of Abbott (1990), was
characterized by rapid to moderate fluvial sedimentation. These alluvial deposits make up the bulk of
the terrace on which the Longhorn Site is located
and represent the first late Holocene alluvial fill.
Alluvial sediments within the terrace consist of
loamy overbank deposits representing the more97
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distal portion of the floodplain. Channel fill facies
were not encountered and may be absent, suggesting
that the Grape Creek channel was never present on
or never migrated to the west side of the valley.
However, it is more likely that overbank and
floodplain deposits have been preserved more
commonly and at the expense of channel fill facies
since Grape Creek is a mixed-load fluvial system
(Schumm 1977; Galloway and Hobday 1983:70-75)
consisting of a fine sand, mud, and coarse gravel
sediment load (Blum 1989:89). Alluvial deposits
from this period are represented by Zones 6-8 of
Backhoe Trench 1991-11 and Zone 8 of Backhoe
Trench 1991-13. These deposits contain weakly to
moderately developed soils that have been buried or
truncated by later alluvial/colluvial fan deposits. A
truncated soil (Bbk horizon) from Backhoe Trench
1991-11 (Zone 6) yielded a radiocarbon assay of
780 ± 60 B.P., which is indicative of the .mean
residence time of pedogenesis on the terrace surface
rather than the actual deposition of the sediments.
Blum (1989:92-97) and Abbott (1990:44-50) show
five internally consistent radiocarbon assays from
these alluvial soils and sediments ranging between
3000 and 1000 B.P.
Alluvial/colluvial fan deposits played a minor
role in the formation of the terrace during this first
late Holocene period. The deposition of fan sediments and clasts was dominated by debris-flow
processes. Some buried proximal fan facies may
be as old as the early to middle Holocene, and
possibly even the late Pleistocene (Blum 1989:96;
Blum et al. 1992:349). None of the observed fan
deposits were radiocarbon dated at the Longhorn
Site; however, it is probable that Zone 4 of Backhoe Trench 1991-16 represents an earlier late
Holocene alluvial/colluvial fan deposit.
The second period (1000-300 B.P.) commenced with the downcutting of Grape Creek
around 1000 B.P., based on a radiocarbon assay
from site 41KT51 on the east side of the Grape
Creek valley (see Chapter 3). Channel incision was
immediately followed by a period of channel
aggradation and floodplain building. This second
late Holocene alluvial fill is represented by the
basal units of the inset channel fill sampled by
Backhoe Trench 1991-17, and it was associated
with an avulsion event and establishment of the
channel close to its present position. The corrected
radiocarbon assay of 550 ± 70 B.P. suggests that
much of the inset alluvial fill was in place at the

time of the occupations of the Longhorn Site. It
suggests that channel avulsion and the establishment
of the channel close to its present position occurred
prior to 645-519 B.P., since the fill extends downstream along the modem channel approximately
100 m beyond Backhoe Trench 1991-17 before it
pinches out.
Alluvial/colluvial fan activity also increased at
1000-300 B.P., perhaps brought on by regionwide
xeric conditions and reduced vegetative ground
cover (Hall 1982, 1988; Holliday, Johnson, Haas,
and Stuckenrath 1985:288). The processes behind
fan development shifted from predominately debris
flow to predominately fluvial, and the fluvially
dominated fans and slopewash surfaces were
characterized by gullying and the deposition of
planar-bedded sands separating earlier fan facies
from later ones. Observed fan deposits probably
representing this period irtclude Zones 2-3 of
Backhoe Trench 1991-16, Zones 5-7 'of Backhoe
Trench 1991-13, and Zone 5 of Backhoe Trench
1991-11.
The third period (300 B.P. to present) represents a continuation of fluvial sedimentation that
began after 1000 B.P. However, alluvial/colluvial
fan activity continued to increase and became one
of the more dominant geomorphic processes, delivering larger and coarser sediment loads to the
stream channel.
This is based on increased
alluvial/colluvial fan activity, gravel-dominated
overflow chute deposits, and multiple channel fills
in the eastern side of the valley that are dated to or
overlie deposits dated to ca. 300 B.P. (see Chapter
3). Recent surficial and distal fan deposits observed at the Longhorn Site are dominated by
fluvial processes and sheetwash, represented by
gullied surfaces in-filled with planar-bedded sands.
Many proximal fan surfaces 'maintain entrenched
channels and gullies (Blum 1989:90). Radiocarbon
deposits in the project area
dates from upper
suggest that reworking of upper fan surfaces was
very common and occurred quite rapidly, usually in
the span of several hundred years (Abbott 1990:57).
Observed fan deposits probably representing this
period include Zone I of Backhoe Trench 1991-16
and Zones I and 2 of Backhoe Trench 1991,..13.
The terrace surface at the Longhorn Site has
been relatively stable since channel incision
occurred ca. 1000 B.P. Well-developed soils are
present throughout the upper deposits making up the
terrace. However, sedimentation did not cease, for

fan
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limited overbank alluviation from floods, the
occasional influx of colluvium from the upper
slopes of the fan and eolian sedimentation probably
played minor depositional roles. Due to the lack of
appreciable sedimentation, the cultural remains are
limited to the upper 20-30 cm of the terrace. It is
for this reason that the cultural zone at 41KT53 is
thinner than that at 41KT51.
The upper and middle slopes of the fan,
however, continue to receive accumulations of
sediment. This seems to be typical of the Justiceburg area at large. Alluvial/colluvial fan formation
appears to have been one of the more active geomorphic processes during the last 1,000 years, and
it was the dominant process within the last 400
years (Abboll 1990:57,61).

high-magnitude floods reached the upper terrace
surface periodically after ca. 1000 B.P. The
overbank alluvium of Zones 2-4 in Backhoe Trench
1991-11 is probably representative of these flood
events. The alluvial deposits in Zones 3 and 4 of
Backhoe Trench 1991-11 and Backhoe Trench
1991-13 probably were in place or aggrading at the
time of the Protohistoric period occupations of the
Longhorn Site. Surface stability was achieved after
abandonment of the site and is represented by the
burned zone that occurs across much of the terrace.
Blum et aI. (1992:347, 352) note a corrected radiocarbon assay of 510 ± 60 B.P. from an alluvial
deposit of an equivalent terrace on the Double
Mountain Fork of the Brazos River just downstream
from the mouth of Grape Creek. Along with
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5
Douglas K. Boyd

hearths. These features are interpreted as hearths
that were not intensively used. The three hearth
dumps are roughly circular concentrations of charcoal, burned clay lumps, and ash, but they lack
oxidized bases or basin walls. They could be
ephemeral, perhaps single-use, hearths but due to
the absence of in situ buming are interpreted as
dumps of hearth fill.
The three rock clusters are concentrations
(five or more) of horizontally oriented sandstone
rocks restricted to small areas (less than 1m2 ).
One feature contains rocks that are definitely heat
discolored, while those in the other two are unburned. The exact function of the burned rock
clusters is unknown, but all three features were
determined to be large slabs that were broken and
scattered or perhaps dumped after being broken.
The next three categories each consist of
single, largely self-explanatory features. One is
classified as an unidentified pit because of its
irregular morphology and lack of distinctive attributes. Its· function is unknown. The second is
classified as a bone stake, and the third is classified as a grinding basin.
Two ceramic clusters were recorded. These
features are clusters of closely spaced and refittable ceramic sherds indicating that vessels or
portions of vessels were broken in discrete locations. These two features were exposed during the
1988 testing (Boyd et a1. 1990: 126).
The four burned stumps are amorphous,
pitlike features which exhibit evidence of in situ
buming in the form of concentrations of charcoal

OVERVIEW OF THE FEATURES

Fifty-four features are associated with the
upper component at the Longhorn Site. These
features are grouped into 10 categories based on
morphology and functional interpretation: (I) basin
hearths; (2) ephemeral hearths; (3) hearth dumps;
(4) rock clusters; (5) unidentified pit; (6) bone
stake; (7) grinding basin; (8) ceramic clusters;
(9) burned stumps; and (10) postmolds. These are
defined below, followed by descriptions of the
individual features.
The three basin hearths are unlined fire pits
made by scooping out a shallow basin in the
ground. They are oval in plan view and planoconvex in cross section, and they have welldefined, oxidized (I.e., heat--{\iscolored, reddened)
clay bases which are thickest on the bottom and
thinner toward the edges. Hearth fill is generally a
mixture of white ashy sediment, burned clay lumps,
cultural debris such as bones and flakes, and
occasional charcoal flecks. The fill usually extends
beyond the rim of the burned basin. The complete
combustion of the organic materials indicated by
the near absence of charcoal and the abundance of
ash suggests well-eontrolled and maintained fires.
These hearths are interpreted as fire pits subjected
to long-term use or reuse.
The three ephemeral hearths are similar to
basin hearths in size and shape, but they are less
well defined. Their bases have minimal oxidation
which does not extend up the sides. The quantity of
ashy sediment is much less than in the basin
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and burned clay. They are interpreted as tree
stumps which burned down below ground level.
They could represent natural postoccupational
burning, or they may have been burned by natural or
cultural processes during the site's occupation span.
The 33 postmolds are holes variously filled
with sediment, cultural debris, and organic debris
such as snails, charred wood or seeds, and occasional unburned wood fragments. They are roughly
cylindrical in shape. These features, many of which
retain charcoal and/or wood remnants, are interpreted as holes where posts or stakes once stood.
Several have vertical rock shims driven into the
upper part of the hole to stabilize or wedge the
post. The postmolds are classified into seven types
(Fig. 36) based on variations in the nature of the
fill, and they are interpreted as representing holes
for stakes or posts of different sizes based on their
relative sizes.
Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

have three distinct strata. There is a mixed fill
consisting of mottled brown to black clay loam,
charcoal, burned clay lumps, and occasional cultural
debris above the charcoal pocket. Below the
charcoal layer, which can vary in thickness and in
depth, is a dark organic-stained sediment which
appears to be the result of the lower portion of the
post rotting in place. In some cases, wood fragments were preserved under the charcoal pocket.
There is little evidence of disturbance of the lower
fill.
Two types of postmolds have charcoal concentrations at the bottom. The charcoal lining the
bottoms of Types 3 and 4 postrnolds is interpreted
as evidence of intentional burning, done perhaps to
deter termites from devouring the wood or to
harden the point of the post (Limbrey 1975:309).
Type 4 postrnolds have charcoal only in the bottoms, with the upper fill 'being dark stained or
sometimes mixed sediment. These posts appear to
have rotted in place. Type 3 postmolds have a
bottom charcoal concentration and an upper charcoal pocket separated by dark stained sediment or
occasionally by wood fragments. They are interpreted as posts with intentionally charred ends
which burned in place (similar to Type 2). The
middle portions of the posts appear to have deteriorated in place resulting in clean organic fill.
Type 5 postmolds have mixed fill only,
characterized as dark organic-stained sediment
mixed with charcoal flecks and chunks, burned clay
lumps, and occasional cultural debris. This type of
fill could reflect bioturbation after a post rotted in
place, but it most likely represents natural or
intentional filling of the hole with cultural sediment
after removal of the post. Type 6 is represented by
a single postmold in which a core of dark organicstained sediment is completely outlined by a charcoal layer. This' type probably represents a post
that was intentiori~lly charred before being put in
the ground and that subsequently rotted in place.
Type 7 postmolds have only dark organicstained sediment. This type of fill could result
from a post rotting in place, or it may represent
organic sediment accumulation after a post was
removed.
The shapes of the bottoms of some of the
postmolds indicate that the ends of the posts were
tapered to a point, rounded, or occasionally flat.
The charcoal bottoms present in the Types 1, 3, and
4 postmolds frequently provided evidence of the
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Figure 36. Hypothetical profiles of postmold types at
41KT53,

The various types of fill observed in the
postmolds represent different formation processes
(Limbrey 1975:306-309).
Type I postmolds
consist of solid cores of charcoal and are interpreted as posts that burned in place. The single example of this type also exhibits pronounced oxidation
of the surrounding clay sediment. Type 2 postmolds have charcoal pockets in the upper fill and
are interpreted as posts that partially burned in
place. The burning apparently extended into the
ground to the point where the oxygen was depleted
(Limbrey 1975:309), Type 2 postmolds generally
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shape of the end of the post, while the bottoms of
Types 2, 5, and 7 postmolds did so only occasionally. Quite often, the bottoms of these types faded
out or graded into the surrounding sediment making
it difficult to determine shape.
Interpretations of the size and nature of the
posts are based on two measurements and a few
logical principles. First, the maximum diameter of
the postmold (Le., the diameter of the hole at the
original ground surface) represents the maximum
size of the post. And second, the depth represents
the distance that the stake was driven, or the hole
was dug, into the ground. If the maximum diameter
of the posttnold is less than 8 cm and the depth is
greater than 25 cm, the feature is interpreted as a
hole for a stake which was driven into the ground.
Digging a small-diameter hole deep in the ground
would be virtually impossible, and given the right
conditions (Le., wet to slightly moist sediment), it
would be very easy to drive even a blunt small
wooden stake into the clayey sediment at 41KT53.
It is also assumed that stakes did not have any
significant height above the ground, probably 1 m or
less, since driving a small-diameter post in the
ground becomes more impractical with increasing
length. If a postmold is 8-10 cm in diameter and
less than 25 cm deep, it is interpreted as a stake or
a small post.
All postmolds with a diameter of 10 cm or
greater are considered to represent at least small
posts. Posts this size could have supported a
substantial amount of weight, and the depth of the
hole that they were placed into would have controlled the stability and strength of the post.
Postmolds of 10 cm or more in diameter are considered to represent small- to medium-sized posts
if they range in depth from 20-35 cm; if they range
in depth from 35-50 cm, they are considered to
represent large posts.

Feature 1
Feature 1 is a postmold (Fig. 37) that was
excavated in 1988 (Boyd et at. 1990:123, Figure
33). It originates below the upper burned zone,
which is at 8-10 cm below the surface, and is
separated from it by 3 cm of undisturbed sediment.
Its fill is almost completely charred hackberry
wood inside a ring of burned clay. The charred
bottom of the postmold is flat or slighly beveled on
one side. The postmold is not vertical; it apparently held a post that slanted to the west 25° off
vertical. Limited evidence of postdepostional
disturbance was observed. Flotation of the fill (ca.
18 liters) yielded, in addition to charred hackberry
wood, two tiny flakes, a snail shell, and noncharred
Chenopodium fruit and Mo/lugo seeds (see Appendix H). The noncharred materials probably were
introduced by bioturbation.
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FEATURE DESCRIPTIONS
All of the features associated with the upper
component are described below. Provenience and
dimensional data for these features are presented in
Table 13. A single feature recorded in 1988,
Feature 3, is associated with the lower component
and is not discussed here. Eighteen radiocarbon
dates (Table 14) and four archeomagnetic dates
(see Appendix C) have been obtained in association
with features.

o
P&AI1921SLH
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Figure 37. Plan and profile of Feature I, 41KT53.
This feature is classified as a Type I postmold representing a stake that burned in situ. The
burned sediment surrounding the charred wood
apparently is undisturbed, and there is no evidence
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TABLE 13
PROVENIENCE AND METRIC DATA FOR FEATURES BY TYPE, 41KT53

Feature Type

Feature Excavation
No.
Unit(s)

Excavation Size{fop
Depth of Top (em Depth of Bottom
Block
Diameter (em)'" below surface)
(em below surface)

Basin hearths

4
8
39

110
220, 221, 229, 230
44, 45, 48, 49

3
4
1

64 x 67
72 x 52
55 x 50

18
16
9

25
23
21

Ephemeral
hearths

9
16
30

261, 262, 266, 267
333
225, 226, 234, 235

4
-

4

29 x 27
50 x 1
40 x 35

91
15
16

19
25
24

Hearth dumps

23
29
34

237
255
8, 9

4
4
1

25 x 25
45 x 20
35 x 35

17
16
7

23
25
12

Rock clusters

7
13
46

260
227
27

4
4
1

70 x 60
79 x 77
50 x 30

11
6
4

20
14
11

Unidentified pit

50

249

4

20 x 20

18

45

Bone stake

49

45,46

1

llxll

11

46

Grinding basin

18

170, 175

4

40 x 35

101

35

5
6

277,279
165

6
4

50 x 50
15 x 12

0
10

20
20

2
20
54
55

279
285
10
318

6
1

65 x 1
55 x 1
15 x 10
20 x 15

15
8
10
10

42+
47+
45
30+

1
10
11
12
14
15
17
19
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
31
32
33
35
36
37

220
218,219
209
201,202,210,211
99
290
191
130
74
238
237
245
235
262
262
189, 190
198, 199
208
18
233
23,24

4
4
4
4
3

13
16
14
15
8
16
15
18
8
19
201
15
16
16
20
15
12
15
17
16
10

47
29
51
43
21
44
321
42
38
34
48
36
411
54
331
23
55
34
58
56
56

Ceramic
clusters

Burned stumps

Postmolds

-

6
11
15
10
11
10
10
10
13
10
15
15
12
15
13
19
12
14
13
13
13

-

4
3
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
4
1

"'Too diameter is given for postmolds.
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Table 13. continued

Feature Type
Postmolds,
continued

Feature Excavation
No.
Unit(s)

38
40
41
42
43
44

45
47
48
51
52
53

25
205
35
46

107
86
179
1
17
35,36,45,46
96, 97, 106, 107
52

Excavation Sizeffop
Diameter (em)
Block

1
4
1
1
3
3
4
1
1
1
3
1

Depth of Top (em
below surface)

11

11

13
14
13
15
16
10
20
18
12
42
15

16
13

37
11

8
13

9
19
8
13
14

Depth of Bottom
(em below surface)

30
41
30
267
51
53
41
35
69
29
58
34

35). It originates below the level of the upper
burned zone, which is at ca. 8-10 em below the
surface, and is separated from it by an 8-em-thick
layer of Wldisturbed sediment. Three small Wlmodified sandstone fragments and a 5-em-diameter
pocket of Wlbumed hackberry seeds were fOWld in
the upper fill. Flotation of approximately 35 liters
of the fill (100%) yielded a variety of materials,
including burned turtle carapace fragments, rodent
bones, unidentified bone fragments, and snail shells.
Large pieces of charred wood were identified as
hackberry, and a charred nut and charred hardwood
(unidentified) fragments also were found. Noncharred plant remains consisted of Chenopodium
fruit, hackberry seeds, Mollugo seeds, unidentified
seeds, and a grass seed. The charred woods probably represent fuel, and the bones (162 specimens, of
which 97% are burned) may represent food resources. The unburned plant remains, however, may be
incidental or may have been introduced later by
natural processes. Flotation also recovered 98
burned and .I\nburned flakes and 13 fire-cracked
chert fragments,
A radiocarbon assay on charcoal was attempted during the Phase II investigations, but the
sample was inadequate and yielded an unreliable
age of less than 200 years B.P. (Boyd et al. 1990:
Table 74), During the current investigation, a
second radiocarbon assay, this one on sediment,
yielded a calibrated date of A,D. 1162 (1216) 1253
(see Table 14). This date range is difficult to
interpret since it is considerably older than expected
based on the archeological evidence and is older

of an excavated hole. During the Phase II investigations, a radiocarbon assay on charcoal yielded a
calibrated date of A.D. 1477 (1637) 1662 (see
Table 14). Based on archeological evidence and
other radiocarbon dates, the latter half of this range
represents the most likely true age for the cutting of
the burned post in Feature 1.
Feature 2
Feature 2 is a partially burned tree stump
and dark organic-stained soil that was excavated in
1988 (Boyd et al. 1990:123). It was excavated to
42 em; however, much of the feature remains
unexcavated since it continued deeper and extended
into the Wlit to the south. No cultural materials
were fOWld other than sherds from the nearby
Feature 5 glaze polychrome bowl. Feature 2 was
interpreted as a relatively modern, partially burned
tree stump that is decaying in place, and a noncharred wood sample was identified as mesquite
(see Appendix H). That it was buried and did not
show on the surface, bowever, suggests that it may
not be recent. It is possible that this burned tree
stump is associated with the burning episode represented by the burned zone, which is evident over
much of the site but not in the vicinity of Feature 2.

Feature 4
Feature 4, excavated in 1988, is a basin
hearth (Fig. 38) filled with gray ashy sediment and
cultural debris (Boyd 1990: 124-126, see Figure
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TABLE 14
RESULTS OF RADIOCARBON DATING OF FEATURES, 41KT53

Lab No.

Provenience

Uncorrected
Age B.P.

Corrected Age
B.P.'

Calibreled Date A.D. (Intercepts and
I-Sigma Range)"

Beta-51504

Feature 11

120 ± 40

130 ± 40 (-24.6)

1675 (1689,1732,1811,1926,1955) 1942

Beta-51505

Feature 12

160 ± 40

140 ± 40 (-26.0)

1672 (1686,1736,1808,1930,1955) 1946

Beta-51506

Feature 19

440 ± 80

430 ± 80 (-25.5)

1418 (1445) 1509

Beta-51507

Feature 44

540 ± 60

530 ± 60 (-26.1)

1322 (1409) 1434

Beta-52303

Feature 27

170 ± 50

180 ± 50 (-24.7)

1657 (1673, 1753, 1796, 1945, 1955) 1955

Beta-52304

Feature 55

210 ± 30

220 ± 30 (-24.2)

1651 (1660) 1953

Beta-52305

Feature 21

160 ± 50

190 ± 50 (-23.7)

1654 (1669,1776,1793,1948,1953) 1955

Beta-52306

Feature 10

300 ± 50

300 ± 50 (-24.9)

1505 (1636) 1651

Beta-52307

Feature 39

260 ± 60

270 ± 60 (-24.4)

1519 (1645) 1663

Beta-52308

Feature 48

280 ± 50

250 ± 50 (-26.5)

1636 (1651) 1666

Beta-52309

Feature 9

300 ± 50

300 ± 50 (-24.9)

1505 (1636) 1651

Beta-52310

Feature 32

250 ± 50

250 ± 50 (-25.2)

1636 (1651) 1666

Beta-52311

Feature 35

190 ± 50

190 ± 50 (-24.8)

1654 (1669, 1776, 1793, 1948, 1953) 1955

Beta-52312

Feature 37

200 ± 50

200 ± 50 (-25.2)

1650(1666,1790,1951,1952) 1955

Beta-52313

Feature 54

20 ± 50

20 ± 50 (-25.1)

Beta-52314

Feature 8

250 ± 50

330 ± 50 (-20.1)

1474 (1519, 1587, 1623) 1642

Beta-52315

Feature 4

780 ± 50

840 ± 50 (-21.6)

1162 (1216) 1253

Gx-I4451.

Feature 1

280 ± 80

295 ± 80 (-24.2)

1477 (1637) 1662

1898 (1955) 1955

13

"'Ages uncalibrated; 6 C values in parentheses.
"''''Calibrations use 20-year record of Stuiver and Reimer (1986).

• Pbase II date from Boyd et aI. (1990:Tab1e 74)
NOTE: All dates are on charcoal except for Features 9 and 44, which are on
which are on sediment.

ihan all of the oiher radiocarbon dates from the site.

woo~.

and Features 4 and 8,

be due to the use of dead wood for fuel in ihe
hearth or perhaps to some noncullural factor (e.g.,
bioturbation) that introduced old carbon into the fill.
In any case, the archeological and stratigraphic
evidence suggest ihat the date obtained is substantially too old.
An archeomagnetic assay yielded a date
range of A.D. 1372-1562 (see Appendix C).

In addition, a radiocarbon date from a buried A

horizon at 5Q.-55 em below the surface in a nearby
backhoe trench (BHT 1991-11) yielded a calibrated
date of A.D. 1216 (1259) 1275 (see Table 12). The
apparent contemporaneity of these two dates is not
consistent with thin stratigraphic positions. The
anomalously old age for the Feature 4 sample could
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Figure 38. Plan, profile, and photograph of Feature 4. 41KT53.

1990:Table 75). This date is apparently too young
based solely on the published dates for Glaze V
ceramics, which have a maximum range from as
early as A.D. 1515 (Snow 1982:258-259) to ca.
A.D. 1700 (Kidder and Shepard 1936:610). It is
also younge, than all of the others at the site, and
given that there has long been skepticism regarding
the thermoluminescence dating technique, this date
must be considered suspect. It is possible that
postoccupational burning may account for this date,
but the only other ceramic thermoluminescence date
(for Feature 6, below) also appears to be too young
and is definitely not associated with the postoccupational burning.

Although the range is considerable, it is the oldest
archeomagnetic date obtained at the site, and it
supports the interpretation that the sediment radiocarbon date is much older than the hearth. Based
on the other radiocarbon dates from Block 3, the
best interpretation of the age of Feature 4 may be
ca. A.D. 1400-1500.

Feature 5
Feature 5 is a concentration of 84 sherds
excavated in 1988 (Boyd et al. 1990: 126). All of
the sherds, along with additional sherds recovered
from adjacent units during the Season 2 investigations, are from a single vessel that is described as
Glazeware Vessel I in Chapter 6. This vessel was
confidently identified as a Glaze V bowl, and a
thermoluminescence assay on one of its sherds
yielded a date of A.D. 1805 ± 40 (Boyd et al.

Feature 6
Feature 6, excavated in 1988, is a concentration of 16 sherds from a ceramic vessel that was
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broken in place. This partially reconstructed vessel
is described as Plainware Vessel I in Chapter 6. A
thermoluminescence assay on one of its sherds
yielded a date of A.D. 1770 ± 45 (Boyd et al.
1990:Table 75). This date is late and should be
considered suspect. These sherds were recovered
well below the bumed zone, and other evidence
suggests that the deposits probably date to the
seventeenth century.

majority appear to be heat discolored. Many of the
specimens were refit into large fragments (the
largest one is 20 cm in maximum dimension), and
it is likely that they were originally from one or
more large slabs. The total weight of all of the
specimens is 7.24 kg (15.9 lbs). These rocks may
represent a slab that was broken in place and
subsequently scattered, or perhaps the fragments
were dumped in a pile after having been broken
elsewhere. The exact nature of this feature is
unclear. Given the near absence of burned sediment
around the rocks, in situ burning is unlikely, but the
heat discoloration suggests that the rocks represent
a slab that was used in conjunction with a nearby
hearth (Feature 9), perhaps as a griddle.

Feature 7
Feature 7 is a roughly ovate rock cluster
(Fig. 39) comprised of 122 rocks that range in size
from 2-15 cm and are 1.0-2.5 cm thick. Approximately 71 % of the specimens fall into the 2-6-cm
size range. They do not form an orderly horizontal
or basin pattem but appear to be randomly aggregated. The rocks generally are resting on a horizontal plane, but many dip slightly in various
directions. A burned clay lump and a few flecks of
charcoal were observed among the rocks, and some
larger charcoal fragments were collected from under
the rocks. The upper burned zone is sporadic in
this area, and its relationship to this feature is
unclear. No cultural materials were observed in
association with Feature 7, but flotation of some of
the sediment (8 liters) from among the rocks recovered two flakes and five bones. No macrobotanical

Feature 8
Feature 8 is an ovate basin hearth (Fig. 40)
with a 2-cm-thick oxidized base. It is well below
the upper burned zone, which is very sporadic at ca.
10-13 cm helow the surface. The fill consists of a
mix of light brown clay loam mottled with white
ashy sediment, reddish burned clay lumps, occasional charcoal flecks, and cultural debris. The
ashy sediment and charcoal were most concentrated
along the bottom and around the upper perimeter of
the basin. A large flat sandstone stream cobble
(18x19x3 cm) found on the edge of the basin could
have been used as a cooking griddle. In one account on living in tipis, Wilson (1924:268) mentions
the use of stone griddles for "roasting meat." Three
small sandstone fragments, an odd-shaped cylindrical sandstone fragment, and a round limonite ball
also were found in the feature fill. The latter is an
unusual red color and has magnetic properties (i.e.,
it is attracted to a magnet), characteristics which
are apparently due to thermal alteration. Flotation
of 23.5 liters offill (ca. 81% of the total fill)
yielded 108 boni fragments and 31 pieces of
unmodified debitage. Charred plant remains consist
of mesquite and unidentified hardwood, which
probably were used as fuel, and ground cherry and
cocklebur seeds, which may have been incidentally
introduced or could represent food resources (see
Appendix H).
A radiocarbon assay of sediment from the
feature fill yielded a calibrated date of A.D. 1474
(1519,1587,1623) 1642 (see Table 14). Although
sediment dates are often less reliable than dates
obtained on other materials, this date corresponds

remains were recovered.

Figure 39. Looking east al Feature 7, 41KT53.
All of the rocks in Feature 7 are of the
same type of tabular sandstone, and the vast
108
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Figure 40. Plan, profile, and photograph of Feature 8, 41KT53.

stratigraphically lower. Below the burned zone,
however, the feature is more clearly defined. Dark
brown loam fill is mottled with burned clay lumps
and charcoal staining and flecks; near the bottom,
sporadic ashy sediment 'occurs. The basin is partially lined 'by a 1-2-cm-thick layer of charcoal;
limited oxidation of the underlying clay is not
continuous. Wood fragments were recovered from
the eastern part of the feature. No artifacts were
noted during excavation, but flotation of 16 liters of
fill (ca. 89%) yielded 8 flakes and 13 small bones.
Unidentified charred hardwood probably represents
fuel, while charred hackberry, grass, and ground
cherry seeds are possible food resources (see
Appendix H).
A radiocarbon assay on wood yielded a
calibrated date of A.D. 1505 (1636) 1651 (see
Table 14). Based on archeological evidence and

well with the archeological evidence and with other
radiocarbon dates. Based on its probable association with Feature I (see Chapter 7) and other
archeological evidence, the true age for the last use
of Feature 8 is probably in the latter half of this
age range. An archeomagnetic assay yielded a date
range of A.D. 1378-1632 (see Appendix C), which
is in general agreement with the radiocarbon age for
Feature 8.
Feature 9
Feature 9 is an ephemeral hearth (Fig. 41).
A 29x27-cm irregular dark stain blends with the
upper burned zone, which is at approximately
8-10 cm below the surface, and extends 10-20 cm
beyond the basin. It is not clear if the feature
begins at the level of the burned zone or if it is
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Figure 41. Profile and photograph of Feature 9, 41KT53.
olher radiocarbon dates, the latter half of this range
is most likely the true age for the last use of
Feature 9.

carbon assay on charcoal yielded a calibrated date
of A.D. 1505 (1636) 1651 (see Table 14). Based
on other archeological evidence and radiocarbon
dates, the latter half of this range is the most likely
approximate age for the cutting of the Feature 10
post.

Feature 10
Feature 10 is a postmold that is below and
clearly separated by undisturbed sediment from the
burned zone that was observed at 5-12 em below
the surface in this area. The postmold tapers down
to a point. The fill is stratified into three levels.
The upper fill is mixed dark sediment with charcoal
and burned clay lumps. The middle level is a
2-cm-thick concave layer of charcoal at 2-6 em
from the top of the feature. The lower fill is dark
organic-stained sediment. Flotation of the fill (0.8
liters) yielded one flake and a wide range of
charred plant remains, including mesquite, hackberry, and oak wood, and prickly pear and ground
cherry seeds (see Appendix H). Hackberry is the
dominant type of wood, but it is not certain if it
represents the former post.
This feature is classified as a Type 2
postmold representing a stake or small post. The
upper portion of the post appears to have burned,
while the lower part deteriorated in situ. A radio-

Feature 11
Feature 11 is a postmold (Fig. 42) that
originates below the burned zone, which occurs at
6-9 em below the surface. The fill has four distinct
levels. The upper fill is mixed organic sediment
with burned clay'lumps, followed by a 1-2-cmthick concave layer of charcoal at 7-12 em from
the top of the feature. Below this upper charcoal
layer is dark-stained sediment with charcoal
flecking that extends almost to the bottom of the
feature. A 1-3-cm-thick layer of charcoal covers
the flat bottom and extends ca. 10 em up the~ sides
of the hole. Flotation of the fill (7.25 liters)
yielded two flakes and six bones. Charred hackberry was the dominant wood type throughout the
fill, but charred mesquite and oak also were found
in the upper fill (see Appendix H). Charred grass
seeds also were recovered but may be incidental,
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Figure 42. Plan, profile, and photograph of Feature 11. 41KT53.

the cutting of the Feature II post is most likely the
earlier portion of this range.

while the charred hackberry may be evidence of the
former post.
Feature II is classified as a Type 3 postmold. It probably represents a large post with the
bottom 10 cm intentionally charred. The upper part
of the post appears to have burned in situ, with the
lower portion subsequently deteriorating. A radiocarbon assay on charcoal yielded a calibrated date
of A.D. 1675 (1689, 1732, 1811, 1926, 1955) 1942
(see Table 14). Based on archeological evidence
and other radiocarbon dates, the approximate age of

Feature 12

Feature 12 is a postmold thal originates
4 cm below the burned zone, which is at 7-11 cm
below the surface. The fill is stratified into an
upper mixed sediment (dark sediment, charcoal
flecks, and burned clay lumps), a 2-cm-thick
concave layer of charcoal at 10-14 cm below the
111
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top, and a lower zone consisting only of dark
organic-stained sediment. The bottom of the post
hole appears to be rounded. The postmold is not
vertical; it apparently held a post that slanted to the
west 20° off vertical. Flotation of the fill (4.0
liters) yielded three limestone pebbles, nine flakes,
and four bones.
This feature is classified as a Type 2 postmold
representing a stake or small post that partially
burned in situ. A radiocarbon assay on charcoal
yielded a calibrated date of A.D. 1672 (1686,
1736, 1808, 1930, 1955) 1946 (see Table 14).
Based on archeological evidence and other radiocarbon dates, the early portion of this range is the
most likely approximate age for the cutting of the
Feature 12 post.

the ground.
place.

It appears to have deteriorated in

Feature IS
This feature is a postmold with parallel sides
and a rounded bottom. It originates below the
burned zone which occurs at 7-11 cm below the
surface. Only one-half of the feature was excavated; the other half exteods into the unexcavated unit
to the west. The fill contains a mixture of darkstained sediment, charcoal flecks, and burned clay
lumps. This feature is classified as a Type 5
postmold representing a stake or small post.
Feature 16

Feature 13

This ephemeral hearth (Fig. 43) is a basinshaped pit that originates llelow the upper burned
zone, which is at 7-9 cm below the surface, and is
separated from it by about 5 cm of undisturbed
brown sediment. Approximately one-half of the
feature was excavated; the remainder extends into
the unit to the 'nOrth. The fill is a mixture of
mottled dark se,diment with charcoal staining,
flecks, and chunks; burned clay lumps; and patches
of light-colored ashy sediment. A small limestone
stream cobble also was fOWld in the fill. While the
basin is clearly defined, it lacks a distinct base of
burned clay, and only slight heat discoloration (i.e.,
reddening) of the bottom sediment was noted. Six
liters of fill were floated, but the materials recovered were subsequently lost. Only one cultural
item, an irregular, roundish burned clay ball that
appears to have been modeled from local clay, was
recovered in the fill.

This feature is an irregular rock cluster composed of I limestone and 13 tabular sandstone
rocks ranging in size from 4-23 cm. The rocks
were arranged in a random fashion, and it was
originally thought to be some type of burned rock
feature but exhibited no evidence of burning. When
the feature rocks were analyzed, it was discovered
that all 13 of the sandstone fragments, plus I
fragment from an adjacent unit (ED 236), refit into
a single large metate fragment (see Chapter 6)
approximately 27 cm long, 25 cm wide, 4-5 cm
thick, and weighing 6.56 kg (14.5 Ibs). The metate
may have been broken in place and subsequently
scattered, or it may have been broken elsewhere
and dumped in this location. The limestone fragment apparently was not associated.
Feature 14

Feature 17
Feature 14 is a postmold which tapers to a
rOWlded bottom. The upper portion of the feature
blends in with the burned zone, which is at 5-9 cm
below the surface. The edges and bottom are
completely lined with a 1-2-cm-thick layer of
charcoal that encloses a homogenous dark-stained
sediment with some charcoal flecking. The fill
does not contain burned clay lumps as observed in
many other postmolds. The materials recovered
from flotation of the fill (1.75 liters) were subsequently lost. This feature is classified as a Type 6
poslmold representing a stake or small post that
was intentionally charred prior to its placement in

Feature 17 is :a postmold that originates below
the burned zone, which is at 5-9 cm below the
surface. The bottom of the postmold fades out at
32 cm but could have been 3-5 cm deeper. It has
parallel sides that taper slightly toward the bottom.
The upper 2-3 cm of fill is a concave layer of
charcoal, while the remainder is a homo,",genous
dark sediment with some charcoal flecks. Flotation
of the fill (0.4 liters) yielded one flake and charred
mesquite and hackberry wood, the latter being the
dominant type (see Appendix H). This feature is
classified as a Type 2 postmold representing a
112
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Figure 43. Profile and photograph of Feature 16. 41KT53.

stake or small post.

but the materials recovered were subsequently lost.
Of particular importance is a large ground
stone mano/pestle found lying at an angle on the
sloping edge of the basin. This large sandstone
river cobble exhibits grinding polish on its two
opposite faces and extensive baltering, mainly
concentrated on the two opposite ends (see Ground
Stones, Chapter 6). This tool is the most distinctive
complete grinding implement recovered at the site,
and because of its context, Feature 18 is interpreted
as a grinding basin. The pit could have been reused
as a trash dump, but the gravelly cultural fill inside
the basin is more likely a secondary deposit,
perhaps dumped in the depression or washed in
from the smrounding occupational zone. One
conjecture is that a bison hide may have served as
a catch basin inside this pit. Ethnographic evidence
documents the use of rawhide mortars (Carlson and
Jones 1940:530), and some accounts specifically
mention that green hides were molded into the
shape of a small pit and allowed to dry (Wilson
1924:270-271; Morrow 1975:220-221).

Feature 18

Feature 18 is a basin-shaped pit (Fig. 44) that
appears to originate in the lower part or at the very
bottom of the burned zone, which is at approximately 8-13 cm below the surface. It was first
observed as a large irregular area, over 100 cm in
diameter, containing tiny siliceous gravels. It is not
certain if the dark staining and charcoal flecking
observed are associated with the burned zone or the
upper part of the feature. The top of the feature is
a roughly circular stain containing slightly darker
sediment, charcoal flecking, small gravels, and
cultural materials. This subtle sediment stain
continued down but became progressively smaller
until a rounded bottom was reached. The profile
revealed that the feature had a basin shape and that
the fill was consistent and very different from the
surrounding clayey sediment. Materials observed
or recovered from the fill include unmodified
gravels ranging in size from a few millimeters to
9 cm, 57 flakes, I arrow point fragment, 4 sherds,
and numerous bone fragments, snail shells, and
charcoal flecks. A portion of the fill was floated,

Feature 19

Feature 19 is a postmold that originates below
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Figure 44. Plan, profile, and photograph of Feature 18, 41KT53.
Ihe burned zone, which is at 6-11 cm below the
surface. It has parallel sides that taper to a point
near the bottom. The postmold is not vertical; it
apparently held a post that slanted to the north 25°
off vertical. A ring of charcoal less than l-emthick outlines the entire postmold. The fill contains
three layers; there is a 2-3-cm-thick concave layer
of charcoal in the middle with homogenous darkstained sediments above and below. Flotation of
the fill (4.5 liters) yielded nine flakes and one bone.
The charred wood was identified as mesquite (see
Appendix H) and may represent the remains of the
former post.
This feature is classified as a Type 3 postmold
representing a stake or small post. It appears to
have been intentionally charred, and the upper
portion of the post subsequently burned. A radiocarbon assay on charcoal yielded a calibrated date
of A.D. 1418 (1445) 1509 (see Table 14). While
this age range is earlier than expected, it seems
reasonable given similar dates on other features in
Block 3 (see Chapter 7).

continues deeper and into the unexcavated unit to
the north. The burned area, consisting of darkstained sediment with large burned clay lumps and
charcoal inclusions, appears very disturbed; it may
equate to the level of the burned zone which could
not be traced across the rest of the unit. The edges
of the burned area were not discrete, but in profile
it was found to narrow with depth. No cultural
materials were found in association, but flotation of
the fill (6.75 liters) yielded 20 bones. Charred
wood was identified as hackberry, willow, and
unspecified hardwood (see Appendix H). Feature
20 is interpreted as a burned tree stump that is
probably associated with the postoccupational
burning represented by the burned zone.
Feature 21
Feature 21 is a postmold with a rounded
bottom. Its relationship to the burned zone, which
is not clearly evident in this unit, is unknown.
Three sandstone rocks in the upper fill along the
edges of the postmold appear to have been ~sed as
shims (Fig. 45). Two of these are tabular rocks
apparently driven vertically in the post hole as
wedges. The fill is homogenous dark-stained
sediment with some charcoal, burned clay lumps,

Feature 20
Feature 20 is an irregular, intensively burned
area, only a portion of which was exposed since it
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contains a mixed fill of mottled brown clay loam.
charcoal, burned clay lumps, and ashy sediment.
The contact between the mixed fill and the surrounding clay sediment is abrupt. but the base of
the feature has no evidence of heat discoloration.
Flotation of all of the fill (4.5 liters) yielded no
artifacts, but charred mesquite and unspecified
hardwood may represent fuel. while charred grape
and prickly pear seeds probably represent food
resources (see Appendix H).
Feature 24
Feature 24 is a postmold that originates below
the burned zone, which is at 9-12 cm below the
surface. It has parallel sides and an indistinct
bottom; thus. its exact shape is unknown. The fill
is a mixture of mottled dark-stained sediment,
charcoal flecks and chunks, and numerous burned
clay lumps. Flotation of the fill (10 liters) yielded
5 flakes and 12 bones, but no macrobotanical
remains were recovered. This feature is classified
as a Type 5 postmold representing a small to
medium po·st.

Figure 45. Looking south-southwest at sandstone rocks
probably used as shims in upper portion of Feature 21,

41KT53.
six flakes, and a bone fragment observed in the
upper half. The lower 10-15 cm of the postmold is
outlined by a thin layer of charcoal that is less than
I cm thick. A sample of the charred wood was
identified as elm (see Appendix H) and most likely
represents the former post.
This feature is classified as a Type 4 postmold
representing a small to medium-sized post. A
radiocarbon assay on charcoal yielded a calibrated
date of A.D. 1654 (1669,1776,1793,1948,1953)
1955 (see Table 14). Based on archeological
evidence and other radiocarbon dates. the early
portion of this range is the most likely approximate
age of the cUlling of the Feature 21 post.

Feature 25

Feature 22 is a postmold that originates below
the burned zone. which is at 9-12 cm below the
surface. The sides of the feature taper slightly to
a rounded bottom. The fill is a mix of dark sediment, charcoal chunks and flecks, and burned clay
lumps. Flotation of the fill (1.5 liters) yielded
three flakes. one bone, and charred fragments of
unidentified hardwood (see Appendix H). This
feature is classified as a Type 5 postmold representing a stake or small post.

Feature 25 is a postmold (Fig. 46) that originates below the burned zone. which is at 7-12 cm
below the surface. It has slightly tapering sides and
a relatively flat bottom. The postmold is not
vertical; it apparently held a post that slanted to tbe
east 15° off vertical. Its fill is a mixture of darkstained sediment. charcoal, and burned clay lumps.
Several burned bone fragments and possible unburned wood fragments also were noted. The lower
10 cm of the postmold contains considerable charcoal, and the bottom 5 cm is solid charcoal with a
pocket of chan-ed hackberry seeds. Flotation of the
fill (6 liters) yielded 6 flakes, 30 bones, and
charred grass seeds. Fragments of charred wood
were identified as oak and soapberry (see Appendix
H). This feature is classified as a Type 4 postmold
representing a stake or small post.

Feature 23

Feature 26

Feature 23 is a hearth dump that originates
just below the upper burned zone, which was
observed at 9-13 cm below the surface. The
circular basin-shaped pit has a rounded bOllom and

Feature 26 is a postmold that originates just
below the burned zone. which is at 7-12 cm below
the surface. The bollom of the feature fades out at
41 cm. but it is unlikely that the post hole was

Feature 22
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Figure 46. Plan, profile, and photograph of Feature 25, 41KT53.
more than 2-3 cm deeper. The postmold has
slightly tapering sides, and the shape of the bottom
is unknown, The fill contains a 1-2-cm-thick,
concave layer of charcoal in the upper 5 cm, while
the remainder is dark-stained sediment with a few
burned clay specks. Two flakes were observed
below the charcoal layer. Flotation of the fill (5
liters) yielded 9 flakes, 89 bones, and charred grass
seeds, Charred wood was identified as hackberry,
oak, and unspecified hardwood (see Appendix H),
This feature is classified as a Type 2 postmold
representing a stake or small post.

burned zone, which is at 7-10 cm below the surface, The upper 7 cm of the feature is a 1-2-cmthick, strongly concave layer of charcoal with a
pocket of mixed fill (Le" stained sediment, charcoal, and burned- :clay) on top. A homogenous
dark-stained sediment begins just below the charcoal layer and continues into the lower half of the
postmold. The lower 19 cm is filled with wood
that appears to be the bottom of the original post.
The postmold has straight sides which taper to a
point at the bottom and a small offshoot branch that
extends 7 cm to one side. Flotation of the fill (4.5
liters) yielded one flake, three bones, and charred
wood fragments identified as hackberry and unspecified hardwood (see Appendix H).
This feature is classified as a Type 2 postmold

Feature 27
This postmold (Fig. 47) originates below the
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have extended as deep as 40 em. Flotation of the
fill (4 liters) yielded three bones, charred oak
fragments, and charred sandbur, hackberry, and
prickly pear seeds (see Appendix H). This feature
is classified as a Type 2 postmold representing a
stake Or small post.
Feature 29
This feature is a hearth dump represented by
an irregular pit that originates below the burned
zone, which is at 9-12 cm below the surface, and is
separated from it by 4 em of undisturbed brown
sediment. The 20x45-cm ovate stain (in plan view)
tapers to a 20x20-cm circular stain with a rounded
base. The fill is mottled dark brown clay loam,
charcoal, and burned clay lumps. Contact with the
surrounding clay is abruPt, and there is no evidence
of heat discoloration. No artifacts were observed,
but flotation of all of the fill (10.5 liters) yielded 4
flakes, 16 bones, charred knotweed seeds, and
charred unidentified hardwood fragments (see
Appendix H).

Figure 47. Looking north at Peature 27, 41KT53,
representing a large post. The lowest portion of the
post is preserved as wood in the bottom of the
feature. The middle portion probably deteriorated
in place, and the upper portion burned. A radiocarbon assay on charcoal yielded a calibrated date of
A.D. 1657 (1673, 1753, 1796, 1945, 1955) 1955
(see Table 14). Based on archeological evidence
and other radiocarbon dates, the early portion of
this range is the most likely approximate age for
the cutting of the Feature 27 post.

Feature 30
Feature 30 is an ephemeral hearth (Fig. 48)
that originates below the burned zone, which is at
9-12 cm below the surface, and is separated from
it by undisturbed brown sediment. It is almost
circular in plan view and is a well-defined basin
with a relatively flat bottom. Oxidation of the base
(1-2 em) is confined to the central flat area. The
brown clay loam fill is mottled with charcoal
staining and flecks, burned clay lumps, and lightcolored ashy sediment. Flotation of all of the fill
(23.5 liters) produced 9 sherds, 32 flakes, and 30
small bones. A wide range of charred plant remains also \vere recovered (see Appendix H),
including hackberry, soapberry, and hardwood
fragments which could represent fuel. Any of the
charred seeds recovered (panicgrass, needlegrass,
sandbur, cocklebur, Poaceae, and prickly pear)
could be remains of food resources. Sandbur seeds
are particularly well represented.
An archeomagnetic assay yielded an age range
of A.D. 1623-1743 (see Appendix C). This
assessment corresponds well with the archeological
evidence and radiocarbon dates from nearby

Feature 28
Feature 28 is a postmold that originates below
the upper burned zone, which is at 7-10 em below
the surface. A ca. I-em-thick layer of charcoal
forms a strongly concave pocket in the upper
10 em. The upper fill is mixed dark-stained sediment, charcoal, and burned clay lumps; a bone
fragment also was observed. The fill below the
charcoal layer is homogenous dark-stained sediment with a few charcoal flecks which extends
down a few centimeters and blends in with the
surrounding sediment. The true shape Or depth of
the bottom of the postmold cannot be ascertained
because the bottom is not clearly defined; it could
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Figure 48. Plan. profile, and photograph of Feature 30, 41KT53.

features (see Chapter 7).

Feature 32

Feature 31

Feature 32 is a postmold (Fig, 50) originating
just below the burned zone, which is at 7-11 cm
below Ihe surface and is sporadic in this area, and
separated from it by ca. 2 cm of undisturbed sediment. A l-cm-thick layer of charcoal oullines the
entire postmold, and the absence of burned sediment
surrounding il indicates that the post did not burn in
situ. The burned post exterior is probably due to
intentional charring. The posl was 10-11 cm wide
at the top and near the bottom, but it narrows to ca.
5 cm wide at its midsection. The lower 10 cm of
the postmold tapers to a sharp point. The postmold
is not vertical; it apparently held a post that slanted
north 15° off vertical.
Where the post outline is narrow, there is clear
separation from the edge of the post hole, and the
area between is filled with dark organic-stained
sediment. Inside the charcoal outline is darkstained sediment that probably resulted from the
post deteriorating in place. A horizontal cliarcoal
layer 10-12 cm from the top of the feature forms a
concave pocket, but the fill above appears to be the
same dark-stained sediment as below. This upper
fill does not contain charcoal chunks and burned

Feature 31 is a funnel-shaped postmold (Fig.
49) tapering to a point. It originates below the
burned zone, which is at 7-11 cm below the surface. Its fill is dark organic-stained sediment with
some charcoal flecking. Some reddish flecks of
burned clay were observed at the top of the feature.
Flotation of the fill (0.5 liters) yielded no cultural
materials or plant remains. This feature is classified as a Type 7 postmold representing a stake or
small post.

Figure 49. Looking west at Feature 31, 4IKT53.
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Figure 50. Plan, profile, and photograph of Feature 32, 41KT53.
clay lumps which are characteristic of the mixed fill
observed above the upper charcoal layers in most of
the other postmolds. Flotation of the fill (7 liters)
yielded nine bones and charred wood fragments
identified as oak (see Appendix H). It is likely
that the former post was oak.
This feature is classified as a Type 6 postmold
representing a large post that was intentionally
charred and placed in an excavated hole. The upper
portion of the post may have burned subsequently,
but evidence of in situ burning is absent. The lower
portion appears to have rotted in place. A radiocarbon assay on charcoal yielded a calibrated date
of A.D. 1636 (1651) 1666 (see Table 14). This
date, representing the cutting of the Feature 32
post, corresponds well with the archeological
evidence and other radiocarbon dates.

burned zone, which is at 7-12 cm below the surface. The funnel-shaped postmold tapers to a
sharp point and is filled with dark-stained sediment, with charcoal flecks and chunks and burned
clay lumps in the upper portion. Flotation of the
fill (2.25 liters) yielded 6 flakes, 21 bones, and a
few fragments of charre,d mesquite (see Appendix
H). This feature is classified as a Type 5 postmold
representing.~ stake or small post. The post may
have deteriorated in place or been removed.
Feature 34
Feature 34 is a hearth dump that is a circular,
roughly basin-shaped concentration of mixed fill.
The burned zone is sporadic in this. area, so its
relationship to the top of the feature is unclear.
Mottled brown clay loam, dark charcoal staining,
and numerous burned clay lumps comprise the
feature fill which grades into the surrounding clayey
sediment with no evidence of heat discoloration.

Feature 33
This postmold originates below the level of the
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Small saI,dstone fragments and a unifacial end
scraper were recovered. Flotation of approximately
80% of the fill (8 liters) yielded 1 sherd, 13 flakes,
and 6 bones. Charred buckthorn could represent
fuel, while the charred seeds recovered (cocklebur,
hackberry, plum, and prickly pear) may represent
food resources (see Appendix H). Prickly pear is
particularly well represented.

charring of the post bOllom. Flotation of the fill
(12.5 liters) yielded 89 flakes and 32 bones. The
noncharred wood was identified as oak (see Appendix H) and probably represents remains of the
former post, but charred wood fragments in the
boltom of the post hole were identified as willow,
perhaps indicating that charcoal was intentionally
placed in the bollom of the post hole. The willow
could also represent an earlier post than the oak
and hence reuse of the post hole.
This feature is classified as a Type 3 postmold
representing a large post. The stratified fill indicates that the post was left in place and partially
deteriorated but that the upper portion most likely
burned. A radiocarbon assay on charcoal yielded a
calibrated date of A.D. 1654 (1669, 1776, 1793,
1948, 1953) 1955 (see Table 14). Based on archeological evidence and other radiocarbon dates, the
early portion of this range .is the most likely approximate age for the CUlling of the Feature 35
post.

Feature 35
Feature 35 is a postmold (Fig. 51) with
straight sides tapering gradually to a 5-em-diameter rounded bottom. Although the burned zone in
this area is sporadic and undulating from 7-15 cm
below the surface, the top of the postmold is clearly
below it. The fill has several distinct layers. The
upper 10-12 cm is mixed with considerable charcoal chunks, dark sediment, and burned clay lumps.
Although there is no discrete upper charcoal layer,
this upper fill suggests that the upper portion of the
post burned in situ. Dark-stained sediment is found
from 12-30 cm with a large amount of wood
preserved from 20-35 cm. The wood grades into
charcoal which comprises the lower 10-15 cm of
the feature and probably indicates intentional

Feature 36
This postmold (Fig. 52) originates below the
burned zone, which is at 7-11 cm below the
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Figure 51. Plan. profile, and photograph of Feature 35. 41KT53.
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tively straight sides. The burned zone is at approximately 5-10 cm below the surface but is very
sporadic and undulating in this area, and thus its
relationship to the feature is unclear. The postmold
is not vertical; it apparently held a post that slanted
to the west 25° off vertical. Its fill is stratified into
distinct layers. The uppermost layer is mixed fill
of dark sediment with charcoal flecks and burned
clay lumps contained within a deeply concave,
1-2-cm-thick charcoal layer that dips down for ca.
8 cm. The remainder of the fill is a homogenous
dark organic-stained sediment with occasional
charcoal flecking. The bottom 15 cm of the postmold is outlined by a 1-2-cm-thick layer of
charcoal and tapers to a point. Flotation of the fill
(10 liters) yielded 10 flakes, 11 bones, and fragments of charred wood. A sample of the upper
charred wood was idel)tified as hackberry, while the
lower charred wood was identified as mesquite (see
Appendix H.)
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Figure 52. Plan and profile of Feature 36, 41KT53.

A

surface. Three large vertical rocks encountered at
12-13 cm are above the level where the circular
stain was first observed (16 cm) but extend down to
22 cm inside the postmold. These tabular sandstone fragments (measuring 15x5x5, llx1Ox4, and
7x6x2 cm) are clustered along one edge of the
feature and probably served as shims to wedge the
post. The postmold has more or less straight sides
tapering to a point in the bottom 10 cm. The upper
8 cm is a mixed fill of dark sediment with charcoal,
burned clay lumps, and a ceramic sherd above a
l-cm-thick concave charcoal layer. The remainder
of the fill is dominantly dark organic-stained
sediment but also contains some burned clay lumps
and charcoal flecks; several flakes also were
observed. Flotation of the fill (3.75 liters) yielded
38 flakes and 6 bones. Charred seeds were identified as panicgrass and knotweed, while charred
wood fragments were identified as willow, mesquite, and hackberry (see Appendix H). This
feature is classified as a Type 2 postmold representing a large post. The upper portion probably
burned, while the lower portion deteriorated in situ.
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Figure 53. Plan and profile of Feature 37, 4lKT53.
This feature is classified as a Type 3 poslmold
representing a large post. The lower portion of the
post appears to be intentionally charred, while the
uppermost part probably burned. A radiocarbon
assay on charcoal yielded a calibrated date of
A.D. 1650 (1666, 1790, 1951, 1952) 1955 (see

Feature 37
Feature 37 is a postmold (Fig. 53) with rela121
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Table 14). Based on the archeological evidence
and other radiocarbon dates, the early portion of
this range is the most likely approximate age for
the cutting of the Feature 37 post.
Feature 38
Feature 38 is a postmold (Fig. 54) with relatively straight sides and a tapered, pointed bottom.
The burned zone is at approximately 5-10 em
below the surface but is very sporadic and undulating in this area, and thus its relationship to the
postmold is uncertain. The fill is mixed, with
dark-stained sediment, charcoal, and burned clay
lumps. It fades out and becomes indistinct toward
the bottom. A pebble, flake, and bone fragment
were observed in the fill. Flotation of the fill
yielded 5 flakes and 38 bones. Charred wood
fragments were identified as willow and unspecified
hardwood (see Appendix H). This featUre is
classified as a Type 5 postrnold representing a
stake or small post.
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A radiocarbon assay on charcoal yielded a
calibrated date of A.D. 1519 (1645) 1663 (see
Table 14). An archeomag~etic assay yielded an
age range of A.D. 1684-1789 (see Appendix C).
While the two age ranges do not overlap, they are
only 21 years apart and either could be consistent
with the archeological evidence and other dates
from the sileo Because of problems associated with
the regional archeomagnetic curve, the radiocarbon
date is considered to be the most reliable. and
based on other archeological evidence and radiocarbon dates, the latter half of this range is the
most likely approximate age for the last use of
Feature 39.
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Feature 40 is a postmold that originates below
the burned zone. which is at 7-10 em below the
surface. It has relatively straight sides; the bottom
is indistinct, and thus its shape could not be determined. The fill is dark organic-stained sediment
with occasional charcoal flecks. A few burned clay
flecks were noted' in the upper few centimeters of
fill. Flotation or:the fill (4.25 liters) yielded I
sherd, II flakes, and 34 bones. Charred wood
recovered includes mesquite, willow, and hackberry. while charred seeds were identified as
Poaceae. dropseed. and sandbur (see Appendix H).
This feature is classified as a Type 7 postmold
representing a stake or small post.
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ing mixed fill of light-colored ashy sediment,
lumps of burned clay, and sparse flecks of charcoal.
The upper burned zone is very sporadic in this area,
so its relationship to the feature is unclear. Its base
is a 2-cm-thick layer of reddish oxidized clay and
is well defined. A 14xllxl-cm tabular ground
stone fragment on the edge of the basin could have
been recycled for use as a cooking griddle. Several
small fragments of sandstone and three sherds were
collected. Flotation of all of the fill (62.5 liters)
yielded 525 unmodified flakes and 513 bone fragments. Charred mesquite and plum wood may
represent fuels, while the charred seeds (needlegrass, prickly pear, Poaceae. ground cherry, and
plum) may represent food resources (see Appendix
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Figure 54. Plan and profile of Feature 38. 41KT53.

Feature 41
Feature 39
Feature 41 is a postrnold with straight tapering
sides and a rounded bottom. Its relationship to the

Feature 39 is a basin hearth (Fig. 55) contain122
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Figure 55. Piau, profile, aud photograph of Feature 39, 41KT53,

burned zone, which is sporadic and undulating at
approximately 4-10 cm below the surface in this
area, is unclear. The fill is dark organic-stained
sediment with occasional charcoal fragments, The
upper 5 cm is very dark, and the lower fill becomes
lighter and less distinct with depth, A flake was
observed at the top of the feature. Flotation of the
fill (6.25 liters) yielded eight flakes and five bones,
Charred plant remains were identified as hackberry
wood and Poaceae and needlegrass seeds (see
Appendix H). This feature is classified as a Type
7 postmold representing a stake or small post.

less distinct with depth. Flotation of the fill (2,75
liters) yielded no cultural materials or plant remains. This feature is classified as a Type 7
postmold representing a stake or small post.
Feature 43
Feature 43 is a postmold with straight sides
tapering to a rounded or flattened bottom. Its
relationship to the burned zone, which is sporadic at
approximately 6-9 cm ,below the surface, is unclear. Two large vertical rocks were discovered
inside the upper portion of the postmold (Fig, 56).
The largest one (27x21x3 cm) was at 3-20 cm,
while the smaller (\7x17x2 cm) was at 8-19 em.
Both were encountered above II cm where the
circular postmold stain was observed. These were
probably shims used to wedge the post, and it
appears that they extended ca. 7 cm above the
original ground surface, A third rock, also a
tabular sandstone fragment (11xlOx3 cm) thought to
have been a shim, was found from 27-40 cm inside
the postmold, It may originally have been at the
top of the postmold, like the other two shims, and

Feature 42
Feature 42 is a postmold that appears to
originate at the level of the burned zone, which is at
3-6 cm below the surface nearby but is not clearly
defined in the immediate vicinity of the feature.
The lower portion of the postmold fades out, and
thus its exact bottom could not be discerned;
however, it appears to have straight sides that taper
toward the bottom, The fill is a homogenous dark
organic-stained sediment that becomes lighter and
123
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becomes lighter with depth. A large fragment of
wood preserved from 20 cm to the bottom of the
feature is most likely a remnant of the post.
Flotation of the fill (19.5 liters) yielded II flakes,
II bone fragments, and I charred Portulacaceae
seed (see Appendix H).
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Figure 56. Looking north at large rocks probably used as
shims in upper portion of Feature 43. 41KT53.
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could have moved down into the fill when the post
deteriorated or was removed. The larger of the
three shims is a ground stone that refits with two
other specimens from EU 152, 5 m to the south of
Feature 43.
The fill is a homogenous dark-stained sediment. No charcoal or burned clay was observed,
but two flakes, one sherd, and two pebbles were
found in the very boltom of the feature, and a fossil
shell was found in the middle of the fill. Flotation
of the fill (12.75 liters) yielded 2 sherds, 52 flakes,
and 4 bones. Charred plant remains recovered
include unidentified hardwood and dropseed and
Poaceae seeds (see Appendix H). This feature is
classified as a Type 7 postmold representing a
large post. The post was probably removed, at
which time the small shim, pebbles, and cultural
debris may have fallen into the post hole.
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Figure 57. Plan and profile of Feature 44, 41KT53.
This feature is classified as a Type 7 postmold
representing a large post. It appears that it deteriorated in situ. A radiocarbon assay on wood
yielded a calibrated date of A.D. 1322 (1409) 1434
(see Table 14), representing the cutting of the
Feature 44 post. Although this date is earlier than
expected based on the archeological evidence, it
seems reasonable given similar dates for other
features in Block 3 (see Chapter 7).
-:oFeature 4S
This postmold (Fig. 58) originates below the
burned zone, which is at 7-10 cm below the surface. The edges of the postmold are indistinct
toward the bottom, but it appears to taper to a
pointed bottom. The upper fill is dark-siained
sediment to ca. 10 cm, below which the organic
staining is indistinct. One flake was observed in
the upper 10 cm, and several relatively large items
(two flakes, one bone fragment, and a sandstone
rock) were observed in the lower fill. Flotation of

Feature 44
Feature 44 is a postmold (Fig. 57) that appears to originate at the level of the burned zone,
which is at ca. 6-9 cm below the surface in the
immediate area. It has straight sides tapering
slightly toward a rounded bottom. The fill is dark
organic-stained sediment which contains some
charcoal and pebbles in the upper 10 cm but
124
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Feature 47
Feature 47 is a postmold. Its relationship to
the burned zone, which is not evident in the immediate vicinity, is unclear. Its somewhat irregular
form appears to be the result of modem root disturbances; it generally tapers toward the bottom,
although the shape of the base could not be determined. Two rocks found within the circular stain at
the top of the feature appear to be shims. The
larger one (14x1lx3 em) is tabular sandstone, while
the smaller one (7x5 cm) is an irregular sandstone
cobble. There is a considerable amount of charcoal
in the upper 10-12 em. These large charcoal
chunks originally may have been a horizontal layer
that has been disturbed to some extent. The lower
fill is homogenous dark-stained sediment but
contains some modeFfl root fragments, providing
further evidence of disturbance. Flotation of the fill
(10 liters) yielded 22 flakes and 2 bones. Charred
plant remains were identified as willow and mesquite wood and one plum seed (see Appendix H).
This feature is classified as a Type 2 postmold
representing a small-medium post.

Figure 58. Looking west at Feature 45. 41KT53.
the fill (6.0 liters) yielded 33 flakes and 20 bones.
Charred plant remains were identified as willow
wood, and maygrass, Poaceae, hackberry, and
prickly pear seeds (see Appendix H). This feature
is classified as a Type 5 postmold representing a
stake or small post. The post may have been
removed and the hole subsequently backfilled with
cultural sediment.

Feature 48
This postmold (Fig. 59) originates below the
burned wne, which is at 3-8 em below the surface.
It has straight sides tapering gradually to a point.
The fill is a homogenous dark-stained sediment to
ca. 25 em, followed by charcoal that became very
dense and, with an occasional small pocket of
light-colored ash, continued down to the bottom of
the postmold, apparently representing the remains
of the charred post. Sherds and flakes were observed in the upper fill, and a thin ovate ground
sandstone tool was found inside the charcoal concentration at :ea. 30 cm. The function of this small
but intensively worn tool is not known. Flotation of
the fill (23.75 liters) yielded 5 sherds, 152 flakes,
and 131 bones. Charred plant remains were identified as needlegrass, maygrass, Poaceae, and hackberry seeds, and willow and oak wood (see Appendix H). Charred oak and willow were found in the
upper fill, while charred samples from the middle
and lower fill were exclusively willow, perhaps
indicating that the former post was willow.
This feature is classified as a Type 4 postmold
representing a large post. Its lower portion appears

Feature 4li
This feature is an irregular-shaped rock cluster
composed of 57 tabular sandstone rocks. The rocks
range in size from 2-13 em and are 4-5 em thick.
They were jumbled randomly with some specimens
lying horizontal and others dipping in various
directions. Since the upper burned wne is sporadic
in this area, its relationship to the feature is not
clear. No cultural materials were observed in
association, but flotation of a portion of the sediment (4.5 liters) from among the rocks recovered I
sherd, 15 flakes, and I bone.
All of the rocks in Feature 46 appear to be of
the same type of sandstone, and none exbibit
evidence of burning, although this cannot be ruled
out. It is likely that these rocks are from the same
large slab, and the total weight of all the specimens
is 2.24 kg (4.9 lbs). This feature could represent a
large rock that was broken in place, or it could be
interpreted as a dump of rock fragments from a
large slab broken elsewhere.
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Figure 59, Plan, profile, and photograph of Feature 48, 41KT53.
One 11x5x3-cm shim was wedged vertically into
the middle portion of the fill from 22-33 cm below
the surface against the curved part of the hom core.
The other 14x8x2-cm shim was found at an angle
in the upper part of the feature from ca. 11-21 cm.
Three smaller sandstone rocks measuring 3-7 cm in
maximum dimension were recovered in the fill and
also may have served as shims. The upper shim
extends 5 cm above the top of the bone, first
observed along with the slight soil discoloration of
the surrounding sediment at 16 cm. At this level,
the hom core was weathered and fragmented, and it
is likely that it deteriorated at or just below the
original ground surface. Based on the top elevations of the upper shim, the hom core, and the soil
discoloration, the original ground surface was
probably between 11 and 16 cm below the modem
ground surface. Immediately above and covering
the top of the feature from ca. 3-16 cm was a large
24x15x16-cm ground stone metate fragment. Its
relationship to the feature is unclear, but' it was
lying at an angle as if it were propped up against
the bone stake and the upper shim. The relationship
of the burned zone, which is at ca. 3-8 cm below
the surface, is unclear, but it appears that it is

to have been intentionally burned. A radiocarbon
assay on charcoal yielded a calibrated date of
A.D. 1636 (1651) 1666 (see Table 14). This date
corresponds well with the archeological evidence
and other radiocarbon dates and is likely to represent the approximate age of the cutting of the
Feature 48 post.
Feature 49
Feature 49 is the distal end of a Bos taurus
hom core found in a vertical position with associated rock shims (Fig. 60). The slightly curved,
28-cm-Iong hom core tapers from 44x35 mm to a
sharp point and was apparently driven into the
ground. The lower 5-10 cm of the hom core butts
up against undisturbed loam, but the upper twothirds of the feature has a few centimeters of
disturbed sediment around the hom core. This
narrow hole, apparently created by driving a curved
stake into the ground, is filled with slightly darker
loose sediment and tapers from ca. II cm in diameter at the top to 5 cm in diameter near the bottom.
Two large tabular sandstone rock shims were
apparently used to wedge the stake in the ground.
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Figure 60. Profile and photograph of Feature 49, 41KT53.
above the top of the feature. The overlyiug ground
stone, however, definitely extends well up into the
burned zone but does not cut through it. Flotation
of the fill (3.5 liters) around the bone yielded no
artifacts, but small charred wood fragments were
identified as unspecified hardwood (see Appendix
H) and are probably fortuitous in the fill.

quent disturbances. Given the large quantity of
burned sediment in the fill, two other interpretations
are possible. It could be a burned stump, but its
stratigraphic position below the burned zone and
dissimilarities to other burned stump features
suggest that this is unlikely. Conversely, the
feature could represent a cooking pit, although the
absence of burned rocks might then be considered
unusual. A similar but larger pit found in a Garza
component at the Lubbock Lake Site (Johnson et al.
1977:86-87) may be a baking pit but also lacks any
rocks. Perhaps it represents a cooking pit that was
cleaned out and subsequently reused as a trash pit.
A final alternative is that this feature represents a
storage pit re'Used as a trash pit. This interpretation
is unlikely, however, given the ephemeral nature of
the pit. One would expect (and this appears to be
the case archeologically) that most subsurface
storage pits were well made since their primary
purpose was to protect the objects being stored.
The original function of Feature 50 remains unknown.

Feature 50
Feature 50 is a pit that originates below the
burned zone, which is at ca. 10-12 cm below the
surface. It appeared as a roughly circular dark
stain with indistinct edges. There is no evidence of
recent disturbance. The fill is dark sediment with
large mottles of reddish burned clay, burned clay
lumps, and charcoal. Flotation of the fill (19 liters)
yielded 50 flakes, 13 bones, snail shells, and
mussel shell fragments. Charred plant remains
were identified as Poaceae and prickly pear seeds,
and oak, hackberry, and unspecified hardwood (see
Appendix H).
This feature appears to represent a pit that
may have been reused as a trash dump. Its original
function is unknown. It could represent a postmold
that is unrecognizable because of reuse or subse-

Feature 51
Feature 51 is a postmold that tapers to a point.
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The burn~d zone is sporadic in this area, and thus
its relationship to the feature is not known, although
it is likely that the top of the postmold is in the
burned zone. The fill is a homogenous darkstained sediment with sparse charcoal flecks. No
cultural materials were observed, but flotation of
the fill (3 liters) yielded one flake, while no plant
remains were recovered. This feature is classified
as a Type 7 postmold representing a stake or small
post, most likely one that was removed.

Feature S4
Feature 54 first appeared as a dark charcoal
stain at the bottom of the burned zone, which was
observed from ca. 5-10 em below the surface.
Wood fragments appeared at approximately tbe
same depth, and a central core of preserved wood
surrounded by dark-stained sediment was evident
at 16 em. This wood core tapered down to a point
at 45 em, but the dark-stained sediment disappeared by 40 em. Root trails filled with rotted
wood and dark sediment continued downward
shooting off in various directions from the wood
core. No cultural materials were observed in
association with this feature. The wood core was
identified as mesquite (see Appendix H).
Although it is possible that Feature 54 (Fig.
6 I) is an amorphous poS.lmold, it more likely
represents an in situ, partially burned tree stump.
It is probably associated with the burning represented by the burned zone. A radiocarbon assay on
charcoal yielded a calibrated date of A.D. 1898
(1955) 1955 (see Table 14). This range is significantly younger than all the other radiocarbon dates
and supports the interpretation that this is a burned
stump associated with postoccupational burning.

Feature S2
This postmold originates below the level of the
burned zone, which is at 6-9 em below the surface.
The feature consists of dark-stained sediment
appearing in profile to be one large postmold to ca.
30 em, at which depth it splits into two separate
postmolds, both with rounded bottoms. The ~und
aries of the feature, especially the lower portion,
are somewhat indistinct, but minor differences in
fill suggest that two post holes with different
depositional histories may be represented. Onehalf of the feature contains a homogenous darkstained sediment, while the other contains a similar
stain with mottled darker splotches, charcoal
fragments, and burned clay lumps. Flotation of the
combined fill yielded 2 sherds, 46 flakes, and 47
bones. Charred wood was identified as hackberry,
mesquite, and buckthorn (see Appendix H). This
feature is classified as a Type 5 (and/or 7)
postmold that probably represents a double post
hole. Perhaps this feature represents two contemporaneous posts or the use and reuse of a post hole
at different times.

Feature SS
Feature 55 first appeared as a cluster of dark
sediment mottled with burned clay at the level of
the burned zone, which is found at ca. 10-13 em
below the surface and appears to dip into the
feature fill. It contains an amorphous mixed fill of
dark sediment, charcoal, and burned clay lumps.
Only a portion of this feature was exposed, and
much of it remains unexcavated in the bottom of the
unit and in the unit to the west. The irregular fill
appears to be disturbed, perhaps by bioturbation,
and there are no distinct boundaries between it and
the surrounding undisturbed sediment. The feature
was approximately 15 em wide where the excavation terminated at 30 em. No cultural materials
were observed in association with this feature, and
the charcoal recovered could not be identified (see
.
Appendix H).
Feature 55 is interpreted as a tree stump that
burned in situ. A radiocarbon assay on charcoal
yielded a calibrated date of A.D. 1651 (1660) 1953
(see Table 14). Although this feature first appeared

Feature S3
Feature 53 is a postmold that tapers to a point.
Its relationship to the burned zone, which is not
clearly evident in this unit, is unknown. The fill is
homogenous dark sediment. No charcoal was
noted, but bone fragments were observed. Flotation
of the fill (17 liters) yielded 13 flakes and 17l
bones. This extremely high bone count may indicate that the post hole was used as a dump. One
charred lotebush seed and charred mesquite and
unspecified hardwood were also recovered from the
fill (see Appendix H). This feature is classified as
a Type 7 postmold representing a stake or small
post.
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Figure 61. Plan, profile, and photograph of Feature 54, 41KT53,
at the level of the burned zone and the initial
interpretation was that it was associated with that
burning, the radiocarbon date suggests that it could
be contemporaneous with other cultural features at

the site. Thus, it is not certain whether Feature 55
actually represents a cultural feature associated
with the site occupation or if it is a burned stump
associated with natural postoccupational burning.
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is a barb. All but 1 Of the 29 specimens are made
of fine-grained chert. The single nonchert specimen
is made of opalized caliche. Nine of the 29 specimens are typed, 7 are untyped, 2 are untypeable
fragments, and 11 are arrow point preforms. Of the
9 typed arrow points and fragments, 6 are Fresno,
2 are Washita, and 1 is a Lott.

This chapter discusses all of the materials
recovered during all phases of work ai the Longhorn Site. The majority (n = 8,677, 96%) of the
artifacts are from six excavation blocks; a few
(n = 344, 4%) are from isolated excavation units
located away from the blocks, five « I %) are from
shovel tests or backhoe trenches, and three «I %)
are from general surface contexts. A total of 8,781
(97.3%) are from Phase III, 216 (2.4%) are from
Phase II, and 32 «1.0%) are from Phase I work at
the site. Table 15 shows the distribution of the
artifacts recovered from 41KT53 by excavation unit
and level.

Fresno
Two complete points (Fig. 62a-b) and four
proximal fragments (Fig. 62c-f) are included in this
type (Kelley 1947). One specimen is from Block
I, two are from Block 2, and two are from Block 4.
The remaining specimen is from a nonblock excavation unit (ED 289). Five of the six have triangular outlines and concave bases; the remaining point
has a straight base. Blade edges range from
straight (see Fig. 62c) to recurved (see Fig. 62a-b,
d-f), depending on the extent of blade resharpening.
The two complete points and two of the proximal
fragments have lightly ground stems and bases.
Two of the points are mainly unifacially flaked
with bifacial flaking present only along the margins
of the opposite face (see Fig. 62a, f). These two
were made on flakes. The nature of the cores used
in the manufacture of the other specimens could not
be determined; based on their size, however, it is
likely that they also were made on flakes. All six
specimens are of fine-grained chert. The four
proximal fragments were broken in use. The two
complete specimens each measure 17 mm in total
length. They have a mean stem length of 8.5 mm

CHIPPED STONE ARTIFACTS

A total of 29 arrow points and fragments, I
dart point fragment, 22 nonprojectile point bifaces,
II 9 unifaces and fragments, 8 cores, I cobble tool,
89 edge-modified flakes, and 6,026 pieces of
unmodified lithic debitage were recovered. Of
these, 3 arrow points, I nonprojectile point biface,
8 unifaces, I core, 4 edge-modified flakes, and 209
pieces of unmodified debitage are from isolated
units, surface contexts, shovel tests, or backhoe
trenches. The remaining chipped stone artifacts are
from the six excavation blocks.
Arrow Points
Of the 29 arrow points recovered, 4 are
complete; 16 are proximal, 4 are medial, and 3 are
distal fragments; I is longitudinally broken; and 1
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TABLE 15
ARTIFACTS RECOVERED FROM 41KT53*

.-Unit/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

Projectile
Points

Bifaces

Unifaces

Edgemodified
Flakes

Umnodified Ground
Debitage
Stones Other Lithics

...,
N

-

-

1

-

-

-

1
1
-

2
1

-

-

-

1
1
1
1

1
1
3
4
1

-

-

1
3
1

-

-

-

- -1
1

1
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1

-

-

-

1
-

-

-

.

1
2
2

-

3

-

-

3

1

-

-

33
27
26
19
12
15
42
50
56
35
24
39
44
22
16
7
125
71
39
35
23
35
26
35
25
15
40
26
29

1
1
-

2
2

Ceramics

-

1 cobble tool
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
1
1
-

-

-

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

4
3
7
6
7
11
8
17
17
29
19
16
15
2

-

-

1 modified limonite

-

-

-

-

1 core

-

-

1
-

-

-

-

-

-

*Excludes burned clay, manuports, heat spalls, and microartifacts from flotation samples.

~

:.,
Totals

Block 1
EU 1, 20 em
EU 2, 20 em
EU 3, 21 em
EU 4,25 em
EU 5, 31 em
EU 6, 26 em
EU 7, 23 em
EU 8, 22 em
EU 9, 27 em
EU 10, 25 em
EU 11, 28 em
EU 12, 22 em
EU 13, 23 em
EU 14, 21 em
EU 15, 21 em
EU 16,21 em
EU 17, 20 em
EU 18,25 em
EU 19, 23 em
EU 20, 22 em
EU 21, 26 em
EU 22, 22 em
EU 23, 23 em
EU 24, 21 em
EU 25, 20 em
EU 26, 20 em
EU 27, 28 em
EU 28, 25 em
EU 29, 25 em-

i=::

-

20
8
7
27
39
25
8
12
9
-

13
15
15

1 modified bone

-

1 modified hematite 1 iron artifact
-

33
32
34
28
18
23
54
62
81
57
54
59
64
38
18
8
150
81
48
65
64
62
36
49
40
16
54
45
45

j

I

!"

?
'"

i
f
::;.

Table 15. continued

Unit/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

w
w

EU 30, 25 em
EU 31, 30 em
EU 32, 22 em
EU 33, 26 em
EU 34, 21 em
EU 35, 17 em
EU 36,16 em
EU 37, 22 em
EU 38, 22 em
EU 39, 34 em
EU 40,25 em
EU 41,23 em
EU 42, 22 em
EU 43,18 em
EU 44,17 em
EU 45,15 em
EU 46,16 em
EU 47,17 em
EU 48,16 em
EU 49,15 em
EU 50, 20 em
EU 51,19 em
EU 52,19 em
EU 53,18 em
EU 54,17 em

Projectile
Points
Bifaces

1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

Unifaces

1
1
-

-

-

-

-

"

Edgemodified
Flakes
-

1
-

-

-

-

-

2
1
2
1
1

1
-

1

1
2

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Unmodified Ground
Debitage

29
22
25
13
21
16
22
32
20
15
27
28
13
21
51
29
16
34
32
22
24
34
23
26
28

Stones

Other Lithics

-

-

1
-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
1
1

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1
1
-

-

Ceramics

31
33
26
6
5
5
8
15
3
4
28
18
23
16
5
2
1
2
5
10
4
12
8
8
'22

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 modified bone
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Totals
61
58
52
19
26
22
30
50
23
20
55
49
37
38
60
33
18
38
37
33
28
47
32
35
50

Block 2
EU 55, 23 em
EU 56, 24 em
EU 57, 23 em
EU 58, 20 em
EU 59, 27 em
EU 60, 23 em
EU 61, 24 em

-

2
1

-

-

-

1
-

-

1
1

26
26
22
13
20
12
7

1
-

2

-

-

6
11
11
5
13

-

-

-

3

-

1 modified hematite

-

-

1 gunflint

32
38
35
20
34
12
15

Q
{5

~

2-

~

.
~
;:;'

r"
"-

~

~

t:

~

u..

l...

Table 15, continued

Unit/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

-.......

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

62, 22 em
63,17 em
64, 20 em
65,18 em
66, 21 em
67, 20 em
68, 24 em
69, 20 em
70,19 em
71,18 em
72,19 em
73, 33 em
74,18 em

Projectile
Points
Bifaces
-

-

1
-

1
-

1
1

-

Unifaces
1

-

1

1
-

1

-

Edgemodified
Flakes

-

1
1
1
2
2

Uomodified Ground
Debitage
Stones Other Litbics
12
12
15
18
7
13
7
31
24
12
11
24
25

-

-

Ceramics

-

7
3
4
6
2
6
7
3

-

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

1

-

11

-

-

-

1

-

4
7
10
1

-

-

Totals
20
15
19
24
9
21
15
35
38
17
19
38
29

Block 3

::::
1;'
is

::.,

8
~

f'"
~

~

D;1

f

:;.
EU 75, 20 em
EU 76,18 em
EU 77, 23 em
EU 78,18 em
EU 79, 21 em
EU 80, 22 em
EU 81, 20 em
EU 82, 19 em
EU 83, 25 em
EU 84, 20 em
EU 85,19 em
EU 86,18 em
EU 87, 19 em
EU 88, 21 em
EU 89, 21 em
EU 90, 24 em
EU 91, 20 em
EU 92, 25 em
EU 93, 25 em

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1
2

-

1 .

-

-

1

-

-

2
2

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

20
20
9
9
14
3
8
5
3
22
18
17
22
20
8
4
5
5
6

-

-

-

8
3
9
5

-

-

-

4
1
1
9
-' 29
5
6
1

1 core

-

-

-

1

-

1 modified bone

-

-

1 gunflint

1 majolica sherd

-

28
24
19
15
15
4
14
7
4
33
51
22
28
23
8
4
5
6
6

Table 15, continued

Unit/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

~

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

94, 30 em
95,19 em
96, 20 em
97,19 em
98,19 em
99, 24 em
100, 30 em
101,70 em
102, 30 em
103, 25 em
104, 25 em
105, 19 em
106, 19 em
107, 18 em
108, 18 em
109, 30 em
110, 30 em
Ill, 70 em
112, 30 em
113, 23 em
114, 23 em
115, 20 em
116, 24 em
117, 18 em
118, 19 em
119, 21 em
120, 19 em
121, 29 em
122, 22 em
123, 22 em
124, 19 em 125, 21 em
126, 18 em
127, 19 em
128, 19 em

Projectile
Points
Bifaces
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I
2
I
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
I
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I
I
I
I

-

-

-

Unifaces

Edgemodified
Flakes

-

-

-

-

-

-

I
I

-

-

2

-

-

-

I

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

I

3

Umnodified Ground
Debitage
Stones Other Lithics
5
18
28
10
27
20
16
18
3
4
5
9
23
60
42
52
71
15
26
18
80
56
28
23
15
21
9
8
20
21
30
25
51

-

-

-

1 core

-

-

I
-

-

3
I
I
2

-

I
-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

1 core

-

-

I

-

-

-

I
2

-

-

Ceramics

7
2
8
2
22
2
3
7
-

3
I
6
II
6

-

I

5
2
10
35
4
I
2
-

I
7
2
2
I
3
2

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I modified hematite

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Totals
13
22
37
14
51
22
19
26
3
4
5
12
25
70
56
59
73
0
18
28
5
20
93
92
32
24
17
22
12
15
23
23
31
29
59

g
-§
~

?'

~
~

~

[
";-

~

t:

~

Co

I::::

Table 15, conJinued

Unil/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

w

'"

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

129, 20 em
130,23 em
131,22 em
132,22 em
133, 19 em
134,20 em
135,20 em
136, 19 em
137, 20 em
138, 19 em
139,24 em
140,27 em
141,28 em
142, 21 em
143, 22 em
144, 19 em
145, 19 em
146, 18 an
147,17 em
148, 23 em
149, 23 an
150,27 em
151,21 em
152,20 em

Projectile
Points
Bifaces

-

-

I

I
I

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

Unifaces

-

Edgemodified
Flakes

-

UlUIlodified Ground
Debitage
Stones Other Lithics

-

-

1
1

1

22
22
13
7
15
24
20
23
15
8
8
2
7

-

11

1

16
15
18
5
4
4
8
1
7
9

I

-

I

I
I
I

2

I

I

-

-

-

-

-

1

I
-

-

-

I
I

-

2
3
3
7
5
13
5
1
5

-

I
-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

Ceramics

1 core

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I
I

-

1
7
10
16
5

3

-

3

-

-

-

6
7
5
39
29

1

-

1
9
3

-

-

-

-

-

16
86

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Totals

23
24
15
13
19
34
31
37
20
9
13
2
11

19
27
32
24
5
4
4
12
3
23
98

Block 4
-

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

153,21 an
154, 19 em
155, 18 em
156, 18 em
157, 18 em
158, 32 an,
159,26 an
160,20 em

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

I
I

-

1

-

10
14

-

5
2

-

-

-

1 gunflint
-

-

15
16
7
8
6
50
'34
1

1?i:l

§
~

f

.N

;;-

'"

l

.;;;

f
::;.
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Table 15, continued

w

.....

Unit/Maximum
Depth Below

Projectile

Surface

Points

EU 161, 16 em
EU 162, 30 em
EU 163,31 em
EU 164,26 em
EU 165,28 em
EU 166, 18 em
EU 167, 31 em
EU 168, 26 em
EU 169, 23 em
EU 170, 25 em
EU 171, 25 em
EU 172, 25 em
EU 173, 22 em
EU 174, 23 em
EU 175, 24 em
EU 176, 19 em
EU 177, 20 em
EU 178, 21 em
EU 179, 21 em
EU 180, 18 em
EU 181, 20 em
EU 182, 18 em
EU 183, 21 em
EU 184,22 em
EU 185,21 em
EU 186, 23 em
EU 187, 20 em
EU 188, 22 em
EU 189, 22 em
EU 190, 22 em
EU 191, 22 em EU 192, 21 em
EU 193,22 em
EU 194, 22 em
EU 195, 22 em

Bifaces

Unifaces

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

2
1
-

-

1
-

1
1

1

-

1

1
-

-

-

-

1
1
1
-

1
-

-

Edgemodified
Flakes
1
2
-

-

-

-

1

1

-

-

1
1
1

1
1
1
-

1
3
1
1
1
-

.-

3

-

1
1
1
-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1
-

Umnodified Ground
Stones Other Lithics
Debitage
3
9
36
35
12
10
27
20
19
82
32
30
5
15
45
32
38
29
42
27
6
2
2
4
30
43
56
55
21
9
13
1
9
6
18

-

Ceramics

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

1 core

1

-

-

1
1
2
2
1
-

-

5
11
36

-

-

3
1
2
4
4
3

-

-

-

5
6
14
22
9
7
9
9
3
1
5
7
12
7
7
2
1

-

28
2
-

1 core
1 hammerstone
-

-

-

-

-

-

4
2
1
1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 modified bone
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
2

-

-

-

-

Totals
5
9
44
52
52
12
30
21
21
90
36
35
6
50
54
49
66 .
39
50
40
15
5
7
6
37
54
71
62
29
11
14
2
9
8
20

Q

{J
~

'~"

~
;:;"

;;;-

f

~

~

;!::

~
""'

i::::

Table /5, continued
UnitlMaximum
Depch Below
Surface

-

<H
00

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

196, 22 em
197, 21 em
198,21 em
199,22 em
200, 22 em
201, 23 an
202, 26 an
203,33 em
204,35 em
205, 21 em
206, 22 em
207, 22 em
208, 21 em
209,29 em
210, 31 an
211, 33 em
212, 31 em
213,33 em
214, 21 an
215, 24 em
216, 22 em
217, 25 em
218, 31 an
219,33 em
220,18 em
221,33 em
222, 31 em
223,22 em
224, 23 em
225, 22 em
226, 22 an
227, 33 em
228, 27 em.
229,25 em

Projectile
Points
Bifaces
3

-

-

Unifaces

-

Edgemodified
Flakes

-

I

I

-

-

-

-

I
2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

I

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

I

-

-

-

I

1

-

I

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

I
1

1

-

Uomodified Ground
Debitage
Stones Ocher Lithics
46
53
15
9

5
4
10
12
37
30
22
18
5
3
14
6
12
20
10
21
30
16
13
I
16
9
13
14
42
49
13
4
5

-

-

-

-

1 hammerstone
-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

I

I
I
2

-

Ceramics

21
12
7
3
I
I
2

I
45
29
7
5
2
3
I
1
3
II
58
19
8
2
5
1
3
4
14
15
16
2
1
1

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

-

I gunflint

I modero glass
-

-

1 majolica sherd
-

-

-

-

-

-

1 lead ball;
I majolica sherd

Totals
70
67
22
12
1
7
7
12
13
84
61
29
24
7
6
17
8
15
31
69
41
40
19
18
2
19
9
18
28
58
68
16
7
8
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Table 15, continued

Unit/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

230, 27 em
231, 29 em
232, 22 em
233, 21 em
234, 23 em
235, 21 em

Projectile
Points
-

1

-

Bifaces
-

1
1
-

Unifaces
-

-

1
-

Edgemodified
Flakes
2
3
1
2

Unmodified Ground
Debitage

12
6
31
50
63
109

Stones

-

1

-

Other Lithics
-

-

Ceramics

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

3
2
21
43

-

-

-

-

-

-

64

-

-

41

1 turquoise bead;

-

Totals
15
10
52
97
132
154

1 modified bone

'"
w

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

236, 28 em
237, 23 em
238, 27 em
239, 22 em
240, 22 em
241, 23 em
242, 23 em
243, 23 em
244, 21 em
245, 21 em
246, 22 em
247,22 em
248, 21 em
249. 21 em
250, 24 em
251, 23 em
252, 24 em
253, 23 em
254, 21 em
255, 22 em
256, 21 em
257, 21 em
258, 22 em
259, 24 em 260, 25 em
261, 25 em
262, 23 em
263, 23 em

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- .

-

-

-

1

1
1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

--

1
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

3
1
1
-

1
1
-

-

1
-

-

-

-

1
-

7
13
7
14
14
38
55
40
40
11
8
9
14
15
4
15
13
11
5
14
5
19
4
3
10
12
5
5

1
-

3
-

-

-

-

3
1
2

2
24
86
153
30

-

-

-

1
-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1

-

4
39
44
. 16
5
2
3
4
3
7
4
2
1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1 modified limonite
-

-

1 shell bead
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

12
14
12
14
17
63
142
195
73
11
10
9
14
16
10
54
58
29
10
16
8
23
4
6
18
17
10
6

()

!

~

"~
~
is-

0;-

[
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~

;!:;
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Table 15. continued

Unit/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

264, 36 an
265, 24 an
266, 24 an
267, 22 an
268, 22 an

Projectile
Points
Bifaces

I

-

1

-

Unifaces

Edgemodified
Flakes

-

-

1

1

2

Umnodified Ground
Stones Other Lithics
Debitage
6
9
6
5
5

Ceramics

-

-

4
-

1

-

-

-

1
2

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

-

Totals
12
10
8
6
9

Block 5

EU
EU
EU
EU

269, 26 an
270, 27 an
271, 39 an
272, 28 an

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

273,13 an
274,13 an
275, 13 an
276, 13 an
277, 22 an
278,13 an
279, 22 an
280, 7 em
281, 29 an

-

-

-

70
60
88
64

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

1

14

1

-

-

-

-

1
1

-

I
I
1

-

-

71
61
90
65

-

-

5
4
10
1
85
18
1
-

-

-

-

-

5
4
10
3
86
18
1
0
0

-

-

-

-

-

2
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nonblock

EU 282, 31 an
EU 283, 20 an
EU 284, 31 em
EU 285, 21 em
EU 286, 26 an
EU 287, 21 em
EU 288, 29 em·
EU 289, 26 an

~

r
.N

Block 6

~

~
~

1

-

-

I

1
9

-

-

1
-

-

-

-

-

1
9
2
-

-

-

1
0
1
1
10
11

0
18

~

~

~

r
:;.

Table 15, continued
Unit/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

--..,.

EU 290, 26 em
EU 291, 26 em
EU 292, 28 em
EU 293, 33 em
EU 294, 34 em
EU 295, 28 em
EU 296, 30 em
EU 297, 25 em
EU 298, 22 em
EU 299, 26 em
EU 300, 100 em
EU 301, 32 em
EU 302, 26 em
EU 303, 37 em
EU 304, 27 em
EU 305,18 an
EU 306, 24 an
EU 307, 24 em
EU 308, 26 em
EU 309, 28 em
EU 310, 27 em
EU 311, 35 em
EU 312, 39 cm
EU 313, 32 cm
EU 314, 29 em
EU 315, 25 em
EU 316, 32 an
EU 317, 20 em
EU 318, 28 em
EU 319, 26 em
EU 320, 39 em
EU 321, 43 an
EU 322, 30cm
EU 323, 32 em
EU 324, 31 em

Projectile
Points
Bifaces

-

-

-

-

-

-

.-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

Unifaces

1

.1
1

Edgemodified
Flakes

-

-

-

-

Urrnodified Ground
Stones Other Lithics
Debilage
31
1
1

4

14
5
10
1
5
2
1

11

-

-

3
1
1
5
1

-

11

1
-

-

-

1
4
-

-

-

1
-

1

3
35
7

-

-

1

-

Ceramics

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

3

1 modified hematite

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

19
5
3

1
3

-

-

-

-

-

7
16
1

-

-

-

-

1
1

-

-

-

-

13

-

-

-

1 hammerstone

-

-

1 core

-

-

-

-

- 2
1
4
1

1
4

5

-

-

-

-

-

1 majolica sherd
-

-

Totals
35
1
1
0
5
0
0
33
10
14
1
6
5
1
0
7
28
2
0
4
2
1
19
3
13
0
1
1
5
5
0
1
8
36
14

<""l

~
~

~

~
~

~

I

~

~

~

S
""
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Table 15. continued

Unil/Maximum
Depth Below
Surface

-

t:;

Projectile
Bifaces
Points

Unifaces

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

30

22 ..

119

-

-

General Surface

-

Sbovel Tests
Backhoe Trench

325. 28 em
326, 33 em
327, 26 an
328, 27 em
329, 22 an
330, 29 an
331, 33 em
332, 28 an
333, 28 an
334, 29 em
335, 30 an
336, 33 an
337, 32 an
338, 30 an
339, 20 an
340, 20 em

Totals:

Umnodified Ground
Debitage
Stones Other Lithics

-

-

EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU
EU

Edgemodified
Flakes

-

1
1
-

-

-

-

-

-

2
6
6
3
-

-

9
-

-

-

-

Ceramics

-

4
3

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

1
-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

I

Other Materials

Historic Artifacts

-

-

Totals

-

-

4
5
6
6
3
2
0
0
11
1
0
0
2
0
0
0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1 majolica sherd

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

4

-

-

4

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

I

89

6026

-

III .

-

I cobble tool
3 hammerstones
8 cores
(n = 12)

2595

-

-

5 modified bones
I modem glass
1 turquoise bead
4 gunflints
I sbell bead
I iron artifact
4 modified hemalite I lead ball
2 modified limonite 5 majolica sherds
(n ~ 13)
(n = 12)

9029

~

i

~

r
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~
~
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~

f
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Chapter 6: Materials Recoveredfrom 41KT53
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straight edges characteristic of most Washita
points. The blade edges on the larger specimen are
straight and have not been resharpened. J.ight base
and stem grinding is evident on both fragments.
The break morphologies 00 the two blades suggest
that they were broken in use. The nature of the
cores used in the manufacture of the two points
could not be determined. One point is made of
fine-grained chert; the other is of opalized caliche.
The two specimens have a mean haft length of
6.5 mm (0 = 0.7) and a mean base width of
12.0 mm (0 = 1.4), and both have a neck width of
7.0 mm. The more complete specimen has a blade
width of 10 mm.

","

K

I

0

n

o

2

I

I

p

em

m

Figure 62. Arrow points. 41KT53. (o-/) Fresno; (g-h)
Washita; (i) Lot~ <J) untyped side and basal notched, barb

fragment; (k-l) untyped expanding stem, concave basej
(m) untyped subtriangular. rounded base; (n-o) untyped
triangular. concave base; (p) untyped triangular. straight

base.

(0 = 2.3) and a mean blade length of 9 mm (0 =
1.4). The six points have a mean base width of
12 mm (0 = 1.7). The mean neck width on the five
sufficiently complete specimens is 9.6 mm (0
2.7). The mean thickness of the six specimens is
2.7 mm (0 = 0.8).

A single complete arrow point, recovered
from Block 4, is included in this type (Runkles and
Dorchester 1987). It has an expanding stem with a
slightly concave and notched base (Fig. 62i). The
stem edges are alternately beveled, and the blade is
slightly shouldered. The stem is lightly ground, but
no grinding is evident on the base. Blade edges are
straight but asymmetriCal, indicating at least one
episode of blade resharpening. With the exception
of the base, the basal notch, and one stem bevel, the
remainder of the point is unifacially shaped. A
large portion of the ventral surface of the parent
flake is evident on one face. The arrow point is
made on a fine-grained chert flake. The stem
measures 5 mm in length, while its blade is 10 mm
long. It is widest at the base (12 mm), and the
neck is only slightly narrower (8 rom) than the
blade (9 mm). It is 2 mm thick.

Untyped Side and Basal Notched

=

The single specimen included in this group is
a barb fragm~~t (Fig. 62j) that appears to be from
a side-notched arrow point with a highly concave
notched base. It was recovered from a nonblock
excavation unit (ED 334). Although it appears to
be the barb of a Harrell point, the fragment is too
small to determine its typological affiliation with
certainty. The presence of stem and base grinding
cannot be determined with confidence.. The break
morphology is characteristic of use failures. The
fine-grained chert specimen is too fragmentary to
determine the nature of the core used in its manufacture. None of the metric attributes can be
measured with certainty.

Washita
Two proximal fragments are included in this
type (Bell 1958); both were recovered from Block
4. Both are triangular side-notched specimens with
concave bases. The notches on one specimen (Fig.
62g) are high on the blade and form the trapezoidal
stem characteristic of Washita points. The notches
on the second specimen (Fig. 62h) are near the base
and form a shorter stem that does not have the
143
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included in this category (Fig. 62n-o); they were
recovered from Blocks I and 4. Both are fragments
of triangular points, and given their size, it appears
that neither were side notched. Base and/or stem
grinding are absent on both points. Judging from
the recurved blade edges, the larger fragment was
substantially reworked. Reworking could not be
determined on the smaller specimen. The larger
fragment was broken in use; break cause could not
be determined on the smaller specimen. Although
both probably were made on flake cores, no direct
evidence of this remains. Both are made of finegrained chert. Because in addition to the blade
breaks both have missing base comers, no complete
metric attributes could be recorded on these fragments.

Untyped Expanding Stem, Concave Base

One complete arrow point and one nearly
complete arrow point proximal fragment are included in this category; they were recovered from
Blocks 2 and 4, respectively. The specimens are
characterized by slight to moderately expanding
stems, slightly concave bases, and slight to moderate shoulders. The blade edges of the smaller
specimen (Fig. 62k) are convex and appear to have
been alternately resharpened. The blade resharpening may relate to the broken blade barbs which
appear to have failed in use. The stem is ground,
but no grinding is evident on its base. The nearly
complete proximal specimen (Fig. 62f) is unifacially shaped along all but its base, one alternately
beveled stem edge, and a blade margin. The cause
of the break at the extreme distal end could not be
determined. The point has a lightly ground stem
and base and, with the exception of the missing
basal notch, resembles Lott points (Runkles and
Dorchester 1987). Both specimens are of finegrained chert. The blade of the complete point is
10 mm long, and the mean haft length of the two
points is 6 mm (0 = 0). The bases on both specimens are II mm wide, the mean neck width is
7.5 mm (0 = 2.1), and the mean blade width is
9.5 mm (0 = 0.7). Both points are 2 mm thick.

Untyped Triangulflr, Straight Base

A single proximal fragment, recovered from
Block 4, is classified into this category (Fig 62p).
It appears to be a triangular point fragment that
was broken relatively early in manufacture, as
indicated by the break morphology and the unfinished nature of the specimen. Base and/or stem
grinding are not present. The portion of the fragment adjacent to the blade break retains the ventral
surface of the parent flake. The fine-grained chert
flake core was oriented with the bulbar side toward
the proximal end of the point. Given the unfinished
and fragmentary nature of the specimen, only two
metric attributes could be recorded. The base is
8 mm wide, and the specimen is 3 mm thick.

Untyped Subtriangular, Rounded Base

A single proximal fragment, recovered from
Block 4, is classified into this category (Fig. 62m).
It is a subtriangular point with a rounded base and
one convex and one recurved blade edge. The
recurved blade edge is the product of resharpening
to rejuvenate the failed distal end. The base and
stem are not ground. Much of the ventral surface
of the parent flake is still evident on the specimen.
The point was made on a flake blank by orienting
the bulbar portion of the flake toward the proximal
end of the point. The blank was minimally retouched on the ventral and dorsal faces. The distal
end break is use related. The arrow point is made
of fine-grained chert. The haft is 13 mm long, both
the neck and blade are 14 mm wide, and the base is
9 mm wide. The fragment is 3 mm thick at its
maximum.

Untypeable A"ow Point Fragments

A use-broken distal fragment and a heatspalled medial fragment are so fragmentary that
their typological or morphological classification is
not possible. They were recovered from Blocks I
and 2. Both are niade of fine-grained chert.
A"ow Point Preforms

In addition to the 18 typed, untyped, and
untypeable arrow points and fragments, II bifacially or unifacially shaped flake fragments also were
recovered from 41KT53. One each was recovered
from Blocks I and 2, two are from Block 3, and six
are from Block 4. A single fragment comes from
a nonblock excavation unit (ED 333). Given the
extent and nature of the retouch and shaping, these

Untyped Triangular, Concave Base

Two relatively short proximal fragments are
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II specimens are considered arrow point preforms
(Fig. 63). Five of the II are proximal fragments,
3 are medial, 2 are distal, and I is a longitudinally
broken fragment. One proximal fragment and a
distal specimen recovered from adjacent units in
Block 4 refit into a complete preform (see Fig.
63a). The proximal fragments have straight to
convex bases, and their blade edges are convex.
The fragments are mainly unifacially retouched and
exhibit minor marginal bifacial flaking. All of the
specimens are made of fine-grained chert. The five
proximal fragments have a mean base width of
14.8 mm (0 = 2.6). The seven fragments on which
maximum thickness could be measured have a mean
thickness of 3.0 mm (0 = 1.0).

a

c

I

1

2

I

I

Arrow point

2

!

I

Figure 64. Untyped expanding-stem concave-base dart
point, 41 KT53.

were recovered. Of these, 11 (50%) are from
Block 4, 5 (23%) are from Block 3, 3 (14%) are
from Block I, and 2 (9%) are from Block 2. A
single fragment is from a nonblock excavation unit
(EU 306). The largest group consists of 10 indeterminate biface edge fragmenls. Distal fragments
(n = 5) are the second most numerous category,
followed by medial (n = 2) and proximal (n = 2)
specimens and a wedge. Only 2 of the 22 bifaces
are complete.
Six of these specimens form three morphologically similar groups that may be indicative of
differences in reduction strategy and/or the nature
of the cores used in the manufacture process.
Morphologically, the two complete specimens form
a group of their own (Fig. 65a-b). They have
planoconvex transverse cross sections and ovate
shapes. One has cortex on the convex face, while
the other is entirely decorticate. The majority of
the last series of flakes were removed from the
planar surfaces of the bifaces. This flake-removal
sequence, coupled with the planoconvex transverse
cross sections and the ovate shapes, suggests that
these bifaces are heavily reworked unifaces.
However, since no unifacial tool working edges are
evident on either specimen, they are classified as
bifaces. Oqe of the specimens retains a small
portion of the ventral surface of the parent flake,
indicative of the flake blank used in its manufacture. The ventral surface of the other specimen is
more thoroughly flaked. A small proximal fragment also has a planoconvex transverse cross
section and a flaking pattern most characteristic of
heavily reworked unifaces. Unfortunately, since it
is so small and so heavily reworked, such an origin
for the biface cannot be established with certainty.
Two medial fragments also form a unique
group. One is a four-beveled knife fragment (Fig.
65c), and the other is either a two- or four-beveled

d

em
Figure 63.

1

I

em

b

o

o

prefonns, 41KT53.

Dart Point
The single dart point, recovered from Block
I, is a longitudinally hroken proximal fragment
(Fig. 64). Although highly fragmentary, the specimen appears to be an expanding-stem, concavebase point with a broken but formerly strongly
flaring barb. Its stem and base are moderately
ground. Neither the cause of break nor the nature
of the core used in its manufacture can be determined. The point is made of silicified caliche. No
metric attributes can be recorded.
Nonprojectile Point Hifaces
A total of 22 bifaces and biface fragments
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Figure 65. Bifaces and cobble tool, 41KT53. (a-b) Complete bifaces; (c-d) beveled biface medial fragments; (e) cobble
tooL

knife fragment (Fig. 65d). Each of the two opposite and adjoining edges of the four-beveled knife
are alternately beveled (Sollberger 1971). The two
more-eomplete blade edges are slightly recurved,
indicating frequent resharpening. The two opposite
edges of the second beveled knife fragment also are
alternately beveled. Due to the location of the
break, it is not possible to establish with certainty
whether this fragment was a two- or four-beveled
knife. Based on the convex edges and overall width
of the specimen, it appears to have been resharpened less often than the four-beveled knife fragment.
Finally, two distal fragments made on thin
flake blanks appear to be either dart point distal

fragments or, more likely considering the near
absence of dart points, bifacial knives broken in
manufacture. T~ey are thinner than the beveled
knife fragments, .. ilOd large parent flake ventral
surfaces clearly indicate that they were manufactured on flake blanks.
Altogether, two distal fragments, a complete
specimen, and an indeterminate edge fragment were
made on flake blanks. The nature of the cores used
in the manufacture of the other specimens cannot be
determined. Cortex is present on five specimens
-one complete, three indetenninate edge fragments,
and one proximal fragment. Cortex is absent on a
complete biface, and the presence of cortex could
not be determined on the other fragments. As
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mentioned above, only 2 of the 22 bifaces are
complete. Eight are use broken; these are two
medial fragments (the beveled knives), three distal
fragments, two proximal fragments, and an indeterminate edge. Seven fragments appear to have been
broken in manufacture; they include four indeterminate edges, two distal fragments. and a wedge. The
break cause could not be determined on five indeterminate edge fragments. All 22 bifaces and
biface fragments are made of fine-grained chert.
The two complete bifaces have a mean length of
45.5 mm (0 =2.1), a mean width of 30.0 mm (0 =
1.4), and a mean thickness of 9.5 mm (0 = 0.7).
The mean width of the beveled knife fragments is
24.0 mm (0 = 4.2), and they are both 7 mm thick.
Cobble Tool
A single complete cobble tool of fine-grained
Potter chert was recovered from Block I (Fig. 65e).
It has four working edges which exhibit heavy
crushing, step fracturing, and rounding. Cortex is
present on two margins of the specimen, but in
neither case does the cortex serve as backing for the
four working edges.
The tool measures
82x70x51 mm and weighs 369 g.

one is a fossil shell, one is silicified caliche, two
are opalized caliche, one is Alibates agate, and one
is Tecovas jasper.
Eight of the 119 specimens refit into either
complete or larger fragmentary pieces. They
consist of two distal and two proximal fragments,
a medial and a distal fragment, and a proximal and
medial fragment. One of the distal and proximal
fragment pairs came from Level 1 of EU 186 in
Block 4; the other pair was recovered in adjacent
units in Block I (EUs 7 and 17). The medial and
distal fragment pair was recovered in adjacent units
of Block 3 (EUs 94 and 95). The proximal and
medial fragment pair was recovered in adjacent
units in Block 3 (EUs 85 and 96). As a group,
unifaces constitute the largest tool category recovered from the site. Given their apparent importance
in the tool assemblage, the specimens are characterized in terms of stages of use-life (e.g., manufacture, use, reworking, and discard) rather than
simply providing morphological descriptions.
End Scrapers

The 53 end scrapers consist of 14 (26%)
complete tools, 17 (32%) proximal ends, 20 (38%)
distal ends, and 2 (4%) medial fragments. The
majority of the unifaces are made on blades or
bladelike flakes. A single fossil shell was utilized
as an end scraper; it is the lower valve of an
Exogyra ,exana bivalve (Fig. 66a). Portions of the
anterior margin are flaked and exhibit heavy crushing. Other parts of the anterior margin are rounded
and polished.
Based on their morphology, the end scrapers
were manufactured on blades or parallel-sided
bladelike flakes. The dorsal surfaces of a number
of unifaces .retain one or multiple parallel flake
scars indicati1{e of previous blade removals or core
preparation. Five end scrapers have a single broad
dorsal flake scar, two specimens have two broad
parallel flake scars, and three specimens have three
flake scars each on their dorsal faces. Two proximal fragments and a complete specimen have
single, centrally located, flake-removal-guiding
dorsal ridges. On one of the proximal fragments,
the central ridge appears to have been an intentionally flaked, naturally occurring ridge. On the other
two specimens, the central ridge was a naturally
occurring unaltered feature of the core. The latter
two specimens suggest that no core surface prepa-

Unifaces
A total of 119 unifaces and fragments were
recovered from 41KT53. One of these was recovered during the Phase 1 investigations, and one
came from the Phase II testing at the site. Both are
included in subsequent discussions. The majority of
the specimens (n = 41, 34%) are from Block 4,
followed by Block I (n = 37,31 %). Twenty-eight
(24%) were recovered from Block 3, and 5 (4%)
are from Block 2. In addition, five (4%) specimens
are from nonblock excavation units (EUs 284, 289,
299,323, and 324), and three (3%) others are from
general surface proveniences.
The largest morphological category consists
of 53 (45%) end scrapers, followed by 50 (42%)
indeterminate edges.
The remaining unifaces
consist of 10 (8%) side scrapers and 6 (5%) combination end/side scrapers. In addition to the indeterminate tool edges, the collection consists of 24
(20%) complete unifaces, 23 (19%) distal ends, 18
(15%) proximal ends, and 4 (3%) medial fragments.
Of the 119 unifaces and fragments, 113 are made of
fine-grained chert. Of the six nonchert specimens,
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FIgure 66. End scrapers, 41KT53, (a) Fossil shell; (b) double ended; (c-ti) substantially shaped; (e) minimally shaped.

on II specimens~. either because the platform
collapsed during flake removal or the platform was
removed during proximal end thinning.
Based on the overall size and protrusion of
the bulb of percussion. the presence of a wellformed impact point on the striking platform, and
the degree of lipping of the interior margin of the
striking platform. five of the complete chert end
scrapers appear to have been removed by hardhammer percussion. Five other complete end
scraper blanks may have been removed by softhammer percussion. Seven of the proximal ends

ration was necessary to remove suitable blanks for
end scraper manufacture.
The production of uniface blanks does not
always necessitate prepared striking platforms,
Naturally occurring surfaces and/or facets often
were selected as striking platforms. Ten of the 30
complete end scrapers and proximal fragments
made of chert have corticate striking platforms.
Six additional specimens have single-faceted.
decorticate striking platforms. Multifaceted striking platforms occur on only three specimens.
Striking-platform faceting could not be determined
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appear to have been hard-hammer removals, while
two may be soft-hammer blanks. The type of
percussor employed in the removal of the blanks
used to make the other complete end scrapers and
fragments could not be established.
In total, three complete end scrapers, seven
proximal fragments, and eight distal fragments
retain some cortex. Nine of these end scrapers (one
complete, four proximal fragments, and four distal
ends) retain cortex along a single margin. A
double-ended specimen that consists of refilled
proximal and distal fragments (Fig. 66b) is the only
end scraper that appears to have been made on a
primary bladelike flake. With the exception of the
corticate striking platforms, cortex is entirely
missing on the dorsal faces of 10 complete end
scrapers.
Once the blade or bladelike flake was removed, its lateral margins and distal end were
retouched to form a triangular to teardrop-shaped
outline. The extent of the marginal retouch seems
to have varied depending on the outline of the
blank. Some blade edges and entire specimens
were substantially retouched (Fig. 66c-d). Others
with a blank shape and size closer to the finished
product were less-extensively shaped (Fig. 66e).
Even though the extent of marginal retouch varies in
the end scraper collection, with the exception of the
earlier-mentioned double-ended end scraper and
three other small distal fragments, the remaining
specimens have some degree of marginal retouch or
shaping.
. Although lateral marginal retouch is a common characteristic of the end scraper collection, the
removal of the bulb of percussion was not often
needed. Only three complete specimens and three
proximal fragments have laterally thinned bulbs of
percussion. While in general soft-hammer percussors generate diffused bulbs' of percussion, the
overall lack of bulb-of-percussion thinning suggests
that even when hard-hammerstone percussors were
used to remove the blanks, the removal was controlled to produce relatively diffused bulbs of
percussion. Diffused bulbs of percussion are
necessary in successfully producing long parallelsided blades or bladelike flakes.
Ten complete end scrapers and 10 distal
fragments are longitudinally curved so that the
working edge is similar to the distal end of an
overshot flake removal. It is likely that the preferred blank used to manufacture the end scrapers

was longitudinally curved and that in fact most of
the end scrapers started out longitudinally curved.
However, subsequent dorsal, and in many cases
ventral, face resharpening of the working edge
removed the curved overhang found at the distal end
of the scraper.
While in use, the majority of the end scrapers
appear to have been hafted. Haft wear is present
on 32 specimens. Eleven of the 13 complete chert
specimens were hafted. The presence of haft wear
could not be determined on two complete end
scrapers, one made of silicified caliche and one of
fine-grained chert. Fourteen of the proximal
fragments have haft wear, while three lack haft
wear. One of the medial fragments and six of the
distal specimens exhibit haft wear. Two of the six
distal end scraper fragments refit proximal ends;
one of these two was not hafted.
All of the cornplete specimens and distal
fragments appear to have been resharpened prior to
discard or abandonment. Although the majority of
the specimens were resharpened by removing flakes
from their dorsal faces, five specimens (three
complete and two distal) were resharpened by
removing flakes from the ventral face of the working edge (Fig. 67a-b). This technique leaves the
working edge uneven and renders the uniface less
efficient. It is possible that this type of resharpening actually represents reworking, and it may have
been applied only when the tool was at the end of
its use-life as a uniface and it was being converted
to a biface or bifacial gouge.
When the end scrapers reached the end of
their use-lives due to breakage, exhaustion, or the
termination of the task, they either were discarded
without further modification, were remanufactured
into functionally distinct tools, or were unsuccessfully rejuvenated and discarded. Five end scrapers
show the reS\llts of successful remanufacture and
reuse. One IS a complete triangular end scraper,
two are proximal ends, and the remaining two are
distal fragments. Following its use as an end
scraper, one lateral margin of the complete specimen was notched and subsequently used as a
notched scraping tool (see Fig. 66e). The second
specimen is a broad triangular proximal fragment
(Fig. 67c). Following the apparent failure of the
distal end, the break face was reflaked bifacially,
and the tool appears to have been employed as a
gouge. The second proximal fragment appears to
have been broken in use. Following its breakage,
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Figure 67. End scrapers, 41KT53. (a-b) Ventrally resharpened; (c) reworked proximal fragment used as a gouge; (d) two
views of reworked distal fragment used as a burin; (e) reworked distal fragment used as a hand-held end scraper.

the edge formed by the dorsal surface of the uniface
and the break face was employed as a scraper. At
least five flakes were removed to resharpen the new
working edge. The fourth specimen is a distal
fragment (Fig. 67<f). Following a mid-section
break, the break face was employed as a burin or

graver. At least four flake scars, including a burin
flake, were removed from the break face to' shape
and resharpen the edge. A fifth specimen appears
to be a relatively large distal fragment. Its break
face was reworked much the same way as the distal
end of the scraper and used as a hand-held
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unifacial scraper (Fig. 67e).
In addition to these 5 successfully reworked
specimens and the 5 ventrally resharpened unifaces
noted earlier, a total of 17 other unifaces and
uniface fragments have been reworked. It appears
that none of these were successfully rejuvenated
since none exhibit use-wear generated subsequent
to the reworking. Of these specimens, two are
complete, seven are distal ends, six are proximal
fragments, and two are medial specimens. A
proximal and a distal fragment refit into a complete
specimen that was broken by intentionally striking
the middle of the uniface as it was resting on an
anvil.
The nature of reworking of the end scrapers
suggests that, once these specimens ceased to he
used as unifaces, their ventral and dorsal faces
were flaked to create a planoconvex bifacial artifact. The extent of resharpening, remanufacture,
and reworking suggests that the available raw
materials were being "conserved" by utilizing
unifaces as cores for the manufacture of other
functional tool types.
Of the 39 end scraper fragments, 20 were
broken in use or in the process of resharpening.
Ten of these are proximal, nine are distal, and one
is medial. Haft wear is present on 9 of the 10
proximal fragments, indicating that these specimens
were broken probably during use or in the process
of resharpening. Haft wear is absent on the tenth
use-broken proximal fragment. Use-wear also is
present on the nine distal fragments, suggesting that
these specimens also were broken either in use or in
the process of resharpening. The use-broken
medial fragment has haft wear and, judging from
the break morphology, appears to have heen broken
in use. Two proximal fragments with haft wear
appear to have been broken in manufacture, as was
a distal fragment lacking haft 'wear. These three
specimens may have been broken in the process of
reworking into bifacial artifacts. The nature of the
break could not he determined with certainty on 10
distal fragments, 4 proximal fragments, and 1
medial specimen. Two of these distal fragments
retain haft wear, as do three of the four proximal
fragments.
The 13 complete chert end scrapers have a
mean length of 51.3 mm (0 = 7.0), a mean width of
36.7 mm (0 = 6.3), and a mean thickness of
13.1 mm (0 = 3.9). The mean haft length of the 11
hafted specimens is 35.6 mm (0 =8.2); the ratio of

total length to haft length ranges from 1.8:1 to
1.2:1. Five specimens have total length to haft
length ratios equal to or helow 1.4: 1. Six others
have total length to haft length ratios equal to or
greater than 1.5:1.
Side Scrapers

Ten side scrapers were recovered from
41KT53. Four of these are complete, three are
distal fragments, two are medial specimens, and
one is a proximal fragment. The proximal fragment
and one of the medial specimens, recovered from
adjoining excavation units, refit (Fig. 680).
While the end scrapers were manufactured on
relatively standardized bladelike flakes and/or
blades, the side scrapers were made on a broader
range of blanks and show less standardization in
form. Three of the side scrapers -one complete,
one medial fragment, and one distal fragment- are
made on narrow blades. These blanks are narrower
than the blanks used in end scraper manufacture,
and although all three are longitudinally curved, the
curvature is' continuous along the long axis rather
than being more localized at the distal end. The
side scraper that consists of a refitted proximal and
medial fragment is made on a broad, parallelsided, primary flake. Four other specimens are
made on flake blanks. Only one of these has the
longitudinally curved morphology characteristic of
end scrapers; however, this specimen is much wider
and shorter than the end scraper flake blanks. A
single minimally retouched specimen is made on a
small, naturally split chert pebble. With the exception of one of the medial fragments, the other
specimens have cortex on their dorsal surfaces.
Only one specimen has two retouched edges
(Fig. 68b); the other side'scrapers each have single
working edge,S. In general, side scrapers are
assumed to lie hand-held tools. Nonetheless, a
single complete specimen (Fig. 68c) exhibits proximal end polish on the margins of the eraillure scar
and the dorsal ridge. In addition, the unifacial
marginal retouch stops 22 mm from the proximal
end, suggesting that this portion of the specimen
was hidden in binding and could not he resharpened.
In light of these observations, it is possible that this
tool was used either as a hafted side scraper, a
hafted knife (e.g., the expedient version of a beveled knife), or both.
Although 6 of the 10 side scrapers are
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Figure 68. Side and combination end/side scrapers, 41KT53. (a-c) Side scrapers; (d-f) combination end/side scrapers.

broken, the cause of breakage could not be identified with certainty on any of the specimens. However, since all six exhibit use-wear and the breaks
occurred during or after use, it is likely that none of
the breaks are manufacture related. Rather, they
probably represent either use failures or the breakage of the tool during resharpening. The latter
process would generate break morphologies that are
similar to manufacture breaks, although the edges
of tools broken in manufacture should retain no
use-wear.
Once broken and/or discarded, side scrapers
were reworked much less frequently than end
scrapers. A single side scraper medial fragment

made on a narrow blade was reused. One of its
break faces was used either as a scraper or gouge,
and the comer ofme other break face was used a
graver. Both of Ihe reused areas were resharpened
prior to discard. The olher side scrapers do not
show evidence of reworking or reuse. The low
frequency of reworking among the side scrapers
may be due to the fact Ihat the irreguhu: flake
blanks and narrow blades used to manufacture side
scrapers are not easily converted to bifacial artifacts as appears to have been Ihe case wilh Ihe
larger planoconvex, transverse cross-section,
bladelike flakes and blades used to make end
scrapers.
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The four complete side scrapers have a mean
length of 54.5 mm (0 = 16.7), a mean width of
32.5 mm (0 = 7.8), and a mean thickness of
9.9 mm (0 = 2.0). The haft length of the single
hafted specimen is 22 mm.

were recovered. Six of these specimens were
broken in use or during resharpening. A single
fragment appears to have been broken postdepositionally. The cause of break could not be established with certainty on the remaining 43 specimens.

Combination End/Side Scrapers

Cores
Six complete combination end/side scrapers
were recovered. Two of these were manufactured
on relatively broad and short tertiary flakes (Fig.
68d-e). Two others were made on short and thick,
parallel-sided, bladelike secondary flakes. The
remaining two are minimally retouched specimens
made on tertiary flakes.
The two specimens made on broad, short
flakes are partially bifacially retouched. In part,
the ventral face retouch on these specimens was
directed to the removal of the bulb of ·percussion.
In addition, it may have served to resharpen the
working edges. Both specimens have three distinct
working edges. In each case, one of the three is
found on an alternate face of the artifact.
One of the two combination end/side scrapers
made on short, parallel-sided, bladelike flakes has
extensive lateral-margin and distal-end retouch and
substantial ventral-face resharpening. This specimen has two working edges. Prior to or in the
process of resharpening, the striking platform and
bulb of percussion of the parent flake were removed. The other specimen has a moderate amount
of lateral-margin retouch, and although its distal
end was used, it has not been retouched (Fig. 68/).
This specimen has no flakes removed from its
ventral surface and was made on a flake with a
single-faceted decorticate striking platform.
The two combination end/side scrapers made
on tertiary flakes each have two minimally retouched working edges. They are included in the
uniface category rather than with edge-modified
flakes only because their working edges are retouched rather than only use-worn. Both specimens
appear to have multifaceted striking platforms. Tbe
mean length of the six specimens is 42.2 mm (0 =
6.6), the mean width is 35.7 mm (0 = 7.4), and the
mean thickness is 12.7 mm (0 = 2.9).

Eight complete cores were recovered. Four
of these are from Block 3, two are from Block 4,
and one is from Block I. The remaining specimen
is from a nonblock excavation unit (ED 313).
Based on the degree of reduction, these specimens
can be divided into three groups: (I) tested cobbles; (2) cores discarded with or without a readily
evident technological reason; and (3) exhausted
cores. The four tested cobbles have an average of
1.5 (0 = 0.58) flake re'movals and a mean length of
56.8 mm (0 = 6.9), a mean width of 36 mm (0 =
9.8), and a mean thickness of 23.5 mm (0 = 9.9).
One of the four is a split, fine-grained quartzite
nodule. The other three are of fine-grained chert.
Two additional cores have six flake removals
each. They· have a mean length of 52 mm (0 =
22.6), a mean width of 35.5 mm (0 = 26.2), and a
mean thickness of 23 mm (0 = 11.3). One is of
opalized caliche; the other is of silicified wood.
The opalized caliche specimen probably was discarded due to a number of step-fractured flake
removals and coarse crystalline inclusions that
seriously hindered continued flake removals. The
silicified wood specimen may have been used in the
production of bladelets. Bladelets were removed
from at least three distinct directions. No apparent
technological reason is evident for its discard.
The final two cores have a mean of 17.5 (0 =
10.6) flake removals. One is a flake core with a
corticate strik,ing platform; the other is a corticate
angular specimen. Both are multidirectional cores
of fine-grained chert. They have a mean length of
34.5 mm (0 = 10.6), a mean width of 27 mm (0 =
15.6), and a mean thickness of 13.5 mm (0 = 4.9).
Overall, they are the smallest of the three groups of
cores and have the highest number of flake removals.

Indeterminate Uniface Edges

Edge-modified Flakes

In addition to the end, side, and combination
end/side scrapers, 50 indeterminate uniface edges

A total of 89 edge-modified flakes were
recovered. Of these, 32 (36%) are from Block 4,
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25 (28%) are from Block I, 17 (19%) are from
Block 3, 9 (10%) are from Block 2, and 2 (2%) are
from Block 5. The remaining four (4%) specimens
are from nonblock excavation units (EUs 289, 316,
322, and 324).
The majority are chips (n = 49, 55%), followed by complete flakes (n =25, 28%) and proximal flake fragments (n = 15, 17%). A little less
than half (n = 42, 47%) are complete tools. Of
these, 14 (33%) are chips, 3 (7%) are proximal
flakes, and the remainder (n = 25, 60%) are complete flakes. The 47 incomplete edge-modified
flake tools suggest a relatively high rate of tool
failure, although it is not known how many of these
specimens were broken in use as opposed to postdiscard and/or postdepositional contexts. A total of
72 (81 %) of the flakes are tertiary specimens, 12
(14%) have between 1-50% cortex, and only 3
(3%) have between 51-99% cortex. Twq (2%)
edge-modified flakes represent primary flakes,
with their dorsal faces entirely covered with cortex.
Half (n = 21, 50%) of the complete edgemodified flake tools measure between 11-20 mm in
maximum dimension. Somewhat fewer (n = 16,
38%) are between 21-30 mm, and only 5 (12%) are
greater than 31 mm. A total of 116 working edges
were noted on the 89 edge-modified flakes. The
majority (n = 65, 73%) of the specimens have
single working edges. Two working edges were
noted on 21 (24%) flakes, while three working
edges were found on three specimens. Working
edges used for scraping tasks alone occurred on 71
(80%) edge-modified flakes. Working edges used
for sawing/cutting were noted on eight (9%) specimens. Nine (10%) edge-modified flakes with two
or three working edges have both sawing/cutting and
scraping wear on distinct edges. A single specimen
has an edge used in a scraping task and a small
protrusion used as a graver tip. The majority (n =
87, 98%) of the edge-modified flakes are of finegrained chert; only two (2%) specimens are of
silicified caliche.

In addition, a relatively low number (n = 208, 3%)
came from nonblock excavation units and a single
(<1%) specimen was from a backhoe trench.
The vast majority (n = 5,887, 98%) of the
collection consists of fine-grained chert. Silicified
caliche (n = 44), fine-grained quartzite (n = 25),
coarse-grained quartzite (n = 18), opalized caliche
(n = 15), coarse-grained chert (n = 14), limestone
(n = 8), Alibates agate (n = 6), sandstone (n = 4),
Tecovas jasper (n = 2), silicified wood (n = 2), and
an unidentified material type (n = I) together
constitute only 2% of the total.
Given the small sample sizes of raw materials other than fine-grained chert, Table 16 combines all of the non-fine-grained chert materials
into one category rather than giving breakdowns of
lithic attributes by raw material type. Before
comparing the fine-grained chert debitage to the
other raw materials, some of the more striking
differences and similarities in the other raw material types are highlighted below.
In general, debitage of coarse-grained materials contains a higher percentage of chunks than
fine-grained materials, i.e., fine-grained (20%) and
coarse-grained quartzite (11%) both are more
coarsely grained than opalized and silicified caliche
(7% each). However, tbe coarse-grained chert
debitage has no chunks, and one of the six (17%)
Alibates agate specimens is angular debris. The
Tecovas jasper and Alibates agate debitage is
entirely decorticate, and high percentages of tertiary
debitage are found in the coarse-grained quartzite
(88%) and coarse-grained chert (71 %) debitage as
well. Entirely corticate debitage is most common
among the limestone (38%), fine-grained quartzite
(30%), and coarse-grained chert (14%) debitage.
Without exception, the highest percentages of
debitage are found in the 11-20-mm size category
in all material types. Debitage greater than or
equal to 41 mm· decurs only in the fine-grained
quartzite (8%), opalized caliche (7%), and coarsegrained quartzite (6%) collection. All of the
platform-bearing (complete flakes and proximal
fragments) opalized caliche, Tecovas jasper, and
Alibates agate flakes have decorticate striking
platforms. The majority of the silicified caliche
(93%), coarse-grained chert (86%), and coarsegrained quartzite (75 %) platform-bearing debitage
is also decorticate. On the other hand, a relatively
low percentage of the fine-grained quartzite (33%)
and limestone (40%) platform-bearing debitage is

Unmodified Debitage
A total of 6,026 pieces of unmodified lithic
debitage were recovered. Block 4 contained the
largest number (n = 2,222, 37%), followed by
Blocks I (n = 1,614,27%) and 3 (n = 1,359,23%).
Of the remaining blocks, Block 2 had 337 (6%),
Block 5 had 282 (5%), and Block 6 had 3 «I %).
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TABLE 16
BREAKDOWN OF LITHIC DEBITAGE ATTRIBUTES IN THE FINE-GRAINED CHERT
AND OTHER RAW MATERIAL TYPES COMBINED, 41KT53
Fine-grained Chert

Other Materials

Attribute

Category

#

%

#

%

Totals

Flake

Complete
Proximal
Chip
Chuok

26
17
55

32
17
75

23
12
54

-.l

--.li

---.1l

Totals:

1530
979
3233
145
5887

100

139

100

1562
996
3308
160
6026

0%
1-50%
51-99%
100%
Totals:

5223
355
124
-1Q
5742

91
6
2

78
18

13

63
15
10

5301
373
137

---51

--.li

---.ll.

~

100

124

100

5866

Present
Absent

27

19

7

47

...ll.!i

---.lU

---.B.

2J.

Totals:

145

100

15

100

34
126
160

Present
Absent
Totals:

85
2374
2459

3

II

22

96

.21

.2ll

~

-.24.l2

100

49

100

Present
Absent
Totals:

9
2450
2459

<1
100
100

0

-.42.
49

0
-.l.QQ
100

Single
Two
Tluee or More
Totals:

2036
148

83
6

44
3

90
6

--.1J.2

---.ll

--.2

----4

2459

100

49

100

1-10 mm
11-20 mm
21-30 mm
31-40 mm
41-50 mm
51+ mm
Totals:

1046
4382
395
51
6
_7
5887

18
74
7
<I
<1

18
98
14
5
3
_I
139

13
71
10
4
2

Biface
Uniface
Core Preparation
Indeterminate
Other
Totals:

32
2301
346
3107
_2
5788

Local
Nonlocal
Local Indeterminate
Nonlocal Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Totals:

523
4572
136
156
500
5887

Completeness

Dorsal Cortex
Percentage

Chuok Cortex
Percentage
Platform Cortex

Platform Grinding

Platform Facet

Count

Maximum
Dimension
Category

Flake Type

Raw Material
Origin

*Does not include specimens from Phase II work at the site.
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---51
100
<1
40

6
54

I
19
7
112

2080
151
277
2508'

<1
14
5
81

33
2320
353
3219
5927'

---.a

---.a

139

100

100

2508'

100

---51

100

---..!i

9
~

1064
4480
409
56
9
_8
6026

---51
9
78
2
3

2508'

----.2
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decorticale. Platform grinding is absent on all of
the platform-bearing debitage of non-fine-grained
chert. All of the coarse-grained chert, coarsegrained quartzite, Tecovas jasper, limestone, and
sandstone platform-bearing flakes are single
faceted. Low percentages of platform-bearing
flakes with two or more striking platform facets
occur in the fine-grained quartzite (34%), Alibates
agate (17%), and silicified caliche (14%) debitage.
A classification of debitage into representative
reduction strategies (e.g., biface, uniface, core
preparation) indicates that, of the flakes that could
be classified, the Alibates agate collection contains
a single biface reduction flake; it also contains !be
largest percentage of flakes removed from unifacial
tools. Moderately low percentages of uniface
reduction debitage also occur in the opalized (27%)
and silicified (18%) caliche debitage. Debitage
resulting from core preparation occurs ip low
percentages in the coarse-grained chert (29%) and
silicified caliche (7%) debitage.
Given the small sample sizes of other raw
material types, it is clear that few of the trends
noted above can be used with confidence to characterize the lithic technology present at 41KT53. This
is not the case with the large fine-grained chert
debitage collection (see Table 16). A large percentage of the fine-grained chert debitage consists
of chips, with complete flakes occurring in low
percentages and chunks being a very small portion
of the collection. An extremely high percentage of
the debitage consists of entirely decorticate specimens, compared to the low percentage of entirely
corticate debitage. A very large percentage of the
debitage consists of flakes smaller than or equal to
20 mm, while debitage larger than 30 mm represents an insignificant portion of the collection.
Most of the platform-bearing flakes have decorticate striking platforms, with less than I % exhibiting
grinding. Single-faceted striking platforms dominate the collection of platform-bearing flakes,
although a small percentage of flakes with two and
three or more striking platforms also occurs. The
classification of the debitage by reduction strategy
indicates that a relatively high percentage of debitage derives from unifacial tool reduction. Debitage derived from core preparation occurs in low
percentages, and biface manufacture/rejuvenation
flakes are infrequent, although they occur in higher
frequency in the fine-grained cherts than in all the
other raw materials combined.

GROUND AND BATTERED
STONE ARTIFACTS

A total of 114 ground and battered stone
artifacts were recovered. They are divided into
seven analytical categories:
manos, metates,
indeterminate-use ground stones, miscellaneous
ground stones, shaft smoothers/straighteners, ground
stone debitage, and hammerstones. Metates (n =
39), ground stone debitage (n = 31), and indeterminate-use ground stone specimens (n = 25) constitute the largest categories. Manos (n = 9), miscellaneous ground stones (n = 4), shaft smoothers/
straighteners (n = 3), and hammerstones (n =3) are
relatively infrequent.
Manos
Nine manos were recovered from 41KT53.
Four specimens from different excavation units refit
into two incomplete fragments. Only two are
complete. Battering is indeterminate on one of the
complete specimens, absent on the second, moderate on a fragment, and indeterminate on the remainder of the incomplete specimens. Pecking is
unifacial on a fragment, bifacial on a second fragment, absent on the two complete specimens, and
indeterminate on the remaining fragments. Eight of
the manos, including the complete specimens, are
biconvex in transverse cross section. A single
fragment is planoconvex.
Of the two complete specimens, one is a
rectangular, elongated, wedge-shaped piece (Fig.
69a) recovered from Feature 18 in Block 3. It is
230 mm long, 81 mm wide, and 52 mm thick, and
it weighs 1,531 g. It has use-wear on both faces
and the narrow lateral margins. Both the wedgeshaped end and the opposite flat end may have been
shaped by flaking: On the other hand, it is possible
that the flake scats on both ends resulted from
cruShing. This tool appears to have been used as a
mano and probably was also employed as a pestle.
The second complete mano is an oval sandstone
piece with use-wear present on one face. It is
193 mm long, 102 mm wide, and 39 mm thick, and
it weighs 1,055 g.
Two mano fragments recovered from two
adjacent excavation units (EUs 127 and 128) refit
into a larger fragment. In addition, two other
fragments recovered from units 2 m apart (EUs 61
and 70) refit into a fragmentary specimen.
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Metates

•

are oval, and one is rounded. The original shape of
the incomplete specimens could not be determined.
This group has a greater range of cross sections
than the metates. Although most of the specimens
are tabular (n = 8), lenticular (n = 7) and planoconvex (n = 4) specimens are also common. Biconvex (n = 3), planoconcave (n = 2), and biconcave
(n = I) specimens are less frequent. Eight of the
nine complete specimens are small, measuring only
a mean of 78 mm (0 = 21.6) long, 45.5 mm (0 =
11.2) wide, and 14.5 mm (0 = 4.3) thick. Six of
these are rectangular, one is oval, and the other is
a relatively thick (19 mm) disk. One rectangular
specimen, the disk, and the oval piece have bifacial
wear. The other five exhibit unifacial wear. The
oval specimen was recovered in a postmold
(Feature 48), and it may have been used to dig the
hole. No haft wear is discernible on the specimen.
An additional specimen composed of three refitted
pieces is worth mentioning. Two of the pieces
came from the same unit (EU 152), while the third
was found some 5 m to the south in a postmold
(Feature 43). Although the three pieces constitute
a fragmentary specimen, the maximum dimensions
of the rectangular specimen can be estimated at
480x280x31 mm. The specimen was shaped by
Oaking three of the four edges. Light unifacial
use-wear is evident on one of the three pieces. It
is possible that the entire piece was used as a
metate or anvil, but one portion of it may have
received more-substantial use. Since the fragment
with use-wear was found away from the other two,
it is likely that this piece was reused as a metate or
anvil once the original artifact was broken and then
subsequently employed as a shim. As for the
original use of the artifact, its size and rectangular
shape are suggestive of similarly shaped sandstone
and shale artifacts identified as doors; lids; or
hatch, niche, or ventilator covers from the Mound 7
excavations at Gtim Quivira National Monument
(Hayes et al. 1981:126). Given the lack of stonewalled architectural features at the Longhorn Site,
it is likely that the specimen was used either as a
lid, perhaps to a subsurface storage pit, or as a
large metate or anvil.
Of the 25 indeterminate-use ground stone
specimens, 2 that came from adjacent units (EUs
149 and 150) refit into a complete specimen. Two
others, recovered from excavation units 5 m from
each other (EU 107, Feature 43, and EU 152) also
refit into a larger but incomplete specimen.

Only I of the 39 metates has bifacial usewear; the remainder were used only on one face.
Battering is absent on all the metates, and pecking
is present on one face of four specimens and absent
on the remainder. One of the two complete metates
is rectangular in shape; the other is oval. The
original shape of the fragmentary specimens cannot
be determined. The majority of the metates have
tabular transverse cross sections, five are slightly
biconvex, three are planoconcave, and two are
planoconvex. A breakdown of the 33 metates with
maximum thickness measurements indicates that 11
specimens have thicknesses less than or equal to
20 mm. Thirteen pieces have maximum thicknesses
between 23 and 31 mm, while nine are thicker than
38 mm. It is probable that the first group of thin
metates would have been too thin to withstand
heavy grinding activities without breaking. If this
assumption is correct, it is likely that the artifacts
were used for light grinding activities such as
pigment preparation. Modified limonite and hematite specimens, which may have been used as
pigment, also were recovered from the site (see
Other Materials). It is likely that some of the other
specimens, particularly some of those in the thicker
group, served both as metates and anvils. Unfortunately, the relatively friable sandstone does not
retain traces of wear well except in the most
extreme cases.
Two specimens recovered from adjacent units
(EUs 174 and 184) refit to form an incomplete
metate. Three ground stone debitage pieces recovered from a unit in Block 4 (EU 174) refit with two
other fragments (Fig. 69b) recovered from adjacent
units (EUs 170 and 175). Two other specimens
recovered from units located 3 m apart (EUs 113
and 109) also refit to form an incomplete specimen.
Finally, 17 fragments recovered from Feature 13
(EU 227) refit with a single specimen from an
adjacent unit (EU 236) to form an incomplete
specimen.
Indeterminate-use Ground Stones
The majority (n = 20) of the 25 indeterminate-use ground stone specimens were used unifacially; only 5 have bifacial use-wear. Battering
and pecking are absent on all specimens. Four of
the nine complete specimens are rectangular, four
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Miscellaneous Ground Stones

bore. One of the plugs described by Kidder (1932:
156) was of clay, while the other two were sandstone. It is likely that the two multifaceted cylindrical sandstone pieces served a similar function.
One end of the thicker specimen is substantially
burned and retains dark brown residue, which could
be tobacco deposits.
The two multifaceted sandstone specimens
are similar to multifaceted ceramic-smoothing
and/or polishing stones. The larger specimen has
10 facets of various sizes and has a wedge shape.
The smaller piece has five facets and an overall
pyramidal shape. With the exception of one curved
facet on the larger piece, the remainder are rela-

The four miscellaneous ground stone specimens consist of two small cylindrical sandstone
pieces (Fig. 70a-b) and two multifaceted (Fig.
70c-d) sandstone specimens. Judging from what
seem to be facets, the two cylindrical pieces appear
to have been ground to a particular size. Six facets
are present on the thicker specimen, and five are
present on the thinner piece. Kidder (1932:156)
mentions the recovery of three "plugs" in the smoke
passages of three Pecos tubular pipes. These plugs
evidently served to keep tobacco from being drawn
into the mouth while using pipes with a very large
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Figure 70. Ground slone artifacts, 41 KT53. (a-d) Miscellaoeous ground stone specimens; (e-f) shaft smoolhersl
straighteners.
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wooden artifacts (Hayes et al. 1981:123). It is
likely that these tools served to both straighten and
smooth shafts. Sandstone was the most commonly
used raw material, and most of the specimens have
rectangular shapes. The bases of the Mound 7
specimens were carefully prepared and smooth, and
many of the specimens were heated. Of the three
specimens recovered from 41KT53, the two that are
part of the same tool may have been lightly heated.
Both have well-prepared, slightly convex to flat
bases, while the shorter complete specimen has an
unprepared V -shaped base. The specimen that
refits with the unmodified piece came from an
excavation unit (EU 135) some 2 m southwest of
the unmodified specimen (EU 129).

tively flat and are found in various degrees of
smoothness. Upon inspection, Don Herron (Associate Professor of Art, The University of Texas at
Austin), a professional potter, suggested that these
specimens are too coarse to serve as polishing
stones. Most polishing stones reported ethnographically are river-worn, smooth-surfaced quartzite or
obsidian. Pottery-polishing stones recovered from
excavations at Mound 7 at Gran Quivira National
Monument are of a variety of materials, including
chert, jasper, limestone, chalcedony, quartz, basalt,
and obsidian (Hayes et al. 1981:124). Most major
faces on these specimens are gently curved rather
than faceted. Another group of artifacts recovered
from Mound 7 are smoothing stones (Hayes et al.
1981:125). These vary widely in size, but the
smaller specimens (42x12x4 mm) often have been
used to such an extent that their surfaces are faceted. Use marks consist of striations and po!ish on
most facets. These specimens are similar in morphology and use-wear to the two multifaceted
sandstone pieces from 41KT53. Although their
surfaces may have been too coarse to serve as
pottery polishers, they may have been employed
during the initial stages of pottery manufacture as
smoothing stones.

Ground Stone Debitage
Twelve nondebitage ground stone specimens
have been shaped by intentional flaking. Ten of
these are metates and metate fragments, and two
are ground stones of indeterminate use. It is not
surprising then that 31 sandstone flakes and angular
debris derived from the shaping of these ground
stone artifacts were recovered. Twenty-four are
tan-colored sandstone, while the remaining seven
are reddish-wlored, highly ferruginous specimens.
The latter may have been removed in the shaping of
a single specimen. Thirteen are complete flakes,
eight are proximal fragments, five are chips, and
five are angular debris. All of the platform flakes
(complete flakes and proximal fragments) have
single facets. The majority of the debitage is
between 21 and 60 mm in maximum dimension.
Only one angular piece is between 11-20 mm, and
five flakes and one chip are between 61-80 mm. A
single complete flake is between 120-130 mm in
length. Two complete flakes are entirely cortex
covered, six are secondary, and the remaining five
are tertiary. One>proximal fragment is primary,
two are secondary, and the remaining five are
tertiary. One chip is primary, two are secondary,
and the other two are tertiary. All of the angular
debris appears to be tertiary. Two flakes (from
EU 174) refit with a flaked metate fragment recovered from an adjacent unit (EU 170). Twenty-one
other flakes from the same unit (EU 174) are of the
same material and appear to be from the same
metate fragment (in EU 170). Six of the 31 flakes
retain use-wear on their dorsal facets. The remainder lack wear, but most probably are derived

Shaft Smoothers/Straighteners
Two of the three specimens classified as shaft
straighteners are part of the same artifact, although
they do not refit. The two fragments constitute an
elongated tabular piece that is somewhat wider at
one end than the other (Fig. 70e). A shallow
groove runs down the center of both pieces. The
third specimen is a smaller complete artifact with
two parallel grooves of different depths (Fig. 70j).
The specimen is somewhat short, and it refits with
an unmodified sandstone piece. It is evident in the
unmodified piece that the two grooves were worked
out of naturally weak portions of the laminated
sandstone blank. Heat discoloration indicates that
the unmodified piece has been burned while the
modified section has not. Although the function or
use of these artifacts is not self evident, they
resemble grooved specimens recovered from a
number of archeological sites. At Mound 7 at Gran
Quivira National Monument, 97 shaft tools with Ushaped grooves were recovered.
These were
interpreted as having been used in the manufacture
and reconditioning of arrow shafts and similar
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from ground stone tool manufacture since none of
the chipped stone tools are made of sandstone.

identify these materials (Jim Bruseth, Jeff Girard,
Don Herron, Tim Perttula, Curtis Schaafsma, David
Snow, and Dee Ann Story) are mentioned by surname only.

Hammerstones

•

One complete hammerstone and two fragments were recovered. Light battering is evident on
the utilized ends of all three specimens. In addition, the complete hammerstone and one of the
fragments retain light and relatively short
(10-20 mm) striations on one face that probably
represent the use of the hammerstones in platfonn
grinding. The third specimen is a small end fragment missing much of its body. The complete
specimen measures 76x59x39 mm and weighs
229 g. Two hammerstones are of locally available
fine-grained quartzite. The third fragment is of
fine-grained Potter chert, also a locally available
material.

Plain Utility
The plain utility category consists of 1,239
specimens which are dominantly body sherds (96%)
but include 48 (4%) rim sherds. Many of the latter
are too small to reveal vessel fonn, but those that
are diagnostic are all everted rims from globular
jars. The rims show some consistency in fonn but
include minor variations such as rounded, flattened,
or rolled lips and are sometimes thickened slightly
at the neck curvature (see Fig. 5). They also vary
considerably in wall thickness and rim height
(height above the rim "curve).
The plain utility' wares fall into two general
subcategories-unfinished and striated-based on
finishing characteristics. The largest subgroup,
comprising 61.5% of the plain utility wares, has
unfinished exteriors and generally unfinished interiors. The exterior surfaces are rough, with more or
less scraping and/or smoothing evident, but they
lack striations. The interior surfaces are often as
rough as the exteriors, but a few specimens (ca.
12%) exhibit burnish or slight polish. In addition,
a few specimens exhibit fingernail punctates, but
this decorative technique is not well represented,
being present on only 0.3% of the unfinished plain
utility sherds. Surface colors are somewhat variable and include light to dark brown and medium
gray to black, with considerable evidence on some
sherds of fireclouding which grades from light
brown to black. Overall, however, the majority of
the sberds are dark, and the paste colors usually
correspond to the surface colors. The unfinished
plain utility group does not appear to have been
intentionally hlackened by smudging or firing in a
reduced atmosphere. Only 30% have very dark
gray to black interiors, and only 21 % have very
dark gray to black exteriors.
The second subcategory, which comprises
38.5% of the plain utility wares, has striated
exteriors and polished interiors. The exterior
surfaces are scraped smooth with abundant faint to
deep striations left by the scraping or smoothing
tool and/or by tempering inclusions being dragged
along by the tool. The interiors are generally well
burnished to highly polished, and on the latter, it is

CERAMICS
A total of 2,461 prehistoric ceramic sherds
were recovered from 41KT53 during the current
investigations. For analysis purposes, these are
combined with the ceramics recovered during the
1987 survey (n = 31) and 1988 testing (n = 103);
thus, a total of 2,595 ceramic sherds (Table 17) are
discussed here. This ceramic assemblage constitutes a major portion of the interpretable material
culture and in particular includes the majority of the
temporally and culturally diagnostic specimens.
This section describes and classifies the Longhorn
Site ceramics and, as far as possible, identifies
fonnal ceramic types and sources of manufacture.
More-complete discussions of the broader cultural
implications of the ceramic assemblage are presented in Chapters 7 and 9. In addition, mineralogical and elemental analyses on" selected sherds are
discussed in Appendixes D, E, and F.
The ceramics are grouped into nine categories
for discussion purposes. Within these classes (plain
utility, micaceous utility, engraved wares, redwares,
glazewares, matte paint wares, miscellaneous
unidentified wares, pipe fragments, and majolica),
specific types are identified when applicable. Eight
of these nine classes, previously defined in Chapter
2, are discussed here; the majolica sherds are
discussed later in this chapter under Historic Artifacts.
Where applicable, the regional and/or
ceramic specialists who examined and helped
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TABLE 17
CERAMICS FROM 41KT53*
Sherd Groups

Vessels

Ware Type
Plain Utility

Vessel #

# of Sherds

Sherd Group #

# of Sherds

Total Sherds

I
2
3
4
5
6

19
3
I
5
6
7

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

56
65
20
155
I
3
14
884

I
2
3
4

668
119
71
31

I
2

18
4

911

Engraved Ware

I

17

-

-

17

Redware

I
2
3
4
5
6

7
3
I
5
I
I

I
2
3
4
5
6

4
6
I
54
66
58

I
2
3
4
5
6

119
2
3
2
I
I

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
8
8
2
5
6
10

175

Matte Paint Ware

I

10

-

-

10

Miscellaneous Unidentified Wares

-

-

I
2
3
4
5

I
2
I
3
10

17

-

Micaceous Utility

Glazeware

Pipes

Totals:

I
2
3
4

10
7
I
I

-

28

1122

29

*Excludes 5 majolica sherds.
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1239

207

19
1473

2595-
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obvious that a great deal of attention was paid to
the finish. Surface colors are dark brown to black
and are consistently darker than are those of the
unfinished sherds. If fact, 87% of the striated
sherds have very dark gray to black interiors, and
54% have very dark gray to black exteriors. It
appears that the striated sherds were intentionally
smudged (or fired in a reduced atmosphere), particularly on the interior. It is also possible that some
sherds have an interior slip which, when smudged,
is virtually indistinguishable from a floated, higWy
polished surface.
It should be noted that it is often difficult,
especially with small sherds, to be certain of the
finishing technique represented. Hence, it was
deemed appropriate to describe unfinished and
striated sherds under the broad heading of Plain
Utility wares. While there is likely to be some
ambiguity in these two groupings, it is'felt that the
unfinished and striated subcategories probably
reflect two different styles of pottery finishing. The
unfinished variety represents less effort and lessprecise firing techniques than does the striated and
polished variety, which is stylistically and technologically similar to Puebloan striated plainwares.
The complex problem of identifying manufacturing
sources for Southwestern-style utility wares,
discussed at length by Habicht-Mauche (1988), is
addressed in Chapters 7 and 9.
Using distinctive paste, rim form, and fmish
characteristics, five different vessels, encompassing
only 3% of the sherds (including all of the diagnostic rim sherds), are represented in the plain utility
category. The remaining 97% are body sherds
which are sorted into eight different sherd groups.
While any of the sherd groups could be from
identified vessels, such associations cannot be made
with certainty.

mated vessel dimensions indicate a maximum body
diameter of 215 mm, with the rim diameter being
somewhat less. The body is 4-5 mm thick, and the
rim averages 5 mm thick but is slightly thickened,
to as much as 6.5 mm, in its midsection. Rim
height is 28 mm, representing an exceptionally tall
rim compared to the other plain utility rim forms.
The interior and exterior are scraped smooth
but have a rough texture. Striations are generally
lacking except for occasional tracks left by temper
inclusions dragged across the surface. A considerable buildup of organic residue, presumably from
its use as a cooking pot, is present on the interior.
The interior color is very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0), and
the exterior varies from brown (7.5YR 5/4) to black
(7.5YR 2/0) with obvious fire clouding. The core
color is dark gray to black on most sherds but
corresponds with fire-clouded areas on lightercolored sherds.
'
Petrographic analysis of a body sherd (see
Appendix D, Sample 10) from the reconstructed
vessel identified a high percentage (37.7%) of
subangular nonplastics dominated by quartz, potassium feldspars, and dolomite. The nonplastic
inclusions are poorly sorted and include a siguificant amount of coarse sand. Only sparse amounts
of mica, .ebert, and plagioclase feldspar were
identified. This sherd is classified into Paste
Group IIG and couId be of Pecos origin.
PllIin Utility Vessel 2

Vessel 2 consists of three neck and rim sherds
from EUs 77 and 86 in Block 3 and isolated
EU 297. They have a paste very similar to that of
Vessell, but based on rim size, they apparently are
from a different vessel. These sherds indicate a
probable globular jar with a rounded-lip rim form
similar to th\\t of Vessell. The rim (Fig. 72a) is
much thicker, however, ranging from 5 mm at the
neck curve to 7-8 mm above the curve. The finish
is also similar to that of Vessell, being scraped
smooth with a rough texture and few striations.
The interior and exterior colors vary from brown to
dark brown (7.5YR 4/2 to 5/2) and dark gray (5YR
4/1). Petrographic analysis of the largest rim sherd
(see Appendix D, Sample 19) indicates a high
percentage (39.7%) of poorly sorted, subangular
nonplastics dominated by quartz and dolomite with
lesser amounts of hematite, chert, and potassium
and plagioclase feldspars.
Traces of biotite

Plain Utility Vessell

Vessell consists of 19 sherds, most of whieb
refit into a rim segment and a large body segment.
These sherds were recovered during the 1988
testing in a tight cluster in EU 165 in Block 4.
They represent a significant portion of a vessel
broken in situ and were described as Feature 6
(Boyd et al. 1990:126,468-470). This partially
reconstructed vessel (estimated at 10-15%) is a
globular bean pot-type olla with an everted rim and
a rounded to slightly flattened lip (Fig. 71). Esti163
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Figure 71. Plain Utility Vessel I, 41KT53. (a) Rim segment and profile; (b) r~constructed jar profile; (c) cammon
plainware jar fOlTD (see Kidder and Shepard 1936:Figure 272b; Habicht-Mauche 1988:Figure 5.5).

nostic but appears to represent an everted-rim jar
with a rounded to slightly flattened lip (Fig. 72b).
It is 5-6 mm thick and has a burnished interior and
horizontal striations on its exterior. It is very dark
gray to black (2.5Y 3/0 to 2.5/0) on both surfaces
and throughout its paste, and the pot may have been
smudged. Petrographic analysis of this rim sherd
(see Appendix 0, Sample 31) revealed a high
percentage (41.9%) of subrounded nonp1astics,

muscovite, and chlorite were also noted. This sherd
is classified into Paste Group IIG, which is of
unknown origin but is generally similar to Pecosmade ceramics.

Plain Utility Vessel 3
Vessel 3 consists of a single rim sherd from
Block I, EU 12. It is too small to be very diag-
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Figure 72. Plain utility rim sherds and profiles, 41KT53. (a) Vessel 2; (b) Vessel 3; (c-d) Vessel 4; (e) Vessel 5; if)
Vessel 6. Dashed lines denote portions removed for petrographic analysis.

(EUs 58, 59, and 64). The rims are everted with
rounded to slightly rolled lips and vary in thickness
from 4-6 mm, being thickest at the curve of the
neck. Both rim segments are somewhat sloppy but
apparently are of the globular bean pot jar form.
The interior. is well burnished with horiwntal
smoothing ni~ks evident, while the exterior is
slightly rough with some horizontal striations. The
interior and exterior surfaces, as well as the paste,
are black (2.5Y 2/0), and the pot was probably
smudged. It is a fine clay matrix with sparse fine
mica flecks. Petrographic analysis of both of the
rim segments (see Appendix D, Samples 21 and 39)
confirmed that they could be from the same vessel.
Both samples have high percentages (35.2% and
42.7%) of poorly sorted subangular nonplastics.
Quartz is the dominant material in both specimens,
and they have similar percentages of potassium

mostly in the fine-medium size range. The nonplastics are dominated by quartz but also contain a
significant amount of potassium feldspar. Plagioclase feldspar is a minor constituent. The paste is
very distinctive in that it is poorly consolidated
with a relatively high amoUnt of pore space
(13.1%). The paste also appears to be laminated
parallel to the surface. This sherd is classified into
Paste Group IE and could be of Salinas origin.
Plain Utility Vessel 4
Vessel 4 is represented by five sherds that
refit into two rim segments which are identical in
every aspect except for having slightly different rim
forms (Fig. nc-d). One consists of two sherds
from Block I (EU 13) and the other of three sherds
from approximately 10m away in Block 2
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feldspars. One has slightly more mica than the
other, but they both have a range of minor nonplastic constituents. They are classified into Paste
Groups IIF and IIG and could be of Pecos origin.

Plain Utility VesselS
Vessel 5 is represented by a single rim
segment composed of six sherds (Fig. 72e) from
Block I, EUs 11, 12, and 21. This rim is similar
in many ways to the Vessel 4 specimens except that
Vessel 5 exhibits slightly different paste and rim
form characteristics. The form is everted with a
rounded lip and probably represents a bean pottype jar like the other plain utility vessels. The
Vessel 5 rim is rather thick, being 7-8 mm at the
neck curve and tapering slightly to 6-7 mm along
the rim. The interior finish is well burnished with
horizontal smoothing marks, and faint to deep
horizontal striations are present on the exterior.
Surface and paste colors are dark to very dark gray
(7.5YR 4/0 to 3/0) and may indicate smudging.
Petrographic analysis of this specimen (see Appendix D, Sample 27) indicates that the paste composition is very similar to that of Vessel 4 except that
this specimen has a higher percentage (48.2%) of
nonplastic inclusions. The nonplastics are dominated by quartz, potassium feldspar, and micas but
also include generally the same minor elements as
does one of the Vessel 4 sherds (compare with
Samples 21 and 39). The Vessel 5 sherd is classified into Paste Group IIG and could be of Pecos
origin.

Appendix D, Sample 40) indicates a high percentage (37.3%) of poorly sorted subangularnonplastics
dominated by quartz with lesser amounts of potassium feldspar, biotite, carbonate rock and calcite,
hematite, and micas. This sherd is classified in
Paste Group IIG, which is of unknown origin but is
generally similar to Pecos-made ceramics. While
the Vessel 6 paste is similar to that of Vessel I,
there are enough differences in the minor constituents to support the interpretation that they represent
two vessels.

Plain Utility Sherd Group 1
Sherd Group I is represented by 56 body
sherds that are similar in paste composition and
finish to Vessels I and 2. These 3-5-mm-thick
sherds have unfinished rough interior and exterior
surfaces that are brown (7.5YR 5/2 to 5/4) to dark
gray (7.5YR 4/1) to very dark gray (7.5YR 3/0) and
indicate variable firing conditions and fire clouding.
The paste is the same poorly sorted sand observed
in Vessels I and 2, but these sherds have occasional
large (up to 3 mm) rounded-subrounded inclusions
of unidentified materials.

Plain Utility Sherd Group 2
Sherd Group 2 is represented by 65 sherds
and includes 10 rim sherds, all of which are tapered
with rounded lips but are too small to be very
diagnostic. They have unfinished rough interiors
and exteriors ranging in color from light brown to
brown (7.5YR 6/4 to 5/2) and gray to dark gray
(7.5YR 5/0 to 4/0). Paste colors are generally the
same as the surfaces but occasionally are streaked
with a dark central core. All of the rim sherds are
tapered with rounded lips. The paste is composed
of fine, well-sorted sand with sparse flecks of fine
mica. An occasi<Jnallarger inclusion of an unidentified calcium carbonate material also was noted.
In form, finish, and paste, Sherd Group 2 is very
similar to Micaceous Vessel 3 (see below) except
that the sherds are generally darker in color and
contain much less mica. It is not certain whether
these specimens represent a different vessel or
perhaps variation within a single vessel, but the
former is most likely.

Plain Utility Vessel 6
Vessel 6 consists of two rim segments composed of seven sherds, all of which were recovered
from EU 152 in Block 3. The paste and finish of
these sherds are very similar to Vessel I, but the
rim form (Fig. 72f), while similar, is distinctive.
Both the interior and exterior surfaces are unfinished and rough textured, and the colors vary from
brown to black (7.5YR 5/4 to 2/0) due to fire
clouding. The rim form is everted and tapers
slightly with a rounded lip. The body is 5 mm
thick just below the neck curve and 6 mm at the
neck curve, and it tapers to 4 mm near the lip. The
distinctive difference is that the Vessel 6 rim height
is only 17 mm, while the Vessel I rim height is
28 mm.
Petrographic analysis of one rim segment (see

Plain Utility Sherd Group 3
Sherd Group 3 consists of 20 neck and rim
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sherds that are too small to be very diagnostic.
The sherds have well-burnished to polished interiors and striated exteriors and range from 3-8 mm
in thickness. They all have dark brown (7.5YR 4/2)
to dark gray and very dark gray (7.5YR 4/0 to 3/0)
interiors and exteriors. Eleven of the specimens are
rims that exhibit rounded to flattened or slightly
rolled lips. Paste is composed of a high percentage
of fine to medium-sized, subrounded to subangular
sand ·grains. In form, finish, and paste, Sherd
Group 3 is very similar to Vessels 4 and 5, and it
is likely that these specimens are from either of
those vessels.
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Figure 73. Plain utility body sherds with fingernail
punctates, 41KT53. (a) Sherd Group 5; dashed line
denotes portion removed for petrographic analysis;
(b) Sherd Group 6.

Plain UtiUty Sherd Group 4

quartz and other unidentified materials along with
some fine mica. Th,: interior finish is burnished
with smoothing striations, while the exterior is
rough textured with some striations. The interior
and paste color is very dark gray (2.5YR 3/0),
while the exterior color is light brownish gray
(lOYR 6/2). The fingernail punctates are relatively
large (7x9 mm), shallow (1.25 mm) basins that
obviously were scooped out while the clay was still
wet. They are generally semicircular with one flat
edge and appear to have been scooped out toward
the flat edge which has a slight lip. The clay that
was scooped out was pressed onto the exterior
surface adjacent to the depression. These punctates
are rather crudely executed compared to those on
specimens from 41KT51 (see Chapter 3), but the
specimen is just large enough (maximum dimension
31 mm) to indicate that the punctates are roughly
aligned in at least two parallel rows. This is the
only specimen that exhibits this type of fingernail
punctates; otherwise, the paste and finish are
similar to Sherd Group 4 except that the striations
are less distinctive. Petrographic analysis of this
specimen (see Appendix D, Sample 23) confirmed
that the nonplastics make up a substantial portion
(45.1 %) of the paste and are poorly sorted. Quartz
is by far the dominant material, with significantly
less potassium feldspar and only minor amounts of
biotite, other micas, chert, plagioclase· and orthoclase feldspars, and pyroxene. This sherd is classified into Paste Group lIG and could be of Pecos
origin. Kidder and Shepard (1936:319-320) observed nail markings on a small percentage of the
striated wares at Pecos (cf. Kidder and Shepard

Sherd Group 4 consists ~f 155 body sherds,
averaging 4 mm thick but ranging from 3-5 mm.
The interiors are well burnished to highly polished,
while the exteriors exhibit faint to deep striations.
The exterior striations are generally irregular but
occasionally are parallel. Surface and paste colors
range from dark gray to black (7.5YR 4/0 to 2/0)
with an occasional sherd of light brown to brown
(7.5YR 6/3 to 5/4) representing fire clouding. The
dark color of the majority of these sherds suggests
intentional smudging. Paste composition varies
somewhat but generally consists of a high percentage of poorly sorted, fine-coarse, rounded to
subangular grains with a sparse amount of fine mica
in most. Sherd Group 4 probably contains specimens from several different striated vessels such as
Vessels 3, 4, and 5. Petrographic analysis of three
body sherds (see Appendix D, Samples 20, 33, and
36) indicates an overall similarity in that all have
a high percentage (35.7% to 46.6%) of subrounded
to subangular, poorly sorted nonplastics. All three
contain abundant quartz, some potassium feldspar,
and small amounts of micas, but they are variable
in all other minor constituents. They are all classified into Paste Groups IIF or lIG and could be of
Pecos origin.
Plain UtiUty Sherd Group 5

Sherd Group 5 consists of a single 5-mmthick body sherd that exhibits fingernail punctations
(Fig. 73a). Its paste contains a high percentage of
poorly sorted, rounded to subangular grains of
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1936:Figure 263b).

10 mm) to be very diagnostic, and they cannot be
associated with any particular vessels. Surface
finishes are variable, but approximately 68% are
unfmished while the remaining 32% have striated
exteriors with burnished or polished interiors.
These specimens also exhibit different compositions, but all appear to be within the range of
variability of the pastes previously described for
the plain utility wares.

Plain Utility Sherd Group 6
Sherd Group 6 consists of Ihree body sherds
that exhibit fingernail punctates. These 5-mmthick sherds are all very small; the two smallest
specimens have only a portion of a single punctate,
while the largest specimen (maximum dimension
22 mm) has one complete punctate and a portion of
another (Fig. 73b). The paste contains a high
percentage of fine unidentifiable sand with an occasional medium-sized to large subangular inclusion
of quartz and an unidentified white material.
Sparse fine mica is also present. The paste color
is reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4 to 4/4) Ihroughout.
The iuteriors are dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) to very
dark gray (7.5YR 3/0) and burnished to polished,
while the exteriors are brown (7.5YR 5/3) \0 dark
gray (7.5YR 4/0) and rough finished with a few
very faint striations.
The positioning of the punctates on the largest
specimen suggests that they may have been in a
row. The complete punctate is roughly triangular in
shape, 6 mm long by 4 mm wide and 12 mm deep.
The other two sherds have similar but incomplete
punctates, and all appear to have been executed
while the clay was wet. The Sherd Group 6 specimens are very different from the other punctate
varieties at either 41KT51 or 41KT53, and their
paste is most similar to that of Micaceous Sherd
Group 2 (see below) except that there is much less
mica. Sherd Group 7, described below, is similar
to these Sherd Group 6 specimens. Similar nail
marks were observed on a small percentage of the
striated wares from Pecos Pueblo (cf. Kidder and
Shepard 1936:Figure 263d and j).

Micaceous Utility
The micaceous utility category includes all
sherds that have mica as a major (large quantity) or
principal (only identifiable) nonplastic constituent.
The mica may have been present in the clay or it
may have been intentionally added as a temper, but
it is easily visible in the paste and on the sherd
surfaces. In either case, mIca is generally considered to be a good tempering material, bonding and
strengthening the clay, and its presence in moderate
to large quantities is probably intentional, whereas
many of the plain utility and glazeware or redware
sherds have incidental amounts of mica.
This category consists of 911 sherds grouped
into four vessels and two miscellaneous sherd
groups. The vessel groups are based on distinctive
combinations of attributes such as paste composition, interior and exterior finish, and rim form.
Micaceous Utility Vessell
Vessel I consists of 668 sherds, 98% of
which were recovered from Block 4. The vast
majority (n = 583, 89%) are from 11 units in the
southwest portion of the block (EUs 216, 224, 225,
226, 232, 233, 234, 235, 241, 242, 243, 244, 251,
252, and 253) and certainly represent a single
vessel. Numerous refits were found within and
between these unft~. The remainder were scattered
widely across the site (I in Block I, I in Block 2,
II in Block 3, and 72 in other units in Block 4) but
are likely to be from the same vessel, although no
refits from other blocks were found.
An estimated one-fifth of the entire vessel is
present, and portions of the vessel hav~ been
reconstructed, including diagnostic rim and body
sections (Fig. 74). It is a jar, most likely a widemouth olla similar to the rounded bean pot form
(see Fig. 71). Characteristic features are a constricted neck and a strongly everted rim which is

Plain Utility Sherd Group 7
Sherd Group 7 consists of 14 body sherds that
are identical in color, composition, and finish to
Sherd Group 6 except that they do not have fingernail-punctate decorations. These sherds are probably from a single vessel but cannot be associated
with any particular vessel previously described.
Plain Utility Sherd Group 8
Sherd Group 8 consists of 884 body sherds
that are too small (all under 20 mm, most under
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Figure 74. Reconstructed rim and body segments, Micaceous Utility Vessell, 41KT53. Dashed line denotes portion
removed for petrographic analysis.

slightly thickened with a flattened lip. The vessel
height is unknown, and the other vessel dimensions
are estimated. The exterior rim diameter is 200210 mm, while the interior mouth diameter (at the
neck constriction) is 160-170 mm. The exterior
body diameter at the maximum bulge, representing
the maximum width of the vessel, is over 300 mm.
Vessel thickness varies from 2.5-3.0-mm sherds
that are undoubtedly from near the base to body
sherds that average 4.0-4.5 mm thick. Rim sherds
are the thickest and range from 5.0-6.0 mm, while

the upper body sherds average 4 mm. Rim height
is 24.0 mm.
The vessel was made by coiling as evident by
horizontal ridges and valleys observed on larger
sherds and reconstructed segments. The exterior is
very smooth and well burnished to polished all
over. It has a dull, matte finish that contrasts with
the shiny tint of the abundant mica. The interior is
scraped smooth but is otherwise unfinished except
along the neck and rim where polish is evident.
Horizontal smoothing striations are visible in many
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places Oil the interior and exterior, particularly on
the curve of the rim. The exterior surface colors
are generally pale brown to very pale brown (IOYR
6/3 to 8/3) or various shades of gray (IOYR 7/1 to
4/1), with the interiors being generally the same but
occasionally somewhat darker. Color variations are
obvious fireclouding due to differential firing, but
the overall appearance is of a gray (IOYR 5/1) pot.
The paste composition is a very fine sand
with abundant large (many just under I mm) flecks
of silvery mica. A few large (3-4 mm) white
calcareous inclusions were noted, but they are very
sparse. The paste colors are generally gray (IOYR
6/1) or light gray (lOYR 7/2) to very pale brown
(IOYR 7/3) but also include darker shades of gray
(IOYR 4/1 to 3/1). Petrographic analysis of a
sherd (see Appendix D, Sample 28) indicates that
nonplastics account for just over half (50.7%) of the
paste composition. There are high percent~ges of
quartz, potassium feldspar, and micas, with minor
amounts of chalcedony, hornblende, hematite,
carbonate rock, and plagioclase feldspar.
Snow and Schaafsma noted that this vessel is
a Puebloan bean pot form and suggested that it is
similar to the micaceous plainwares from Taos and
Picuris pueblos (possibly also Nambe) made from
ca. A.D. 1600-1900. Girard also examined some
of the Vessel I sherds and noted similarities with
the micaceous wares of the northern Rio Grande
area. 11 is, however, nearly impossible to distinguish between the late Puebloan-made micaceous
wares, such as Taos Micaceous (Ellis and Brody
1964) and Penasco or Vadito Micaceous from
Picuris Pueblo (Dick 1965), and those of their
Jicarilla Apache neighbors (Girard n.d.). Thus, it is
likely that this vessel is from the Taos-Picuris area
of the northern Rio Grande, but exactly who made
it is much less certain. As other researchers have
done (Franklin and Rodgers 1987:104), it is safest
for now to lump the Taos/Picuris/Jicarilla micaceous wares together as representing a single
ceramic tradition and a single source. The petrographic analysis (see Appendix D, Sample 28)
supports this source interpretation.

and 238). All of the specimens have similar pastes
and surface finishes and appear to represent a
single vessel. The paste is poorly sorted sand with
a moderate amount of mica. The mica flecks are
very large (many just under I mm) but are not as
abundant as those of Vessel 1. The Vessel 2
composition is, however, quite distinct from that of
Vessell. The interior surfaces are smoothed with
some striations, while the exteriors are rough and
unfinished. Colors range from gray (IOYR 5/1) to
very dark gray (IOYR 3/1) or black (7.5YR 210) but
also include an occasional brown (7.5YR 5/3)
exterior. The overall surface appearance is generally matte gray with a light scatter of gleaming
silvery mica.
The body sherds range in thickness from
3 mm (probably near the bottom of the vessel) to
5 mm, averaging about 4 mm. No rim sherds are
associated with this vessei; but one neck sherd has
the same curvature as many of the plainware bean
pot jar forms. This sherd is 5-6 mm thick.
Petrographic analysis of one body sherd (see
Appendix D, Sample 45) indicates an abundance of
quartz, potassium feldspar, and micas, with lesser
amounts of pyroxene, shale, carbonate rock, biotite,
and chert. Nonplastics account for 28.9% of the
paste. This sherd is classified into Paste Group
liF, which may represent wares made at Pecos
Pueblo.

Micaceous Utility Vessel 3
Vessel 3 consists of 71 sherds (including 5
rims) representing a single vessel. The majority of
these sherds (88.7%) were found scattered across
Block I, but seven specimens came from a nearby
isolated unit (EU 297) and one is from Block 3
(EU 98). These sherds exhibit a high degree of
consistency in paste and surface finish and are very
different from tJiii other micaceous wares. The
paste contains very fine sand with no grains visible
under low power (lOx) magnification. The only
visually identifiable inclusions are abundant flecks
of mica and an occasional lump of some type of
granular calcium carbonate. The interiors are
generally smooth but unfinished and rough textured,
although an occasional sherd has smoothing striations or burnishing evident. The exteriors are well
smoothed to polished but have a dull matte finish
contrasted by the sparkling mica flecks. Spalling of
the exterior surface was noted on a four sberds.

Micaceous Utility Vessel 2
Vessel 2 is represented by 119 sherds, 92.4%
of which were found scattered across Block I; 9
sherds were found in isolated units (EUs 298, 324,
and 326) and in Blocks 2, 3, and 4 (EUs 70, 98,
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HelTon provided some insight into the nature of
these small (all under 5 mm in diameter) spalls. A
postfiring spall on one sherd resulted from an air
pocket being trapped under the polished surface,
while numerous spalls on three sherds were identified by HelTon as "gypsum blowouts." These
circular, cone-shaped voids occur after firing due to
rapid water evaporation from calcium or calcium
carbonate inclusions. Muriatic acid confirmed the
presence of small calcium carbonate impurities at
the bottom of some of the voids. Shepard (1980:
22) also states that this type of postfiring spalling
is due to calcium oxide inclusions in the paste.
The interior colors are light reddish brown
(5YR 6/4) to yellowish red (5YR 5/6), while the
exteriors are generally darker, being grayish brown
(IOYR 5/2) to light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2).
Paste colors exhibil the same variation as the
surface colors, probably due to differential firing
and fireclouding, and can also be pale yellow (2.5Y
7/4). No firing cores were observed, but an occasional sherd has a brown (IOYR 5/3) or dark gray
(2.5Y 4/0) surface or paste color, most likely due
to subsequent refiring of sherds.
The five small rim sherds (two of which refit)
appear to represent an everted rim with a maximum
thickness of 6 mm, tapering to 4 mm at a rounded
lip (Fig. 75a). The interior of the rim is burnished
with occasional horiwntal striations, while the
exterior is scraped smooth with prominent parallel,
horizontal striations. The rim sherds are similar to
those of the plain utility and other micaceous types,
suggesting that Vessel 3 may represent a similar
bean pot jar form, but this is not definite. The rim
sherds are too small to estimate the size of the
vessel mouth but are consistent with this interpretation.
Petrographic analysis of a body sherd (see
Appendix D, Sample 44) identified the nonplastic
inclusions, which comprise 34.2% of the paste, as
potassium feldspar, quartz, and hematite, with
lesser amounts of shale, sedimentary rocks, biotite,
hornblende, pyroxene, muscovite, and other micas.
Although occasional calcium carbonate inclusions
were noted visually, none appeared in the petrographic analysis. This sherd is classified into Paste
Group ID and is of unknown source, but it could be
a Puebloan-made ware.
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Figure 75.
Micaceous utility sherds and profiles.
41KT53. (a) Vessel 3 rim sherd; (b) Vessel 4 body
segments with unusual breaks along coil lines.

found mainly in Block 4 (90.3% from EUs 165,
172,174,176,177,186,213,223,232,235,242,
250,251) but also in Block 3 (EUs 78 and 99) and
in an isolated unit (EU 289). Within Block 4, refit
sherds came from as far apart as 8 m. Due to the
absence of rim sherds, it is unclear if a bowl or jar
is represented; however, several sherds were refit
into a large body segment, indicating that the vessel
was very small and may have had a globular form.
The body segment appears to represent the widest
portion of the vessel and indicates a maximum
diameter of ca. 90 mm.
The paste of Vessel 4 contains a very low
percentage of fine sand with abundant fine mica. It
is somewhat similar to that of Vessel 3 but perhaps
contains slightly more mica. The interior surface is
well burnished to polished and is very dark gray
(7.5YR 3/0);' possibly as a result of intentional
smudging. The exteriors also are burnished to
polished but are grayish brown (IOYR 5/2).
These sherds exhibit two unusual features
-slight interior indentations and a unique break
pattern (Fig. 75b) -which can he interpreted differently. The shallow, circular indentations are evidence of the thinning technique and' most likely
were made by fingertips using a pinching technique
or by an anvilstone during paddle-and-anvil finishing. The break pattern, observed on 13 (42%) of
the sherds, is characterized by Oblique, low-angle

Micaceous Utility Vessel 4
Vessel 4 is represented by 31 body sherds
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breaks along obvious horizontal coil lines. These
angled breaks are along laminations nearly parallel
to the sherd surface and indicate that the coils were
welded in a overlapping manner, i.e., each new coil
being welded consistently on one side of the previous coil. Either of the techniques mentioned above
could produce pottery that would break in this
manner. While it is tempting to suggest that this
vessel was made by the paddle-and-anvil technique, its small size suggests that pinch-welding is
more likely.
Petrographic analysis of one of these sherds
(see Appendix D, Sample 16) identified quartz as
the major nonplastic inclusion with lesser amounts
of chert, sedimentary rock, potassium feldspar,
biotite, hornblende, tourmaline, muscovite, chlorite,
calcite, and hematite. Nonplastics account for
27.9% of the paste. This sherd is classified into
Paste Group IIG and may be of Pecos Pueblo
origin.

the largest (maximum dimension 31 mm) body
sherd (see Appendix D, Sample 37) identified
quartz and potassium feldspar as major constituents, with lesser amounts of chert, muscovite,
hematite, calcite, and sedimentary rock and only
minor amounts of chlorite, chalcedony, and plagioclase feldspar. A leached flora skeleton observed
in the analysis is evidence of organic matter in the
clay matrix. Nonplastics make up 35.1 % of the
paste. This sherd is classified into Paste Group IE,
which could represent Salinas-made wares.
Engraved Wares
Seventeen sherds are classified as engraved
wares and most likely represent a single vessel,
although multiple vessels cannot be ruled out. All
of these sherds are consistent in paste and finish
and are generally 3-4 min thick, although two
sherds are 5 mm thick. Nine of these sherds have
engraved lines, while the others have no engraving.
No rim sherds were found, and the vessel form
cannot be determined. The two largest sherds (from
Block 3, EUs 124 and 125) refit and reveal a
portion of the engraved design (Fig. 76); the smaller sherds seem to represent the same design. The
other sherds were found in Blocks 2 (EUs 59, 63,
64, and 65), 3 (EU 76), and 4 (EU 191), and two
sherds were recovered from nonblock units
(EUs 294 and 298).

Micaceous Utility Sherd Group 1
Sherd Group I consists of 18 sherds that are
similar in paste to Vessel 2 but are somewhat
lighter in surface and core colors, being yellowish
red (5YR 5/6) to gray (5YR 5/1). These sherds are
likely from Vessel 2, and the color variation may
be due to differential firing. Two of these specimens are small rim sherds that appear similar to
the everted, rounded-lip, plainware rim sherds;
however, they are too small to determine vessel
form.
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Sherd Group 2 consists of four sherds that
have a slightly different paste composition than all
the other micaceous wares and cannot be assigned
to specific vessels. They have a moderate percentage of fine to medium sand with fine mica, but they
do not fit neatly into any other vessel or sherd
group. The sandy paste is most similar to that of
Vessel 2, but the fine mica is most similar to that
of Vessel 3. Paste and surface colors are very light
and correspond with those of Vessel 3. All of the
sherds are 4-6 mm thick, and one is a rim sherd
with a polished interior and exterior. It is everted
and tapers to a rounded lip but is too small to
determine vessel form. The others are body sherds
with unfinished surfaces. Petrographic analysis of

Figure 76. Engraved ware sherds with crosshatched
design, 41KT53. .:-

Paste colors range from brown (7.5YR 5/4) to
dark brown (7.5YR 4/2 to 4/4) or very dark gray
(7.5YR 3/0), and the paste is extremely fine grained
with no visible tempering inclusions. A few very
fine flecks of mica were observed, but these are
likely to be present in the clay. The surfaces of
these sherds exhibit the same color variations as the
paste, but the darker colors apparently resulted
from postbreakage alteration (i.e., subsequent
burning). The natural color of the vessel, present
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throughout the largest sherds, is brown (7.5YR 5/4).
There is no evidence of slip or paint, and the
interior and exterior surfaces are burnished to well
polished. The design is a very fine line engraving
which was done after the vessel was fired. The
design consists of a diamond crosshatched pattern
inside parallel, probably horizontal lines. A single
line borders one side, while two parallel lines 1 mm
apart form the opposite border. The 13-mm-wide
band encloses the crosshatched pattern of diagonal
lines with individual diamonds ranging from
4-6 mm in maximum dimension. Two engraved
lines are found outside the main band, but the
sherds are too small to determine the rest of the
design.
The crosshatched design is reminiscent of
incised and engraved Caddoan styles, and this
ceramic type is distinctive from all others at the
site. Story, Bruseth, and Perttula looked at these
sherds, and they all suggested stylistic' similarities
with the Womack Engraved type, which is affiliated
with the Norteno Focus of north-central and northeast Texas. The Norteno Focus is thought to
represent eighteenth-century Wichita peoples (Story
1985:85-90). The author looked at ceramic collections housed at the Texas Archeological Research
Laboratory that contained materials typed or
described as Womack Engraved, specifically
materials from the Gilbert (Jelks 1967), Pearson
(Duffield and Jelks 1961), Womack (Harris et al.
1965), and Sanders (Krieger 1946:171-218) sites.
These materials exhibit such a wide range of
technical and compositional attributes that it is
impossible to determine exactly what Womack
Engraved is. Surface finishes are highly variable
and include everything from well-made, thin, and
highly polished wares with fine engraving to very
thick, rough-finished ceramics with crude incising.
Descriptions of Womack Engraved, originally
defined by Duffield and Jelks (1961:36-39) and
further defined by Story et al. (1967:114-124),
likewise suggest a great deal of variability. Tempering can be bone, shell, grog, and/or hematite,
and only rarely do sherds have fine pastes with no
obvious nonplastic additives. Only the decorative
motifs seen in Womack Engraved seem to have any
degree of consistency, being limited to borizontal
bands encompassing scroll or crosshatched designs
as the most common variation. Perttula also noted
that one Longhorn Site specimen (see Fig. 76) had
engraving outside the band, a characteristic not
noted for Womack Engraved.

While the crosshatched style on the sherds
from 41KT53 is reminiscent of the designs of
Womack Engraved, that is where the similarities
end. These sherds are much thinner, more highly
polished, and have more-carefully executed engraving than was observed on the majority of the
Womack Engraved wares. In addition, while mica
flecks are occasionally present in Womack
Engraved (Story et al. 1967:117), these specimens
do not fit any of the paste variations described for
this type. These engraved sherds may be some
variety of Caddoan ware or at least represent
Caddoan influence, but they cannot be typed as
Womack Engraved and must remain unclassified for
now.
Petrographic analysis of one of these sherds
(see Appendix D, Sample 17) confirmed the finegrained nature of the matrix with only 24% of the
paste being nonplastics and medium to coarse silt
being the most common sizes. Quartz and hematite
are dominant, with lesser amounts of biotite,
muscovite, other micas, and potassium feldspar.
The relatively high percentage of hematite is
particularly unusual. The petrographic analysis,
which classified the sherd into Paste Group lIB,
confirms that it is quite unique and of unknown
origin. The possibility that these sherds were made
in the Southern Plains cannot be ruled out.
Redwares
Redwares include 207 sherds; some are
obviously slipped or unslipped, and others are less
obvious. They all have reddish brown paste and
surface colors indicating oxidized firing. Some are
unslipped, but others are slipped in variations of
red or cream. The redware assemblage from
41KT53 appears to be dominantly Puebloan in
origin, but interestingly, none appear to be Tewatradition retiwares such as those found at 41KT5I.
Many of the' redware sherds are probably from
glazeware vessels but exhibit no glaze paint, while
others are probably from unpainted redware vessels.
At least four vessels are represented, and additional
vessels may be indicated by variability among the
sherd groups; however, the latter cannot be associated with particular vessels.
Redware Vessell

Vessel I consists of seven rim and neck
sherds from Block 4 (EUs 207, 215, 216, and 232).
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Five of ;he sherds refit into a large (75 mm in
maximum dimension) rim segment (Fig. 77a), and
the other two sherds refit into a second rim segment. The vessel form is a small bowl (estimated
rim diameter of 130 mm), perhaps somewhat
shouldered, with a thickened rim and rounded lip.
The rim varies from 6-7 mm in maximum thickness.
Both rim segments have identical forms,
pastes, and surface finishes, and they are almost
certainly from a single vessel. Surface colors of
the individual sherds, however, vary considerably
and range from red (2.5YR 5/6) to weak red and
reddish brown (2.5YR 4/2 to 4/3) to very dark gray
(2.5YR 3/0). These color variations are readily
apparent on the large rim segment (see Fig. 77a)
and are not due to differential firing but rather to
different postbreakage treatment prior to final
deposition (e.g., burned versus unburned sherds),
but the natural surface color is generally red. The
interiors and exteriors are burnished (with horizontal smoothing marks) and do not appear ·to have
been slipped, although the absence of slip could he
due to weathering. The paste of Vessel 1 contains
a moderate percentage of fine to medium, rounded
to subrounded, unidentified inclusions. A dark gray
to black core comprises 80-100% of a sherds
thickness.

Snow and Schaafsma identified the Vessel 1
sherds as having a Glaze E or F rim form, and they
both agreed that the most likely source of manufacture was the Salinas area. They even suggested
that it might be typed as Salinas Redware. It is
interesting that Salinas Redware bowls from Ab6
(Toulouse 1949:15) and Salinas Red bowls from
Gran Quivira (Hayes et al. 1981: 101) include forms
with a thickened, curved rim similar to those of the
late glazewares. The Vessel 1 rim (see Fig. 77a
profile) compares well with the Glaze E or V bowl
rim forms (Mera 1933; Kidder and Shepard
1936:218). Vessel 1 also fits descriptions of
Salinas Redware by Toulouse (1949: 14), which
state that it is unslipped, exhibits a wide range of
surface colors, and "is tempered with fine sand and
has a fine to medium coarse paste" and frequently
has a dark core.
Petrographic analysis'of a Vessell rim sherd
(see Appendix D, Sample 34) identified a high
percentage (34.5%) of subrounded, poorly sorted
nonplastic inclusions.
Quartz is the dominant
material, but potassium feldspar is also well
represented. Other materials identified are carbonate
rock, muscovite, microcline feldspar, chert, hematite,
and traces of piagioclase feldspar, biotite, and
chlorite. This specimen is classified into Paste Group
IE, which may represent Salinas-made wares.
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Figure 77. Redware rim sherds and profiles, 41KT53. (a) Vessell; (b) Vessel 2; (c) Vessel 3; (tf) Vessel 4; (e) Vessel
5. Dashed lines denote portions removed for petrographic analysis.
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and micas as the major constituents, with only
minor amounts of carbonate rock, hematite, and
potassium feldspar. Nonplastics account for 36.2%
of the paste and are poorly sorted, subrounded and
angular grains suggestive of a crushed rock temper.
This specimen is classified into Paste Group IIF,
which may represent Pecos-made wares.

Vessel 2 consists of three rim and neck sherds
from EU 85 in Block 3. The paste contains a high
percentage of poorly sorted, fine to coarse, rounded
to subangular grains of various unidentified materials, along with very fine mica. Paste and surface
colors are consistently red (2.5YR 4/2 to 3/2)
although the interiors are slightly darker than the
exteriors. Both the interiors and exteriors are
scraped smooth and have faint horizontal striations.
The rim form, evident on the largest sherd (Fig.
77b), is everted and tapers slightly (from 5 to 4 mm
thick) with a rounded lip. It appears to be bowl
rim which has a sharp carination (evident on the
exterior) at 31 mm below the lip.
Snow identified the large rim sherd as a
Glaze F bowl rim form and suggested that it could
be from the Salinas area. Toulouse (l949:Figure
8-13) illustrates a similar carinated bowl rim form
for Salinas Redware from Ab6, and Kidder (Kidder
and Shepard 1936:Figures 219g-h and 223j-k)
illustrates somewhat similar rim forms for late
Glaze V and Glaze VI. Petrographic analysis of
the largest rim sherd (see Appendix D, Sample 42)
identified potassium feldspar as the dominant
material, with quartz being a close second. Calcite,
iron calcite, and micas are also present in lesser
amounts. Minor constituents include chert, biotite,
muscovite, and chlorite. The nonplastics account
for 35.2% of the paste and are poorly sorted,
subrounded grains. This specimen is classified into
Paste Group IB, which may represent Salinas-made

Redware Vessel 4

Vessel 4 consists of five slipped rim sherds
from Block 4, EUs 178,205, 207, 215, and 232.
None of the sherds refit, but all have similar finishes, pastes, and rim forms. They are all generally
4 mm thick and taper to 3 mm at the rim, but the
largest sherd is 5 mm thick farthest from the rim.
They appear to represent a bowl with an inverted
rim and a slightly flattened to rounded lip (Fig.
77 d). They all have' a reddish slip which appears
heavily weathered on most sherds but is the same
color and consistency on the interior and exterior of
each sherd.
Differential weathering or firing
probably accounts for the various shades of reddish
brown (2.SYR 4/4 to 5/4 or 5YR 5/4) slip observed
on different sherds. The paste color is the same
reddish brown to very dark gray (5YR 3/1). It is
composed of a large amount of rounded to subrounded grains, most of which appear to be quartz
while others are unidentified. Only a minor amount
of mica was observed.
Redware VesselS

Vessel 5 consists of a single rim sherd from
Block 4, EU188. The dark brown paste (7.5YR
4/3) appears identical in composition to Vessel I,
but its rim form is distinctive. The rim is straight
and thickened with a flattened lip (Fig. 77e) and
ranges in thiykness from 5.0-6.5 mm. This specimen also differs from Vessel I in that it is has a
brown (7.5YR 4/3) eroded slip on the interior and
exterior. The underlying clay matrix is only slightly lighter brown (7.5YR 5/3) than the slip.
Snow suggested that this specimen is an early
Glaze F bowl rim form. He thought that the paste
looked consistent with Pecos but that the rim form
is not typical of Pecos Glaze V forms. Petrographic analysis of this specimen (see Appendix D,
Sample 35) identified poorly sorted, subangular
nonplastic inclusions as being dominantly potassium
feldspar, quartz, and iron calcite. Lesser amounts

wares.

Redware Vessel 3

Vessel 3 is represented by a single rim sherd
from Block 3, EU 109. This small sherd (maximum dimension 20 mm) has an everted rim with a
rounded lip (Fig. 77c) and tapers from 6 to 4 mm
in thickness. Its reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4) interior
apparently is unslipped. Its exterior has remnants
of a creamy white (lOYR 8/2) slip, and the underlying red paste is over 50% exposed; the sherd is
heavily weathered.
Snow and Schaafsma identified this specimen
as a Glaze V jar rim form and suggested that the
sandy paste might be indicative of manufacture at
Pecos Pueblo. Petrographic analysis of this specimen (see Appendix D, Sample 15) identified quartz
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of muscovite, calcite, biotite, plagioclase feldspar,
and hornblende also were observed. The nonplastics make up 33.2% of the paste. This specimen is
classified into Paste Group IB, which may represent
Salinas-made wares.

are similar to Glazeware Sherd Group 3 (see
below) and may be from Glazeware Vessel 5. The
paste and interior finish (unslipped and burnished)
are consistent, but the exterior white (IOYR 8/2)
slip is much more weathered. These sherds are
consistently thin (3 mm) and may be from near the
bottom of the vessel.

Redware Vessel 6

Vessel 6 is represented by a single rim sherd
from Block I, EU 37, that is similar in all aspects
to Vessel I except that its paste is distinctive
enough to indicate that it is from a different vessel.
This small (maximum diameter 24 mm) sherd
varies in thickness from 4-6 mm and is identical in
rim form (thickened with a rounded lip) to Vessel
I. The finish likewise is similar in that this specimen appears to be unslipped and has evidence of
burnishing (i.e., horizontal smoothing marks). The
very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0) paste of this specimen,
however, appears different in that it contains a
higher percentage of nonplastics, ranging from fine
to medium but also including a fair number of
coarse, subangular, unidentified inclusions.
Snow identified this specimen as an unslipped
redware bowl sherd of the Glaze E form. He
suggested that the paste resembled that of redwares
from the Salinas area. Petrographic analysis (see
Appendix D, Sample 43) identified 42.7% nonplastics, of which quartz is by far the dominant material. Hematite and dolomite are relatively abundant,
while chlorite, muscovite, other micas, biotite,
chert, hornblende, carbonate rock, and various
feldspars are much less common. This specimen is
classified into Paste Group IIG, which may represent Pecos-made wares.

Redware Sherd Group 3

Sherd Group 3 consists of a single rim sherd
that is similar to those of Vessels I and 5 but
exhibits just enough variation that it is uncertain
whether it is from either of those vessels. This rim
sherd is Ii mm thick and has a rounded lip, but it is
too small to be associated definitely with either
vessel. Its very dark gray (7.5YR 3/0) paste
appears identical in composition to Vessels 1 and
5, and its rim form appears to be closely related to
that of Vessel I. Its surface treatment, however, is
more consistent with Vessel 5 since this has a
reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) interior and exterior slip
and Vessel I apparently is unslipped. Petrographic
analysis of this specimen (see Appendix D, Sample
18) shows a very high percentage (44.3%) of poorly
sorted, subrounded nonplastics. Quartz is very
abundant, with lesser amounts of plagioclase and
potassium feldspars, micas, and carbonate rocks but
only minor amounts of chert, hematite, pyroxene,
and microcline and orthoclase feldspars. This
specimen is classified into Paste Group IIG, which
may represent Pecos-made wares.
Redware Sherd Group 4

Sherd Group 4 consists of 54 slipped body
sherds that exhibit pastes and surface finishes
similar to Vessel 4 but are more variable in terms
of the consistency' and color of the slips. It is
likely that many, i("not most, of the sherds in this
group are from Vessel 4. All of these sherds
appear to have slip on at least one surface, and
most are slipped on both. Unslipped surfaces are
reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4 or 5YR 5/3), while slips
vary from the same reddish brown to weak red to
red (lOR 4/4 to 5/6). A few are dark reddish
brown to black (5YR 3/2 to 2.5/1) and appear to
have been burned. The slips vary from highly
polished and well preserved to thin, eroded coverings with a streaked appearance. Petrographic
analysis of one body sherd (see Appendix D,

Redware Sherd Group 1

Sherd Group I consists of four sherds (one
body, two neck, and one rim) that may be from
Vessel 3. The rim form and paste are consistent
with Vessel 3, but these sherds exhibit more variability in the degree of weathering. All have an
interior red (lOR 5/6) slip and an exterior light gray
to white (IOYR 7/2 to 8/2) slip. Two sherds are
relatively unweathered with well-polished slips,
while the other two have thin, splotchy slips.
Redware Sherd Group 2

Sherd Group 2 consists of six specimens that
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Sample 12) indicates that the nonplastic inclusions
account for 35.9% of the paste and are poorly
sorted, subrounded grains. Quarlz is the dominant
material, but substantial amounts of calcite and
plagioclase, microcline, and potassium feldspars
were noted. Minor constituents include chlorite,
hematite, chalcedony, biotite, and muscovite. This
specimen is classified into PasIe Group IIC, which
may represent Pecos-made wares.

One sherd has a portion of a repair hole along one
edge. Some of these red-slipped sherds may
represent undecorated portions of glazeware vessels, aod others may be from undecorated redware
pots.
Redware Sherd Group 6

Sherd Group 6 consists of 58 redware sherds
with no apparent slips. They exhibit the same
range of paste variability as those in Sherd Group
3 but vary less in surface color. Most have brown
(7.5YR 4/3 to 5/3) to reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4 to
5/4) surface colors; it is possible that some were
slipped, but no traces remain due to weathering.
These sherds cannot be associated definitely with
any particular vessel, but it is likely that most are
from glazeware or undecorated redware vessels.

Redware Sherd Group 5

Sherd Group 5 consists of 66 slipped sherds
that exhibit a range of paste and finish characteristics and cannot be associated with specific vessels.
The paste variability in this group seems to indicate
that multiple vessels are represented, but it is likely
that many of the sherds with similar composition
and finishes are from the same vessels. Of the
sherds in this group, one is a red-slipped rim sherd,
one is a cream-slipped body sherd, and all of the
others are red-slipped body sherds.
The rim sherd is a small fragment from an
unknown vessel. It tapers from 5 mm thick to
3 mm at the rim and has a rounded lip. It has a red
(lOR 5/6) interior slip and a reddish brown (5YR
5/4) exterior slip, and both surfaces are burnished.
Its paste is similar to that of Vessel 4, and the rim
form is somewhat similar, but its small size precludes further identification.
The cream-slipped, 5-mm-thick body sherd
has an eroded light gray (lOYR 7/2) exterior slip
and a dark gray (lOYR 4/1), unslipped, burnished
interior. Its sandy paste contains a low percentage
of subrounded to subangular grains, and it has a
dark core throughout. This specimen cannot he
associated with any specific vessel but probably
came from a glaze-decorated pot.
The red-slipped body sherds all have burnished to polished exterior slips, but some have
burnished interiors with no apparent slip while
others have slipped interiors that are identical to
their exteriors. The slips range from weathered,
faint slips that are identical in color to the underlying paste to very heavy slips that are very different in color from their pastes. Slip colors vary
considerably but include weak red (lOR 4/3 to 4/4),
reddish brown (2.5YR 4/3 to 5/4 and 5YR 4/3 to
5/3), and very dark to dark gray (2.5YR 3/0 to 4/0),
while the paste color is generally reddish brown.
Body sherd thicknesses range from 3.0-4.5 mm.

Glazewares
One hundred seventy-five sherds are identified as Rio Grande glazewares, and they represent
a minimum of six vessels based on distinctive
handle fragments and rim forms. Each vessel is
described separately below, followed by a description of seven sherd groups, some of which may be
associated with individual glazeware vessels and
some which cannot be assigned to specific vessels
and may represent additional vessels.
Glazeware Vessell

Vessel 1 is partial bowl composed of 119
sherds recovered from Block 6. An animal burrow
exposed 27 sherds of this vessel which were collected during the 1987 survey. They were identified as Pecos Glaze Polychrome V by A. H.
Warren (se~ Boyd et al. 1989:Figure 63 and 356357). The f988 testing recovered 57 additional
sherds (recorded as ceramic cluster Feature 5), and
a portion of the bowl was reconstructed (see Boyd
et al. 1990:Figure 75 and 465-468). The current
excavations recovered additional sherds from this
vessel, bringing the total number of sherds to 119.
Approximately one-half of the bowl has been
reconstructed, revealing the bowl form (Fig. 78a, f)
and its painted designs.
The Vessel I paste is composed of fine,
medium, and occasional coarse grains of rounded to
subangular sand aod occasional mica flecks. Clear
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quartz is present along with unidentified white and
occasional dark grains. The paste is reddish brown
(5YR 5/3 to 5/4) and has a light gray (2.5Y 7/0)
central core which accounts for ca. 50-90% of the
thickness. Warren described the temper as clear
glossy quartz, vitreous feldspar, and minor amounts
of silver and gold mica and identified it as being
Glorieta sandstone from the Pecos Pueblo area.
Vessel I is a shallow carinated bowl of the
Glaze V form at Pecos Pueblo (Fig. 78b). Its
diameter is 260 mm, and it is 103 mm tall. It
ranges in thickness from 5 mm at the boltom to 1012 mm near the rim. The vessel has a slightly
inverted and decidedly thickened rim which is
characteristic of the Pecos Glaze V bowl rim forms
(Mera 1933). The finish is a well-polished, white
to very pale brown (lOYR 7/3, 8/2, 8/3, and 8/4)
creamy slip covering all of the interior and the
exterior down to the boltom (ca. 15 cm'in diameter)
which is not slipped. Kidder (Kidder and Shepard
1936:221-222) notes that Glaze V bowls at Pecos
Pueblo have a large round area on the bottom which
was left unslipped. The vessel does not have any
organic residue or evidence of postmanufacture
firing and probably served as a storage or serving
bowl. The bottom interior of the vessel exhibits
some scarring or use-wear.
Two colors, black and red, compose the
painted design, although these colors are not consistent over the entire vessel. The dark glaze paint
varies from intense black (2.5Y 2/0) to dark gray
(lOYR 4/1) and even grades into various shades of
green (5Y 5/2 to 5/3 and 6/3). Likewise, the matte
red paint includes various shades from weak red
(lOR 4/3) to red (lOR 4/8 to 5/8). The painted
design is sloppy, and the black glaze lines are
particularly irregular and appear to have run in
some places when the vessel was fired. Kidder
(Kidder and Shepard 1936:224) notes that "runny"
glaze paint is characteristic of the Glaze V vessels.
The interior design (Fig. 78c. fJ consists of
horizontal bands from 17-45 mm below the rim
within the shouldered portion of the vessel. The
parallel painted lines are 3-7 mm thick and consist
of (from top to bottom) black, red, black, cream
(unpainted slip), and black. The lines, however, are
not horizontally continuous but terminate with a
3-4 mm gap. Horizontal striping is a common type
of interior decoration on Glaze V bowls at Pecos
Pueblo, and the stripes are usually broken by an
"exit space" (Kidder and Shepard 1936:222). An

exit space or break in a horizontal ceramic design
element is often considered to be a door through
which a spirit may come and go (Guthe 1925:86).
The exterior design is composed of four
identical but separate designs in each quadrant of
the bowl (Fig. 78d). The repeated design appears
to be of the "key-tail" type, a very common motif
on Glaze V bowls at Pecos Pueblo. It is very
similar to key-tail designs described and illustrated
by Kidder and Shepard (1936:228-231, Figure
196). In the reconstructed version of the key-tail
design (Fig. 78e), the bottom horizontal line (which
is often a continuous line) rises up and branches
into a key element on the right and the tail element
on the left. The latter may represent a stylized
version of a bird's tail.
Schaafsma and Snow examined sherds from
this vessel, and both agreed that the form and
decoration were consistent with classic Glaze E or
V bowls. Schaafsma agreed with Warren's identification of Pecos sandstone as the temper and mentioned seeing occasional dark iron inclusions. Snow
suggested that the vessel might be from the Galisteo
Basin. Petrographic analysis of a body sherd (see
Appendix D, Sample 9) identified 30.7% nonplastics as being mainly quartz with a substantial
amount ofpotassium feldspar and lesser amounts of
hematite, hornblende, microcline feldspar, and chert.
This sherd was classified into Paste Group IE,
which may represent Salinas-made wares but could
also include other sources (Le., Pecos Pueblo).
Glazeware Vessel 2

Vessel 2 is represented by two small rim
sherds from Block I, EU 53 and Block 3, ED 84
that exhibit the same paste and decoration. Although thes~ sherds were found about 12 m apart,
they appear.tp be from the same vessel. The larger
sherd (Fig. 79a) is 27 mm in maximum dimension
and 8 mm thick, while the smaller one is 16 mm in
maximum dimension and 7 mm thick. These sherds
are bowl rims similar to that of Vessel I, with
thickened rims and rounded lips. They both have a
creamy pink slip (7.5YR 7/4) with black (2.5Y 2/0)
glaze paint on the exterior. The sherds are too
small to determine the design, but both have parallei lines running diagonally up onto the lip.
Schaafsma and Snow agreed that these rim
sherds are Glaze E in form; however, Schaafsma
considered them to be tempered with Pecos sand179
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(IOYR 8/2) slip or paint with a black glaze paint
while the interior has a black glaze paint over a
reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4) weathered or light slip.
The exterior and lip exhibit cut marks that are
definitely postmanufacture.
Snow identified this specimen as having a
Glaze F rim form and thought that the sandy temper
could be Pecos sand but also noted possible feldspar inclusions characteristic of the Salinas area.
Petrographic analysis of a sherd (see Appendix 0,
Sample 26) identified 40.1 % nonplastics as being
poorly sorted, subangular grains that are dominantly
quartz and micas.. Lesser amounts of hematite,
biotite, potassium. and plagioclase feldspars,
carbonate rock, arid chert were also noted, along
with traces of hornblende and muscovite. This
specimen is classified into Paste Group IIG. which
may represent Pecos-made wares.

stone, while Snow thought they might be from the
Galisteo Basin. Petrographic analysis of one of
these rim sherds (see Appendix 0, Sample 41)
identified the 38.1 % nonplastics as being poorly
sorted, subrounded grains. Quartz is the dominant
material, but a substantial amount of potassium
feldspar also was identified. Hematite and sedimentary rock are present in moderate amounts,
while minor constituents include chert, chalcedony,
and calcite along with traces of biotite, hornblende,
and pyroxene. This specimen is classified into
Paste Group IID, which may represent Pecos-made
wares.

Glazeware Vessel 3
Vessel 3 is represented by three refit neck
and rim sherds with a maximum dimension of
39 mm (Fig. 79b). These sherds were found over
27 m apart-one is from EU 57 in Block 2, and the
other two are from EUs 176 and 177 in Block 4.
The rim is thickened with a rounded lip and is
similar to that of Vessels I and 2; it is probably
from a shouldered bowl. The sherds are too small
to determine the design, but the exterior has a white

Glazeware Vessel 4
Vessel 4 consists of two refit sherds from
Block 4, EUs 216 and 225, that represent an olla
rim (Fig. 7ge). The rim fragment (maxmimum
dimension 52 mm) tapers in thickness from 8.0 mm
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at the lip to 5.5 mm at bottom; it is relatively
straight and slightly thickened with a flat lip. It
appears to be unslipped (although a very thin,
weathered slip may be present) on the interior and
exterior and has a red (lOR 5/6) burnished surface
with horizontal striations visible. The exterior has
three painted horizontal lines between ca. 4-16 mm
below the rim. These horizontal lines, a white
(IOYR 8/2) line between two black lines, are
sloppy and irregular.
Snow and Schaafsma considered this specimen to be late Glaze E or early F in form, and the
rim form is consistent with the straight-rim variants
of the Glaze V jars illustrated by Kidder and
Shepard (1936:Figure I88d-f). They both thought
that the paste was similar to ceramics from the
Salinas area and that it probably was not from
Pecos Pueblo or the Galisteo Basin. Petrographic
analysis of this rim segment (see Appendix D,
Sample 29) identified 34.1 % poorly sorted, subrounded nonplastics. Quartz and potassium feldspar are dominant and make up nearly equal
percentages of the nonplastics. Minor constituents
are micas, calcite, and sedimentary rock, along with
traces of chlorite and plagioclase feldspar. This
specimen is classified into Paste Group IE which
may represent Salinas-made wares.

microcline, orthoclase, and potassium feldspars.
This specimen is classified into Paste Group lIE
which may represent Pecos-made wares.

Glazeware Vessel 6
Vessel 6 is a jar handle fragment (Fig. 7ge)
from Block 4, EU 264, and is similar to the Vessel
5 handle. This specimen has an unslipped reddish
brown (5YR 5/3) interior and an unslipped and
unfinished reddish brown (5YR 5/4) exterior with
dark gray (IOYR 4/1) glaze paint encircling the
handle appendage. Faint horizontal burnishing
striations on the interior indicate that it was a
vertical-loop jar handle.
Schaafsma and Snow noted that this specimen
is probably tempered with Pecos sand or sandstone
and that it is probably from a Glaze Voila.
Petrographic analysis of the sherd (see Appendix D,
Sample II) identified 39.2% poorly sorted, subangular nonplastics of which the majority are
quartz, but potassium feldspar also is well represented. Minor constituents are muscovite, biotite,
chert, hematite, and plagioclase feldspar. This
specimen is. classified into Paste Group lID which
may represent Pecos-made wares.

Glazeware Sherd Group 1
Glazeware VesselS
Sherd Group I consists of eight sherds refit
into three fragments that may be from Vessel 2.
These sherds have a similar paste and cream slip
on their interiors and exteriors with black glaze
paint on the interiors. They are 3.5-4.0 mm thick
and appear to represent pieces of a bowl bottom.
Snow identified these sherds as Glaze E or F but
thought that their paste might indicate that they
were from t!le Salinas area. Petrographic analysis
of one sherdJsee Appendix D, Sample 25) identified 37.4% poorly sorted, subangular nonplastics
dominated by quartz. Potassium feldspar and
hematite are represented in low proportions, and
minor constituents include microcline feldspar and
traces of chert and pyroxene. This specimen is
classified into Paste Group ITG which may represent Pecos-made wares.

Vessel 5 is represented by a single handle
fragment from Block 4, EU 167 (Fig. 79d). The
interior of the sherd is an unslipped, burnished
reddish brown (5YR 5/4), while the exterior has a
very pale brown (IOYR 8/4) creamy slip with a ring
of black glaze paint around the handle appendage.
No slip or paint are present immediately underneath
the handle. The fragment is too small to determine
the nature of the decoration, but interior striations
suggest that it is a vertical-loop handle, most likely
from a jar.
Snow noted that this specimen is probably
late, perhaps Glaze E, and that the paste looks
similar to some Galisteo Basin materials. Petrographic analysis of the sherd (see Appendix D,
Sample 14) identified 32.5% poorly sorted, subrounded nonplastics.
Quartz is the dominant
material, but unusually high amounts of hematite
and sedimentary rock were observed. Minor and
trace constituents are micas, muscovite, biotite,
homblende, calcite, pyroxene, and plagioclase,

Glazeware Sherd Group 2
Sherd Group 2 consists of eight sherds that
may be from Vessel 4. They have a similar paste
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and unslipped burnished red interior and exterior
surfaces with black glaze paint on the exteriors.
Three of these sherds fit together (two are from
units ca. 27 m apart) to form a handle fragment
with glaze paint encircling the appendage. Interior
striations indicate that it is most likely a verticalloop jar handle. Snow identified sherds in this
group as Glaze E or F and thought that they might
be from the Salinas area or the Galisteo Basin.

does not go with Vessel 6.
Glazeware Sherd Group 5

Sherd Group 5 consists of five sherds (three
of which refit into one fragment) that do not fit any
of the defined vessels and may represent a different
vessel altogether. They were widely scattered
across the site, with the two separate sherds being
found in Blocks 2 and 4 (EUs 66 and 288), while
the three refits came from as far apart as 50 m in
Blocks 1,2, and 4 (EUs 6, 67, and 186).
The interior surface appears to be an unslipped reddish brown (2.5YR 5/5) that is identical in
color to the paste. The interior is burnished with
faint parallel striations. The exterior has a substantially darker reddish brown (2.5YR 4/2 to 4/3)
slip with cream-colored (lOYR 8/3) paint and
splotched dark brown (5YR 3/2 to 3/3) to black
(5YR 2.5/1) glaze paint. The design cannot be
determined, but it appears to be geometric with
dark lines on both sides of lighter lines.
Snow examined these sherds, indicated that
they were probably Glaze E bowl fragments, and
based on the paste felt that they might have been
made in the Salinas area. Petrographic analysis of
one of the refit sherds (see Appendix D, Sample
24) indicated a very high percentage (41.4%) of
poorly sorted, subrounded nonplastics. Quartz is
very abundant, and potassium feldspar is the only
other mineral of any significance. Minor constituents are hematite, plagioclase feldspar, chert,
hornblende, muscovite, and traces of biotite and
chlorite. This specimen is classified into Paste
Group IIG which may represent Pecos-made wares.

Glozeware Sherd Group 3

Sherd Group 3 includes eight sherds refit into
six fragments that may be from Vessel 5. These
have similar pastes, unslipped burnished brown
interiors, and polished cream-slipped exteriors.
Three of the six fragments have no glaze paint but
are otherwise identical; the paint on the other
fragments is similar to the black glaze on Vessel 5
but also grades into a very thin, dark grayish brown
(2.5Y 4/2) glaze.
Although these sherds are too small to identify, Snow thought that this group may represent
wares made in the Galisteo Basin or Salinas area.
Petrographic analysis of two sherds from this group
(see Appendix D, Samples 22 and 32) suggests that
they could indeed be from the same vessel. They
have nearly equal percentages (31.6% and 35.3%)
of poorly sorted, subangular nonplastics. Both are
dominated by quartz, followed by an unusually high
percentage of hematite. Minor constituents that
they have in common are micas, calcite, sedimentary and/or carbonate rock, potassium feldspar,
biotite, and a trace of hornblende. These specimens
are classified into Paste Group lIE which may
represent Pecos-made wares. The petrographic
data seem to support the interpretation that this
sherd group is from Vessel 5.

Glazeware Sherd Group 6

Sherd Group 6 consists of six sherds that refit
into two fragmentS'. The sherds range in thickness
from 4-5 mm; the larger fragment (Fig. 80) is
67 mm in maximum length, and the smaller is
32 mm. All six sherds are consistent in paste and
finish, but the surface colors are variable, probably
due to postdepositional alterations. The interiors
and exteriors appear unslipped (but could ,have a
thin or weathered slip the same color as the paste)
and are burnished with prominent horizontal striations. Small mica flecks are visible on both surfaces. The interior colors generally are brown
(7.5YR 5/2 to 5/4), while the exteriors are strong

Glazeware Sherd Group 4

Sherd Group 4 consists of two sherds refit
into one fragment that may be from Vessel 6. This
specimen has a similar paste and exhibits the same
unslipped burnished brown interior and unfinished
reddish brown exterior. Even the exterior glaze
paint is similar in color and consistency to Vessel
6, and based on the finishing characteristics, it is
thought to represent a jar. Snow thought that the
paste of this specimen might indicate that it was
made in the Salinas area, and it is possible that it
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too small to identify. All have reddish brown,
slipped or unslipped, burnished interiors and exteriors with remnants of black glaze paint on one
surface. These sherds are probably from multiple
vessels but cannot be positively associated with any
of the defined vessels or other sherd groups.

o
I

Matte Paint Wares

2
I

Ten sherds of maUe paint ware were recovered. Five sherds from Block 3, EUs 87 and 98,
refit into a rim fragment (Fig. 81), and the other
five sherds are identical in paste and could be from
the same vessel. Three of these were found nearby
in Block 3, EUs 100, 108, and 144, while two were
found 13 to 16 m away in Block 4, EU 178, and
isolated EU 299. The reconstructed rim fragment
is relatively straight with a rounded lip. It is 6.07.5 mm thick and has weathered and crazed white
(10YR 8/2) paint or slip on the interior and exterior. A geometric design in black matte paint is
found on the exterior, and there is a remnant of red
paint along the top of the lip. A repair hole is
16 mm down from the rim; it is 4 mm in diameter,
but the hole constricts slightly in the center and may
have been drilled from both sides.

em
Figure 80. Glazeware Sherd Group 6, 41KT53.

brown (7.5YR 5/6) or reddish brown to yellowish
red (5YR 5/4 to 5/6). The larger fragment has a
remnant of dark to very dark gray (7.5YR 4/0 to
3/0) glaze paint.
An interesting feature of both fragments is
that they exhibit horizontal cut marks (parallel to
the surface striations) which resulted from the
sherds being grooved and snapped. These cut
marks are very straight for the entire length of both
fragments, and the perpendicular cut edges are very
flat and uniform and go half to three-quarters of
the way through the sherds. In one area, the cut
mark terminates in a narrow V or slightly U shape
approximately half-way into the sherd (see Fig. 80
profile). The cuts definitely were made after the
vessel was fired and probably represent an aUempt
to salvage a portion of a broken vessel. The
uniformity and neatness of the cuts may indicate
that they were made with a metal knife, but experiments cutting similar glazeware sherds with metal
and flint blades failed to provide conclusive results.
Snow examined these sherds but could not
provide any positive identification. He thought that
they were from a jar and suggested that the sand
temper looked similar to Pecos-made wares.
Petrographic analysis of the larger fragment (see
Appendix D, Sample 38) identified 37.7% poorly
sorted, subrounded nonplastics dominated by quartz
but with a significant amount of potassium feldspar.
Hematite and muscovite also are represented. and
minor or trace constituents are chert, biotite. pyroxene. and chlorite. This specimen is classified into
Paste Group IE, which may represent Salinas-made
wares but could include other sources.

a
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I

I

em
Figure 81. Matte paint rim sherd and profile, 41KT53.
Dashed line indicates portion removed for petrographic
analysis.

The other five sherds exhibit slightly different
surface characteristics. Two weathered sherds have
no apparent slip or paint, one has only remnants of
white paint, and two have an exterior red (2.5YR
5/6) slip and a weathered interior white paint. One

Glazeware Sherd Group 7

Sherd Group 7 consists of 10 sherds that are
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of the latler sherds has a small remnant of malle
black paint on its interior and a portion of a repair
hole which tapers from ca. 4-2 mm and was drilled
from the exterior. They are all 5-7 mm thick.
The paste color is light yellowish brown
(IOYR 6/4) with a very distinct, dark gray (7.5YR
4/0) core. The paste is composed of fine, subrounded to angular sand grains (probably quartz),
and both Snow and Schaafsma noted the presence of
volcanics as small black slivers (possibly vitrified
tuff). The petrographic analysis of the rim segment
(see Appendix D, Sample 30) identified 35.4%
nonplastics, mostly in the coarse silt to very fine
sand size range. It also revealed that the dominant
material is glass, which makes up 60.9% of the
nonplastic inclusions in this specimen but is not
present in any others from 41KT53. Other materials identified are quartz, hematite, muscovite,
biotite, micas, potassium feldspar, and a trace of
pyroxene.
The reconstructed rim fragment was identified
confidently by Snow and Schaafsma as being of
Tewa Polychrome, and the petrographic data
support this assessment. Based on the paste
composition and characteristics, Snow suggested
that the rim fragment was made in one of the
northern Tewa pueblos, possibly on the west side of
the Rio Grande, and that the dark central core of
this specimen is quite characteristic of Tewa
pollery. Harlow (1973:29) and Mera (1932:8) note
that the crazing or crackling of the white slip is also
characteristic of Tewa Polychrome. The straight
rim probably represents a carinated bowl form such
as described by Mera (1939:Plate XIV).
Mera (1939:12) states that Tewa Polychrome
is a late seventeenth-century type, and Snow and
Schaafsma both noted that the type was manufactured mainly in the seventeenth century. Tewa
Polychrome was definitely in use in the late
A.D. 1600s, and Mera (1932:12) notes that it is
common at one site occupied from A.D. 1683-1694
and at another site occupied early in A.D. 1694.
He also states that this type is most commonly
associated with Glaze VI ceramics. Schaafsma
suggested that this type dates to ca. A.D. 16251725 and that the fine line decoration might be from
the earlier part of this period. Tewa vessels,
including Tewa Polychrome, were widely traded
among the pueblos during the mid seventeenth
century, and in particular, large quantities appear in
the Rio Abajo region (Snow 1982:262).

Miscellaneous Unidentified Wares
This category is a catchall for specimens that
do not fit into any other class. It includes 17
sherds discussed in five sherd groups. All of these
sherds could come from vessels described in other
categories; hence, they are all described in sherd
groups rather than as vessels.
Unidentified Sherd Group 1

Sherd Group I consists of a single rim sherd
from Block 4, EU 241, that appears to be a pipe
fragment but is too small to be certain. Its paste
and color are identical to the Pecos pipes, and its
provenience suggests that it might be associated
with Pipe 2 (see below) from Block 4. Its form is
different from that of the Pipe 2 bowl rim, and it
may be a fragment of the rilOuthpiece.
Unidentified Sherd Group 2

Sherd Group 2 is represented by a rim fragment consisting of two refit sherds from Block 4,
EUs 253 and 260. It is nearly identical in paste,
color, and surface treatment to the Pipe 3 rim sherd
(see below), but the form is slightly different. It is
too small, however, to determine whether it might
have been a bowl or mouthpiece fragment from a
pipe. These sherds were found over 20 m away
from the Pipe 3 specimen from Block 3.
Unidentified Sherd Group 3

Sherd Group 3 consists of a single body sherd
found in the fill of Feature 39 (basin hearth). This
is one of the largest (maximum dimension 57 mm)
sherds found at the site but does not fit neatly into
any of the other categories. Its paste contains a
high percentage of-Poorly sorted sand (fine, medium, and coarse) with rounded to subrounded grains
and a minor amount of mica. The light brown
(7.5YR 6/3) exterior is unfinished and exhibits
some unoriented striations from scraping; the dark
grayish brown interior (IOYR 4/2) is burnished to
polished, and the core is the same dark grayish
brown color throughout. It could be classed as
either a plainware or a redware sherd since similar
paste compositions were noted in both. The fmish
characteristics (rough exterior/polished interior) are
most similar to those of the plainwares, but it
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definitely is not smudged or reduced fired. Its
color is more in line with that of the redwares.

represent four different pipes. Pipes I and 2 are
very similar tubular pipes of Puebloan origin and
are discussed together. Pipes 3 and 4 are represented by single sherds and are of unknown form
and origin.

Unidentified Sherd Group 4

•

Sherd Group 4 consists of three body sherds
from Block 3, EU 98, and Block 4, EUs 205 and
238. They have a sandy paste identical to that of
the malte paint ware (Tewa Polychrome vessel).
They differ, however, in that the pale brown (IOYR
6/3) surfaces are rough (possibly weathered) and
have no slip or paint, and the cores are dark black
throughout and lack the gray central core characteristic of the Tewa wares. They cannot be identified
positively, but they probably represent malte paint
sherds that were subsequently burned.

Pecos-style Pipes 1 and 2
Pipes I and 2 are made of a very fine clay
with tiny mica flecks being the only inclusions
observed. They represent straight tubular pipes
with rectangular cross sections and have similar
dentate-type decorations. In addition, both pipes
apparently were molded and have a consistent
smooth to slightly polished exterior finish and rough
scraped interiors. They are both dark brown
(7.5YR 3/2 to 4/2) to very dark gray to dark gray
(7.5YR 3/0 to 4/0) in, color.
Pipe 1 is represented by 10 sherds found in
Block 3, EUs 94, 98, 108, 109, 116, 117, 118, and
124. Seven sherds refit to form an estimated twothirds of the length of the pipe (Fig. 82a). The
entire body is represented, but the mouthpiece is
missing completely, being broken off at its juncture
with the body. The reconstructed body is 79 mm
long, and the complete specimen is estimated to
have been ca. 118 mm long (with the mouthpiece
making up approximately one-third of the total
length). The bowl rim is incomplete but has an
interior diameter of 14 mm and an exterior diameter of 19 mm. The bowl tapers gradually to an
estimated 5-6 mm interior diameter at the mouthpiece juncture. The rectangular body is 24x18 mm
near the rim, and the dentates run longitudinally in
the center of the narrow side. The dentates are
consistently 5-6 mm wide but vary in length from
3-7 mm and apparently were made by notching
along a raised ridge after the pipe was molded.
This pipe exhibits striations perpendicular to the
ridge in the notches between dentations, clearly
indicating that they were formed in this manner.
Pipe 2 is represented by seven sherds found
in Block 4, EUs 164 and 217. Five of the sherds
refit to form an estimated one-third of the distal
end of the pipe (Fig. 82b). The reconstructed
fragment is 45 mm long and appears. to have been
similar in size to Pipe 1. The bowl rim is not
complete but is estimated to have had an interior
diameter of 12 mm and an exterior diameter of
17 mm, being slightly smaller than the bowl rim of
Pipe 1. The rectangular body of Pipe 2 is estimat-

Unidentified Sherd Group 5
Sherd Group 5 consists of 10 sherds from
Block 4. Two are refit body sherds from EUs 196
and 205, while all the others appear to be spalls
found in the Feature 30 hearth fill in EU 235. The
spalls are quite large (all are over 10 mm and one
is 18x27 mm) and have only an exterior surface,
while the 6-mm-thick body sherds also exhibit
exterior spalling. Paste and surface color is pale
yellow (2.5Y 7/4) to very pale brown (IOYR 7/4).
The exterior surfaces are burnished to polished, and
the interiors are rough with parallel striations from
scraping. The paste is composed of very fine sand
with sparse fine mica and is similar to that of
Micaceous Vessel 3 (see above) except that it
contains much less mica. Occasional inclusions of
calcium carbonate also are present.
Shepard (1980:22, 91) notes that certain
impurities or improper drying can cause spalling or
explosions during firing, but postfiring spalling also
can occur in some circumstances, particularly when
calcium oxides are present in the paste. While it is
possible that these sherds represent a vessel that
blew up during firing, Herron suggested that these
large spalls are probably postfiring "gypsum
blowouts" caused by rapid water evaporation from
calcium or calcium carbonate inclusions in the
paste. He also observed that one of the spalls
appeared to be caused by an air bubble in the paste.
Pipe Fragments
Nineteen ceramic pipe fragments appear to
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Figure 82. Pecos-style pipes. 41KT53. (a) Pipe I; (b) Pipe 2; (c) aass II. Type B-3 pipe from Pecos Pueblo (from
Kidder 1932:Figure 137g).
ing clay around a cylindrical plug (presumably
wood) to form the body and a reed or grass stem to
form the mouthpiece bore. The dentates were then
"produced by notching a keel-like ridge which runs
the length of the narrow sides." Kidder (1932:156)
also states that most of the pipes at Pecos are
"made of fine clay with lillie or no tempering
material" and that the "surfaces are well finished
and are often brought to a high polish."
Petrographic .!IDalysis of a Pipe 2 sherd (see
Appendix D, Sampie 13) identified quartz, muscovite, and hematite as the major nonplastic constituents. Biotite and potassium feldspar are minor
constituents. The paste is dominantly (77%) clay
matrix, and the nonplaslic inclusions are extremely
fine, being mostly in the medium to coarse silt size
range. The petrographic data indicate that the paste
of this specimen is generally similar to other
Pecos-made wares but is much more refined.
Pecos specimens vary in color but are generally dark brown or gray to black. Pipes from Pecos

ed to be ca. 24x20 mm near the rim, and dentate
decorations run longitudinally in the center of the
narrow side. The denlates are all consistently
5-6 mm wide but vary in length from 5-8 mm. No
definite striations were observed between dentations, but the rougber texture suggests that these
notches were cut after the pipe was molded. Pipe
2 differs from Pipe I mainly in the presence of
longitudinal flutes, apparently running the length of
the body on all four comers, while Pipe I has two
flat, undecorated opposite sides.
Pipes I and 2 are distinctive and are identified as Pecos-style tubular pipes. They exhibit all
the characteristics of and are most similar to those
described by Kidder (1932:156-182) as Class II,
Type B-3, or elaborate forms with rectangular
cross sections and longitudinal denlates on opposite
(narrow) sides (Fig. 82c). Both appear to be
roughly the same size and are similarly decorated
with dentates on opposite sides. Kidder (1932:169)
states that Pecos-style pipes were made by mold-
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Pueblo that are similar to Pipes I and 2 range in
size from ca. 45-95 mm, but unusually large
specimens are up to 125 mm in length. Kidder
(1932:182) stated that the elaborate rectangular
pipes (Class II, Type B) were very late, being
associated with the Glaze V, VI, and Modem
periods.
Pipes were particularly abundant at Pecos
Pueblo and seem to have been an important trade
item (Riley 1987:274). Pecos-style pipes are fairly
common in the Southern Plains and even into the
Central and Northern Plains. A very similar
Pecos-style pipe was recovered from the Pavo Site
(4ICKI20) in Coke County, approximately 129 km
(80 miles) south of the Justiceburg project area
(Shafer 1969:Figure 39j, 58-59, 71, 73). This
specimen is also a Class II, Type B pipe. It is
complete except for the mouthpiece and is shorter
(ca. 42 cm) in body length than is Pipe 2, but the
decorations are strikingly similar. It was found in
a basin hearth (called an "ash-filled pit") that
yielded an associated charcoal radiocarbon date of
190 ± 80 B.P. (uncorrected and uncalibrated).
Although it was not recognized during excavation,
it is possible that the hearth was inside a tipi
structure (Harry Shafer, personal communication
1992). Other Pecos-style pipes also have been
found at the Montgomery Site in Floyd County,
Texas (Word 1965:97-99); at the Edwards 1 (Baugh
1982:108 and Figure 3Ij), Little Deer, and Taylor
sites (Hofman 1978:64-65 and Figure 28) in
western Oklahoma; and at Dismal River sites in
Nebraska and Kansas (Hill and Metcalf 1942: 185188; Wedel 1959:445-448, 1986:144; Gunnerson
1968:180).

Pipe 4

Pipe 4 is represented by a single sherd from
Block I, EU 14. It is a mouthpiece fragment,
23 mm long and 11 mm wide, with a 4-mmdiameter round hole running lengthwise. Parallel
linear striations for the entire length of the hole
suggest that it was molded around a plant stem or
twig. The fragment is broken longitudinally so that
its exact cross section is not definite, but it appears
to have been an oval mouthpiece similar to the
tapered "fish-tail" mouthpieces described for
Pecos-style pipes (Kidder 1932:160). Its paste is
a very fine clay, with tiny mica flecks being the
only visible inclusions, and its surface finish is
rough and irregular. Because its paste is similar to
that of Pipes 1 and 2, it is possible that this specimen is from either 'If those pipes; however, its
different surface finish and isolated occurrence far
away from the other pipe sherds suggests that it
could be from a different pipe altogether.
MANUPORTS
Due to the nature of the depositional environment at 41KT53, all rocks that are too large to
have been deposited by natural means are classified
as manuports. The sandy clay or clay alluvial
sediment that characterizes the eastern portion of
the site was deposited in a low-energy environment
(see Chapter 4) that would not have been capable of
transporting materials of any significant size. Thus,
all unmodified or burned rocks over 20 mm in size
were collected and are considered to be manuports.
There are two exceptions to this rule: (1) unique
specimens, classified as novelty items (discussed
below), were collected regardless of their size; and
(2) unmodified rocks in a few settings were obviously naturai' and were not collected as manuports.
The latter relates to the south and southwestern
portions of the site where considerable amounts of
colluvial gravels were observed. In the southwestern comer of the site, it was obvious that gravels
were related to a series of colluvial fans coming off
the valley wall and splitting into s~all channels.
Excavation Units 334 and 335 were found to be in
a colluvial fan and contained large quantities of
poorly sorted gravels, and a dense zone of gravels
encountered in EU 337 was determined to be an old
gully filled with slopewash. For comparative

Pipe 3

Pipe 3 is represented by a single sherd from
Block 3, EU 131. It appears to be a round bowl or
mouth rim but is too small (l6xl4 mm) to be very
diagnostic. The 4-mm-thick rim sherd suggests a
pipe bowl that constricts slightly near the lip. Its
diameter is estimated to range from a maximum of
ca. 20 mm to a minimum of ca. 15 mm. It is not
certain whether this specimen represents a straight
tubular pipe or an elbow pipe. The sherd is made
of very fine clay with only a few tiny mica flecks
and quartz grains observed, and its surface finish is
rough.
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purposes, gravel samples were collected from these
units, but they are not included as manuports.
The manuport category consists of 2,107
specimens in five material categories: (I) chert
(includes fine- and coarse-grained chert and
silicified wood); (2) quartzite (includes fine and
coarse grained); (3) sandstone (various types
including conglomeratic); (4) limestone (includes
cobbles and fossils); and (5) other materials (includes limonite, hematite, and unidentified).
Summaries of their attributes (Tables 18 and 19)
reveal that the largest group, in terms of both size
and number of specimens, is sandstone (73.2% by
number, 82.7% by weight), followed by limestone
(14.0% by number, 13.4% by weight), quartzite
(5.8% by number, 2.3% by weight), chert (5.6% by
number, 1.4% by weight), and other materials
(1.4% by number, 0.2% by weight). All these
materials are ubiquitous in the immediate vicinity.

The site is surrounded by bedrock sandstone outcrops of varying types and consistency, and the
uplands are strewn with Lingos Formation gravels.
Immediately adjacent to the site are the Grape
Creek gravel bars which contain a wide array of
stream-rolled materials. Because of the nature of
the local sandstones, it is likely that they were
intentionally selected for specific purposes. The
large flat slabs with angular edges probably came
from outcrops surrounding the site, and tabular
stream-rolled cobbles with rounded edges were
picked up out of Grape Creek.
Manuports probably were brought to the site
for a variety of reasons, most of which are impossible to determine. Manuports may have been
introduced accidentally; for example, some rocks
could have been carried onto the site by children or
brought in with water scooped from the creekbed.
Others apparently were I1rought in for more-

TABLE 18
SUMMARY OF MANUPORTS BY SIZE AND BURNING, 41KT53
<20mm

Material

21-50 mm

51-100 mm

101-200 mm

>201 mm

Subtotals

u*

B

U

B

U

B

U

B

U

B

U

Totals

8
9
10
2
23

4
7
218
40
1

69
81
796
188
3

-

8
4
301
41

-

-

-

3
126
16

-

-

28
3

59
2

Other

30
18
3
2
2

-

-

1
-

-

34
28
376
61
3

85
94
1,167
233
26

119
122
1,543
294
29

Subtotals:

55

52

270

1,137

145

31

61

1

1

502

1,605

Chert
Quartzite
Sandstone
Limestone

Totals:
*B

B*

107

1,407

-

-

354
499

92

1

2

2,107

2,107

= burned; U = unburned

TABLE 19
SUMMARY OF MANUPORTS BY WEIGHT, 41KT53
# of Specimens

Total Weight (g)

OIert
Quartzite
Sandstone
Limestone
Other

119
122
1,543
294
29

1,551
2,647
94,926
15,377
217

1
1
1
1
1

13.0
21.7
61.5
52.3
7.5

207
167
1,695 .
1,332

Totals:

2,107

114,718

1

54.5

1,695

Material

Minimum Weight (g)

188

Mean Weight (g) Maximum Weight (g)
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functional reasons, such as those clustered into rock
features or used as shims in postmolds. It is also
likely that many of these specimens are tools that
were utilized minimally or in ways which left no
recognizable evidence.
The vast majority of the manuports were
scattered somewhat randomly about the site in a
confusing pattern that supports an interpretation of
repeated occupations. A significant number of
refits of fragments from various locations suggests
considerable reuse and recycling of manuports, a
phenomenon also observed with the chipped and
ground stone tools. In fact, many rocks originally
classified as manuports were found to refit with
ground stone tools.
The functions of many of the manuports will
never be clear, but various lines of evidence reveal
some of the ways in which they 'were utilized. The
major subcategories of manuports -unburned and
burned rocks, structural rocks, and novelty
items -are discussed separately.

21.2% of the 288 specimens appear to bave been
heated. Approximately 23% of the 120 quartzite
specimens and 28% of the 119 chert specimens
appear to have been burned, but overall these
materials are sparse, comprising only 12.6% of the
tolal burned rock assemblage. Unburned rocks
consist of 1,503 specimens as follows: 1,085
sandstone (72.2%), 227 limestone (15.1 %), 92
quartzite (6.1%), 85 cbert (5.6%), and 14 other
materials (0.9%).
All of these specimens are presumed to have
been introduced to the site by cultural processes,
but their specific functions cannot be interpreted
based solely on their attributes without taking
context into accounl. By definition, manuports do
not exhibit intentional modification, but the context
of some of the specimens is intriguing. Burned and
unburned rocks were. found clustered into three
discrete features (see Cbapter 5). Burning was not
evident on any of the rocks comprising Feature 13
or on the rocks of Feature 46, but heat discoloration
was observed on the majority of the rocks comprising Feature 7. The unburned rock features are
interpreted as broken ground stone tools (Le.,
melates), while Feature 7 may be associated with
cooking activities. In addition, a large flat sandstone cobble found inside basin hearth Feature 8
may have served as a griddle.
The majority of the burned and unburned
rocks, however, are from nonfeature locations,
although some originally may have served as
hearthstones. The rather random, scattered nature
of the nonfeature rocks is interpreted as evidence of
multiple occupations through time. Subsequent
reoccupations not only scattered the rocks but also
broke them into smaller unusable fragments as
evidenced by the size distributions within the
excavation blocks (see Chapter 7). In addition, the
distribution' .9f some of the unmodified rocks,
particularly ibose in Block 3, suggests that they
may have served in a structural capacity (see
discussion of structural rocks below).

Unburned and Burned Rocks
This category consists of 1,995 specimens, of
which 492 (24.7%) exhibit evidence of having been
heated, most commonly thermal fractures or discoloration. Sandstone is the most common type of
burned rock, represented by 367 specimens (74.6%),
followed by 61 limestone (12.4%), 34 chert (6.9%),
28 quartzite (5.7%), and 2 other materials (0.4%).
Burned sandstone, which accounts for 25% of the
1,452 sandstone rocks, was evidenced by reddening
of the unweathered interior and occasionally by
darkened areas on the exterior. Past experience in
the project area suggests that some types of sandstone, such as the ubiquitous grayish green Triassic
rock that forms the canyon rims, show evidence of
burning very well while other materials, particularly
those sandstones that have a naturally reddish tint,
do nol. Hence, it is likely that the actual number of
burned sandstone specimens is higher than was
observed. Some of the burned rocks, particularly
the quartzites and limestone nodules and to a lesser
extent the cherts, exhibit angular fractures and may
have been boiling stones, but if so this activity is
not well represented. Interestingly, no fire-eracked
Potter chert, which is very effective as a boiling
stone, was found. The limestone manuports are
almost exclusively cobbles (obtained from the
Lingos gravels or from Grape Creek), but only

Structural Rocks
When rocks were encountered in a vertical
position, they invariably were at the tops of and
inside postmolds, clearly indicating that they were
used as shims. Eleven unmodified rocks were
found in contexts indicating that they served as
shims in association with postmolds (Features 21,
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36, 43, and 47) and a bone stake (Feature 49). In
addition, one fragment of a chipped sandstone slab
(see Ground Stones) was reused as a shim in
Feature 43 and refit with other fragments found 5 m
away. It appears that the rock shims were used to
wedge the posts and the stake in place. All of the
postmolds with associated shims are deep, vertical
postmolds that are considered to be related to large
racks (e.g., drying or storage structures) rather than
habitation structures. Conversely, the bone stake
with shims is interpreted as representing a structural tie-down stake.
Perhaps the most intriguing indication of the
structural use of manuports is found in the distribution of rocks within Block 3. While some displacement of rocks is likely to have occurred. there
is a recognizable weight distribution pattern suggesting that many of the rocks may have been used
as weights associated with a tipi-like structure.
The interpretation of a partial tipi ring in Block 3
is discussed more fully in Chapter 7, but it is
important to note the possibility that a significant
portion of the large unmodified rocks from across
the site may have served as structural weights at
one time.

were recovered from the middens and very commonly were associated with "medicine outfits" in
burials.
Odd-shaped Stones

This subcategory of manuports is somewhat
nebulous. Lacking any modifications or contextual
relationships as clues to their functions. these items
are considered to be manuports based solely on
their odd shapes. While the determination of what
constitutes an "odd-shaped" stone is admittedly
subjective, a significant number of specimens
exhibit natural, but unusual, shapes. Eighty-four
specimens are classified as odd-shaped stones. All
are stream-rolled pebbles or concretions; two are
quartzite, three are limestone, and the remainder are
sandstone. The odd-shaped stones are grouped into
three morphological categories: spherical, discoidal, and cylindrical.
Spherical stones (Fig. 83a-c) range from
near-perfect to somewhat lopsided or ovate spheres
and consist of 13 sandstone and I limestone
specimens. Complete specimens range in diameter
from 10 to 47 mm. One specimen is a doublesphere. or dumbbell-shaped. concretion measuring
18x33x15 mm (Fig. 83d); all the others could be
either stream pebbles or concretions. Spherical
stones are analogous to Kidder's (1932:66) "sandstone balls" from Pecos Pueblo. He suggested that
these unmodified stones were gaming pieces. toys,
or simply esthetic objects. Kidder (1932: 108) also
noted that a "dumb-bell shaped sandstone concretion" was found associated with a burial.
Discoidal stones are generally circular to
ovate in outline. relatively thin (thickness is less
than one-half of the width). and flat in cross
section. Three specimens are rather small sandstone stream pebbles that range in size from
25x29xlO to 33x37x12 mm. A fourth specimen is
a larger but thinner, 65x72x12-mm. stream-rolled
limestone cobble. It is possible that that this
specimen (Fig. 83e) may have served as a lid for a
narrow-mouthed jar, such as those recovered at
Pecos Pueblo (Kidder 1932:75-76). Lacking any
contextual evidence or use-wear, however. this
interpretation is speculative.
Cylindrical stones (Fig. 84) are generally oval
or pointed-oval in outline and round to ovate in
cross section. The 66 specimens are all stream
pebbles or concretions; 1 is of limestone. 2 are of

Novelty Items
The manuport category also includes several
groups of objects that are best considered as
novelty items, or unusual objects of unknown
function. These unique objects are likely to have
been brought to the site for various reasons. Many
may have been picked up simply as curiosities,
while others may have been procured for morepractical reasons such as tools or gaming pieces.
Still others may have had ceremonial significance
beyond their mundane intrinsic value. Curiosities of
nature were and still are commonly used as ritual
fetishes by peoples all over the world. Unfortunately, the archeological contexts of these items do
not support any specific interpretations of their
functions. The presence of these unusual objects.
however, is worth noting. especially since similar
specimens found in different contexts are known to
have had special significance. For example,
unmodified artifacts analogous to each of the
subcategories listed below were recovered at Pecos
Pueblo (Kidder 1932) and at Gran Quivira (Hayes
et al. 1981:136--137). Unusual objects, such as
fossils and odd-shaped pebbles or concretions,
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Figure 83. Odd-shaped stones, 41KT53. (a-c) Spherical; (d) dumbbell; (e) discoidal.
quartzite. and all of the others are sandstone.
Complete specimens range in size from 20x33x13
to 25x81x22 mm. At least six of the sandstone
specimens exhibit evidence of burning. The two
quartzite specimens are white pebbles that are
unusually pure and well rounded. These cylindrical
stones are comparable to Kidder's (1932:66) "finger
stones" from Pecos. Some of the Pecos specimens
exhibited use-wear on the ends and may have
served as rubbing stones. but the majority were
unmodified.

-:.

Fossils

Although numerous small limestone fossils
(mostly Cretaceous pelecypods) were recovered
from various localities across the site. they are
locally ubiquitous in the Lingos gravels and are not
likely to be of any special significance. Three
limestone fossil specimens. however. are larger and
may have been picked up as curiosities, and a
fourth specimen (described under Chipped Stone
Artifacts) is a large Exogyra that was modified to
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hom Site (in EU 265) certainly is not incidental.
Kidder (1932:106-109) noted that hundreds of
fossils were coUected by the Pecos Indians and that
many were found in "medicine outfits" associated
with burials, and Hayes et al. (1981:137) include
fossils in the category of possible fetishes recovered from Gran Quivira.
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Figure 85. Cretaceous fossil Buccinopsis sp., 41KT53.

serve as a scraper (see Fig. 660).
The three unmodified specimens are a
41-mm-long Gryphaea sp. from EU 106, a
49-mm-long Exogyra sp. from EU 171, and a
unique specimen (Fig. 85) that was almost certainly
brought to the site as a novelty item. It is a Cretaceous gastropod, identified as a Buccinopsis sp.,
probably from the Glen Rose or Comanche Peak
formations, by Dr. Keith Young of The University
of Texas at Austin. It is approximately two-thirds
complete (missing the apex), is 77 mm long, and
has a flattened oval, 30x39-mm cross section. This
particular genus is not listed by Brand (1953) as
having been coUected from any Cretaceous outcrops
of the southern Llano Estacado (Le., those closest
to the project area), but similar gastropods have
been observed in the Lingos gravels in the project
area. This particular specimen could be very rare
in this area, or perhaps it is only found in Central
Texas. In either case, its occurrence at the Long-

HemaJite and Umonite Concretions

Hematite and limonite are quite common in
the project area and occur in several different forms
(see Chapter 2 for definitions). Specular hematite,
often caUed "paint ore" (Pough 1960:124), was
apparently a favorite pigment because it is quite
soft and when ground produces a bright red powder.
Limonite is also very soft but is yeUow in color
and is most often found in the form of concretions.
Similarly, metallic hematite is also found commonly in concretion form. Modified specimens (described later in this chapter) indicate that hematite
and limonite may have been used as paint st?nes at
41KT53.
Although some unmodified hematite specimens are included in the Unburned and Burned
Rocks category described previously, these specimens probably were procured as paint stones and
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may represent fragments of utilized pieces, or they
may be complete specimens that were never used.
One specimen is magnetic (i.e., attracted to a
magnet), a property that is induced in hematite by
heating (pough 1960: 124). It is not known whether
the heating was intentional.
Concretion forms of hematite and limonite,
however, are likely to have been picked up as
curiosities, and 13 specimens are included in the
Novelty Items class. Three dark brown to black
concretions of metallic hematite were recovered
from EUs 12, 26, and 170; they range in diameter
from 15-22 mm. Specimen I is an irregular
concretion, Specimen 2 is a lopsided sphere, and
Specimen 3 is very spherical. These specimens,
like the limonite concretions described below,
probably were picked up and brought to the site
because of their peculiar shapes.
Ten limonite concretions (recovered from EUs
8, 73, 77, 81, 85, 92, 139, 181, 196, and 230)
consist of eight spherical specimens and two specimens that are irregular spheroidal shapes (Fig. 86).
The spherical specimens range in diameter from
10 to 18 mm, and all are complete or nearly complete. They are generally yellow in color with a
dull luster, but one specimen has a reddish tint to
part of its surface, and one is very bright red with
a shiny luster. The latter originally was thought to
be a fired clay ball, but a cross section made with
a jeweler's saw revealed the concentric layers,
confirming that it is a natural limonite concretion.
It was recovered in the fill of basin hearth Feature
8 and is magnetic (i.e., attracted to a magnet), a
property induced in limonite upon heating (pough
1960:140). It is considerably harder than the other
specimens and may have been intentionally heated.
The two odd specimens are larger (both are 22 mm
in maximum dimension); one is a lopsided sphere
and the other is an unusual double concretion. The
limonite concretions are unmodified and probably
were brought to the site because of their unusual
shapes.
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Figure 86. Limonite concretions, 41KT53.
extensively in that appendix and are only briefly
summarized below. The modified specimens,
however, are only mentioned in the appendix and
are described and illustrated below.
Unmodified Bones
The unmodified bone assemblage consists of
3,810 specimens and is characterized as being
generally well preserved but dominated by small
bumed fragments. Of the total assemblage, very
few of the specimens (1.2%) are complete bones,
and burning .is evident on 79% of the assemblage.
The high percentage of spirally fractured bones
(23%) and the comminuted nature of the assemblage is interpreted as representing bone marrow
and grease processing as a major activity. The high
percentage of burned bones, however, probably is
not related to such processing but may be due to
bone waste being discarded into fires.
Few of the specimens were identifiable to
taxa, and only a limited number of taxa are represented (see Appendix G). Of those, it appears that
only turtle and artiodactyls (deer and pronghorn)
definitely were procured as food resources. Other
animals represented, such as rabbits, rodents, and
possibly snakes, also may have served as food
resources. The near absence of bison remains can
be interpreted in various ways and is discussed in
later chapters. Of particular interest is the presence
of cow and horse remains in the Longhorn Site
faunal assemblage.
.
Within the unmodified group, one specimen
exhibits unintentional modification in' the form of
butchering marks. This unidentified bone fragment
from nonblock EU 297 has two linear grooves with
extremely uniform V-shaped bottoms. These cut
marks probably were made by a metal blade.

VERTEBRATE FAUNAL REMAINS

The Longhorn Site yielded 3,815 vertebrate
faunal remains. The vast majority (99.9%) are
unmodified, but five specimens are intentionally
modified bones. The faunal assemblage was
analyzed by Brian Shaffer and is discussed in
Appendix G. The unmodified bones are discussed
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Modified Bones

Specimen 2 (Fig. 87b) is an intentionally
shaped, four-sided object made of a single piece of
large/very large mammal (i.e., cow. bison, or horse
size) bone. This 76-mm-long specimen found in
Block 4, EU 235, has one broken end; ihe oiher end
has a rounded. blunt tip encompassing ihe last
6-7 mm of ihe piece. In cross section, it is trapezoidal wiih ihree sides being 8 mm wide and ihe
fourth only 6 mm wide. There is no apparent wear
over most of ihe specimen, probably due to weaihering, but some parallel striations on one side are
remnants of ihe artifact being cut and/or ground into
shape. No wear is evident on ihe tip, although it
obviously was ground into this shape. This artifact
is best classified as a bone pin of unknown function. It is similar to ihe "four-sided" implements
from Pecos Pueblo described and illustrated by
Kidder (1932:225, Figure 189), but this specimen
does not taper significantly: It may have served
some practical function such as a cloihes or tipi
fastener, or it may have been ornamental such as a

Five bones were modified to serve as tools or
ornaments. Specimen I is a cow (Bos taurus)
distal hom core segment (Fig. 870) which is described as Feature 49 (Block I, EUs 45 and 46) in
Chapter 5. This curved specimen is 270 mm long;
its distal end is heavily striated and polished.
apparently from being driven into the ground as a
stake. The distal tip is rounded and blunt, and ihe
extent of ihe wear suggests ihat it was reused many
times. In cross section, the hom core is a flattened
oval, tapering from 3lx42 mm at ihe proximal end
to 26x32 mm near its midsection and 17xl9 mm at
30 mm from ihe distal tip. It is in good condition
except for the proximal end of ihe specimen which
is fragmented and poorly preserved. This differential weaihering is probably due to ihe fact ihat,
when ihe site was abandoned, ihe bottom ihreefourihs of ihe specimen was buried, and !he upper
portion was exposed to ihe elements for some time.
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Figure 87. Modified bones. 41KT53. (a) Bos taurus distal born core; (b) four-sided
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pendant or hair pin.
Specimen 3 is the distal tip of a deer
(Odocoileus sp.) antler found in Block 4, EU 185.
It is very smooth, perhaps polished, but lacks any
definite use striations. Its tip, however, is very
smooth and well rounded and has two deep grooves
in an X pallern; although no use-wear is evident,
these grooves probably resulted from use. The
fragment is 16 mm long and tapers in diameter
from 8 mm at its broken end to 4 mm at its tip. Its
dark gray color indicates that it was burned, but it
is not clear whether it burned after being broken or
may have been intentionally heated to harden the
tip. This specimen may be the distal tip of an
antler flaker, but this identification is tentative.
Specimens 4 and 5 are very small (14 and
10 rom, respectively) bone fragments with parallel
notches along one smoothed and polished edge
found in Block I, EU 9, and Block 4, EU 85,
respectively. They are unidentifiable bones, and
Specimen 5 is burned. Specimen 4 has three deep
V-shaped notches (Fig. 87c), while Specimen 5 has
four shallow U-shaped notches. Both of these
artifacts are probably fragments of ornaments such
as pendants.

TABLE 20
GASlROPODS RECOVERED FROM 4!KT53

# of Specimens

Identification
Succinidae (or
Catinella sp.)
Zonotidae
Papillidae
Polygyridae
Polygyra texasiana
Planorbella trivolvis
Totals:

Testing
(upper
component)

Data
Recovery Totals

2

8

5

-

-

142
1

10
5
4
1
142
1

12

151

163

4
1
-

were identified by Jolm Jones of Texas A&M
University, and the specimens recovered during the
current data recovery phase were identified by
comparison with a large sample of gastropods
(recovered during testing from various Justiceburg
sites) previously identified by Dr. Raymond Neck
(formerly of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department).
There is no evidence that any of the gastropods from 41KT53 were burned or modified, and
they are not considered to be of cultural origin.
While it is acknowledged that some may have been
introduced incidentally by cultural means, most
probably occur naturally and reflect environmental
conditions and a preference for specific habitats.
Of the 163 gastropods recovered, the majority
(88%) are in the Polygyridae family, and all but
one of these are identifiable as Polygyra texasiana,
a hardy terrestrial species that prefers open fields
and woodlaiids. Gastropods in the Succinidae
family prefer moist wooded areas, while those in
the Zonotidae and Papillidae families generally
prefer wooded areas but not necessarily wet ones
(Allen and Cheatum 1961).
One aquatic species, Planorbella otrivolvis, is
represented by a single specimen. This species
prefers ponds or slow-moving streams (Raymond
Neck, personal communication 1988). Uulike the
terrestrial snails, which probably occur naturally in
the terrace sediments, this aquatic snail could have

INVERTEBRATE FAUNAL
REMAINS

The invertebrate faunal assemblage consists
of 181 unmodified specimens, mainly gastropods
and fragments of freshwater mussel shells. In
addition, one modified shell, a bead, was recovered.
Gastropods
The gastropods include specimens recovered
during the testing and data recovery phases (Table
20). During the testing phase, gastropods were
recovered exclusively from flotation or fine screening, and the 1/4-inch-mesh dry screening undoubtedly destroyed many specimens. Conversely, the
1/4-incb-mesh water screen used during data
recovery was very effective in recovering the small
gastropods intact, and only 3% (n = 5) of the
specimens were recovered from flotation samples.
The specimens recovered during the testing phase
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been deposited by a flood or it may have been
incidentally deposited by cultural activities. In
either case, it was probably brought up from the
adjacent Grape Creek channel.

Olivel/a shell beads that were widely traded by the

New Mexico pueblos and are commonly found in
Late Prehistoric and Protohistoric sites across the
Southern Plains. It is probably a Pacific coast
species such as the Olivel/a dama found in abundance at Pecos Pueblo (Kidder 1932:186).

Freshwater Mussels
Eighteen fragments of freshwater mussel
shells were recovered: four from Block I, EUs 8,
17, and 18; five from Block 3, EUs 107, 118, 126,
and 143; five from Block 4, EUs 170, 175, 185,
219, and 243; and four from isolated EUs 313, 316,
and 321. None of the specimens could be identified
positively, but one large umbo fragment appears
very similar to Uniomerus declivus, which is
common at archeological sites in the project area.
This species lives in small intermittent streams or
backwater sloughs and has been present on and near
the High Plains throughout the Holocene (Raymond
Neck, personal communication 1988).
These freshwater clams are generally considered to have been culturally introduced, either as a
food resource and/or as a shell resource with the
intent of manufacturing ornaments or tools. Examples of the latter are the modified mussel shells (a
notched fragment and a bivalve with a hole drilled
through it) recovered from the Late Prehistoric
occupation at 41KT33 (Boyd et al. 1992) and the
modified fragments and debris interpreted as a shell
manufacturing area at 41KT51 (see Chapter 3).
While none of the specimens from the Longhorn
Site exhibit definite evidence of modification, it is
probable that some of the fragments represent waste
generated by manufacturing shell ornaments.
Freshwater mussels, however, do not appear to
have been a significant food resource for the site's
occupants, if indeed they utilized them at all.

HISTORIC ARTIFACTS

Historic artifacts from the Longhorn Site
consist of five majolica ceramic sherds, two metal
artifacts (a lead ball and an iron fragment), four
possible nativemade gunflints (or strike-a-lights),
and one glass fragment. The glass fragment is
obviously of recent origin, but all the others are
considered to be associated with the Native American occupations at the site..
In addition to the historic artifacts described
below, two faunal specimens provide evidence of
European contact. One is an unmodified horse
tooth, and the other is a Bos taurus hom core
segment with incidental modification resulting from
its use as a staJie (see Feature 49 in Chapter 5).
Both of these items are discussed earlier in this
chapter (see Vertebrate Faunal Remains) and are
not included in the historic artifact category.
Majolica
Five sherds of blue-on-white majolica were
recovered from various locations across the site
(one in Block 3, two in Block 4, and two in isolated
units). All have a white (2.5Y 8/2) fine paste with
occasional dark flecks and a very white glazelike
enamel with painted decorations in various shades
of blue. The sherds range from 9-19 mm in maximum dimension and from 4-6 mm in thickness.
The two larger specimens are more diagnostic and
represent two distinct vessels, while the other three
are too small to be associated positively with a
particular vessel.

Modified Shell

One fragment of an Olivel/a sp. shell was
recovered from Block 4, EU 253. Its spire is
broken off, and it cannot be identified to species.
It has a body diameter of 6 mm, and its length is
estimated to have been 14 mm. Even though its
spire is broken and there is no definite evidence
that it had a hole drilled in it, this specimen is
almost certainly a shell bead. It is identical to the

Majolica Vessell

Vessel I (Fig. 88a) is represented by a
probable cup rim sherd from Block 3, EU 88. It
has an exterior horizontal band of dark blue from
6-13 mm below the rim. The 7-mm-wide band is
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very similar, was made throughout the seventeenth
century.
Snow observed that the plate base fragment
has a distinctive two-toned, light and medium blue
design characterized by a "grainy" appearance. He
classified it as belonging to an as-yet-unnamed
type of majolica which is similar to but distinctive
from Puebla Blue-on-White and is found at seventeenth-eentury Rio Grande mission sites in New
Mexico. Goggin (1968:83-90) noted that "unclassified blue on white" sherds were found at several
New Mexico sites, particularly those that were
abandonded before or during the Pueblo Revolt
(e.g., Bandelier's Puaray, Kuaua, Quarai, and
Galisteo). Although it is a small sherd, the design
on the plate base is similar to that described as an
"alafia" design found on Isabela Polychrome
(Fairbanks 1973:153'-155, see Figure 2; Goggin
1968:126-128, see Figure 9 and Plate Ik). This
distinctive curvilinear design was derived from
Arabic calligraphy and is found on plates as rim
and base decorations. Alafia designs may not have
been limited to the Isabela Polychrome type and
could have ·been used on blue-on-white wares, or
it is possible that this fragment is actually from a
polychrome plate. Its closest affinities, however,
are with the seventeenth-century untyped blue-onwhite majolicas found on New Mexico mission
sites.
Myers examined color slides of these specimens and noted that they are "certainly Hispanic
and probably Mexican" in origin. He felt that the
sherds, particularly the Vessel 2 specimen, looked
very Mexican rather than Spanish and suggested
that they probably date to the late sixteenth or
seventeenth centuries.
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Figure 88. Majolica ,herds, 41KT53. (a) Vessel I; (b)
Vessel 2.

bordered on top by a parallel 3-mm-wide band of
very faint blue. The sherd is 14 mm in maximum
dimension and 4 mm thick.
Majoliea Vessel 2

Vessel 2 (Fig. 88b) is represented by the
largest fragment (19 mm maximum dimension) from
Block 4, EU 212. It is a base sherd from a plate
or bowl with an interior design consisting of
2.0-3.5-mm-thick, medium blue, curved lines surrounded by light blue shading. Its exterior has a
portion of the base footring and tapers from
6-4 mm in thickness.
MajoUca Sherd Group 1

Three body sherds from Block 4, EU 229,
and isolated EUs 313 and 337 are too smaIl to be
very diagnostic, but all are ca. 4 mm thick. One
has only a faint hint of light blue paint, one has
dark blue paint, and the third has only medium blue
paint. The laller two specimens may be from
Vessels I and 2, respectively.
Discussion

Possible Gunnints

Snow examined the two larger sherds and
suggested that the cup rim is similar to Puebla
Blue-on-White, but it cannot be classified definitely as that particular type. Goggin (1968:190-195)
describes Puebla Blue-on-White as an eighteenthand early twentieth-century type, but other blueon-white types, such as San Luis Blue-on-White,
were made in the seventeenth century. Snow (1965:
26-28), however, states that majolica manufacture
was recorded at Puebla as early as A.D. 1550 and
that Puebla Blue-on-White, or at least something

Four possible gunflints were recovered. Two
are unifacial specimens, and the other two are
bifacially flaked. The two unifacial specimens are
proximal blade fragments. Both have singlefaceted decorticate striking platforms. The two
longer edges of the larger specimen are unifacially
retouched (Fig. 89a). These edges are somewhat
irregular in outline. One of the lateral edges has
some ventral-face flake removals similar to the
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crushing. It is not possible to determine whether
the crushing is the result of use or platform crushing.
The four specimens are only provisionally
identified but were also examined by Nancy
Kenmotsu (Texas Historical Commission), who
agreed that they could be gunflints. The two
unifacially made specimens have the broad morphological characteristics of gunflints. In addition,
the longer specimen retains some brownish red
residue along one edge similar to residues identified as burned leather (Kenmotsu 1990). Unfortunately, similar residue has been identified on
complete and fragmentary unifaces as well. Similarly, the large number of unifaces already discussed indicates that there is a strong tradition of
bladelike flake or blade manufacture at the site.
Since the blanks used in uniface manufacture would
be the same as those used in gunflint production
and since the use-wear generated by a gun frizzen
would not be much different from the unifacial
retouch noted along the proximal edge of a number
of complete end scrapers and proximal end scraper
fragments, it is not possible to identify with certainty that these items are gunllints rather than
uniface proximal fragments.
One of the two bifacially manufactured
specimens is somewhat different in that there is
heavy crushing on its edges (see Fig. 89d). Given
the amount and degree of crushing, the specimen
can be more readily interpreted as the flint element
of a strike-a-light rather than a gunflint. As in the
case of the two unifacial specimens, however, the
degree of ventral and break face reworking noted on
a number of the unifaces leaves the identification of
this specimen somewhat ambIguous.
On the other hand, the mid to late seventeenth-century dates, the majolica sherds, and the
lead ball recovered from 41KT53 certainly suggest
that the four specimens discussed above could be
gunflints or flintlock gun paraphernalia. The
ambiguity results from the lack of distinctive usewear generated by a gun frizzen and the similarity
in blank morphology between gunflint and unifacial
end scraper manufacture.
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Figure 89. Possible gunflint" 41KT53. (a-b) Unifacially shaped specimens; (c-d) bifacially shaped specimens.

ventral-face resharpening noted on unifaces. The
smaller unifacial specimen has a single retouched
lateral margin (Fig. 89b). No flakes were removed
from the ventral face, although two burinlike flakes
were removed from the end of this specimen. The
two unifacial specimens have a mean length of
23.5 mm (0 = 3.5) and a mean thickness of 8.5 mm
(0 = 0.7); both are 19 mm wide.
Two bifacial specimens differ significantly
from the possible unifacial gunllints. Both were
shaped by small hard-hammerstone flake removals
rather than the well-patterned pressure flakes
characteristic of native-made bifacial gunflints
from the Gilbert Site (Blaine and Harris 1967:84).
The larger specimen is heavily heat spalled (Fig.
89c). Although it has a roughly rectangular outline,
none of its edges have well-patterned, unifacially
distributed use-wear or retouch. In addition, the
three original edges have highly irregular rather
than straight edges. The smaller bifacial specimen
has a small patch of cortex near one end, and the
opposite end appears to be a heavily reworked
break face (Fig. 89d). It has a strongly planoconvex cross section and heavy unifacial edge

Metal Artifacts
Two specimens are identified as metal
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artifacts. A small 6xl2-mm fragment of badly
corroded ferrous material from Block I, EU 20 is
Ibe only iron artifact recovered from Ibe site. The
rusted fragment probably represents Ibe remnant of
an iron tool but is too small to identify Ibe type of
artifact from which it came. Due to Ibe presence of
oIber historic items, iron artifacts were expected
and Ibus Ibeir nearly complete absence is perplexing. Iron artifacts certainly would have been highly
prized and curated items at the site, but it is also
acknowledged that Ibeir apparent absence may be
due in large part to differential preservation.
During Ibe 1988 testing, large (6-inch) nails were
placed in Ibe bottom of Ibe units prior to backfilling. When Ibey were uncovered 3 years later, all
had suffered severe corrosion resulting in a Ibick
layer of rust. The highly alkaline clayey sediments
(numerous samples from Ibroughout th<: project area
have been analyzed and all have pH values ranging
from 7.8 to 9.6), along with repeated wetting and
drying, apparently constitute an environment conducive to ferric corrosion. It is likely Ibat small
metal items would have completely rusted away in
Ibe ca. 300 years since Ibe site was occupied. Iron
artifacts recovered from a similar alluvial setting at
Ibe Adobe Walls Site in Ibe Texas Panhandle
suffered severe corrosion in Ibe short 101 years Ibat
Ibey lay buried (Baker and Harrison 1986).
The second metal specimen is a small lead
ball from Block 4, EU 229; it is generally spherical
but is slightly flattened on one side. This ball is
9.0 to 9.5 mm in diameter and weighs 5.3 g, or is
approximately .35 to .37 caliber and 81.8 grains.
This specimen could be a rifle ball or a large
buckshot, and while small-caliber balls are not
especially common on early Historic Indian sites,
they are found with some consistency (Hamilton
1960).

definitely is not associated wiIb Ibe aboriginal
occupations of Ibe site.
OTHER MATERIALS
This class consists of 1 unique artifact made
of turqoise, 6 modified hematite and limonite
specimens, 2 unmodified specimens of unidentified
materials, 106 burned clay lumps (including I
modified specimen), and 293 heat spalls. Each of
Ibese groups is discussed below.
Turquoise Bead
A single turqouise bead was recovered from
flotation of Ibe fiU of Feature 30 in Block 4, EU
235 (Fig. 90). It is an irregnlar trapezoidal shape
and measures 5.5 mlil in lengIb, tapering from 4 to
3 mm in widIb, and from 3 to 1.25 mm in Ibickness.
It has a circular suspension hole, which tapers from
I. 75 to 1.5 mm, Ibrough Ibe center of its largest
sides. The turquoise is a very pale blue or aqua
color wiIb splotches of white.
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Figure 90. Turquoise bead, 41KT53.
Modified Hematite and Limonite
Two forms of modified hematite (see discussion of this mineral in Chapter 2), specular and
metallic, were recovered.
Modified specular
hematite consists of two fragments from Block 2,
EU 57 and Block 3, EU 107 Ibat exhibit ground and
striated surfaces. One long (maximum dimension
29 mm) reeiimgular piece has a single flat ground
surface, while Ibe second specimen, a larger (maximum dimension 34 mm) irregular nodule, has one
curved ground face. These are probably paint
stones used for red pigment.
Two fragments of metallic hematite were
recovered from Block I, EU 13 ·and isolated
EU 290; Ibey exhibit single cut marks but no
evidence of grinding. The fragments are too small
(maximum dimension of largest specimen is
22 mm) to be diagnostic, and the nature of Ibe cut

Modern Glass
One fragment of glass was recovered from
Block 4, EU 206 and is obviously intrusive into Ibe
site. The small (maximum dimension 15 mm)
fragment is a 2-mm-Ibick sherd of brown bottle
glass wiIb an impressed checkered design on one
surface. It is modem, perhaps a beer bottle fragment. This is Ibe only artifact recovered Ibat
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marks is not known.
Two modified limonite pebbles recovered
from Block 1. EU 3 and Block 4. EU 241 exhibit
ground and striated facets. Specimen I is a complete tabular pebble that measures 25x24x5 mm and
has an 8-mm-Iong ground facet on one end.
Specimen 2 is a small tabular pebble fragment that
measures IIxl8x4 mm and has cut marks on one
face and a 9-mm-long ground facet on its end.
Both pebbles have concentric layers indicating that
they are concretions that were subsequently stream
rolled. They are probably paint stones used for
yellow pigment.

Some specimens were found in direct association (i.e.. in feature fill) with postmolds or rock
clusters, but a significant number (26.4%) were
found in and immediately surrounding ephemeral
hearths (4 associated with Feature 16 and 13
associated with Feature 30), a basin hearth (7
associated with Feature 39), and a hearth/dump (4
associated with Feature. 34). In all cases, the
burned clay lumps associated with features are
considered to be the result of in situ burning.
Four specimens are unusual. one having been
intentionally molded while the others exhibit linear
striations that are probably grass and/or twig
impressions.
Specimen 1 is a lopsided, ca.
25-mm-diameter, round ball that weighs 8.2 g and
has one flattened face. Its surface is relatively
smooth, and there are parallel striations, probably
grass impressions, on the' flattened side. This
specimen obviously was molded into a ball form,
but its function is unknown. It was found in the fill
of ephemeral hearth Feature 16.
Specimen 2 from Block 4, EU 164 is a
28-mm-diameter irregular lump that weighs 6 g.
It has one flattened side with parallel striations.
Specimen 3 was recovered from the fill of postmold
Feature 43; it is a 23-mm-diameter irregular lump
that weighs 6.1 g. It has one flattened side with
crosshatched linear impressions and is the largest
(49 mm in diameter; weight 35.7 g) of the burned
clay lumps. It is irregular in shape but has linear
striations, probably grass and twig impressions, in
several locations.
Petrographic analysis (see
Appendix D) was done on three burned clay specimens associated with different features (Features
3D, 34. and 39),

Unidentified Materials
Two specimens are small fragments of
unidentified materials. One specimen (maximum
dimension 15 mm). recovered from Block I. EU 3,
is an irregular, flat lump of dark black (2.5Y 2/0)
material which looks like hard rubber or asphaltum,
but it does not bum. One side is rough and undulating, while the surface of the other side is smooth
and glossy. It may be some type of organic material or perhaps a modem material that the excavators introduced into the site.
The second specimen (maximum dimension
12 mm), recovered from Block I. EU 30. is an
irregular, round lump of a glossy, greenish (pale
olive, 5Y 6/3) material which appears to have been
burned. It is porous with large air pockets and has
a bubbly. glasslike appearance with a smooth.
glossy finish. It cannot be identified but may be
some type of silicate that has been heated.
Burned Clay

.Jleat Spalls
Clay lumps. oxidized and hardened by buming, were found in low frequencies across the site.
All of the 106 specimens recovered are homogeneous. consisting of a very fine. well-sorted matrix
with sparse fine flecks of mica being the only
identifiable inclusions. The matrix appears to be
identical to the undisturbed alluvial clayey sediment
at the level of the cultural rone. These burned clay
lumps range in maximum dimension from a few
millimeters to 49 mm and in weight from a few
grams to 36 g, with the average being 6.5 g.

Heat spalls are siliceous materials, mainly
cherts, that appear to be unmodified debitage that
was subjected to intensive heating. The 293 specimens in this category exhibit attributes ranging from
discoloration and textural changes to angular
fracturing. potlidding, and crazing. The heat spalls
probably resulted from the unintentional burning of
unmodified debitage. but they have been altered to
the point where they cannot be classified as debitage (Le., they lack definite flake attributes). They
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may be associated with postoccupational burning
(Le., debitage on the surface) or with the discard
and subsequent scattering of hearth fill and its
burned contents (Le., debitage temporarily discarded into hearths and then dumped/scattered across
the site). It is impossible to determine which

specimens might be associated with these events,
but in some cases beat spalls were found to be
associated with the burned zone. Interestingly, no
heat spalls were recovered from 41 KT51 where
there was no clear evidence of postoccupationaI
burning.
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SYNTHESIS AND INTERPRETATIONS FOR 41KT53

7

Douglas K. Boyd and Steve A. Tomka

The three previous chapters haye described
the Longhorn Site, the archeological and geomorphic investigations there, and the features encountered and artifacts recovered. This chapter synthesizes these data and presents interpretations of
chronology, defines the components, and looks at
site structure and formation processes.

were encouraging, TL dating was dropped from
consideration, and the TL dates listed above are not
considered in the discussion that follows.
Absolute Chronology
The cultural horizon at the Longhorn Site is
dated by is radiocarbon and 4 archeomagnetic
assays associated with features (see Tables 14 and
44). These dates constitute a substantial body of
chronological evidence for assessing the site components (Fig. 91). Archeomagnetic and radiocarbon
dates from noncultural geomorphic contexts that are
not particularly relevant to a discussion of the
cultural occupation are not presented here.
The archeomagnetic dates, while in general
correspondence with the radiocarbon dating results,
should not be taken literally. In his analysis and
interpretations, Dr. Gose (see Appendix C) clearly
indicates that there are inexplicable problems with
the archeomagnetic data (related to the inclination
readings) arid with the regional archeomagnetic
curve. He suggests that the date ranges should be
considered to be in the proper sequence but
acknowledges that they do not necessarily represent
true dates.
Three sets of paired archeomagnetic and
radiocarbon dates provide some interesting insights.
Feature 4 yielded a radiocarbon span of
A.D. 1162-1253 while producing an archeomagnetic date range of A.D. 1372-1562. These ranges
do not overlap, and it is suggested (see Chapter 5)
that the radiocarbon date is too old and that the true

CHRONOLOGY AND DEFINITION
OF COMPONENTS
Three techniques are employed to define
chronology at the Longhorn Site: (I) radiocarbon
dating of organic remains associated with features;
(2) archeomagnetic dating of in situ burned
features; and (3) relative dating through artifact
typology. Other techniques were considered but
were deemed inappropriate for various reasons.
Initially, obsidian hydration dating was considered
a viable technique, but artifacts made of obsidian
were not recovered from the site. Two thermDluminescence (TL) dates were obtained on ceramics
during the testing phase (Boyd et al. 1990:Table
75), and more TL dating was originally planned for
this investigation. Only a few commercial TL labs
were found to be still in existence, and they were
either very expensive and/or had extremely long
tum-around times. Additionally, much of the
chronological evidence that came to light during this
investigation makes the earlier TL dates
(A.D. 1770 ± 45 and A.D. IS05 ± 40 on Features
5 and 6, respectively) appear too young. Thus,
when the preliminary radiocarbon dating results
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Figure 91. Radiocarbon dates (calibrated, I-sigma ranges) and archeomagnetic dates (I-sigma ranges) from features,

41KT53.
date may indeed fall within the archeomagnetic date
range. Regardless of whether either of these ranges
encompasses the true age, both the radiocarbon and
archeomagnetic dates for Feature 4 are the earliest
in their respective sequences. A radiocarbon date
of A.D. 1474-1642 and an archeomagnetic date
range of A.D. 1378-1632 for Feature 8 overlap
considerably, but the latter span is ca. 100 years
longer. These dates correspond with many others
from the site, and there is no reason to believe that
the feature's true age is not within the time period
indicated by these assays. The third paired set
dates Feature 39 to A.D. 1519-1663 by radiocarbon and A.D. 1684-1789 by archeomagnetic assay.
These dates do not overlap.
The radiocarbon dates, with few exceptions,
are more-reliable indicators of the true age of the
site occupations, and the suite of 18 assays from
41KT53 is by and large quite consistent. While
radiocarbon dating within this time frame is problematical because of considerable fluctuation in
atmospheric "c which results in calibrations with
long ranges and multiple intercepts, 14 of the
assays have intercepts within their one-sigma
ranges clustering between A.D, 1620 and 1690 (see
Fig. 91). Of these 14 dates, 4 are from Block I, I
is from Block 2. 8 are from Block 4, and I is from
a nonblock location. Two of the dates (Features 32
and 48) have relatively short ranges in the mid

A.D. 16oos. five (Features 1.8.9. 10. and 39) have
long ranges commencing in the late A.D. 1400s to
early A.D. 1500s and ending in the mid
A.D. 16oos, and seven (Features 11, 12.21.27,35,
37. and 55) have long ranges beginning in the mid
to late A.D. 1600s and extending to A.D. 1955.
Even though some of these could well predate or
postdate the suggested A.D. 1620-1690 span. the
large number of assays contributing to this pattern
provides compelling evidence that the site was used
most intensively during the seventeenth century.
The remaining four assays do not follow this
pattern. The most readily interpreted of these is the
late date (A.D. 1898-1955) from Feature 54. which
appears to be a burned stump associated with
postoccupational burning of the site area. The other
three assays, all of which are early compared to the
rest of the dates fibm the site. are from features in
Block 3. The assays for Features 19 and 44 span
a total one-sigma range from A.D. 1322 to 1509
but overlap between A.D. 1418 and 1434. Because
there is circumstantial archeological evidence
indicating that these features are associated, it is
surmised that they date to the first half .of the
fifteenth century. The date on humates from Feature 4 (A.D. 1162-1253) is even earlier and is
difficult to explain given the possible associations
between Features 4. 19, and 44, but the fact that a
roughly contemporaneous date (A.D. 1216-1275)
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was obtained on humates from a truncated B
horizon ca. 30 cm below the cultural zone in nearby
BHT 1991-11 suggesls that the Feature 4 date is
erroneously old. In any case, the Block 3 dates as
a group certainly are older than the others, which
along with the early archeomagnetic date for Feature 4 suggests that this part of the site saw an
early occupation perhaps dating to the A.D. 1400s.

consequence until after A.D. 1700 (Newcomb 1961:
286-288, 335).
"By the 1630s, the Franciscans had all but
covered the Pueblo world" (Kessell 1987:149), and
the Spanish government had taken an active role (in
spite of the opposition of most of the church officials) in the Pueblo trade with the Plains Indians.
The Spanish became increasingly involved in the
Plains trade throughout the A.D. 1600s; for example, by A.D. 1632 knives intended for trade to the
Plains Indians were shipped regularly to some New
Mexico missions (Kessell 1987:155). The Plains
Indians also frequently raided the Spanish settlements and missions, mostly to obtain horses and
livestock, and hostilities increased during the
A.D. 1630s as the Spanish desire for Indian slaves
piUed various Plains groups against one another
(Kessell 1987:158-159). Given the intensity of
these interactions, it is likely that any Plains group
that participated in trade at any of the New Mexico
mission pueblos probably had at least limited
access to Euro-American items, whether by trade
or raid, by A.D. 1630, if not before. Secoy (1953:
20-24) suggests that horses and metal tools were
appearing in the Plains in small quantities by
A.D. 1650 and that the Pueblo Revolt of A.D. 1680
greatly increased their availability.
The overall scarcity of Euro-American
artifacts indicates that the occupation of 41KT53
did not last very long into the A.D. 1700s. Sometime during the early to mid eighteenth century,
Euro-American artifacts became increasingly
common, mainly because of the French trade.
Historic artifacts are generally well represented in
Indian sites postdating A.D. 1750 (Fox 1983:4046). This is not to say that all Indian groups on the
Southern Plains had equal access to Euro-American
goods at the same time, but it is probably safe to
state that ail sroups were regularly gelling European goods, .whether directly or indirectly, by
A.D. 1750, if not before.
The presence of a lead ball and four possible
nativemade gunflints suggests the presence of
firearms. Conversely, the overall paucity of firearms evidence and the absence of grm parts and
European gunflints indicate that guns were rare and
probably highly curated. This is especially true
since it was Spanish policy to forbid the trade of
firearms to the Indians, and it was not until the
early A.D. 1700s that the French trade made
firearms easy to obtain; even then, certain groups

Relative Chronology
Relative dating using typologically distinctive
and temporally sensitive artifacts is not always
precise but can provide good chronological controls,
especially when accompanied by absolute dates.
The temporally diagnostic artifacts recovered from
the Longhorn Site are discussed below.
Historic Artifacts

The most-diagnostic class of cultural materials relative to chronology is the historic artifacts.
The overall low frequency of historic artifacts is
perhaps best interpreted as evidence that the inhabitants of the site did not have easy access to large
quantities of Euro-American goods. In fact, of the
II historic artifacts associated with the Native
American occupation of the Longhorn Site (i.e., 5
majolica sherds, 4 possible gunflints, a lead ball,
and an iron fragment), none represent true trade
goods (i.e., items manufactured specifically for tbe
Indian trade such as heads and metal points), and
they all could have been obtained indirectly, such as
through trade with the Pueblo Indians or by raiding,
rather than through direct trade with Euro-Americans. It is also possible that the four possible
gunflints are of local manufacture.
While some of the historic artifacts are not
particularly time sensitive, collectively they all
must date after Coronado's A.D. 1541 entrada into
the Southwest, and they probably date after Onate's
A.D. 1598 colonization of New Mexico. In practical terms, allowing for some lag time, it probably
was not until sometime in the early A.D. 1600s that
Plains groups were getting enough Euro-American
items that they would show up in the archeological
record. In the A.D. 1600s, it is also likely that the
main, if not tbe only, sources of Euro-American
goods were the Spanish missions and settlements in
New Mexico. The French involvement in the Indian
trade in Texas does not appear to have been of any
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such as Ihe Caddo and Ihe Wichita (Newcomb
1961:335), who had direct access to Ihese firearms,
certainly did not trade Ihem on to their enemies.
By Ihe time of Ihe Pueblo Revolt in A.D. 1680, it
was observed Ihat some Plains groups were adept
in the handling of firearms (Worcester 1944:227).
Among Ihe Plains tribes, it is likely Ihat firearms
were more of a novelty item Ihan a functional
arsenal during most of the seventeenth century.
The few majolica sherds from the Longhorn
Site are similar to Puebla Blue-on-White and are
probably of New World manufacture. They are
most similar, however, to an untyped blue-onwhite variety commonly found in seventeenthcentury New Mexico mission sites. The problem is
certainly one of typology and recognition of distinctive types. Majolicas, particularly Ihe numerous
blue-on-white types (colored wilh cobalt-blue
pigment), were very popular and have a' long
history in Ihe New World (Fairbanks 1973:155,
162). New World manufacture of majolicas may
have begun as early as the late fifteenlh century
(Fairbanks 1973:148), but these wares may have
been slow to find their way into the American
Southwest.
Lister and Lister (1976:131-137)
indicate Ihat Puebla Blue-on-White is found in
several New Mexico mission sites occupied only in
Ihe A.D. 1600s but is found in several Texas
mission sites occupied only in Ihe A.D. 1700s.
Puebla Blue-on-White has a very long lifespan of
at least two centuries and is not a particularly
sensitive temporal marker, but there may be similar
but distinctive varieties Ihat are more sensitive.
Cohen-Williams (1992:Tables 2-8) shows Puebla
Blue-on-White as a common type in northern New
Spain from A.D. 1600-1800. Since Ihe specimens
from the Longhorn Site are untyped, Ihey could date
to any time within the broad range of Puebla Blueon-White, but their affinity with an untyped variety
suggests that they date to the seventeenth century
and that they probably were obtained at one of the
mission pueblos.

1500 in eastern and soulheastern New Mexico and
vicinity. A Ihird group of triangular points wilh
concave bases (Type I-C) dates to between
A.D. 1250-1500. All three of these point types fit
the morphological characteristics of Ihe Fresno
points recovered from the Longhorn Site. However,
Fresno points also have been found in sites of the
Central Texas Aspect and are consistently associated with Historic Period Henriella and Nortefto foci
sites in the central, northern, and eastern parts of
the state (Jelks 1953; Suhm et al. 1954; Duffield
and Jelks 1961).
Leslie (1978:98-102) identifies two other
triangular side-notched arrow points, one with a
straight base (Type II-B) and one wilh a concave
base (Type II-D). Bolh of these are characteristic
of Ihe Washita points from 41KT53 and are described as dating between .. A.D. 1200-1500 and
1350-1500, respectively. Washita points in Texas
are estimated to date between A.D. 1100-1500
(Suhm et al. 1954). However, Washita points,
identified as Harrell (Harris et aI. 1965:292-293),
found at Ihe Womack Site date to between
A.D. 1675-1730. Washita and Fresno points were
encountered in association with modern bison and
horse remains in stratum 5B at the Lubbock Lake
Site (Johnson ei al. 1977: 103). This stratum is
above the Garza occupations at Lubbock Lake, and
it also contained metal artifacts (Green 1962).
Similarly, Washita points from Edwards and
Wheeler Complex sites in Oklahoma date between
A.D. 1650-1750 (Hofman 1984:357).
Allhough Loll points are not as widely
distributed as Fresno and Washita points and there
are fewer well-dated Loll components, Ihe specimens recovered from the Loll Site date between
A.D. 1350-1435 (Runkles and Dorchester 1987:
106-108). At the.Loll Site, Loll points were found
together with Garza points. The suggested date for
the Garza Site is before A.D. 1500 (Runkles 1964).
However, Ihe Garza component at the Lubbock
Lake Site was dated to between A.D. 1635-1665,
allhough Ihese dates may be as much as 50 years
too young (Johnson et al. 1977:105).
Thus, Ihe nine typed arrow points recovered
from the Longhorn Site suggest intermillent occupations possibly as early as A.D. 1250 to as late as
1750.
Unfortunately, the olher chipped lilhic
artifacts recovered from Ihe site are not temporally
diagnostic. The two beveled knives and the numerous end scrapers are diagnostic of bison-hunting

Swne Tools

The six Fresno, two Washita, and one Loll
arrow points recovered from 41KT53 do not aid in
clarifying the age of the occupation episodes at !he
site. Leslie (1978:91-92) indicates that triangular
points wilh straight (Type I-A) and/or slightly
convex (Type I-B) bases date between A.D. 950-
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adaptations in general and may have been common
elements of tool assemblages dating to postA.D. 1300 (Creel 1991).

glazewares at the site is also noteworthy.
Mera (1932:1-2) proposed the name Tewa
Polychrome for one variety of dull-paint wares
(that Kidder called "Modem Painted") from the
Pecos collection (Kidder and Amsden 1931). Mera
(1932:12) states that:

Ceramics

•

The majority of the ceramic assemblage is
not chronologically sensitive, but a few of the
decorated types are somewhat diagnostic. Glaze E
and F (V and VI in the Pecos series) ceramics are
well represented in the Longhorn Site assemblage
by sherds from Glazeware Vessels I (n = 119), 2
(n = 2), 3 (n = 3), 4 (n = 2), 5 (n = I), and 6 (n = 1)
and Glazeware Sherd Groups I (n = 8), 2 (n = 8),
and 5 (n = 5). They provide some chonological
information, but the dates of manufacture are not
well established or absolutely agreed upon. Based
on a few tree ring dates, Mera (1940:4-5) concludes that Glaze E dates to ca. A.D, 1515-1650
and that Glaze F dates to ca. A.D. 1650-1700. He
presents fairly convincing evidence that Glaze E
was fully developed by A.D. 1581 but that all
glaze-paint decoration was discontinued by
A.D. 1700 or very shortly thereafter. Kidder's
(Kidder and Shepard 1936:609-610,619) interpretation of the Pecos sequence is that Glaze V dates
to A.D. 1600-1700, and Glaze V sherds were found
in the bricks used to build the ca. A.D. 1620 mission at Pecos Pueblo. Kidder also documents that
the Glaze V ceramics were made at Pecos Pueblo,
while all of the Glaze VI materials were imported
from the Galisteo Basin. Because of poor stratigraphic control, he does not give exact dates for the
Glaze VI period but mentions the fact that there is
no clear stylistic distinction between Glazes V and
VI. While many researchers have grappled with the
glazeware sequence and chronology since that time,
the work of Mera and Kidder has been found to be
basically sound. More recently, Snow (1982:258259) gives dates for Glaze E (or V) as A.D. 15151625 and for Glaze F (or VI) as A.D. 1625-1700.
The Glaze E to F transition is not well documented,
but almost all researchers agree with a ca.
A.D. 1700 cutoff for the manufacture of Rio
Grande glazewares. Thus, the Glaze E and F
ceramics at the Longhorn Site are typologically
dated from A.D. 1515 to 1700. The presence of
both Glaze E and F (or V and VO wares indicates
that occupation of the site probably spanned the
transitional period, which occurred sometime in the
seventeenth century. The absence of any earlier

Tewa Polychrome was fully developed in 1694 as evidenced by a
considerable collection containing not
only this type and a polished red ware,
sherds of which were found at house
sites erected by the San Ildefonso Indians on Black Mesa, where they were
besieged during that year. Again in the
Cochiti village on the Portrero Viejo,
occupied only from 1683 to 1694,
Glaze VI and Tewa Polychrome may
be found in quaDtity.
The transition from Sankawi Black-on-White to
Tewa Polychrome, which involved the addition of
a polished red underbody, apparently occurred
during Glaze VI times (Mera 1932:12). Mera
(1939: 12) concluded that Tewa Polychrome dates
mainly to the latter part of the seventeenth century.
Harlow (1973:28-32) presents dates of ca.
A.D. 1650-1730 for Tewa Polychrome and indicates that it blends into an earlier type, Sankona
Polychrome, and a later type, Ogapoge Polychrome.
Modem researchers (David Snow, personal communication 1991; Curtis Schaafsma, personal communication 1991) agree that Tewa Polychrome is a
very distinctive, dominantly seventeenth-century
type.
In addition to the decorated ceramics, it has
been suggested that Puebloan ceramicists did not
adopt heavily micaceous pottery until relatively
late. Warren. (1981b) notes that micaceous pottery
(she defines it as any ceramic with mica flecks
visible on the surface) has considerable antiquity
but that Puebloan micaceous pottery (such as the
Puebloan Faint Striated Utility) and particularly the
heavily micaceous wares of the northern Rio
Grande area (such as Taos, Peflasco, "and Vadito
Micaceous) do not seem to have appeared until the
seventeenth century. Heavily micaceous wares
appeared rather suddenly during the A.D. 1600s and
became popular in the northern Rio Grande pueblos,
particularly Taos and Picuris (Ellis and Brody
1964; Dick 1965). At about the same time
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(although it is not well dated), the licarilla Apache
were producing a similar, almost indistinguishable
micaceous ware in the Taos/picuris area. It should
also be noted that most of the micaceous types that
are found out on the Plains, wares with only moderate amounts of mica such as Perdido Plain
(Gunnerson and Gunnerson 1971) and lhe heavily
micaceous types such as Ocate and Cimarron
Micaceous (Gunnerson 1969), are also from the
seventeenth century or later (Warren 1981b).
At the Longhorn Site, one vessel (see Micaceous Vessel I) is identified as belonging in the
Taos/picurisflicarilla group of micaceous wares
(described by Franklin and Rodgers 1987) and
probably dates to the seventeenth or eighteenlh
centuries. A second micaceous type (see Micaceous Vessel 4) is similar to lhe heavily micaceous
Plains types and likewise probably dates to the
seventeenth century or later.

ment in New Mexico in A.D. 1598 probably introduced the first sizable populations of livestock,
including horses, into the Southwest. Worcester
(1944:226-227) states lhat Apaches were raiding
New Mexico settlements to steal livestock as early
as A.D. 1608 and that they were gelling many
horses by A.D. 1620-1630. Iron knives and horses
were two of the most common items being traded to
the Plains Indians in the early A.D. 1600s (Kessell
1987:137), and by A.D. 1660 the Spanish were
heavily involved in Apache trade, exchanging
horses, guns, and knives for captives (Bloom 1937:
397-398). It also has been noted that at the time
of the Pueblo Revolt all of the livestock in New
Mexico, including cattle and horses, fell into the
hands of the Pueblo Indians, who in tum traded
most of it to the Plains Indians (Newcomb 1961:
87). It seems plausible th\'t it would have been
unwise, perhaps even foolish, for any group to be
out in the Southern Plains without horses after ca.
A.D. 1650, if not before.
Thus, it appears lhat horses and cattle on the
Soulh Plains co~ld date to A.D. 1541 but most
likely date after A.D. 1598. They became increasingly numerous in lhe early seventeenth century and
should have begun appearing in Indian sites at this
time. The presence of horse and callie remains at
the Longhorn Site probably dates to the early
seventeenth century or later.

Other Materillls

Most of the other classes of artifacts provide
little in the way of chronological evidence. The
faunal assemblage, however, contains two temporally diagnostic specimens. A Bos hom core
segment (see Feature 39) and a horse tooth fragment are definitely from the Historic Period. The
length of the hom core segment falls into the range
for long-homed cattle, which appeared in Europe as
early as the fourteenth century (Armitage and
Clutton-Brock 1976:330-331). Although it cannot
be positively confirmed, this specimen is probably
of a breed similar to the sixteenth- and seventeenth-eentury Spanish cattle lhat were brought into
the Soulhwestern United States in A.D. 1541 by
Coronado but were not common until Onate's
settlement in A.D. 1598. Such cattle were abundant
in the Spanish missions of New Mexico by
A.D. 1638 (Worcester 1944:226), butlhey are never
mentioned as having been traded to lhe Plains
Indians. They are mentioned as having been frequently stolen by Plains Indians, with the most
intensive raiding happening in the 15 or so years
immediately preceding the A.D. 1680 Pueblo
Revolt (Kessell 1987:217-228).
The horse tooth also has some interesting
implications. It is doubtful that Coronado's A.D.
1541 entrada could have introduced a viable population of horses into the Southwestern United States
(Newcomb 1961 :68). Hence, Onate's initial settle-

Summary and Discussion
Absolute and relative dating have provided
the chronological evidence necessary for defining
the cultural component at the Longhorn Site.
Before discussing the nature of the site components,
however, it is necessary to define what is meant by
a component. Allhough McKern's (1939:308)
original definition· states lhat a component is "the
manifestation of any given focus at a specific site,"
it is clear lhat it is not a taxonomic unit and that in
a general sense McKern intended it to refer to "a
single specified manifestation at a site." In the
absence of well-defined regional phases or foci (or
complexes), the broader concept of component,
which simply refers to a relatively discrete atcheological manifestation at a site, is employed. It is
generally assumed that a component represents a
single cultural group, and it is quite often assumed
lhat it represents a single occupation, but these
assumptions seldom can be proved. A more realis208
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tic view allows for multiple, but archeologically
inseparable, occupations existing within a component, and only rarely is there evidence that a component actually represents occupation(s) by a single
cultural group. As the term is used here, a component is simply the smallest archeologically separable subset (Le., a single manifestation) within a
site.
The absolute dates and the material culture
evidence combined indicate that the Longhorn Site
was occupied most intensively during the
A.D. 1600s, perhaps extending into the early
A.D. 1700s. There is no evidence for substantial
use after the middle of the eighteenth century.
Occupations predating A.D. 1600 are indicated
primarily in Block 3, where two radiocarbon assays
suggest use during the early A.D. 1400s. As
discussed below (see Site Structure), seventeenthcentury artifacts were found in this part of the site,
and it is difficult to factor out what may have been
deposited during the suggested earlier occupation.
Regardless, it is clear that most of the archeological materials at 41KT53 date chiefly to the seventeenth century, and evidence presented below
indicates multiple episodes of occupation during
this time span. Because the remains of these
multiple occupations cannot be isolated from one
another, a single component for the site as a whole
is defined.

tool curation rates.
At face value, the percentages of the various
tool types suggest that activities such as hide
processing dominated the domestic activities carried
out at the site. The low number of arrow points,
especially in light of the probably shorter use-life
of arrow points than unifaces, suggests that resource procurement (Le., hunting) did not constitute
a substantial part of the activities conducted from
the site. The low number of bifacial knives may
support this suggestion, since specialized bifaces
such as beveled knives were an integral part of the
tool assemblages of Plains bison-hunting groups
(Creel 1991). However, this sparseness of projectiles and bifaces may be more apparent than real
since it is possible that Eum-American weapons
and metal knives began to replace arrow points and
beveled knives among Plains groups in the project
region during the A.D. 1600s. Of course, this
cannot be demonstrated based on the four possible
gunflints, one lead ball, and one piece of heavily
rusted metal from 41KT53, but it is reasonable to
suppose that such artifacts should be scarce in sites
dating to the seventeenth century since the EuroAmerican goods introduced probably were few in
number and highly valued and curated.
Assuming that the recovered tool assemblage
is an accurate reflection of the activities performed
rather than a function of the replacement of nativemade tools by those of Euro-American manufacture, it is difficult at first glance to reconcile the
scarceness of arrow points and beveled knives with
the abundance of unifaces given the hypothesized
focus on bison exploitation during the Protohistoric
period. A possible explanation is that the end
scrapers were utilized for the staged processing of
hides rather than the immediate processing of fresh
hides derived from recent kills. Such an interpretation, Le., that bison hunting was not performed
directly from 41KT53, would be consistent with the
faunal evidence. Further, a number of ethnographic
accounts suggest that bison hunts, particularly
communal hunts, often procured more hides than
could be processed for use immediately and that,
although hides were processed for storage immediately after the hunt, tanning and preparation of the
hides for use occurred months after the hunting
season once a lull in bison procurement and meatprocessing activities permitted. Thus, the tool
assemblage suggests that 41KT53 may have been
occupied during the off-season when the inhabitants

SUMMARY OF MATERIAL CULTURE
The lithic and ceramic assemblages constitute
the vast majority of the material culture from the
Longhorn Site. These artifact classes are summarized, followed by a brief discussion of the other
cultural materials that are less numerous but also
provide some interesting insights.
Lithic Artifacts

Chipped Stone Tool Assemblage
Composition
Unifaces outuumber all other tool categories,
including edge-modified flakes, and arrow points
and nonprojectile point bifaces both are infrequent.
The composition of the lithic tool assemblage may
be due to a combination of three factors: (1) the
activities conducted at the site; (2) the relative uselives and discard rates of the tools used; and (3)
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were not employed in bison hunting.
It also is surprising that more cobble tools
were not recovered, especially in light of the fact
that a large majority of the faunal remains are
heavily fragmented. It is possible that cobble tools
were curated and, as such, were removed at abandonment of the site, but the weight, bulkiness, and
relatively low manufacture costs of cobble tools
argue against this. It is also possible that bone
breakage was done with highly expedient, unmodified cobbles rather than cobble tools. Finally, it is
possible that the excavations did not sample the
activity areas were bone breakage was performed
and where cobble tools may have been regularly
deposited. Even if this was the case, however, the
abandonment or discard of cobble tools at bonebreaking areas would have to have been extremely
consistent to reduce the number of tools found in
other parts of the site to such an extent. . It is
possible that the combination of all three of these
factors-curation, tool expediency, and discard in
specialized activity areas -contributed to the low
frequency of cobble tools.
Overall, the size distribution of the finegrained chert debitage, coupled with the high to
very high percentage of tertiary specimens, suggests
that much of debitage represents tool rejuvenation,
although it is certain that tool manufacture is
represented as well. The debitage clearly indicates
that most of the tool manufacture that did occur
began with the reduction of blade or bladelike flake
blanks rather than nodules and angular or tabular
cores. The lack of cores of sufficient size to
produce the blanks necessary for the manufacture of
the primary tool type found at 41KT53, unifaces,
further supports this suggestion, and as discussed
helow, it appears that the cores used in the production of these uniface blanks were obtained from
nonlocal sources and not returned to 41KT53 from
the lithic procurement areas. In addition, the low
percentage of debitage derived from core preparation suggests that most of the debitage represents
flake-blank reduction rather than flake-blank
production. It also suggests that the few blade or
flake cores that were employed may have been
curated or removed from the site at the time of
abandonment.
The large percentage of single-faceted
platform-bearing flakes and the moderately high
percentage of fine-grained chert debitage resulting
from unifacial tool reduction suggest that uniface

manufacture and rejuvenation dominated the lithic
technological activities. Since low percentages of
debitage were identified as bifacial reduction
debris, relatively few bifaces were recovered, and
discarded or exhausted unifaces were often reworked into bifaces, it appears that bifacial artifact
manufacture and/or rejuvenation occurred relatively
infrequently. Considering that arrow points outnumber bifaces, the manufacture of arrow points
may have heen a more significant activity than the
manufacture of bifaces, and arrow point production
may be underrepresented in the debitage since much
of the debris generated by arrow point manufacture
probably was too small to be recovered in the 1/4inch-mesh hardware cloth used in screening most of
the matrix.
Ground and Battered Stone Tool
Assemblage Composition

The large number of ground stone specimens
could suggest that plant processing was a significant activity at the site, although the fact that a
substantial propoition of the collection could not be
assigned to a functional category (e.g., mano or
metate) weakens this argument. Also, the fact that
manos are highly underrepresented among the
known-use ground stone tools raises the possibility
that many of the metates may have functioned
primarily as anvils rather than grinding basins.
Although it is possible that some manos may have
been removed from the site through curation, the
weight of these tools may not have encouraged this.
The low frequency of hammerstones, the
recovery of only medium-sized specimens, and the
light wear on those recovered suggest that lithic
reduction activities at the site may not have necessitated large numl?ers of medium-sized and large
hammerstones. This implies that the production of
uniface blanks, an activity that would have required
large hammerstones, did not occur on-site. The
shaping and resharpening of unifaces and bifacial
knives from bladelike and flake blanks probably
was accomplished using lighter hammerstones, and
these may have been curated more consistently than
larger specimens due to their lighter weigh!. The
manufacture of arrow points probably was done by
pressure-flaking tools, and the resharpening of
beveled knives most likely was accomplished by
pressure tools or small antler billets. In concert,
these factors may explain the characteristics of the
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small hammerstone collection.

from that employed in the Protohistoric period (Le.,
greater reliance on locally available materials). On
the other hand, it may represent ProtohislOric period
recycling of a projectile point manufactured in
earlier times.
The fact that the single cobble tool is of local
fine-grained Potter chert is most probably a reflection of the selection of the best-suited raw material
given anticipated tool use. This material, being
similar in texture to quartzite, is more suited for
heavy-duty chopping than a more-brittle material
such as fine-grained chert.
The dominance of cores by local raw materials is significant. It indicates that the limited
amount of core reduction that occurred at 41KT53
focused on locally available materials, and the
small number of these and the fact that the majority
of the cores of local materials represent tested
nodules indicate that local materials were not
utilized intensively. Rather, it appears that nonlocal fine-grained cherts were the focus of intensive
reduction and that tools made of nonlocal raw
materials were stage-manufactured at the procurement locations, with primarily blanks and/or preforms being transported to 41KT53. The fact that
the only two exhausted cores are of nonlocal cherts
indicates that the few nonlocal cores returned to the
site were reduced intensively.
During efforts to compile the comparative
raw material collection, the following observations
were made concerning the locally available cherts:
(I) fine-grained cherts are available but not abundant in the project area; (2) the specimens found are
predominantly small pieces; and (3) a number of

Raw Material Origins and Procurement

•

The discussion of raw material procurement
considers three factors: (I) the origin of the raw
material (e.g., local versus nonlocal); (2) raw
material selection (e.g., suitability for a particular
use, size range, and workability); and (3) overall
procurement costs (e.g., raw material availability
and transportation costs). Rather than dealing with
these aspects individually, each is mentioned where
relevant in the discussion of particular artifact
classes.
Table 21 presents the breakdown of raw
material origins by artifact type. Raw material
origins are grouped into local, indeterminate local,
nonlocal, indeterminate nonlocal, and unknown
categories. The criteria used in the definition of
these raw material origin groups and the types of
raw materials grouped into each origin category are
listed in Chapter 3.
Considering each of the two local and nonlocal materials combined, it is evident that, with the
exception of the single dart point, the cobble tool,
and the cores, the chipped lithic tool categories are
dominated by nonlocal raw materials. On the other
hand, ground and battered stone artifacts are made
entirely of local raw materials.
The significance of the fact that the single
dart point is made of a local raw material is impossible to determine. It may simply be due to
sample size, or it may represent a hint of a raw
material procurement strategy that was different

TABLE 21
BREAKDOWN OP RAW MATERIAL ORIGIN BY ARTIPACT TYPE, 41KT53

Artifact Type
Arrow Points
Dart Point
Nonprojectile Point Bifaces
Cobble Tool
Unifaces
Cores
Edge-modified Plakes
Unmodified Debitage
Ground Stones
Battered Stones

Local
6
1
1
I
17
6
15
653
III
3

Indetenninate
Local

-

Nonlocal
18
18
81
2
60
4580
-

-

1

I
136

-
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:'Indetenninate
Nonlocal

Unknown

2

3

-

-

1

2

-

-

12

8

-

-

6
156

7
501

-

-

-

Totals
29
1
22
1
119
8
89
6026
111
3
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the specimens have relatively thick chalky cortex
that is highly diagnostic of chert but is difficult to
flake. On the other hand, nonlocal fine-grained
chert sources share the following characteristics:
(I) chert is more abundant, allowing the collection
of large quantities over a short time; (2) the raw
material size ranges from horizontal beds, to large
nodules embedded in a loose matrix, to individual
medium-sized specimens in creek-bottom gravel
beds; and (3) most of the specimens have thin
cortex, and the quality ranges from good to excellent. Hence, the nonlocal raw materials are highly
superior to the locally available cherts in terms of
ease and efficiency of procurement, size range, and
workability. Although the amount of raw material
procured over a given time would have been far
greater at a nonlocal source compared to a local
source, transportation costs may have made the
nonlocal raw materials more costly to procure, One
way transportation costs could have been reduced
was to maximize the amount of usable raw materials and limit the amount of waste transported back
to a site, and this strategy is reflected by the focus
on blanks and/or stage-manufactured tools in the
lithics at 41KT53.
The fact that all of the ground and battered
stone artifacts are of locally available fine-grained
quartzite or sandstone may be a reflection of a
number of factors. Both of these raw materials are
abundant and available in the vicinity of the site.
Although some of the locally available sandstone
can be somewhat porous, lacking other materials
such as basalt, granite, or large flat pieces of
quartzite, the sandstone slabs and the quartzite
nodules are ideal for the manufacture of metates,
manos, and hammerstones. It is possible that
unweathered sandstone and ferruginous sandstone
are less porous and therefore were preferable
materials. Only two of the metates are made of
ferruginous sandstone, and it is not possible to
establish whether this material was less frequent
locally or had no superior qualities over the other
sandstone. While the sandstone slabs used in
metate manufacture can be heavy, the transportation
costs of these specimens are relatively low since
sandstone outcrops occur in the immediate vicinity
of the site. Finally, even though some of the
metates found at 4lKT53 are flaked, little if any
manufacture costs were involved once the raw
material was procured since the sandstone slabs are
naturally tabular and the quartzite specimens are

rounded or lenticular and perfectly suited for use as
manos or hammerstones.
Ceramic Artifacts
A minimum of 24 ceramic vessels (excluding
pipes and majolica sherds) is represented in the
Longhorn Site assemblage (Table 22). Jars are
well represented and include culinary (plainware
and possibly micaceous ware) vessels and probable
storage (glazeware and redware) vessels. Bowls
are limited to the decorated wares and redwares
and are thought to be mainly storage/serving containers.
In identifying individual vessels, the
analysis adopted a conservative approach, and the
actual number of vessels represented is probably
greater than this figure indicates. This is particularly true for the plainwares .and unidentified wares
which are the categories most likely to be underrepresented in the vessel counts.
TABLE 22
MINIMUM NUMBER OF CERAMIC
VESSELS, 41KT53
Vessel Fonn*

Ceramic Type

Unknown

Bowl

Jar

Totals

Plain Utility

-

-

6

6

Micaceous Utility
Engraved

2

-

2

4

I

-

-

Redwares

5
3

I

Glazewares
Matte Paint Ware

-

I

3
-

I
6
6
I

Totals:

3

9

12

24

*Exc1udes 2 majolica vessels (1 cup and 1 plate)
and 4 pipes.

There is a very high frequency of vessels
relative to the number of sherds recovered (see
Table 17). Twenty-four vessels are represented by
a total of 1,103 sherds, for an average of 46 sherds
per vessel. Only five of the vessels, however, are
represented by over 30 sherds, and when these are
excluded, the average number of sherds per identified vessel is only 5. Even when the total ceramic
assemblage (N = 2,576, excluding majolica and
pipe sherds) is considered, the minimum number of
sherds per identified vessel is only 107, and that
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figure drops to 82 sherds per vessel when the same
five vessels (accounting for 39% of the assemblage)
are excluded.
The high frequency of vessels is ultimately
related to site function and the number, duration,
and intensity of occupations. Such a large number
of broken vessels and diversity of ceramic wares
would not be expected in a temporary camp or a
special activity site. Conversely, repeated and/or
intensive occupations and the greater diversity of
activities associated with a residential base camp
would produce the diversified ceramic assemblage
that was recovered from the Longhorn Site.
Due to several factors, such as maintenance
of activity areas, trampling, and reuse of large
vessel segments or sherds, it is likely that vessels
broken early in the site's occupation history would
be represented by only a few small sherds, while
those broken late in the site's history are more
likely to be represented by relatively larger
numbers and sizes of sherds. Only two of the
vessels (Micaceous Vessell and Glazeware Vessel
1) could be reconstructed to any significant extent.
A comparison of the sherd size distribution of these
vessels with the rest of the ceramic assemblage
indicates that they include a significant portion of
the larger sherds (Table 23). Thus, deposition of
these two vessels might have occurred late, while
the remainder of the ceramic vessels (with ca. 90%
of the sherds being <20 mm in size and many of the
vessels represented by only a few sherds) probably
were broken prior to the last site occupation.
Other evidence that may support an interpre-

tation of multiple and/or lengthy occupations
includes the presence of repair holes, two on Tewa
Polychrome sherds and one on a sherd from Redware Sherd Group 5, and the grooved and snapped
sherd segments in Glazeware Sherd Group 6.
Repair of ceramic vessels and reuse of ceramic
fragments are activities that should be associated
with residential base camps, although it is possible
that these vessels were broken and repaired at other
sites and thus brought to the site already repaired,
especially if the vessels' contents, and not the
vessels themselves, were the object of trade.
Based solely on the macroscopic analysis and
typological identifications, the overall ceramic
assemblage is dominated by wares of Puebloan and
unknown origin. The glazewares and matte paint
wares are definitely Puebloan, and the redwares are
likely of the same origin. While these wares
account for only ca:, 15% of the assemblage by
sherd count, they represent 54% of the identified
vessels (n = 13). Only the one engraved ware
vessel is of definite non-Puebloan origin (possibly
a Caddoan or Wichita ceramic type), while the
remainder of the plain and micaceous vessels (n =
10), except perhaps Micaceous Vessell tentatively
identified as Puebloan, are of unknown origin.
A conservative interpretation of the petrographic data (see Appendix D) indicates that many
of the plain utility wares are similar to and hence
probably from the same sources as the glazewares.
Some of the plain or micaceous vessels could be
Plains-made ceramics, but there is little evidence
supporting this interpretation. Two small faceted

TABLE 23
SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CERAMIC ASSEMBLAGE, 41KT53
Glazeware
Vessell

Micaceous
Vessell

Size Category (mm)
1-10
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
>50
Totals:

#

%

90
370
153
47
8

13.5
55.4
22.9
7.0
1.2

-

668

#

%

All Other

Total Ceramic

Ceramics·

Assemblage·

#

%

#

%

-

32.8
29.4
21.8
10,9
5.0

420
1183
151
26
8
1

23.5
66.1
8.4
1.5
0.4
0.1

510
1592
339
99
29
7

19.8
61.8
13.2
3.8

-

39
35
26
13
6

100.0

119

99.9

1789

100.0

2576

100.0

*Excludes majolica and pipe sherds.
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sandstone artifacts could be pottery-smoothing
stones; however, the evidence is tentative, and these
artifacts may be unrelated to ceramic production.
It is not known if the inhabitants of the site were
ceramic-making peoples and whether ceramics
were made on-site. When the petrographic data are
taken into account, it is clear that a significant
portion of the assemblage, at least ca. 80% but
perhaps as much as 95% (by sherd count or by
vessel count) is probably of Puebloan origin.
The presence of smoking pipes, particularly
the elaborate Pecos-style specimens, is not unusual
in Protohistoric period sites, but their significance
is not well understood. Smoking may have been a
mundane pastime, or it may have been done in
ritual/ceremonial contexts as it commonly was in
many cultures around the world. Exactly how the
Pecos pipes, which are thought to have been made
at Pecos Pueblo (an interpretation that is supported
by the petrographic analysis), fit into the
PlainslPueblo trade is unclear. Perhaps these pipes
were important exchange items that helped symbolize and maintain trade alliances.

the site were aware of and probably had some
firearms. The recovery of a few firearms artifacts
does not necessarily mean that they were well
armed; however, it is likely that guns were being
used by the last occupants at the site. The low
frequency of these items, however, indicates that
41KT53 was not occupied into the late Historic
period, by which time Euro-American material
culture had become an important part of the Plains
Indian lifestyle.
A significant number of large rocks (classified as manuports) were brought to the site to be
used as shims for posts and possibly as weight
rocks for tipi covers; others were introduced to
serve in heating/cooking-related activities (e.g.,
Feature 7). Additionally, many unique and oddshaped pebbles and concretions and a large fossil
specimen may have been inlroduced as curiosities
or may have served other functions (e.g., as gaming
pieces or ritual items) since they do not occur
naturally in the alluvial matrix.
Other artifacts recovered at the site include
Puebloan trade items such as the turquoise and
Olivel/a shell beads. These specimens are not
unexpected given ,the high frequency of Puebloan
ceramics. Modified hematite and limonite specimens probably served as sources of red and yellow
pigment, respectively. The few modified bones
recovered include probable ornamental pieces and
probable tools. An additional faunal specimen, the
longhorn hom core, almost certainly served as a
stake, probably in association with a structure.
The unmodified bones recovered from the site
are dominated by small fragments resulting from
crushing. The comminuted assemblage is interpreted as representing bone-grease manufacture. Bison
remains constitute only a small percentage of the
assemblage, while deer (or pronghorn), turtle,
rabbit, rodents, and,snakes may have been utilized
as food resources.

Other Materials
Two significant inferences can be made based
on the historic artifacts and fauna. The horse tooth
was recovered in Level I of an isolated unit
(EU 313), and the possiblity that it is fortuitous
must be considered. If it was introduced into the
site by cultural rather than taphonomic processes,
its presence indicates that the inhabitants of the site
had some horses. While it cannot be stated that
they were fully equestrian based on a single faunal
specimen, independent chronological evidence
certainly places the occupation of the site after the
introduction of horses into the region. The presence
of a cow hom core in an indisputably cultural
context supports the assessment that the site's
inhabitants had access to Spanish livestock (i.e.,
animals originating in the mission pueblos of New
Mexico), probably including horses. An unlikely
possibility is that the hom core came from a stray
or wild longhorn or even a dead animal on the
Plains. Given the overwhelming ethnographic
evidence, the most plausible interpretation, however, is that the inhabitants of the site obtained
cattle and horses directly from Spanish sources.
The second inference, based on four possible
gunflints and a lead ball, is that the inhabitants of

SUMMARY OF FEATURES
The 54 features recorded provide significant
evidence for interpreting the human occupation at
the Longhorn Site (Table 24). Nine types of
features represent various cultural activities, while
one type apparently represents burning of trees and
stumps by natural or cultural processes. Of the
nine types considered to be cultural, basin hearths,
ephemeral hearths, and hearth dumps are considered
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TABlE 24
DISTRIBUTION OF FEATURES, 41KT53

Excavation Blocks
Fealure Type

3

4

5

6

Nonblock

Totals

1

-

-

-

-

1
-

2
1

3
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
4
33

4

54

1

2

1
1
1

-

-

Basin hearths
Ephemeral hearths
Hearth dumps
Rock clusters
Unidentified pit
Bone stake
Grinding basin

-

-

-

1
-

-

Ceramic clusters

-

-

Burned stumps
Postmolds

1

-

1
2
2
2
1
1
1

-

-

9

1

5

14

1

6

Totals:

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17

-

1
1
-

27

0

2

-

-

ash. It is likely that they represent secondary
deposits, i.e., dumps of hearth fill.
As can be seen in Table 25, a substantial
amount of bone debris and cultural materials was
recovered from flotation of feature fill. Although
there are differences in the amount of fill associated with each feature and the percentage of fill that
was floated, the basin hearths (Features 4 and 39 in
particular) stand out because they contain unusually
high amounts of cultural debris, mainly small bone
fragments and unmodified debitage. The percentage
of burned specimens is also very high, ranging from
15-33% of the debitage and 55-97% of the bone
fragments. These figures strongly suggest that bone
and flake debris were discarded into these hearths.
The ephemeral hearths and hearth dumps show
roughly comparable percentages of burned materials, although the overall number of specimens is
generally lo,wer. There is a basic similarity between the fillfrom these different types of features,
and it is likely that they are directly related. To
summarize, the ephemeral and basin hearths are
very similar except with regard to intensity of
burning which is probably related to the total uselife of the hearths, and the hearth dumps are probably secondary dumps of fill that originally came
from ephemeral and basin hearths.
The 33 postmolds exhibit a wide range of
size and fill characteristics (see Chapter 5; Table
26). One of the postmolds (Feature I) is small
enough to have been only a stake. It is too narrow

to be related to heating/cooking activities. One of
the rock clusters (Feature 7) is composed of burned
rocks but is of unknown function, perhaps related to
cooking activities. The other two rock clusters are
interpreted as representing breaks of ground stone
artifacts (Le., metates). The grinding basin is
interpreted as a food processing area, and the
ceramic clusters appear to represent discrete vessel
or partial vessel break episodes. The bone stake
and the postmolds are interpreted as representing
stakes and posts that may be associated with
domiciles or extramural structures related to various outside activities. Far less certain is the
function of the unidentified pit.
The three different types of hearths are quite
interesting. The obvious differences in the intensity
of burning of the sediments at the bottoms of the
hearths have already been described (see Chapter
5), and the oxidized sediments lining the basin and
ephemeral hearths and the nature of their fill indicate that they are in situ features. The laminated
nature of their fill (Le., grading from mixed
sediment/charcoal to ash toward the bottom) and the
presence of large amounts of undisturbed ash
suggest primary fill, Le., that the fill represents an
accumulation of materials from hearth use episodes,
particularly the final episode, rather than hearth
debris dumped in an abandoned hearth. Conversely,
the hearth dumps lack evidence of in situ burning,
and their mixed sediment/charcoal fill lacks any
lamination, burned clay, or significant quantities of
215
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TABLE 25
CULTURAL MATERIALS RECOVERED FROM HEARTH PILL, 41KT53

Total Bones

Feature

Type

Macrodebitage

Fill Rooted
No. of
Microdebitage
«6 mm)

No.

% Burned

No.

% Bumed

162
37
414

97
55
79

37
3
39

?
33
15

12

66

-

-

-

-

a

-

31

63

2
10

0

20

3
16
6

1
4
28

100

43

3
10

Estimated

No. of Other
Sherds Materials

Volume
(liters)

% of
Total

35
25
60

100
75
100

Basin Hearths

Feature 4
Feature 8
Feature 39

61
26
486

-

13·

4

-

9

-

16

;-

25

90
100

-

-

1

1··

5
10
8

100
100
80

Epbemeral Heartbs
Feature 9
Feature 16
Feature 30

8

-

Heartb Dumps
Feature 23
Feature 29
Feature 34

a
a

a

21

·13 heat spalls

**1 uniface

TABLE 26
SUMMARY OF POSTMOLD CLASSIFICATIONS, 41KT53
Type

Stake

Small-Medium Post Large Post

Stake or Small Post

-

Feature 1*

2

-

Features 10, 12·, 17, 26, and 28

3

-

Feature 19*

-

4

-

Feature 25*

5

-

Features 15, 22, 33, 38, and 45

6

-

Feature

7

-

Features 31, 40, 41, 42, 51, and 53

Totals:

1

-

-

1

Feature 47

Totals
1

ileatures 27 and 36

8

Features 11, 35, and 37·

4

Feature 21

Feature 48

3

Feature 24

Feature 52

7

14

19

-

Feature

32*

2

-

Features 43 and 44

8

3

... indicates that postrnold is angled; all others are vertical.
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10
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and deep to have been placed in an excavated hole
and hence probably was driven into the ground.
Twenty-two others range in size from stakes or
small post holes to medium post holes, while only
10 postmolds appear large enough to have held very
large posts. In a few cases where the edge of the
post could be differentiated from the edge of the
post hole (such as Feature 32), it was clear that the
post was placed into an excavated hole rather than
having been driven in. It is unlikely, however, that
the small-medium and large post sizes could
represent stakes.
The macrobotanical analysis identified a wide
range of plant remains which have some interesting
implications for interpreting the cultural activities

at the Longhorn Site. Charred wood and seeds
from features (and in one case, noncharred wood
associated with a postmold) are likely to be cultural in origin (Table 27). Charred wood recovered in
basin hearths, ephemeral hearths, and hearth dumps
is interpreted as remains of wood fuel. Interestingly, although oak is the most efficient in tenos of
heat value when burned (see Appendix H), it is not
represented in these heating/cooking features. If the
modern distribution is any indication, this is probably due to its scarcity relative to mesquite and
hackberry which are well represented in the hearthrelated features. Other possible wood fuels in these
features include soapberry, buckthorn, and plum,
but willow is not represented. The charred wood

TABLE 27
NUMBER OF FEATURES YIELDING IDENTIFIED PLANT REMAINS, 41KT53

Identified Plant Remains

Hearth Dumps
Basin Hearths Ephemeral
Hearths (0 = 2) (0 = 3)
(0 = 3)

Unidentified Postmolds
Pit (0= 1)
(0 = 30)

Total
(N = 39)

Noncharred Wood
Oak

-

-

1

1

-

1

-

1

-

1

12
11
8
2
6
1

14
14
8
4
6
2
1
1

-

-

2
1

-

-

Charred Wood
Mesquite

Hackberry
Willow
Soapberry
Oak
Buckthorn

Plum
Elm

1

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

1
1
2
1

2
1
2
1
1

-

-

1

1

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

1
-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1
-

-

1

-

Charred Seeds
Prickly pear
Hackberry
Poaceae

Ground cherry
Cocklebur
Grape
Maygrass
Needlegrass
Dropseed

Sandbur
Knotweed
Panicgrass
Plum
Lotebush
Portulacaceae

-

2
1

-

1

1

,

3
3
6
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
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9
5
10
4
3
1
3
5
3
3
1
2
3
1
1
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recovered in the unidentified pit may also represent
wood fuel, although it is not certain whether it is
associated with the feature's primary function (e.g.,
such as a baking pit) or with secondary refuse
disposal in the pit.
Charred and noncharred wood recovered in
postmolds is also interesting. When the context of
the identified samples in each feature is considered,
there are eight postmolds in which the wood samples are interpreted as remains of wooden posts.
Charred hackberry posts were probably used in
Features 1 and 11, while Features 19, 21, 32, and
48 provided evidence of mesquite, elm, oak, and
willow posts, respectively. Two features are
particularly unusual and may be evidence of the
reuse of post holes. Features 35 and 37 are both
Type 3 postmolds with stratified sections within the
fill. Feature 35 had noncharred oak in the middle
fill, while the charred wood in the lower fill was
willow. The charred willow in the bottom of the
postmold probably represents a former post, the end
of which was intentionally charred, while the oak is
interpreted as the remains of a later post. Similarly, the upper charred wood in Feature 37 was
identified as hackberry, while the lower charred
wood was identified as mesquite. The mesquite
may represent the charred end of the original post,
while the hackberry could represent a later post that
was partially burned in situ.
Several observations are particularly relevant
to the interpretations of the postmolds. Many of
the features had charred wood in the bottoms
(Types 3, 4, and 6), and in a few cases (e.g.,
Features 32 and 37), it appears that the bottom of
a post was charred before it was placed into the
ground. Limbrey (1975:309) notes intentional
charring of posts to harden the ends, and it is also
possible that this deterred insects (i.e., termites)
and prolonged the life of the post. Many of the
postmolds (Types 2 and 3) also had an upper
charcoal layer which is interpreted as being either
burned material washed into an abandoned postmold or as partial burning of an in situ post. The
latter is most likely for many of the Type 2 and 3
postmolds which had a mixed fill above the upper
charred wood layer. Lumps of oxidized sediment
in the mixed fill are considered to be evidence of in
situ burning (Limbrey 1975:309). None of the
postmolds had any evidence of in situ bwning
associated with charred bottoms except for Feature
I (a Type 1 postmold) in which the entire wood

stake undoubtedly burned in place.
In contrast to the wood remains from cultural
features, noncharred wood from two burned stumps
was identified as mesquite (Features 2 and 54),
while a third one (Feature 20) was apparently
disturbed and contained charred hackberry and
willow. Charred mesquite and oak were recovered
from the bwned zone and probably represent noncultural remains.
Charred seeds in cultural features can be
interpreted as being incidentally bwned or as
economic (i.e., food) plant remains which were
accidentally or purposefully heated during processing/cooking and subsequently lost. A closer examination of the frequency of charred seed remains
recovered from different feature types (Table 28)
provides circumstantial evidence of the economic
use of some plants. Postmolds could be expected
to serve as traps for both 'natural and culturally
burned seeds, while hearths or cooking features are
more likely to contain only burned seeds that were
culturally introduced. Such introductions might
occur during the processing/cooking of certain food
resources, or they might be incidentally introduced
as fuel (e.g., seeds present on branches or contained
in dung burned as fuel). Some plant taxa, specifically maygrass, dropseed, lotebush, and Portulacaceae, are found only in postmolds and not in hearth
or cooking features. It is likely then that their
occurrence in the postmolds is incidental, and there
is no evidence of their economic use. Poaceae is
fairly ubiquitous in both types of features; its
occurrence in postmolds may have no meaningful
cultural significance, but its presence in the pit and
hearth features is suggestive of an economic use.
Two taxa, grape and cocklebur, are found only in
the cooking/heating features l\"d not in any of the
30 postmolds sampled. Thus, they are likely to
represent food reso-urces. Likewise, prickly pear,
plum, needlegrass, panicgrass, and ground cherry
are much better represented in the hearth features
than in the postrnolds and may also represent food
resources. The prickly pear in particular is found
in many of the hearth/cooking features in relatively
significant quantities.
Many of the possible plant foods represented
in the charred seed assemblage would have been
available in the spring, summer, or fall. Prickly
pear, grape, and plum most likely represent food
resources and ripen in the late summer/fall. While
this does not suggest that all or even most of the
218
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TABUl28
FREQUENCY OF CHARRED SEEDS BY FEATURE TYPE, 41KT53

Charred Seeds
Prickly pear
Hackberry

Hearth Dumps
Basin Hearths Ephemeral
(n = 3)
Hearths (n = 2) (n = 3)
6

-

Cocklebur

4
4
2

Grape
Maygrass

-

Poaceae
Ground cherry

Needlegrass
Dropseed
Sandbor
Knotweed
Panicgrass

Plum
Lotebush
Portulacaceae

Totals:

2
1
7
1
2

16
1

-

-

15

-

17

7
5

-

8

4

-

-

-

11

-

1

-

-

5

9

-

-

Unidentified

Pil(n=l)

1

-

-

-

25

37

35

Postmolds
(n = 30)

2

.

TOlal
(N = 39)

10
6
29
4

36
8
55
9

-

11

12
10
22
4
2
5
1
1
1

5
12
22
22
15
7
14
3
1
1

107
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occupations occurred during this season, it does
indicate that some late summer/early fall occupation is likely.
Collectively, the features represent a broad
range of cultural activities suggestive of a residential base camp. To some extent, their functions
bave been interpreted on a feature-by-feature
basis, but in large part their functions cannot be
fully interpreted until their contextual relationships
to other features and artifacts are taken into
account. More-specific interpretations of feature
associations and functions are offered below.

employed here are limited and are oriented toward
two main goals. The first is to define the complex
feature and artifact patterning that is likely to be
the result of repeated occupations, and tbe second
is to identify any remnant patterns which may in
fact reflect spatially discrete, contemporaneous
activities (representing occupational units as
defined by Ferring 1984:119).

SITE FORMATION AND STRUCTURE

Block I encompasses 14 features in its 54
units (Fig. 92), but they are not distributed in any
immediately ,~bvious patterns. In order to examine
the relationships between the features, several
different types of comparisons were made (Table
29). Tbe Block I calibrated radiocarbon dates
(except for the date from noncultural Feature 54)
all are consistent with occupations dating to the mid
A.D. 16oos. The date from Feature 48 'bas a smaIl
one-sigma range, A.D. 1636-1666" and all the
others overlap this range to some extent. The range
for the Feature 39 date terminates at A.D. 1663,
and the ranges for Features 35 and 37 begin at
A.D. 1654 and 1650, respectively. Thus, the Block

Intrablock Distributions

Block 1

All lines of evidence considered so far in this
chapter (Le., the material culture and the absolute
and relative dates) indicate that multiple occupations probably are represented at the Longhorn Site.
In this section, intrablock spatial analyses, followed
by interblock comparisons of site structure, provide
supporting evidence for this interpretation. Because
of the probability of multiple occupations and
overlapping and mixing of activity areas, detailed
spatial analyses geared toward defining contemporaneous activities across the site as a whole are not
warranted. Appropriately, the spatial analyses
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stump. is much younger than the others and is
thought to be associated with postoccupational
burning.
Only two of the Block 1 cultural features
were encountered stratigraphically below the burned
zone, while all of the others were found at approximately the same level as the burned zone or the
relationship was indeterminate. That the relationship is indeterminate for so many of the features is
due to the facts that the burned zone is more spo-radic (and hence less recognizable) here than in
other parts of the site and the cultural zone is
shallower and generally blends into the burned zone.
There is also a certain amount of ambiguity in
recognizing the tops of some of the features (i.e.,
the original surface from which the feature originated), particularly features such as the rock cluster
and postmolds that blend into the burned zone. In
spite of this, the relative elevations and depths of
the features are highly variable and in a few cases
suggest some degree of temporal separation. In the
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Figure 92. Distribution nf features in Block I, 41KT53.

1 dates on cultural features indicate that at.least
part of the occupation was in the mid seventeenth
century. The date obtained on Feature 54, a burned

TABLE 29
SUMMARY OF FEATURES IN BLOCK I, 41KT53
Stratigraphic Position of Top of Feature

Calibrated

Radiocarbon

Feature Type

Feature
No.

Basin Hearth

39

-

99.76

9

indeterminate

1519-1663

Hearth Dump

34

-

99.80

7

indeterminate

-

Rock Cluster·

46

-

99.84

4(?)

indeterminate

-

Bone Stake

49

-

99.75

II(?)

indeterminate

-

Postrnolds

35
37
38
41
42
47
48
51
53

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

99.73
99.76
99.74
99.72
99.83
99.76
99.66
99.78
99.75

17
10
II
13
3(?)
9
19
8
14

below
indeterminate

1654-1955
1650-1955

indetenninate
indeterrninate

-

indetenninate

-

54

-

99.80

10

at same level

1898-1955

Burned Stump"

Postrnold Type

3,
3.
5,
7,
7,
2,
4,
7,
7,

large post
large post
stake/small post
stake/small post
stake/small post
small-medium post
large post
stake/small post
stake/small post

Actual
Depth below Relation to
Elevation Surface (em) Burned Zone

*lnterpreted as a broken ground stone

....Noncultural feature
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at same level(?)
indeterminate

below
indeterminate

Dates (A.D.)

1636-1666
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western half of the block, postmold Features 35 and
48 are deep (17-19 em below the surface) relative
to nearby Features 34, 46, and 47 (4-9 em below
the surface). This suggests that Features 35 and 48
might predate the others. In addition, these two
features are similar in that they represent large
posts. A tentative interpretation is that these two
features are contemporaneous and may be functionally related (e.g., large posts associated with the
same racklike structure).
In the eastern half of the block, Feature 42
stands out as being relatively high (ca. 3 em below
the surface), while all of the others range from
8-14 em below the surface, and this suggests
multiple episodes of feature construction. Probably
more-meaningful insights can be gained by examining other relationships between the features in this
part of the block, though. The bone stake (Feature
49) was found at the same level and in close
proximity to the basin hearth (Feature 39), and this
occurrence appears to be more than coincidental.
The use of stakes for securing tipi foundation poles
is well documented both ethnographically (e.g.,
Finnigan 1982:28; Quigg and Brumley 1984:15) and
archeologically (e.g., Quigg 1986:57,80, 127, and
132). Vertical bone stakes also have been documented as stakes (including central tie-down
stakes) associated with tipis (Deaver 1985:218219), but to the authors' knowledge, this is the first
documented occurrence of a longhorn hom core used
in this manner.
One small postmold (Feature 51) located
within 40 em of the bone stake is tentatively interpreted as being associated with it. Feature 51 is a
Type 7 postmold that contained only organicstained sediment and one flake. It is also fairly
shallow and is V-shaped in cross section, tapering
to a point at the bottom. It is possible that this
feature represents a stake hole and that the stake
was removed and the hole subsequently backfilled
with cultural sediment. It is also possible that it
represents a tie-down stake hole that was used and
abandoned prior to the use of the bone stake. It
could have been utilized during a previous occupation episode, with a tipi being erected in the same
location during a later occupation. Conversely,
both the stake hole and bone stake could be associated with a single occupational event. Wilson
(1924:266) reported that Hidatsa tipis were reoriented (Le., rotated to provide maximum protection)
when strong winds or storms shifted directions, and

this probably would include the relocation of tiedown stakes. This practical adaptation to frequently changing weather conditions, although rarely
observed and recorded, was probably very widespread.
Feature 42 is a similar Type 7 small postmold and is also located within 40 em of the bone
stake. Its association is less clear, however, since
it may have originated stratigraphically higher than
either the bone stake or Feature 51 and it contained
no cultural materials in its fill. It could represent
a fonner stake hole associated with the tipi, or it
could postdate the use of the tipL
As for the other features in Block I, most of
the postmolds probably are related to ancillary
structures such as drying or storage racks. Digging
of post holes was only rarely associated with tipi
foundations, and even then it generally involved
only shallow depressions to increase stability
during severe weather (Deaver 1985:229). The
confusing pattern of the postmolds in this block
probably is related to numerous ancillary activities
from multiple occupations. Exterior posts and
structures supported by posts are well documented
in ethnographic accounts of tipi encampments, but
few specific details are available other than that
such structures and features were related to meat
and hide processing and storage.
The distributions of the artifacts and faunal
remains in Block 1 present some confusing patterns
(Fig. 93). If the hypothesis of a tipi in the eastern
half of the block is correct, then the ceramics show
a low frequency in the structure area. The debitage
also exhibits a low frequency in this area except for
the high peak caused by the debitage from Feature
39, which may represent use of the hearth for
disposal. Bones, on the other hand, are clustered
most densely in the soulhernmost units close to the
basin hearth, with a secondary concentration in
Features 35" and 48 at the western edge of the
block. While the ceramics and debitage could be
interpreted as remnant patterns associated with the
structure (Le., materials discarded outside the
structure), the southern bone concentration does not
fit so well since high bone densities would not be
expected within the structure. Perhaps it represeuts
activities or dumping from previous or subsequent
occupations. The large numbers of debitage and
bones from postmold Features 35 and 48 in the
western part of the block may be additional evidence of multiple occupations, as it is unlikely that
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Figure 93. Distribution of major classes of material culture in Block I, 41KT53.
it is contemporaneous with the dated features in
Block 1. It is also at the same depth (actual
elevation of 99.80' ft msl, 8 cm below the sUIface)
as some of the Block I features, and its relationship to the burned zone is indeterminate. While
Feature 21 is probably more closely linked to
Block I than to Block 3 (described below), the
distributions of the cultural materials in Block 2
(see Fig. 94) carumt be interpreted with reference to
either of the other blocks because of the limited
area that was excavated. Nonetheless, the Block 2
patterns are generally suggestive of a rather continuous sheet midden that lacks any significant concentrations.

the postmolds were contemporaneous with the
activities represented by the concentrations of
lithics and bone debris in this area. Overall, the
manuports/ground stones are too few to interpret
with confidence, although the occurrence of some of
these materials on the south and east sides of the
hypothesized structure location could reflect use of
these rocks as tipi cover weights.
Block 2

Poslmold Feature 21 is the only feature
encountered in Block 2 (Fig. 94). A calibrated
radiocarbon date of A.D. 1654-1955 suggests that
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Interblock Distributions), it is clear that at least
some of the:materials in Block 3 represent later,
seventeenth-century use. Thus, this is the one part
of 41KT53 where multiple occupations dating to
different time periods (i.e., Late Prehistoric II and
Protohistoric) can be documented.
The depths of the features do not clarify the
chronological picture, since one of the' two dated,
presumably contemporaneous postrnolds is 18 cm
below the surface while the other is at 8 cm below
the surface, and one is below the burned zone while
the other is at the same level as the burned zone.
Based solely on stratigraphic evidence, feature

Block 3

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the
earliest radiocarbon dates and the earliest archeomagnetic date from the site are from three of the
six features in Block 3 (Fig. 95; Table 30). While
the Feature 4 date is suspiciously early, the consistency of the other two dates from Features 19 and
44 suggests that they provide a reasonable age
estimate, with the overlap between these assays
(A.D. 1418-1434) indicating occupation during the
early fifteenth century. Based on the distributions
of the temporally diagnostic artifacts, however (see
223
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reliable temporal indicator and that Features 43 and
44 are indeed contemporaneous and functionally
related.
The basin hearth is tentatively interpreted as
representing a central fireplace inside a tipi structure, Its similarity to the basin hearths in Blocks I
(Feature 39) and 4 (Feature 8) suggests a functional
relationship and provides indirect evidence that it
may be associated with a structure, If Feature 4 is
a tipi hearth, then nearby Feature 14 also could be
associated. It is located close enough to suggest
that it may represent a tie-down stake hole, but this
interpretation is tentative. Feature 19 also may be
associated with the hearth (see Interblock Distributions), but this interpretation likewise is tentative.
Figure 96 shows that there are three main
concentrations of unmodified debitage in Block 3,
one in the Feature 4 hearth, one ca. 2 m south of
the hearth, and one ca, 3 m 'west of the hearth, In
contrast, the ceramics are more restricted to the
western half of the block. Unmodified bones are
most abundant within and southwest of Feature 4
and in the northwestern and southeastern quadrants
of the block. Manuports and ground stones are
most common to the west, south, and southeast of
Feature 4. Some of these distributions may be
interpretable as remnant patterning relative to the
hearth and the hypothesized structure centered over
Feature 4, For example, the concentration of
debitage and bones in the hearth suggests that it
was used for disposal, with the high frequency of
burning among these materials indicating subsequent
use of the hearth, and the concentration of manuports and ground stones in the vicinity of the
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Figure 95. Distribution of fealures in Block 3, 41KT53.

associations C8lU10t be made with any certainty, but
the two northernmost postmolds, Features 44 and
14, are the shallowest while Features 4 and 19 are
the deepest (by actual elevation and below surface).
Based on feature attribute similarities, however, it
is possible that Features 43 and 44 are related; both
are Type 7 and represent large postmolds which
extend to 40 and 45 cm below the surface, respectively, Feature 43 also had large vertical rocks in
its top, most likely intentionally placed there as
shims although they could have been jammed into
an abandoned post hole for some other purpose.
Except for the shims, however, Features 43 and 44
are extremely similar, and given the evidence from
other parts of the site, it is likely that the stratigraphic positioning of the Block 3 features is not a

TABLE 30
SUMMARY OF FEATURES IN BLOCK 3, 41KT53
Stratigraphic Position of Top of Feature
Feature

Feature Type

Basin Hearth
Postmolds

No.
4
14
19
43
44
52

Postmold Type

Depth below Relation to
Actual
Elevation Surface (em) Burned Zone

Calibrated
Radiocarbon
Dates

-

99.71

18

below

1162-1253

Type 6, stake/small post
Type 3, stake/small post
Type 7, large post
Type 7, large post
Type 5, large post

99.81
99.70
99.77
99.80
99.75

8
18
II
8
13

at same level
below

1418-1509

224

indetenninate
at same level
below

1322-1434
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A.D. 1636-1666. The four dates from Features I,
8, 9, and 10 have long ranges ending between
A.D. 1642 and 1662, and the three dates from
Features 11, 12, and 27 have long ranges beginning
between A.D. 1657 and 1675 and having additional
intercepts during the late A.D. 1600s ,and early to
mid A.D. 1700s. Thus, the Block 4 dates suggest
multiple occupations over perhaps 50-150 years.
The distribution of the 27 features in Block 4
(Fig. 97) is confusing, and an extensive search for
associations and patterns suggests that multiple,
overlapping occupations are the Iikely cause. Using

proposed structure may indicate that these rocks
were used as tipi cover weights. Overall, however,
these distributions are difficult to interpret given the
presence of multiple components in this part of the
site and the tenuousness of the feature associations.
Block 4

The Block 4 radiocarbon dates in the aggregate suggest occupations from the mid seventeenth
century perhaps into the eighteenth century. The
Feature 32 date has a short one-sigma range,
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definitely appeared to have been driven into the
ground rather than having been placed into an
excavated hole. It is proposed that Feature 1
fuoctioned as a tie-down stake associated with the
hearth and that both were centrally located inside a
tipi. Other features nearby, however, cannot be
associated with any confidence except for a tentative correlation with postmold Feature 12 (see
Interblock Distributions). I! also should be noted
that other postmolds might be temporally and
functionally related to ephemeral hearth Features 9
and 30 or perhaps rock cluster Feature 7. The
majority of the postmolds. however, probably are
related to a variety of facilities such as brush
arbors (for shade or as windbreaks) and meat and!
or hide drying or storage racks (Deaver 1985:228229). Unfortunately, more-precise interpretations
of feature functions and associations cannot be
made due to the confusing spatial patterning.
The cultural materials from Block 4 indicate
a corresponding degree of complexity (Fig. 98).
The concentrations of debitage, manuports/ground
stones, and bones in the northern end of the block
are centered around the grinding basin, Feature 18.
I! is not known if these concentrations are contemporaneous or functionally related or if they represent in situ activities or secondary dumping. It is
possible that the manuports/ground stones in this
concentration are related to bone processing. It is
interesting that the grinding basin (Feature 18) is
spatially separated from all of the other features
except the ceramic cluster, suggesting that it was
intentionally located away from tbe intensive
activity/disposal areas in the remainder of the
block.
In the southern portion of Block 4, significant
concentrations of debitage, ceramics, and bones to
the west of the p\lssible Feature 8 structure area
may represent a refQse dump. Conversely, the area
immediately around the basin hearth is relatively
clear, and these distributions could reflect a remnant pattern associated with structure cleaning. The
manuport/ground stone pattern is difficult to interpret, although it may be notable that these materials
are not concentrated in the proposed structure' area
and hence may not have been used as tipi. cover
weights. The extremely high densities of debitage
and ceramics and the confusing array of features in
the southern portion of the block are suggestive of
overlapping activity/disposal areas.
Like the
feature dates and locations, the material culture
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Figure 97. Distribution of features in Block 4, 41KTS3.
stratigraphic relationships, it is clear that the
majority of the features are below the burned zone
(Table 31), Across the entire block, features are
vertically separated by no more than 10 em except
in cases where the elevations are in question.
Given this limited vertical distribution and the fact
that some possibly earlier features (Features 1 and
32) originated at higher elevations than possibly
later ones (Features 11 and 12), it is concluded that
stratigraphic positioning within Block 4 is not a
reliable indicator of relative age.
A few features within Block 4 can be associated tentatively. The most significant association
that can be proposed is that Features 1 and 8, which
yielded overlapping radiocarbon dates, are functionally related. Feature 8 is a basin hearth with
nearly identical attributes to the others (Features 4
and 39) proposed as central tipi hearths. Feature I
is a small postmold located less than 50 cm northwest of the hearth. This postmold is interpreted as
representing a wooden stake that burned in place.
Feature 1 is the only postmold at the site that
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TABLE 31
SUMMARY OF FEATURES IN BLOCK 4. 41KT53
Stratigraphic Position of Top of Feature

Feature Type

Feature
No.

Actual
Depth below Relation to
Elevation Surface (em) Burned Zone

Postmold Type

Calibrated
Radiocarbon
Dates (A.D.)

8

-

99.74

18

below

1474-1642

Ephemeral Hearths

9
30

-

99.84
99.76

9(1)
16

at same level(?)
below

1505-1651
-

Hearth Dumps

23
29

-

99.76
99.76

17
16

below
below

-

Rock Clusters

7
13"

-

99.84
99.86

11(1)
6(1)

indeterminate

at same level(?)

-

Grinding Basin

18

-

99.80

10(1)

at same level(?)

-

Ceramic Cluster

6

-

99.74

10

below

-

Unidentified Pit

50

-

99.72

18

below

-

Postmolds

I
10
11
12
17
22
24
25
26
27
28
31
32
33
36
40
45

Type
Type
Type
Type
Type
Type

below
below

1477-1662
1505-1651
1675-1942
1672-1946

Basin Hearth

I.
2,
3.
2,
2,
5.

stake
stake/sman
large post
stake/sman
stake/sman
stake/sman

post
post
post
post

Type 5. small-medium post

Type 4. stake/sman post
Type 2. stake/sman post
Type 2, large post
Type 2, stake/small post
Type 7, stake/small post
Type 6, large post
Type 5. stake/sman post
Type 2, large post
Type 7, stake/sman post
Type 3, stake/sman post

99.80
99.76
99.75
99.76
99.77
99.73
99.73
99.76
99.75
99.76
99.73
99.76
99.80
99.77
99.75
99.75
99.78

13
16
14
15
15
19
20(7)
15
16
16
20
15
12
15
16
16
.13

below
below
below
below
below
below
below
below
below
below
below
below
below
below
below

-

1657-1955

1636-1666

-

*Interpreted as a broken ground stone

recovered consist of 3 sherds, 2 edge-modified
flakes, and 282 unmodified flakes. Almost all
(98%, n = 276) of the unmodified debitage is of
nonlocal dark gray Cretaceous chert; of these, 37%
are unifacial manufacture/rejuvenation flakes, while
the remainder are flake fragments missing platforms. All of these flakes were found clustered at
approximately 12-16 cm below the surface, and

distributions in this area cannot be sorted out easily
and are best interpreted as representing multiple
occupations.
Brock 5

No features were encountered in the four units
comprising Block 5, and the cultural materials
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they appear to represent a single chipping episode,
probably the resharpening of a unifacial scraper.
Because the Block 5 excavation was limited to four
units, no interpretations of how this single activity
relates to the site area can be offered.

cally below the burned zone, while those in Blocks
I, 2, and 3 are generally at the level of the burned
zone or the relationship is indeterminate. Only a
few of the features in these blocks are stratigraphically below the burned zone. At least three features in Block 4 (Features 11, 12, and 27) are
likely to date after A.D. 1650 but are stratigraphically below the burned zone, while some of the
contemporaneous or earlier features in Blocks I, 2,
and 3 are at approximately the same level as the
burned zone or the relationship is unclear. It is
quite likely that the variability in the stratigraphic
separation of the cultural features and the burned
zone across the site is due to differential depositional processes. One plausible interpretation,
supported by the stratigraphic and chronological
evidence, is that at the time the burning occurred,
the cultural zone in the southern portion of the site
was buried by several centimeters of sediment,
while the central and northern areas were buried
shallowly, if at all. It is clear that very little
alluvial sediment was deposited (ca. 10 em or less)
in the main portion of the site during the entire
occupation span.
Feature associations based on logical behavioral relationships inferred from feature functions
have been used to propose that three separate
structure areas are represented in the block excavations (Fig. 99). As other researchers have noted,
"the pole-framed, skin-covered lodge was a fundamental and critical adaptation for the utilization of
the open prairie by aboriginal groups" (Quigg and
Brumley 1984:76). Given a considerable amount of
ethnographic evidence for the use of tipis by Southern Plains nomads during the sixteenth through
nineteenth centuries (see Chapter 9), it is not
unlikely that they would be encountered in sites
dating to this time period. For Block I, two
features are interpreted as a central fireplace and a
tie-down stake associated with a tipi. One or two
small postmolds located near the stake are tentatively interpreted as possible stake holes associated
with prior occupations of the same structure area.
In Block 3, the second tipi is interpreted based on
the presence of a basin hearth comparable to those
in Blocks 1 and 4. For Block 4, the, basin hearth
and postmold are interpreted as the central fireplace
and tie-down stake of the third tipi.
An interblock comparison of these proposed
structure areas reveals that basin hearth features
may be associated with tie-down stakes in two

Block 6
A burned stump (Feature 2) and a ceramic
cluster (Feature 5) are the only features encountered
in Block 6. The burned stump is considered to be
associated with postoccupational burning. The only
cultural materials recovered are 124 ceramic
sherds, of which 119 are from a single glazeware
bowl (Glazeware Vessel I). Many of the sherds
were clustered (designated as Feature 5), while
others were scattered. Unlike the other blocks, the
Block 6 sediment was dominantly colluvial in origin
and contained abundant gravels. Excluding the
redware and two plainware sherds, all of the
glazeware sherds are exceptionally large and were
reconstructed into ca. one-half of the vessel.
The glazeware vessel apparently was isolated
from the main portion of the site (ca. 70 m west of
Block 4). It may have been lost or accidentally
broken at this location and could have been associated with some isolated activity. An alternative
interpretation is that the vessel was cached in or
near a tree at the conclusion of one occupation
episode and that the tree subsequently burned and
the vessel was broken and scattered by slopewash.
Caching of ceramic vessels near residential campsites would not be unexpected in a mobile huntergatherer society. It is interesting to note that
several complete or nearly complete ceramic
vessels (i.e., glazewares and striated bean pots)
have been recovered from isolated localities in the
Panhandle-Plains region and perhaps represent
cached vessels (Bill Harrison, personal communication 1991).
Interblock Distributions
Several lines of evidence have been used to
suggest that the burned zone postdates occupation
of the site. One of the most important observations
is that, while some of the cultural features appear
to originate at the level of the burned zone, none
were found to be intrusive through it. This suggests
that many of the cultural features predate it. Most
of the cultural features in Block 4 are stratigraphi229
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and 19), while the third pair (Features 8 and 12)
has only a 3D-year gap between the dates,
Another interesting observation is that in all
three cases the posts were leaning perpendicular to
the hearth, but they are not in the same relative
positions. Two are located north-northwest of the
hearths (Blocks 1 and 4), while the third is located
to the southeast (Block 3). A possible fourth
example of this type of association is that one other
angled postmold, Feature 25, is located exactly
2.5 m north-northwest of ephemeral hearth Feature
9 (in Block 4). This tentative association suggests
that Feature 9 also may have been a tipi hearth.
If the angled postrnolds are related to tipi
structures, their locations relative to the hearths
may be informative about tipi orientation. While
some researchers have suggested a general preference for tipis facing east (Laubin and Laubin
1977:46), others have stated that environmental
conditions often dictated their orientation, For the
Cheyenne, Campbell (1915:668-669) notes that
their tipis generally faced east, but this was clearly
a practical adaptation against storms "which come
from the west in' this region." Deaver (1985:223,
229) and Quigg and Brumley (1984:12, 77) have
hypothesized that tipis generally were situated with
their doorways downwind, in order to place the
steeper and stronger side toward the prevailing
winds. Tipi smoke flaps opened in the same
direction as the doorways, and the tops of the flaps
generally were regulated with long poles (Campbell
1915:668). The bottom of the smoke flaps were
then tied to a stake or pole located directly in front
of the doorway (Laubin and Laubin 1977:57 and
Figure 4). Thus, two (or perhaps three) tipis at the
Longhorn Site may have faced generally northwest,
while the third may have faced generally southeast.
Since the prevailing winds in the region are from
the southwest during most of the year, a northwest
tipi orientation may have been advantageous.
During a severe winter norther, however, a southfacing tipi would have been ideal. 11 is also possible that poles were put in at an angle so that the
smoke flaps could be tied to a point directly above
and in front of the doorway, with the pole base
offset to one side to leave the entryway clear,
If these features do represent tie-down poles
located outside structures, then the tipi diameters
were no larger than 5,0 or 5.5 m, but they were
probably somewhat smaller since smoke-flap
stakes probably would have been back from the
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Figure 99. Distribution of cultural fealures and hypothesized tipi structures at 41KT53,

cases, and the distributions of manuports/ground
stones in two blocks suggest that these rocks may
have been used as tipi cover weights. In addition,
although angled posts are infrequent (only 6 of 33),
for each of the three proposed tipi areas an angled
postmold is located approximately 2.5 m from the
basin hearth, These posts are tentatively interpreted as representing smoke-flap tie-down stakes or
poles; like central tie-down stakes, such features
are well documented in association with tipis
(Laubin and Laubin 1977:Figure 18; Quigg and
Brumley 1984:15),
The possible association of the hearth features with smoke-flap poles is supported by the
radiocarbon dates. In all three cases, radiocarbon
dates obtained on the hearths and the postmolds are
in general agreement. The calibrated ages overlap
in two cases (Features 37 and 39 and Features 4
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actual tipi edge. A diameter of 4.0 to 5.5 m is a
reasonable estimate for the size of Late Prehistoric
and Protohistoric tipis, and such structures could
accommodate anywhere from 3-13 people depending upon the actual size and which calculation is
used (Table 32). Ethnohistoric accounts reveal
considerable variation in tipi sizes related to many
different factors (Quigg and Brumley 1984: 10).

severe cold (Deaver 1985:228-229). In the Southern Plains, tipis occupied during spring thunderstorms or in the dead of winter might have needed
to be well secured, while this may not have been
the case for those occupied during most of the
summer and fall. The ephemeral hearths could
represent exterior features or interior hearths that
were used less intensively than the basin hearths.
If the latter is the case, the absence of associated
tie-down stakes could be related to seasonal
differences. For example, winter camps probably
would have employed central tie-down stakes and
the hearths would have been intensively used, while
camps occupied during other seasons (particularly
summer) might not have required tie-down stakes
and there probably would have been limited use of
interior hearths.
Previous researchers have suggested that the
frequency and variability of features in tipi encampments is related to the length and intensity of
occupation (Quigg 1986:133). The quantity and
variety of other features and artifacts at the Longhom Site certainly appear to reflect intensive and/or
lengthy occupations. Besides features interpreted
as being associated with tipi structures, there are
also numerous nonstructural postmolds, a grinding
basin, an unidentified pit, rock clusters, and ceramic
clusters at the site.
The perceived functional variations between
the basin hearths, all three of which are interpreted
as interior hearths, and the ephemeral hearths and
hearth dumps support the interpretation of tipi
structures. The basin hearths clearly represent
more-intensively used features than do the ephemeral hearths, and it appears as if they served as
occasional refuse dumps for the disposal of small
lithic debris and bone fragments. The high percentages of burned debris in these features most likely
indicate that>these materials were discarded when
the hearths were being used. Such maintenance and
temporary discard of waste generated by tool
manufacture or repair and cooking/consumption
activities would be expected inside a structure.
Frequent maintenance and cleaning. of activity
areas, especially inside habitation structures,
appears to be a universal trait among huntergatherers (Gargett and Hayden 1991:27; Bartram et
al. 1991:97, 142; O'Connell et al. 1991:66-67).
The exact function of the ephemeral hearths
is not clear. They could represent infrequently used

TABLE 32
NUMBER OF PEOPLE PER TIP! BASED ON
ESTIMATED STRUCfURE DIAMETER

Estimated
Diameter (m)
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5

No. of
Total Floor People,
Area (m')
Method 1
12.57
15.90
19.64
23.76

3.1
3.9
4.8
5.8

No. of
People,
Method 2
6.8
8.6
10.6
12.8

Method 1 (from Deaver 1985:232): No. of people =
total floor area -;. 4.08. This fannula is for structures
with a 3.0-6.5-m diameter and is based on a theoretical
calculation of 4.08 m2 per person.
Method 2 (from Finnigao 1982:35): No. of people =
total floor area x 0.54. Finnigan suggests that 0.54

person/m2 of floor area is applicable for all sizes of
tipis.

While the evidence from the Longhorn Site
suggests that tipilike structures were present, there
is no direct evidence of the type of covering that
was used. While the evidence could also be interpreted as representing some other type of structure
(e.g., a wickiup) and researchers have noted that
some Plains Indians used, in addition to tipis,
wigwam-type brush structures in rainy seasons and
ephemeral brush arbors as summer shelters (Deaver
1985:228), this is not likely for 41KT53. The
interpretation of tipi structures is supported by the
association of hearths with probable central tiedown stakes and possible rock weights, both of
which are well documented for tipis (Finnigan
1982; Quigg and Brumley 1984). Additionally, the
tentative interpretation of smoke-flap tie-down
stakes or poles provides a further link.
There are indications that tie-down stakes or
tipi-cover weight rocks were used only when
needed during periods of windy/stormy weather or
231
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hearths inside tipi structures or perhaps exterior
hearths. As previously mentioned, there is circumstantial evidence that one ephemeral hearth may
have been inside a tipi, but exterior hearths are well
documented for tipi encampments, particularly in
warm weather (Deaver 1985:223). Another possibility is that they represent smudge pits (such as
described by Binford 1967) used for smoking hides,
but their morphology is more akin to that of the
basin hearths than of smudge pits.
Hearth dumps and/or middens would be
expected in residential base camps occupied for any
length of time. Ethnographic evidence suggests that
there is a direct correlation between cleaning and
maintenance of interior hearths and hearth dumps/
middens (Gargett and Hayden 1991:27; Bartram et
al. 1991:97; O'Connell et al. 1991:67). Thus, the
relationship between the hearth dumps and the basin
and ephemeral hearths at the site is easily
explained. Much of the scattered cultural materials
(mainly sherds, flakes, and bones) may indicate
dumping rather than primary deposits related to
specific activity areas.
Interblock patterning in the cultural materials
is also revealing about the chronology of 41KT53
(Fig. 100). First, Block 3 yielded the only two
beveled knives found. While this artifact type is
not particularly time sensitive, the beveled knives
might belong with the early Block 3 occupation,
prior to the hypothesized use of metal tools.
Second, the historic artifacts and temporally sensitive ceramics which postdate European contact are
found all across the site. Even Block 3, which
yielded prehistoric radiocarbon dates, contains
numerous Protohistoric period items. Thus, it is
clear that the predominant protohistoric component
is extensive, covering the entire site area.
The distribution of the ceramic sherds and
vessels (Tables 33 and 34) also can be used to infer
site history. Based on the assumption that once a
vessel is broken the number and size of its sherds
will diminish through time (Le., large sherds will be
selectively reused and transported to other sites,
sherds will be crushed by trampling or collected and
discarded in nonsite areas such as creekbeds, etc.),
the relative ages of the vessels can be determined.
Although vessel identifications are biased toward
distinctive decorated and rim sherds and the distributions are skewed by the inability to associate the
majority of the small body sherds with specific
vessels, the widely scattered nature of the various
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Figure 100. Distribution of selected diagnostic artifacts in
the excavation blocks, 41KT53,
vessels is evident. Ten of the 27 vessels and pipes
are from more than one block or nonblock provenience, and all four of the micaceous vessels (which
are well represented and include many body sherds
because of the distinctive characteristics of their
pastes) are from three or more block or nonblock .
proveniences. Of the micaceous vessels, two are
mainly from Block I while two are mainly from
Block 4.
Of particular interest are the 667 sherds of
Micaceous Vessel I which are mainly from Block
4 but also are represented in all three of the other
main blocks and in nonblock units. This vessel may
represent a break late in the site's history, and the
wide scattering of its sherds perhaps indicates a
relatively intensive occupation during this late time.
The relatively low frequency of this micaceous
ware in Blocks 2 and 3 is intriguing, especially
232
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TABLE 33
CERAMIC VESSELS BY BLOCK, 41KT53
No. of Sherds by Excavation Block
Ware Type

Vessel No.

1

2

3

4

Plain Utility

1
2
3
4
5
6

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

Micaceous Utility

Unidentified Engraved
Redware

Glazeware

Matte Paint

Pipes

1
2
3
4
I

6

Nonblock

Totals

19

-

-

-

-

19
3
1
5
6
7

-

2
5
7

2
6

-

-

-

-

7

-

3

I
I

652

28

-

-

I

-

3

63

-

-

-

8
2
1
2

-

II

3

-

-

7

-

3
1

-

-

-

-

-

5
1

III

-

1
-

I

-

-

I

667
119
71
31

-

2

17

-

-

-

8
3
1
5
1

-

I

1

2
3
4
5

-

1
2
3
4
5
6

-

-

-

-

-

117

I

I

I

-

-

I
I

2
3
4
Totals:

I

5

-

-

117
2
3
2
1
1

-

-

2
2
I
I

I

-

7

1

-

-

1

10

-

-

10
-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

-

-

10
7
1
1

190

17

48

727

1

117

19

1119

-

-

7

-

-

the lowest f(equency (Le., Block I, 35%; Block 2,
54%; Block 3, 19%; and Block 4, 58%). Like the
micaceous wares mentioned above, the adoption
and spread of Puebloan-style striated wares appears to have been a relatively late phenomenon
(Le., mainly seventeenth century).
If Block 3 does include an occupation earlier
than that of the other three main blocks, no ceramic
wares can be linked with confidence to the early
time period. The vessels found exclusively in
Block 3 are represented by so few sherds that their
occurrence there could be fortuitous, and the matte

since il has been suggesled thai the adoption and
spread of Puebloan/Jicarilla Apache-style micaceous wares was a lale phenonomen (Le., mainly
seventeenth century).
The plain utility vessels in the four main
excavation blocks are represented by only a few
sherds (the maximum number is 19), although the
actual number of plainware sherds, which are
dominated by body sherds that cannot be linked to
specific vessels, is much higher. The relative
percentages of striated sherds (within the plainware
group) by block are noteworthy since Block 3 has
233
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TABLE 34
DISTRIBUTION OF ALL CERAMICS BY BWCK, 41KT53*
No. of Sherds by Excavation Block
Ceramic Type

I

2

3

4

Plain Utility
Micaceous Utility
Engraved Ware
Redware
Glazeware
Matte Paint Ware
Unidentified Wares
Pipes

423
183

70
3
11
21
15

-

303
17
3
71
16
7
1
11

359
686
I
55
16
I
15
7

Totals:

660

120

429

1140

-

46
5
I
I
1

6

Nonblock

Totals

2

5

-

-

77
22
2
13
4
I

5

-

-

-

-

-

1239
911
17
207
175
10
17
19

3

124

119

2595

-

1
-

119
-

*Excludes majolica sherds

groups of cultural materials, ceramics and
manuports/ground stones, were particularly useful
for refit analysis. Numerous refits within bo!h of
these groups include a number of block-to-block
refits, some spanning up to 40 m. Of particular
interest is the significant number of ceramic refits
in the southwestern portion of Block 4, most of
which are related to Micaceous Vessel I. This area
may have served as a secondary dump, i.e., a
midden, during !he later occupation episodes.

paint sherds certainly do not correspond wilh !he
early Block 3 dates. One of the two Pecos-style
pipes was recovered exclusively from Block 3, but
it does not necessarily go with the early occupation.
Kidder (1932:182) suggests that these pipes COrrespond with Glaze V ceramics and thus would be
expected no earlier !han A.D. 1515. The only other
possible ceramic connection wi!h !he earlier occupation is Ihe occurrence of 82% of the engraved
sherds in Blocks 2 and 3. While Block 2 could
include a mixture of malerials from early and lale
occupations, il is possible !hat the engraved ware is
actually an early ceramic ware associated wi!h
Block 3. There is no independent evidence (e.g.,
typological classification) to support !his, and it
must be considered a tentative hypothesis.
Painted Puebloan wares (i.e., malle paint and
glazewares) are represented in all four of !he major
blocks, and !heir differential occurrences cannot be
interpreted to any extent. The relatively low
frequency of !hese wares, however, suggests !hat
many of !he decorated sherds represent old vessel
breaks or at least breaks that occurred prior to !he
last intensive occupation of !he site. Several of the
most distinctive vessels are represented by single
sherds, and at least seven malle paint and glaze
vessels are represented by no more than 392 sherds
(includes redware sherds).
Refit studies also help support an interpretation of multiple and intensive uccupations at the
Longhorn Site (Figs. 101 and 102). Two major

CONCLUSIONS
The Longhorn Site is interpreted as representing a tipi encampment wi!h evidence of multiple
occupations as early as !he fifteenth century but
most intensively during !he seventeen!h century and
perhaps !he first half of !he eighteenth century. The
variety and quan.tity of cultural materials and
features appear to :represent a series of intensive
and/or lengthy occupations. The archeological
evidence indicates !hat a wide range of activities is
represented and that !he site functioned as a residential base camp. The people who inhabited !he
sile were hunter-ga!herers, and hide processing and
bone grease manufacturing appear to have' been
important activities at !he site. If !he inhabitants of
the site were bison hunters, !he paucity of bison
remains indicates !hat forays to procure this resource were not staged from !he site, and this
suggests that !he majority of the sile's occupations
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Ceramic refits, 41KT53,

Refits within

Figure 102. Ground stone and manuport refits, 41KT53,

individual units are not shown.

Refits within individual units are not shown,

occurred on a seasonal basis when bison hunting
was not a major activity. During the period of
most intensive use, the inhabitants of the site
apparently had access to European trade goods,
firearms, and horses. The presence of an O/ivella

shell bead, a turquoise bead, and an abundance of
Puebloan ceramics indicates that during the seventeenth century these people were very mobile and
may have been regular participants in the Plains!
Pueblo trade.
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ROCK ART SITE INVESTIGATIONS

isolate the carbon thaI was introduced as a binder
(Russ et al. 1992). The extracted carbon can then
be radiocarbon dated using the accelerator mass
spectrometer (AMS) method. During Season 2,
these three sites were visited and pictograph pigments were salvaged. The pigments were scraped
off the rock face into a tin-foil catch basin which
was taped onto the rock surface below the image.
The pigment samples were then transferred into a
clean vial and labeled by provenience.
At 41GR423, two samples were taken and the
red pigments from each of the anthropomorphs were
collected separately (see Boyd et al. 1990:Figure
52). Immediately below the rock art images and
adjacent to the rock face, two Ixl-m units were
hand excavated in an attempt to recover rock art
tools. All fill was dry screened through 1/4-inch
mesh hardware cloth, but no cultural materials were
found.
A single sample, consisting of all of the red
pigment from the negative handprint (see Boyd et
al. 1990:53) :was taken at 41GR426. At 4IGR437,
some of the rock art elements recorded in 1988
were no longer present due to spalling of the rock
face. Only one sample was possible, and it was
taken from the uppermost panel (Boyd et al. 1990:
Figure 54).
Of the four pigment samples taken, three
were submitted to Dr. Marvin Rowe for carbon
extraction and AMS radiocarbon dating. The fourth
sample, from 41GR437, was excluded from dating
since it was not taken from a recognizable motif.
The pigment radiocarbon dating has not been

The rock art sites investigated during this
project are 41GR344. 41GR423. 41GR426, and
41GR437. Huddleston Shelter, 4lGR344, contains
perhaps the most unique and significant rock art in
the area. Unlike most of the other rock art sites in
the project area, it is situated at the top of the
reservoir's flood pool. Because of its importance
and location, long-term preservation of this site is
considered both desirable and feasible. In order to
evaluate the various preservation alternatives,
Associated Rock Art Consultants of Los Osos,
California, provided an on-site inspection of several Justiceburg rock art sites and prepared a report
outlining preservation alternatives (see Appendix
K). Recommendations to remove graffiti from an
adjacent shelter and to monitor the spalling of the
rock art panel were made. Long-term preservation
options include sealing the site, removal and relocation of the block containing the rock art, or
installation of a protective weld-mesh cage. The
latter option is perhaps the most practical and cost
effective.
The other three sites, 4lGR423, 4lGR426,
and 41GR437, are located below the reservoir's
conservation or flood pools and thus will face
certain or probable inundation. Since all three sites
contain pictographs and are likely be destroyed, it
was determined that the pigments should be salvaged for radiocarbon dating. A new chemical
technique for extracting the organic component of
pictograph pigments is being used successfully to
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completeli at this time and will be reported at a
later date.

was associated with any of these features. Ground
stones (over 20 were mapped) included sandstone
metates and manos and quartzite manos. Most are
fragments, but a few are complete. In addition, two
unique ground stone tools were collected; one is a
pestle, and the other is an unusual double-pointed
cylindrical tool of unknown function.
Because of the excellent exposure, it was
clear that there had been little or no surface evidence of this site and that the cultural materials
were shallowly buried, perhaps 10-20 cm below the
surface. It was also evident that in spite of the
large areal extent of the site, there was a very low
artifact density. Backhoe Trench 1987-5 (Blum
1989:Figures II and 13) was excavated in the site
area during the 1987 survey of the reservoir, but no
cultural evidence was observed. This trench exposed a buried soil from 50-120 cm below the
surface, and a total organic. carbon date of 1750 ±
60 B.P. was obtained on the sediment. This date
represents a pedogenic age for Zone 2 and indicates
that the fluvial deposits are of relatively recent age.
The overlying Zone 1 sediments, which contain the
cultural deposits, are likely to be considerably
younger. The date confirms that the terrace was
established by ca. A.D. 200; thus, 41GR606 must
date to the Late Prehistoric period.
This site is reminiscent of site 41GR484
located just across the creek. Phase III, Season 1
investigations at 41GR484 revealed a similar lowdensity component consisting of a few scattered
burned rock features and ground stone tools with
very few chipped stone artifacts (Boyd et a!. 1991:
81-93). Because of the similarities between these
two sites, it is speculated that 41GR606 may be a
roughly contemporaneous Late Prehistoric occupation. Unfortunately, the low-density nature of the
component and the absence of any diagnostic
artifacts limit the archeological interpretability of
these types of sites.
After the initial discovery and recording, the
site was considered to retain little or no research
potential, and it was recommended that it be assessed as ineligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. The regulatory agencies were immediately consulted and concurred with
this assessment. Construction was then allowed to
proceed.

BORROW AREA MONITORING
AND SURVEY
As described in Chapter 2, one aboriginal site
was discovered and recorded during this project as
a result of monitoring and survey of borrow areas,
and a second previously unknown site was found in
a cutbank near 41KT51 and 41KT53. These two
sites, 41GR606 and 41KTl61, are described below.
Site 4IGR606
Site 41GR606 is an open campsite of undefined prehistoric age situated in the alluvial floodTEXT REDACTED
plain

At the time of discovery, construction
machinery had recently cleared the vegetation from
the area prior to removal of the borrow fill for the
earthen dam. Vegetation clearing was done by
large tracked equipment pulling a root plow attachment, leaving deep (up to 50 cm), parallel (north to
south) cuts in the clayey sediments. The sediments
were severely churned along the cuts, which were
spaced about 1 m apart and separated by ridges of
displaced sediments. While the entire site area was
furrowed in this manner, there were frequent large
blocks of intact sediment that provided good views
of the stratigraphic profile.
Upon discovery of the site, the construction
contractors were immediately notified, and an
archeological crew quickly returned to record and
evaluate the site. Cultural materials exposed by the
root plowing included scattered burned rock features, numerous ground stone artifacts, a few chert
flakes and small pebble cores, a few turtle carapace
fragments, and several mussel shell fragments. A
few fragments of fire-cracked Potter chert and a
large Potter chert chopper also were observed. The
entire 200x200-m site area was transit mapped,
and individual artifacts and features were plotted in
place. Over 20 burned rock features, consisting
almost entirely of sandstone slabs with an occa"'sional recycled ground stone fragment, were
mapped. Some were definite slab-lined hearths,
and others were only random scatters; no charcoal

Site 4IKT161
Site 41KTl61 is an open campsite of unde238
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fined prehistoric age

TEXT REDACTED

further work was warranted.
OFF-SITE GEOMORPHOLOGICAL
INVESTIGATIONS
Off-site geomorphology was conducted at an
upland locality (2380-2400 ft msl) in Garza County, approximately 3.0 km (1.9 miles) north of the
Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos River and
7.1 km (4.4 miles) northwest of sites 41KT51 and
41KT53. With the permission of the property
owner, Ewell Morgan, a single backhoe trench
(Backhoe Trench 1991-15) was excavated into a
playa lakebed, hereafter referred to as Morgan
Playa, on the south side of the access road (see
Fig. 2). Morgan Playa was located during the 1990
survey of the wildlife mitigation lands immediately
to the east of the playa. Its undisturbed nature led
to the suggestion tJiat the playa could contain
significant sedimentary and paleoenvironmental
data for the region (Bousman 1991:46).
Morgan Playa is a deflationary basin that is
approximately 3.2 hectares (8 acres) in size.
Randall Clay soil, a common lacustrine soil in
playas of th~ region, is present. It is a vertisol and
is classified as a Udic Pellustert (Richardson et al.
1975:78). A Pellustert is a low-chroma vertisol
which cracks open and swells shut more than once
a year. The cracks will remain open for a total of
90 or more days a year but not more than 305 days
in most years (Buol et a1. 1980:215, 238). The
bedrock at the locality consists of Triassic-age
Dockum Group sandstones, shales, and clays
(Barnes 1967).
Backhoe Trench 1991-15 was excavated to a
depth of 250 em. The eight zones identified are
described below. More-detailed descriptions can
be found in Appendix A. A total of 25 sediment
samples were collected from the profile and sub-mitted for analyses of grain size, organic mailer
content, carbonate content, pH, and phytoliths (see
Appendixes B and L for results). Of these 25
samples, four were submitted for pollen analysis to
determine if preservation is sufficient to warrant
further pollen studies. Preservation was deemed to
be poor, and additional pollen stud,ies were not
carried out (see Appendix M). One other sediment
sample was collected and submitted for radiocarbon
dating.
Zones 1-6 (0-205 em) consist of dark gray
brown to dark gray, calcareous, clayey lacustrine

TEXT REDACTED

The stratigraphic profile (from top to bottom) consists of
(I) 0.5 m of gravelly sand, (2) 0.5 m of channel
gravels, (3) 2 m of Triassic sandstone, and (4)
22 m of red Triassic mudstones. The channel
gravels rest unconformably on the Triassic sandstone and may represent old deposits of Grape
Creek prior to its downcutting. The upper sand
appears to represent slopewash that came off the
higher portion of the peninsula to the south. Subsequent erosion of the sandy deposit formed a circular
knoll on the nose of the peninsula. All cultural
materials are confined to this knoll at an approximate elevation of 2200 ft msl.
The site was discovered when a cluster of
burned rocks, probably a hearth, was exposed by
recent erosion along the cutbank. A thorough
examination of the site area revealed a scatter of
burned rocks along the cutbank edge (possibly
representing three or four displaced features). A
few chert flakes and fire-cracked rocks (limestone
and Potter chert) also were observed. Cultural
materials are sparse and are most concentrated
along the cutbank edge where minor sheet erosion
has occurred. A few scattered items indicate that
the site area covers the entire 40x40-m sandy
knoll. A shovel test on the crest of the knoll
produced two flakes in the upper 40 em, but the
profile lacked any definable stratigraphy other than
increasing gravel size and frequency with depth.
In spite of the presence of buried deposits,
there is an extremely low density of cultural materials along the sloping edges of the knoll and the
eroded cutbank edge. The low artifact density and
lack of diagnostic artifacts indicate that the site has
little or no research potential. In addition, the site
sediments appear to represent slopewash and
suggest that primary archeological deposits are
unlikely. It was recommended that the site be
assessed as ineligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. The regulatory agencies were consulted, and it was determined that no
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deposits. 'fhese lacustrine sediments fill a deflated
basin carved into eolian and weathered Triassicage Dockum Group sediments. A well-developed
80-{;m-thick cumulic soil with a calcic horizon has
formed on these lacustrine deposits. Carbouates
have been leached to a depth of over a meter within
the soil profile. A sediment sample from 170180 em (Zone 5) produced a calibrated one-sigma
radiocarbon assay of 7526-7779 B,P, (Beta-48207;
raw 14C age = 6740 ± 140 B,P,; 13C = -18,7; 13C
corrected age = 6840 ± 140 B.P,).
Zones 7-8 (205-255+ em) represeut a truncated or deflated soil (Bk and Bk2 horizons)
formed on deposits of eolian and weathered
Dockum Group sediments. These sediments consist
of light yellowish brown to strong brown loam with
moderate medium to coarse subangular blocky
structure and common reddish yellow mottles. A
substantial increase in pedogenic carbonates, from
the lacustrine sediments above is exemplified by
many calcium carbonate nodules that represent a
strong stage II carbonate morphology.
Under normal circumstances, such a welldeveloped soil could take at least 10,000 years to
develop (Birkeland 1984:205-218). However,
Holliday (1983:55-65) confirms that similar soils
at the Lubbock Lake Site formed in eolian sediments in much less time due to the rapid translocation of clays in sandy sediments and the dominant
presence of aerosolic clays and carbonates in the
region. The radiocarbon assay from the basal
lacustrine deposits of Morgan Playa suggests that
the upland eolian sediments on which the truncated
soil formed were in place by the end of the Pleistocene. Blum (1989:99) notes that soils displaying
Ap-Bt-Ck profiles are common and well developed
in upland eolian sediments in the area. This, along
with the radiocarbon assay, suggests that while
eolian deposition on the uplands occurred 10,000 to
12,000 years ago, soil formation on these deposits
probably took place in just a few thousand years.
The radiocarbon assay from near the base of
the lacustrine deposits also suggests that deflation
of the basin occurred during the early Holocene. At
Justiceburg Reservoir, the early Holocene marks the
initial stripping of alluvial valleys, erosion and
retreating of valley walls, increased alluviaV
colluvial fan development, and eolian deflation of
upland surfaces, all of which culminated in the
middle Holocene (Abbott 1990:56). Holliday

(1989) also notes episodic eolian sedimentation of
draws and upland surface deflation as early as
9000 B.P. on the Southern Plains. The deflation of
Morgan Playa predates the well-documented
middle Holocene xeric conditions (e.g., Evans 1951;
Haynes 1975; Meltzer and Collins 1987; Holliday
1989; Meltzer 1991), commonly known as the
Altithermal climatic stage (Antevs 1955), but it is
now clear that these xeric conditions began sporadically in the early Holocene and culminated in the
middle Holocene. Blum (1989:101) and Abbott
(1990:53) obtained radiocarbon assays on humates
from upland eolian soils of 4730 ± 70 B.P. (uncorrected) and 2770 ± 80 B.P. ( 13 C corrected). Both
samples came from 80-90 em below the surface
and are indicative of the mean residence time of
pedogenesis, suggesting that eolian deposition
occurred in the middle Holocene.
The phytolith record from Morgan Playa also
supports the idea of increasingly xeric conditions
during the middle Holocene (see Appendix L).
Phytoliths from the truncated eolian soil (Zones 7
and 8) are characteristic of a mixed grass assemblage, but due to its truncation and the lack of
radiocarbon assays, it is unclear whether Zones 7
and 8 are late Pleistocene or early Holocene in age.
The overlying lacustrine deposits, which are middle
to late Holocene, are dominated by increasing
short-grass assemblages climaxing between 5600600 B.P.
The late Holocene geomorphic and paleoenvi-,
roomental records from Morgan Playa remain
unclear. Blum et ai. (1992:360) suggest that
sporadic eolian deflation and deposition and soil
formation continued into the late Holocene on the
uplands. The phytolith assemblages suggest a slow
change to slightly cooler and/or less-xeric conditions around 600 B.P., while the geomorphic evidence from the Grape Creek valley suggests increased xeric conditions after 1000 B.P. These
inconsistencies are probably due to a variety of
factors, including the lack of adequate chronological
control over the Morgan Playa sequence, phytolith
preservation, and historical invasions of exotic
grasses (see Appendix L). Nonetheless, the fact
that phytoliths are preserved at Morgan Playa
suggests that paleoenvironmental information can be
recovered in some contexts in the Justiceburg
Reservoir area.
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groups mentioned in th"e ethnohistoric literature; and

INTRODUCTION

(2) to explore and offer suggestions regarding the

As discussed in Chapter 2, changes in the
chronological assessments of 41KT51 and 41KT53
were accompanied by shifts in analytical and
interpretive perspectives. Two factors in particular
-access to horses and the use of Euro-American
goods-may have significantly affected the settlement patterns, subsistence practices, site structure,
and material culture of protohistoric groups.
The geographical position of groups exploiting the Southern Plains placed them in close proximity to the more-settled Puebloan groups of the
Southwest. This geographical proximity coupled
with differences in subsistence practices may have
provided the ideal sociocultural and economic
contexts for the development of strong interregional
exchange systems. Access to horses may have been
a crucial element that further magnified the spatial
extent and intensity of the interregional exchange
network.
To evaluate these and other propositions put
forth in the research design and to provide a broad
interpretive context for the sites discussed here, a
description of the ethnographic landscape of the
Southern Plains is presented next, followed by a
discussion of Plains-Pueblo exchange dynamics.
These discussions are followed by considerations of
the regional archeological context and the archeology of the Headstream and Longhorn sites.
The scope of the discussion of the Southern
Plains ethnographic landscape is twofold: (I) to
identify the ethnicity and land-use patterns of

cultural affiliation of the inhabitants of the Protohistoric period sites at Justiceburg Reservoir. The
discussion of the Plains-Pueblo exchange dynamics
is intended to provide analogical suggestions
regarding the manner in which the settlement patterns of groilps utilizing the Southern Plains were
related to interregional exchange networks. The
discussion of the regional archeology evaluates the
robustness and analytical appropriateness of two
commonly used archeological constructs -the Tierra
Blanca and Garza complexes-to the interpretation
of the archeological remains recovered from the
Justiceburg Reservoir area. And finally, the discussion of the archeology of the Headstream and
Longhorn sites summarizes the material culture, site
structure, subsistence, and settlement pattern evidence recovered from the two sites.
ETHNOGRAPHY

When Francisco Vasquez de Coronado and his
party of explorers entered the Southern Plains in the
summer of A.D. 1541, they were the first organized
group of Europeans to behold this sea of grass and
the third Spanish probe north of the Rio Grande.
Prior to this time, only Cabeza de Vaca's ad hoc
wanderings from A.D. 1528 to 1535 (Cabeza de
Vaca 1961) and Fray Marcos de Niza's abortive
foray to Hawikue in A.D. 1539 (Castaileda 1904)
served as a warning to Indians living north of the
Rio Grande of what was about to commence.
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Coronado was followed by four abortive excursions
before the successful colonization effort of Juan de
Onate in A.D. 1598. The goal of Coronado's
exploration was to locate the fabled Seven Cities of
Cibola, establish an exploitive colony, and bring out
gold, thus duplicating the feat of Cortes. This
portion of the Spanish colonial empire was to later
become much more of a fiscal drain than an asset
to the crown and less of a real colonial effort than
a buffer between New Spain and French and English colonies to the east and north.
Coronado's goal and reason for entering the
Plains was to locate Quivira, which had been
represented to him as a city rich in gold and characterized by sumptuous living. On this initial
venture, tbe Spaniards encountered groups of people
who they identified as belonging to three major
categories: Querechos, Teyas, and Quivirans. A
sedentary hunter-horticultural group living in what
is today west-central Kansas, the Quivirans were
the most geographically bounded of the three.
Hodge and Lewis (1984:337) identified the
Quivirans as the historic Wichita. As a sedentary
group living outside the current study area, the
specific identity of the Quivirans is not of direct
concern; however, it is of concern to identify the
Querechos and Teyas because, as the specified
hunting and gathering groups of the Texas Panhandle at the time of contact, either or both may be
represented at 41KT51 and 41KT53.
The Querechos and Teyas were nomadic or
seminomadic bison hunters of the Southern Plains
who have been identified variously by anthropologists and historians. The Conquistadors made a
clear distinction between these two groups of
people, which was amplified by statements of the
people themselves and by observations made by
members of the exploring party.
The term
Querecho was used indiscriminately for bands of
nomadic bison hunters found on the Plains and on
the Llano Estacado. It may be a Hispanicized
version of the Towa words Tagu Kearai(tsa) used
at Pecos Pueblo for Apaches (Schroeder 1962:9).
The term Vaquero (literally, cowboy), first used by
Obreg6n in A.D. 1584 (Hammond and Rey 1928:
303), was a later equivalent for Querecho, and it in
tum was replaced by Apache or Vaquero Apache
by Oftate before A.D. 1600 (Bolton 1908:252).
Teyas is a much more difficult name to trace
specifically. It appears to have been used to
identify anyone on the Plains who was not a

Querecho. Because of this, the term is ethnically
ambiguous and may not represent a single identifiable group. The word is used in much the same
manner as the term rayados (Sauer 1934:66) was
used to describe all striped (Le., tattooed and/or
painted) Indians irrespective of ethnic affiliation.
The Teyas were identified as people who camped
off the caprock in the canyons south and east of the
High Plains and ventured onto the Llano Estacado
only to hunt bison. Although the Teyas lived in a
manner very similar to the Querechos, certain
factors differentiate the two groups in the ethnographic literature. The Teyas are said to have been
enemies of the Querecho, they spoke a different
language, and they painted or tattooed themselves
with stripes (Schroeder 1962:9). These characteristics also differentiate Jumanos and Apaches.
Jumano is another term used,indiscriminately by the
Spanish, and this group is examined further in this
section.
The identities and ethnic affiliations of these
groups are critical to the present study and a
problem over which much scholarly ink has been
spilled. For the purposes here, the sparse and
sometimes confusing evidence of the translated
ethnographic sources were examined for clues
relating to descriptions of material culture, type of
culture, linguistics, dress and adornment, regions of
habitation, subsistence sources, transportation, and
for those occasional few words, casually mentioned,
that sometimes give more insight than lengthy
treatises (Table 35). Consideration also is given to
archeological and ethnographic evidence of intraand extraregional patterns of trade in order to
understand something of the overall exchange
system within and between the Southern Plains and
the Southwest regions.

The Querechos were the first Plains group
encountered by the Coronado expedition to Quivira
in the summer of A.D. 1541. After noticing a
series of parallel scratches in the ground as they
traveled, the party came to "a rancheria or temporary village of some fifty Indians, where they
learned that the scratches were caused by the
dragging of poles with which the natives built tall
and beautiful tents" (Bolton 1949:245). According
to Castafteda:
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TABLE 35
ETHNOGRAPHIC OBSERVAnONS PERTAINING TO SOUTHERN PLAINS NOMADIC GROUPS

~

Date

Ethnicity

Observation

Reference

Spring 1541

Teya/Querecho

".. , people follow the cows, hunting them and tarming the skins to take to the settlements
in the winter to sell, since they go there to pass the winter. each company going to those
which are nearest, some to the settlement of Cicuye [pecos Pueblo], others toward Quivira,
and others to the settlements which are situated in the direction of Florida [Texas]."

Castaneda 1904:111

Spring 1541

QuerecholTeya

"... ,they do not have any crockery in this region. They do not make gourds, nor sow com,
nor eat bread, but instead raw meat-or only half cooked-and fruit,"

Castaiieda 1904:70

Spring 1541

QuerechoITeya

They live
entirely from the cows because they neither sow nor reap com." With bison Castaneda 1904:194
skins they ". . . make their houses ... clothe and shoe themselves ..'. make rope ...
thread . .. from the bones they make awls; the dung serves them for wood . .. the stomachs
serve them for pitchers and vessels from which they drink ... they drink the blood just as
it leaves the rows."

Spring 1541

QuerecholTeya

", , , they load these dogs like beasts of borden, and make saddles for them like oor pack
saddles ... these dogs carry their houses, and they have the sticks of their houses dragging
along tied onto the pack saddles,"

Castaneda 1904:195

Spring 1541

QuerecholTeya
(ambiguous)

Speaking of bison", , , they dry the flesh in the sun, cutting it thin like a leaf, and when
dry they grind it like meal to keep it and make a sort of soup of it to eat. A handful
~W9 in a pot swells up so 85 to increase very much."

Castaneda 1904: 112

Spring 1541

Teya

", , , they have their bodies and faces all painted, are a large people like the others, of a
very good build; they eat the raw flesh just like the Querechos, and live and travel round
with the cows in the same way as those . ... who are enemies of those: ~Querechos] that I
had seen in the last settlement."

Castaneda 1904:215

It,

••

g
{l

~

~

Spring 1541

Quivirans

"The people are of ahnost the same sort and appearance as the Teyas."

Castaneda 1904:114

Spring 1541

Teya

"The ravine which the army had now reached was a league wide from one side to the other,
with a little bit of a river at the bottom, and there were many groves of mulberry trees near
it, and rose bushes with the same sort of fruit that they have in France. They made verjuice
from the unripe grapes at this ravine, although there were ripe ones. There were walnuts
and the same kind of fowls as in New Spain, and large quantities of prunes like those of
Castile. "

Castaneda 1904:70-71
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1541

Querechoffeya

During bisoo butchering "... they empty a large gut and fill it with blood and cany this
aroond the neck to drink when they are thirsty."

Castaiieda 1904:112

Spring 1541

Teya

"It was estimated that during this fortnight they killed 500 bulls. The number of those that
were there without any cows was something incredible."

Castaiieda 1904:73

Spring 1541

Teya

"Another thing worth noticing is that the bulls traveled without cows in such large numbers
that nobody could have counted them. and so far away from the cows that it was more than

Castaiieda 1904: 142

40 leagues from where we began to see the bulls to the place where we began to see the

Pecosrreyas

t

"The people of this village boast that no ooe has been able to cooquer them and that they
conquer whatever villages they wish. . .. All that I was able to fmd out about them was
that, sixteen years before. some people ca.lled Teyas, had come to thi.s country in great
numbers and had destroyed these villages [Galisteo]. They had beseiged Cicuye [pecos
Pueblo1but had not been able to capture it, because it was strong, and when they left the
region, they had made peace with the whole country.... They usually call these people
Teyas, or bravemen ... "

Castaiieda 1904: I04-105

~

f

"Their tents are in the shape of pavillioos. They set them up by means of poles which they Castaiieda, in Hammond and Rey
carry for that purpose ... the cattle and the deer skins that they do not need, and the meat
1940:293
dried in the sun, they trade for maize and blankets to the natives at the river."

October 15g1

Plains Indians

"... wear only buffalo hides and deer skins ... live on buffalo meet but during the rainy
season they go in search of prickly pears ~d yucca." Description of the dog routine;
description of the buffalo.

Hammond and Rey 1966:99
(Gallegos' relation of the Rodriguez
Expedition to New Mexico)

Winter 1581

"Plains Indians"

"... they regularly roamed over the greater part of the plains and along the rivers, lakes,
and saltwater holes. When it was cold or snowed they sought shelter in the extensions and
slopes of the sierras."
-

Hammond and Rey 1966:304
(Gallegos' relation of the Rodriguez
Expedition to New Mexico)

Summer 1581

"Plains Indians"

"Some of these natives paint themselves with stripes. .. the inhabitants of the buffalo region Hammond and Rey 1966:87
were not striped, .. during the rainy season they would go to the areas of the prickly pear (Gallegos' relation of the Rodriguez
and yucca . .. they were enemies of our infonnants, but nevertheless came to the pueblos of Expedition to New Mexico)
the latter in order to trade . ..
"... they also came to the pueblos with articles of barter, such as deer skins and buffalo
hides. for making footwear, and with a large amount of meat in exchange for com and
blankets ... "

~

",.

Querechos and
Teyas

.Vaqueros

I
r
~

Spring 1541

Early fall
1581

~

!"

cows."

Spring 1541

l:::

Hammond and Rey 1966:267
(Gallegos' relation of the R~driguez
Expedition to New Mexico
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September
1581

Vaqueros (as
obseIVed from

"They indicated to us that the people [of the buffalo] were not striped [these people were];
that they live on game and eat nothing except meat of the buffalo during winter; that during

the Tompiro

the rainy season they go in search of the prickly pears and dates; that they do not have
houses. only huts of buffalo hides; that they move from place to place; that they were their
enemies . .. "

Hammond and Rey 1966:267
(Gallegos' relation of the Rodriguez
Expedition to New Mexico

pueblos)

~

July 1583

Jumanos

Upon encountering three Jumanos hunting 120 leagues east of Pecos Pueblo, near the Pecos
River. they sent the Spaniards south to the Conchas where they "gave us buffalo hides and
tamed deerskins."

Bolton 1908:190
(Narrative of Antonio de Espejo)

pre-I 584

Plains Teyas(?)

"These people are enemies of the Querechos who live among the cattle. They have droves
of dogs . .. eat . .. wild reptiles; some com, acorns, and walnuts. Castile prunes, and all
kinds of game ... possess hides from the cattle ... do not have salt."

Baltasar de Obreg6n, in Hammond
and Rey 1928:203

pre-1584

Pecos

They possess quantities of maize, cotton, beans, and calabashes.

Baltasar de ObregOO, in Hammond
and Rey 1928:17-18

pre-1584

Querechos (Vaqueros)

"... coarse, vile, and wicked . .. little stability or pennanence of location . .. dogs carry
the tents, poles, and other implements . .. household goods, supplies, meat, and foodstuffs.
. . eat it raw ... go naked ... "

Baltasar de Obreg6n, in Hammond
and Rey 1928:19-20

Dec-Jan 1590

Pecos

Most of the men wear buffalo-hide robes.

Hammond and Rey 1966:279
(Castano de Sosa's Memoria)

1595-1628
(1601)

Vaqueros

[The Pueblos] "... trade only with the buffalo h~ting Vaquero Indians, who bring them
dried meat, fat, and dressed skins for clothing themselves. They give them maize in trade
and cotton blankets painted in various colors. which the Vaqueros do not have."

Hammond and Rey 1953:628
(The Valverde Investigation 1601)

1595-1628
(1601)

Vaqueros

"These wanderers live in tents; they do not plant or harvest, but live entirely on game. .. "

Hammond and Rey 1953:629
(The Valverde Investigation 1601)

Early fall
1598

Vaqueros

"Their weapons consist of flint and very large Turkish bows . .. some arrows with long
bone tips. . .. They kill them at the first shot ... while hiding in brush shelters built at
the watering places."

Hammond and Rey 1953:404
(Vicente de Zaldivar Mendoza's
report to Oiiate, "Expedition to the
Buffalo Plains")
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Early fall
1598

Vaqueros

"... a rancheria of SO tents made of lBnned skins which were very bright rad and white in
color . .. ample room for four individual mattresses and beds ... rain will not go through
the skin. nor does it become hard. . .. To carry these tents. the poles with which they set
them up, and a bag of meat and their pinole. or maize, the Indians use medium-sized.
shaggy dogs, which they harness like mules,"

Hammond and Rey 1953:400-401
(Vicente de Zaldivar Mendoza's
report to Oiiate, "Expedition to the
Buffalo Plains")

Early fall
1598

Vaqueros

"... sold meat. skins, fat, tallow, and salt in exchange for cotton blankets, pottery, maize,
and some green turquoises.... [al Taos] ... a rancheria of fifty tents which were very
bright red and white in color ...

Hammond and Rey 1953:400
(Vicente de Zaldivar Mendoza's
report to Oilate, "Expedition to the
Buffalo Plains")

l599(?)

~

..

JicariUas(?)

In a large settlement north-northeast of Pecos Pueblo" . .. the houses were built on a frame Hammond and Rey 1953:417
of stakes with straw roofs, like jacales. However, in some places between the houses there
were fields of maize. calabashes, and beans . .. these Indians obtained their sustenance
from the buffalo."

("Account Given by an Indian of the
Flight of Umana and Leyba from
New Mexico")
Bolton 1908:234
(Vicente de Zaldivar Mendoza)

September
1599

Vaqueros!
Jumanos

Apache group requests zaldivar's aid in fighting the "... Xomanos ... who are painted
after the manner of the Qtichimecos."

1601

Vaqueros

Puebloans "... also have meal of the buffalo callie which they obtain from the Vaqueros in Hammond and Rey 1953:660
exchange for blankels and maize, which are the things they trade. The Vaqueros come from (The Valverde Investigation 1601)
the buffalo plains ... to the pueblos to trade meal, skins, tallow and fat. They transport all
this by loading it on dogs not much larger than water spaniels, which they have for this
purpose and for can:ying their tents . ... The Indians pitch these tents . .. about three or
four hundred paces from the pueblos, and the nalives from the neighborhood come there to
b:a.de maize and blankets to the Vaquero Apaches, who on such occasions gather there to the
mimber of four or five hundred ... ordinarily held at harvest time."

1601

Apache

"Occasionally we found rancherias inhabited by people of the Apache nation, who are the
masters of the Plains. They have no permanent settlements or homes.-but follow the cattle
as they roam about. We had no trouble with them, even though we emssed their land, nor
was there an Indian who ventured to hanD us in the least ... "

Hammond and Rey 1953:749
(Oiiale's Expedition to Quivira)

1601(1)

ApachelPueblos

". . . bring them dried meal, fat, and dressed skins ... maize in trade and colton blankets
painted in various colors. . .. The Indians do not gather in the plazas. for they do not trade
there. but only in special houses."

Hammond and Rey 1953:636
(The Valverde Investigation 1601)
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". . . follow the cattle and utilize their fat. tallow, meat, and hides in commerce ... use

Hammond and Rey 1953:839
(The Valverde Inquiry 1602)

bow and arrows to kill the caltle and to fight their enemies. The largest nwnber of these

people that this witness saw was about one hundred and this is not often."

~

Swnmer 1602

Escanxagues

"... have no other sustenance than the cattle . . . do not fann ... carry bows and arrows
and hardwood war clubs three spans long with a large piece of flint at the end and a strap at
the handle so as not to lose the club in battle. They have large buffalo shields to cover and
protect the entire body."

Hammond and Rey 1953:841
(The Valverde Inquiry 1602)

1602

Vaquero
Apaches

". . . wore a sort of buckskin jacket which reached to the knees ... dressed buffalo skins
like capes ... carried bows and arrows. leather shields, and war clubs with a stone at the
end ... small tents made of tarmed hides ... pack them on small dogs."

Hammond and Rey 1953:852-853
(The Valverde Inquiry 1602)

1602

Vaquero
Apaches

"... follow the buffalo and kill them for their fat and tallow, which they sell and trade to
the pueblo Indians for com, blankets, and tobacco ... do not grow anything, depending
entirely for their food on the meat of the cattle they kill. They carry bows and arrows."

Hammond and Rey 1953:864
(The Valverde Inquiry 1602)

1605

Vaqueros

"The Indians in this land raise maize, which constitutes their main food, and beans and
calabashes. In the winter they wear skins or hides of the buffalo which are tanned and very
well dressed, have very soft hair. and which are brought to these provinces to trade for com
flour and cotton blankets by the Indians who live among the cattle and who commonly live
in tents or moveable houses made of these same hides. Their ordinary pack animals are
dogs, which they take along, loaded, on their travels."

Hammond and Rey 1953:1013
(Fray Francisco de Escobar's Diary)

1622

Apache

"To Pecos every year came 'heathens called the Apache Nation,' people from the Plains."
"They come to this pueblo [pecos] to trade. and the items they bring are very important
both to the natives and to the Spaniards."

Fray Andr~s Juarez to the Viceroy.
October 2, 1622; Archivo General
de la Naci6n, Mexico, in Kessell
1987:123

pre-1630

Apache

"These Indians are very spirited and belligerent. They are a people of a clearer and more
subtle understanding, and as such they laugh at the other nations because they worship idols
of wood and stone. The Apaches worship only the sun and moon. They wear clothing, and
although their chief sustenance is derived from hunting, they also plant much com ... they
have no one king who governs them, in general. but in each district, or province they allow
themselves to be ruled by one who is famous for some brave deed."

Benavides 1945:81
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1630

Apache

". . . very fiery and bellicose, and very crafty in war ... move from mountain range to
tange, seeking game ... clad in skins of deer ... each hut of a principal or individual has
its recognized land on which they plant rom and other seeds . . . "

Benavides 1916:40

1630

Apache

"This nation . . . sustains itself on cows ... skin them and carry off the hide, the tongues,
Benavides 1916:54-56
and tenderloins, and the sinews to sew and make strings for their bows. . .. The hides they
tan in two ways; some leave the hair on them ... serve as bed or as cloak . . . others they
tan without the hair, and thin them down, of which they make their tents and other things ..
. with these hides they trade through all the land and gain their living ... go forth through
the neighboring provinces to trade and traffic with these hides . .. live in tents made of
these skins of buffalo ... loaded on pack trains of dogs ... which they barter for cloth and
other things which they lack. This Provinoe of the Vaquero Apaches hems ... the
settlemenls of New Mexico along its frontier for more than 150 leagues. on the side of the
east . .. "

1653

Apache

~
1660

Apache

"... when in the same mamer he [Mendoza] went on my orders to the Sierra Blanca to
make war on the Apache Nation, enemies to our Catholic holy faith. who we affirm have
profaned and robbed the holy church of the Jumanos and who took as prisoners of war
twenty seven women and children."

i:::
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Scholes and Mera 1940:281
(Governor Samaniego y Jaca)

f
:;.

Apaches trading captives of other Plains tribes for hurses, knives, and guns. Spanish seizing Bloom 1937:397, 398,401
Apaches for slaves when they came in to trade. Seven Rivers Apaches trading at Ab6 and
"Cuarac."

April I, 1669

Apache

"The first of these calamities is that the whole land is, at war with the very numerous nation
of,the heathen Apache Indians, who kill all the Christian Indians they encounter."

Letter of Father Juan Bemal, in
Kessell 1987:212

Sept. 3, 1670

Apache

"On September 3, 1670, the Apaches of the Seven Rivers district made an attack on the
Jumano village and left a trail of ruin behind. The church was profaned and laid waste,
images were snatched. the sacred ornaments were broken in pieces, and" 'many other
atrocities' were committed. Eleven persons were killed, and thirty prisoners were seized."

Scholes and Mera 1940:283

1686

Apache

"... always wearing shoes, boots, and jackets . .. carry only bows and arrows . .. the
hows are well proportioned after the Turkish manner ... the very sight of such arms
distinguishes this tribe from the others."

Tyler and Taylor 1958:303
(Report of Fray Alonso de Posada)

Table 35, continued
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1686

Apache

"This tribe occupies, defends and considers itself owner of four hundred leagues of land
east and west and two hundred leagues north and south. In some places along their border
they claim even more land. Its center is the Plains of Sibola. This nation is canfmed on
the east by the Quiviras with whom they are now and continually have been at war. In the
same region [The Apache Nation] also borders on the Texas nation with whom they have
always had war. Although the Quivira and Texas nations are wide and have many people,
the Apache nation in the interior [around Santa Fe] bordering these nations along two
hundred leagues as mentioned, has not only kept its borders [inviolate] but has invaded

Tyler and Taylor 1958:306
(Report of Fray Alonso de Posada)

those of the two other nations."

April 3, 1694

Apache

Come into Santa Fe to make arrangements"... for bartering in October."

Bailey 1940:132
(ArchivQ General de Naci6n,

Mexico. Historia, toma 39, Autos
de Guerra, p. 65)
May 2,1694

Apache

N

~

Fara6nes come to Santa Fe. "Gifts of buffalo. deer, and chamois skins were given to the
Spaniards as well as three whole buffalo hides and a tent of thin deerskin to the captain

Bailey 1940:140
(Archivo General de Naci6n,

general. "

Mexico. Historia, tomo 39, Autos
de Guerra, p. 90)

Late
summer 1715

Apache

Fara6nes harvesting com and burying it at this time of year. Then they go on a buffalo hunt
Wltil they return to sow again at the end of April. They remain in the area until harvest.
Fara6nes possess many horses and mules by this time.

Thomas 1935:81
(Testimony of Don Ger6nimo)

Early fall
1719

Apache

Living in adobe houses, planting com., beans, and squash.

Thomas 1935:112-113
(Diary of Valverde)

July 29, 1706

Aug. 12, 1706

Apache

Testimony that Jicarillas, Fleches de Palo, and Carlanas grew com, beans, and squash in this

(SE Colorado)

area northeast of Taos.

Apache
(SE Colorado)

Spanish gave the Apaches a gun and note that they had at least three more.

Thomas 1935:64
(Diary of Juan de Ulibarri)
Thomas 1935:74
(Diary of Juan de Ulibarri)
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These Indians subsist ... entirely on
cattle, for they neither plant nor harvest
maize. With the skins they build their
houses; with the skins they clothe and
shoe themselves; from the skins they
make ropes and also obtain wool.
From the sinews they make thread,
with which they sew their clothing and
likewise their tents. From the bones
they shape awls, and the dung they use
for firewood, since there is no other
fuel in all that land. The bladders
serve as jugs and drinking vessels.
They sustain themselves on the flesh of
the animals, eating it slightly roasted
... and sometimes uncooked. Taking
it in their teeth, they pull with one
hand; with the other they hold a large
flint knife and cut off mouthfuls, swallowing it half chewed, like birds. They
eat raw fat without warming it, and
drink the blood just as it comes from
the cattle ... they have no other food
[Bolton 1949:246].

They load the dogs like beasts of burden and make light pack saddles for
them like ours, cinching them with
leather straps.... When the Indians go
hunting, they load them with provisions,
and when they move-for they have no
permanant residence anywhere, since
they follow the cattle to obtain
food-these dogs transport their houses
for them. In addition to what they
carry on their backs, they transport the
poles for the tents, dragging them fastened to their saddles. The load may
be from thirty to fifty pounds, depending on the dog [Bolton 1949:246-247].
Other descriptive information gleaned from
Castalleda is important when trying to differentiate
Plains groups. On the march from the Querecho
encampment, the expedition was overtaken by a
hailstorm and all their pottery was broken.
Castalleda says that
this caused great inconvenience, because pottery is not made in that locality, nor are' gourds found there. They
do not cultivate maize either, nor do
they eat bread, but they eat either raw
or badly roasted meat and fruits
[Hammond and Rey 1940:238].

Castalleda's account goes on to describe some
Querecho character traits, culinary methods, hideworking techniques, and a unique form of transportation:
They are a gentle people, not cruel,
faithful in their friendship, and skilled
in the use of signs. They dry their
meat in the sun, cutting it into thin
slices, and when it is dry they grind it,
like flour, for storage and for making
mash to eat. They cook it in a pot,
which they always manage to have with
them. When they put a handful in the
pot, the mash soon fills it, since it
swells to great size.

Another important observation is made by the
inhabitants of San Marcos Pueblo (Hammond and
Rey 1966:87) and by the inhabitants of the Tompiro
pueblos (Hammond and Rey 1927:267) that the
Querechos did not paint or tattoo stripes on their
bodies whereas the Tompiros (Hammond and Rey
1927:267) and the Teyas (Bolton 1949:260) did.
The people who the Spanish called Querecho,
Vaquero, and Apache are today known as the
Apache. There is :little if any disagreement in the
anthropological literature about who the Querecho
were (Forbes 1960; Collins 1971:93; Gunnerson
1974:17; Baugh 1982:205; Opler 1983:387). In the
time intervening between the use of the blanket term
Querecho and today's terminology, many different
names were used in the literature to identify various
groups of Apache. Some bands were named after
their headman, or perhaps a dominant extended
family name might be used, or even the name of a
river or stream nearby their camps might identify a
local group. Today the Apache are seen to consist

They cut open a cow at the back and
pull off the hide at the joints, using a
flint the size of a finger, tied to a small
stick, doing this as handily as if they
were using a fine, large knife....
These skins and likewise dried buffalo
meat, they traded for maize and cloth
with the towns on the upper Rio
Grande, where they also obtained their
pottery.
250
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of five tribes: Chiricahua, Jicarilla, Mescalero,
Kiowa Apache, and Western Apache. Cultural
units known as Cipayne, Limitas, and Trementina
became the Lipan Apache of the seventeenthcentury Texas Panhandle (Schlesier 1972:111) and
are now subsumed under the Mescalero rubric as
are the Fara6nes of the Spanish documents. All of
these tribal units speak dialects of one language,
Athapaskan, as does the related Navajo. There is
a general east-west linguistic difference, but all
dialects are mutually intelligible (Perry 1991:58).
Athapaskans are distinctly interrelated genetically, culturally (e.g.. social organization, myth
cycles, and belief systems), and by material culture.
Probably the grealest archeological similarity of the
Plains Apache groups is the ephemeral nature of
their archeological presence. The nomadic hunters
of the Plains did not invest a great deal of energy
into their material culture. This, together with their
capacity to assimilate useful ideas and some of the
malerial culture of their neighbors (Ives 1990:54),
is one of the profound problems of tracing their
ultimate heritage. It is important to the present
study to examine current ideas aboul the timing of
the entry of the Athapaskans onto the Southem
Plains as well as possible routes taken; as shall be
seen, there are conflicting theories.
It is widely accepted that all Southern Athapaskans came to be occupants of the Great Plains
and the Southwest regions by way of migration.
The linguistic, genetic, and cultural evidence links
them to the Northern Athapaskans of Alaska and
northwestern Canada as well as to another migrating group(s) which took up residence along the
Pacific Northwest coast from Alaska to California
(Perry 1991:58). Studies of linguistic divergence
indicate an initial break from the Athapaskan center
of dispersal by A.D. 600 and a complete break
around A.D. 1300 (Hale and Harris 1979:172;
Perry 1991:122). The question of the route or
routes taken in this southward migration is also still
in contention, with some scholars in favor of an
entry by way of the Rocky Mountains (e.g., Thomas
1907) while others prefer a route through the
Northern Plains (e.g., Mera 1935:35). Possible
Athapaskan sites in different areas of the Northern
Plains and in the Rockies abound (Frison 1978;
Wedel 1978; Reeves 1983), while the only early
sites that definitely can be called Athapaskan are
Navajo and date to the late fifteenth century (Opler
1983:381), giving credibility to the mountain corri-

dor theory. At least one researcher (Aikens 1967)
has perceived an Athapaskan presence in the
Fremont and Promontory cultures of southern and
northern Utah, respectively.
Today, the eastern route via the Plains and a
late date of entry seem to have become the prevailing ideas (Wilcox 198Ia:217), but they are still
unsupported by conclusive evidence. The "enemy
peoples" theory concerning the reasons for abandonment of the Anasazi homelands and the aggregation of the Rio Grande pueblos was considered to
be a result of the entry of aggressive Athapaskans
at a very early date (Kidder 1962:340). Counter to
this thinking is Wilcox's (198Ia:235) suggestion
that the Apache arrival actually saved the collapsing Puebloan economy by becoming its system of
supply and distribution to the east.
Archeological correlates on the Plains are
ambiguous and leave the time of Athapaskan entry
to the ethnographic accounts which infer a date of
about A.D. 1525. Wedel (1935) named the Dismal
River Aspect of the Central Plains and determined
that it was Apachean. This cultural complex has
long been the subject of research by James and
Dolores Gunnerson. They see this ceramic-bearing,
semisedentary, horticultural complex as a manifestation of a broader construct including the Jicarillas
of the eastern slopes of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, the Ojo Perdido Culture in eastern New
Mexico, and the people of the the Dismal River
sites (Gunnerson and Gunnerson 1971). These sites
are all relatively late (late seventeenth--early
eighteenth century), dated for the most part by
seriation, and the characteristic ceramics do not
seem to have been studied beyond macroscopic
identification (Gunnerson 1979).
Opler (1971:32) contends that Dismal River
seriously diverges from the Apachean culture
pattern and;' may not represent an Athapaskan
occupation at all. However, documents of the
Valverde expedition against the Utes in A.D. 1719
indicate very clearly that by this time Apaches were
witnessed living in fixed, adobe structures and
planting maize in mountain valleys north and west
of Taos (Thomas 1935:112-117). The.ethnographic
literature portrays a cultural frontier situation with
instances of Puebloans and Apaches living closely
together which would necessarily result in unique
archeological remains indicative of mutual borrowing.
251
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Teyas
Substantially less is known of the second
group of people that the Coronado expedition
encountered on their way to Quivira. These people
were called the Teyas. It has been suggested by
Adolph Bandelier that this name may have come
from the usage of the Caddoan word "Texia,"
meaning friend, and the possibility of many diverse
Indian groups using this word as a greeting detracts
from its credibility as an identifier (Castalleda
1904:70). Teyas is very close to the term Tejas,
used by the Spanish to refer to the Caddo of East
Texas. Coronado found the Teyas in canyons of the
Texas Panhandle. The locations of these canyons
have been variously interpreted as part of the
Canadian River drainage (Schroeder 1962:17), the
Red River drainage including Palo Duro Canyon
(Bolton 1949:257-267), the forks of the Upper
Brazos River (Gunnerson 1956:346; Forbes'1960:
26), or the confluence of the Concho and Colorado
rivers (Hodge and Lewis 1984:map opposite p.
280).
Castaneda says of the Teyas that "they tattoo
their bodies and faces, and are a large people of
very fine appearance. They, too, eat meat raw like
the Querechos, live like them, and like them follow
the cattle" (Bolton 1949:260). After the first
encounter with the Teyas, the Spanish expedition
moved on and spied "a large Teyas settlement
whose rancherias of tall, white skin tents extended
for three days travel" (Bolton 1949:262). They also
observe that "the country produced abundant frijoles, grapes and plums like those of Castile"
(Bolton 1949:263).
These descriptions of Teyas camps and
lifestyle indicate that there is little to differentiate
between the material culture of the Teyas and
Querecbo. The nomadic, bison-hunting life of both
groups in the early contact period appears identical,
and this would have resulted in similar material
remains. The one exception is that the records
indicate pottery use by the Querechos (Bolton 1949:
246) and not by the Teyas, and this mayor may not
be a meaningful omission. There has been one
suggestion that the Teyas were horticulturalists
(Baugh 1982:207). If this is the case, traces should
occur in the archeological record that could help
separate Teyas from Querecho sites. The problem
is that this interpretation is based on one instance of
the use of one Spanish word, alixares, meaning land
partitioned for cultivation, in reference to the
252

apparent availability of beans, plums, and grapes in
the Teyas's canyons. In Baugh's (1982) own translation, it is specified that these growths occur in
fields "resembling" cultivated fields. There are
many references in the Spanish documents 10 wild
fruits (Castalleda 1904:76; Bolton 1908:254; Bailey
1940:141) and nuts (Bolton 1908:256) growing in
riverine areas across southeastern New Mexico and
northern Texas. De Soto's journalist, the Gentleman of Elvas, used literally the same language as
Castaneda to describe the wild-growing fruits and
nuts of the southeastern United States (Sauer 1971:
183,282), comparing the plums to those of Castile,
only in this case it is specified that these were wild
growths of which the locals look advantage and
even incorporated untended into their cultivated
grain fields (Sauer 1971: 183). Mesquite beans,
Chickasaw plums, varieties of grapes, and mulberries are known to grow wild throughout the Texas
Panhandle and South Plains (Rowell 1967:97, 121),
and the most parsimonious explanation of this
unfortunate word usage is that the Teyas were
availing themselves of wild plant foods.
Baugh's (1982:209) interpretation enabled him
to incorporate the Teyas into the Wheeler Phase as
Caddoan agriculturalists. There have been many
suggestions as to the ethnic identity of the Teyas.
They have been ·variously assigned to Athapaskan
(Thomas 1940:3; Gunnerson 1956:352, 1974:17;
Forbes 1959; Wedel 1961:103), Caddoan (Hodge
1911; Hammond and Rey 1940:239; Newcomb
1961:99; Schroeder 1962:9; Sauer 1971:143; Baugh
1982:209; Kessell 1987:21), and ]umano (Hickerson 1990) ethnic groups. Some of the above who
ascribe Caddoan ethnicity to the Teyas (Le.,
Schroeder, Sauer, and Hodge) refer to them as
]umano but USe the term differently than Hickerson.
Jumano has been used to describe the Taovayas (a
Wichita Red River group), the pueblos of the Piros,
hunter-gatherers operating near the western pueblos, and the nomadic hunters of the Big Bend region
who ranged onto the Southern Plains. The Spanish
used the name rayados as a blanket term for all
groups who painted or tattooed themselves with
stripes, and later the term Jumano was used for the
same purpose. This generalization of the term has
caused confusion in determining just who is·being
referred to when it is used in the literature..
Jumanos
Newcomb (1961:225) reiterates the problems
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caused by the terminological generalization of
Jumano and allempts to clarify this issue by using
the term only for the Big Bend group; however, be
includes the sedentary group that Kelley (1986:111)
refers to as Patarabueye.
Kelley (1986:112)
perceives cultural differences between the two
groups that, although they appear to have been
economically interdependent, negate any genetic or
cullural congruence. In fact, he most recently states
that he believes the Jumano might have been an
early Athapaskan group (Kelley 1990:30). The
relationship he accepts between the two groups is
functional in that the far-ranging Jumanos were
hunter-gatherers who wimered at La Junta with the
sedentary, horticultural Patarabueyes with whom
they had a trade agreement. During otber seasons,
the Jumano were known to range east as far as the
Caddoan settlements, southeast to the Gulf Coast,
north to the Southern Plains, and to the southern Rio
Grande pueblos (Kelley 1986: 139). They also
seem to have maintained summer base camps near
the confluence of the Concho and Colorado rivers
that are extensively documented in the Spanish
literature (Bolton 1911 :73; Benavides 1945:94,
1965:60, 272; Kelley 1986:20). This area was
also, like the Panhandle canyons, "luxuriant with
mulberry trees, plums, wild grapes, and many nut
trees" (Kelley 1986:20). Kelley (1986:89) equates
Jumanos with the archeological construct of the
Bravo Valley Aspect, particularly through the arrow
point assemblage (specifically Garza, Fresno,
Toyah, and Perdiz) found at La Junta (Concepci6n
Focus) and Blue Mountain Rock Shelter. He
indicates that Jumanos may be represented in tbe
prehistoric record by the Toyah Focus (Kelley
1986:110).
Another archeological complex that may be
Jumano-related is the Cielo Complex (Mallouf
1990). An aceramic group built stone-based
structures on the pediments above the Rio Grande
River near La Junta (type site) and at other locations bearing artifact assemblages including Perdiz
and Garza arrow points, turquoise and Olivella shell
beads, and freshwater mussell shell pendants. The
juxtaposition of this site to the horticultural,
ceramic-bearing La Junta sites may be an archeological expression of the Jumano-Patarabueye
relationship (Mallouf 1990:18). The distribution of
Garza and similar basal-notched points from
northern Chihuahua to the Texas Panhandle, centering in the Big Bend area and approximating the

range of the Jumano nomads, is very suggestive, but
the lack of reliable dates from most of these sites
limits the use of the data. More work needs to be
done on sites that have the potential of being
Jumano so that a specific archeological profile as
well as a reliable time frame may be determined
for that culture.
Hickerson's (1988) paper on the Jumanos
outlines the linguistic aspect of the identification
problem and reviews positions taken previously on
the issue. Earlier workers relying primarily on
Spanish documents have variously determined that
the Jumanos spoke Caddoan (Hodge 1911), Athapaskan (Forbes 1959), an unspecified Uto-Aztecan
language (Sauer 1934:80; Miller 1983:122), and
Tanoan (Scholes and Mera 1940:283). Hickerson,
following Scholes (Scholes and Mera 1940), determined that, primarily due to their close relationship
with the Tompiro pueblos of the Lower Rio Grande,
the Jumano spoke a Piro dialect of the Tanoan
language family.
Discussion
11 is fairly certain that the Querechos were
Plains Apaches. The Teyas cullural identity remains a mystery; however, there are numerous hints
in the Spanish chronicles that may be of help. 11 is
known that the Teyas were enemies of the Querecho
(Apache) (Bolton 1949:256; Hammond and Rey
1953:399). There are no records of Apache groups
being at war with each other, especially for the long
period of time during which this adversarial condition is documented. If the Teyas were Apachean,
they would have had to have been at war with
themselves. 11 also is known that the Jumanos were
enemies of the Apache until about A.D. 1700 when
the two groups unified (Bolton 1908:337; Kelley
1955:991). The Teyas are not recorded as making,
having, or using pottery (Bolton 1949:260). There
are no recorded instances of Jumanos having pollery
(Kelley 1986:17), nor are there any ceramics in
Cielo Complex sites (Mallouf 1990:14). Interestingly, tbe Garza Site is also aceramic (Runkles
1964), but unfortunately it is also undated. The
Querecho did have and use culinary ceramics which
they obtained from the Rio Grande pueblos (Bolton
1949:246, 247).
However suggestive, any parallels that may
be drawn between the Teyas and the Jumanos from
the literature all appear to be circumstantial. The
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first recorded encounter between Spanish chroniclers
and nomads specifically identified as Jumano was
by the Espejo party in A.D. 1582 when three
Jumanos helped guide them in the area of the
confluence of the Pecos River and Toyah Creek
(Bolton 1908: 189-190). The next definite instance
is found in Benavides (1945:92, 315, 1965:58,275)
when, in A.D. 1629, 50 Jumanos applied to the
Spanish at Isleta for the assignment of priests to
their home area. Eventually a party including
priests and laymen was dispatched to the Jumanos
and found them encamped somewhere in the Colorado and Concho river drainage (Bolton 1911:73;
Benavides 1945:94, 1965:60,272; Kelley 1986:20).
At that time, the Jumanos complained to the Spanish about their ongoing problems with Apache
pressure from the north. The Jumanos were visited
again in A.D. 1632 by the Spanish priests, this time
in !be area of !be confluence of the Concho and
Colorado rivers (Kelley 1986:20) when they once
again complained of heing forced southward off !be
South Plains by the Apache. Continued visitations
documented the Jumanos at this same location in
A.D. 1650, 1654, and 1684 (Bolton 1908:320-343;
Kelley 1986:20, 21, 24). These events are somewhat informative as to the Jumano range in westcentral Texas over a 100-year period. Apparently
they had free access to the Plains hunting grounds
and then were restricted by the Apache after some
date prior to A.D. 1629.
Coronado's visit to the Teyas camp in the
Texas Panhandle provides another hint of Teyas
identity. The Spanish encountered and conversed
with an old blind man who informed them that he
had met four other Spaniards years before in the
area to the south of their present location (Bolton
1949:258). This could only refer to Cabeza de
Vaca and his three companions. During the westward portion of Cabeza de Vaca's trek, a village of
people who were for the most part blind was
encountered. "The majority had one clouded eye
and others were completely blind" (Cabeza de Vaca
1961: 103). They were also quite different in
appearance from groups met previously: "They are
a people of fine forms, pleasant features, and
whiter than any of the nations we had so far seen"
(Caheza de Vaca 1961:103). If Cabeza de Vaca
(1961:103) and Bolton (1949:258) are correct in
locating this village near present-day Big Spring,
Texas, the parallel with the later-witnessed Jumano
summer base camp would be inescapable, thus

establishing a direct connection of Jumanos with
Teyas.
However, Campbell's (Camphell and
Campbell 1981) extensive research on the early
segment of Cabeza de Vaca's travels places this
part of the trip in northern Mexico rather than
west-eentral Texas. This does not rule out this
potential connection, but it does weaken the argument for it.
Another possible connection found in Cabeza
de Vaca's narrative concerns the group of people he
called the "Cow People" (Cabeza de Vaca 1961:
115; Hodge and Lewis 1984: 103). Both versions of
this narrative interpret the location of Cabeza de
Vaca's party at this time as being somewhere near
La Junta, sooth of EI Paso. Just prior to this, they
crossed a "large river, flowing from the north"
(Cabeza de Vaca 1961:107; Hodge and Lewis
1984:99), then crossed a high desert and came to
another large river (Cabeia de Vaca 1961:114;
Hodge and Lewis 1984:102). They then encountered the Cow People who were bison hunters,
dressed in skins, and were aceramic, as witnessed
by a discussion of their use of stone boiling in
gourd calabashes as a cooking technique. They
attempted to direct Cabeza de Vaca north, by
following a large river (the Rio Grande ?), to a
people who were their enemies but spoke the same
tongue (piro pueblos ?) (Cabeza de Vaca 1961:116;
Hodge and Lewis 1984:104). If the locations in
this part of the narrative could be determined with
any certainty, this encounter might support Hickerson's (1988:323) argument that the Jumanos spoke
Piro. Some supporting evidence may come from a
statement made to Spaniards by the Patarabueye
near La Junta in A.D. 1583: "They told us and
gave us to understand through interpreters that three
Christians and a negro had passed through here"
(Bolton 1908:172).
At the pres~nt time, there are no definite
conclusions to this problem. Definition of the
problem and its component terms is important and
may help clear up previous obfuscation, and to that
end the following conclusions are offered. The
Querechos were nomadic bison-hunting Plains
Apaches, first encountered by Coronado in
A.D. 1541 on the Soothern Plains and· Llano
Estacado. They lived in tipis, used bows and
arrows and ceramics, utilized dogs for transportation, and traded with the eastern pueblos, particularly Pecos Pueblo. They utilized pottery, but it is
not known if they produced it themselves. They
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were recorded as using sign language to communicate with various groups on the Plains, and they
spoke an Athapaskan language.
The Teyas were (semi)nomadic bison-hunting
Indians who camped in the canyons just off the
Southern Plains and Llano Estacado, and they were
first encountered by Coronado in A.D. 1541. They
painted or tattooed themselves, used bows and
arrows but not ceramics, utilized dogs for transportation, and lived in tipis. They were reported as
being enemies of the Querecho. Their language is
unknown.
And finally, the Jumanos were (semi)nomadic
bison-hunting Indians who ranged from La Junta to
the Caddoan area of East Texas and from northern
Chihuahua to the Southern Plains. They were
aceramic utilizers of the bow and arrow, traded and
wintered with the Patarabueye of La Junta, and
summered in west-central Texas. The~ are thought
to have had some relationship with the Tompiro
pueblos of the southern Rio Grande and were
enemies of the Apache until about A.D. 1700.
Their language is unknown.

Panhandle and South Plains in tbe Lake Creek
Complex in the north (A.D. 200-900; Hughes 1962,
1991:25) and in the more southern Palo Duro
Complex, spanning most of the first millenium A.D.
(Hughes 1991:26). Sites of both complexes contain
early Mogollon brownwares, and in addition Lake
Creek sites have Woodland ceramics (Hughes 1962:
71; Cruse 1989:125). Tbe succeeding Querecho,
Maljamar, and Ochoa phases (A.D. 950-1450;
Corley 1965) exhibit basic influences from the
Jornada Branch of the Mogollon, represented by
Mogollon brownwares (and later, Anasazi ceramics)
and pithouses (and later, jacal and rock/adobe
structures) (Collins 1971:881; Hughes 1991:27).
These semisedentary, pottery-using hunter-gatherers probably exploited a broad range of resources,
as this period (A.D. 500-1300) may have been a
time of bison scarcity (Dillehay 1974:184). No
evidence of horticulture has been found in these
sites (Collins 1971:89).
Alibates agate is found along with Puebloan
ceramics in Arkansas Valley Caddoan sites dating
to A.D. 1250-1450 (Brown 1984:254) as well as in
Washita River sites dating to A.D. 1000-1400
(Bell 1984:321).
New Mexico obsidian and
Puebloan ceramics have been recovered from
Antelope Creek sites dating to A.D. 1200-1450
(Lintz 1982:44-46, 1991:94). Lintz evaluates
gonds traded into these sites as duplicates (by
genera) of those traded out and sees "redundancy"
in the trade pattern (Lintz 1991:98). This appears
true for all trading groups of the region during the
specific time range of A.D. 1200-1450. All of the
groups had ceramics, good-quality chipping stones,
horticultural goods, and at least the ability and
option to hunt big game. All of the groups appear
to be "functionally equivalent" (Sahlins 1968:21).
Other determinants beyond subsistence differential
were at wode
Around A.D. 1100, archeological evidence of
four factors that would be of enduring influence
began to coalesce in Panhandle assemblages. The
gradual return of the bison was accompanied by the
increasing OCCurrence through time of Northern
Plains-style triangular, sometimes side-notched
arrow points, thought to be specifically related to
bison hunting (Kehoe 1966:840). Ceramics in the
region continued to be Puebloan in origin and,
together with obsidian, turquoise, and shells of
western derivation, indicate ties to the pueblos.
However, local ceramic types (e.g., Borger Cord-

PLAINS-PUEBLO EXCHANGE
Plains-Pueblo interaction and exchange has
been a popular topic of discussion and debate,
especially in recent years (Wilcox 1981a, 1981b;
Baugh 1982; Creel 1991; Spielmann, ed. 1991).
The occurrence of Puebloan ceramics in Plains sites
and the presence of Plains-type stone tools and
Alibates agate in pueblo middens, particularly at
Pecos Pueblo (Kidder 1932:3, 196), have been
interpreted as evidence of extraregional trade.
Different patterns of exchange between the Prehistoric and Protohistoric periods have been hypothesized (Spielmann, ed. 1991:5), and an overarching
theory of systemic trade has been suggested (Baugh
1982:189) to explain these occurrences. Wilcox
(198Ia:235) has examined the effects of this trade
on the economies of the Rio Grande pueblos.
Current perspectives on these trade patterns are
briefly reviewed and examined in this section.
Late Prehistoric Exchange
Evidence of long-distance trade is
among all of the major cultural groups
Southern Plains periphery. Evidence of
regional exchange is documented for the

found
of the
extraTexas
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marked; Hughes 1991:32) are well represented in
these assemblages. Horticulture including corn,
beans, and squash, which had been borrowed from
any of a number of surrounding subsistence complexes, made its appearance in Antelope Creek
sites at this time along with surface, slab-masonry
structures (Lintz 1984:38, 42).
The Antelope Creek Focus (Krieger 1946:4149) was the cultural expression of centripetal and
centrifugal forces converging in the Panhandle at
this time (ca. A.D. llOO). Late Medithermal
climatic conditions extended the range of short
grasses favored and followed by bison to the
Panhandle (Hughes 1991 :39). Hunter-gatherers of
the region quickly readapted and retooled for a
period of big-game hunting. At the same time,
archeological evidence of more-permanent villages
and an expanded horticultural commitment accompanied by an increased reliance on ceramic yessels
indicates a residential base camp situation. These
two conditions express the opposite poles of semisedentism, with the utilization of a collector type of
subsistence strategy (Binford 1980: 10).
Constant east-west exchange is documented
by Puebloan ceramics in Plains sites on the eastern
and southeastern borders of the Great Plains (Wedel
1942; Baugh 1982; Lintz 1982; Bell 1984) and by
Plains types of stone tools. Alibates agate, and a
gradually increasing presence of bison bones in
middens at Pecos Pueblo starting ca. A.D. 1375
(Kidder 1932:3, 196). Large deposits of splintered,
grease-processed bones at Antelope Creek sites
(Lintz 1991:102) and an increase in the occurrence
of scrapers and beveled knives in Plains hunting
sites beginning around A.D. 1300 (Creel 1991:45)
may be archeological evidence of the production of
surplus for trade.
Curiously, at around A.D. 1450 during a
period of abundant game presence and seemingly
healthy east-west commerce, Antelope Creek
settlements were gradually abandoned (Lintz
1991:105). At this same time, the quantity of
Southwestern ceramics increased in the numerous
ephemeral hunting camps and bison kill/processing
stations that characterize this period (Hughes
1991:34-36), as manifested in the nebulous Tierra
Blanca and Garza complexes of the Texas Panhandle and Plains. A sudden increase in Plainsrelated artifacts and bison bones is recorded at
Pecos Pueblo beginning about A.D. 1450 (Kidder
1932:3,44,196; Spielmann et al. 1990:748). There

is ample evidence to support exchange across the
Southern Plains from A.D. 200 well into the period
of Spanish colonization. What is in question is the
systemic nature of this exchange.
A number of factors other than direct subsistence need have been suggested as driving forces
for redundant exchange. Joachim (1981:187) states
that "trade is often accompanied by or blends into
two other forms of behavior: delayed exchange and
ceremonial exchange." These types of exchange
can have the effect of buffering occasional shortfalls in game or crops as well as solidifying good
relations with neighboring groups. Schortman and
Urban (1987) have suggested that interaction itself
among interdependent groups is reason enough for
redundant exchange, and subsistence does not
necessarily enter into it. Lintz (1991:103) suggests
the possibility that the need for ceremonial items
was behind early exchange as well as the further
possibility that the social needs expressed in and
through ceremony were the real driving force.
Speth (1991) takes a different approach, discussing
four noneconomic buffering mechanisms that affect
exchange: (I) ·hypergyny, leading to intergroup
bonding through cross-cultural marriages; (2)
nonsynchronous himger seasons, which may have led
to the timing oflate-fall trade fairs between Plains
and Puebloan groups; (3) the effects of changing
subsistence patterns as Plainsmen adopted horticulture on a small scale; and (4) nutritional constraints
resulting from very high or very low protein
intakes.
11 is possible that all of the above factors
were in play during this early period of exchange
and interaction. The overall picture is of a number
of independently organized cultural units maintaining contact with neighboring groups through what
appears to be a system constituting "down-theline" trade patterns with no central organization.
Not inconceivable is the potential of individual enterprise in the Late Prehistoric exchange
matrix. Later in time, a few individuals of the
Protohistoric period are mentioned in the literature
who could have been potential entrepreneurs or even
"big men." A big man
personally acquires dominance over
certain other fellows ... makes himself a leader by making others followers
puts people under obligation to
him
critical external dealings,
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political and economic, may be left to
big men [Sablins 1968:22].

ever, not to be overlooked is the effect of immigrating Athapaskans on the existing economic
circumstances. One event that took place around
A.D. 1525 may be an effect of Athapaskan intrusion and deserves specific mention. The Teyas
were said to have unsuccessfully laid seige to
Pecos Pueblo and, failing in that, plundered and
burned a number of pueblos in the Galisteo Basin
(CastaJIeda 1904:104). Very little is mentioned of
the Teyas in subsequent documents. It is possible
that Teya/Querecho enmity (Bolton 1949:256) was
based on Querecho undercutting of Teya business
arrangements with the pueblos (Baugh 1991:121).
After initial European contact, it was the Querechos
who were trading their bison products at Pecos
Pueblo.
Central Plains occupations during the period
A.D. 1200-1450 were slowly receding eastward
and southward, probably as a result of dry conditions on the Plains and the effects of dessication on
partly horticultural economies (Wilcox 198Ia:226).
Antelope Creek occupations in the Texas Panhandle
were coming to an end around A.D. 1450-1500
after a periOd of expanded trade to both the east
and west (Lintz 1991:105). Lifestyles across the
Southern Plains periphery were becoming more
nomadic and uniform due to an increased dependence on bison hunting, resulting in similarities in
archeological manifestations. Sites are so similar
that Baugh (1982:182) recently has tried to account
for the poorly defined Garza Complex (Runkles
1964; Johnson et al. 1977; Runkles and Dorchester
1987) by incorporating it into the contemporaneous
Wheeler Complex of western Oklaboma. Tierra
Blanca Complex sites of the northern Texas Panhandle also participate in this general uniformity
(Hughes 1991:34). During this time, there was a
significant surge in the occurrence of Puebloan trade
wares in siles across the Southern Plains (Spielmann 1983:262-267) as well as a presence of
Caddoan wares from the east (Collins 1971 :96).
Indications of a vastly increasing volume of
trade with the Plains appear at this time in midden
strata at a number of pueblos and are especially
apparent at Pecos Pueblo (Kidder 1932:3, 44, 196;
Spielmann 1983:260-267). Something took place
that changed the basic nature of Plains-Pueblo
exchange. Lintz (1991:105) states that

An entrepreneur organizes and manages a commercial enterprise, and there is a substantial difference in focus and methodology between an entrepreneur and a big man.
The ethnographic literature of the Southwest
portrays at least four individuals who may have
been entrepreneurs. One of the early characters in
the drama of Coronado's entrada is a Pecos Pueblo
resident whom the Spanish called Bigotes. He is
refered to as a "captain of Cucuye" (pecos Pueblo),
and he came with a delegation to Hawilcue bringing
gifts for the Conquistadors and a deciaration of
friendship from Pecos Pueblo (Castai'ieda 1904:38).
Bigotes seemed to be a leader of some sort and
very well acquanted with the entire region. The
second candidate is the enigmatic figure El Turco,
first encountered as a slave at Pecos Pueblo
(CastaJIeda 1904:41), and who the Spanish later
murdered for misleading them while guiding them
to Quivira. Whether he intentionally misled them is
still a matter of debate (Wedel 1982). Spielmann
(1983:269) has suggested that he may have been a
Wichita trader, and he does seem to have been very
aware of locations and routes between the pueblos
and the Mississippian cultures. Another potential
entrepreneur is Ysopete, a second guide on the
Plains and an enemy of El Turco, who also seemed
to know his way around the Plains (Castai'ieda
1904:67). The fourth figure is that of Juan Sabeata,
a seventeenth-century Jumano leader who was well
traveled and noled as a trader and ubiquitous newsbringer in Texas (Kelley 1955). Hayden (1990) has
recently suggested that big man-type figures
("accumulators," Hayden 1990:36) may have been
pivotal in the development of domesticated food
production in certain areas of the world, although he
does not specifically consider the Southwest.
Protohistoric Exchange
The Protohistoric period in the Southwest and
on the Southern Plains was one of extensive turbulence and continuing change. The most obvious
cause of change was the exploration and eventual
colonization of lhe northern Rio Grande Valley by
the Spanish. By siphoning off the products of the
pueblos and the Plains traders, the colonists effectively disjointed the emerging trade system. How-

what began as an environmental buffering strategy among sedentary groups
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willi similar economies evolved into a
system of economic mutualism involving critical complementary resources
during the Protohistoric period,

•

isotropic landscape and a uniform distribution of
population and resources (Smith 1976:12), and this
situation is the exact opposite of that in New
Mexico, especially during the post-A.D. 1400
period of "inward collapse" and popUlation decline
and aggregation (Wilcox 1981a:235). Perhaps a
better model for this situation is that of the "gateway community" with its dendritic flow patterns
(Kelley 1976; Hirth 1978) and lack of concern for
symmetry. According to Hirth (1978:37), "these
communities flourish at the passage points into and
out of distinct natural or cultural regions and serve
as gateways which link their regions to external
trade routes."
Both Zuni in the west and Pecos Pueblo in the
east can be readily perceived as gateway communities. They operated as natural geographic funnels
for materials moving east-west, just as the Tiguex
towns on the Rio Grande existed on this east-west
axis and channeled trade goods north and south
along the Rio Grande (Wilcox 1986b:143). While
Pecos Pueblo can be integrated into the periphery of
the Mesoamerican precapitalist world economy
based on its axial location and access to the turquoise traced back from north Mexican sites to
Cerrillos (Wilcox 1986a:33), there is a theoretical
problem involved in its nature as a collecting point
for Plains trade goods which runs counter to the
world economy construct as modified by Blanton
and Feinman (1984:676). Wallerstein's (1974)
world economy is based on the transfer of bulk
commodities (Wilcox 1986a:32) and not on the
transfer of luxury goods. Blanton and Feinman
(1984:676) find the model transferable to Mesoamerica only by modeling it on the exchange of
luxury products, and it is only on this basis that
Pecos Pueblo may be included in its periphery.
Another adjustment seems to be required to incorporate Plains-Pueblo exchange inlo this syslem.
Baugh's (1982: 189) conception of a PlainsPueblo macroeconomy is based on Wallerstein's
(1974) original model of an economy grounded in
the circulation of basic subsistence goods. Macrosyslems fall in between Wallerstein's world systems
and independent minisystems in that they are
smaller in scale and the level of political economy
is not that of a world system. However, they do
contain the requisite array of cultural traditions
among their interacting societies with independent
divisions of labor founded on geographic diversity,
and they have the same tripartite divisions of core,

Baugh (Baugh and Swenson 1980; Baugh
1982) has attempted to clarify this mutualistic
system through the application of a modified
version of Wallerstein's (1974) "world system"
concept. World system theory has been applied to
the relationship of prehistoric Mexico and the
Southwest with mixed results. Mexican influence
on the Southwest can be perceived as having taken
place in three waves (Riley 1986:47). Complex
cultures south of the Rio Grande conditioned the
rise of the three great Southwestern traditionsMogollon, Hohokam, and Anasazi -during the early
first millenium A.D. The second stage of direct
Mesoamerican influence took place during the Great
Pueblo period, and evidence of long-distance trade
is found in the large cultural centers of Chaco
Canyon, Sedentary Hohokam sites, and Casas
Grandes. The third period of Mexican influence
was during the Protohistoric period, after the fall of
Casas Grandes (A.D. 1450 at the latest), and this is
the period of time that is of most concern here.
Wallerstein's concept can be applied here only by
modifying it to a "precapitalist world economy"
based on exchanges of luxury goods (Blanton and
Feinman 1984:676).
Southwestern extraregional trade was always
through north Mexican centers and not direct to the
core in the Valley of Mexico (McGuire 1980). The
Protohistoric period witnessed the rise of major
redistribution centers in northern Sonora (Riley
1986:50) which were directly comected by road to
Zuni in western New Mexico. Zuni was in tum
comected by road to the Rio Grande pueblos which
were also directly linked to Pecos Pueblo. Although Taos, Gran Quivira, and the Galisteo pueblos all were located along the western edge of the
Plains and were definitely involved in trade
(Wilcox 1991), Pecos Pueblo alone was superbly
situated to control east-west trade along a major
axis (Riley 1978, 1987:251-284).
According to Soja (1971 :3), "spatial interaction grows out of the differential attributes of
places, particularly those which act as the major
focal points of human activity." These centralized
points naturally lead to the concept of central place.
However, classic central place theory assumeS an
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through Lie 1680s (Forbes 1960:164), and in the
A.D. 1690s through the 1730s (Kessell 1987:361).
Apaches were known to be trading at Taos and
Picuris pueblos in A.D. 1598 (Hammond and Rey
1953:399) and even settling into small pueblos and
engaging in horticulture east of Santa Fe in
A.D. 1715 (Thomas 1935:82) and north of Taos in
A.D. 1719 (Thomas 1935:112). However, by
A.D. 1750 the Comanches had displaced the
Apaches at Taos in the north (Kessell 1987:357)
and, through their raiding, had disrupted trade
across the southern Plains starting about A.D. 1720
(Kessell 1987:371).
By the beginning of the A.D. 1670s, the
Apaches seem to have been at war with just about
everyone except Pecos Pueblo (Kessell 1987:212).
During this time, they continually attacked the
southern pueblos of the Piros and Tompiros and in
A.D. 1670 sacked Gran Quivira (Forbes 1960:164).
Much of the Apache hostility can be traced to
indiscriminate slaving by the Spanish (Bloom 1937:
396, 398) and to the practice of the Europeans of
selling Indian groups against one another in order to
fracture alliances and reduce their power. The
constant drain of material goods by the Spanish did
litlle to help the unraveling trade situation (Kessell
1987:148). By A.D. 1746-1747 the French had
accomplished a treaty bringing together the
Comanches and Wichitas (Newcomb 1961:249;
Weddle 1964:22), and Apache mobility on the
Plains was no longer possible.
The fate of Pecos Pueblo paralleled that of
their Apache trade parlners, suffering seriously
reduced trade by A.D. 1730, attacks by Comanches
in A.D. 1748, comancheros taking trade out onto
the Plains by the A.D. 1790s, and the construction
of a Spanish trading center just downriver from the
pueblo in A.D. 1800 (Kessell 1987:371, 374, 410,
428). By A.D. 1838 Pecos was abandoned and the
era of Plains-Pueblo trade was over (Kessell 1987:
458).

sites, they must be viewed in a broader perspective
relative to other similar archeological manifestations and materials from the region. The closest
archeological correlates with the Headstream and
Longhorn sites are the Garza and Tierra Blanca
complexes, both of which are interpreted as representing seminomadic bison-hunting peoples (see
Runkles 1964; Spielmann 1982; Hofman 1989;
Hughes 1991). Both of these cultural units have
been attributed to Plains Apachean 1 peoples, but the
Garza Complex has alternatively been affiliated
with protohistoric Wichita peoples (Baugh 1986;
Hughes 1991; Habicht-Mauche 1992). Still other
researchers have suggested that the Jumano, an
admittedly abused and misunderstood ethnic identifier, have been overlooked as an important protohistoric Southern Plains group (Kelley 1986:8-9;
Mallouf 1990:18, Figure 13), and there has been
much speculation as to their identity and linguistic
affiliation (see Hickerson 1'988).
This section provides a brief summary of the
Garza and Tierra Blanca complexes and identifies
the key sites used to develop these cultural units
(Table 36, Fig. 103). The intent here is not an
exhaustive review and comparative analysis (which
is needed but is beyond the scope of this study) but
rather a general discussion of each complex. Their
utility as archeological constructs and the validity
and merits of their proposed ethnic affiliations are
also examined. Although many other sites have
been tentatively proposed as being related to both
of these complexes, most are documented primarily
by survey-level data and cannot be adequately
evaluated. Only a handful of sites, then, are of
significant value for assessing the Garza and Tierra
Blanca complexes. Radiocarbon dates from these
key sites are presented in Table 37.
The Garza Complex

Thirteen Garza Complex sites (see Table 36)
have been tested or excavated, but the level of
effort expended at these sites varies considerably.
At Garnsey Springs2 , the extent of the perlinent
investigation was a surface collection around an

REGIONAL ARCHEOLOGY

In order to understand the nature of individual

'Plains Apache is used here to refer to those groups that most fully adopted a Plains lifestyle, although Opler
(1983:380) warns that it is ao ambiguous term.
2Garnsey Springs includes a complex of a campsite (LA 18400), • bison kill locality (LA 18399), • pictograph
rockshelter. and the isolated Garza hearth, all within a SOQ-m area. One Garza point was found on the surface at the

campsite, aod none were found at the kill site, both of which apparently predate the Garza hearth by at least 100 years
(Speth aod Perry 1978, 1980; Speth 1983; Parry aod Speth 1984).
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al. 1977; Johnson 1987) and the Lott component at
the Elm Creek Site (Treece et al. 1992) tabulate the
bone assemblages by provenience; present age, sex,
and seasonality data when possible; and discuss the
spatial distributions and cultural implications of Ihe
faunal remains (e.g., strategies for bison procurement and bone grease processing).
The chronology of the Garza Complex is not
well known, and only a few radiocarbon dates have
been obtained (see Table 37). Runkles (1964: 123)
originally speculated that the Complex dated prior
to A.D. 1500, but there are no dates to confirm this.
The earliest dates (calibrated to A.D. 1325-1435,
1335-1435, and 1390-1505 in Runkles and
Dorchester 1987:107) are from Ihe Loll Site but are
all from features in the "Loll" area of the site
(where Loll points exclusively were found).
Runkles and Dorchester (1987:108) speculate that
Loll points are earlier than but related to Garza
points. A series of II charcoal radiocarbon dates
at the Elm Creek Site is associated with a Loll
component (Perdiz points are also present, but no
Garza points were found) Ihat apparently represents
a discrete single event or occupation episode. The
dates were averaged according to Long and Rippeteau (1974) to produce a likely date of A.D. 1512
± 81 for Ihe Lott component. This date could be
contemporaneous with the use of Garza points, but
many questions remain about the relationships
between Garza and Loll (and Perdiz) points, which
frequently occur at Ihe same site (e.g., Lubbock
Lake, Bridwell, Floydada Country Club, Slaton
Dump, and Blue Mountain Rock Shelter) and could
be contemporaneous for a period of time. It is not
known whether the Loll style preceded and developed into the Garza style or whelher Ihey represent
different groups of people. For now, however, Loll
is considered to be closely related to and a variant
of Ihe Garza :Complex.
Excluding Ihe dates associated exclusively
wilh Loll points, all evidence suggests that the
Garza Complex dates to the A.D. 1500s and 1600s.
When dates from the Loll and Elm Creek sites are
included, the Garza Complex (or at least some
variant of it) is pushed back into the A.D. 14OOs.
Given the limited sample of radiocarbon dates,
however, these assessments should be considered
tentative and may not represent the full range of
Garza occupations. A series of 19 obsidian hydration dates from three Garza sites (7 from the
Bridwell Site, 8 from Ihe Montgomery Site, and 4

isolated basin hearth. A radiocarbon date on
charcoal from the "Garza hearth" is linked with a
surface-collected Garza point, but the association
is "less than ideal" (Parry and Speth 1984:29).
Conversely, of the forty-two IOxlO-ft units excavated at the Garza Site, 26 were completed and an
estimated 1,867 ft' of sediment was excavated
(Runkles 1964:103-105). Ninety-five Ixl-m units
were completed during the 1975 Texas Archeological Society field school at the Floydada Country
Club Site (Word 1991:66, 79, 88); only a few
exposed features were excavated at the Loll Site,
and the bulk of the data is from extensive surface
collections.
Likewise, the nature and quality of the
investigations varies considerably. The 1939 WPA
excavations at the Johnson Site yielded only 18
artifacts, including a Garza point, but "scattered
throughout the culture-bearing layer were articulated and disarticulated bison bones" (Wheat 1955:73).
None of the faunal remains were analyzed or
described, and the entire report on the excavations,
which included two 5x5-ft pits and one 17x29-ft
pit, is only five pages long. Many of the sites were
investigated under less than ideal conditions, such
as the Loll Site where only a small percentage of
the artifacts recovered was examined because many
of Ihe artifacts were "kept by those who worked on
the site" (Runkles and Dorchester 1987:91). It
should also be noted Ihat most of the Garza sites
were investigated many years ago and that the
excavation and reporting standards of Ihe 1950s and
1960s are not comparable to those of today.
Allhough the faunal remains are identified and
tabulated for some of the sites, the unmodified bone
assemblages are not even mentioned at some sites
and may not have been collected. At the Bridwell
Site, for example, bone tools indicate that faunal
preservation was excellent, but the unmodified
assemblage is mentioned in passing as "bone
scraps" found in the excavations (Parker 1982:13,
14). Likewise, a bone awl was recovered in the
Red Bluff Shelter excavations (Lorrain 1968:33),
but no mention is made of unmodified bones.
Excavations at the Garza Site recovered "2,026
pieces of bison bone," butlhey are neither described
nor analyzed, and only a paragraph of observations
concerning elements represented and bone breakage/butchering pallerns is offered (Runkles 1964).
In contrast, reports of investigations of Garza
occupations at Ihe Lubbock Lake Site (Johnson et
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TABLE 36
KEY SITES OF THE GARZA AND TIERRA BLANCA COMPLEXES
No. of
Radiocarbon

Site Narne/Number

Site Type

Summary of Investigations/Reference

Dates

GARZA COMPLEX
Garza (SPAS 41GA40)

Bison processing
station/camp

1959 SPAS salvage excavation
(Runkles 1964)

0

Lott (fARL 41GR56)

Temporary or
base camp

1950s-1980s SPAS loosely controlled surface
collection and limited testing
(Runkles and Dorchester 1987)

3

Lubbock Lake (fARL 41LUl) Temporary camps
and processing
stations

1962 Museum of Texas Tech testing
(Green 1962)
19705 Lubbock Lake Project excavations
(Johnson et a!. 1977; Johnson 1987)

0

Bridwell (fARL 41CB27)

Base camp

1952-1982 loosely controlled excavations by
Parker (parker 1982)

0

Montgomery (fARL 411'L17)

Base camp

1965 SPAS excavations (Word 1965)
1978 testing by Northern (Northern 1979)

0
0

Floydada Country Club
(TARL 411'L1)

Base camp

1965 testing by Word (Word 1965)
1978 Texas Archeological Society Field School
(Word 1991)

0
0

Pete Creek (SMU X41CBl)

Base camp

1967 excavation for the State Building
Commission (parsons 1967)

0

Garza hearth at Garnsey
Springs (LA 18400)

Isolated feature

1978 surface collection and feature testing
(parry and Speth 1984)

1

Johnson Creek (TIC 17--{;)

Bison processing
station/camp

1939 Works Progress (Wheat 1955)

0

Slaton Dump (SPAS 41LU6)

Base camp

1965-1970 SPAS excavations (Riggs 1968;
Brown 1972; Booker and Campbell 1978)

0

Blue Mountain Rock Shelter

Stratified
rockshelter

1938 Museum of Texas Tech excavation
(Holden 1938)

0

Red Bluff Shelter (also called
Sotol Site) (SMU X41CX8)

Stratified
rockshelter

1967 salvage testing by
(Lorrain 1968)

Ebn Creek (TARL 41CN95)

Bison processing
station/camp

1989 excavation at Stacy Reservoir
(Treese et al. 1992, in preparation)

Key to abbreviations:
LA = Laboratory of Anthropology, Santa Fe
PPHM = Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum, Canyon
SMU = Southern Methodist University, Dallas
SPAS = South Plains Archeological Society, Lubbock
TARL = Texas Archeological Research Laboratory, Austin
TIC = Texas Technological College (now Texas Tech Univen;ity), Lubbock
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Table 36, continued

No. of
Radiocarbon
Site Name/Number

Site Type

Swnmary of InvestigationsjReference

Dates

TIERRA BLANCA COMPLEX
Tierra Blanca (TARL 4IDF3)

Village and base

1931 Musewn of Texas Tech excavation

0

or temporary

(Holden 1931)
1979-1980 excavation by Spielman
(Spielman 1982, 1983)

6

1979 testing by West Texas State University

0

camp
Fifth Green (pPHM A1363)

Bison processing
station/camp

(Kalokowski 1986)

Stratified

1956 excavation by PPHM (Hughes 1969)

2

Canyon City Club Cave
(PPHM A25I)

rockshelter

Blackburn (TARL 41RD20)

Base camp

1979-1980 excavation by Spielman
(Spielman 1982, 1983)

0

Tule Mouth (f ARL 41B173,
41BI81, and 418183)

Bison processing

1974 limited testing for Texas Historical
FoundationfTexas Tech University

I

stations/camps

(Katz and Katz 1976)
Cita Mouth (pPHM A288)
Palisades (PPHM A530)

Base or
temporary camp

lection (PPHM files; Jack Hughes, field notes)

Base or
temporary camp

1960s-19705 intermittent testing/excavation by
West Texas State University and Amarillo College

and collapsed

(PPHM files; Jack Hughes, field notes)

1950s-19805 extensive uncontrolled surface col-

O

0

rockshelter

tic of the Tierra Blanca Complex, only the Garza
and Loll points are exclusive to the Garza
Complex.
The distributions of these points are known
mainly through surface collections, and eveo for
many of the excavated specimens, the contexts and
associations are not clear. This is particularly true
of some of the more-complex base camps with
evidence ofljlultiple, but inseparable, occupations
(such as the Bridwell, Montgomery, Floydada
Country Club, Pete Creek, and Slaton Dump sites).
Loll points appear to have a more-restricted
distribution than do Garza points, but the distribution of Garza points is poorly documented and
covers a much larger area than was originally
stated by Runkles (1964:Figure 12). The northern
limit is not well known but does not seem to go
beyond the upper Brazos to any appreciable extent.
Isolated occurrences in the far northern Panhandle
have been typed as Garza (peterson 1988:96), and
one Garza-like point is present in the surface

from the Floydada Country Club Site) generally
correspond with the radiocarbon evidence (Baugh
1986:Table 7).
Except for a single date of
A.D. 1207, all others range from A.D. 1454 to
1715. As the contexts of the individual samples are
not known, however, it is unclear what activities or
cultural materials may be associated with specific
dates. All that can be confidently stated at this
point is that the Garza Complex may date to the
fifteenth century and certainly dates to the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.
Hughes (1991:36) summarizes the Garza
Complex as containing Puebloan glaze-polychrome
and Puebloan-style striated plain utility (similar to
Tierra Blanca Plain as defined by Habicht-Mauche
1988) ceramics and Washita, Harrell, Fresno, and
Talco-like arrow points. In addition, the distinctive basal-notched Garza and Loll points are
generally considered to be the diagnostic identifiers
of the Complex. While the ceramics and other
point styles are ubiquitous and are also characteris263
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Figure 103. Location map for key Garza and Tierra Blanca Complex sites; numbelJ' correspond with sites listed in Table
36.

collections from the Cita Mouth Site. The westernmost well-known occurrence is in southeastern New
Mexico at the Garnsey Springs Site (Parry and
Speth 1984), but it should not be surprising if they
are eventually found as far west as some of the
eastern frontier pueblos. The eastern limit appears
to be in western Oklahoma where Garza points are
found consistently but in low frequencies in sites of
the Edwards and Wheeler complexes (Hofman
1984:352, 357).

The southern and southwestern boundary of
Garza points is obscure but apparently goes far into
the Trans-Pecos region. While Garza components
have been encountered at Blue Mountain Rock
Shelter and Red Bluff Shelter, a few Garza points
have been found as far away as Culberson County.
One was found in a survey of the VanHorn area by
Hedrick (1989:Table 6), and at least 13 additional
Garza points susequently have been documented in
the area (Jack Hedrick, personal communication
264
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TABLE 37
RADIOCARBON DATES FOR THE GARZA AND TIERRA BLANCA COMPLEXES

Sample Description

Uncorrected
Date A.D.

Corrected Date A.D.·

LOll
(Runkles and Dorchester 1987:107)

charcoal from hearth
charcoal from hearth
charcoal from hearth

1500 ± 70
1440 ± 60
1410 ± 50

-

Lubbock Lake
(Johnson et a1. 1977:86.104)

charcoal from Feature FA 14-1
charcoal from Feature FA 15-1

1635 ± 50
1665 ± 60

-

Garnsey Springs
(Parry and Speth 1984:Table I)

charcoal from Garza hearth

1630 ± 50

1670 ± 50 (-27.87)

Red Bluff Shelter
(Lorrain 1968:26--27)

charcoal from Zone D hearth
charcoal from Zone D hearth

1550 ± 60
1580 ± 60

-

Elm Creek, upper component

charcoal from features and
cultural zone

1497 ± 65
1410 ± 60
1453 ± 70
1650 ± 100
1640 ± 50
J.313 ± 70"
1460 ± 200
1420 ± 70
1460 ± 70
1550 ± 80
1534 ± 72
1570 ± 120
1040 ± 190"

1502 ± 65 (-25.30)
1430 ± 60 (-26.10)
1444 ± 70 (-24.50)
1640 ± 100 (-24.10)
1650 ± 50 (-25.90)
1311 ± 70" (-24.90)
1455 ± 140 (-24.30)
1410 ± 70 (-24.30)
1450 ± 70 (-25.10)
1540 ± 80 (-24.20)
1552 ± 72 (-26.00)
1560 ± 120 (-24.60)
1030 + 190" (-24.81)

charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal

not presented

not presented
n~t presented

1390
1240
1250
1410
1210
1470

ComplexlSite/Reference

GARZA

(Treece et aI. 1992)

-

TIERRA BLANCA

Tierra Blanca
(Spielman 1982:Table 26)

from
from
from
from
from
from

Structure 2 hearth
Structure 2 hearth
Structure 2 hearth
roasting pit
roasting pit
tipi ring hearth

not presented
not presented

not presented

Canyon City Club Cave
(Hughes 1969:Table 1)

charcoal from Level 1
charcoal from Level 1

1550 ± 60
1650 ± 50

-

Tule Mnuth. 41B183
(Katz and Katz 1976:Appendix II)

charcoal from hearth

1590 ± 80

-

*Dates uncalibrated;

6

13

C values in parentheses.

**Date rejected as erroneous
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1990). Farther into the Trans-Pecos area, in
southern New Mexico and southern Arizona, and
down into northern Mexico (Chihuahua and
Coahuila), morphologically similar, basal-notched
arrow points have been variously typed as Soto
(Phelps 1987) and the lesser-known Cienegas
(Taylor 1966:84). These types are thought to be
late and may be contemporaneous with Garza
points. Some researchers have specifically suggested that Soto and Garza points are related
(Phelps 1987:21; Mallouf 1990), and Mallouf
(1990:10) states that both the Garza and Soto styles
are particularly abundant in the La Junta area.
Garza-like points are found with some
consistency in Trans-Pecos sites yielding Perdiz,
Toyah, and Livermore points, but the relationships
between these types are unclear. The presence of
Garza-like points in the Bravo Valley Aspect
(Kelley 1986:88-89, Plate III) and in th~ Cielo
Complex have led Mallouf (1990) to speculate on
the nature of the archeology of the La Junta region.
He proposes several different hypotheses that have
direct bearing on the interpretations of the Garza
Complex and the nature of the La Junta/Southern
Plains peoples. Similarly, the Garza Complex can
be interpreted differently based on the perceived
relationship between Garza and Soto points. While
the problem is far from resolved, at least three
different interpretations can be offered: (I) Garza
and Soto points are distinctive and unrelated types,
hence the Garza Complex could represent a distinct
cultural group that was not related to the Soto
and/or La Junta peoples in any way; (2) Garza and
Soto points are related regional variations and
represent peoples (perhaps branches of the same
group) who are related to and interacted with the
La Junta peoples (i.e., the agricultural Patarabueye
and/or the hunter-gatherer Jumanos); and finally,
(3) Garza and Soto points are related and represent
a distinct Southern Plains people who probably
interacted with but were not related to the peoples
of the La Junta region.
Mallouf (1990:11) indicates that the latter
scenario is plausible since both the Garza Complex
and Soto points have been interpreted as representing Apachean peoples (for Garza, see Johnson et al.
1977:104-106 and Hughes 1991:34-36; for Soto,
see Fritz 1989). Mallouf (1990:21) suggests that
the archeological constructs called the La Junta
Phase and the Cielo Complex may represent ancestral manifestations of the sixteenth-century Jumano

and that other evidence indicates an intrusive
Apachean (or Jumano-Apachean) presence appearing in the La Junta region at ca. A.D. 1650 or
perhaps earlier. Thus, Garza/Soto could represent
Apachean peoples who interacted with the Jumano
and/or Patarabueye peoples in the La Junta area.
Mallouf (1990:17) also cautions that jumping to any
premature conclusions would be "detrimental to our
eventual understanding of the cultural dynamics
involved. "
The association of the Garza Complex with
the Wheeler Phase (defined by Baugh [1986] as
including the Edwards and Wheeler complexes)
should be considered tentative and is realistically
viewed as only one of many different hypotheses.
The similarities connecting these two manifestations
are mainly Garza points found in Wheeler Phase
sites and Wheeler ceramics (i.e., Edwards Plain and
Little Deer Plain and Decorated described by
Baugh [1986]) found in Garza sites. A ca. 50-rndiameter circular ridge found at the Bridwell Site is
particularly interesting because similar features are
found at the Edwards I and Duncan sites in western
Oklahoma (Baugh 1986:174). These features can
be interpreted as evidence of fortifications (B augh
1986:175) or as eolian accumulations along a brush
wall surrounding a village, perhaps at a winter
encampment (Hughes 1991:36). The Garza and
Wheeler evidence, however, can be interpreted as
evidence of similar lifestyles and cultural interactions between two distinct cultural groups rather
than as evidence of cultural relatedness within a
single group.
Aside from the similarities, there are some
apparent unaccounted for discrepancies. It should
be noted that it is only in the easternmost sites
attributed to the Garza Complex (i.e., those closest
to the Wheeler area) that indigenous Wheeler Phase
ceramics have been found. While Wheeler Phase
wares have been identified in the Bridwell, Montgomery, Pete Creek, and Floydada Country Club
collections, a single sherd from the Loll Site
(Runkles and Dorchester 1987:102) is the only
specimen known from the central, western, and
southern Garza manifestations.
Interestingly,
Wheeler Phase wares make up a significant portion
of the ceramic assemblages at only two of the
eastern Garza sites: Montgomery (Baugh 1986:
Table 4) and Floydada Country Club (Word 1991:
77, 95-96). While this may be due to inadequate
sampling or ceramic misidentification, it is possible
266
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that it does represent a realistic distribution. The
concentration of Wheeler ceramics in the easternmost Garza sites, then, may be related to interregional trade between two different groups on the
fringes of their territories.

Complex is essentially contemporaneous with the
Garza Complex.
For the Tierra Blanca Complex, a micaceous
(with variable amounts of mica) plainware pottery,
which is frequently but unfortunately labeled
"Apache pottery," seems to be the diagnostic
hallmark. Most of the other cultural materials and
features that characterize the Tierra Blanca Complex are also characteristic of the Garza Complex.
There are no diagnostic arrow point types attributed
solely to the Tierra Blanca Complex, and the
representative types (Washita, Harrell, Fresno, and
Talco-like) are ubiquitious and are found in many
other archeological manifestations. The ceramic
assemblage, which includes Puebloan glazewares,
contains a utilitarian ware that is described as
Perdido Plain (Gunnerson and Gunnerson 1971) or
Puebloan Faint-Striated (Kidder and Shepard
1936). One variety ot striated plainware recently
has been defined as Tierra Blanca Plain by
Habicht-Mauche (1987, 1988, 1991), who based on
petrographic data concluded that the majority of the
striated plainwares found in Tierra Blanca sites
were of Plains rather than Pueblo manufacture.
This may not be case, however, and petrographic
data from the Headstream and Longhorn sites
questions the conclusion that the Tierra Blanca
Complex had a significant ceramic tradition (see
Appendix D).
The theory of Apachean affiliation for the
Tierra Blanca Complex (e.g., Johnson et aI. 1977;
Hughes 1991; Habicht-Mauche 1992) is based on
two main lines of evidence. First is the large body
of ethnographic literature, the bulk of which indicates that Apachean peoples dominated the Southern Plains from before Coronado's time until the
early part of the A.D. 1700s when they were
displaced by Comanches. While there is no archeological evid,ence to contradict this theory, there is
not much hard evidence to support it. The Tierra
Blanca Complex certainly can be said to fit an
"Apachean" model of a nomadic bison-hunting
lifestyle, possibly incorporating limited horticulture
but certainly revolving seasonally around bison
hunts and trading ventures to the eastern pueblos.
Unfortunately, this model is so generalized that it
applies not only to the Apachean groups but also to
non-Apachean peoples as well (see Table 35).
While the ethnographic evidence may be heavily
weighted toward Apaches, as discussed previously,
there are certainly other groups that need to be

The Tierra Blanca Complex
Even less is known about the Tierra Blanca
Complex, and only seven sites have received much
attention (see Table 36). As with the Garza Complex, the archeological work and reporting of Tierra
Blanca site investigations are highly variable. Two
of the most important sites, Tierra Blanca and
Blackburn, have had significant excavations and are
discussed briefly by Spielmann (1982), but no basic
descriptive site reports are available. The Fifth
Green and Canyon City Club Cave sites have been
excavated, but the draft reports (Kalokowski 1986
and Hughes 1969, respectively) have not been
published and are not widely available. The Tule
Mouth sites (a complex of three apparently related
sites) have been reported (Katz and Katz 1976) but
have received only very limited testing. The Cita
Mouth Site is known only through surface collections, and although limited excavations were done
at the Palisades Site, the data have not been analyzed or reported. Most of the evidence at the
Palisades Site apparently is related to earlier
Panhandle Aspect occupations, but a probable
burned wattle-and-daub structure is a late feature
and could be related to the Tierra Blanca Complex
(Jack Hughes, field notes, 13-14 and 19 May 1963,
personal communication 1991).
The chronology of the Tierra Blanca Complex
is poorly documented. Although six dates have
been obtained from the Tierra Blanca Site, only one
(from the tipi ring hearth) is definitely associated
with the Tierra Blanca Complex. The Tierra
Blanca Site is obviously a multiple occupation site
and may indeed have an earlier component, consisting of circular slab-lined structures (reminiscent of
the Panhandle Aspect), that is unrelated to the later
tipi occupation. Without a descriptive site report,
it is impossible to assess the relationships of these
dates to the structures and the cultural materials.
If only the tipi ring date is considered along with
the dates from other sites, the Tierra Blanca Complex appears to date mainly to the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, but earlier manifestations
cannot be ruled out. Thus, the Tierra Blanca
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considered.
The second line of evidence is the assumption
that certain ceramic types, particularly various
types of micaceous wares (including Puebloan-style
striated wares), are exclusively Apachean, hence
the concept of "Apache pottery." Brugge (1982)
classifies possible Plains Apache pottery as
Quartelejo, Lovitt, Jicarilla, Fara6n, or Lipan
Series, while Baugh and Eddy (1987) use Sangre de
Cristo Micaceous Wares, Dismal River Gray
Wares, or Llano Estacado Gray Wares to encompass the same types. Both of these classifications,
however, acknowledge the problems of ceramic
source identification, particularly for the ubiquitous
Perdido Plain (and the related Tierra Blanca Plain)
type (Brugge 1982:287; Baugh and Eddy 1987:797).
Since the Tierra Blanca Complex is defined, in
large part, on the basis of presumed Apachean
ceramics, this relationship should also be .questioned. The entire concept of exclusive Apachean
ceramics seems untenable for many reasons. First,
micaceous pottery comes in many different varieties
and descriptions and is found over a wide portion
of the Southwest (Warren 1981b), and Apaches
certainly are not responsible for making all of it.
A particular type of heavily micaceous pottery was
made at many of the northern Rio Grande pueblos,
and most researchers agree that the Jicarilla
Apaches produced a ware similar if not identical to
that of their Taos and Picuris neighbors during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (e.g., Franklin
and Rodgers 1987:104-106). This remains the only
well-documented case of ceramic production by
eastern Apache peoples, and the Jicarilla do not
appear to have been a Plains group except in a very
superficial way (Opler 1983:380). Perhaps the
Dismal River micaceous ceramics represent
Apachean-made wares, but the identification of
Dismal River as representing Apaches has been
challenged (Opler 1971, 1983). It is acknowledged
that ceramics were produced by some Apachean
groups, but other researchers question whether there
is any good evidence for either a widespread
ceramic tradition or even limited ceramic production among the Plains Apaches (Opler 1983:383).
An additional major point is that even if
Plains Apachean groups did obtain most or all of
their pottery in trade, they were not the only peoples with access to micaceous ceramics. Heavily
micaceous wares (of Taos/picuris/Jicarilla origin)
and light to moderately micaceous striated utilitari-

an wares made by many different pueblos were
traded widely to many different Plains groups. The
Apaches did not have exclusive rights to Puebloan
micaceous and striated ceramics, and the underlying
assumption that these types of pottery found in the
Southern Plains can be attributed to Apaches does
not seem supportable. Conversely, even if some
Plains Apaches did make their own micaceous
ceramics, it does not preclude the possibility that
other non-Apache peoples made micaceous pottery
or obtained it from the pueblos. Thus, the wholesale lumping of sites that yield micaceous and/or
striated plainware pottery under the Apache banner
is unwarranted.
Specifically for Tierra Blanca sites, it should
he noted that some of the sites do exhibit a great
deal of consistency in the material culture assemblage, but so few have been adequately investigated
and reported that it is difficult to be certain of this.
While it probably is a valid complex, many of the
traits listed for Tierra Blanca (Hughes 1991:35) are
so general as to be virtually indistinguishable from
those of its southerly ~ousin, the Garza Complex.
The Tierra Blanca Complex may prove to be an
Apachean manifestation, but at present this interpretation can only be supported by circumstantial
ethnographic evidence, and the archeological evidence (including the ceramics) have not yet been
proved to be ethnically distinctive.
Discussion
The Garza and Tierra Blanca complexes are
very similar manifestations characterized by similar
material culture and features. Two types of sites,
semipennanent base villages and temporary hunting
camps (Hughes 1991:35-36), are recognized, but
this is, of necessity, an oversimplification. Realistically, if the Garza and Tierra Blanca peoples
operated as logistiCal collectors while hunting bison
and as residentially mobile foragers while exploiting other resources during nonhunting seasons, a
wider variety of site types would be expected;
however, recognizing such ephemeral camps and/or
task-specific processing stations in the archeological record is extremely difficult.
Although bison remains are not associated
with all sites affiliated with these complexes,
substantial amounts of bison bones are represented
at many of the sites, particularly the temporary
camp/hunting stations. It is obvious that bison
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played a significant role in the lives of the Garza
and Tierra Blanca peoples. The ubiquity of
Puebloan ceramics and other trade items (i.e.,
turquoise and Olivella shells) at most base camps
indicates a close trade alliance with the Puebloan
agriculturalists. In addition, some Garza sites have
Caddoan-style wares (e.g., unidentified engraved
ceramics found at the Lott Site) or Wheeler Phase
wares (i.e., Edwards and Little Deer ceramics)
which indicate influence from or trade with peoples
to the east.
There is no firm evidence that either the
Garza or Tierra Blanca peoples practiced agriculture, although it has been hinted for both. Baugh
(1986: 180) mentions two traditional agricultural
tools, a bison scapula hoe and a bison tibia digging
stick, that were found at the Montgomery Site but
have never been reported. Carbonized maize seeds
and a charred cob fragment recovered at the Tierra
Blanca Site (Spielmann 1982: Appendix E) are
intriguing but are not definitive evidence of agriculture. These remains are not associated with the tipi
ring and are from the earlier occupations, which
mayor may not be related. Regardless, the maize
could have been introduced by trade rather than
being evidence of local agricultural production, and
no agricultural tools have been found at any Tierra
Blanca sites. If the Garza and Tierra Blanca
peoples farmed, it probably was limited in scope
and will be difficult to detect in the archeological
record.
In seeking to understand the relationships
between the Justiceburg sites and the Garza and
Tierra Blanca complexes, it became clear that the
Headstream and Longhorn sites do not fit neatly
into either of these archeological constructs.
Certain characteristics of the Headstream and
Longhorn sites are found in both the Garza and
Tierra Blanca complexes and hence are not particularly useful for defining their relationships. Some
types of micaceous pottery, which are abundant at
the Longhorn Site, generally are associated with the
Tierra Blanca Complex, while the Lott points
(although somewhat diminutive in size compared to
the classic forms) suggest a Garza affiliation. Both
of these complexes are further complicated by the
fact that these peoples changed rapidly during the
seventeenth century due to European influences and,
most significantly, the acquisition of the horse.
Assessing the relationship between the Justiceburg
sites and these protohistoric complexes, then,

became an exercise in fitting a square peg in a
round hole. Rather than risking further confusion of
an already complicated situation, a conservative
approach was taken, and no archeological affiliation is proposed at this time.
The inability to relate the Justiceburg sites
with the regional archeology is due in part to the
nature of the sites and their archeological evidence
but also can be attributed to the fact that the Garza
and Tierra Blanca complexes have not been adequately defined because of the highly variable and
limited amount of archeological work that they have
received. The above comments do not suggest that
the data from the Garza and Tierra Blanca sites are
not useful. They do, however, point out the extreme variability and utility of the various data
sets, and it is imperative that researchers comparing
and contrasting sites. be aware of the nature and
limitations of the individual site investigations.
Associations of artifacts, features, and dates should
be questioned, and assumptions of approximate
contemporaneity for total site assemblages can be
particularly misleading, especially for tl,e morecomplex residential base camps. Sites such as
Bridwell, Montgomery, and Floydada Country Club
are often discussed as if they represent discrete
deposits by a single group when, in fact, it was
apparent to the excavators that multiple occupations
over a long period of time were likely.
In regard to Garza and Tierra Blanca, Hughes
(1991:35) states that "although the two complexes
are identifiable at a great many sites scattered over
their respective regions, much more work must be
done before either can be characterized in any
detail." In particular, the relationship between the
Garza and Tierra Blanca complexes is completely
unknown in spite of tpe fact that they overlap
temporally and their core areas are geographically
separable by.less than ca. 210 km (130 miles). In
addition, the relationship between the Garza Complex and the Wheeler Phase of western Oklahoma
(Baugh 1986) is not well defined and can be interpreted in various ways (Hughes /991:36). Likewise, there are similarities between the Tierra
Blanca Complex and the Dismal River Aspect
(Gunnerson 1960, 1979) that need to be explained.
These complex relationships cannot be fully addressed with the evidence currently available and
must await additional archeological research before
they can be reconciled. It is hoped, however, that
this review has demonstrated the necessity for a
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more-critical use of these concepts. Site-specific
research should not culminate in pigeonholing of
sites into one or the other complex. Rather. careful
intrasite comparisons are essential to sort out
similarities and differences prior to evaluating
archeological affiliations. An additional cautionary
note is that other as-yet-undefined protohistoric
cultural manifestations may exist in the region, and
this potential should not be overlooked.
The Garza and Tierra Blanca complexes.
aside from being useful constructs for the initial
grouping of archeological manifestations in the
Texas Panhandle Plains region, should not be
considered representative of identified cultural or
ethnic groups. On the contrary. far too many
questions remain regarding the relationship of these
complexes to each other and to others in surrounding regions and, more generally, the relationships of
the regional archeology with the ethnographic
record. While one ultimate goal of continued
research should be the recognition of ethnicity in the
archeological record, the limited evidence that is
currently available cannot support many of the
assumptions that previously have been made. The
Garza and Tierra Blanca complexes are best treated
only as archeological units and should not be
weighted down with unnecessary assumptions.
Certainly. a generalized Apachean model of
nomadic bison hunting and Pueblo trade is probably
applicable to both complexes, but they should not
be considered, a priori, as Apache (or Caddoan)
manifestations. Hofman (1984:360) warns that
"Apachean people were not the only ones active in
the Southern Plains during the 16th and 17th centuries" and suggests that Jumano and Caddo activities
must be considered. Continued discussion of the
ethnicity of the Garza and Tierra Blanca complexes
is important. At this point, however, insupportable
assignments of ethnic affiliation will only hinder
understanding of the complicated cultural dynamics
of the Southern Plains Protohistoric period.

during the period from A.D. 900-1600 (e.g.,
Brooks 1989:90; Creel 1991:13-22, 226-229),
large numbers of bison may have remrned to the
Southern Plains following an extended period of
near-absence (Dillehay 1974). While the exact
timing of the bison return is debatable, there is a
growing body of evidence (Dillehay 1974; Brooks
1989; Hofman 1989) that suggests that human
populations in the Southern Plains became increasingly dependent on bison beginning about 500 years
ago and remained so through historic times. It is
the interrelatedness of the late Holocene environment, bison populations, and cultural systems that
is the focus of the archeological research at
Justiceburg Reservoir.
A palimpsest of Late Prehistoric II, Protohistoric, and Historic occupations has been preserved by the last millennillm of relative landscape
stability in the Justiceburg project area. The
Headstream and Longhorn sites are only two of the
hundreds of late Holocene archeological sites that
have been discovered. However, the large area
excavated and the quantity and namre of the data
recovered, especially from 41KT53, make these
sites two of the most significant records of seventeenth-eenmry utilization of the region.
The remainder of this chapter uses the data
from these sites to investigate the model of Protohistoric period adaptive strategies discussed in
Chapter 2. As presented earlier, this model proposes that the modem climate is more or less
similar to the conditions that prevailed over the last
500 years, that bison were present in the Southern
Plains in sufficient numbers to have constituted a
major subsistence resource on at least a seasonal
basis, that groups inhabiting the Justiceburg Reservoir region would have adopted a primarily collector-oriented (i.e., :Iogistical during at least part of
the year) subsistence strategy focusing on the
exploitation of bison, and that groups utilizing the
project area would have participated intensively in
broad exchange networks, especially with Puebloan
groups to the west. Thus, it is hypothesized that
41KT51 and 41KT53 represent encampments of
nomadic Plains bison hunters who traveled frequently to the pueblos in New Mexico to trade.
While the ethnographic evidence cited earlier in this
chapter is consistent with such an interpretation, the
archeological evidence summarized below presents

ARCHEOLOGY OF THE HEADSTREAM
AND LONGHORN SITES

The climatic changes which began rougWy
1,000 years ago appear to coincide with many
changes in human cultural traditions and adaptations. As xeric conditions became established
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a picture that is not so orderly.

pedogenic development of the Lubbock Lake Soil
ceased due to its burial by eolian and colluvial
sediments around 1200 B.P. (Holliday. Johnson,
Haas, and Stuckenrath 1985:288). Similar evidence
also comes from Delaware Canyon in southwestern
Oklahoma, where the downculting of the West Fork
Delaware Creek occurred around 1000 B.P.
(Ferring 1986:59). Channel downcutting not only
formed the upper terraces in the valley-basin
locality, but it also created a stable upper terrace
surface upon which several soils formed. The
influx of terrigenous sediment after incision was
limited to colluvium and high-flood-stage events.
The second period (ca. 1000-300 B.P.),
which commenced with channel incision, was
followed by immediate fluvial sedimentation,
representing the second of two late Holocene
alluvial fills, and stabilization of upper alluvial
terrace surfaces. The' period was also marked by
an increase in alluvial/colluvial fan activity, slopewash, and slope erosion, perhaps due to heavy
rainfalls and a decrease in vegetative cover brought
on by the more-xeric conditions. Soon after incision, Grape Creek once again aggraded, building
floodplains. and leeves on the east side of the
valley. However, alluvial aggradation was more
the result of the local bedrock morphology acting as
a sediment trap rather than a shift back to more-mesic conditions. Upstream from the valley-basin
locality of 41KT51 and 41KT53, Grape Creek is a
canyon-confined stream. Upon entering the valley
basin, Grape Creek was free to meander and laterally accrete its load. Throughout this second
period, Grape Creek continued to laterally accrete
and migrate northwesterly across the valley. At the
same time, the channel was laterally cutting into the
upper terrace on the western side of the valley as
evident by ~ small inset bench of channel fill along
the erosional. margin of the upper terrace. Prior to
645-519 B.P., the Grape Creek channel breached its
naturalleeve and established a new channel near its
present-day position. Channel avulsion left a
portion of the naturalleeve preserved, later to serve
as the locality for the Headstream Site. The
increased fan activity during this period was dominated by fluvial processes, as channelized flow and
entrenched fan surfaces became more common. Fan
development also was more localized, as fans
developed along the erosional margins of the upper
alluvial terraces. Periods of fan surface stability
are marked by weakly developed soils. The soils

Geomorphic and Paleoenvironmental
History
The late Holocene geomorphic history within
the valley-basin locality of the Longhorn and
Headstream sites can be divided into three periods
based on differences in fluvial and alluvial/colluvial
fan deposition. While many of these differences
may reflect broad changes in the climatic and
environmental patterns of the region, the most
important factor controlling the depositional history
of the valley-basin locality is the bedrock morphology of the valley basin itself.
The first period (ca. 3000-1000 B.P.) is
characterized by an aggrading mixed-load fluvial
system and debris-flow-dominated fans limited to
the valley margins. Alluvial deposition representing the first of two late Holocene alluvial fills is
marked by laterally and vertically accreted deposits
as Grape Creek filled and migrated within the
valley. Alluvial deposits typically consist of
overbank sediments on the west side of the valley,
while the east side consists of channel fill and
overbank sediments, suggesting that the Grape
Creek channel never migrated to the west side of
the valley during the late Holocene. Alluvial/
colluvial fan activity is limited to debris-flow
transported and deposited sediments and clasts shed
directly from the retreating Triassic-age canyon
walls and rims. Matrix-supported cobble and
pebble clasts are common throughout the early fan
deposits. Preserved proximal and basal fan deposits may be as old as the early to middle Holocene
and even the late Pleistocene. These fluvial and
alluvial/colluvial fan deposits interfinger and are
preserved as the upper terraces present on both
sides of Grape Creek. The Longhorn Site is located on the upper terrace on the west side of the
valley.
Around 1000 B.P., Grape Creek incised its
alluvial valley fill. Similar occurrences of channel
downcutting are documented across the Southern
Plains (e.g., Hall 1982, 1988; Ferring 1986). The
late Holocene channel incisions are considered to be
responses to a drop in local water tables brought on
by a shift toward more-modern xeric conditions
across the region (Hall 1988). Additional evidence
for a regionwide shift to more-xeric conditions
comes from the Lubbock Lake Site, where the
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on these fan deposits and their subsequent burial
are similar to late Holocene events at the Lubbock
Lake Site in chronology, pedology, and depositional
systems.
The third period (ca. 300 B.P. to present) was
dominated by alluvial/colluvial fan activity and by
a continuation of the second alluvial fill in the form
of periodic increases in stream discharge and
competence. Deposition of fan and fluvial sediments buried and truncated weakly developed soils
of the terrace and floodplain surfaces. Xeric
conditions probably continued, but fluvial sedimentation rates accelerated, again mainly due to the
valley basin acting as a sediment trap and the
increased fan activity delivering more sediment to
the channel. Alluvial deposits are represented by
aggraded channel fill and floodplain facies and
overflow chute deposits on the east side of the
valley. These deposits form the modem discontinuous floodplain surface of Grape Creek. Infrequent
but violent flash flood events increased the competence of the channel exponentially. Many graveldominated overflow chute deposits mark the floodplain surface. Heavy run-off events often resulted
in multiple channels being active as floodwaters
entered the valley basin from the canyon-confined
portions of Grape Creek. Floodwaters at times
were diverted into the topographically low area of
the abandoned or preavulsion Grape Creek channel
south and southeast of 41KT51. Aggraded overbank and overflow chute deposits lapped up onto
the existing floodplain surface from both channels.
These deposits are over a meter thick in some
places. Deposition of sediment on the natural levee
also continued until very late in time, when Euro-American ranching and farming activities affected
the local water table and springs and led to subsequent channel downculling.
The geomorphic data from the Longhorn and
Headstream sites probably reflect broad climatic
and environmental changes, but due to local controls
on depositional systems, particularly fluvial systems. refined late Holocene environmental changes
are indistinct. The best geomorphic information for
environmental change can be obtained outside of the
fluvial systems, i.e.. with alluvial/colluvial fan
deposits and their associated soils. The late Holocene chronology of alluvial/colluvial fan deposition
and fan surface stability emulates the chronology,
sedimentology, and pedology of late Holocene
events at the Lubbock Lake Site. This supports the

notion that these events may reflect regional climatic and environmental pallerns.
Paleoenvironmental data from pollen and
phytolith analyses are also obscure or only reflect
broad environmental changes. Pollen preservation
is poor and did not yield sufficient assemblages for
environmental reconstruction (see Appendix M).
This is not surprising, for the region has repeatedly
produced poor results due to poor preservation and
overrepresentation of Pinus (e.g., Oldfield and
Schoenwetter 1975; Holliday, Johnson, Hall, and
Bryant 1985). The phytolith record from Morgan
Playa reveals a dominance of short grasses from
the middle Holocene to ca. 600 B.P. This record
clearly supports the well-documented Altithermal
of the middle Holocene (e.g.• Evans 1951; Antevs
1955; Holliday 1989; Meltzer 1991), but it does not
support regionally documented mesic conditions of
the early late Holocene (e.g., Hall 1982, 1988;
Ferring 1986; Meltzer 1991). More-mesic conditions are represented in the phytolith record after
600 B.P., but this contrasts with the onset of morexeric conditions after 1000 B.P. (Hall 1982, 1988)
and with the geomorphic data from the Grape Creek
valley. Althoughphytolith preservation and historical invasions of exotic grasses may pose possible
problems within the phytolith record, a larger
concern may be the lack of good chronological
control over the playa sediments. In short, the 1991
investigations at Justiceburg Reservoir produced
limited data generally supporting regionwide
changes in late Holocene climates and environments. These changes have been correlated with an
increase in bison abundance elsewhere, and while
this may well have been the case in the Justiceburg
area, direct evidence remains elusive.
Subsistence
The artifaciS' (see Material Culture), features
(see Site Structure), and faunal and macrobotanical
remains provide evidence for reconstructing the
food resources consumed and subsistence practices
followed by the inhabitants of the Headstream and
Longhorn sites. The material culture evidence
suggests that plant processing is beller represented
than hunting. The processing and use of plant foods
is supported by the high frequency of ground stone
tools and the presence of a grinding basin at
41KT53 and a baking pit at 41KT51. In contrast,
the paucity of hunting/butchering tools (i.e., arrow
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points, bifacial knives, and flake cutting tools),
especially at 41KT53, suggests a limited reliance
on hunting.
The faunal evidence (see Appendix G; Table
38) shows that medium-size (Le., deer and pronghorn) and smaller (e.g., rabbits and rodents) mammals are much beller represented than bison.
Overall, large hide-bearing mammals are poorly
represented at both sites. In interpreting the bone
assemblages, it is important to consider the possibility that the samples are biased due to a number
of factors, such as differential preservation, archeological sampling, and differential destruction of
skeletal elements during processing.
Lengthy exposure and weathering could
account for the loss of bones from some occupation
episodes, while immediate and rapid burial of other
living surfaces may have enhanced bone preserva-

tion. Unfortunately, it is impossible to fully evaluate the effects that differential bone preservation
may have had. The lack of various degrees of bone
degradation within each of the sites, however,
suggests that differential bone preservation is not a
significant factor. Inadequate site sampling could
also be a factor. Given the amount of refuse
generated by butchering and bone grease processing,
these activities could have been limited to the
periphery of the sites. Again, it is difficult to
evaluate the potential that these activity areas might
have been missed by the archeological sampling.
However, even if butchering and bone grease
processing activities were carried out in close
proximity, one would expect higher overall bone
frequencies, higher numbers of formal (i.e., modified) and expedient bone tools, and a beller representation of the manufacture and/or refurbishing of

TABLE 38
FAUNAL REMAINS RECOVERED FROM SITES 41KT51 AND 41KT53*

Taxon

Common Name

Vertebrata
Testudinata
Mammalia
Mammalia (micro/small)

Vertebrates
Turtles
Unspecified mammal

Mammalia (medium)

Mammalia (medium/large)
Mammalia (largelvery large)
Mammalia (very large)
Sylvilagus sp.
Sciuridae
Geomyidae
Sigmodon hispidus
Neotoma sp.

Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (large)
Odocoileus sp.
Antilocapra americana
Bison bison

Bos taurus
Equus sp.
Homo sapiens

Carnivora
Rodentia
Viperidae
Bos/Bison

Micro/small mammals
Medium mammals
Medium/large mammals
Largelvery large mammals
Very large marrunals
Cottontail rabbits
Squirrels and chipmunks
Pocket gophers
Hispid cotton rat
Wood rats
Medium even-toed ungulates
Large even-toed ungulates

Deer
Pronghorn antelope
Plains bison
Cow
Horse
Human
Carnivores
Rodents
Pitviper snakes
Cowlbison

Totals:
*Maximum minimum number of individuals for each taxon/species is one.
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41KT51

41KT53

Totals

156
40
16
2

881
351
326
2
3
2,108
26
7
7
2
6
7
2
45
3
22
1
1
1
1
2
2
8

1,037
391
342
4
3
2,236
40
15
7
2
27
7
7
53
4
26
1
1
1
1
2
2
11

128
14
8

21

5
8
1
4

3

-

1

1

5

-

5

411

3,815

4,226
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butchering tools in the camp areas. Bone grease
processing could have reduced the number of
skeletal elements, particularly bison. Very few
complete or even nearly complete medium to large
mammal elements were recovered from the two
sites. However, the total amount of fragmented
bones is not substantial and may represent relatively few animals.
The more likely explanation for the meager
faunal assemblages is that they reflect the limited
importance of hunting activities, particularly of
medium to large mammals. The presence of only
one identifiable bison element (at 41KT53) is
noteworthy and contrasts with the wide range of
elements represented among the deer and/or pronghorn remains. This pattern of skeletal element
representation suggests that, while bison were not
procured from these sites, complete or nearly
complete deer and pronghorn carcasses were \Tansported there for butchering (see Appendix G). An
alternative explanation is that bison were hunted at
such distances from the base camps that total field
processing (e.g., returning only meat) was required
to reduce transport costs. In contrast, the smaller
size of medium-sized animals (e.g., deer and
pronghorn) and their procurement near the base
camps may have entailed lower transportation costs
leading to the return of nearly complete carcasses
to the sites.
Even though bison hunting appears to have
been of relatively minor importance at4IKT51 and
4IKT53, the inhaitants of the sites may have
utilized bison to a much greater extent during other
times of the year. Within the context of Plains
Indian communal bison hunting, which is well
documented both with and without horses (Wilson
1924; Lehmer 1963; Quigg and Brumley 1984), the
frequency of bison bones in archeological sites
should vary considerably, depending mainly upon
seasonality and differences in hunting and butchering techniques (see Verbicky-Todd 1984). Little or
no bison bone refuse would be expected both at
hunting camps located at considerable distances
from kill/butchering localities and at base campsites
during seasons when bison hunting was not an
important activity. In addition, Plains Indian tipi
ring sites are particularly notorious for yielding
sparse faunal evidence that is frequently dominated
by small unidentifiable fragments (Quigg and
Brumley 1984:31).
Other animals that may have served as food

include some medium-sized mammals (e.g., carnivores), small mammals (e.g., rabbits, squirrels, and
rodents), and reptiles and amphibians. Turtle
remains are the most frequent, represented by large
numbers of burned and unburned bones recovered
from hearths. The recovery of leg and feet elements probably indicates that whole animals were
being cooked without prior processing. A few
animals, such as the pocket gophers, are probably
intrusive into the cultural zone.
The macrobotanical evidence (see Appendix
H) includes numerous charred seeds, some of which
are more likely to represent food sources than
others (Table 39). Prickly pear, plum, and grape
seeds were recovered more frequently in association
with hearths than in other contexts and probably
represent accidentally charred seeds that were lost
or discarded during processing. In fact, etlmographic evidence indicates thai' some Southern Plains
protohistoric groups did consider prickly pear an
important resource (see Table 35). A wide variety
of charred grass seeds could have been food resources, while others with little or no food value
may have had other uses such as medicines (e.g.,
Moerman 1986) and fuel or may have been introduced into features as a result of the accidental
burning of naturally occurring plants. Although
mesquite beans were not recovered, abundant
etlmographic evidence suggests that mesquite beans
were at least as important as prickly pear in the
subsistence of some Southern Plains groups. Their
absence in the archeological record might be the
result of processing that involved crushing and
grinding the seeds into flour (Bell and Castetter
1937).
There is no evidence that the inhabitants of
the Headstream and Longhorn sites practiced
agriculture. No cultigens were found among the
charred macrobotanical remains, and no Zea pollen
was recovered, although the poor preservation of
pollen in general, and Zea pollen in particular
(Holloway 1989), limits the utility of this line of
evidence in the project area. This is even more
unfortunate in light of the possibility that maize
might have been one of the most likely culligens
adopted from Puebloan, Caddoan, or other peoples.
Although substantial archeological evidence is
lacking at this time, there are etlmographic accounts
indicating that some Southern Plains nomadic bison
hunters were involved in horticulture during the
Protohistoric period (see Table 35). The meager
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TABLE 39
SUMMARY OF SEASONALITY AND FOOD USES OF IDENTIFIED CHARRED SEEDS
RECOVERED IN FLOTATION SAMPLES FROM 41KT51 AND 41KT53

IV

-..l

Scientific Name

Common Name

Season when Seed Rioens

Reference

Food Use

Reference

Cenchrus incertus

Sandbur

Summer and fall

Gould 1978:74

No

-

Panicum sp.

Panicgrass

April to November for various species

Gould 1978:159-174

Yes

Martin et aI. 1951:379

Phalaris carolinensis

Maygmss

March to June

Gould 1978:192

No

-

Poaceae

Grass Family

-

-

-

-

Sporobolus sp.

Dropseed

March-November for various species

Gould 1978:217-227

Yes

Martin et aJ. 1951:374

Stipa leucotricha

Need1egrass

March-June

Gould 1978:232

Yes

Martin et aJ. 1951:375

Polygonum sp.

Knotweed

Late fall

Kirkpatrick 1992:186-187

Yes

Martin et aJ. 1951:387

Portulacaceae

Pu",lane Family

Late swnmer

TullI987:14Q-142

Yes

Kirkpatrick 1992:190

Physalis sp.

Ground cherry

Late summer to fall

Tull 1987:226-228

Yes

Martin et aJ. 1951:414

Xanthium sp.

Cocklebur

-

-

-

-

Celtis sp.

Hackberry

August-oetober for various species

Vines 1960:203-207

Yes

Martin et aI. 1951:311

Condalia sp.

Lotebush

Sununer for various species

Vines 196O:694--Ji98

Yes

Vines 1960:694

Opuntia sp.

Prickly pear

July-September for common prickly pear species

Vines 1960:775-777
-

Yes

Vines 1960:775;
Kirkpatrick 1992:23

~

Prunus sp.

Wild plum

May-October for various species, most in
July-September

Vines 1960:387-406

Yes

Vines 1960:397

'"

Vilis sp.

Grape

May-November for various species, most in
August-Qetober

Vines 1960:712-731

Yes

Vines 1960:718-729

V.
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archeological evidence is limited to a few isolated
occurrences. Olarred com remains (one cob and
one kernel fragment but no pollen) were recovered
from the Tierra Blanca Site (Spielmann 1982:
Appendixes D and E), and possible agricultural
tools (i.e., undocumented findings of a bison scapula hoe and a bison tibia digging stick) were found
at the Montgomery Site (Baugh 1986: 180). Thus,
limited horticulture among Southern Plains hunter/
forager groups remains a possibility but does not
appear to have been of much consequence.

Material Culture
The overall composition of the artifact assemblages from sites 41KT51 and 41KT53 (Table
40) is indicative of a wide range of activities
characteristic of multifunctional residential base
camps. The chipped stone tools, however, indicate
some degree of task specialization. At both sites,
unifacial scraping tools outnumber the other tool
categories. The high uniface frequency (Table 41)
is interpreted as evidence of intensive hide process-

TABLE 40
CULTURAL MATER1ALS RECOVERED PROM 41KT51 AND 41KT53*
No. of Specimens

Classification

41KT51

41KT53

Totals

ARTIFACTS

Arrow Points
Dart Points
Bifaces
Unifaces

Cores
Edge-modified Flakes
Cobble Tool
Hammerstones
Ground Siooes
Perforators
Urunodified Debitage
Ceramics
Turquoise Bead
Modified Bone
Modified Shells
Modified Hematite/Limonite
Possible Gunflints
Majolica Sherds
Lead Ball
Glass Bead
Iron Fragment
Modem Artifacts

-

i

5

1

50
1
28
155
9
122
1
4
131
3
9,502
3,482
1
5
5
6
4
5
I
2
I
6

289
-

2,107
293
106

2,396
293
106

4,784

11,535

16,319

21
-

6
36
1
33
1
20
3
3,476
887

29
1
22
119
8
89
1
3
111

-

-

6,026
2,595
1
5
I
6
4
5
I

2

-

4
-

OTHER MATERIALS

Manuports and Burned Rocks
Heat Spalls
Burned Clay
TOTALS:
·Does not include unmodified faunal remains.
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that fresh hides were processed in the field only for
storage (e.g, fleshed and allowed to dry), with the
final processing of hides (e.g., tanning) resuming
during the off-season when the pace of activities
slackened.
Table 41 also reveals unequal ratios of
ground stones to arrow points. Site 41KT51 has a
relatively high number of arrow points, while
41KT53 has a significantly higher frequency of
ground stones. These differences could be the
result of skewed sampling at 41KT51, but they also
could reflect functional differences in the site
occupations, with a greater emphasis on hunting at
41KT51 versus a greater emphasis on plant processing at 41KT53. The interpretation of minor
functional variation between the sites is also supported by the ratios of all stone tools to ceramics,
which indicate that ceramics are much more frequent at 41KT53. In fact, the number of identified
ceramic vessels is almost as high as the number of
arrow points at 41KT53, while arrow points are
three times more abundant than identified ceramic
vessels at 41KT51. This can be interpreted as
evidence of a greater emphasis on cooking and food
storage at 41KT53.
The chipped stone assemblages from both
sites are dominated by nonlocal resources. Since
the nearest documented source of nonlocal materials
is only 50 km from the project area, it is probable
that at least this source, if not others, was located
within the area exploited by the inhabitants of the
sites. This suggests that the procurement of some,
and probably the majority, of the nonlocal raw
materials occurred through direct access. On the
other hand, artifacts made of obsidian (as exemplified by obsidian debitage from 41KT51) probably
were obtained through ~xchange with Pueb10an or
other groups having direct access to obsidian
sources,
The near absence of cores of nonlocal materials suggests that nonlocal raw materials arrived
either as blanks or nearly finished preforms. This
pattern of nonlocal raw material occurrence suggests a steady access to nonlocal resources, high
transportation costs, the stockpiling of blanks and
preforms, and/or a low need for replacement specimens. The possible availability of horses could
have provided easy access to nonlocal sources
while also allowing the transportation of larger
quantities at reduced costs. On the other hand, the
possible availability of tools made of more-durable

TABLE 41
RATIOS OF SELECTED ARTIFACT CLASSES
AT 41KT51 AND 41KT53

•

Artifact Classes

41KT51

41KT53

Unifaces to arrow points

1.7 to 1

4.1 to 1

Unifaces to bifaces

6.0 to 1

5.4 to 1

flakes

1.1 to 1

1.3 to 1

Unifaces to ground stones

1.8 to 1

1.1 to 1

Ground stones to arrow points

0.9 to 1

3.8 to 1

4.0 to 1

2.4 to 1

3.0 to 1

1.2 to 1

Unifaces to edge-modified

All chipped. battered, and
ground stones to ceramics
Arrow points to ceramic

vessels

ing, and the relatively low frequencies of cutting
tools (i.e., bifacial knives and expedient flake
tools) and arrow points most likely are due to the
limited importance of both hunting and the manufacture and maintenance of hunting tools. Ground
stone tools are relatively abundant. especially at
41KT53, and may be evidence of the increased
importance of plant food processing relative to
hunting.
While it has been suggested that the use of
firearms and other Euro-American tools may have
skewed the chipped stone tool assemblages, making
hunting seem less important than it really was, the
rather meager faunal assemblages appear to support
the conclusion that the inhabitants of the site were
not heavily involved in hunting activities during the
occupations of the sites. Deer, antelope, and cowl
bison remains were recovered at both sites, but the
minimum number of individuals represented is only
one for each taxa at each site. Most significantly,
bison is especially underrepresented,
In light of this interpretation, the emphasis on
hide processing, apparent in the ratio of unifaces to
other chipped lithic tools, may represent the staged
processing of hides procured prior to the occupation
episodes at the two sites. This might be expected
if the inhabitants of the sites were nomadic, seasonal bison hunters, given the large number of bison
typically killed during a successful hunting season
and the amount of work (e.g, processing of meat,
bone grease manufacture, etc.) that may have been
performed at field and/or residential camps associated with kill sites. In such a scenario, it is likely
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Euro-American materials may have reduced the
need for large numbers of replacement lithic tools.
The ceramic assemblages from the Headstream and Longhorn sites provide some valuable
insights into the nature of the Protohistoric period
in the Texas South Plains (Table 42). Functionally,
45% of the vessels are jar forms and 32% are
bowls. Bean pot-type cooking vessels are the only
form identified among the plain and micaceous
utility wares. Bowls are the dominant form in the
Puebloan glazeware, redware, and matte paint ware
categories and probably represent storage and
serving vessels. The four jars in these ware categories appear to be large ollas which probably
served as storage vessels. Collectively, the presence of a wide range of decorated and plainware
vessels is indicative of a multifunctional residential
base camp. Hughes (1991:35-36) notes that in
Texas South Plains protohistoric sites, plainwares
are found at a variety of site types (e.g., residential
base camps, temporary camps, and bison processing
localities), while decorated (i.e., glazeware) wares
are primarily associated with residential base
camps.
The high percentage of Puebloan-made wares
is particularly intriguing. Of the 31 vessels (a
conservative minimum estimate) recovered from
hoth sites, 7 glazeware, 9 redware, and 2 matte

paint vessels are of Puebloan origin. In addition,
the ceramic petrographic analysis (see Appendix D)
suggests that there are strong similarities between
many of the plain and micaceous utility wares and
the Puebloan glazewares and redwares. This
suggests that many of the utility wares are of
Puebloan origin. Puebloan-made wares dominate
the total ceramic assemblage from both sites and
account for at least 58% of the vessels (15% of the
sherds), and if the petrographic interpretations are
correct, Puebloan wares could account for as much
as 95% of the vessels and sherds. Also, three of
seven fragmentary ceramic pipes are of Puebloan
origin. In addition to the ceramics, the Justiceburg
sites produced evidence (i.e., turquoise and O/ivella
shell beads, a cow hom core, a horse tooth, possible gunflints, lead balls, a metal fragment, majolica
sherds, and glass beads) ',that other items were
acquired from the pueblos and/or Spanish mission
settlements. Finally, a few sherds from a single
Caddoan-like engraved vessel hint at influence
from or exchange with peoples to the east or
southeast. In light of the etbnohistoric evidence
presented earlier in this chapter, the overwhelmingly Puebloan ceramic collections from 41KT51 and
41KT53 are interpreted as representing interaction,
in the form of drrect exchange, between the inhabitants of the sites and Puebloan agriculturalists.

TABLE 42
CERAMICS FROM 41KT51 AND 41KT53*
41KT51

41KT53
Minimum No. of Vessels

Minimum No. of Vessels

Ware Type
Plain Utility
Micaceous Utility

Engraved
Redware

Glazeware

Matte Paint Ware
Unidentified

Totals:

Total
Sherd,
738
4
-

129
7
1
-

887

Bowl

I

Jar

Unknown

1

-

-

1
-

1

-

2

Total
Sherd,
1,239
911
17
207
175

Total
Minimum
No, of
Bowl
5

Jar

Unknown

6

-

2

-

2
1

1
3

-

-

-

1

10

3
1

-

17

-

-

-

-

1

2

4

2,595

9

12

3

·Excludes 27 sherds representing 7 pipes.
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7
5
1
9
7'
2,
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Site Structure
TABLE 43

While the primary occupations at the Headstream and Longhorn sites may have occurred over
reasonably brief periods of time, they appear to
represent multiple episodes of use. For 4lKT53,
this interpretation is based chiefly on the radiocarbon dates, the reuse of post holes, the recycling
of ground stones as shims in post holes, the numerous refits of broken artifacts across long distances,
and the complex patterns in artifact and feature
distributions suggesting overlapping activity areas.
For 41KT51, the primary evidence for multiple
occupations consists of the possible stratigraphic
separation of the features.
In spite of the complexity of the patterning,
three consistently recurring fealure associations
strongly support the presence of three tipi structures
at 41KT53. Each possible tipi structure has a
central basin hearth, and two of the three have a
closely spaced stake or postmold interpreted as the
central tie-down stake. All three possible tipis
have an angled postmold located approximately
2.5 m from the central hearth. These may represent
smoke-flap tie-down stakes.
Regardless of the confusing spatial patterns at
41KT53 and the inability to confidently relate the
features and artifacts, the variability in feature
types (Table 43) offers some perspectives on the
nalure of the occupations. For example, large
postmolds immediately west of the possible tipi in
Block 3 may have supported a racklike facility.
These and many of the other postmolds are likely
evidence of various types of ancillary facilities such
as scaffolds for drying meat or hides, storage racks,
windbreaks, horse corrals, etc. (e.g., Quigg and
Brumley 1984: 106; Deaver 1985:228). In addition,
a grinding pit and several large ground stone tools
in the northern portion of Block 4 probably represent outdoor food processing activity areas, and the
unidentified pit fealure, rock clusters, and ephemeral hearths are suggestive of still other outdoor
activities.
At 41KT51, the limited area that was excavated does not allow detailed interpretations of site
structure. Nonetheless, some differences appear to
be evident between the two sites. Most obvious is
the presence of a discrete midden and a baking pit
and the absence of tipi structures in the excavated
portions of 41KT51. While the ranges of features
at the two sites suggest some differences in the

FEATURES AT 41KT51 AND 41KT53
Feature Type

Basin Hearths
Ephemeral Hearths
Hearth/Dumps
Rock Clusters
Unidentified Pit
Baking Pit
Debris Midden
Grinding Basin
Ceramic Clusters
Bone Stake
Postmolds
Burned Stumps'
Totals:

41KT51

41KT53

1
1

-

3
3
3
3
I

1
1

-

Totals

-

1
2
1
33
4

4
4
3
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
33
4

5

54

59

1

-

-

-

*Noncultural feature

types of acliVllies carried out, the absence of
structures at 41KT51 is inconclusive given the
small area excavated.
With perhaps minor functional differences,the
Protohistoric period occupations at the two sites
appear to have been similar. While site structure
during a single occupation episode cannot be determined, the Headstream and Longhorn sites appear
to have been used in highly structured ways. The
exact functions of the cullural features found cannot
be determined with certainty, but their frequency
and variability are indicative of a wide range of
activities. Overall, the features and the hints of
activity areas seen in the distributions of the artifacts and other materials suggest that both sites
were used as multifunctional residential base
camps.
:. Settlement Patterns
To this point, interpretations have been
derived specifically from the archeological evidence
obtained during the Season 2 data recovery investigations at the two sites. In addition, the discussions have focused mainly on the reconstruction of
site use rather than the role of these' sites in the
annual land-use pattern. However, because the
annual land-use pattern cannot be defined from
only two sites, the archeological evidence must be
interpreted within the broader context of the region279
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al archeological and ethnographic evidence. The
interpretations that are relevant to the reconstruction
of settlement patterns are summarized below,
focusing on three lines of evidence: (I) archeological evidence regarding the seasons of site occupation at 41KT51 and 41KT53; (2) ethnographic
evidence on the seasonality and nature of Plains
bison hunting; and (3) ethnographic evidence on the
seasonality and nature of the Plains-Pueblo trading.
Obviously, only the first of these must pertain to
41KT51 and 4IKT53. The latter two are relevant
only to the extent that the inhabitants of the sites
were bison hunters who traveled west to the pueblos
to trade.
There is limited evidence that at least some
of the occupation episodes at both sites occurred in
the summer and/or fall. The vast majority of the
charred seeds (see Table 39) were found in cultural
features (e.g., hearths and postmolds) anq were
intentionally or accidentally burned. They represent
the only substantial and direct evidence of seasonality for the occupations at the Headstream and
Longhorn sites. For all of the species for which
seasonality can be established, the seeds ripen in
the summer and/or fall. Some of the seeds could
mature earlier in the spring and some may still be
on plants as late as December; however, the majority, if not all of them, would have been available
(i.e., mature seeds on the plants) from mid summer
to early fall. Unfortunately, this does not eliminate
the possibility of occupations during other seasons.
For instance, winter and spring occupations would
not be particularly evident in the macrobotanical
record given that few plants produce seeds only
during these seasons.
As noted above, the makeup of the lithic tool
assemblages from 41KT51 and 41KT53 (i.e.,
relatively few arrow points and bifaces) suggests
that hunting forays were not staged from these sites,
and hence it appears that they were occupied during
times of the year when hunting was not a prominent
activity (assuming that the lithic assemblages are
not skewed as a result of the introduction of firearms and other EurD-American tools). If the
inhabitants of 41KT5l and 41KT53 were bison
hunters, then the ethnographic evidence on Plains
bison hunting may have some relevance to the
question of when during the year the sites were
occupied. This evidence makes it clear that hunting
techniques and intensity varied in response to
seasonal changes in bison behavior, weather condi-

tions, and the quality of bison meat and hides
(Verbicky-Todd 1984:4-9). Although there were
no strict nonhunting seasons, bison typically congregated in large herds from late spring to early
fall, and most Plains tribes aggregated for large
communal hunts during the rutting season (July to
mid September [Roe 1972:94-118]), after which
they split into smaller bands for the remainder of
the year as the buffalo separated into smaller herds
composed of either bulls or cows (McHugh 1972:
157; Verbicky-Todd 1984:5).
Newcomb (1961:112, 160, 197) notes that
tribes in the Texas Southern Plains generally
conducted communal hunts in the summer and fall
(e.g., Comanche and Kiowa) or spring and fall
(e.g., Lipan Apache). Speth (1983:156) notes that
the peak nutritional stress periods for bison were
winter and early spring, and during periods of
severe cold bison often moved off the open plains
and into protected river valleys (Roe 1972:572).
Because of the scarcity of forage during this period,
bison meat was extremely lean. On the other hand,
the late fall-winter hides were in ideal condition
for robes (Roe 1972:99, 116-117). Conversely, the
quality of bison meat was best during late summer
and fall, and the nearly hairless hides obtained
during this time. were particularly suitable for tipi
covers. In short, bison hunting probably was a
year-round endeavor, but it may have been pursued
most intensively in the summer and early fall. On
this basis, the lithic assemblages from 41KT51 and
41KT53 may indicate that the sites were occupied
most frequently in the late fall, winter, or spring.
A wealth of ethnographic and arcbeological
evidence indicates that just prior to European
contact the eastern frontier pueblos (mainly Taos/
Picuris, Pecos, Gran Quivira and other Salinas
pueblos, and the Galisteo Basin pueblos) were
participating in a' complex exchange network involving many different nomadic bison-hunting
Southern Plains groups (variously identified as
Apaches, Teyas, and Jumanos). While many
nonsubsistence-related products (e.g., Puebloan
ceramics, turquoise, and obsidian) were also
exchanged, the focus of the trade appears to have
been the exchange of bison products (mainly hides
and meat) from the Plains for agricultural produce
(mainly com but also other foods and cotton fabric)
from the pueblos (Speth 1991:34; Spielmann 1991:
49-50). In addition, the annual trade fairs served
as large-scale social affairs bringing together
280
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related bands of Plains nomads (e.g., Pecos Pueblo
during the latter half of the seventeenth century,
Kessel 1987:222, 364).
The land-use patterns and annual subsistence
cycle of the Plains groups were adapted to fit the
needs of the exchange. There has been much
speculation as to the exact nature and seasonality
of the Plains-Pueblo trade (e.g., Spielmann, ed.
1991). Spielmann (1982:131) concludes that the
combined ethnographic evidence suggests

representing band groups, to the pueblos (see
Benavides's [1916:55-56] A.D. 1630 account and
Spielmann's [1982: 128-129] discussion), although
small trading groups or emissaries who operated
independent of the remainder of their band groups
may have been exceptions to this general pattern.
Assuming that the Puebloan ceramics at 41KT51
and 41KT53 were obtained through direct exchange
and that the inhabitants of these sites traveled to the
pueblos for the fall trade fairs, then it can be
surmised that the Justiceburg sites were not occupied during this time of the year.
In sum, the three lines of evidence concerning
the seasonality of the occupations at the Headstream and Longhorn sites and how this relates to
regional settlement patterns are equivocal. The
only direct evidence, Le., the macrobotanical
remains, hints at summer-fall occupations, while
the lithic assemblage data could be consistent with
late fall-winter-spring occupations and the ceramic
evidence may point to occupations during any
season but fall. This lack of a coherent picture is
probably due to a variety of factors, the most
important of which may be biases in the archeobotanical record. That is, 41KT51 and 41KT53
could well have been used most intensively during
the winter months without creating any recoverable
botanical evidence of this.

two types of strategies that may have
been pursued by the Plains populations:
1) trade with the Pueblos in the fall at
harvest time and return to Plains for
winter; 2) two trips to the Pueblos
-one at harvest time, and a later, more
extended one to pass the worst of the
winter months off the Plains. The
Spanish wisely never ventured oul onto
the Plains in the winter, so that we
have no information concerning the
whereabouts of Plains nomads at that
season.
The bulk of the ethnohistoric evidence indicates that
the annual (or at least very regular) trade fairs were
staged at the pueblos during and immediately
following the fall harvest (see Table 35). Using
Pecos Pueblo as an example, it appears that the
com harvest would have been in late September and
October. Data compiled by Spielmann (1982: 159161) indicate that planting would have been done
after the last spring frost, generally May 25 but
possibly as late as June 28. Pecos Pueblo has a
growing season of approximately 127 days, close to
the 120 days needed for native com to mature. The
early fall frost generally occurs around September
29 but can occur as early as September 12. Spielmann (1982:161) also notes, however, that the com
does not have to be harvested prior to the first fall
frost but could be harvested for a short time afterward. Thus, it appears that the harvest could have
begun in late September during some years but
generally would have occurred in October. It is
likely then that trading at the various pueblos
occurred in late September, October, November,
and even December, during and following completion of the harvest.
While the accounts are not always specific in
this regard, they generally suggest that the Plains
peoples moved their entire villages, probably

Summary and Conclusions
The geomorphic data obtained during the
1991 investigations at the Headstream and Longhorn sites generally support regional paleoenvironmental changes that elsewhere have been associated
with increases in bison abundance during the very
late Holocene, although the evidence from the
Justiceburg area is not very detailed and may be
controlled til a large extent by the local setting of
41KT51 and>4IKT53. In any case, the regional
data provide reasons to believe that bison were
abundant in the project vicinity during the period of
time that 41KT51 and 41KT53 were occupied
(primarily the seventeenth century), and indeed
bison remains have been found at Justiceburg in
contexts, albeit primarily noncultur:d ones, that
appear to date to this interval (see Sediments and
Stratigraphy in Chapter 3; Boyd et al. 1990:244245). Nonetheless, the faunal remains suggest that
bison hunting was not a major activity at 41KT51
and 41KT53. Rather, subsistence activities appear
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to have focused on the hunting of medium and small
mammals and the gathering of a variety of wild
plant foods, with the macrobotanical remains
indicating no reliance on cultigens.
The overall composition of the tool assemblages suggests that both sites seIVed as multifunctional residential base camps, but the abundance of
unifaces points to some degree of task specialization. Assuming that the record is not skewed as a
result of the replacement of native-made tools by
firearms and other Euro-American tools (e.g.,
metal knives), then it appears that hunting, the
manufacture and maintenance of hunting tools, and
the initial processing of game were relatively
unimportant at the Headstream and Longhorn sites.
Conversely, plant food processing and hide processing appear to have been prominent activities.
The tool manufacture that did occur focused on the
staged reduction of unifaces that were of ma,terials
nonlocal to the immediate Justiceburg area but
probably available within the Lower Plains region
(e.g., as far away as the Callahan Divide ca. 100160 km to the south-southeast). Exotic lithic
materials occur in very small numbers in the collections from 41KT51 and 41KT53 (three obsidian
flakes, six flakes and three tools of Alibates agate,
and two flakes and three tools of Tecovas jasper),
and thus it is clear that the lithic industry was a
local one.
The ceramic assemblages also point to use of
the sites as residential base camps, judging from
the substantial numbers of decorated and utility
vessels represented and the range of vessel shapes.
Many of the ceramics are of Puebloan origin which,
along with the presence of a turquoise bead, an
Olivella shell bead, glass beads, a cow hom core,
a horse tooth, possible gunflints, lead balls, a metal
fragment, majolica sherds, and obsidian flakes,
provides evidence of interaction with the New
Mexico pueblos. The ethnographic evidence suggests that this could have occurred as a result of
direct exchange at trade fairs. A single engraved
sherd bears some similarities to Caddoan ceramics
and may indicate limited interaction with groups to
the east of the Justiceburg area.
Tipis may have been present at 41KT53,
based on the possible association of basin hearths
and central tie-down stakes and/or smoke-flap tiedown stakes. Other features probably represent
various ancillary facilities and outside activity
areas, although multicomponency and the complexi-

ty of the patterning prevent detailed reconstructions
of site layout. In any case, the frequency and
variety of features indicate wide ranges of activities
as would be expected at residential base camps.
The limited macrobotanical evidence suggests
that the sites were occupied during mid summerearly fall, but there is reason to suspect that the
archeobotanical record is biased and may not be an
accurate reflection of the seasons of occupation.
The only other information on seasonality is based
on the ethnographic accounts of Plains bison hunting
and Pueblo-Plains trade. If the inhabitants of the
sites were bison hunters (and assuming that the
nature of the lithic tool assemblages is not a function of the use of firearms and metal knives), then
the scarcity of arrow points and bifacial processing
tools would suggest that the sites were occupied at
times of the year when communal hunting was not
a prominent activity, i.e.'; late fall, winter, or
spring. In addition, the timing of the pueblo trade
fairs to follow the fall haIVest implies that the
inhabitants of the sites were absent from the
Justiceburg area during this time and thus that the
sites may have' seen winter, spring, or summer
occupations, assuming of course that the Puebloan
materials at 41KT5l and 41KT53 were obtained
through direct exchange at the pueblos. Ultimately,
it is difficult to correlate these lines of evidence
and construct a convincing argument for when the
Headstream and Longhorn sites were occupied,
however.
From this summary, it is clear that 41KT51
and 41KT53 may not neatly fit the model of Protohistoric period nomadic Plains bison hunters discussed elswhere in this report. Possible reasons for
this and a discussion of competing scenarios are
presented below, following a listing of several
overarching conclusions. First, there is no evidence
that 41KT5l and 41KT53 functioned as specialpurpose sites, sucii' as kill or procurement/processing locations. Rather, the kinds and varieties of
features and artifacts suggest that both were used
as multifunctional residential base camps. Second,
the cultural remains are not sufficiently abundant to
represent year-round use, especially in view of the
radiocarbon dates which indicate multiple occupational episodes over much or all of the seventeenth
century and perhaps into the eighteenth century (and
perhaps as early as the fifteenth century at
4lKT53), and thus it is likely that the sites were
used on a seasonal or even shorter-term basis.
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Third, the overwhelming use of lithic materials that
probably were available regionally suggests that the
sites were inhabited by groups local to the Lower
Plains rather than recently intrusive groups, and
thus there is no reason to suppose that the occupations represent Puebloan refugees from the west or
Caddoan hunting parties from the east. Fourth, the
presence of numerous items reflecting interaction
with the New Mexico pueblos suggests that groups
native to the Justiceburg area were involved in
direct exchange with Puebloan groups, perhaps
traveling westward for regular trading visits. Fifth,
the scarceness of ceramics or any other materials of
Caddoan affiliation suggests that eastward trade
was not nearly as important as trade with the
pueblos.
For obvious reasons, the chief problem with
interpreting 4lKT5l and 4lKT53 as residential
camps associated with nomadic Plains bison hunters
is the near-absence of bison remains. Two scenarios can be constructed to account for this apparent
inconsistency. The first proposes that the sites
were used least intensively during the time of year
when the ethnographic accounts indicate that communal bison hunting was particularly important, Le.,
mid summer-fall. This could explain the low
frequencies of arrow points and bifacial tools, with
the high frequencies of unifaces perhaps reflecting
the staged processing of hides obtained earlier in
the year. This interpretation mayor may not be at
odds with the macrobotanical evidence given the
likely biases in the seed record (Le., seeds do not
mature and hence are not available for exploitation
during all seasons of the year). From this perspective, the Headstream and Longhorn sites could
represent overwintering, forager-oriented base
camps. It is not likely that they would represent
spring base camps in this scenario, however, since
one would expect to see evidence for substantial
gearing-up for summer bison hunting (Le., manufacture and maintenance of hunting and processing
tools), and this is not the case at 4lKT5l and
4lKT53.
The second scenario in which these sites
could be interpreted as residential bases associated
with bison hunters hinges on changes that may have
occurred as a result of the introduction of horses
and Euro-American weapons and other tools. In
this scenario, the scarcity of bison could be related
to increased mobility due to the use of horses and
the procurement and nearly complete processing of

carcasses at distant kill locations or hunting camps,
with only meat being returned to the base camps.
Further, the low frequencies of arrow points and
bifacial processing tools could be due to the
replacement of these native-made implements by
firearms and metal knives. Some support for such
an interpretation can be found in the materials
recovered from these two sites, although it is
admitted that this evidence is sparse (Le., one horse
tooth, four possible gunflints, two lead balls, and
one rusted metal fragment). On one level, such an
hypothesis is appealing because the sites were
occupied chiefly during the seventeenth century
when Euro-American goods and livestock became
available to native groups on the Southern Plains
but were not so common that they should appear
prominently in the archeological record. Hence,
limited availability and curation could explain the
small numbers of Eurd-American items at 4lKT51
and 41KT53. On the other hand, proof for this
scenario is likely to be elusive given its dependence
on negative (or sparse) evidence.
If the scarcity of bison at 41KT51 and
41KT53 is accepted at face value as indicating no
reliance on bison procurement at these or other sites
in the regional settlement system, then alternative
interpretations of 4lKT5l and 4lKT53 must be
sought. Two scenarios are mentioned here. The
first proposes that the sites represent residential
bases of hunter-gatherer groups who operated as
generalized foragers. This scenario would be
consistent with the faunal assemblages from the
sites, but there are two lines of evidence arguing
against this interpretation. The frrst is the ethnographic accounts which, although they need not
necessarily apply to the Headstrearn and Longhorn
sites, indicate that the Southern Plains was occupied
by bison hunters during the seventeenth century.
And the second is the high frequency of uuifaces in
the 4lKT5limd 4lKT53 tool assemblages, which
would seem to be more typical of task specialization within collector--{)riented systems (Le., an
economy focused on the procurement and processing
of large numbers of bison) rather than generalized
hunting and gathering. Certainly, from a regional
perspective the abundance of unifaces appears to be
typical of Plains bison-hunting groups.
The second alternative proposes that4lKT5l
and 4lKT53 represent residential bases associated
with groups who were traditionally bison hunters
but who, perhaps because of shortages of bison
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during the seventeenth century, operated as generalized foragers in the interval during which the sites
were occupied. This would be consistent with the
faunal evidence and could explain the retention of
what appears to be a bison-oriented lithic technology, but it is unsatisfying for three reasons. First, it
appears to be inconsistent with the ethnographic
data. Second, it appears to be at odds with the
largely noncultural faunal data from Justiceburg
suggesting that bison were present in the area (see
above). And third, it does not explain the task
specialization implied by the abundance of unifaces
compared to arrow points and bifacial processing
tools.
The available evidence does not allow any of
these alternatives to be ruled out with certainty, but
it does indicate that the first two are more plausible
than the laltertwo. Thus, 41KT51 and 41KT53 may
be interpreted most economically as residential bases

occupied by nomadic Plains groups who either
employed a seasonally varying mix of collector- and
forager-oriented strategies or had sufficient access
to horses, firearms, and other metal tools to
significantly shape their settlement strategies and
technologies. Of course, it may be most realistic to
view both factors as having played roles given the
chronologies of the sites. In any case, the data from
the Headstream and Longhorn sites, while
contributing valuable insights into Protohistoric period
use of the Southern Plains, emphasize the complexity
of the archeological record and the need for
excavations at other seventeenth-century sites in the
region. It is only through sampling the range of site
types present on the Southern Plains, performing
thoughtful intersite comparisons, and synthesizing
these data with those from neighboring regions that
a full understanding of Native American adaptations
and land-use strategies can' be achieved.
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APPENDIX A: Backhoe Trench Profile Descriptions

Karl W. Kibler

ground surface. Textural estimates, structure, consistence, amount of inclusions, and boundary determinations follow the criteria set forth by Soil Survey Staff
(1975) and Birkeland (1984). Color was recorded
using a Munsell soil color chart and denotes sediment
color under wet or moist conditions. Soil horiwn
designations were given to each zone based on careful
examination of the above criteria, and, when available, the percentages of organic matter and carbonates. Soil horizon classification follows criteria
presented by Soil Survey Staff (1975), Buol et al.
(1980), and Birkeland (1984). While the classification of pedogenic horizons are made for the columns,
lithostratigraphic units are not formally distingnished.

This appendix describes the stratigraphic and
pedogenic characteristics of the 14 backhoe trenches
excavated during subsurface geomorphic assessments
conducted at sites 41KT51 and 41KT53 and at
Morgan Playa. The data presented are based on field
descriptions of the sediment columns exposed by the
trenches. The neutral term "zone" has been applied
to allow both stratigraphic and pedogenic variation in
sediment columns to be described under the same
nomenclature. For each wne, the depth, thickness,
texture, structure, consistence, inclusions, color, and
nature of the contact with the next lower unit were
recorded. All depths were recorded relative to the

Zone

Depth (em)

Description

41KT51
Backhoe Trench 1991--4

1

0--4

Brown (lOYR 4/3) sandy loam, loose, heavy grass cover, common rootlets,
abrupt wavy lower boundary, Cu .horizon.

2

4-20

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sandy loam, firm, common rootlets, few roots,
common insect burrows, weak coarse subangular blocky structure, gradual
smooth lower boundary, A horizon.

3

20-60

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sandy loam, friable, common rootlets, common
insect burrows, few faint CaCO, filaments, gradual to diffuse smooth lower
boundary, Ckj horizon.

4

60-130

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, finn, common rootlets, very few
charcoal flecks, common insect burrows, common CaCO, filaments, diffuse
smooth lower boundary, Ck horiwn.

5

130-175+

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sand, friable, few rootlets, few CaCO, filaments,
lower boundary not observed, Ck2· horiwn.

Backhoe Trench 1991-5

Locality 91-50
1

0-3

Brown (10YR 4/3) sand, moderate grass cover, platy structure, sediments
represent recent outwash from backdirt pile, abrupt smooth lower boundary,
Cu horiwn.

2

3-13

Brown (7.5YR 4/4) sandy loam, friable, common rootlets, common insect
burrows, very few CaCO, flecks, clear smooth lower boundary, Ab horiwn.
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Zone

•

Depth (em)

Description

3

13--62

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, friable, common rootlets, few roots,
common insect burrows, common CaCO, filaments, fIre-cracked chert and
limestone at 20-25 cm, diffuse smooth lower boundary, Ck boriwn.

4

62-150+

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) sandy loam grading down-profile to a reddish
brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, fIrm, common rootlets in upper half of WDe,
few roots, few insect burrows, common CaCO, fJlaments,lower boundary not
observed, Ck2 horiwn.
Subsequent backhoe work sampled sediments at 290 and 460 cm. The trench
was not entered for close examination of sediments and stratigraphy after
trench depth exceeded 150 cm.

5

at 290

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sand, loose, very few snail shells, very few
hackberry seeds, sediments were observed and described from backdirt pile,
lower boundary not observed, Co horiwn.

6

at 460

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) sandy clay grading down-profJle to a reddish
yellow (7.5YR 6/6) sand, loose to friable, few carbonized plant parts,
sediments were observed and described from backdirt pile, lower boundary
not observed, Co horiwn. Some stratigraphic wnation was present, but was
difficult to determine without entering the trench.

I

0-5

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) silt loam, friable, common decaying organic
matter, common roots, clear smooth lower boundary, OA horizon.

2

5-18

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) fine sandy loam, finn, common rootlets, few
roots, very few charcoal flecks, common insect burrows, few CaCO, flecks,
weak medium subangular blocky structure, clear smooth lower boundary, A
horiwn.

3

18-55

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, slightly finn, common rootlets,
common insect burrows, common CaCO, flecks and filaments, gradual
smooth lower boundary, Ck horizon.

4

55-75

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) clay loam, sli~tly finn, weak fme subangular
blocky structure, one thin sand lens at 70 cm, abrupt wavy (sloping) lower
boundary, C horizon.

5

75-82

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 8/6) sand, loose, common insect burrows, common
rodent burrows filled with a strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) sandy loam, abrupt
wavy to irregular lower boundary, Cox horiwn. The sand forms discontinuous lenses that interfinger with soil horizons upslope.

6

82-89

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) fine sandy loam, slightly finn, common insect
burrows, abrupt highly irregular lower boundary, Cox horizon. The sandy
loam forms a thin discontinuous water--{\eposited lens.

Locality 91-5b
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Zone

Depth (em)

Description

7

89-9S

Pink (7.SYR 7/4) coarse to fine sand, loose, single grain, common insect
burrows, very few snail shells, abrupt wavy to irregular lower boundary, Co
horizon. Zone 7 is planar bedded consisting of very thin layers (I mm).

8

9S-IOS

Light brown (7.SYR 6/4) fme sandy loam, friable, common insect burrows,
common CaCO, filaments, very abrupt wavy to irregular lower boundary, Ck
horizon.

9

IOS-120

Reddish yellow (7.SYR 7/6) sand, loose, few snail shells, abrupt wavy to
irregular lower boundary. Zone 9 is well bedded (cross-srratified) consisting
of many thin (SI mm) layers. Climbing ripples consisting of alternating
reddish brown (SYR 4/4) silts and sands are common between 112 and
114 cm, Co horizon.

10

120-16S+

Reddish brown (SYR S/4) loam, firm, few rootlets, common insect burrows,
few charcoal flecks, common CaCO, filaments and films on ped faces, weak
coan;e subangular blocky slructure, lower boundary not observed, Ab horizon.
Zone 10 appears to be CaCO, enriched from Locality Sa.
Zones S-9 interfmger and weld with soils upslope; zonal boundaries become
indistinct.

Locality 91-5c
I

Q-4

Reddish brown (SYR 4/3) sandy loam, loose, common decaying organic
maUer, abrupt irregular lower boundary, OA horizon.

IB

4--10

Yellowish red (SYR S/6) fme sandy loam, common rootlets, common insect
burrows, abrupt smooth lower boundary, AC horizon.

2

10-14

Dark reddish brown (SYR 3/2) silt loam, common rootlets, common insect
burrows, moderate and fine blocky slruclure (not a soil), common yellowish
red (SYR S/6) thin discontinuous sandy lenses, abrupt wavy to irregular
lower boundary, C horizon.

3

14--20

Reddish yellow (SYR 6/6) loam, friable, common rootlets, common insect
burrows, abrupt smooth lower bouri(jary, Co horizon.

4

20-22

Reddish brown (SYR 4/3) silt loam grading down-profile to a sandy loam,
slightly firm, abrupt smooth lower boundary, Co horizon.

S

22-26

Reddish brown (SYR 4/4) loam, friable, few rootlets, clear smooth lower
houndary, Co horizon.

6

26-34

Dark reddish brown (SYR 3/3) silt loam, slightly firm, few rootlets, few
insect burrows, weak fine blocky slruclure (not a soil), clear smooth lower
boundary, Co horizon.
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Zone

7

Depth (em)

34-39

Description

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) loam, few rootlets, abrupt smooth lower boundary,

Cu horizon.
8

39-51

Reddish brown (5YR 413) silt loam, slightly firm, few rootlets, few insect
burrows, clear wavy to irregular lower boundary, AC horizon.

9

51-57

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sandy loam, loose, few rootlets, common insect
burrows, abrupt smooth to irregular lower boundary, Cu horizon. Zone 9
extends laterally at least 18 m.

10

57~1

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) silt loam, few rootlets, few charcoal flecks,
common insect burrows, abrupt smooth to irregular lower boundary, Ab
horizon.

11

61~3

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) sandy loam, abrupt smooth lower boundary, Cox
horizon.

12

63-74

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) silt loam that grades to finer textures in the
upper portion of the zone, few rootlets, common insect burrows, clear
irregular to broken lower boundary, Cox horizon.

13

74-77

Dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) sandy loam, abundant dispersed charcoal flecks,
very few dispersed pebbles, abrupt to clear irregular lower boundary, Cox
horizon.

14

77-93

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, few rootlets, very few charcoal
flecks, common insect burrows, very abrupt smooth to wavy lower boundary,
Cox horizon.

15

93-121

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) clay loam, few rootlets, common insect
burrows, weak and fine subangular blocky structure, few thin (1-3 em)
reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sand beds, clear smooth lower boundary, Ab
horizon.

16

121-125

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) clay loam, common charcoal, representing
burned surface, abrupt smooth to wavy lower boundary, A2b horizon.

17

125-152

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) loam, few rooi!ets, very few charcoal flecks,
common insect burrows, very weak medium subangular blocky structure,
gradual smooth lower boundary, Cox horizon.

18

152-185+

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sandy loam, common insect burrows, very few
rodent burrows, lower boundary not observed, Cu horizon.

Backhoe Trench
I

1991~

Brown (7.5YR 4/2) sandy loam, common rootlets, common insect burrows,
weak medium subangular blocky structure, clear smooth lower boundary, A
horizon.
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Zone

Depth (em)

Description

2

6-30

Reddish brown (5YR 4/3) sandy loam, slightly firm, common rootlets, few
roots, abundant insect burrows, common CaCO, filaments and soft nodules,
very weak coarse subangular blocky sb1lcture that diminishes with depth,
gradual smooth lower boundary, Ck horizon.

3

3Q--65

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, firm, few roots and rootlets, common
insect burrows, few CaCO, filaments and small soft nodules, sb1lctureless,
diffuse smooth lower boundary, Ck2 horizon.

4

65-145

Reddish brown (5YR 4.5/4) sandy loam, firm, few rootlets, few CaCO,
filaments, very few subrounded chert pebbles, sb1lctureless, very few rodent
burrows filled with a reddish brown (5YR 4/3) silt loam, which itself has
common insect burrows, diffuse smooth lower boundary, Ckj horizon.

5

145-175

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) silt loam grading down-profile to a sandy loam,
slightly firmer than sediments of Zone 4, very few rootlets, few insect
burro.ws, weak medium subangular blocky sb1lcture, clear smooth lower
boundary, NC horizon.

6

175-197

Reddish brown (5YR 4/3) silt interbedded with a reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6)
sand, forming thin (I mm) microbeds, few roots, common insect burrows,
very few rodent burrows, very abrupt wavy to highly irregular lower
boundary, C horizon.

7

197-225

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) silt loam grading down-profile to a loam,
friable, few roots and rootlets, very few charcoal flecks, common insect
burrows, common CaCO, filaments on ped faces, moderate medium
subangular blocky sb1lcture, clear smooth lower boundary, Bkb horizon.

8

225-255+

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, loose to friable, few roots and
rootlets, very few CaCO, filaments, sb1lctureless, lower boundary not
observed, Co horizon.

Backhoe Trench 1991 7
Q-4

Brown (IOYR 4/3) silt loam, loose to friable, heavy grass cover, common
rootlets, common insect burrows, 'weak fine platy sb1lcture, abrupt wavy
lower boundary, Co horizon.

2

4-40

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) sandy loam, slightly firm, common rootlets,
common insect burrows, common CaCO, filaments and very small nodules,
weak coarse subangular blocky sb1lcture, gradual smooth lower boundary,
ACk horizon.

3

40--65

Reddish brown (5YR 4/3) silt loam, slightly firm but more friable than Zone
2, common rootlets, few roots, common insect burrows, common CaCO,
filaments, diffuse smooth lower boundary, Ck horizon.
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Zone

Depth (em)

Description

4

65-115

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) silt loam, friable, very few rootlets and roots, very
few insect burrows, clear smooth lower bOlmdary, OJ horizon.

5

115-145

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) silt loam. slightly firm, very few rootlets and
roots, very few insect burrows. common CaCO, filaments, gradual smooth
lower boundary, Ck horiwn.

6

145-18(}+'

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) fme sandy loam. loose, very few roots and
rootlets, very few CaCO, filaments, lower boundary not observed, Ckj
horizon.

Backhoe Trench 1991-8
0-100

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) sandy loam, common rootlets, very few charcoal flecks,
very few snail shell fragments, common insect burrows, weak fme platy
structure. abrupt to clear and wavy to irregular lower boundary, OJ horizon.
Zone I represents earthen fill of an historic manmade levee.

2

100-114

Light reddish brown (5YR 6/4) sand interbedded with a brown (7.5YR 5/4)
sandy loam forming climbing ripples interspersed with very small pebbles,
very few charcoal fragments, very few snail shell fragments, very abrupt
smooth lower boundary. OJ horizon.

3

114-119

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) silt interbedded with a"brown (7.5YR 5/4) very fme sand
mm) microbeds, slightly firm, very abrupt smooth lower
forming thin
boundary, OJ horiwn.

4

119-133

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) silt loam interbedded with a reddish brown (5YR 5/4) silt
mm) microbeds, firm, very abrupt smooth to wavy
loam forming thin
lower boundary, C horizon. Common insect burrows have destroyed some
of the bedding.

5

133-187

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) sand, loose to friable, common insect burrows. very few
charcoal fragments. very few snail shells. very few small pebbles. few rodent
burrows, clear smooth to wavy lower boundary, C horizon.

6

187-199

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, flJ1ll, common insect burrows, very
few charcoal flecks, very weak coarse subaiigular blocky structure, abrupt to
clear and smooth to interfingering lower boundary. Ab horiwn.

7

199-210

Reddish brown (5YR 5/4) sandy gravel. abrupt to clear wavy lower
boundary, C horizon.

8

210-230

Yellowish red (5YR 5/6) sand and reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/6) silt forming
alternating layers. common charcoal and snail shell fragments between 220
and 225 em, very abrupt wavy lower boundary. OJ horizon.

«I

«I
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Zone

Depth (cm)

9

•

23()"'240+

Description
Reddish brown (5YR 4.5/4) sandy loam, friable, common charcoal fragments
(though smaller in size than those fragments in Zone 8), lower boundary not
observed, C horizon.

Backhoe Trench 1991-9
I

()"'3

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) sandy loam, heavy grass cover, common rootlets,
common insect burrows, abrupt irregular lower boundary, Co horizon.

2

3-15

Reddish brown (5YR 5/4) sandy loam, common rootlets, common insect
burrows, very weak medium subangular blocky structure, clear smooth lower
boundary, A horizon.

3

15-22

Reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) sand, few rootlets, few very small pebbles, clear
smooth lower boundary, C horizon.

4

22-30

Yellowish red (5YR 5/6) sand interbedded with a yellowish red (5YR 5/6)
silt forming thin microbeds (<1 mm), common rootlets, few insect burrows,
few small pebbles, very abrupt wavy lower boundary, C horizon.

5

30-80

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, firm, common rootlets, common insect
burrows, very few charcoal flecks, very few CaCO, flecks, moderate medium
subangular blocky structure, diffuse smooth lower boundary, Ab horizon.

6

8()"'125

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sandy loam, slightly firm, few rootlets, common
CaCO, flecks, very few small pebbles, weak coarse subangular blocky
structure, diffuse smooth lower boundary, Ck horizon.

7

125-170+

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) sand, friable, very few rootlets, common insect
burrows, very few charcoal flecks, very few CaCO, flecks, lower boundary
not observed, C horizon.

Backhoe Trench 1991-10
Locality 91-10a

I

()"'35

Yellowish red (5YR 5/6) sand, loose to friable, common rootlets, common
insect burrows, very few CaCO, flecks, gradual smooth lower boundary, Cox
horizon.

2

35-50

Reddish brown (5YR 5/4) sand, slightly firm, common rootlets, common
insect burrows, very weak coarse subangular blocky structure, gradual
smooth lower boundary, Ab horizon.

3

5()"'136

Light brown (7.5YR 6/4) sand and reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam
forming alternating layers (1-3 cm thick), common rootlets, common insect
burrows, clear smooth lower boundary, Co horizon.
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Zone

Depth (em)

4

5

136-165

165+

Description
Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) silt loam, very few rootlets, common insect
burrows, common charcoal fragments, very few hackberry seeds and snail
shells, fragmentary bison rib and ulna at 138 cm, clear smooth lower
boundary, Ab horizon.
Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) silt loam, lower boundary not observed, C horizon.

Locality 91-/Ob
I

0-50/67

Dark brown (7.5YR 3/4) sandy loam, common rootlets, few snail shells,
abundant thin yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sand lenses, weak medium subangular
blocky structure, abrupt wavy lower boundary forms bottom of very small
gully with a few scattered pebbles, Co horizon.

2

50/67-170

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) loam, few rootlets, common insect burrows,
common CaCO, filaments, weak medium to coarse subangular blocky
structure, gradual smooth lower boundary, ABb horizon.

3

170-210

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sandy loam, friable, few roots, very few charcoal
flecks, common insect burrows, very weak coarse subangular blocky
structure, clear smooth to wavy lower boundary, C horiwn.

4

210-235

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) sandy .loam, slightly firm, few rodent
burrows, clear wavy lower boundary, Ab horiwn.

5

235-250+

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) sandy loam, slightly firm, common pebbles
and cobbles, lower boundary not observed, C horizon.

41KT53
Backhoe Trench 1991 11

I

0-2

Decomposed grass, humus layer, abrupt wavy lower boundary, 0 horiwn.

2

2-9

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) loam, firm, common rootlets, few insect
burrows, weak to moderate fine subanglilar blocky structure, very abrupt
smooth to wavy and discontinuous lower bOundary, A horizon.

3

9-11

Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) loam, firm, common charcoal flecks, slightly
calcareous, weak to moderate and fine subangular blocky structure, very
abrupt to abrupt and wavy to broken lower boundary, A2 horizon.

4

11-36

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) loam, firm, common rootlets, few, insect
burrows, few charcoal flecks at 25 cm, moderately to highly calcareous,
moderate fine to medium subangular blocky structure, very abrupt highly
irregular lower boundary, Bw horizon.
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Zone

Depth (em)

Description

5

36-42

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) fine sand with fine lamellae, friable, common
insect burrows filled with reddish brown (5YR 4/3) loam, highly calcareous,
abrupt wavy to irregular lower boundary, Co horizon.

6

42-85

Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) loam, few rootlets, few scattered small pebbles,
common insect burrows, few rodent burrows filled with reddish brown (5YR
4/4) loose sand and pebbles, few and fine CaCO, nodules and filaments on
ped faces, moderate medium subangular blocky structure, gradual smooth
lower boundary, Bbk horizon.

7

85-105

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) sandy loam, firm, few rootlets, common
insect burrows, few scattered small pebbles, highly calcareous, common
CaCO, filaments on ped faces and root casts, common small CaCO, nodules,
moderate medium subangular blocky structure, gradual smooth lower
boundary, Ck horizon.

8

105-150+

YellQwish red (5YR 4/6) sand, friable, common small pebbles, few rodent
burrows filled with dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) loose sand and small
pebbles, common small CaCO, nodules, lower boundary not observed, Ck2
horizon.

Backhoe Trench 1991-12

I

0-1

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) sand, friable, moderate grass cover, common insect
burrows, moderate fine platy structure representing recent slopewash, abrupt
smooth lower boundary, Co horizon.

2

1-6

Brown (7.5YR 4/4) sand, firm, common rootlets, slightly calcareous, clear
wavy lower boundary, A horizon.

3

6-27

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) loam, common rootlets, very few small
pebbles, moderately to highly calcareous, common small CaCO, nodules,
moderate fine to medium subangular blocky structure, clear smooth lower
boundary, Bk horizon.

4

27-36

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sand, firm, few small pebbles, moderately to highly
calcareous, weak moderate subanlilJlar blocky structure, clear wavy lower
boundary, C horizon.

5

36-70

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) loam, firm, common rootlets, common insect
burrows, very few small pebbles, common very small CaCO, flecks and
filaments, weak coarse subangular blocky structure, diffuse smooth lower
boundary, Ab horizon.

6

70-110

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/3) loam, firm, few roots and rootlets, common
insect burrows, common CaCO, filaments, moderate medium subangular
blocky structure, diffuse smooth lower boundary, Bkb horizon.
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Zone

Depth (em)

Description

7

110-150

Reddish brown (5YR 413) loam, friable, common insect burrows, few small
pebbles, common CaCO, fIlaments, moderate fine to medium angular to
subangular blocky slIUCture, clear smooth lower boundary, Ck horizon.

8

150-160+

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sand, friable, common insect burrows, very few
pebbles, common CaCO, filaments, lower boundary not' observed, Ck2
horizon.

Backhoe Trench 1991 13
I

Q-6

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sand, friable, weak and medium subangular blocky
SlIUcture, abrupt smooth to wavy lower boundary, A horizon.

2

6-15

Dark reddish brown (5YR 313) loam, friable to firm, common rootlets,
common insect burrows, common CaCO, filaments and soft nodules,
moderate fme to medium subangular blocky slIUcture, abrupt wavy to
irregular lower boundary, Bk horizon.

3

15-17

Very dark gray (5YR 3/1) loam, friable to fInn, abundant charcoal flecks,
common rootlets, common CaCO, filaments and ped face coatings, weak
medium subangular blocky slIUcture, abrupt wavy to irregular lower
boundary, Abk horizon.

4

17-40

Reddish brown (5YR 4/3) loam, firm, few roots and rootlets, few CaCO,
nodules, moderate medium subangular blocky slIUcture, abrupt wavy lower
boundary, Ck horizon.

5

40-56

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) sand, friable, common small pebbles, common
insect burrows filled with reddish brown (5YR 413) silt, fine sand lamellae
in the lower 3 cm of zone, stone line of pebbles on lower boundary, very
abrupt wavy lower boundary, Cox horizon.

6

56-83

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, fInn, few rootlets, common pebbles,
common Caco, nodules, clear smooth lower boundary, Ck horizon.

7

83-91

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4 to 5/4) sand, friable, common pebbles, welllaminated sand in lower 2 cm of zone, abrupt wavy lower boundary, Co
horizon.
.

.>

8

91-160+

Reddish brown (5YR 413) sandy loam, very few rootlets, few scattered
pebbles, common CaCO, filaments and small nodules, moderate medium
blocky slIUcture, lower boundary not observed, ACk borizon.

Backhoe Trench 1991-14
I

0-3

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) sand, friable, moderate grass cover, common rootlets,
common insect burrows, slightly calcareous, sands are welliantinated, abrupt
wavy to irregular lower boundary, Co borizon.
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Depth (em)

Description

2

3-12

Brown (7.5YR 4/4) gravelly sand, loose to friable, common rootlets, common
insect burrows, moderately calcareous, common Caca, flecks and small soft
nodules, very abrupt wavy to irregular lower boundary, C horizon.

3

12-20

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) loam, fum, common rootlets, common
charcoal flecks in upper 3 cm of wne, common insect burrows, moderately
calcareous, common small CaCO, nodules, moderate medium subangular
blocky structure, abrupt wavy to irregular lower boundary, Ab horiwn.

4

20-22

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/2) sandy loam, common charcoal flecks,
common CaCa, flecks, abrupt wavy to irregular lower boundary, C horizon.

5

22-48

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, fmn, few roots, common insect
burrows, few scattered pebbles, moderately calcareous, common CaCO,
filaments and small nodules, moderate medium subangular blocky structure,
abrupt wavy lower boundary, Ck horiwn.

6

48-61

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) gravelly sand, friable, few roots, common insect
burrows, common small pebbles, coarse thin beds, abrupt wavy lower
boundary, Co horizon.

7

61-69

Dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) sand, slightly firm, few scattered pebbles,
moderately to highly calcareous, few to common CaCO, nodules, clear wavy
lower boundary, Ck horiwn.
.

8

69-75

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sand, friable, very few pebbles, bottom of zone is
slightly calcareous, abrupt wavy to irregular lower boundary, Co horiwn.

9

75-83

Gravel, pebble, and cobble wne, highly calcareous, abrupt wavy to irregular
lower boundary, C horiwn.

10

83-96

Yellowish red (5YR 4/6) sand, few scattered pebbles, moderately calcareous,
clear smooth to wavy lower boundary, C horizon.

II

96--180+

Dark reddish brown (5YR 3/4) sandy loam, very few rootlets, common
charcoal flecks in upper 10 cm of zone, abundant insect burrows, few
scattered pebbles, common CaCO, filaments and very small nodules,
moderate coarse subangular blocky:structure, lower boundary not observed,
ACk horiwn.

Backhoe Trench 1991-16

I

0-8

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) sand, slightly firm, moderate grass cover, common
rootlets, common insect burrows, very few small pebbles, a~rupt wavy to
irregular lower boundary, Co horizon.

2

8-80

Reddish brown (5YR 4/3) sandy loam, few roots and rootlets, few scattered
pebbles, very few cobbles, weak coarse subangular blocky structure, abrupt
wavy lower boundary, Ab horiwn.
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Zone

•

Depth (em)

Description

3

80--150

Weakly bedded gravels, pebbles, and cobbles, abrupt irregular lower
boundary, C horizon.

4

150--190+

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) loam, abundant insect burrows, common small
pebbles, common small CaCO, filaments and nodules, lower boundary not
observed, Ck horizon.

Backhoe Trench 1991-17

I

0--3

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) fme sand, friable, moderate grass cover, common
rootlets, common insect burrows, weak fme platy structure, abrupt smooth
to wavy lower boundary, Cu horiwn.

2

3-17

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) sand grading down-profile to a coarse sand, loose to
friable, common rootlets, common insect burrows, abrupt wavy to irregular
lower boundary, Cu horizon.

3

17-29

Brown (7.5YR 4.5/4) sandy loam grading down-profIle to a sand, friable,
common rootlets, common insect burrows, abrupt wavy to irregular lower
boundary, Cu horizon.

4

29-43

Reddish brown (5YR 4/4) sandy loam, slightly firm, few rootlets, common
insect burrows, very few CaCO, filaments, weak medium subangular blocky
structure, gradual smooth lower boundary, Ab horizon.

5

43-60

Strong brown (7.5YR 4.5/6) sand, friable, few rootlets, common CaCO,
flecks, fine lamellae in lower 3 cm of zone, clear smooth lower boWldary,
Ck horizon.

6

60--110

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) loam, firm, few rootlets, common insect burrows, very
few rodent burrows, few CaCO, flecks, hackberry seeds at 85-90 cm,
moderate medium to coarse blocky structure, gradual smooth lower
boundary, Ab horizon.

7

110--150

Brown (7.5YR 5/4) sand, friable, very few rootlets, abundant insect burrows,
common charcoal flecks, very few hackberry seeds, gradual smooth lower
bouodary, C horizon.

8

150--160+

Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) sandy loam, slightly firm, common CaCO,
nodules, lower boundary not observed, Ck horiwn.

Morgan Playa
Backhoe Trench 1991-15

I

0--5

Dark grayish brown (IOYR 4/2) silty clay loam, friable, heavy grass surface
cover. very many rootlets. abrupt wavy to irregular lower boundary, A
horizon.
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Zone

Depth (em)

Description

2

5-35

Very dark gray (IOYR 3/1) clay, slightly finn, common rootlets, moderate
fine to medium subangular blocky structure, gradual smooth lower boundary,
Bt horizon.

3

35-80

Dark gray (IOYR 4/1) clay loam, slightly finn, common rootlets, moderate
fme to medium subangular blocky structure, gradual smooth lower boundary,
C horizon.

4

80-120

Dark grayish brown (IOYR 4(2.) silly clay loam, flflll, few roots, very few
rootlets, very few pebbles, moderate medium subangular blocky structure,
thin pale brown (lOYR 6(3) sand lens at 90-92 em, diffuse smooth lower
boundary, C2 horizon.

5

120-185

Dark grayish brown (IOYR 4/2) clay, firm, few roots, very few rootlets, very
few pebbles, moderate medium subangular blocky structure, very few CaCO,
nodules that increase in number down-profile, diffuse smooth lower
.
boUl)dary, Ck horizon.

6

185-205

Dark grayish brown to brown (IOYR 4/2 to 5/3) clay, very firm, very few
roots, moderate fine subangular blocky structure, common CaCO, nodules,
very few manganese concretions, clear wavy lower boundary, Ck2 horizon.

7

205-215

Light yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4) loam, friable, very few roots, common
reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6) mollles, abundant CaCO, nodules, clear smooth
lower boundary, Bk horizon.

8

215-250+

Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) loam, moderate medium to coarse subangular
blocky structure, abundant CaCO, nodules, lower boundary not observed, Bk2
horizon.
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APPENDIX B: Textural and Chemical Analysis of Sediment Samples

Karl W. Kibler

Thus, a phi value of zero equals a sieve size of I mm,
-I phi equals 2 mm, I phi equals 0.5 mm, 00 so on.

A total of 132 sediment samples were analyzed
by the Soils and Physical Geography Laboratory,
Department of Geography, University of WisconsinMilwaukee. Textures were measured by the hydrometer method and sieve screens. The determination of
clastic sediment sizes is based on Wentworth (1922).
The divisions 00 classifications of the Wentworth scale
are the most commonly used today. The scale uses
millimeters; for example, the lower size limit of sand
is 0.0625 mm (fme soo), while the upper size limit
is 2 mm (very coarse soo) (Courty et aI. 1989:36).
Kmmbein (1934) suggests that the millimeter sizes can
be converted to a logarithmic scale which is known as
the phi ($) scale. The formula for this measure is

The use of the logarithmic ratio scales for grain sizes
results in more-normally distributed sediment
populations.
The texture boundaries utilized in this analysis
in terms of phi values are as follows: gravel <1.0,
sand >-1.0 to <4.0, silt >4.0 to <9.0, and clay >9.0.
The textural phi values are percentages based on
weight. Percentages of sand, silt, and clay were
calculated in relation to each other. The percentage
of gravel was calculated in relation to the remainder
of the sample. In addition, the percentages of organic
matter and carbonate are presented (Broadbent 1965;
Nelson 1982).

$ = -log, mm.
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Provenience

% Sand

% Silt

% Clay

% Gravel

% Organic Matter

% Carbonate

41KT51, EU 3
0-2 em
10-12 em
20-22 em
30-32 em
40-42 em

53
55
53
51
57

40
32
32
34
30

7
13
15
15
13

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

6.82
3.68
3.98
3.74
3.74

0.20
1.93
2.25
2.30
2.47

39
55
63
67
61
59

46
32

15
13
11
9
13
15

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.29
4.20
3.02
2.95
3.08
3.44

1.97
2.73
2.65
2.40
2.83
2.16

18
15
21
18
23
22
27
20
23
21
27
11
18
14
13
33
21
15

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

11.00
3.20
3.80
1.70
2.30
2.70
3.20
2.10
3.10
1.60
4.40
2.50
2.20
1.60
1.50
3.90
3.60
2.50
1.80

4.70
4.70
5.20
5.00
4.90
4.60
4.70
4.90
5.30
4.00
4.10
3.40
3.80
3.90
4.10
4.90
4.70
5.20
5.20

13
14
14
13
16
15
18
17
17
17
18
14
14
17
18
2

0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5.30
3.00
2.60
2.50
2.30
2.50
2.20
2.10
2.00
2.10
2.00
1.80
1.70
2.50
2.50
2.70

1.50
2.40
3.00
3.20
3.20
3.20
3.00
3.10
3.20
3.00
3.10,
3.50
3.50
3.00
2.60
4.20

41KT51, EU 43
0-2 an
10-12 em
20-22 an
30-32 em
40-42 em
50-52 em

26
24

26
26

41KT51, Backboe Trench 1991-5c

Zone J. 0-3 em
Zone 1B, 5-8 em
Zone 2, 10-12 an
Zone 3, 15-18 em
Zone 4, 20-22 an
Zone 5, 22-25 em
Zone 6, 28-31 em
Zone 7, 36-38 em
Zone 8,45-48 em
Zone 9, 52-55 em
Zone 10. 58~1 em
Zone 11. 61 ~2 em
Zone 12. 65~8 em
Zone 13, 74-76 an
Zone 14. 80-83 an
Zone 15, 108-110 em
Zone 16, 122-125 em
Zone 17, 139-141 em
Zone 18, 166-172 em

55
59
18
44
30
31
24
39
22
63
29
63
49
57
61
19
29
39
55

27

26
61
38
47
47
49
41
55
16
44

26
33
29
26
48
45
40
30

26

41KT51, Backboe Trencb 1991-6
Zone 1. 1-3 em
Zone 2, 10-13 an
Zone 2, 20-23 an
Zone 3, 30-33 an
Zone 3. 40-43 em
Zone 3, 50-53 em
Zone 3, 60-63 em
Zone 4, 70-73 em
Zone 4, 80-83 em
Zone 4, 90-93 em
Zone 4,100-103 em
Zone 4, 110-113 em
Zone 4, 120-123 em
Zone 4, 130-133 em
Zone 4, 140-143 an
Zone 5. 150-153 em

49
52
55

56
57
60
58
58
60
60
61
66
70
62
52
41

38
34
31
31
27
25
24
25
23
23
21
20
16
20
30
57
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% Sand

Provenience

% Clay

% Gravel

39
23
42
48
48
46
34
30
28

22
16
20
22
32
24
20
18
20

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3.00
2.20
2.40
1.97
2.60
2.19
2.25
1.77
1.33

4.10
3.20
3.60
4.68
5.65
4.37
2.74
3.42
3.45

36
32
36
32
34
72
30
18

14
16
22
20
22
12
18
13

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
19.0

3.18
3.58
3.56
3.56
3.49
" 2.31
3.04
3.24

2.33
1.79
3.39
3.05
3.73
3.18
3.33
4.57

27
31
41
43
39

0.0
0.0
0.0
trace
0.0

17.17
7.86
7.47
6.66
6.09

0.60
0.79
0.72
1.29
2.37

27
33
31
35
45

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

10.70
7.86
7.29
6.87
6.32

0.47
0.95
1.62
1.02
1.14

35
41
37
47

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

9.41
8.44
7.52
6.71

0.00
0.14
0.94
1.42

39
41
45
47

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

9.66
7.81
6.78
6.32

0.77
1.03
1.41
1.38

37
42
46
46

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

8.71
7.69
6.71
6.55

0.90
0.74
1.16
1.69

% SUI

% Organic Maller

% Carbonate

41KT51, Backboe Trencb 1991-6, condnued
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

5, 160-163 em
5, 170-173 em
6, 180-183 em
6, 191-193 em
7, 201-203 em
7, 211-213 em
7, 220-222 em
8, 230-232 em
8,241-243 em

39
61
38
30
20
30
46
52
52

41KT51, Backboe Trencb 1991-IOb
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

I, 20-25 em
1,45-50 em
2, 70-75 em
2, 100-105 em
2, 160-165 em
3, 195-200 an
4, 225-200 em
5, 240-245 em

50
52
42
48
44
66
52
50

41KT53, Wesl Wall of EU 158, Column 1
99.93-99.89 m
99.83-99.80 m
99.79-99.76 m
99.72-99.69 m
99.65-99.62 m

39
19
19
21
21

34
50
40
36
40

41KT53, Soulb Wall of EU 266, Column 4
99.94-99.90
99.90-99.85
99.85-99.80
99.80-99.75
99.75-99.70

m
m
m
m
m

25
21
23
25
15

48
46
46
40
40

41KT53, Nortb Wall of EU 79, Column 5
99.89-99.85
99.85-99.80
99.80-99.75
99.75-99.70

m
m
m
m

17
15
15
17

48
44
48
36

"

41KT53, Soulb Wall of EU 137, Column 6
99.90-99.85 m
99.85-99.80 m
99,80-99,75 m
99.75-99.70 m

15
13
13
15

46
46
42
38

41KT53, Nortb Wall of EU 6, Column 7
99.88-99.85
99.85-99.80
99.80-99.75
99.75-99.70

m
m
m
m

13
18
16
14

50
40
38
40
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Provenience

% Sand

% Slit

% Clay

% Gravel

% Organic Matter

% Carbonate

41KT53, Nortb Wall or EU 6, Column 7, continued
99.70-99.65 m

16

44

0.0

6.30

2.03

50
48
40
40
42

32
34
40
40
40

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

8.71
8.34
7.10
6.62
6.04

0.82
0.57
0.68
1.04
2.13

48
46
48
42
40
40
38
33
34
32
30
34
32
36
23
19

26
34
34
48
46
34
40
34
32
30
30
28
28
24
16
13

0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

3.0
6.0

17.19
7.78
7.90
4.03
3.30
2.70
3.43
3.53
3.73
2.78
2.41
1.87
2.47
2.41
1.64
1.18

0.00
0.00
0.00
3.42
4.42
4.62
4.23
3.40
8.25
3.43
3.90
4.73
4.41
4.57
4.28
4.39

2.5
27.0
50.0
50.0
20.0
28.5
8.5
18.5
2.5
4.5
6.0
20.0
28.0
15.5
15.5
23.0
14.0
17.0
16.0
2.5
11.5
21.5

8.51
4.41
4.02
3.83
3.92
3.93
3.61
3.18
3.01
3.39
3.58
3.38
3.48
3.34
-1.75
3.31
2.58
3.10
3.10
3.29
2.97
1.93

1.30
2.03
2.79
2.11
1.81
1.49
1.92
2.95
3.42
2.47
2.27
2.48
2.24
2.13
2.18
2.95
5.02
2.55
3.96.
3.19
4.63
13.72

40

41KT53, Nortb Wall or EU 59, Column 8
99.89-99.85 m
99.85-99.80 m
99.80-99.75 m
99.75-99.70 m
99.70-99.65 m

18
18
20
20
18

41KT53, Backhoe Trench 1991-11
1, 0-2 an
2. 5-8 an
3. 9-11 an
4. 20-22 an
4. 30-32 an
Zone 5, 39-42 an
Zone 6, 50-52 an
Zone 6, 60-62 an
Zone 6, 70-72 an
Zone 6, 80-82 an
Zone 7, 90-92 an
Zone 7, 100-102 an
Zone 8, 110-112 an
Zone 8. 120-122 an
Zone 8, 130-132 an
Zone 8, 140-142 an

Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

26
20
18
10
14
26
22
32
33
37
40
38
39
40
58
62

lnIce

0.0
1.0
lnIce

Morgan Playa, Backhoe Trench 1991-15
Zone 1,0-2 an
Zone 2, 5-7 an
Zone 2, 10-12 an
Zone 2, 2Q-22 an
Zone 2, 30-32 an
Zone 3, 40-42 an
Zone 3, 50-52 an
Zone 3, 60-62 an
Zone 3,70-72 an
Zone 4, 80-82 an
Zone 4, 89-91 an
Zone 4, 100-102 an
Zone 4, 110-112 an
Zone 5, 120-122 an
Zone 5, 130-132 an
Zone 5, 140-142 an
Zone 5, 150-152 an
Zone 5, 160-162 an
Zone 5. 170-172 an
Zone 5, 180-182 an
Zone 6, 190-192 an
Zone 6, 200-202 an

20.0
29.6
30.0
32.0
30.0
31.6
29.4
27.0
0.0
22.2
33.3
27.5
28.6
29.0
22.6
26.1
28.6
23.5
21.9
-20.0
21.7
44.2

40.0
29.6
26.0
25.0
30.0
28.1
35.3
37.8
40.0
55.6
41.7
32.5
32.1
35.5
38.7
32.6
35.7
29.4
34.4
80.0
34.8
27.9

40.0
40.7
44.0
43.0
40.0
40.4
35.3
35.1
60.0
22.2
25.0
40.0
39.3
35.5
38.7
41.3
35.7
47.1
43.8
40.0
43.5
27.9
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APPENDIX C: Archeomagnetic Dating of Burned Features

Wulf A. Gose, Ph.D.
Department of Geological Sciences
The University of Texas at Austin

INTRODUCTION

200, 300, 400 Oe). The data were analyzed by the
principal component method (Kirschvink 1980).

For the paleomagnetic studies, sets of oriented
sediment cubes approximately 5 cm on an edge were
cut from each sample location. Seventy-{)ne sample
cubes were taken from eight burned cultural features
at sites 41KT51 and 41KT53. Between 4 and 12
cubes were collected from each feature. The features
include some with definite evidence of in situ burning
(Le., unlined basin hearths and a baking pit) and a
sheet midden without good evidence of in situ burning. In addition, nine sample cubes of unburned
sediment were taken from two locations at 41KT53
(three from the upper burned zone; three from the
cultural zone in EU 233; and three from Backhoe
Trench 1991-11, Zone 5, at 49-52 cm below the
surface). In total, 80 cubes from 10 different sample
locations were studied paleomagnetically.

RESULTS
It is instructive to look at the data in orthogonal vector projections. In this diagram, the magnetic
vector for each demagnetization step is projected onto
the north-south-east-west plane (declination) and the
up-down-horizontal plane (inclination). If a sample
contains only one magnetic vector, the data plot is a
straight line decaying toward the origin. Multiple
components manifest themselves by several straight
line segments or curved trajectories.
Sample I from Feature 8 at 41KT53 contains
only one magnetic vector (Fig. 104a). Surprisingly,
many samples have two magnetic vectors (Fig. 104b).
It is likely that the low-stability component is a
viscous remanent magnetization acquired after the
sample was collected.
The stable directions as calculated by the
principal component analysis are depicted in Figures
105 through 107. The data quality for all samples is
rather poor. For a feature such as a hearth, the
directions ought to fall within a degree or two because the samples record the direction of the geomagnetic field at an instant in time. The scatter is
most likely due to sample extraction in the field as
well as sample preparation in the laboratory. Clearly, a better sample handling scheme is called for.
Figure 108 shows graphs of all stable directions,
comparing the mean of all sample cubes and the
mean of all sample means.

PROCEDURES
In the field, the sediment to be sampled was
troweled flat, and a vertical profile was carefully
excavated to expose a line of 5-em cubes. Using a
trowel, each cube was exposed on the top and three
vertical sides, leaving the bottom and one vertical
side intact. A bubble level was used to check the top
of each cube which was troweled until perfectly level.
The top and three exposed sides were then coated
with sodium silicate (painted on with a brush) which
soaked into the sediment and served to solidify and
protect the cube. After drying, a Brunton compass
was used to indicate magnetic north which was
marked directly onto the hardened top surface. Cubes
were then removed by using a trowel or a hacksaw
blade to cut the fourth vertical side and bottom.
These sides were then painted with sodium silicate
and allowed to dry. Finally, each hardened cube was
numbered sequentially for each sample location,
wrapped in foil, and bagged by provenience. For all
burned features, the upper surface of the sample
cubes was the top of the burned surface (i.e., heat
oxidized).
In the laboratory, these cubes were sanded
down to 2-em cubes and placed in plastic sample
containers. The remanent magnetization was measured with a superconducting magnetometer housed
inside a magnetically shielded room. Because the
samples were very friable, it was not possible to
employ thermal demagnetization, and all samples
were demagnetized by alternating fields (50, 100,

INTERPRETAnON

It is the goal of this study to utilize paleomagnetic directions as a 'means of estimating the age
of a feature by comparing its direction of magnetization with an ~stablished secular variation curve. For
Texas, such a curve does not exist. The data set
from Arkansas only covers the age range from
A.D. 1150 to 1600 (Wolfman 1982, 1990). The data
published by Sternberg (1989) and Sternberg and
McGuire (1990) for Arizona and New Mexico are the
most thoroughly documented data base.. They cover
the time span from A.D. 700 to 1450. Because the
ages of the features sampled in this study are thought
to be near A.D. 1600-1700, neither data set can be
used. The most complete data set has been compiled
by DuBois (1989), mainly using data from the
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Figure 104. Vector component diagrams for two archeomagnetic samples. (a) Sample I from Feature 8 a14IKT53. containing
one magnetic vector, (b) Sample 2.1 from Feature 9 a141KT51, containing two vectors. (+ represents the projection onto the
north-south-east-west plane [declination] and 0 is in the up-down-horizonta1 plane [inclination); numbers indica1e the
demagnetization steps in Oersteds).
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'IKTS1, FEATURE 9. SAMPLE 2
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Figure lOS. Equal area projections of the directions of magnetizatioo obtained by the principal component analysis for Features

3,7, 8, and 9 at 41KT51.
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Figure 106. Equal area projections of the directions of magnetization obtained by the principal compooent analysis for Features
4, 8, 30, and 39 and Backhoe Trench 1991-11 at 41KT53.
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41KT53, EXCAVATION UNIT 233, SAMPLE I

41KT53, EXCAVATION UNIT 233, SAMPLE 2

N

N

•

o

o
o

o
o

o

+

+

Figure 107. Equal area projections of the directions of magnetization obtained by the principal component analysis for ED 233
at 41KT53.

80 SAMPLE CUBES

SAMPLE MEANS
N

0

0

0
000

~
+
o

0

N

0

\"0

0

+

0

Figure 108, Equal area projections for all 80 sample cubes and all sample me,\"s.

Reluctantly, the present analysis uses the secular
variation curve of DuBois as it is the only choice.
In order to obtain a rough age estimate for all
the features, one can compare the mean of the sample
means with the reference curve. The .overall mean
declination is 4.8° and the inclination is 61.4° with a
95% circle of confidence of a" = 3.3°. In order to
plot the inclination on DuBois's reference curve, the
inclination has to be recalculated for the same loca-

southwestern United States, These data cover the age
range from A.D. 400 to Present. However, these
data are presented only as a graph, and no evaluation
of the data quality (paleomagnetic statistics and age
constraints) or the data coverage is possible. Comparing the secular variation curve of DuBois and
Sternberg shows major discrepancies between the two
data sets. One possible reason for the discrepancy is
the way in which the data have been analyzed,
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The age estimate based on the declination
should be fully compatible with the age estimate
derived from the inclination. This is clearly not the
case. It seems that the observed inclination is steeper
than expected. The possibility of an inclination error
due to compaction would only increase the discrepancy. It may be significant that the inclination for the
sampling site was 62 0 in 1985, about 3° steeper than
DuBois's curve implies. This raises the question
whether it is correct to use DuBois's data; however,
DuBois (1989) argues that he cannot discern a significant difference between data he obtained from sites
between latitudes 30.0° and 39.0° N. I do not have

tion used by DuBois, namely, Tucson, Arizona (the
difference in latitude corresponds to a -1.3 0 change
in inclination), The adjusted inclination as well as
the declination with their errors are superimposed on
DuBois's curve as shaded boxes (Fig. 109). The
declination suggests two possible age ranges, from
A.D. 400 to 950 and from A.D. 1400 to 1700. The
older age range can be excluded from consideration
based on archeological evidence. The inclination
yields three age ranges, i.e.. A.D. 1020 to 1140,
A.D. 1320 to 1390, and post-A.D. 1800. A very
similar interpretation is obtained if one were to use
the sample cube mean rather than the sample mean.
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Figure 109. Mean declination and inclination of all samples with their 95% error limits (shaded) plotted against the secular
variation curve for the southwestern United Stales (continuous line) from DuBois (1989); individual sample means with 63%

error limits are ploned on the declination graph.
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a reasonable explanation of why the inclinations
observed in this analysis are so steep.
TItis discussion of the combined data set
applies equally well to the results from individual
samples. In estimating the age of a sample, only the
declination is considered. 1be effect of the westward
drift of the magnetic field is probably negligible
because some of DuBois's sites are within 10 of the
Justiceburg archeological sites.
The sample means with their paleomagnetic
error bars and the reference curve are shown on
Figure 109. The length of the error bar (expressed as
a date range) is the radius of the 63 % circle of
confidence (a.,), not the 95% confidence limit. 1be
a., corresponds to one standard deviation. The
means for Feature 7 at 41KT51 and EU 233 and
Backhoe Trench 1991-11 at 41 KT53 are shown

without error bars because the small numbers of
samples resulted in unduly large errors. Excluded
from the graph are Sample 3 from Feature 9 at
41KT51 and Sample I from EU 233 at 41KT53
because of their anomalously high declination values
and Sample 2 from Feature 9 at 41KT51 because of
the highly variable readings on the three sample cubes
(see Fig. 105). The paleomagnetic data and the age
estimates are summarized in Table 44.
The samples span the time range from about
A.D. 1400 to 1800, with most falling into a narrower
range from A.D. 1500 to 1700. These age estimates
should be considered as very tentative until it is
understood why the magnetic inclination is so different from the reference data. It seems likely that the
age sequence of the samples is much more certain
than their absolute ages.
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TABLE 44

=::
~

ARCHEOMAGNETIC DATA AND AGE ESTIMATES FOR THE JUSTICEBURG SAMPLES

Site/Provenience

<N
<N

0\

1/ of Cubes
in Sample

Declination

Inclination

o's

"",

LatibJde

LongibJde

Age (A.D.)

41KT51, Feature 3

12

0.1

60.6

4.3

2.5

81.4

259.4

1392

41KT51, Feature 7

4

-5.2

51.9

14.6

8.4

85.6

164.1

1346

41KT51, Feature 8

9

4.4

63.7

5.5

3.2

77.2

273.2

1632

41KT51, Feature 9
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4

3
3
3

-2.9
45.1
6.6

65.4
67.4
67.6

-

41KT53, Feature 4

10

0.0

41KT53, Feature 8

lO

-

-

2.8

61.8

1.6

1.6

251.2
307.6
272.6

1672

1648-1695

3.0

1.7

80.1

259.0

1518

1372-1562

58.9

4.8

2.8

83.2

269.4

1528

1378-1632

3.6

2.1

72.8

272.5

1668

1623-1743
1684-1789

lO

6.1

41KT53, Feature 39

7

10.8

58.1

6.0

3.5

79.5

312.3

1752

41KT53, EU 233
Sample I"
Sample 2""

3
3

20.8
12.6

64.8
61.5

14.9
14.0

8.6
8.1

69.1
76.1

302.0
301.1

1842
1772

41KT53, BHT

3

10.4

59.4

12.0

6.9

78.9

305.0

1742

Sample Mean

80
77*"

5.0
4.5

62.1
61.6

2.2
1.7

1.3
1.0

. 78.9
79.6

278.3
277.5

lO

4.8

61.4

3.3

1.9

79.9

279.3

""Excludes three ",:,tlying sample cubes (see Fig. 109).

1518-1686

75.3
52.9
71.8

41KT53, Feature 30

"Samples of unburned sediment

1384-1562

.

;;

:.,

8
~

r
.N

?
'"

67.0

Mean of Sample Means

Age Range
(A.D.)
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f
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APPENDIX D: Petrographic Analysis of Ceramic Sherds and Clay Samples
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INTRODUCTION

This was done to avoid potential confusion and
misidentification of various rocks because the
mineral constituents of the fragments are so small
that conclusive identifications are not possible.
The analysis was designed to count at least
200 points, a number determined to statistically
represent all elements present in a sample (Rice
1987:382; Reese 1989:89). A three-stage interval
for stage advancement was determined for each
slide. This interval is slightly larger than the
average grain size for each specimen and was
selected to avoid counting inclusions more than
once. Then a point count which completely covered
the thin section was conducted. With a morecomprehensive point count, minor variations that
otherwise might have been overlooked in a scan
were noted.

As part of the Justiceburg Reservoir cultural
resources investigations, 45 ceramic sherds from
two archeological sites (41KT51 and 41KT53) and
8 clay samples from the surrounding area were
submitted for petrographic analysis. The methods
section describes the sample preparation and
petrographic techniques that Reese-Taylor used for
both tbe ceramic and clay samples. The analysis
results for the ceramic and clay samples, however,
are not directly comparable and thus are presented
and discussed in separate sections. Finally, all of
the petrographic data are used, in conjunction with
other lines of evidence (e.g., regional geological
data, previous petrographic studies, visual identifications) to support inferences of manufacturing
sources and ceramic technologies.

Grain Size Count
METHODOLOGY
Grain size was determined by measuring 20%
of the nonplastic inclusions at their maximum
width. Statistically, a sample size representing
20% of the population is significant and will overcome any possible biases in the range, mode, and
mean of each specimen (Leonard 1976:153). The
grain size count was conducted in a similar fashion
to the point count. A five-stage interval was
chosen to avoid measuring any grain twice. This
allowed complete coverage of the thin section.
The general shapes of the inclusions in the
samples are based upon categories of roundness and
sphericity established by AMSTRAT, the American/Canadian Stratigraphic Association (Folk
1968), Grain size characteristics were identified
based upon the range, distribution, mode, and mean
of each sample in relationship to the Wentworth
Size Scale (Table 45). Each statistic represents an
important piece of information concerning the grain
sizes preseni'in the samples. The range indicates
the minimum and maximum size classification for
the sample measured, the distribution shows the
frequency of each size class, the mode represents
the most-common grain size class present, and the
average and the mode together indicate the degree
of skewness in the normal curve of the grain size
distribution.

Point Count
The sherd and clay samples were first submitted to the Bureau of Economic Geology, The
University of Texas at Austin, to have thin-section
slides prepared, One sample per slide was mounted using a blue epoxy resin for consolidation. The
samples were then ground to the recommended
thickness of 0.03 mm (Shepard 1976:139). Chemical staining (i.e., hydrofluoric and hydrochloric
acid) for precise identification of alkaline feldspars,
calcites, and dolomites was subsequently applied.
Analysis of the thin sections was conducted
using a petrographic microscope at the Bureau of
Economic Geology. The methodology applied was
developed based on previous petrographic studies
of ceramic thin sections. A brief description of the
sampling methods and analytical techniques follows. For a complete description of petrographic
methodology, see Shepard (1942,1965,1976), Folk
(1968), Rice (1987), and Reese (1989).
Initially, a scan of the thin section was completed at an objective of 2.5x, and a description of
the general characteristics of the clay matrix and
the inclusions was recorded. Then, to quantify the
data for quantitative comparisons, a point count
was taken at an objective of lOx. This petrographic
analysis did not attempt to identify rock fragments
(other than recording them as volcanic, metamorphic, sedimentary, or carbonate) in the samples.

CLAY ANALYSIS RESULTS
The eight samples of local clays in this analysis
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deposits. The point count and grain size data for
these eight clay samples are presented in Tables 46
and 47.

TABLE 45
GRAlN SIZE SCALES RJR SEDIMENTS

Millimeters

Wentworth
Size Class

>256
64-256
4-64
2-4

Boulder
Cobble
Pebble
Granule

1-2
0.5-1
0.25-0.5
0.125-0.25
0.0625-0.125

Very Coarse Sand
Coarse Sand
Mediwn Sand
Sand
Very Fine Sand

0.031-0.0625
0.0156-0.031
0.0078-0.0156
0.0039-0.0078
<0.0039

Coarse Silt
Mediwn Silt

rUle

Fine Silt

Clay Group Definitions

Macro Size
Class

The following section describes the point count
and the grain size data for the eight clay samples
(see Tables 46 and 47). Because a comparison
between the local clay resources and the ceramics
was an objective, identical methodologies were
used to define both clay and paste groups (see
discussion of paste group definitions for more
details). When applicable. comparisons between
the clay groups and the ceramic paste groups are
included in the descriptions of the ceramic groups
and are not discussed here.
The percentages of nonplastic inclusions range
from 16.0% (Sample 49) to 29.5% (Sample 47).
Generally, all samples include sands represented by
quartz and alkali feldspar grains. The malurity of
the sands within the clay bodies was defined by an
artibrary ratio of clastic sedimentary (quartz,
chalcedony, quartz with mica, cherI, and shale
grains) to igneous resources (plagioclase feldspar,
POlassium feldspar, biotite, hornblende, pyroxene,
and tourmaline grains), with a <2:1 ratio indicating
an immalure arkosic sand and a >2:1 ratio indicating a more malure quartz sand.
Further distinctions between groups are based
upon inclusions of other micas or hematite at
greater than 10%. This methodology for defining
clay groups follows the methodology used for
defining the ceramic paste groups. A detailed
discussion of the principles employed for combining
the nonplastics into units and identifying Ihe clay
and paste groups is presented in the discussion of
the ceramic paste groups below.

Gravel

Sand

Mud

Very Fine Silt
Clay

include three (Samples 46, 47, and 48) burned clay
samples from fealures al 41KT53, Ihe Longhorn
Sile (Fealures 30, 34, and 39, respeclively). These
samples appear 10 represenl burned nalural alluvial
sedimenls al Ihe sileo Samples 49 (green) and 50
(red) are from heavily weathered Triassic bedrock
exposures along the canyon wall immedialely wesl
of the Longhorn Site. Both of these samples are
shales or mudstones (found in various shades of
red, maroon, gray, and greeniSh-gray) of the
Trujillo Formation and are found interspersed
between layers of sandstones, which are often
micaceous (Mallhews 1969:23). Samples 51 and 52
are local alluvial clays from the Double Mountain
Fork valley between Grape and South Sage creeks.
Sample 51 is from a roadcut adjacenl to Backhoe
Trench 1991-2 and is equivalent to Zone 2 (1540 cm below surface) in that trench, while Sample
52 is from Pipeline Zone 5 (178-190 cm below
surface) in 1991 Pipeline Trench 2 (Bousman 1991:
243, 245). Sample 53 is a residual micaceous clay
weathered from Triassic (Trujillo Formation)
sandstones along Gavell Creek in northeastern
Borden County, 34 km (20 miles) southwest of the
Justiceburg project area. These eight samples were
selected 10 represent a few of the local clay sources
which mighl have been used to manufacture ceramics. They do not, however, accurately reflect the
full range of variability in the local or regional clay

Clay Group Descriptions
Clay Group A

Clay Group A consists of two specimens,
Sample 49 (a green Triassic clay) and Sample. 52 (a
local alluvial clay). The defining characteristic of
this group is a less than 2: I ratio of clastic sedimentary 10 igneous resources. The modal grain
sizes of the inclusions are fine sand in Sample 49
and coarse silt in Sample 52. Both have an average
grain size of fine sand.
The inclusions are
342
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TABLE 46
CLAY SAMPLE POINT COUNT DATA'
Sample No.
Composition

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

Clay
Nonplastics

76.5
23.5

70.5
29.5

77.5
22.5

84.0
16.0

76.0
24.0

77.5
22.5

78.5
21.5

78.0
22.0

Quartz
Quartz and chalcedony
Quartz with mica
Chert
Shale

48.9
0.0
0.0
2.1
2.1
0.0
29.8
2.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
14.9

54.2
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
11.9
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7
1.7
27.1

75.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
22.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.1
2.2

31.3
0.0
3.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
56.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.3
0.0
0.0
3.1

58.3
0.0
2.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.4
0.0
2.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.1
0.1
25.0

68.9
0.0
0.0
2.2
2.2
0.0
11.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
15.6

51.2
0.0
0.0
4.7
2.3
0.0
30.2
0.0
2.3
0.1
0.0
0.0
4.7
0.0
4.7

54.5
0.0
0.0
2.3
0.0
2.3
11.4
0.0
4.5
2.3
0.0
0.0
2.3
11.4
9.1

53.2
31.9
0.0
14.9

55.9
13.6
3.4
27.1

75.6
22.3
0.1
2.2

34.4
62.5
0.0
3.1

60.4
12.5
2.2
25.0

73.3
11.1
0.0
15.6

58.1
32.7
4.7
4.7

56.8
20.5
13.6
9.1

Plagioclase feldspar
Potassium feldspar

Quartz and potassium feldspar clast
Biotite
Hornblende
Pyroxene

Tourmaline
Unidentified mica
Muscovite

Hematite
Clastic sedimentary resources
Igneous resources

Other micas
Hematite

* All

point counts are 200,

0.1 represents presence noted but not included in point count.

Clay Group C

subangular and subrounded in shape with good
sorting in Sample 49 and poor sorting in Sample 52.
The inclusions are indicative of arkosic sand grains
within the clay matrix.

Clay Group C is defined by a greater than 3: I
ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources.
This group consists of Sample 48 from a hearth
feature at 41KT53. The modal and average grain
size in this' group is very fine sand, the shape is
subangular, and the sorting is moderate. Generally
this group is identified as quartz sand grains within
a clay matrix.

Clay Group B

Sample 46, from a hearth feature at 41KT53,
is the sole member of Clay Group B. The distinguishing attributes of the group include a less than
2: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources
and greater than 10% hematite. The modal grain
size of Sample 46 is coarse silt, and the average is
very fine sand. The grains are generally angular to
subangular, and the sorting is good. This clay
group is suggestive of an iron-rich clay with
arkosic sand inclusions.

Clay Group D

Samples 47, 50, and 51 constitute Clay Group
D. Sample 47 is from a hearth feature at 41KT53,
Sample 50 is a red Triassic clay, and Sample 51 is
local alluvial clay. This group is distinguished by
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TABLE 47
CLAY SAMPLE GRAIN SIZE DATA

.N

Fine-

Sample
No.

w

t

Medium
Silt

CoaIlle
Silt

Very
Fine Sand

Fine Sand

Medium
Sand

CoaIlle-Very
CoaIlle Sand Mode

Average

Sortiog

Shape

46

0.25

0.45

0.00

0.20

0.10

0.00

Coarse silt

Very fme sand

Good

Aogular-Subangular

47

0.35

0.35

0.10

0.20

0.00

0.00

Medimn-coarse silt

Coarse silt

Good

Subangular-Subrouoded

48

0.15

0.25

0.30

0.25

0.05

0.00

Very fme sand

Very fme sand

Moderate Subangular

49

0.00

0.05

0.20

0.55

0.20

0.00

Fme sand

Fine sand

Good

Subrouoded

50

0.10

0.10

0.30

0.20

0.30

0.00

Very fme and medium sand Fine sand

Good

Subrouoded

51

0.20

0.05

0.25

0.30

0.20

0.00

Fine sand

Fme sand

Moderate Subrouoded

52

0.05

0.30

0.15

0.20

0.20

0.10

Coarse silt

Fine sand

Poor

Subangular

53

0.00

0.20

0.6.0 .

0.10

0.10

0.00

Very fme sand

Very fme sand

Good

Aogular-Subangular

~
~
'"
~

f
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a greater than 3: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to
igneous resources and greater than 10% hematite.
The modal grain sizes range from medium silt to
medium sand and the averages from coarse silt to
fine sand. The grains in the samples are generally
subrounded, and the sorting is moderate to good.
This sample can be described as an iron-rich clay
with quartz sand inclusions.

the sources of the ceramics themselves. The grain
size counts and observations are more indicative of
ceramic technology than regional geology and are
used to infer production techniques. The sorting of
the sample data into paste groups reflects the
primary goal of identifying manufacturing sources.
Samples are grouped into paste categories by
composition (Le., point count data), and then
technological characteristics (i.e., grain size data)
are used to further define the paste groups. The 45
ceramic samples for which data are presented were
selected to represent the broad range of variability
evident in the assemblages from the Headstream
and Longhorn sites. The resulting petrographic data
are incorporated into the ceramic descriptions and
were very helpful in finalizing the ceramic typological classifications for these sites (see Chapters 3
and 6).

Clay Group E

Clay Group E consists of a single specimen,
Sample 53, a residual micaceous clay. The defining characteristics of this group are a greater than
2: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources
and greater than 10% micas. Sample 53 has a
modal and an average grain size of very fine sand.
General grain shape is angular to subangular, and
the sorting is good. The nonplastics are. dominantly
quartz sand and mica which reflect its genesis from
micaceous Triassic sandstone.

Point Count Data
The ceramic point count data for nonplastics
(Table 48) identify the various rock and mineral
constituents present in the sample (0.0 I % indicates
presence in .trace amounts only). Since the point
count data represent an extremely complex and
highly variable data set, various statistical methods
of data manipulation were considered. After
careful consideration and consultation with statisticians, it was determined that the data manipulation
would be less confusing and more meaningful if it
was done through simple comparisons of relative
frequencies of various inclusions. Selection of
diagnostic compositional attributes and determinations of significance in variability are admittedly
subjective but are based on logical principles
derived from geologic information (Mason and
Berry 1968; Levin 1978; Montgomery 1987; Nesse
1991) and previous petrographic studies (Kidder
and Shepard"1936; Shepard 1942; Warren 1981a,
1981b; Habicht-Mauche 1988). Source identification of the Puebloan ceramics is a major goal of
this study, and previous efforts by Shepard (1942;
Kidder and Shepard 1936) and Warren (198Ia) are
used extensively for comparative purposes.
Before the point count data cat) be used to
separate the analysis sample into meaningful
compositional paste groups, however, the variables
must be combined in some logical manner. The
petrographic data were first sorted into broad
resource groups based on similarities in geologic

Discussion

The analyzed clay samples from near the
Justiceburg area constitute a nondistinctive assemblage characterized by ubiquitous nonplastic materials. The clays range in color from light reddish
brown to dark brown, with the exception of Sample
49 which appears to be a kaolin clay under the
petrographic scope. All have sand inclusions with
varying frequencies of quartz (31.3-75.6%), feldspars (11.1-56.3%), mica (0-13.6%), and hematite
(2.2-27.1%). There are no distinguishing characteristics or constituents which serve to conclusively
identify any of the clay samples as a source for the
ceramics in the study (although some similarities
are noted in the discussion of ceramic paste groups
below). Additionally, the similarities between
these clay samples and the descriptions of ceramic
pastes from Pecos Pueblo (Shepard 1942:247)
should be noted.
CERAMIC ANALYSIS RESULTS
The ultimate objective of the ceramic petrographic analysis is to infer cultural behavior from
the petrographic data. The latter are used to
support two types of interpretations. The resulting
point count data reflect the geologic sources of the
nonplastic constituents and hence are used to infer
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TABLE 48
CERAMIC POINT COUNT DATA
Sample No.
Composition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Clay Matrix
Pores
Nooplastic Grains

61.08
5.42
32.52

52.83
7.08
40.10

42.30
16.82
40.87

42.63
17.11
40.26

66.11
3.06
28.89

53.22
7.10
39.68

53.21
9.63
37.16

49.77
5.02
45.21

64.11
4.03
30.65

Quartz
Quartz w/mica
Chert
Chert wImica
Chalcedony
Shale

72.73
0.00
1.52
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.58
0.00
1.52
0.00
0.00
9.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
3.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.55
0.00
0.00

58.82
1.18
7.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.53
1.18
0.00
1.18
0.00
0.00
11.76
0.00
1.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
14.12
0.00

69.41
2.35
4.71
2.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.70
4.71
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.88
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
1.18
1.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.53
0.00

66.67
0.00
1.31
0.00
0.65
0.00
1.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.65
0.00
0.00
24.84
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.92
0.00
0.65

18.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
70.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.92
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.96
0.00
0.00
8.65
0.00

91.85
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.81
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
:-1.63
0.00

45.68
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
. 1.23
39.51
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.23
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.11
0.00

77.78
0.00
2.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
16.16
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.04
0.00

61.83
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.32
0.00
0.00
28.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.95
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.95
0.00

74.25
18.20
3.03
4.55
0.00
0.00

67.06
18.83
0.00
14.12
0.00

78.82
15.32
2.36
0.00
3.53
0.00

69.94
25.49
0.00
3.92
0.00
0.65

18.27
72.11
0.00
0.96
8.65
0.00

91.87
2.44
4.06
0.00
1.63
0.00

46.91
40.74
1.23
0.00
11.11
0.00

79.80
16.16
0.00
0.00
4.04
0.00

61.84
34.21
0.00
0.00
3.95
'0.00

203

212

208

380

360

310

218

219

248

Sedimentary rock fragments
Glass

Volcanic rock fragments
Plagioclase feldspar

Plagioclase w/mica
Microcline feldspar
Orthoclase feldspar
Orthoclase w/mica
Potassium feldspar
Potassiwn feldspar w/mica
Biotite (brown)
Biotite (green)
Hornblende
Pyroxene

Tourmaline
Unidentified micas
Muscovite
Chlorite
Calcite
Iron calcite
Dolomite
Ooid
Leached flora skeleton
Carbonate rock fragments
Hematite

Metamorphic rock fragments
Clastic sedimentary resources
Igneous resources

Other micas
Carbonate resources
Hematite

Metamorphic rock fragments
Tatal Point Count

om
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Table 48, continued

Sarnole No.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Clay Matrix
Pores
Nooplastic Grains

55.06
7.28
37.66

53.43
7.35
39.22

47.17
16.98
35.86

77.00
3.29
19.72

60.28
7.22
32.50

62.38
1.38
36.24

55.85
16.21
27.93

71.57
4.41
24.02

48.27
7.39
44.34

Quartz
Quartz wjmica
Chert
Chert w/mica
Chalcedony
Shale
Sedimentary rock fragments
Glass
Volcanic rock fragments
Plagioclase feldspar
Plagioclase w/mica
Microcline feldspar
Orthoclase feldspar
Orthoclase w/mica
Potassium feldspar
Potassiwn feldspar w/mica
Biotite (brown)
Biotite (green)
Hornblende

71.43
0.00
0.84
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.68
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
17,65
0.00
1.68
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
1.68
0.00
0,00
0.00
5.04
0.00
0.00
0,00
. 0.00
0.00

61.25
0.00
3.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
22.50
0.00
3.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.75
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.50
0.00

56.56
1.32
0.01
0.00
1.32
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.95
0.00
3.95
0.00
0.00
10.52
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.32
2.63
17.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.32
0.00

52.38
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,38
0.00
4.76
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
26.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
14.29
0.00

58.89
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.89
0.00
0.00
2.22
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.11
0.00
1.11
0.00
1.11
0.01
0.00
2.22
2.22
0.00
2.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
20;00
0:00

75.93
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.27
15.19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.80
2.53
0.00

75.78
0.00
3.22
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.61
0.00
1.61
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.00
4.84
1.61
4.84
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
4,84
0.00

48.98
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.08
0.00
2.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.16
2.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
34.69
0.00

80.00
0.00
1.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.56
0.00
1.11
1.11
0.00
3.33
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
4.44
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
2.22
1.11
0.00

72.27
21.01
1.68
5.04
0.00
0.00

65.00
28.75
3.75
0.00
2.50
0.00

59.21
18.43
3.95
17.10
1.32
0.00

52,38
7.14
26.19
0.00
14.29
0.00

67.78
5.57
4.44
2.22
20.00
0.00

75.93
1.29
16,46
3.80
2.53
0.00

80.61
3.26
6.45
4.84
4.84
0.00

48.98
6.12
10.20
0.00
34.69
0.00

81.11
11.12
4.44
2.22
1.11
0.00

316

204

212

213

277

218

222

204

203

Composition

•

Pyroxene

Tounnaline
Unidentified micas
Muscovite
Chlorite
Calcite
Iron calcite
Dolomite
Ooid
Leached flora skeleton
Carbonate rock fragments
Hematite
Metarnorohic rock fraaments
Clastic sedimentary resources
Igneous resources
Other micas
Carbonate resources
Hematite

Metamornhic rock fra2I1lents
Total Point Count
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Table 48, continued

Sample No.

Composition

27

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Clay Matrix
Pores
Nooplastic Grains

49.56
10.77
39.66

40.07
13.36
46.57

51.07
13.21
35.21

58.23
10.19
31.56

42.14
12.81
45.05

43.17
15.42
41.41

57.00
5.14
37.39

48.66
11.23
40.11

40.37
11.47
48.17

Quartz
Quartz w/mica
Chert
Chert w/mica
Chalcedony
Shale
Sedimentary rock fragments
Glass
Volcanic rock fragments
Plagioclase feldspas
Plagioclase w/mica
Microcline feldspar
Orthoclase feldspar
Orthoclase w/mica
Potassiwn feldspar
Potassium feldspar w/mica
Biotite (brown)
Biotite (green)
Hornblende

67.37
0.00
4.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.17
0.00

0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
1.83
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

81.91
2.13
1.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.57
·0.00
0.01
0.00
1.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.06
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
. 2.13
0.00

67.33
12.00
1.33
0.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.33
0.00
2.00
0.00

0.01
0.00
0.00
17.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.61
0.00

59.98
0.00
1.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.08
0.00
0.00
4.61
0.00
1.54
0.00
0.02
0.02
0.00
1.54
0.00
0.00
4.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.08
18.46
0.00

87.48
1.25
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.25
0.00
0.00
6.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Tounnaline
Unidentified micas
Muscovite
Chlorite
Calcite
Iron calcite
Dolomite
Ooid
Leached flora skeleton
Carbonate rock fragments
Hematite
Metamorphic rock fr8~ments

76.99
5.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.00
1.00
3.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00

87.16
0.00
0.92
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.92
0.00
0.00
0.92
0.00
8.26
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

79.49
4.10
0.82
0.82
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.64
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.83
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.82
0.00
2.46

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.75
0.00

0.00
0.00
4.00
0.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.33
6.00
0.00

59.05
12.38
0.00
0.00
0.95
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.95
0.00
0.95
0.00
0.00
15.24
0.00
0.95
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.76
1.90
0.95
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.95
0.95
0.00

Clastic sedimentary resources
Igneous resources
Other micas
Carbonate resources
Hematite
Metamorphic rock fra~ments

71.72
3.27
0.02
17.39
7.61
0.00

85.23
12.30
2.48
0.00
0.00
0.00

81.99
11.01
5.00
2.00
0.00
0.00

63.06
9.27
1.54
7.69
18.46
0.00

88.08
10.12
1.84
0.00
0.00
0.00

85.10
11.70
1.07
0.00
2.13
0.00

88.74
7.51
0.00
0.00
3.75
0.00

81.33
6.67
4.67
1.33
6.00
0.00

72.38
18.09
7.61
0.95
-0.95
0.00

232

262

280

206

242

227

214

374

218

Pyroxene

Total Point Count

om

om

om

348

om

0.00
0.00

om

om
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Appendix D: Petrographic Analysis of Ceramic Sherds and Clay Samples

Table 48, continued

Sample No.

Composition

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

Clay Matrix

35.88
113.40
50.72

60.53
5.34
34.13

56.91
7.72
35.37

44.98
13.10
41.92

52.17
12.56
35.27

58.91
5.45
35.65

62.61
2.91
34.48

57.92
8.91
33.17

58.45
4.35
37.20

39.62
0.94
0.00
0.00
0.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
33.96
0.94
10.38
0.00
1.89
0.00
0.00
1.89
1.89
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.77
2.83
0.00

48.69
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.87
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
46.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.74
0.00
0.01
2.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

18.18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
60.90
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.73
0.00
1.82
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
1.82
1.82
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
12.73
0.00

49.99
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.17
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
45.83
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

64.37
1.37
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.11
0.00
0.00
5.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.37
0.00
2.74
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
2.74
1.37
1.37
1.37
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
13.70
0.00

65.28
5.56
1.39
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.17
0.00
0.00
6.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.17
0.00
5.56
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
5.56
1.39

49.27
1.41
2.82
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
1.41
0.00
0.00
32.38
0.00

38.81
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.49
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
40.30
0.00
0.00

om

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2.82

om

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.45
1.41
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
1.49
0.00
1.49
16.42
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

77.92
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.39
0.00
1.30
2.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.90
1.30
0.00

41.50
48.11
3.79
3.77
2.83
0.00

49.56
46.09
1.75
2.61
0.00
0.00

18.18
65.46
3.64
0.00
12.73
0.00

49.99
50.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

69.85
9.60
5.48
1.37
13.70
0.00

76.40
16.68
6.96
0.00
0.00
0.00

53.50
33.81
2.83
8.45
1.41
0.00

38.81
41.81
1.49
17.91
0.00
0.00

79.22
14.29
1.30
3.90
1.30
0.00

209

337

311

229

207

202

206

202

207

Pores
Nooplastic Grains

Quartz
Quartz w/mica
Chert
Chert w/mica
Chalcedony
Shale
Sedimentary rock fragments
Glass

Volcanic rock fragments
Plagioclase feldspar
Plagioclase w/rnica
Microcline feldspar
Orthoclase feldspar
Orthoclase w/mica
Potassium feldspar
Potassium feldspar w/mica
Biotite (brown)
Biotite (green)
Hornblende
Pyroxene

Tounnaline

Unidentified micas
Muscovite

CWorite
Calcite
Iron calcite
Dolomite

Ooid
Leached flora skeleton
Carbonate rock fragments
Hematite

Metamornhic rock fralZments
Clastic sedimentary resources
Igneous resources
Other micas

Carbonate resources
Hematite
Metamorphic rock fragments
Total Point Count

349

om

om

om
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Table 48, continued
Sample No.

•

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

51.64
10.65
37.71

50.48
6.79
42.73

50.94
11.79
37.27

53.46
8.41
38.13

57.86
6.94
35.20

52.13
5.21
42.66

58.87
6.94
34.19

54.41
16.67
28.93

47.83
0.87
3.48
0.00
0.01
0.00
3.48
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
28.87
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.48
0.87
2.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.87
0.00
6.69
0.00

56.51
0.00
1.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
32.60
0.00
1.09
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
2.17
1.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.43
0.00

69.29
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
J.14
0.00
0.01
3.41
0.00
J.14
0.00
J.14
5.68
0.00
0.01
0.00
2.27
0.00
0.00
11.36
2.27
J.14
J.14
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

73.42
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
8.86
0.00
1.27
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.27
0.01
0.01
3.80
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.59
3.80
0.00

61.02
0.00
1.30
0.00
1.30
0.00
2.60
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
23.37
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.30
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
9.09
0.00

38.14
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
39.45
·0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.95
0.01
0.01
11.84
6.58
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
'0.00
0.00

7J.11
4.44
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
J.11
0.00
1.11
0.00
0.00
J.11
0.00
0.01
0.00
2.22
0.00
0.00
2.22
J.11
0.01
0.00
0.00
6.67
0.00
0.00
1.11
7.78
0.00

27.82
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
42.10
0.00
6.77
1.50
0.75
4.51
0.00
0.75
1.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
14.28
0.00

61.01
3.39
3.39
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
16.95
0.00
3.39
0.00
0.00
1.69
0.00
0.00
10.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00
0.00

55.67
29.74
4.35
3.48
6.69
0.00

57.60
33.71
3.26
0.00
5.43
0.00

70.45
13.66
14.77
J.14
0.00
0.00

73.42
10.13
1.29
11.39
3.80
0.00

66.22
23.40
0.00
1.30
9.09
0.00

38.15
39.46
3.97
18.42
0.00
0.00

75.56
5.56
3.34
7.78
7.78
0.00

27.84
55.63
2.25
0.00
14.28
0.00

67.81
22.03
10.17
0.02
0.00
0.00

328

244

206

212

202

216

211

389

204

Composition
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Clay Matrix
Pores
Nonplastic Grains

57.32
7.62
35.06

Quartz
Quartz w/mica
Chert
Chert w /mica
Chalcedony
Shale
Sedimentary rock fragments
Glass

Volcanic rock fragments
Plagioclase feldspar
Plagioclase w/mica

Microcline feldspar
Orthoclase feldspar
Orthoclase w/mica
Potassiwn feldspar
Potassium feldspar w/mica

Biotite (brown)
Biotite (green)
Hornblende
Pyroxene

Tounnaline
Unidentified micas
Muscovite

Chlorite
Calcite
Iron calcite

Dolomite
Ooid
Leached flora skeleton
Carbonate rock fragments

Hematite
Metamorphic rock fra2ments
Clastic sedimentary resources
Igneous resources
Other micas
Carbonate resources
Hematite

Melamorohic rock fral!fl1enls

Total Point Count

350

om

45

Appendix D: Petrographic Analysis of Ceramic Sherds and Clay Samples

origm and occurrence. Six resource groups-clastic
sedimentary, igneous, other mica, carbonates,
hematite, and metamorphic rock fragments-were
selected because of their potential to represent
meaningful groups of data for comparison. Tbe
clastic sedimentary, igneous, other mica, and
carbonate groups are each composed of related
rocks and minerals, while hematite is represented
only by a single mineral. The sixth group is
composed of unidentified metamorphic rock fragments. The five main groups are useful because
they exhibit a high degree of variability within the
analyzed samples. Of the total nonplastics, the
clastic sedimentary and igneous groups exhibit the
highest variability in frequency of occurrence within
samples. Other micas, carbonates, and hematite are
generally less abundant but also exhibit a considerable amount of variation, while the sixth group,
metamorphic rock fragments, is relatively infrequent.
The clastic sedimentary group consists of all
crystalline and cryptocrystalline quartz minerals
(quartz, quartz with mica, chert, chert with mica,
and chalcedony) and sedimentary rock fragments.
Although these related quartz minerals are extremely abundant, when present in high frequencies
they indicate a clastic sedimentary resource (pough
1960:231-233; Mason and Berry 1968:146; Sorrell
1973:208; Nesse 1991:114). Quartz, the most
common mineral in the clastic sedimentary group,
occurs in all 45 of the samples and ranges in
frequency from 18.2% to 91.9% within the samples.
The igneous resources group consists of glass,
volcanic rock fragments, all feldspars (plagioclase,
plagioclase with mica, microcline, orthoclase,
orthoclase with mica, potassium feldspar, and
potassium feldspar with mica), biotite, hornblende,
and pyroxene, the essential elements (Mason and
Berry 1968:134; Nesse 1991:113), and tourmaline,
an accessory element (Nesse 1991;113). Although
feldspars can certainly occur in sedimentary settings, they occur in higher frequencies in igneous
rocks (Pough 1960:235-239; Mason and Berry
1968:134; Sorrell 1973:214-221). Other minerals
(Le., biotite, hornblende, pyroxene, and tourmaline)
are less abundant but also occur primarily in
igneous rocks (Pough 1960:258-280; Sorrell 1973:
170-200). Igneous resources are found in all 45 of
the samples and range in frequency from 1.3% to
72.1 % within the samples.
The other mica group includes muscovite,

chlorite, and unidentified micas (Mason and Berry
1968:134; Nesse 1991: 113). Muscovite and chlorite
are found in both igneous and metamorphic environments; however, they are considered as accessory minerals within igneous rocks (Mason and Berry
1968:113; Nesse 1991:113-114, 199-200, 248249, 256-258). Muscovite is also common as a
detrital mineral in clastic sediments (Nesse 1991:
249). The unidentified micas could be biotite,
muscovite, or other related minerals. Other micas
occur in 38 of the 45 samples and range in frequency from 0% to 26.2%.
The carbonate group consists of calcite, iron
calcite, dolomite, and unspecified carbonate rock
fragments. Calcite, iron calcite (cf., siderite), and
dolomite are primarily indicative of carbonate and
evaporite sedimentary environments, although they
also occur in both metamorphic and igneous rocks
(Pough 1960:157-162; 168-169; Sorrell 1973:228,
230; Nesse 1991:114, 143, 146, 148). Although
rare in igneous rocks, calcite may appear in silicapoor, alkali-rich igneous rocks (Nesse 1991:143).
Siderite is found in fractures in basalt, diabase, and
andesite (Nesse 1991:146). Carbonates occur in 26
of the 45 samples and range in frequency from 0%
to 18.4%. Two minor occurrences of identified
nonplastic inclusions, a leached flora skeleton in
Sample 37 and an ooid in Sample 5, are also
included in the carbonate group. These two inclusions are relatively insignificant and account for
less than 0.5% of the total nonplastics in their
respective samples, but they may be suggestive of
an evaporite sedimentary environment.
Hematite is an iron oxide mineral that occurs
in many varieties and in many different contexts
(Pough 1960: 124; Mason and Berry 1968; Sorrell
1973:136; Nesse 1991). Although it can be abundant in sedimentary contexts, it can also occur as a
primary mineral in igneous and metamorphic rocks.
Hematite occurs in 32 of the 45 samples and ranges
in frequency from 0% to 34.7%. Metamorphic rock
fragments comprise the sixth group. Tbey are of
indeterminate composition and cannot be incorporated into any of the other groups. Metamorphic
rock fragments are extremely infrequent and were
observed in only one sample at a frequency of <1 %.
These compositional groups are used to define
the paste groups, along with specific inclusions or
subgroups of minerals that are singled out as being
potentially significant. For example, some paste
groups that are relatively high in igneous resources
351
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may be dominated by a particular variety of feldspar such as plagioclase, or paste groups with high
carbonates may be dominated by calcite. Such
occurrences are noted in the paste group definitions
below. For some paste groups, total mica (which
combines biotite with other micas) is considered as
a defining characteristic.

rating 40-60% of fine (0.125-0.25 mm) inclusions
or smaller; fine-grain-tempered pastes included
60-80% of fine (0.125-0.25 mm) inclusions or
smaller; and medium-grain-tempered pastes had
40-60% of coarse, medium, fine, and very fine
grained (0.0625-1.0 mm) inclusions (Winchell and
Ellis 1991:60). The method applied to the sample
to define this classification included inspection of
each specimen under a stereomicroscope and
subsequent comparison of the average grain size
with a grain size scale. Percentages of nonplastic
inclusions were detennined by estimating the
relative density of grains within the clay matrix
(Winchell and Ellis 1991:55).
In the current study, the percentage of nonplastic inclusions and the distribution of the grain sizes
were used to identify inclusions as naturally occurring within the clay matrix or as temper. Using the
clay resources as a guide, naturally occurring
inclusions were defined as less than 0.125 mm in
diameter, and grain size distributions were classified into three groups according to the percentage of
grains measuring 0.125 mm or less (Table 50).
This method is generally similar to that used by
Aten (1983) and Winchell and Ellis (1991), but the
percentages of inclusions used to define the temper
classes are changed slightly to reflect the percentages of nonplastics present in the clay samples. A
paste is considered tempered when it contains over
30% nonplastic inclusions and less than 50% of the
grains are smaller than 0.125 mm in size. The
general size of the temper is determined by the
most common grain size class above very fine sand
represented in the sample. The identification of
temper within a paste is considered ambiguous
when it contains over 30% nonplastic inclusions but
50-70% are smaller than 0.125 mm. Finally, a
clay is identified as untempered when it has less
than 30% nonplastics or when over 70% are smaller
than 0.125 mm.·'

Grain Size Data
The grain size counts (Table 49) present data
characterizing the size, angularity, and sorting of
the nonplastic inclusions within the clay matrix.
The primary objective of the grain size analysis is
the recognition of the nature of the paste, Le.,
whether or not temper has been added and what
types of tempering materials are represented. This
study uses data derived from previous ceramic
analyses as a basis for determining the presence or
absence of temper (Aten 1983; Winchell and Ellis
1991; Reese-Taylor 1992b), Technological paste
groupings are defined as umempered, unknown, and
tempered and are used to further define the paste
groups.
A variety of criteria have been used to define
the presence or absence of tempering inclusions in
ceramic matrices. The identification of calcite-,
grog-, or bone-tempered pastes has been very
successful (Aten 1983; Reese 1989; Reese-Taylor
1991, 1992a. 1992b; Robinson 1991; Winchell and
Ellis 1991). However, the difference between
sandy pastes with naturally occurring inclusions and
pastes with sandy temper remains difficult to
determine (Aten 1983; Winchell and Ellis 1991).
Aten (1983) used grain size and sorting as the
major attributes for such identifications. Based on
microscopic examinations, he classified sandy
pastes as poorly sorted when they contained grain
sizes from the largest (usually fine grained, but
medium or very fined grained could be seen as
well) to the smallest (which were so small they
were considered part of the clay matrix) (Aten
1983:231). Sand-tempered pastes were defined as
well sorted if a majority of medium to coarse
grains were present (Aten 1983:239).
Winchell and Ellis (1991:60) used grain size
classification according to the Wentworth scale and
frequency of nonplastic inclusions within the clay
matrix as the distinquishing attributes for three
paste types in a similar study. Pastes with naturally occurring grains were defined as those incorpo-

Ceramic Paste Group Definitions
With the point count data sorted into distinctive resource groups, the samples were divided into
paste groups in two separate stages. An, initial
split representing a gross sorting of the data into
two groups (designated Groups I and II) was
followed by a second-level sorting into subgroups
(designated with letters). The petrographic samples
were initially split into the two groups using an
352
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TABLE 49
CERAMIC GRAIN SIZE DATA
Sample
No.

w

v.
w

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Fine
Silt
0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.6
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4£
5.0
5.0
5.0

Mediwn Coarse
Silt
Silt

5.0
10.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
8.0
15.0
10.0
10.0
4.2
20.0
10.0
40.0
0.0
10.0
20.0
40.0
5.0
15.0
8.3
0.0
10.0
22.7
10.0
10.0
13.3
19.1
0.0
8.7
.9.1
0.0
10.0
5.0

20.0
30.0
35.0
9.5
22.7
24.0
40.0
15.0
25.0
12.5
10.0
30.0
35.0
20.0
25.0
35.0
40.0
30.0
10.0
20.8
20.0
15.0
9.1
25.0
15.0
23.3
23.8
9.5
13.0
27.3
15.0
10.0
20.0

Very Fine
Sand

20.0
0.0
15.0
33.3
50.0
20.0
45.0
40.0
30.0
16.7
25.0
20.0
15.0
15.0
5.0
25.0
10.0
25.0
20.0
i2.5
15.0
30.0
18.2
20.0
30.0
13.3
14.3
33.3
26.1
45.5
0.0
35.0
40.0

Fine Mediwn Coarse
Sand Sand
Sand
30.0
45.0
10.0
33.3
22.7
16.0
0.0
30.0
15.0
20.8
20.0
10.0
10.0
40.0
15.0
20.0
0.0
15.0
10.0
25.0
40.0
20.0
13.6
20.0
5.0
26.7
9.5
38.1
13.0
9.1
25.0
30.0
15.0

15.0
5.0
20.0
23.8
4.6
16.0
0.0
5.0
15.0
12.5
20.0
20.0
0.0
20.0
30.0
0.0
0.0
20.0
25.0
20.8
25.0
15.0
27.3
15.0
30.0
6.7
28.6
19.1
39.1
4.6
35.0
5.0
10.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
8.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
25.0
5.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
15.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
15.0
12.5
0.0
10.0
4.6
5.0
10.0
16.7
4.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
15.0
5.0
5.0

Very Coarse
Sand
Mode

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
5.0
0.0'
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0

Fine sand

Fine sand
Coarse silt
Very fme-fine sand
Very fme sand
Coarse silt
Very fme sand
Very fme sand_
Very fme sand
Coarse sand

Very fme sand
Coarse silt
Mediwn silt

Fine sand
Medium sand
Coarse silt
Mediurn--coarse silt

Average

Sorting

Shape

Fine sand
Fine sand

Poor
Moderate
Poor
Moderate

Subangular
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subrounded
Angular
Subrounded
Angular
Subangular
Subangular
Subangular
Subangular
Subrouoded
Subrounded
Subrounded
Angular/subrounded
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subangular
Subangular
Subangular
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subangular
Subangular
Subangular
Subangular
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subrounded

Fine sand
Fine sand
Very fme sand Moderate

Medium sand
Coarse silt
Medium sand
Fine sand
Mediwn sand

Fine sand
Fine sand
Coarse silt
Fine sand
Fine Sand

Poor
Good
Moderate
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Moderate

Poor
Poor

Very fme sand Moderate
Coarse silt
Good
Coarse silt
Fine sand
Poor
Mediwn sand
Medium sand Poor
Fine sand
Fine sand
Poor
Fine sand
Fine sand
Moderate
Very fine sand
Fine sand
Poor
Mediwn sand
Fine sand
Poor
Coarse silt
Fine sand
Poor
Very fIne-medium sand Fine sand
Poor
Fine sand
Fine sand
Poor
Mediwn sand
Fine sand
Poor
Fine sand
Fine sand
Moderate
Mediwn sand
Fine sand
Poor
Very fine sand
Very fine sand Moderate
Mediwn sand
Mediwn sand Poor
Very fme sand
Fine sand
Poor
Very fme sand
Fine sand
Poor
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Table 49, continued

Sample
No.
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

~

....

Fine
Silt
0.0
5.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
3.7
0.0

~

Medium Coarse
Silt
Silt
35.0
5.0
15.0
22.7
10.0
5.0
10.0
25.0
25.0
35.0
37.0
10.0

25.0
25.0
30.0
13.6
30.0
40.0
5.0
20.0
30.0
15.0
29.6
10.0

Very Fine
Sand
10.0
20.0
30.0
13.6
25.0
20.0
25.0
10.0
15.0
10.0
29.6
25.0

Fine Medium Coarse
Sand Sand
Sand
20.0
35.0
5.0
31.8
15.0
10.0
25.0
15.0
10.0
15.0
0.0
45.0

10.0
10.0
10.0
13.6
5.0
10.0
20.0
25.0
15.0
20.0
0.0
10.0

0.0
0.0
5.0
4.6
15.0
10.0
15.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Very Coarse
Sand
Mode
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Medium silt
Fine sand
Coarse-very fine sand
Fine sand
Coarse silt
Coarse silt
Very fme-fine sand
Medium sill-sand
Coarse silt
Medium silt
Medium silt
Fme sand

Average

Sorting

Shape

Very flne sand
Fine sand
Fine sand
Fine sand
Fine sand
Fine sand
Mediwn sand
Fine sand
Fine sand
Fine sand
Coarse silt
Fine sand

Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor
Poor

Subrounded
Subangular
Subrounded
Subangular
Subrounded
Subangular
Subrounded
Subrouoded
Subrounded
Subrounded
Subroanded
Subangu1ar

Good

Moderate
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Appendix D: Perrographic Analysis of Ceramic Sherds and Clay Samples

senting the igneous resources group, and 32 samples
were put into Group 11 representing the clastic
sedimentary group.
The clastic sedimentary and igneous resource
groups were selected for the initial sorting because
previous petrographic work on Puebloan ceramics
(Shepard 1942) indicate that quartz-rich sandand/or sandstone-tempered ceramics from Pecos
Pueblo are quite distinctive from most other New
Mexican Puebloan sources, which are characterized
by a wide range of igneous resources. Shepard also
notes that "quartz is always more abundant than the
feldspars" in Pecos-made ceramics (Kidder and
Shepard 1936:503, see also pp. 504, 507, 509, and
512). Although precise petrographic characterizations are few, one study (Habicht-Mauche 1988:
406, Appendix A, Samples 64-69) indicates that
Pecos-made ceramics consist of ca. 55-75% quartz
temper with much lesser amounts of igneous minerals. Thus, the ratio of clastic sediments (dominated
by quartz) to various igneous materials (dominated
by feldspars) is considered to be an important

TABLE 50
CERAMIC GRAIN SIZE
DISTRIBUTION CLASSES
Grain Size
Distribution Composition
O1aracleristics
Class

Interpretation
of Nonplastics

<30% nonplastics or
70-100% very fme sand
or smaller
>30% nonplastics and
50-70% very fme sand or
smaller
>30% nonplastics and <50%
very fine sand or smaller

1

2

3

Natural
inclusions
Ambiguous

Temper

arbitrary 2: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous
resources based upon the frequency of o.ccurrence of
specific essential minerals in each group (Mason
and Berry 1968; Nesse 1991:113-114) (Fig. 110).
Thus, 13 samples were placed into Group I repre-

100
6

Group II
16

80
15

19

'" 3 8

"
"

10

32

39

",zr

10

Group I

22
12
13

"

29

17

"

"

"

20

"
o

20

40

60

Igneous ResQurces(%)
PUll911SLH

Figure 110. Ceramic petrographic samples compared by ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources.
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potential mdicator of source areas. These resource
groups do not exclusively represent sedimentary
versus igneous materials. Quartz does occur in
igneous and metamorphic rocks (e.g., quartzite), but
it is far more abundant in sedimentary contexts.
Likewise, feldspars do occur in sedimentary rocks
and sediments but are more common in igneous and
metamorphic contexts. The initial split only indicates that igneous resources are dominant in Group
I, while clastic sedimentary resources are dominant
in Group II.
Second-level paste groups are separated on the
basis of variability in all types of nonplastic
inclusions. The paste subgroups attempt to account
for any significant variability (generally on the
order of 10% or more of total nonplastics) within
any given compositional group (e.g., carbonates) or
specific type of inclusion (e.g., calcite only). In
this manner, 12 subgroups were defined, 5 within
the igneous resources group (Groups lA-IE) and 7
within the quartz resources group (IIA-IIG). As
with the initial groups, these subgroups are not used
to directly infer the origins of the nonplastics.
Rather, relative frequencies of other diagnostic
materials are used to indirectly infer ceramic
origins by comparison with data from previous
petrographic studies. Such data can he used to
support interpretations of ceramic origins when
specific types of rocks or minerals are known to
have heen widely used in specific ceramic manufacturing centers (i.e., individual pueblos or groups
of pueblos).
The use of a 2: I ratio of clastic sedimentary
versus igneous resources for the initial split and the
recognition of significant compositional variability
for subgroup sorting are admittedly subjective.
These are sound geological methods of grouping the
data, however, and their use is supported by previous petrographic studies of Southwestern ceramics.
Ceramic studies (such as Shepard 1942 and Warren
1981a) have recognized the high degree of interregional variability in Puebloan ceramic production
while at the same time noting the internal consistency in ceramic production within individual
pueblos or regions during specific times. Within
the Justiceburg ceramic assemblages, the variability
in Puebloan ceramic types and probable manufacturing sources (e.g., Pecos Pueblo, the Salinas
pueblos, and the Tewa area) is an important issue
that can he addressed using the petrographic data on
composition and technology. Thus, the following

paste groups are based primarily on compositional
differences but are further elaborated by grain size
data. Interpretations of what each paste group may
represent are oriented toward identifying probable
or possible sources of manufacture (i.e., nonlocal
versus local or regional). Visual identifications of
ceramic types by regional experts (individuals who
examined ceramic materials at various times
include David Snow, Curt Schaafsma, Helene
Warren, Jeff Girard, Jim Bruseth, Tim Perttula, and
James and Dolores Gunnerson) are used as sup-porting evidence, and when appropriate, the clay
sample data are compared with the ceramic paste
groups.
GrouplA

The defining characteristics of Group IA are
the less than 1.5: I ratio of 'clastic sedimentary to
igneous resources and the presence of more than
35% glass, while no glass was found in any other
samples. Samples 5, 7, and 30 make up this group,
and the glass content varies from 39.5-70.2%.
Other characteristics are the consistent presence of
hematite (ranging,from 8.7-12.7%) and the very
low frequency of all feldspars (ranging from
0-2.7%). Two of the specimens exhibit very fine
pastes which appear to he untempered, while the
third (Sample 5) is only slightly more coarse and
could be tempered.
This glass is of volcanic origin and is most
likely vitric tuff, but it is quite uulike that noted by
Shepard (1942:247-248, Figure 25d). The glass
spalls are isolated and do not cojoin to form
discrete conglomerations. Although the paste is
very fine, it is possible that the glass was added as
temper. Snow (1982:261) notes that it was the
almost exclusive temper choice of Tewa potters
from ca. A.D. 1409 on. Regardless, vitric inclusions are diagnostic of Tewa redware and polychrome pottery produced in the northern Rio Grande
area. This petrographic identification is supported
by the visual identification of all three specimens as
being Tewa-made wares. Snow examined these
specimens and recognized them as Tewa polychrome and Tewa redware, while Schaafsma
examined only the larger specimen (Sample 30) and
also identified it as a Tewa polychrome. All three
specimens exhibit the dark carbon streak characteristic of Tewa pottery (Snow 1982:261). The
identification of this paste group as representing
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Tewa-made wares is quite confident.

Group IC

Group IB

Sample 28 constitutes Group IC and is charactelized by a greater than 1:1 ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources and greater than 10%
biotite (10.4%). When other micas are added in,
the total mica content is 14.2%, and feldspars make
up roughly 36% of the total nonplastics. The sandy
paste appears to be tempered.
The petrographic data alone cannot support a
source interpretation, but the visual identification is
revealing. Sample 28 is classified as a micaceous
utility ware and represents a rounded bean pot-type
jar. Sherds of this vessel were visually examined
by several different ceramic experts.
Snow,
Schaafsma, and Girard all identified it as being a
micaceous ware similar to the Puebloan or Jicarilla
Apache ceramics qf the TaoslPicuris area.
Schaafsma thought it was most similar to the
Pellasco Micaceous type from Picuris Pueblo
described by Dick (1965). Snow also cautioned
that it was similar to other micaceous wares (such
as Ocate or Cimarron Micaceous) which could have
been made by other peoples (e.g., other Apaches).
The Gunnersons also examined this ware and
suggested it is very similar to Jicarilla pottery or
other Apachean Plains ceramic types (e.g., Ocate
Micaceous).
An exact type identification of this ware is not
possible based solely on visual examination, and
more recently some researchers have opted not to
assign such ceramics to particular types. A good
discussion of the problems in distinguishing various
Taos-Picuris-Apache micaceous wares is presented
by Franklin and Rodgers (1987:104-106). FoUowing this conservative approach, Group IC is considered to represent a micaceous ware characteristic of
the northem'Rio Grande Puebloan-made (i.e., Taos
Micaceous oi the Pellasco Micaceous from Picuris)
or Jicarilla-made wares, but the possibility that it
may have been made elsewhere or by other peoples
(such as micaceous wares possibly made by Plains
Apaches [e.g., Gunnerson 1960, 1968, 1969, 1979;
Gunnerson and Gunnerson 1970]) cannot be excluded. Although the large mica flecks appear to
represent temper (as indicated by the grain-size
distribution), it is likely that this ware was made
using a residual clay containing abundant mica and
that no temper was added.

The two samples in Group IB are characterized
by a less than I: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to
igneous resources and greater than 10% calcite and
iron calcite. These specimens have 17.9-18.4%
calcite, although the amount of iron calcite is much
higher in Sample 35 (16.4%) than in Sample 42
(6.6%). In both samples, feldspars account for ca.
40% of the total nonplastics. Both samples have
poorly sorted sandy pastes and may have been
tempered.
The source of the paste group cannot be traced
solely by the petrographic data, but the visual
identifications provide some insights. Both samples
are classified as redwares and were visually identified as Glaze F style bowl sherds. Tile source of
manufacture was uncertain for Sample 35, but Snow
thought that the Sample 42 sherd was possibly from
the Salinas area. Group IB could represent a
Salinas-made ware tempered with crushed igneous
rock (granitic) or perhaps arkosic sand. A sandtempered Salinas Red type is mentioned from AM
by Toulouse (1949:14), but it is not described in
detail. Warren (l98Ia:72) notes the use of an
unidentified temper consisting of "angular grains of
quartz and feldspar with some mica" in Corona
Plain at AM. She mentions that most of the
Salinas Red from AM is syenite tempered but does
not state what temper was used in the remaining ca.
9% of these wares. Perhaps it is the same unidentified temper as used in Corona Plain, which may
be Toulouse's (1949:14) sand temper.
Group IB probably does not represent Pecosmade wares because Shepard (Kidder and Shepard
1936:514, 517) notes that aU of the Glaze VI
pottery at Pecos Pueblo consists of imported wares
with igneous tempers. At Pecos Pueblo, Glaze VI
(or F) styles were never adopted, and production of
the classic Pecos Glaze V Polychrome appears to
have continued through Glaze VI times (Hayes et
al. 1981:98). Thus, it is unlikely that these Glaze
F wares were made at Pecos Pueblo, and the
Salinas area is a likely source. The identification
of Group 1B as being of possible Salinas manufacture is tentative. however, and relies heavily on the
visual type identification.
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conclusive. Three of these samples are glazewares.
Sample 9 represents a partially reconstructed Glaze
E (or V) bowl; Sample 29 is a Glaze E or F jar
sherd; and Sample 38 is an unidentified glazeware
jar sherd. Sample 34 is classified as a redware
sherd probably from a Glaze E unslipped bowl,
Sample 31 is a striated plainware, and Sample 37
is classified as a micaceous utility ware.
Possible sources were identified for only four
of these specimens. Snow and Schaafsma agreed
that the Sample 29 glazeware is probably from the
Salinas area. Redware Sample 34 was also considered by Snow to be a probable Salinas-made
specimen, and Schaafsma also suggested, althougb
less confidently, that it could have come from that
area. Warren and Schaafsma identified the Sample
9 glazeware bowl as being from Pecos Pueblo,
while Snow thought it could be from the Galisteo
Basin. Glazeware Sampie 38 was tentatively
suggested by Snow as being from Pecos Pueblo.
At least two, possibly three, of the specimens
in Paste Group IE could be from the Salinas area.
The petrographic data appear to support the confident visual identification of Sample 29 as having
been made in the. Salinas area, and the high frequency of feldspars in this specimen would argue
against a Pecos Pueblo origin. Likewise, the
identification of a probable Salinas origin for
Sample 34 may be supported by the petrographic
data, althougb there are some minor differences in
composition. Sample 34 has a higher percentage of
quartz (53.5%) and 8.5% carbonate rock fragments,
while Sample 29 has 48.7% quartz and only 2.6%
calcite. It is interesting to note that, although the
frequencies vary, these two samples are similar to
those in Paste Group IB, which also may represent
Salinas-made ceramics. Although Sample 31 has
no carbonate inclusions, it has a strikingly similar
frequency of clastic sedimentary and igneous
resources to Sample 29. Therefore, it can be
tentatively suggested that the striated plainware
sherd, Sample 31, may be from the Salinas area.
The other specimens are more problematic.
No possible source can be suggested for Sample 37,
and tentative identifications of Samples 9 and· 38 as
being Pecos-made wares cannot be fully explained.
The absence of micas and the presence of hornblende in Sample 9 do not seem to go along with
Pecos ceramics, and the overall composition does
not appear to reflect any Galisteo Basin source
(Sample 9 lacks plagioclase, which would be

A single specimen, Sample 44, constitutes
Group ID which is characterized by an approximate
1:2 ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources
and greater than 10% total mica (total mica is
10.5% of which 8.3% is biotite) and greater than
10% hematite (14.3%). The igneous resources are
dominated by potassium feldspar which accounts
for 42.1 % of the nonplastics, and a trace of hornblende was also observed. No carbonates were
identified, but pyroxene (4.5%) was found in
Sample 44 althougb not in any of the other samples.
The well-sorted and very fine grained paste may be
untempered.
Sample 44 is classified as a micaceous ware
of unknown origin. The petrographic data suggest
that it is from an area dominated by igneous resources, possibly syenite. This combination of
minerals could be found in a number of different
igneous rocks that are known to have been used as
tempers. No positive source identification can be
made, but one possible connection is the similarity
of the Sample 44 nonplastics to some of the tempers used in the Salinas area. Warren (198Ia:72)
notes the use of syenite temper in Salinas Redware
at Ab6, and some varieties of this rock have lillIe
or no hornblende but are high in potassium feldspars (prinz et al. 1978:281-282). There are many
other possibilities, however, and the source of the
Group ID sample is considered to be unknown.
Because of the high overall percentage of igneous
resources, however, Group ID probably represents
Puebloan wares.
Group /E

Group IE consists of six samples (Samples 9,
29, 31, 34, 37, and 38) characterized by a 1:1 to
2: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources
and relatively low percentages of other constituents
«5% total micas, <5% hematite, and <10% carbonates). These samples have relatively coarse,
poorly sorted sandy pastes, and several appear to
have been tempered.
Based solely on the petrographic evidence, no
sources can be confidently suggested, and there are
some minor compositional variations within this
paste group that are likely due to differential
exposure of the parent material. The visual identifications present some possibilities but are not
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characteristic of andesite or latite [Prinz et al.
1978:303, 305]). Thus, these two samples must be
considered to be of unknown origin.
In conclusion, Paste Group IE can be tentatively associated with the Salinas area and perhaps
represents sherds tempered with arkosic sand.
Group IE is generally similar to the Paste Group IB
sherds, with the main difference being that Group
IE has more clastic sediments (mainly quartz) and
less carbonates than does Group lB. Thus, it is
possible that both groups are from the same general
source area (i.e., the Salinas area) but that Group
IB represents either crushed granitic rock or very
immature arkosic sand temper, while Group IE has
a more-mature arkosic sand temper. The visual
identification of some of the Group IE specimens as
Salinas-made ceramics supports this interpretation.

specimens. The unusually fine texture of the
Sample 13 paste suggests that it was extremely
well worked, and it is possible that selective
processing may account for the unusually higb
amount of mica and hematite. The generally fine
paste noted for Pecos pipes may reflect a higher
degree of processing and refining of the clay matrix
relative to other Pecos ceramics and/or the use of
a distinctive clay source. In either case, it is
possible that the manufacture of ceramic pipes
involved special materials and techniques in accordance with strict ritual practices (Rice 1987:115).

Group JIB
The single specimen, Sample 17, in Group lIB
is characterized by a greater than 3: I ratio of
clastic sedimentary to igneous resources, relatively
higb total mica (10.2'% other micas, 2% biotite),
and extremely high hematite (34.7%). The wellsorted, fine paste appears to he untempered.
Paste Group JIB is superficially similar to
Paste Group JIA in that both contain significant
amounts of quartz, mica, and hematite but relatively
few igneous resources. This most likely is due to
coincidence. Sample 17 is classified as an engraved ware of unknown origin, but it is very
unlikely that it represents a Pecos-made ware as
was suggested for Sample 13 in Group JIA. In
addition, the extremely high percentage of hematite
in Sample 17 (which is considerably higher than in
any other sample) sets it apart. Paste Group lIB
must be considered to be of unknown origin, but the
fact that it is an engraved ware suggests an affinity
with Caddoan or Wichita rather than Puebloan
ceramics. These engraved sherds could not be
positively identified when they were examined by
Bruseth and Perttula, but they suggested that they
are stylistiCally similar to protohistoric Caddoan
wares from'iiorth Texas. The paste appears to be
very well worked and perhaps represents an untempered, hematite-rich residual clay that contains a
large amount of mica.
Clay Group E, a micaceous clay with a 2:1
ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources
and more than 10% micas, is somewhat similar to
Paste Group lIB except for the low frequency of
hematite in the former relative to the 34.7% hematite observed in Sample 17. Thus, Clay Group E,
a residual micaceous clay weathered from Triassic
sandstones, does not appear to be a likely source

Group JlA
Paste Group JIA contains a single specimen,
Sample 13, which is characterized by a greater than
3: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources, greater than 10% hematite (14.3%), and higb
total micas (26.2% other micas, 4.7% biotite).
Sample 13 has an unusually fine paste and appears
to be untempered.
The visual identification of Sample 13 provides a good indication of its probable source. This
specimen represents an elaborate, rectangular pipe
comparable to Kidder's (1932: 160-170) JIB-3 style
from Pecos Pueblo. Kidder (1932:156, 182) states
that the majority of the pipes from Pecos Pueblo
were made of fine clay with litUe or no tempering
material and that the elaborate rectangular forms
are from the Glaze V, VI, or Modem periods at
Pecos Pueblo. Although not explicitly stated, they
are presumed to have been made at Pecos Pueblo,
and Riley (1982: 135) notes that "Pecos is far richer
in pipes than any other Pueblo site." Judging from
their abundance in sites in the Southern Plains, they
were probably an important trade item. The petrographic data for Sample 13 strongly support the
interpretation that it was made at Pecos Pueblo.
The near absence of igneous resources (<10%) is
especially noteworthy. Warren (l98Ia:68) states
that the typical Pecos saodstone temper is "finegrained quartz grains with mica, in dark red aod
gray compact clay," and Habicht-Mauche (1988:
Appendix A, samples 64-69) notes 0-4% hematite
in her petrographic analysis of six Pecos ceramic
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material for this paste group. It is possible, however, that a residual micaceous clay could be
combined with a hematite-rich clay (e.g., the red
Triassic clay Sample 50 or alluvial clay Sample
47) to form a ceramic paste similar to that of Paste
Group lIB. It is also possible that similar residual
clays (with abundant mica and hematite) may occur
naturally since Triassic sandstones (with abundant
mica) and mudstones (with abundant hematite)
frequently occur together and are ubiquitous along
the Caprock Escarpment and into the Rolling Plains.
Thus, the Texas Panhandle Plains region should be
considered as a possible source for Paste Group
lIB.

possible sources.

Group flD
The three specimens in Group lID are characterized by a 2:1 to 3:1 ratio of clastic sedimentary
to igneous resources and relatively insignificant
amounts of other constituents (<10% total micas,
<4% carbonates, and <3% hematite). The sandy
pastes are moderately to poorly sorted, appear to
be tempered, and may represent immature quartz
sands and/or sandstone.
Based solely on the petrographic data, no
source can be identified, but the visual identifications of the Group lID specimens are revealing.
Sample II is a Glaze V jar handle which was
identified by Snow and Schaafsma as probably
tempered with Pecos sand Or sandstone. Sample 41
is a Glaze E bowl fragment of unknown source, and
Sample 4 is a fmgemail-punctate-decorated plainware sherd of unknown source. These specimens
have 61.0-66.7% quartz, which compares well with
the high frequency of quartz (55-75%) noted in the
petrographic data for six specimens from Pecos
Pueblo by Habicht-Mauche (1988:Appendix A,
Samples 64-69).
The other constituents also
appear to be within the general range noted for the
Pecos samples in this study. The fairly confident
identification of Pecos Pueblo as the source of
Sample II suggests that the other two specimens
could also be of Pecos origin. Kidder and Shepard
(1936:319) note that nail-marking was present on
some of the Pecos Faint-Striated wares at Pecos
Pueblo. In conclusion, Paste Group lID is considered to be within the range of variability for Pecos
Pueblo, and at least one specimen, if not all three,
are likely to be of Pecos manufacture.

Group flC
Paste Group IIC consists of three specimens,
Samples 12, 19, and 40, which are characterized by
a greater than 3: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to
igneous resources and more than 10% carbonate
resources (ranging from 11.4-17.4%), while other
constituents are less than 10% (<5% total micas
and <8% hematite). The pastes are poorly sorted
sand temper possibly representing a carbonate
sedimentary environment.
Sample 12 is a slipped redware from an
unknown Puebloan source. It is in some ways
similar to samples in Paste Groups IB and IE, and
except for the higher frequency of clastic sedimentary resources, it could be lumped into Group lB.
Because of its high frequency of calcite (17.1 %), it
is generally similar to specimens of possible
Salinas origin, but other sources cannot be ruled
out.
Samples 19 and 40 are classified as unfinished
plain utility wares, and differences in rim form
indicate that they are from different vessels.
Although generally similar in composition, Sample
19 contains dolomite (17.4%) while Sample 40
contains calcite (3.8%) and carbonate rock fragments (7.6%), the latter suggesting a calcareous
sandstone. The high frequency of quartz resources
suggests Pecos Pueblo as a possible source, but this
cannot be supported by visual identification.
Calcite and/or calcium carbonate were noted in the
petrographic study of Pecos Pueblo sherds by
Habicht-Mauche (1988:Appendix A, Samples 6469). In conclusion, Paste Group IIC must be
considered to be of unknown origin, but neither the
Salinas area nor Pecos Pueblo can be excluded as

__ ,Group lIE
Paste Group lIE consists of four specimens
-Samples 2, 14,22, and 32-which are characterized by a greater than 3: I ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources, a moderate amount of
hematite (10-20%), and relatively low amounts of
other constituents «10% carbonates and <10% total
micas). Pastes contain moderately to poorly sorted
sand and appear to be tempered.
Sample 2 is unslipped redware, Sample 14 is
a probable Glaze E jar handle, and Samples 22 and
32 are unidentified glazeware sherds, Possible
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Group llF

sources for these samples could not be confidently
identified based on visual examinations; although
Snow thought that Samples 14 and 22 might be
from the Galisteo Basin, this identification was
tentative. The petrographic samples were selected
prior to the completion of the ceramic analysis, and
it is interesting to note that subsequent analysis and
classification indicates that three of the specimens
in Group lIE most likely are from the same glazeware vessel (see Glazeware Vessel 5 and Glazeware Sherd Group 3 in Chapter 5). The petrographic data support this interpretation; Samples
14, 22, and 32 are all extremely similar to each
other and could be from the same vessel, while
Sample 2 has some minor differences but might
also be within the normal range of variability for a
single vessel. Samples 14, 22, and 32 have minor
amounts of hornblende and calcite, and two of them
(Samples 14 and 22) have a trace of pyroxene
while Sample 2 has none of these. In addition,
Samples 14, 22, and 32 all contain sedimentary
rock fragments (ranging from 1.5-8.9%) while
Sample 2 does nol.
In conclusion, Paste Group lIE is of possible
Pecos origin, although it should be noted that Clay
Group D also has a greater than 3; I ratio of clastic
sedimentary to igneous resources and more than
10% hematite. Clay Group D represents local
resources near the Longhorn Site and must be
considered as a possible source for plainwares, but
it is a highly improbable source for the redwares
and glazewares in Paste Group lIE. The high
percentage of quartz, and perhaps the sedimentary
rock fragments, indicate that Pecos Pueblo is the
most likely source, but Snow's tentative identification of the Galisteo Basin as a possible source
cannot be discounted. Although igneous resources
are not particularly well represented, the presence
of various types of feldspars and minor amounts of
hornblende and pyroxene in some of the samples is
intriquing. However, Shepard's (1942:247) description of Pecos tempers indicates that minor amounts
of igneous resources such as hornblende are present,
while descriptions of Galisteo Basin tempers,
generally considered to be either andesite or latite
(Shepard 1942:181,245; Warren 198Ia:68), suggest
that the igneous resources (particularly plagioclase
[Prinz et al. 1978:303, 305]) should be much more
abundant and variable than observed in Paste Group
lIE.

Four specimens -Samples 15, 33, 39, and
45 -constitute Paste Group lIF which is characterized by a greater than 3:1 ratio of clastic sedimentary to igneous resources, more than 10% total
micas (ranging from 12.5-16.5%), and minor
amounts of other constituents (<5% carbonates and
<5% hematite). The pastes are moderately to
poorly sorted and appear to be tempered with sand
and/or mica, with the exception of Sample 45 which
may be untempered.
The overall high frequency of clastic sedimentary resources in Paste Group lIF suggests Pecos
Pueblo as a possible source. The visual classification and source identifications of these specimens
offer some insights into this paste group and support this interpretation. Sample 15 is classified as
a redware but has a white slip and was identified
as a Glaze V jar fragment, probably from Pecos
Pueblo, by both Snow and Schaafsma. Specimens
33 and 39 are striated plainware sherds of unknown
source, while Specimen 45 is classified as a micaceous ware of unknown source. Clay Group E is a
possible source for the three striated plainwares;
however, it has a less than 3: I ratio of clastic
sedimentary to igneous resources. Therefore, while
these plainware specimens could be from various
local sources, their overall similarities to Sample
15 suggest that they are most likely from Pecos
Pueblo.
Group llG

Group lIG consists of 16 specimens that are
characterized by a greater than 3:1 ratio of clastic
sedimentary to igneous resources and relatively low
percentages of all other constituents (total micas
range from 0-7.6%, carbonates range from 0-7.7%,
and hematite: ranges from 0-7.8%). The pastes are
all moderately to poorly sorted; most appear to be
tempered, while a few are ambiguous. The mineral
composition is suggestive of a quartz sand/
sandstone temper.
Of the 16 specimens in Group lIG,Samples 6,
24,25, and 26 are glazewares; Sampl!,s 8, 18, and
43 are classified as redwares; Sample 16 is classified as a micaceous utility ware; and the other 8
samples are classified as plain utility. Of the
lalter, Samples I, 3, and 23 represent fingernailpunctated sherds; Sample 10 is unfinished; and
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Samples 20, 21, 27, and 36 are striated. The high
frequency of clastic sedimentary resources, representing over 70% of the nonplastics in Group IIG,
suggests a quartz sandlsandstone temper. Pecos
Pueblo is a probable source for all of the glazeware
and redware specimens and possibly the micaceous
and plain utility specimens as well (Shepard 1942:
181,247; Warren 198Ia:68). One glazeware specimen, Sample 6, was confidently identified by Snow
and Schaafsma as a Glaze V jar sherd, probably
made at Pecos Pueblo. Less confidently, Snow
suggested that Sample 26 is a Glaze V or VI (or E
or F) sherd from Pecos Pueblo or perhaps the
Salinas area and that three other specimens
(Samples 24, 25 and 43), identified as Glaze E or
F in form or style, could possibly be from the
Salinas area.
Based solely on visual examinations, sources
could not be confidently identified for two redware
specimens (Samples 8 and 18) or for any of the
plain and micaceous utility wares. The petrographic data, however, suggest that many of these could
be from the same sources as the others in this
group. In conclusion, at least some, or perhaps
most or even all, of the samples in Group IIG may
represent Pecos-made wares.
Other sources,
however, cannot be ruled out, and local Clay Group
C must be considered as a possible source for the
micaceous and plain utility specimens. The similarities between the utility wares and the glazewares and red wares, however, suggest that most, if
not all, of the micaceous and plain ceramics are
within the range of variability of the Puebloan
wares. Thus, even if Pecos Pueblo is not the sole
source, all of the samples in Paste Group IIG could
be of Puebloan origin.

action.
As previously mentioned, interpretations of
possible manufacturing sources for the various
paste groups (summarized in Table 52) are supported by previous petrographic studies identifying
region- or pueblo-specific diagnostic Puebloan
tempers (Table 53) and by visual type identifications. It should be noted, however, that the interpretations offered here are tentative and are hindered by a lack of comparative, quantified petrographic data. Hence, these interpretations are of a
generalized nature and in most cases only suggest
possible sources for the Justiceburg ceramics. It is
also acknowledged that the data could be grouped
in many different ways. For example, the samples
in Group IE are obviously very similar to those in
Group liD, and they might be grouped together
using a different methodology. An additional
cautionary note is that the presence or absence of
some minor constituents (representing less than 5%
of the nonplastics in a single sample) might be
significant source indicators. The potential for
using minor constituents in this way is limited,
however, because a comparative database of
quantitative petrographic data does not exist.
Ceramic Source Areas
Of the 45 ceramic specimens included in the
petrographic analysis (Table 54), 25 are of definite
Puebloan origin (glazewares, redwares, malle paint
wares, and the pipe), I specimen (the engraved
sample) is likely to be of non-Puebloan origin, and
the remainder (plain and micaceous utility) are of
unknown origin. It should be noted that the petrographic sample does not include specimens from all
of the identified vessels and sherd groups from sites
41KT51 and 41KT53, but it is representative of
almost all of the Vljfiability in the assemblages.
Puebloan cenimics in the Southern Plains are
reasonably abundant, and their cultural implications
have received considerable allention. Without
repeating the details, it is fair to state that the heart
of the controversy is related to ceramic type and
manufacturing source identifications. Puebloan
ceramics in the Southern Plains include a confusing
range of decorated (I.e., painted) wares and plainwares that came from many different sources over
a long period of time. Recognizing the decorated
wares as Puebloan is not difficult, and precise
identifications of the chronology and sources of

SUMMARY OF INTERPRETATIONS
AND IMPLICATIONS
Sites 41KT51 and 41KT53 represent primarily
Protohistoric period occupations with complex and
highly variable ceramic assemblages, and this
petrographic analysis provides some interesting
data for interpreting possible ceramic manufacturing
sources (summarized in Table 51). The archeological implications of these interpretations go beyond
the Headslream and Longhorn sites and the confines
of the project area and are relevant for understanding broader pallerns of interregional ceramic
manufacture and Southern Plains-Pueblo inter362
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TABLE 51
SUMMARY OF PETROGRAPHIC GROUPINGS, CLASSIFICATIONS,
AND IDENTIFICATIONS FOR ALL CERAMIC SAMPLES

Loti
Ware Type

Sample
No.

Specimen
No.

Paste
Group

Grain Size
Distribution Sherd Description and
Class·
Visual Type/Source Identification

SITE 41KTSI
Plaia Utility
Sherd Group 7
Sherd Group 8
Sherd Group 10

3
1
4

158-18
126-16
89-13

IIG
IIG
lID

3
3
3

Puoctaled, unideotified
Puoctaled, unidentified
Striated. unidentified

2
8
5

93-4
lIE
255-7
IIG
202-24' lA

3
2
1

Uaslipped, unidentified
Uaslipped, bowl rim, unidentified
Slipped, Tewa tradition

6

214-75

IIG

2

Probable Pecos Glaze V jar

7

240-22

lA

1

Tewa pOlychrome tradition

10
19
31
21
39
27
40
20
33
36
23

12-0
393-8
709-14
396-9
971-23
605-7
394-1
831-16
926-14
487-24

IIG
llG
IE
llG
lIP
llG
IIG
IIG
lIP
IIG
IIG

3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
2
1
2

Uafmished, unidentified
Uafmished, unidentified
Striated, unidentified
Striated. unidentified
Striated, unidentified
Striated, unidentified
Unfmished, unidentified
Striated, unidentified
Striated, unidentified
Striated, unidentified
Puoctaled; unidentified

633-34
1138-4
1069-1
191-6
933-38

Ie
lIP
ID
IIG
IE

3
1
1
1
2

Probable Taos/picuris/1icarilla origin
Unidentified
Unidentified
Unidentified
Unidentified

Redware

Vessell
Vessell
Sherd Group 2
Glazeware

Vessell
Matle Palat Ware
Vessell
41KTS3
Plaia Utility
Vessell
Vessel 2
Vessel 3
Vessel 4
Vessel 4
Vessel 5
Vessel 6
Sherd Group 4
Sherd Group 4
Sherd Group 4
Sherd Group 5

990-11

Micaceous Utility
Vessell
Vessel 2
Vessel 3
Vessel 4
Sherd Group 2

28
45
44
16
37

*1 = untemperedi 2 = arnbiguousi 3 = tempered.
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Table 51, continued

Loti
Specimen
No.

17

275-3

lIB

I

Unidentified, possibly of Caddoan/Wichita origin

Vessell
Vessel 2

34
42

855-10
1015-11

IE
IB

2
2

Probable Glaze E unslipped bowl, Salinas area
Probable Glaze F unslipped bowl, possibly from

Vessel 3
Vessel 5
Vessel 6

15
35
43

184-29
883-35
1040-25

IIF
IB
IIG

3
2
2

Probable Glaze V white slipped jar, Pecos Pueblo
Glaze F slipped bowl, source uncertain

Ware Type

•

Paste
Group

GIllin Size
Distribution Sherd Description and
Class
Visua! TypelSource Identification

Sample
No.

Engraved Ware

Vessell

Redware

Salinas area

18
12

318-6
77-57

IIG
IIC

2
2

Vessell

9

1-0

IE

2

Vessel 2
Vessel 3

41
26

1011-20
582-14

lID
IIG

2
3

Vessel 4
Vessel 5

29
14

649-27
144-2

IE
lIE

3
3

Vessel 6
Sherd Group 1
Sherd Group 3

11
25
22

34-5
566-10
480-20

lID
IIG

lIE

2
2
2

Sherd Group 3
Sherd Group 5

32
24

793-7
549-8

IIG

2
2

Sherd Group 6

38

958-4

IE

2

Sherd Group 3
Sherd Group 4

Glaze E unslipped bowl, source uncertain, possi-

bly
Salinas area
Slipped, unidentified
Slipped, unidentified

Glazeware

lIE

Matte Paint Ware
Vessell

Glaze V bowl. source uncertain, possibly Pecos
Pueblo or Galisteo Basin
Glaze E bowl, source uncertain
Glaze F bowl, 'Source uncertain, possibly Pecos
Pueblo or Salinas area
Glaze E or F jar, probably from Salinas area
Glaze E jar handle, source uncertain, possibly
Galisteo Basin
Glaze V jar handle, probably from Pecos Pueblo
Glaze E or F, source uncertain, possibly Salinas
Unidentified, source uncertain. possibly
Galisteo Basin
Unidentified, source uncertain
Glaze E bowl, source uncertain. possibly Salinas
area
Unidentified jar, source uncertain, possibly Pecos
Pueblo

.
30

668-15

IA

1

Tewa Polychrome

13

134-20

IIA

1

Elaborate rectangular pipe of probable Pecos
Pueblo origin

Pecos-style Pipe
Pipe 2

individual specimens can sometimes be confidently
made. Even with the decorated wares, however,
such source identifications are sometimes tentative,
and when Puebloan plainwares (including the late

striated and micaceous varieties) are considered,
the problem becomes significantly more complex.
Visual identifications of Puebloan ceramic types
have generally been the norm and have been done
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senting a wide variety of sources) in spite of the
fact that most do not fit the original type definition
by Gunnerson and Gunnerson (1971).
Compositional analyses using petrographic
techniques have been widely and effectively employed in the Southwest, but they generally have
concentrated on defining Puebloan decorated wares
and only rarely have been done for plainwares.
Ultimately, many of the research problems related
to cultural interaction between Southern Plains and
Puebloan peoples may be resolved through systematic comparative analyses of ceramic composition.
Confident visual type identifications were
obtained for some of the Puebloan ceramics in the
petrographic study. These identifications indicate
that the Justiceburg assemblages contain materials
from at least four different Puebloan sources.
Sample 28 appears to represent a Taos/picuris/
Jicarilla-made micaceous ware. Although some
similar wares might be of Plains origin, Taos/
Picuris/Jicarilla micaceous wares are known to have
been mass produced for trade purposes and appear
to have been widely distributed during the seventeenth century through the Plains trade at Taos and
Picuris pueblos (Franklin and Rodgers 1987: 104106).
Three specimens (Samples 5, 7, and 30) are
matte paint or redwares that almost certainly were
made in one of the Tewa pueblos of the northern
Rio Grande. It cannot be stated with certainty
whether these ceramics were obtained by the
Justiceburg inhabitants in direct trade with the Tewa
pueblos or indirectly from one of the eastern
Puebloan trade centers. Tewa pottery was traded
widely beginning in the mid seventeenth century
(Snow 1982:262) and could have been oblained
indirectly at Taos (Ellis and Brody 1964), Picuris
(Dick 1965), Pecos (Kidder and Amsden 1931), or
the Salinas area (Hayes et al. 1981).
When the petrographic data are combined with
visual identifications, several paste groups with
high percentages of clastic sedimentary inclusions
(Le., Groups lIE, lIF, and lIG) must be considered
as possibly representing Pecos-made ceramics.
Four of these specimens-Samples 6, 11, 13, and
15 -are confidently identified as having been made
at Pecos Pueblo. There is, however, some degree
of variability evident within these groups, and it is
far from certain that all of the samples represent
materials made at Pecos. It is likely that the pipe
fragment and all of the glazewares and redwares in

TABLE 52
SUMMARY OF SOURCE
INTERPRETATIONS FOR
CERAMIC PASTE GROUPS
Group Intemretation
IA
IB

Defmitely represents Tewa ceramics from
northern Rio Grande; specific pueblos unknown.
Possibly represents the Salinas area.

IC

Possibly represents Puebloan or Jicarilla Apache
ceramics from the TaoslPicuris region of northern New Mexico.

ID

Unknown source. probably Puebloao.

IE

Possibly represents the Salinas area but could
include other sources (perhaps even Pecos
Pueblo).

IIA

lIB
IIC

Probably represents Pecos Pueblo.
Unknown source, probably non-Puebloan.
Unknown source, but the Salinas area and Pecos
Pueblo cannot be ruled out.

lID

lIE
lIP
IIG

Possibly represents Pecos Pueblo, but other
sources caJUlot be ruled out.
Probably represents Pecos Pueblo, but other
sources cannot be ruled out.
Possibly represents Pecos Pueblo, but other
sources cannot be ruled out.
Possibly represents Pecos Pueblo, but other
sources, especially non-Puebloan, cannot be
ruled out.

with varying degrees of expertise by many different
Southwestern and Plains archeologists or ceramicists. Visual identifications of decorated wares are
often quite reliable for some distinctive types and
sources but are less reliable for others. Visual type
and source identifications for. plainwares, on the
other hand, are extremely difficult but also have
been widely employed. As a result, there is considerable confusion about plainware types
(Puebloan and non-Puebloan) and sources in the
Southwest, and there are many pitfalls inherent in
relying strictly upon visual identifications. As an
example, Habicht-Mauche (1988:204) observed that
"the term 'Perdido Plain' achieved a widespread
usage as a label for any thin, dark, striated utility
ware found at protohistoric sites in the Texas
Panhandle." This type name is often indiscriminately assigned to a wide variety of wares (repre365
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TABLE 53
DIAGNOSTIC TEMPERS OF SELECTED SEVENTEENTH-eENTURY PUEBLOAN CERAMICS

Pueblo or Area of Manufacture Description of OIaracteristic Pastes/fempers
Northern Rio Grande
Tewa Pueblos

References

Devitrified or vitric tuff is exclusive Tewa temper.

Shepard 1942:248; Warren
19810:68; Snow 1982:261

Arkosic sand with abundant mica is temper at Picuris
Pueblo,

Shepard 1942:247

Mica-rich residual clays (untempered) used in Taos,
Picuris, and Jicarillo Apache pottery (mainly in lote
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries)

Dick 1965; Girard n,d,

Quartz sand or sandstone temper was exclusively used

Shepard 1942:181, 247

TaoslPicuris Area

during Glaze II-V periods at Pecos and is rare in pottery

Pecos Pueblo

from other districts (includes Pecos Glaze V and FaintSlrioted types)
Pecos sandstone temper (fme-grained quartz with mica) is Warren 19810:68

characteristic of Pecos Pueblo.

Galisteo Basin

Salinas Area

Andesite is common temper of all Galisteo sites.

Shepard 1942:245

Various types of andesite or latite are distinctive to
Galisteo Basin pueblos.

Warren 19810:68
Warren 1981b

Hornblende gneiss and soda diorite used in Salinas
district.

Shepard 1942:248

Hornblende gneiss and andesite tempers used at Gran
Quivira.

Vivian 1979:99-100

Syenite (possibly corresponding with Vivian's andesite
and Shepard's soda diorite) is common temper in all
glazewares and some plainwares at Ab6; most Corona
series plainwares are tempered with quartz/feldspar/mica
(possibly granitic sand or rock),

Warren 19810:68, 72

Hornblende gneiss and schist are common tempers in
Quarai area.

Warren 19810:68-70

Quartz mica schist, biotite felsite. and calcite/shale .~e
Warren 1981a:68-71
common temper types in various wares at Gran Qulvira.
Very little glozeware was locally made, and late culinary
wares have an unidentified quartz/feldspar temper
(possibly granitic sand or rock),

Paste Groups IIA, lIE, IIF, and IIG are Pecosmade ceramics, thus accounting for 48% (12 of 25
specimens) of the sample, The other 13 specimens
in these groups are plain or micaceous wares, which
because of their compositional similarities to the
Puebloan wares must also be considered as possibly

representing Pecos-made ceramics,
Another possibility is that some of the plainwares in Groups IIF and IIG represent nonPuebloan, Le" Plains-made, ceramics. The petrographic data, however, cannot support this interpretation. Only two plainware specimens, Samples 19
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TABlE 54
CERAMIC SAMPlES BY PETROGRAPlfiC PASTE GROUPINGS AND CLASSIFICATION

Igneous Resources Group
Ceramic Type

IA

m

Ie

ID

Plain Utility
Unftnished
Striated
Punctated

w

~

IE

1
1

1

1m

IIC

lID

lIE

IIF

1

1

2

2

4

3

3

Pecos Pipe

3

4

1

1

1
1

1
2

1

3

2

1

1

6

0

1

13

1

~
;;.

13

~

2

.a

1

~
;;.

3

3

4

4

~

i:!

6

4

9

.:;;-

0

~

1
1

).

~

3

2

2

Totals

3

3

1

IIG

1

1

0

Glazeware

Totals:

llA

1

Engraved

Matte Paint Ware

Totals

2

Micaceous Utility

Redware

Clastic Sedimentary Resources Group

16

32

.~
t;.

i

;;.

~

f}

~

~
~...'"

.
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and 40 in Group IIC, are potential candidates for
representing Plains-made wares. They are broadly
similar to Paste Group IIG but have higher percentages of carbonates. Since no Puebloan wares
exhibit this same variability (i.e.. none were classified in Group IIC), these samples could represent
non-Puebloan, perhaps Plains-made, ceramics.
This interpretation is tentative, however, especially
since the same types of carbonates found in these
samples (i.e., dolomite and carbonate rock fragments) were also found in minor amounts in some
of the Group IIG specimens (e.g., compare Samples
19 and 40 with Sample 43).
The Galisteo Basin is conspicuously absent as
a probable source area for the Justiceburg samples.
Galisteo pueblos are suggested as possible sources
for a few glazeware specimens (Samples 14 and 22
in Paste Group lIE) that contain dark inclusions
(minor amounts of hornblende and pyroxene), but
these identifications are extremely tentative, and the
petrographic data reveal that the igneous constituents are relatively sparse. The minor amounts of
hornblende crystals and the absence of augite
crystals in the Justiceburg samples rule out many of
the Galisteo Basin sources (e.g., San Marcos)
where hornblende, augite, and/or latite (prinz
1978:198,303) were the preferred tempers (Warren
1981b). The relatively low quantities of plagioclase (less than 10% in all the Justiceburg samples)
suggest that andesite (Prinz et al. 1978:305), the
other common Galisteo Basin temper (Shepard
1942:245; Warren 1981b) is not represented as
well. Thus, while the Galisteo Basin cannot be
ruled out as a source area, it appears unlikely that
any of the Justiceburg specimens were made there.
The large number of possible Pecos-made
ceramics in the Justiceburg assemblages is particularly intriguing in comparison with other sites that
have significant amounts of glazewares from the
Galisteo Basin. One example is the nearby Bridwell Site, which contained numerous glazeware
specimens identified as having Galisteo Basin
andesite or latite tempers, while only one specimen
was from Pecos Pueblo (identifications by A. H.
Warren in Parker 1982:56). The Galisteo giazewares in the Bridwell collection are quite different
from any of the Justiceburg glazewares, and the
latter exhibit none of the diagnostic dark inclusions
(probably hornblende and augite) common in the
Bridwell specimens. Two other examples are the
Tierra Blanca and Blackburn sites, where almost all

of the glazewares were identified as being from the
Galisteo Basin (identifications by A. H. Warren in
Spielmann 1982:318-324).
In contrast to the Bridwell, Tierra Blanca, and
Blackburn sites, Pecos-made ceramics appear to be
dominant in the Justiceburg sites. The main difference appears to be chronological, with most of the
Galisteo Basin ceramics dating prior to ca.
A.D. 1550, while the most intensive use of the
Longhorn and Headstream sites occurred in the mid
to late A.D. 16OOs. Perhaps !his indicates a
chronological shift in Plains-Pueblo trade patterns
during the seventeenth century, with the Galisteo
Basin declining in importance while Pecos Pueblo
influence was increasing. Schroeder (1979a:244248) notes that the Tanoan and Keresan pueblos of
the Galisteo Basin were all but abandoned after the
A.D. 1680 Pueblo Revolt. but that Pecos Pueblo
remained an important trade center throughout the
eighteenth century (Schroeder 1979b:436).
The visual identifications suggest that the
Salinas area is a potential source of some of the
glaze and redware ceramics found at the Justiceburg
sites. Confident identifications of two Salinasmade specimens (Samples 29 and 34) indicate that
others in Paste Groups IB and IE are possibly from
the same source. The petrographic data seem to
support !his interpretation, and it has been suggested that the Salinas area could have been a major
source of Puebloan ceramics that has been largely
overlooked by researchers in the Texas Panhandle
Plains region (David Snow, personal communication
1991; Curtis Schaafsma, personal communication
1991). Gran Quivira was a major ceramic production and trade center for several centuries until its
abandonment in the 1670s (Hayes et al. 1981:511), but Warren (1981a:73) states that Ab6 and
Quarai became important ceramic manufacturing
centers in the eariy seventeenth century. Undecorated plainwares 'and Salinas Red were the dominant ceramic types produced there, but the extent of
their distribution in the Southern Plains is not well
documented. Warren (1981a:73) notes, however,
that "seventeenth century pottery found at sites on
the eastern High Plains indicates trade between the
Salinas villages and the Plains Indians."
The close similarity in the composition of
striated plainware Sample 31 and Salinas-made
Sample 29 is particularly intriguing. Specimen 31
may represent a striated variant of the Corona
series plainwares from the Salinas area. Striated
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stream site assemblages are of Puebloan origin.
This interpretation, however, contradicts the results
of a previous petrographic study by HabichtMauche (1987, 1988, 1991) which concluded that
most of the striated plainwares found in the Texas
Panhandle-Plains are Plains-made ceramics patterned after Puebloan prototypes. Since these two
opposing ideas have considerable implications for
interpreting the archeology of the Southern Plains,
the issue warrants a more detailed discussion.

plainwares were made in the Salinas area
(Toulouse 1949:14; Toulouse and Stephenson
1960:24), and Warren (198Ia) notes some similar
temper types for Corona Plain. In particular, an
unidentified temper consisting of "coarse quartz and
white feldspar grains" and "small amounts of
biotite" was noted for the late culinary wares at
Gran Quivira, and Corona Plain sherds from Quarai
contained "a calcareous sandstone temper" (Warren
198Ia:71). Similarly, the majority of Corona Plain
sherds from Ab6 were tempered with "angular
grains of quartz and feldspar with some mica"
(Warren 198Ia:72). Unfortunately, these plainware
specimens and tempers are not further described,
and thus direct comparisons are not possible.
Perhaps the most interesting result of this
analysis is the overlap between the plain and
micaceous utility wares and the Puebloan glazewares and redwares (Fig. lIl). One possible
interpretation of this is that most, if not all, of the
plain and micaceous utility wares (including the
striated plainwares) in the Longhorn and Head-

Tierra Blanca Plain
Habicht-Mauche (1987, 1988:iv) proposes that
"as early as the sixteenth century, certain Southern
Plains groups were producing cooking and storage
vessels based on Puebloan prototypes." Based on
a petrographic analysis of plainware ceramics from
Puebloan and Southern Plains sites, she concludes
that certain Plains groups (identifiable archeologically as the Tierra Blanca and Garza complexes in
Texas and the Wheeler Phase in Oklahoma) did
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indeed manufacture Puebloan-like ceramics
(Habicht-Mauche 1987:186, 1988:457-477). She
identifies an indigenous Texas Panhandle Plains
type and concludes that the adoption of Puebloan
ceramic technology by the local (i.e., Apachean)
peoples culminated in a widespread ceramic tradition. Habicht-Mauche (1987, 1988, 1991) refers to
this new type as Tierra Blanca Plain. An Apachean
ceramic conference in 1985 proposed a regional
classification scheme that incorporated this new
type (Baugh and Eddy 1987), and as a result, "all
of the striated culinary pottery from the southern
Plains" was assigned to the Tierra Blanca Plain
type (Habicht-Mauche 1991:58). It is important to
note that Tierra Blanca Plain is so similar to the
Puebloan striated utility wares (such as described
by Kidder and Shepard 1936:316-317 as Faint
Striated) that they are nearly indistinguishable.
Habicht-Mauche (1987: 181) states that- "it is
virtually impossible to separate sherds of Tierra
Blanca Plain from those of Rio Grande striated
utility wares on the basis of stylistic and technological attributes alone" and that "differences
between the two types are subtle and qualitative."
As a result of a review of Habicht-Mauche's
(1987, 1988, 1991) petrographic evidence for the
Tierra Blanca Plain type performed during the
Justiceburg Reservoir study, four lines of evidence
are presented here to question the validity of Tierra
Blanca Plain: (I) the methodology of the Tierra
Blanca petrographic analysis; (2) the sample
selection for the Tierra Blanca petrographic analysis; (3) the interpretive analysis of the Tierra
Blanca petrographic data; and (4) the results of the
Justiceburg petrographic analysis.
While the
methodological concerns are minor, they warrant
mention.
Habicht-Mauche (1988:397) clearly
states that for her petrographic study "fifty to one
hundred points were sampled on each slide," while
a minimum of 150-200 point counts is generally
considered to he statistically valid (Rice 1987:382).
Thus, the 50-100 point counts employed in the
Tierra Blanca analysis could be misleading and
may over- or underrepresent minor constituents.
The sample selection problem centers around
the limited number of Puebloan sherds used for the
comparisons (Habicht-Mauche 1987, 1988:Table
7.2). While 57 sherds of striated utility wares from
Texas and Oklaboma were included, only 13
striated sherds from two pueblos (7 from San
Marcos Pueblo in the Galisteo Basin and 6 from

Pecos Pueblo) were analyzed. Pecos and San
Marcos certainly represent two distinct compositional types, and since ceramic tempers are fairly
homogenous at Pecos and for all the Galisteo
pueblos (Shepard 1942: 181), the samples are
generally characteristic of these two sources. It is
doubtful, however, that these 13 samples are fully
representative of the compositional variability
within their respective pueblos, and more importantly, the samples are ootlikely to he representative of the compositional variability within
sixteenth- and seventeenth-cenlury Puebloan
striated utility wares in general. While they may
be representative of what Habicht-Mauche (1988:
Figure 6.2) calls the "core area" of Rio Grande
striated ceramics, this core area, which includes
"Pecos, the Galisteo Basin pueblos, and several of
the southern Tiwa pueblos in the vicinity of Albuquerque" (Habicht-Mauche 1991:59, Figure 4.3),
does not represent the full geographic range of
manufacture of striated utility wares among the
pueblos.
Habicht-Mauche (1988:309) states that
the technique of striating the surface of
these plairi-surfaced jars with faint,
horizontal brush marks was never adopted
at Gran Quivira (Hayes et al. 1981:66),
but was apparently common at Ab6
(Toulouse 1949:14) and Pueblo Pardo
(Toulouse and Stephenson 1960:24).
The latter two pueblos are located in the Salinas
district far to the south of the presumed core area
of striated utility ware manufacture. This area is
excluded from further consideration in the Tierra
Blanca petrographic study, yet it is clear from
Toulouse's (1949: 14) description that Ab6 culinary
wares are identical to Kidder's (Kidder and Shepard
1936:316-338) Fljint- and Heavy-Striated utility
wares. Snow (1982:266) also notes that the striated
utility wares in these southern pueblos are late
ceramics that are similar to Kidder's Faint-Striated
type. Thus, it appears that the Salinas district,
which was involved in trading with various Plains
groups during the late sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries (Vivian 1979:23-30; Hayes et al..l981:5,
II), was overlooked as a potential ceramic source
area and should he taken into account in petrographic studies of any striated utility wares found
in the Southern Plains.
The third aspect of the Tierra Blanca study
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the Texas Panhandle Plains sites. The petrographic
data for these samples, however, do not appear to
be significantly different than those of the Pecos
specimens. In most cases, the inclusions identified
in the Tierra Blanca Plain sherds are well within
the range of or even close to the average for the
Pecos sherds. There are only minor differences.
Samples 47 and 51 have more alkali feldpars, but
when the orthoclase and microcline varieties within
the Pecos specimens are considered, Samples 47
and 51 are within or close to the range of all alkali
feldpars in the Pecos specimens. Many of the
inclusions, such as muscovite, biotite, hematite,
perthite, calcite, and sandstone fragments, are quite
variable, but in all cases their occurrence in the
Tierra Blanca specimens is within the ranges
observed for the Pecos specimens. There are only
a few minor inclusions in two of the Tierra Blanca
samples (2.5% diopside, 2.5% hornblende, and
2.5% clay in Sample 47 and 2% hyperthene in
Sample 52) that are not present in the Pecos specimens. Such minor constituents, even those of
igneous or metamorphic origin, probably are not
particularly meaningful. Notably, some of the
minor elements in the Pecos specimens are of
igneous origin (e.g., perthite and cristobolite), and
Shepard's (1942:247) description of Pecos temper
notes the presence of minor igneous constituents,
including hornblende.
The fourth Tierra Blanca Plain specimen
(Sample 48) represents Paste C from the Fifth
Green Site and only accounts for 2% of the striated
plainwares there. It was included because of its
striking similarities with the Pecos specimens. All
but one of the inclusions in Sample 48 fall within
the ranges noted in the Pecos specimens (when total
alkali feldspars are considered). The minor amount
of garnet (3%) observed in SamRie 48 is the only
exception, and Shepard (1942:2475 notes the presence of garnet in Pecos sandstone temper. Magnetite, olivine, and caliche are the only minor inclusions that are present in the Pecos specimens but
not in the Tierra Blanca Plain sherds. It is doubtful
that this minor variability is significant, and it is
interesting that some minor inclusions that Shepard
(1942:247) notes in Pecos tempers (Le.., hornblende,
tourmaline, and zircon) are not present in any of the
six Pecos specimens analyzed in the Tierra Blanca
study. This indicates that the limited sample of
Pecos sherds is not fully representative of the
compositional variability in Pecos-made wares.

that IS questioned here is the interpretative analysis
of the petrographic data. Habicht-Mauche (1988:
397-398) states that
the data from these point counts were
compared and analyzed in order to determine the range and proportion of mineralogically distinct paste types represented
at each site. The specific mineral and
lithic characteristics of each paste were
then compared with the known distribution of geological resources in the area to
see if such materials were locally available, or more likely to be of exotic origin. Seemingly intrusive pastes were
compared to pastes from other sites or
regions in an effort to identify a possible
source area.
The exact methods of comparing the petrographic
data are never fully described, however, making it
difficult to evaluate the techniques and interpretations. In addition, one underlying assumption in the
above methodological statement can be questioned.
It appears that if the nonplastic constituents in a
specific sample from a Plains site could have been
obtained locally, then the specimen was assumed to
have been locally made. Conversely, it seems that
only paste types that contained nonlocal materials
were compared with extraregional data to determine
possible sources. Thus, the possibility of nonlocal
origins for specimens with fortuitous compositional
similarities with local geology may have been
overlooked. Perhaps a more-appropriate methodology is to compare striated plainwares from
Panhandle-Plains sites with known Puebloan
sources before concentrating on the local geology.
A comparison of Habicht-Mauche's petrographic data for some of the Tierra Blanca Plain
samples (selected samples from Tierra Blanca
Complex sites in Texas only) with those of the
Pecos samples is revealing (Table 55). Tierra
Blanca Paste A (represented by Sample 52)
accounts for 63% of the striated plainware sherds
at the Tierra Blanca Site, while the Fifth Green
Paste A (represented by Samples 47 and 51)
accounts for 95% of the striated plainwares at the
Fifth Green Site (Habicht-Mauche 1988:424).
Habicht-Mauche (1988:422) indicates that these
two paste groups are essentially the same; thus,
Samples 52, 47, and 51 are the type specimens for
the major variant of Tierra Blanca Plain common in
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TABLE 55
COMPARISON OF PETROGRAPHIC DATA (%) FOR PECOS PUEBLO AND SELECTED TIERRA BLANCA PLAIN SHERDS
(data from Habicht-Mauche 1988:Appendix A)

~

~

Tierra Blanca Plain Samples
Pecoo Pueblo Samples

Tierra Blanca Fifth Green Fifth Green Fifth Green
Site Paste A Site Paste A Site Paste A Site Paste C

64

65

66

67

68

69

Range

Average

52

47

51

48

36
8
56

44

40
12
48

26
0
74

46
6
48

40
2
58

26-46
0-12
48-74

38.8
5.6
55.7

31
5
64

16
6
78

30
12
58

22
16
62

Composldon:

j

r
.N

Clay Matrix
Voids
Nonplastics

6
50

Quartz
Sandstone
Clay
Plagioclase
Microcline
Orthoclase
Alkali feldspars
Biotite

Hornblende
Olivine
Cristobolite
Perthite (and microperthite)
Diopside
Gamet(7)
Hyperthene

Muscovite
Calcite
Caliche
Magnetite
Hematite

i

Q;l

Nonplasdca:

...;::l

~

75
4

56
20

67
8

57
24

58
8

-

-

-

-

4

6
2

-

-

4
4
7

7
-

-

-

-

-

12

4
4

-

8

-

4

-

-

-

-

-

-

3
3
3

2
4
2
4

-

3

4
4
4

-

•

55
10

-

14
7

3.5

-

3.5
3.5

4
8

-

-

-

3.5

55-75
4-24
0-14
0-7
0-7
0-3.5
0-4
0-4
0-4
0-4

-

0-12
0-4
0-8
0-4
0-4

61.3
12.3

6.0
2.2
1.2
0.6
0.7

0.7
0.7
0.7
-

4.6
1.8
2.5
1.6
1.8

63
6
8
4

4
-

4
-

2
2
2

4

62

69

-

-

2.5
10
2.5

17
3.5

-

-

13
2.5
2.5

10

-

2.5

2.5

-

-

-

61
13

6.5
6.5
-

3
-

3
6.5

-

r
:;.

Table 55. continued
Tierra Blanca Plain Samples
Pecos Pueblo Samples

Tierra Blanca Fifth Green Fifth Green Fifth Green
Site Paste A Site Paste A Site Paste A Site Paste C

64

65

66

67

68

69

Range

76
4
12
8

75
12
2
4
6

81
8
3
6
3

64
12

Hematite (includes magnetite)

79
15
7
-

65
24.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

64-81
4-24.5
*-12
0-12
0-8

Total Point Coont

50

50

100

50

50

Average

52

47

51

48

73.3
12.5
4.6
4.3
3.4 .

69
20
2
2
4

64.5
33
2.5

69
30.5

-

-

74
19
6.5

75

50

50

NODplastics by Group:

Clastic sedimentary resources
Igneous resources
Other micas (muscovite only)
Carbonate resources

-

·lIace only, present but not sampled.
-.J
""

""

Note: Nooplastic groupings are compaIllble to those in Table 48.
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Table 55 shows that four of the Tierra Blanca
Plain samples are extremely similar to, or fall
within the range of, ceramics made at Pecos
Pueblo. While the possibility that some Plainsmade ceramics could be very similar in composition
to Pecos-made wares must be considered, there is
no particular reason to think that these Tierra
Blanca Plain specimens were not made at Pecos
Pueblo, especially since they are stylistically
indistinguishable from Pecos Faint or Heavy
Striated. If some of the Tierra Blanca sherds,
particularly the three Paste A specimens (see Table
55), were in fact made at Pecos Pueblo, then the
concept of a Plains-made Tierra Blanca Plain type
is erroneous because the vast majority of the
specimens from the Tierra Blanca and Fifth Green
sites would be of Puebloan origin. This interpretation is significantly different from the conclusions
of the Tierra Blanca study. Habicht-Maucbe
(1988:427) states:

Pecos-made ceramics. She states that the temper
of a few of the glazeware sherds is "consistent with
that of Pecos," and she suggests that these wares
might be later than the bulk of the Galisteo Basin
glazewares (generally Glazes C and D). She also
notes that "the faint striated or Perdido Plain sberds
generally contain sandstone, which could also be
from the Pecos area, but not necessarily so."
Spielmann (1982:282-287, 319, 323) presents good
evidence for multiple occupations at the Tierra
Blanca Site and suggests that the faint-striated
plainwares (generally associated with Glaze V or
F) are probably from a later occupation. As
discussed previously, Pecos Pueblo seems to have
become a major Plains trade center during the
seventeenth century, while the Galisteo Basin
pueblos declined in importance and were generally
abandoned at the time of the Pueblo Revolt.
Hence, it appears that there could be multiple
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century occupations at
the Tierra Blanca Site, and thus there is no particular reason to believe that most of the striated wares
at the Tierra Blanca Site are not from the same
source, Le., Pecos Pueblo, as the late glazewares.
It is possible that some of the variant Tierra
Blanca Plain pastes (see petrographic Samples 43,
44, 53, 54, 55, and 79 in Habicht-Mauche 1988:
Appendix A) may represent Plains-made wares.
Some of the specimens with granite inclusions
(Samples 43, 44, 54, and 55) appear similar to the
granite-tempered sherds of possible local origin
fOWld in the Wheeler Phase sites (Edwards I and
Taylor) in Oklahoma. It is perhaps equally likely
that some of the specimens represent an unrecognized variety of Puebloan ware. Samples 43 and
79 in particular (from the Montgomery and Floydada Country Club sites, respectively) have significant amounts of igneous resources (higher than the
quartz content in :both specimens), including hornblende gneiss. Suice hornblende gneiss is recognized as an important temper in the Salinas district
(Shepard 1942:248), especially at AM (Warren
198Ia:68), a Puebloan origin for these sherds is
likely. In addition, specimens with quartzite
fragments (Samples 53 and 55) could be from the
Quarai, or East Tiwa, district since Warren (1981a:
68) notes crushed quartzite in the sand temper there.
Since there are no compatible petrographic data
available for comparison, the possibility of a
Salinas origin for these specimens is difficult to
evalute. At any rate, most of the Tierra Blanca

The predominant temper type from both
sites [Fifth Green Paste A and Tierra
Blanca Paste A] is composed largely of
individual medium subangular quartz
grains, with lesser amoWlts of feldspar
(largely plagioclase) and some mica
(muscovite and biotite).... OccasionalIy, fragments of loosely consolidated
calcareous sandstones of similar composition are common.
She concludes that these samples represent locally
made ceramics because "the source of the nonplastic inclusion in these pastes is most likely the
sands and sandstones of the locally ubiquitous
Ogallala formation" (Habicht-Mauche 1988:247).
This interpretation relies heavily on the assumption
that, if the nonplastics are similar to the local
geology, then the wares were locally made. lt does
not allow for the possibilities that the Tierra Blanca
specimens could be Puebloan and that the general
similarities to the local geology are simply fortuitous. The above description of the Tierra Blanca
temper is equally applicable for specimens made at
Pecos Pueblo. Perhaps the most plausible interpretation of the evidence is that these Tierra Blanca
specimens are in fact Pecos-made ceramics.
This interpretation is supported by Helene
Warren's original notes (on file at the Panhandle
Plains Historical Museum) on the ceramics from the
Tierra Blanca Site which indicate the presence of
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Plain specimens recovered from the Tierra Blanca
and Fifth Green sites (the type sites for the Tierra
Blanca Complex) easily could be of Puebloan
origin, and it is possible that all of them are.
The fourth line of evidence relating to the
validity of the Tierra Blanca Plain type is the
petrographic data derived from this analysis. Many
of the striated sherds from the Justiceburg collection could be typed as Tierra Blanca Plain. A
detailed visual (1D-40x) examination and comparison of the Justiceburg plainwares and the Tierra
Blanca type specimens (the actual thin-sectioned
sherds used in the Tierra Blanca petrographic study)
revealed no significant differences. In fact, the
similarities are striking, and some specimens are,
for all practical purposes, identical in composition
and finish. Based on the petrographic data described in this analysis, however, most of the
Justiceburg plainwares probably represent Puebloan
culinary wares rather than Plains-made wares.
Two Puebloan sources may be represented in the
Justiceburg striated plainwares, Pecos Pueblo (see
Paste Groups IIF and IIG) and the Salinas area (see
Paste Group IE). This interpretation is supported
by the visual identifications of Pecos and Salinas
glazewares and redwares in the Justiceburg assemblages. In addition, the fact that Pecos Pueblo and
certain Salinas pueblos became major Plains trade
centers during the seventeenth century suggests that
these sources should be considered as likely candidates for striated wares found in the Southern

Plains.
In conclusion, this analysis suggests that there
is no strong evidence to support the conclusion that
Tierra Blanca Plain is a distinctive, indigenous
Plains ceramic type. It appears that most of the
Tierra Blanca Plain ceramics identified at Texas
sites in Habicht-Mauche's (1988) petrographic
study fall within the range of variability for Pecos
Pueblo, while others could easily be Corona series
plainwares made in various pueblos in the Salinas
district. If this is correct, only a very small percentage of the striated utility wares from the Tierra
Blanca complex sites are of unknown origin and
might represent Plains-made wares. Thus, Tierra
Blanca Plain may not be a useful taxonomic classification for "all of the striated culinary pottery from
the Southern Plains" (Habicht-Mauche 1991:58). It
is clear that the problem is far too complex to be
resolved by a single limited study because the full
range of compositional variability of Puebloan plain
and striated utility ceramics must be understood
before Plains-made ceramics can be confidently
identified. Archeological researchers in the Southern Plains' should be aware of the interpretive
problems in!)erent in the use of Tierra Blanca Plain
as representing a widespread indigenous Plains
ceramic tradition. Until it can be demonstrated
more convincingly that striated plainwares found on
the Plains are actually Plains-made rather than
Puebloan-made, the use of Tierra Blanca Plain as
a ceramic type will only cause further confusion.
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APPENDIX E: X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis of Ceramic Sherds
and Clay Samples

Jay Peck

based on data produced by
Bart Olinger
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

•

INTRODUCTION

RESULTS

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is a laboratory
technique that has been utilized for identifying the
elemental constituents of ceramic artifacts (Rice
1987:393). It is a nondestructive technique that can
be performed on whole pots, sherds, thin sections,
or powdered samples from sherds and that identifies the elemental constituents of surfaces exposed
to its emissions, whether it be paint, slip, or paste
surfaces. The technique consists of exposing the
sample to x-rays from an x-ray tube or to radioactive sources. Electrons are displaced from inner
orbits by the x-rays and are replaced by electrons
from outer rings, releasing new x-rays of specific
wavelengths characteristic of specific elements.
The released x-rays are detected and analyzed by
supporting equipment, and then the data .are fed into
a computer and printed out. This technique can
identify about 80 elements above atomic number 12
on the periodic table in major, minor, and trace
quantities, and it has been previously utilized for
sourcing Puebloan ceramic glazes (Bower et al.
1986).

Data on the 22 ceramic sherds and 4 clay
samples analyzed in the XRF study are presented in
Table 56. Olinger plotted his results by formatting
the readings on iron, zirconium. and strontium as
100% (Table 57) and then plotting the relative
percentages of zirconium and strontium on twodimensional axes (Fig. 112). Clusters in the resulting plots were then considered to be diagnostic of
source clays specific to different sites. However,
due to the possibility of redundant XRF signatures
at different sites, the results of these studies must
be paired with macroscopic typological analyses.
Olinger's interpretation of the data resulting
from this analysis is that the micaceous wares (Fig.
112a) and clay samples (Fig. 112b) could be from
different sources; most (Samples 6, 25, and 41, and
possibly 9 and 11) of the glazewares (Fig. 112c)
are from Pecos Pueblo, and the Tewa wares (Fig.
112d) are from Santa Clara Pueblo. The sherds
identified as plainwares and redwares have a
chemistry that is similar to the glazeware sherds
from Pecos Pueblo. Five (Samples I, 8, 10, 21,
and 27) of these sherds came from a single source
that possibly was Pecos Pueblo (Fig. 112e).
Olinger was able to specifically confirm the
two identified sources because of his previous work
analyzing samples from these sites which cluster in
a characteristic manner in a specific place on his
plots. Macroscopic analysis and visual inspection
by David Snow and Curtis Schaafsma had previously identified these sherds as probably being from
the same sources. It was hoped that, due to
Olinger's previous work at Taos Pueblo (Olinger
and Woosley 1989; Woosley and Olinger 1990), the
micaceous sherds would be equally familiar to him;
however, neither these sherds nor the clay samples
from the Justiceburg area clustered, and they could
not be identified by this technique.

METHODS
Olinger (l987a, 1987b, 1988, 1991; Olinger
and Woosley 1989; Woosley and Olinger 1990) has
been analysing Rio Grande ceramics by this method
for over 5 years and has contributed to the present
study by producing data from the analysis of 22
archeological samples and 4 clay samples from the
Justiceburg Reservoir project area. All of the
samples sent for XRF analysis were included in
both the petrographic and scanning electron microscope analyses. Olinger's analysis was performed
at the Los Alamos National Laboratory by exposing samples consisting of cut sherd fragments
embedded in epoxy, taken from the thin-sectioning
process for petrographic analysis, to monochromatic
x-rays from a radioactive isotope of cadmium,
lO'Cd. The available energy range (20 kV) allowed
for reading of iron, zirconium, and strontium, as the
elements emitting the greatest number of x-rays.
These elements were considered the most diagnostic
in combination, although rubidium, niobium, calcium, yitrium, and lead were also included in the
analysis.

DISCUSSION
Although Olinger's determinations from his
x-ray fluorescence analysis of ceramic sherds from
the Justiceburg Reservoir project area generally
support those arising from the macroscopic, petrographic, and scanning electron microscope-energy
dispersive spectroscopy analyses as well as visual
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TABLE 56
SUMMARY OF SOURCE IDENTIFICATIONS FOR X-RAY FLUORESCENCE SAMFLES
FROM THE JUSTICEBURG RESERVOIR AREA

Ware Type

XRF
Lot/
Sample Specimen XRF Determination
No,
No,
of Source

Sherd Description and
Visual Type/Source Identification

41KTSl
Plain Utility
Sherd Group 8
Sherd Group 10

4

89-13
158-18

Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Unknown

Punetated, unidentified
Punetated, unidentified

8
5

255-7
202-24

Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Santa Clara Pueblo

Unslipped, bowl rim, unidentified
Slipped, Tewa tradition

6

214-75

Pecos Pueblo

Probable Pecos Glaze V jar

7

240-22

Santa Clara Pueblo

Tewa IXJlychrome tradition

10
19
21
27
40

12-0
393-8
396-9
605-7
990-11

Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Unknown
Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Unknown

Unfinished, unidentified
Unfmished, unidentified
Striated, unidentified
Striated, unidentified
Unfmished, unidentified

28
45
44
37

633-34
1138-4
1069-1
933-28

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Probable Taos/picuris/Jicarilla origin
Unidentified
Unidentified
Unidentified

I

Redware

Vessell
Sherd Group 2
Glazeware

Vessell
Matle Paint Ware

Vessell
4lKTS3
Plain Ulllity

Vessell
Vessel 2
Vessel 4
Vessel 5
Vessel 6
Micaceous Utility
Vessel I
Vessel 2
Vessel 3
Sherd Group 2

"

Glazeware

Vessell
Vessel 2
Vessel 4
Vessel 6
Sherd Group I

9

1-0

41
29
11
25

1011-20
649-27
34-5
566-10

30

668-15

Unknown

Glaze V bowl. source uncertain, possibly

Pecos Pueblo
Unknown
Unknown
Pecos Pueblo

Pecos Pueblo or Galisteo Bason
Glaze E bowl, source uncertain
Glaze E or F jar, probably Salinas area
Glaze V jar handle, probably Pecos Pueblo
Glaze E or F, source uncertain, possibly Salinas

Santa Clara Pueblo

Tewa Polychrome

Matle Paint War.
Vessel I
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Table 56. contjnued

XRF
Loti
Sample Specimen XRF Detennination
No.
No.
of Source

Ware Type

Sherd Description and
Type/Source Identification

Pecos-style Pipe
Pipe 2

13

134-20

Unknown

Elaborate rectangular pipe of probable Pecos
Pueblo origin

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Burned clay from Fealure 30, 41KT53
Green Triassic clay from west of 41 KT53
Alluvial clay from roadcu! near BHT 1991-2
Micaceous, residual clay from Gavett

CLAY SAMPLES
CS-I
CS-4
CS-6
CS-8

Creek, Borden County

TABLE 57
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE DATA ON CERAMIC AND CLAY SAMPLES FROM
THE JUSTICEBURG RESERVOIR AREA
Sample No.
1
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

13
19
21
25
27
28
29
30
37
40
41
44
45
CS-l
CS-2
CS-3
CS-4

Iron
57.1
43.8
57.8
56.0
65.2
57.1
63.8
56.1
69.5
79.0
76.7
58.2
57.8
53.5
44.8
77.9
60.4
52.5
66.1
60.1
47.6
62.3
78.0
52.4
39.2
54.5

Zirconium

Strontium

Rubidiuro

Niobiwn

Calcium

Yitriwn

Lead

33.8
41.4
22.7
35.0
25.2
31.9
28.0
37.1
26.0
15.4
17.0
31.1
35.1
36.9
34.0
16.3
24.0
35.9
26.0
33.0
40.6
28.0
6.1
38.1
48.2
27.0

9.1
14.9
19.5
9.0
9.6
11.0
8.3
6.7
4.5
5.5
6.3
10.7
7.1
9.5
21.2
5.8
15.6
11.6
7.8
6.8
11.7
9.7
16.0
9.4
12.5
18.6

5.1
9.0
5.5
5.4
6.7
8.3
7.9
3.5
3.9
4.8
3.5
7.6
6.1
5.7
11.5
3.8
13.6
7.8
5.1
2.9
6.2
8.7
9.6
6.0
6.1
9.8

8.8
0.9
9.9.
7.3
11.3
10.5
4.7
6.9
6.7
6.0
6.7
11.2
4.9
7.6
13.2
7.5
14.5
6.4
6.4
4.6
7.6
10.1
6.5
5.3
3.1
2.5

5.3
8.5
7.8
3.4
6.6
5.8
1.2
1.1
5.3
4.1
4.7
4.1
1.6
2.4
3.5
3.0
2.8
5.6
4.6
0.3
4.3
5.7
2.6
2.1
1.5
2.3

5.7
11.2
10.7
8.4
5.1
4.5
4.6
6.1
5.0
0.6
5.3
7.3
5.6
6.6
6.6
4.1
7.2
9.9
7.1
6.5
8.7
9.6
11.3
5.0
4.9
4.5

1.9
0.4
0.4
0.6
1.6
4.0
2.3
0.3
3.3
1.3
1.6
1.4
0.6
2.9
2.2
3.9
2.1
1.2
2.0
0.2
0.6
2.4
1.5
1.0
1.2
1.3

.

All are ceramic sherds except sample numbers prefixed by CSt which are clay samples. Iron, zirconiwn. and
strontiwn are standardized so that the sum equals 100%, and the percentages of the other elements are standardized
to this swn.
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Figure 112. X-ray fluorescence plots of zirconium versus strontiwn in ceramic and clay samples from the Justiceburg
Reservoir area.

lishing characteristic signatures for each, while the
perspective from the field proceeds back to these
sources from the point of deposition. His work
(Olinger 1987a, 1987b. 1988, 1991; Olinger and
Woosley 1989; Woosley and Olinger 1990) has
focused on sherds collected directly from Puebloan
sites. He performed XRF analysis on the sherds.
selecting those whose XRF signatures form statistical clusters and rejecting outliers as probable trade
wares (Olinger 1987a:2). He feels that this technique is a less-expensive and easier way of tracing
ceramic sources.

identifications made by David Snow and OIrtis
Schaafsma, this type of analysis may not be appropriate for the present study because of differences
in the scale of focus and some theoretical incongruities with the requirements of this type of project.
A total of 3,482 ceramic sherds were recovered
from Justiceburg (includes 1987 survey, 1988
testing, and 1991 excavations). Possible origins of
these ceramics include the eastern pueblos, morewestern sources trading through these pueblos, and
unknown Plains sources. For this reason, a broad
range of methods, beginning with the widest possible geologic perspective of petrographic analysis,
may be needed to sort out possible source areas.
Olinger offered his services because he has
been examining the Puebloan ceramics of New
Mexico through XRF and felt he could make a
contribution to this project through specific determinations of ceramic sources and origins. His
methodology proceeds from the Puebloan sources
by analyzing sherds from known sites and estab-

In order for optical examinations to be
quantitative, however, tedious petrographic
thin-section preparation and point counting
must be done. X-ray fluorescence is a
simpler way of achieving quantitative
classification for pottery [Olinger 1987a:
I].

However, problematic from the perspective of the
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lost in one great range of variability. Pecos Pueblo
is not included in Figure 113 because its signature
(see Fig. 112e, #1) is identical to that of Picuris
Pueblo glazewares (Olinger 1991:136). Nor are
data from the more-southerly Salinas pueblos
included, and there might be further overlap in these
data if they were plotted.
Range of variability is a problem that is endemic in ceramic analysis, and thought on this
subject has its own range of variability bounded by
extreme positions. Guthe (1925:20), in discussing
his witnessing of the mixing of clay and temper by

archeological sites of deposition is the fact that
"there are many redundant XRF signatures"
(Olinger 1987b:3).
This problem, as Olinger himself pointed out,
is exacerbated when the source is not known. The
difficulties of dealing with redundant signatures are
made apparent when attempting to graph previously
determined XRF signatures together for comparison
(Fig. 113, Table 58). The points shown on Figure
113 represent means of data from groups of sampies; these blend even more when ranges of variability are plotted, and any differentiation becomes
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Figure 113. Combined x-ray fluorescence plots of means of zirconiwn and strontiwn in clustered ceramic samples from
Rio Grande pueblos.
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TABLE 58
X-RA Y FLUORESCENCE OATA ON MEANS OF ZIRCONIUM AND STRONTIUM CONTENT
IN CERAMIC SAMPLES FROM RIO GRANDE PUEBLOS

Mean %
Zirconium

Pueblo
Puye #1
Puye #2
Picuris
Nambe #1
Nambe #2
Cuyamungue
Pojoaque
San IIdefonso
San Juan
Santa Clara #1
Santa Clara #2

Tesuque
Glasscock Site
Taos Refuse Mound
Taos Refuse Mound
Taos Refuse Mound
Taos Refuse Mound
Taos Valley #1
Taos Valley #2
Taos Valley #3

#1
#2
#3
#4

37.5
28
33
35
28 ± 5
21 ± 5
41 ± 5
32 ± 5
30 ± 4
27 ± 4
34 ± 5
33 ± 7
27
33
18
45
25
27
27
21

Mean %
Strontium

11
28
9
20
23 ±4
27 ± 3
19 ± 4
19 ± 5
30 ±4
16 ± 6
16 ± 4
13 ± 6
7
'8
7
5
15
7
12
5

Ceramic Type

Reference

Glaze IV and V
Glaze IV and V
Glaze IV and V
Biscuit B
Plain and polychrome
Tewa Polychrome

Olinger 1991:134
Olinger 1991:134
Olinger 1991:136
Olinger 1987a:2
Olinger 1988:6
Olinger 1988:2
Olinger 1988:6
Olinger 1988:6
Olinger 1988:6
Olinger 1988:6
Olinger 1988:6
Olinger 1988:6
Woosloy and Olinger
Woosley and Olinger
Woosley and Olinger
Woosley and Olinger
Woosley and Olinger
Woosley and Olinger
Woosley and Olinger
Woosley and Olinger

"Pottery"
"Pottery"

Plain and red slipped
Black
Red and polychrome

?
Mic8Ce()US

Plain brownware
Micaceous
Micaceous
Micaceous
Micaceous
Micaceous
Micaceous

1990:361
1990:363
1990:361
1990: 362
1990:362
1990:362
1990: 362
1990:362

as color, plasticity. amount of nonplastics, presence
of certain desired visual qualities, drying characteristics, and even taste. This study also points out
that the soluble salts in water used in paste preparation, as well as the effects of levigation, use, and
postdiscard processes, affect the chemical composition of ceramics. In a recent smdy of ceramic
geology in southeastern New Mexico. Stewart et al.
(l990:608-615) list and detail at least eight uncontrollable factors that affect ceramic geochemistry,
including physical and chemical influences that can
leave clay sources 'in very heterogeneous states. In
archeological contexts, saturation in groundwater
may result in certain elements leaching out of
ceramic artifacts (Bishop et al. 1982:296). All of
these factors tend to expand the range of variability
expected in any ceramic assemblage.
Finally, a number of studies (Guthe 1925:20;
Bishop et aI. 1982:314; Braun 1983:122:-125)
illustrate the variability resulting from the intentional selection by pollers of different kinds and
varying amounts of temper included in pastes of
ceramics intended for different usages. This functional variation is a natural result of the behavioral

San Ildefonso pollers, states that "the Indians have
no definite idea of the necessary proportions. They
judge simply by the color of the resulting mixture."
Whereas Olinger (1987a:l) represents the opposite
perspective by stating that
successful differentiation of pollery based
on the chemistry of the paste depends on
several factors. The first is the consistent
(traditional) use of the same clay and
temper sources by Indian pollers from a
pueblo. The second is a consistent mix by
the pollers of clay and temper. Third, the
clays and tempers are chemically uniform
throughout the sources. And finally, the
chemistry of the sources must vary from
one location to another.
Olinger (l988:2) also states that "this conservative
namre of pot-making has been seen in the data of
hundreds of prehistoric sites."
A more synthetic and less extreme position is
that expressed by Arnold et al. (l991:71), recognizing that pollers do not select materials based on
chemical elements but on physical properties such
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adjustments to positive feedback inherent in the
everyday use of ceramics by the individuals who
produce the pots. The consequent variability in
ceramic constituents partly reflects the range of
uses to which a people apply their pottery. Here
again, it is the behavior of the paste and not a deep
knowledge of its chemistry that determines its
utilization.

the petrographic interpretation that some of the
glazewares were made at Pecos Pueblo (see Table
59, Samples 6, 25, and 41). The data al.so clearly
show similarities among some of the plainwares
(see Table 59, Samples I, 10,21, and 27) and the
Pecos glazeware specimens and appear to agree
generally with the petrographic data, which provides strong evidence of a Pecos glazeware/plainware connection in the Justiceburg sample. The
question remains open as to the potential value of
this XRF methodology in blind sourcing. Olinger
only makes use of three of the eight elements
quantified by his analysis, and it is possible that
multivariate statistical analysis including all eight
elements could sort out source-specific groups that
have unique signatures.
11 should be clear that each of the methods
utilized for ceramic ·sourcing during this project
may have a place in tracing potsherds to their
origin. The proper selection of methodology is in
matching the scale of the method to that of the
problem. Petrographic analysis can relatively
readily identify source regions of the rocks and
minerals making up a total ceramic paste. The
proper place of XRF analysis, as well as some
other methods of elemental analysis, may be in the
fine hair-splitting of tracing the immediate locality
of manufacture, and they should not be used otherwise or outside the context of the more molar focus
of petrographic analysis (Bishop et at 1982:288).

CONCLUSIONS
Olinger's conclusions generally agree with those
of the petrographic analysis (Table 59). Both
methods recognized glazeware Samples 6, 25, and
41 and plainware Samples I, 8, 10, 21, and 27 as
possibly originating at Pecos Pueblo. Both methods
recognized redware Samples 5, 7, and 30 as Tewa
wares, and Olinger further stated that these three
samples were from Santa Clara Pueblo. However,
in all cases it was necessary to pre-identify these
samples by another method in order to rule out
wrong choices by the XRF analyst due to redundant
signatures. Nor can data generated by this method
be extrapolated from broad groups such as glazewares and Tewa wares to other types of wares
potentially from the same sites because it deals
with trace elements that may vary widely on a
broad geological scale. Because the nature of the
comparative data base is not explicit, it cannot be
evaluated here. One of the most important inferences from Olinger's XRF data is that they support

-:-
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TABLE 59
COMPARISON OF X-RAY fLUORESCENCE SOURCE DETERMINATIONS
WITH PETROGRAPHIC GROUPINGS

Ware Type

XRF
Sample XRF Source
No.
Detennination

Petrographic Petrographic
Grain Size Paste
Class·
Groups
Petrographic Source Detenninations

41KTSI
Plain Utility

I
4

Possibly Peco, Pueblo
Unknown

3
3

IIG
IID

Possibly Peco, Pueblo
Possibly Pecos Pueblo

Redware

8
5

Possibly Peco, Pueblo
Santa Clara Pueblo

2
2

IIG
IA

Possibly Peco, Pueblo
Tewa area. northern Rio Grande

Glazeware

6

Pecos Pueblo

3

IIG

Possibly Pecos Pueblo

Matte Paint Ware

7

Santa Clara Pueblo

I

IA

Tewa area, northern Rio Grande

41KTS3
Plain Utility

10
19
21
27
40

Possibly Peco, Pueblo
Unknown
Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Unknown

3
3
3
3
3

IIG
IIC
IIG
IIG
IIC

Pos,ibly Peco, Pueblo
Unknown
Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Unknown

Micaceous Utility

28
45
44
37

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

3
3
I
3

IC
IIF
ID

Possibly TaoslPicurislJicarilla
Possibly Pecos Pueblo
Unknown
Possibly Salinas

9
41
29
II
25

Unknown
Pecos Pueblo
Unknown
Unknown
Pecos Pueblo

2
3
3
3
3

Matte Paint Ware

30

Santa Clara Pueblo

I

IA

Pecos-style Pipe

13

Unknown

I

lIA

Glazewares

·See Appendix D, Table 50
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IE
IE
lID

IE
IID
IIG

Possibly
Possibly
Possibly
Possibly
Possibly

Salinas
Pecos Pueblo
Salinas
Pecos Pueblo
Pecos Pueblo

Tewa area, northern Rio Grande
Probably Pecos Pueblo
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APPENDIX F: Scanning Electron Microscope-Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy Analysis of Ceramic Sherds and
Clay Samples

Jay Peck

and
Anne Coffin Jung

INTRODUCTION

PROCEDURES

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) has
been demonstrated to have analytic value in archeological ceramic studies. The technique has been
used in slip analysis (Tite et al. 1982), microscopic
paste analysis (Bates 1971), and investigations of
firing temperature (Tite and Maniatis 1975).
Utilization of the scanning electron microscope as
a tool for sourcing of arcbeological ceramics has
been pioneered since 1986 by Professor James A.
Neely of the Anthropology Department of The
University of Texas at Austin. Neely's graduate
students have produced four papers concerning use
of the technique in the analysis of Mogollon ceramics recovered from sites in the Alma and Reserve
areas of southwestern New Mexico (Trigg 1986;
Peck 1989; Anderson 1990; Collins and Garrett
1991).
Each of the University of Texas studies has
built upon the preceding one to maintain continuity
and improve the technique. At the end of the first
of the four projects, Trigg (1986: 10) noted the
small size of her sample, and it was recognized that
the use of SEM-microprobe would become prohibitively expensive when analyzing a collection of
samples large enough for statistical validity, Later
studies all utilized the SEM-EDS technology (see
below) which is significantly less expensive. In the
second study, Peck (1989:11) also noted that his
sample was too small for statistical validity and
suggested that silicon be counted as well as the
elements under study as it figured into the ratios.
Anderson (1990) mounted his samples in chunks on
aluminum strips and later suggested thin sectioning
as a more efficacious technique. Collins and
Garrett (1991) found that removal of paste from the
center of sherd profiles, fine-grinding the samples
in an agate mortar, and mounting them on a graphite stage was the best procedure for sample preparation. Critique of the fourth study revealed a
failure to average the three sets of data produced
for each sample.
In organizing the ceramics for the present
study, petrographic analysis was considered to be
the best main analytic probe. Fifty-three samples
were prepared in thin section for this analysis. Of
these, 49 were selected for SEM analysis: 42
archeological samples, 3 on-site clay samples, and
4 clay samples from off-site in the general area
(Table 60),

Sample preparation began by cutting each
sherd with a jeweler's saw to remove the portion
required for petrographic analysis. The remainder
was resnapped to provide a clean, uncontaminated
edge and a small amount of paste was removed
with a dental pick from the center of the sherd
profile, taking care not to include any paint or slip
from the edges, Any observable tempering material
was then removed and the paste sample was pulverized into a fine powder using an agate mortar
and pestle. It was not possible to remove all
tempering material due to the inclusion of fine
sands and silts in these sherds, which blurred the
distinction between temper and paste. Each sample
was then put into a gelatin capsule and sealed in a
ziplock plastic bag to prevent contamination. All
tools were carefully cleaned between use on each
sample.
A graphite stage was used as a base for
insertion into the scanning electron microscope.
The samples were mounted side by side on a strip
of double-sided carbon tape large enough for three
samples, wit)J enough space between each to eliminate cross-contamination. Two such strips (Le" six
samples) could be analyzed at one time.
The analysis was conducted using a JSM-35C
scanning electron microscope in conjunction with an
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analyzer, a
computer software package that analyzes the
elemental composition of the clay making up the
sherd'. Up to six elements can be read at anyone
time by this device, and initially certain trace
elements were chosen for comparison with a possible x-ray fluorescence analysis. Silicon must be
read in this method to create a baseline for comparison with the other elements in the study, It was
found in the first run that silicon masked the desired
trace-elemerii readings, and therefore the six
elements that have become standard in previous
efforts were used: silicon, aluminum, potassium,
calcium, iron, and titanium. Three 60-second scans
were run across each sample in different locations,
The analyzer produced a printout indicating relative
amounts of each element present in. ratio to the
reading for silicon.
RESULTS
Each 60-second scan produced a data set
393

TABLE 60
SUMMARY OF CERAMIC IDENTIFICATIONS FOR SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE SAMPLES

Site

Ware Type

4IKTSl

Plain Utility

Redware

41KTS3

Vessel
No.

Sherd
Group No.

Lot/Specimen Grain Size
Oess·
No.

t:l

Sherd Description and Type/Source Identification

8
10
7

1
4
3

89/13
158/18
126/16

3
3
3

Punctated. unidentified

93/4
255/7

2

2
8
5

202/2A

3
2
2

Unslipped, unidentified
Unslipped bowl rim, unidentified
Slipped. Tewa Tradition

1
1

Punctated, unidentified
Striated, unidentified

Glazeware

1

6

214/75

3

Probable Pecos Glaze V jar

MattePaintware

1

7

240/22

1

rewa Polychrome Tradition

Plain Utility

1
2
3
4

10
19
31
21
39
27
40
20
33
36
23

12/0
393/8
709/14
3%/9
971(23
605/7
990/11
394/1
831/16
926/14
487/24

3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
2
3

Unfinished
Unfinished
Striated
Striated
Striated
Striated
Unfinished
Striated
Striated
Striated
Punctated

28
45

3
3
1

37

633/34
1138/4
1069/1
933/38

3

Probable TaosjPicuris/Jicarilla origin
Unidentified
Unidentified
Unidentified

34
42
15

855/10
1015/11
184/29

2
2
3

Probable Glaze E, WlSlipped bowl possibly from Salinas area
Probable Glaze P, unslipped bowl possibly from Salinas area
Probable Glaze V, white-slipped jar from Pecos Pueblo

w

'f

5
6
4

5
Micaceous Utility

1
2
3

44
2

Redware

"I

SEM
Sample No.

1
2
3

= untempered; 2 ;= unknown; 3 = tempered.
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Table 60, continued
Site

Ware Type

41KT53,
continued

Redware, continued

Vessel
No.

Sherd
Group No.

5
6
3
4

Glazeware

I
2
3
4
5
6
I
3
5

w

Matte Paintware

'0

'"

I

SEM
S3IDple No.

Lot/Specimen Grain Size
No.
Class

Sherd Description and Type/Source Identification

35
43
18
12

883/35
1040/25
318/6
77/57

3
2
3
3

Glaze P, slipped bowl, source uncertain
Glaze E, unslipped bowl, source uncertain

9
41
26
29
14
11
22
32
24

1/0
1011/20
582/14
649/27
144/2
34/5
566/10
480/20
793{7
549/8

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Glaze V bowl, source uncertain, possibly Pecos Pueblo
Glaze E bowl, source uncertain
Glaze F bowl, source uncertain
Glaze E or F jar, probably from Salinas area
Glaze E handle, source uncertain
Glaze V jar handle, probably from Pecos Pueblo
Glaze E or F. source uncertain
Unidentified, source Wlcertain
Unidentified, source uncertain
Glaze E bowl, source uncertain, possibly Salinas area

30

668/15

I

Tewa Polychrome

'"~

Elaborate rectangular pipe of probable Pecos origin

[j

25

Slipped, unidentified
Slipped, unidentified

~

1
~

I

Pecos-style Pipe
Clay
Samples

2

13

134/20

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

CS/1
CS/2
CS/3
CS/4
CS/5
CS/6
CS{7

I

Burned clay from Feature 30, 41KT53
Burned clay from Feature 34, 41KT53
Burned clay from Feature 39, 41KT53
Green Triassic clay from west of 41KT53
Red Triassic clay from west of 41KT53
Alluvial clay from roadcut near Backhoe Trench 1991-2
Alluvial clay from pipeline trench near dam

'":..
is

Q'

'"0;'
<;,

i

::;.

~
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[
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consisting of the ratio of each of the five elements
listed above to silicon, Three readings for each of
the 49 samples were averaged to produce mean
values for the elements in each sample (Table 61).
From these data, means, standard deviations, and
ranges were computed for each of five groups of
samples (Table 62). The first three groups consist
of samples which were the most confidently identified in visual inspections by David Snow and Curtis
Schaafsma. They are identified as Tewa wares
(Samples 5, 7, and 30), Salinas wares (Samples 29
and 34), and Pecos Pueblo wares (Samples 6, II,
and 15). The fourth group is composed of three
sherds identified as being part of the same vessel
(Samples 14, 22, and 32) and thought to be of
Galisteo or Salinas origin. The fifth group consists
of seven clay samples from features at41 KT53 and
from local clay sources.
When ranges of elemental content are, compared across the sample groups, many cases of
overlap are found. In order to determine which, if
any, of the five tested elements are good betweengroup discriminators, it is necessary to find those
whose ranges overlap least often with those of other
groups. There are twenty-three cases where the
ranges do not overlap (Table 63). As Table 63
indicates, each sample group is distinct from all
others in some respect, although some are more
conspicuously different than others. The Tewa
sherds stand out as being the most consistently
different, with 12 of the 23 cases of nonoverlapping
ranges pertaining to this group. The Samples
14/22/32 group has 10 cases of nonoverlapping
ranges, the Salinas group has 9, the Pecos group
has 8, and the group of Justiceburg clays has 7.
Table 63 also shows that potassium (K) discriminates groups in more cases (n = 8) than any other
element, with aluminum (AI), titanium (Ti), and
iron (Fe) acting as distinguishing elements in four
cases each. Calcium (Ca) was found to be
discriminant in only three cases and has been
considered in other studies to be transient in archeological contexts (Bower and Snow 1984:292;
Stewart et al. 1990:608). For these reasons calcium was dropped from further analysis. Thus, based
on these simple comparisons, it appears that this
technique has some promise of helping to identify
source areas, with potassium, aluminum, titanium,
and iron being the most discriminating elements.
The second step in the analysis consisted of
a cluster analysis run on all 49 samples utilizing the

SYSTAT statistical program (Wilkinson 1990).
The hierarchical agglomerative clustering method
was considered most appropriate for this study in
that it is the most clearly represented (as a dendrogram), requires the least manipulative steps, and
does not necessitate initial arbitrary divisions
(Doran and Hodson 1975:175; Aldenderfer and
Blashfield 1984:35). Euclidean distance was used
as the distance measure because it is the clearest
and most easily comprehended (Doran and Hodson
1975:136). Average linkage was chosen because it
"... avoids chaining by allowing a unit to join a
cluster only if its average similarity with all existing members reaches a specified level" (Doran and
Hodson 1975:177). Due to the variability in the
values between elements in this sample (see Table
61), all values were standardized to z-scores
(Doran and Hodson 1975;137). This step was
considered necessary to avoid having the most
abundant elements drive the cluster formations.
The results of the cluster analysis are presented in Figure 114. In this discussion, the level
of grouping that includes the entire sample is
termed the "highest" level and that of the individual
sample is the "lowest" level. In examining the
dendrogram for the location and relative clustering
of the five identified groups of samples, it is clear
that the results of this analysis are mixed. The
three Tewa sherds (Samples 5, 7, and 30) are
clustered well, joining at a reasonably low level.
The same is true for the Samples 14/22/32 group,
and it is encouraging that this possible Galisteo or
Salinas vessel is on a different branch of the dendrogram than the Tewa sherds. The two sherds
identified most confidently as representing Salinas
(Samples 29 and 34) also join at a low level and
are close to the Samples 14/22/32 group. In contrast, the Pecos group sherds (Samples 6, 11, and
IS) are widely s~p'arated and join at a high level.
The Justiceburg clay samples exhibit even greater
variability, joining at the highest level, although this
might be expected given the range of contexts
sampled. Given these mixed results with samples
of known or reasonably surmised provenance, it is
difficult to know how to interpret the Figure 114
dendrogram. While it appears that some clusters
may represent distinct source areas, it is certain
that not all do, and there are no obvious ways to
distinguish useful groupings from useless ones in
the SEM data alone. For this reason, no allempt is
made here to assign the sherds not included in the
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TABLE 61
MEAN ELEMENTAL CONTENT OF CERAMIC/CLAY SAMPLES

•

Sample No.

Aluminum

Potassium

Calcium

Titanium

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

0.1633
0.0957
0.2036
0.1073
0.1321
0.1966
0.1560
0.1104
0.1940
0.1766
0.1418
0.1866
0.2895
0.2160
0.1324
0.1596
0.1121
0.1939
0.1477
0.2323
0.1800
0.1702
0.1750
0.1549
0.1218
0.1478
0.1833
0.1331
0.1223
0.2302
0.2543
0.1784
0.1532
0.1781
0.1686
0.2865
0.1535
0.1525
0.1708
0.1696
0.1833
0.1380
0.1866
0.1740
0.1849
0.1879
0.2191
0.1323
0.1629

0.0717
0.1091
0.0978
0.0973
0.1342
0.0810
0.1071
0.1018
0.0552
0.1103
0.0577
0.0783
0.1311
0.0654
0.0503
0.0751
0.0887
0.0987
0.0652
0.0654
0.0839
0.0715
0.0599
0.0554
0.0710
0.1031
0.0840
0.1473
0.1694
0.0639
0.0811
0.0907
0.0770
0.0755
0.1377
0.1062
0.1069
0.0510
0.0726
0.0879
0.1428
0.1063
0.1291
0.1454
0.1418
0.1572
0.1613
0.0950
0.0909

0.0636
0.0863
0.0472
0.1685
0.1024
0.0451
0.1577
0.0684
0.0328
0.0435
0.0333
0.1247
0.0529
0.1077
0.0288
0.0329
0.2960
0.0504
0.0407
0.0764
0.0422
0.0301
0.0297
0.0288
0.0323·
0.0316
0.0324
0.0700
0.0244
0.0566
0.0440
0.1165
0.0324
0.0581
0.1343
0.0519
0.2309
0.0263
0.0315
0.0993
0.1299
0.1027
0.0929
0.0961
0.1040
0.0483
0.1090
0.0912
0.0580

0.0159
0.0121
0.0200
0.0127
0.0087
0.0174
0.0084
0.0151
0.0158
0.0163
0.0202
0.0166
0.0288
0.0160
0.0123
6.0139
0.0132
0.0177
0.0191
0.0158
0.0128
0.0145
0.0156
0.0163
0.0126
0.0268
0.0139
0.0095
0.0132
0.0192
0.0167
0.0170
0.0153
0.0192
0.0139
0.0194
0.0144
0.0178
0.0158
0.0180
0.0186
0.0131
0.0186
0.0189
0.0158
0.0147
0.0214
0.0130
0.0157

All values relative to silicon

= 1.0000
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Iron
0.0921
0.0851
0.1275
0.0948
0.0589
0.1713
0.0770
0.0754
0.1186
0.1271
0.1155
0.1098
0.1535
0.0805
0.0639
0.0882
0.2002
0.1121
0.1007
0.0794
0.1036
0.1101
0.0919
0.1103
0.0766
0.0662
0.0995
0.0694
0.1159
0.0722
0.1350
0.1016
0.1144
0.1014
0.1094
0.1662
0.1600
0.0891
0.0941
0.1068
0.0981
0.1062
0.1111
0.1100
.0.1171
0.1116
. 0.2201
0.0946
0.0963

Phase III Data Recovery, Season 2, Justiceburg Reservoir

TABLE 62
MEAN, STANDARD DEVIATION, AND RANGE OF ELEMENTAL CONTENTS
OF FIVE SIlERD/CLAY SAMPLE GROUPS
Visual Identifications

Aluminum

Potassium

Calcium

Titanium

Iron

Tewa
Mean
Standard Deviation
Range

0.1404
0.0135
0.1321-0.1560

0.12953
0.02050
0.1071-0.1473

0.11003
0.04435
0.0700--0.1577

0.00887
0.00057
0.0084--0.0095

0.06843
0.00908
0.0589-0.0770

0.08085
0.00346
0.1784-0.1833

0.08735
0.00474
0.084-0.0907

0.07445
0.05947
0.0324-0.1165

0.01545
0.00219
0.0139-0.0170

0.10055
0.00148
0.0995-0.1016

Pecos
Mean
Standard Deviation
Range

0.15693
0.03467
0.1324--0.1966

0.06300
0.01602
0.0503-0.0810

0.03573
0.00842
0.0288-0.0451

0.01663
0.00401
0.0123--0.0202

0.11690
0.05371
0.0639-0.1713

Samples 14/22/32
Mean
Standard Deviation
Range

0.22617
0.00867
0.216-0.2323

0.06490
0.00087
0.0639-0.0654

0.08023
0.02576
0.0566-0.1077

0.01700
0.00191
0.Ql58--o.0192

0.07737
0.00451
0.0722-0.0805

Justiceburg Clays
Mean
Standard Deviation
Range

0.17824
0.02659
0.1323-0.2191

0.13153
0.02838
0.0909-0.1613

0.08564
0.02322
0.0483-0.1090

0.01687
0.00288
.0.0130-0.0189

0.12297
0.04363
0.0946-0.2201

SaUnas
Mean
Standard Deviation
Range

TABLE 63
ELEMENTS WITH NONOVERLAPPING RANGES IN BETWEEN-GROUP COMPARISONS'
Sherd Group
Tewa

Salinas
Pecos
Samples 14/22/32
Justiceburg Clays

Samples 14/22/32 Justiceburg Clays

Tewa

Salinas

Pecos

AI, K, T, Fe
K, Ca, T
AI, K, T
T, Fe

-

-

-

-

-

-

AI, Ca
K,Ca

-

-

K
AI, K,Fe
K

-

K, Fe

·Ranges taken from Table 62

sherds of the same types from differenl roomblocks.
The study was able to successfully separate sherds
made of clays from different sources. However,
these sources were all tightly bounded in the same
locality, and elemental differences, though significant, were minute. Further studies (Peck i989;
Anderson 1990; Collins and Garrett 1991) were
somewhat less successful in terms of the level of
confidence in separating ceramics with constituents
from different sources but more successful in terms
of streamlining the analytical technique. These

five groups listed above to particular sources.
DISCUSSION
The major problem with an elemental study
of this nature is its molecular level of focus. In
Trigg's (1986) study, the focus was on roomblocks
within the same site and raw material procurement
within a limited area. Differentiation of analytic
groups was based on minor variations in the relative amounts of analyzed elements in ceramic
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No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
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Figure 114. Dendrogram of the cluster analysis on the SEM data using aluminum, potassium, titanium, and iron.
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three studies were geographically broader but still
fairly tightly bounded within a confined area with a
similar mineral composition.
The present study is qualitatively different.
The ceramic artifacts under scrutiny appear to
represent sources of raw materials that include a
broad spectrum of mineralogy spanning sedimentary, metamorphic, igneous, and plutonic sources. At
the elemental level of analysis, the chances of
obtaining redundant signatures are high. Similar
elements in similar volumes can combine differently
and produce minerals that are very different from
each other and yet, obviously, have the same kinds
and amounts of elements when examined at a
molecular level. The chances of coincidental
convergence of elemental signatures must be controlled within the methodology through careful and
accurate macroscopic divisions of ceramics into
ware/type categories and the use of the SEM-EDS

technique as a check on a more-molar analysis such
as petrographic analysis of rock type.
The critical point is in matching the analytical
technique with the proper depth of analysis required
by the type of study being performed. When a wide
range of geography is implied by the assemblage,
analysis of rock types represented in the tempering
materials is required to create comparable analytic
categories. When a more-confined study is performed or when broader-scoped analysis has
created ware/type divisions in the assemblage, the
more-microscopic level of mineralogy may be
sufficient to further subdivide categories. When a
fine-grained study is required for analysis on the
level of the locality or when broader studies have
reduced categories to the local level, elemental
studies might be ideal as the final step in an analysis. All studies must be accompanied by a thorough macroscopic/typological analysis.
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APPENDIX G: Analysis of the Vertebrate Faunal Remains

Brian S. Shaffer

INTRODUCTION

Taphonomy

The analysis of the vertebrate faunal remains
recovered from 41KT51 and 41KT53 had two broad
goals: (I) to identify exploited taxa; and (2) to
identify intrasite patterning. The first goal is the
most time consuming and is the basis for all subsequent observations. Once the fauna were identified,
then related points of interest could be considered.
These include what habitats were exploited, seasonality of occupation of the sites, processing
patterns, and taphonomic considerations. Although
the sample from 41KT51 is not large enough for
intrasite patterning analysis, the sample from
41KT53 is insightful for this purpose.

Most of the faunal remains (76%, n = 314)
are heavily weathered with 277 specimens identified as root etched (Binford (1981:50). No signs of
water transport, rodent gnawing, or carnivore
gnawing were noted. Root etching has obliterated
the surface of many specimens, often destroying
diagnostic characteristics needed for distinguishing
between related taxa.
Two taphonomic factors commonly associated
with human activity are spiral breakage and burning. However, spiral breakage only indicates that
the bone was broken while still containing collagen
(Johnson 1985: 172) and does not indicate the
agency involved. Carnivore gnawing and trampling
by other animals can produce spiral fractures,
although no carnivore gnaw marks were identified,
and due to root-etching damage to the bone surfaces, there is no way to assess the issue of trampling.
Spiral fractures were identified on 10% (n = 43) of
the assemblage. However, given that teeth, turtle
shells, and some other nonmammalian bones do not
fracture spirally, this figure is not representative.
Correcting for this factor, if only mammal remains
exclusive of teeth are considered, 21 % (n = 41 of
197) of the materials exhibit spiral fracturing.
Burning was recorded on the basis of charring
(burned black) and calcination (burned white).
Eighty-five percent (n = 348) are unburned, 11%
(n = 47) are charred, and 4% (n = 16) are calcined.

METHODS
The specimens analyzed were recovered from
flotation and from 1/4-inch screening. The faunal
remains were washed and sorted before analysis.
Once processed, analysis was conducted using the
Texas A&M University Department of Anthropology's Zooarchaeological Research Collection for
comparative purposes. Osteology guides by Olsen
(1960) and Lawrence (1951) were used as supplements to the comparative collection. No identifications were made solely using the guides for reference. Once specimens were identified, their attributes were recorded using a vertebrate coding
system (Shaffer and Baker 1992). Attributes
recorded include provenience, recovery method,
weight, dimension, taxon, element, portion of
element, side, aging criteria, weathering, breakage,
burning, cut marks, and any additional information.
A lOx hand lens and 30x light microscrope were
used to view unusual or modified specimens.

Analysis and Interpretation
Cultural and Noncultural Materials

The determination of which animals represent
food remains and which'are intrusive into an archeological site can be a difficult assessment. Due to
the archeological association and the presence of
burned and spirally fractured materials, most of the
faunal assemblage is interpreted as being the result
of human activity. The only contradiction to this is
the remains of a gopher recovered by 1/4-inch
screening from one unit of Block 3.
Although the gopher exhibits, root etching
comparable to most of the assemblage, it is interpreted as being noncultural because of the elements
represented. Driver (1985:18), Szuter (1989:220),
and Thomas (1971:370) have used skeletal completeness to identify taxa intrusive into archeologi-

SITE 41KTSl
The sample from 41KT51 consists of 289
specimens recovered from the 1/4-inch screening
and 122 specimens from flotation (Table 64). From
the combined samples, 21 % (n = 87) were identifiable to the level of Order or below. Of these, 90%
(n = 78) were recovered from the 1/4-inch screening. Taxonomic diversity at this site is fairly low,
consisting primarily of turtle, gopher, rat, and
medium and large artiodactyl remains. No additional identifiable taxa were recovered from the
flotation samples.
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TABLE 64
TAXA RECOVERED FROM 41KT51
Taxon

•

NISP'

Common Name

MNI'

1/4-lncb Screen
Vertebrata

Vertebrates

Testudinata

Turtles

Emydidae

Water and box turtles
Water and box turtles
Micro/small mammals
Mediumnarge manunals
Large/very large mammals

cr. Emydidae
Mammalia (micro/small)

Mammalia (mediumllarge)
Mammalia (Iargelvery large)
Mammalia (very large)

68
35
2
I
I

112
11
7

Very large mammals

12
11
9
5

Mammalia

Mammals

Geomys sp.

ef. Geomys sp.
Neotoma sp.

Pocket gophers
Pocket gophers
Wood rats

Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (large)

Bison-sized artiodactyls

I

Deer

4

Odocoileus sp.
Bos/Bison genus indetenninate

Deer-si~ed

I

I"
I"

7

artiodactyls

----1

Cow/bison

I
I

289

Subtotal:
Flotation
Vertebrata

Vertebrates

Testudinata

Turtles

Mammalia (micro)
Mammalia (medium/large)
Mammalia (Iargelvery large)
Mammalia (very large)

Micro mammals

88
2
I

16
3

Medium/large mammals
Largelvery large mammals

Rodentia (medium)

Very large manunals
Mammals
Medium rodent

Geomyidae

Pocket gophers

Artiodactyla (medium)
cf. Bos/Bison genus indetenninate
Subtotal:

Medium even-toed ungulates

Mammalia

Cowibison

I

4
3
I
I

-.l
122
411

Total:

*NISP = number of individual specimens; MNI = minimum number of individuals. MNI was estimated based on
taxon, element, portion of element, and side of element, using both 1/4-inch and:flotation materials.
"''''These remains probably are intrusive.

cal assemblages. Complete or nearly complete
rodent skeletons usually are regarded as intrusive.
Given that 1/4-inch screerting was used to recover
this individual, a complete skeleton is not present;
however, in comparing expected recovery for
complete mammalian skeletons using this screen
size (Shaffer 1992), the archeological specimen is
represented by a nearly complete skeleton and is

therefore regarded as intrusive. The remains of
wood rat also may be intrusive for the same reason,
although the remains were not recovered from a
single unit as was the gopher skeleton.
Taxa Exploited

Turtle, deer, and medium and large-sized
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arliodactyls represent the primary economic taxa
recovered from the site. Not surprisingly, turtle is
represented almost solely by shell remains. The
only exception to this is a single long bone. In
looking closely at the elements represented for the
artiodactyls, primarily noneconomic parts are
represented. This was not expected since noneconomic parts are usually the elements abandoned
at kill sites.
Nine of the 18 artiodactyl elements are teeth
or teeth fragments, 4 of which are identified specifically as deer and 2 as cf. cow/bison. The
medium-sized artiodactyl elements recovered
include one cranial fragment, one rib fragment, one
femur fragment, one tarsal, and one sesamoid.
Cow/bison is represented by three fragments that fit
together to form part of a proximal phalange.
If this assemblage is fully representative of
food remains, then more elements should be represented, especially forelimbs which hold large,
easily removable portions of meat. Additionally,
ribs, vertebrae, and pelvic girdle/upper hind limbs
would be expected. The lack of the recognition of
such elements may be due to the amount of fragmentation of the materials, or meat-bearing portions may have been transported away from the
site, although this does not seem plausible. In
either case, these portions are not well represented
in the site assemblage.
In looking at the distribution of taxa and
breakage of elements, Block 3 contains nearly the
full spectrum of taxa recovered from the site and
represents the largest single excavated area. About
25% (n = 28) of the elements recovered exhibit
spiral fracturing. Based on the small size of the
spirally fractured elements, marrow and possibly
grease processing probably occurred at the site.

from 41KT51, no substantial interpretations can be
made. Turtle and medium- and large-sized artiodactyls are the only economic taxa recovered,
although based on element representation, meatbearing elements are lacking. The lack of recovery
of meat-bearing elements or concentrations of
spirally fractured bones indicates that food processing may not have occurred in the locations
tested.
SITE 41KTS3
The faunal remains recovered from 41KT53
include 2,562 specimens from 1/4-inch screening
and 1,253 specimens from flotation. The assemblage from this site is more diverse than that from
41KT51 due to the larger sample size and feature
areas excavated. Even with the increased sample
size, the diversity of 'taxa represented is not wide,
once again dominated by turtle and medium-sized
artiodactyls with both deer and pronghorn identified. Flotation recovery added two additional taxa
that were not recovered from the 1/4-inch screening. These taxa are a viperid snake represented by
a single fan,g and a small carnivore represented by
two canines.
Taphonomy
Bone preservation at 41KT53 is good. If
fact, three very large and spirally fractured mammal specimens from Block I are still greasy,
indicating that exposure or chemical alteration has
not removed the grease from the bone. However,
many of the bones from the site have been subjected
to burning or extensive fragmentation.
This site is dominated by burned bones
throughout the excavation blocks and test units. A
burned zone, approximately 2 to 5 cm thick was
noted acrosithe site. This bumed zone may represent a postoccupational prairie fire. In tracing the
burned zone across the site, the burning was highest
in Block I and gradually dipped southward, with
the deepest portions of the zone being noted in
Block 4. Due to the large amount of burned bones
at the site, it was thought that the pos,toccupational
burning might have been the cause; however, there
is no correlation with the burned zone and the
bumed bones recovered.
Therefore, the high
amount of burned bones is attributed to aboriginal
and not natural causes. In addition, Shipman el al.

Habitats Exploited and Seasonality

Based on the lack of specific identifications,
no substantive information can be gleaned about the
habitats exploited. Also, none of the taxa recovered could be used to assess the seasonality of
occupation of the site. Although turtles are most
active during the summer months, they may be
active during any warm part of the year.
Summary
Since only 411 faunal remains were recovered
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(1984:323) suggest that it may be reasonable to
eliminate grass fires as a cause of noticeably
burned bones in most cases because these fires are
at lower temperatures and of shorter duration than
required to produce calcined bone. Of the 3,815
specimens recovered from the site, 2,380 (62%) are
charred (burned brown or black) and 663 (17%) are
calcined (burned white).
The high amount of burned materials indicates
that this is not sporadic trash disposal of food
remains into campfires. The low amount of calcined bones would indicate that the bones were not
being used as fuel for the hearths. As such, the
reason(s) for the high percentage of burned bones at
this site is unclear.
Breakage represents another reduction process
at 41KT53. The highly comminuted c()(]dition of
the assemblage unquestionably hinders identification
of many remains. Of the 3,815 specimens, oitIy 46
are unbroken. Tbese unbroken specimens are
domintated by turtle elements (n = 26) and assorted
mammal teeth (n = 10). The majority of the specimens (n = 3,151) exhibit angular fracturing, with
618 specimens having spiral fracturing.
Whether bone breakage occurred in a fresh or
green state or when the bone was dry can be distinguished by the resultant fracture pattern. Fresh or
green bone contains collagen. When fresh bone is
broken, it breaks in characteristic spiral fractures
(Johnson 1985:172). Dry bone lacks collagen and
breaks typically in angular fractures. Green bone
will not break in angular fractures because fresh
bone is viscoelastic (flowable, deformable) due to
the moisture within the bone, whereas dry bone is
brittle (Johnson 1985:160). Both of these fracture
types were noted at the site and represent significant reducing agents for the sample.
Spiral fractures only indicate that the bone
was broken in a fresh state and do not indicate the
agency involved (Johnson 1985: 175). As examples,
carnivores may cause spiral fractures during gnawing (Bonnichsen 1973; Johnson 1985:179), or
humans may cause spiral breakage during marrow
or bone-grease processing. However, no carnivore
gnaw marks were noted on any of the materials
recovered. Human activity, though, does appear
responsible for much of the breakage. Further
discussion of this follows under Marrow and
Grease Producti()(] below.

Analysis and Interpretation
Cultural and Noncultural Remains

The identification of noncultural remains from
41KT53 is not as decisive as the gopher skeleton
from 41KT51. No skeletons were recovered from
41KT53. The remains of several small taxa,
including snake, cottontail, squirrel, gopher, cotton
rat, wood rat, and carnivore, were recovered, but
none of these exhibit any signs of direct cultural
modification, although all could be possible food
sources. Without any direct evidence for cultural
association and with only a small sample represented, these remains are interpreted as indeterminate human food resources. The rest of the remains
from the site are interpreted as cultural because
most do exhibit some sigos of possible cultural
modification such as burning or spiral breakage.
Taxa Exploited

The dominant identified taxon represented in
the assemblage is turtle (Table 65). The only turtle
specifically identified is box turtle (Terrapene sp.).
Box turtle remains, however, do not represent a
large amount of the biomass as compared to the
artiodactyls, the next most commonly recovered and
probably the most important taxon represented.
Artiodactyls are represented primarily by specimens from medium-sized individuals, such as deer
and pronghorn, both of which are identified from the
site. Both cow and bison also are identified but are
represented by singular specimens only. One horse
and two human tooth specimens also were recovered. Teeth are the only human remains recovered
from the site. Th.e horse tooth represents the only
evidence for aboriginal horse use during this period
in this area.
Turtle Exploitation

Identification past the level of Order was
difficult due to the highly fragmented condition of
these remains. The ()(]Iy taxon identified is Terrapene sp. (box turtle) and probably represents the
ornate box turtle (Terrapene ornata) based on the
current range information (Ernst and Barbour 1972:
87-102). Turtles represent the most visible taxon
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TABLE 65
TAXA RECOVERED FROM 41KT53

Taxon

•

NISP*

Common Name

MNI*

1/4-lnch Screen
Vertebrata
Testudinata
Emydidae
Terrapene sp.

Turtles
Water and box turtles
Box turtles

ct. Terrapene sp.

Box turtles

Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia
Mammalia

Small mammals
Mediwn mammals
Medium/large mammals
Large/very large mammals
Very large mammals
Mammals
Cottontail rabbits
Squitrels and chipmunks
Pocket gophers
Hispid cotton rats

(small)
(medium)
(medium/large)
(large/very large)

Mammalia (very large)

Mammalia
Sylvilagus sp.
Sciuridae
Geomyidae
Sigmodon hispidus
Neotoma sp.
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (large)
Odocoileus sp.
Antilocapra americana
Bison bison
Bas taurus
Equus sp.
Homo sapiens sapiens
Subtotal:

Vertebrates

Wood rats

Medium even-toed ungulates
Large even-toed Wlgulates

Deer
Pronghorn antelope
Plains bison
Cow
Horses and relatives
Human

126
112
1

9
1
1
3
2006
25
7
178
7

21
7
2
44
3
21
1
1
1
1
~

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

2562

Flotation

Vertebrata
Testudinata
Emydidae
Terrapene sp.

cr.

Terrapene sp.
Viperidae
Mammalia (micro)
Mammalia (medium/large)
Mammalia (large/very large)
Mammalia
Rodentia
Geomyidae
Carnivora
Artiodactyla (medium)
Odocoileus sp.
Subtotal:

Vertebrates
Turtles
Water and box turtles
Box turtles
Box turtles
Pitviper snakes
Micro mammals
Medium/large mammals
Large/very large mammals
Mammals
Rodents
Pocket gophers
Carnivores
Medium even-toed ungulates
Deer

Total:

755
205
4
16
3
1 ,
1
102
1
148
8
5
2
1
_1
1253

1

1

3815

*NISP = number of individual specimens; MNI = minimum number of individuals. MNI was estimated based on
taxon, element, portion of element, and side of element, using both 1/4-inch and flotation materials.
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recovered from the site, totaling 351 specimens.
From the l/4-inch screening, 121 shell fragments
and 2 femur fragments were recovered. However,
the use of flotation in feature areas allowed for the
recovery of 22& additional elements, 33 of which
are foot elements (Table 66). Foot elements were
recovered only from hearth areas and may indicate
disposal of inedible portions of the turtle. Turtle
feet do not contain much meat, relative to animal
size, and may have been discarded before consumption. The lack of recovery of foot elements
from nonbearth areas probably is due to the recovery methods used. Hearth materials were recovered
with flotation and represent total or near total
recovery of skeletal remains. Other areas of the
site used 1/4-inch screen recovery that would have
missed turtle foot bones.

Marrow and Grease Production

As noted above, 16% (n = 618) of the assemblage exhibits spiral fractures. This number is
misleading given the fact that many elements do not
spirally fracture. For example, many nonmammalian elements such as fish or turtle elements
typically will not spirally fracture like mammal
remains. Additionally, mammal skulls and teeth do
not spirally fracture. Therefore, if only mammal
remains exclusive of skull elements and teeth are
considered, then 23% (n = 589 of 2,524) of the
sample exhibits spiral fractures.
Lintz (1976:87-88) proposed four bone
assemblage cbaracters indicative of marrow or
grease production at the McGrath Site in Oklahoma.
These include: (1) a high ratio of fractured bones
of larger animals, mostly .long bones; (2) spiral
fractures and impact poinis; (3) a high ratio of
unaltered compact bones and phalanges; and (4)
evidence of periosteum removal. Three additional
characteristics were added by Lintz as indicators of
bone grease production: (1) a large quantity of
fingernail-sized fragments indicating reduction of
bone fragments past the initial breakage of the
complete bone; (2) few charred or burned bones;
and (3) piles of'severely fragmented bones. Vehik
(1977:172) also notes the presence of many small
and unburned fragments in sites where bone-grease
manufacturing had occurred. Vehik further suggests
that leg, feet, and rib elements may be absent due
to these specimens being shattered beyond recognition. Binford (1978:158) and Zierhut (1%7:33-36)
also note that large piles of bones remain after the
production of grease. DeMarcay (1986:92) concludes that marrow production is evidenced by
spirally fractured bones and the presence of articular ends of long bones, but that grease production
also utilized articular ends, resulting in their destruction.
After breakage of the bone, the marrow then
can be removed; however, the removal of grease
from the bone involves additional steps. Leechman
(1951:355-356) describes fragments from the initial
bone breakage as being further fragmented to
fingernail size. These fragments are then placed in
water to simmer. As the water simmers, the grease
from the bones floats to the top where it can be
scooped out and stored elsewhere. Mter the grease
is extracted, the bone chips are poured out, creating

Artiodactyl Element Representation'

Medium-sized artiodactyl remains (deer/
pronghorn sized) account for the largest amount of
artiodactyl remains recovered. Most of the artie-dactyl body, minus vertebrae and ribs, was recovered (Table 67). However, representation of
various portions of the body is often by singular
elements, attesting to the low frequency of artie-dactyl remains recovered. Specifically identified
deer (Odocoileus sp.) and pronghorn (Antilocapra
americana specimens are relegated to a few elements only.
Based on the recovery of these elements, it
appears that complete or fairly complete animals
were returned to the site. However, the lack of
remains may be accounted for in two nonmutually
exclusive ways. First, artiodactyl remains may
have been extensively processed for marrow and
grease (see below) such that few identifiable
elements remain. Second, portions of the carcass
may have been transported by humans away from
the excavated areas after initial processing at the
site. In either case, few identifiable remains would
have been abandonded at the site.
Large artiodactyl, bison, and cow remains are
much less frequently represented as are large/very
large mammal remains (see Table 67). There is no
evidence for extensive utilization of bison, cow, or
bison-sized taxa. In fact, the near absence of this
size of animal in the assemblage suggests that only
a few portions were brought to the site.
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TABLE 66
TURTLE REMAINS RECOVERED FROM 41KT53
Recovery Method

Taxon

Element

1/4-inch screen
If4-inch screen

Testudinata
Testudinata

l/4-inch
1/4-inch
1/4-inch
1/4-inch
1/4-inch
114-inch
1/4-inch
1/4-inch
1/4-inch
1/4-inch

Testudinata

Indeterminate
Femur
Shell fragment
Carapace fragment
Pleural
Peripheral
Plastron fragment
Peripheral
Pleural

screen
screen
screen
screen
screen
screen
screen
screen
screen
screen

1/4-inch screen
Flotation

Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Fiotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation
Flotation

Feature

Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata

18*
18*
8*
8*
8*
8*
30*
39*
39*
39*
39*
39*
39*
39*
39*
39*
39*
40
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
52

Emydidae
Terrapene sp.
Terrapene sp.
cf. Terrapene sp.
Testudinata
Terrapene sp.
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Terrapene sp.
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata

Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Terrapene sp.
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Testudinata
Emydidae
Terrapene sp.
cf. Terrapene sp.
Testudinata

Peripheral
Plastron fragment
Shell fragment
Pleural
Hwnerus

Middle phalange
Shell fragment
Distal phalange
Shell fragment
Indetenninate
Pelvis
Metapodial
Proximal phalange
Middle phalange
Distal phalange
Long bone
Shell fragment
Pleural
Distal phalange
Shell fragment
Shell fragment
Pleural
Peripheral
Plastron fragment
Neural
Pleural
,
Peripheral
Shell fraJmlent

Totals
1
2
85
5
4
4
2
1
4
4
1
9
1
1
3
11
2
8
22
2
1
8
7
1
5
41
5
11
3
76
6
1
1
4
3
3
3
351

Totai:

*Indicates that feature is a hearth.

However, the assemblage is dominated by burned
bones, both spirally fractured (n = 44Tof 618) and
angularly fractured (n = 2,564 of 3,151). None of
the unbroken specimens are burned. Undoubtedly,
much of the spirally fractured bone was burned
after the marrow and grease were extracted. Also,
there is not a high ratio of unaltered compact bones

the piles of bone chips described by Lintz (1976:
88).
The characteristics proposed by these researchers are not readily identifiable in the 41KT53
assemblage. There is a high ratio of spirally
fractured bones, many of which are very small, and
articular ends of long bones are largely missing.
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TABLE 67
ARTIODACfYL ELEMENTS RECOVERED BY TAXON, ELEMENT, AND PORTION, 4IKT53
Taxoo

Element

Portion of Element

Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyle (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
Artiodactyla (medium)
OdocoUeus sp.
Odocoileus sp.
Odocoi/eus sp.
Odocoi!eus sp.
Odocoileus sp.
Odocoileus sp.
Odocoileus sp.
Odocoi/eus sp.
Odocoileus sp.
Odocoileus sp.
Odocoi/eus sp.
Odocoileus sp.
Antilocapra americana
Artiodactyla (large)
Artiodactyla (large)
Bison bison
Bos taurus

Cranium

Petrosal
Angular process
Alveolar fragment of cheek teeth
Lower I
Enamel fragment
Distal end
Acetabular end of pubis
Distal portion of shaft
Diaphyseal fragment
Proximal end
Distal articular condyle
Proximal anterior end
Distal anterior end
Proximal anterior portion C?f shaft
Proximal posterior portion 'of shaft
Posterior portion of shaft
Distal articular condyle
Diaphyseal fragment
Complete or nearly complete
Complete or nearly complete
Complete or nearly complete
Cheek tooth
Upper M
Enamel fragment
Cheek tooth
Distal end
Complete or nearly complete
Proximal end
Proximal medial aspect
Proximal anterior lateral aspect
Proximal posterior lateral aspect
Fragment
Tip of tine
Distal end
Petrosal
Enamel fragment
Complete or nearly complete
Tip of hom core-_

Martdible
Mandible
Pemlanent tooth
Tooth, pennament or deciduous
Ulna
Pelvis
Femur
Tibia
Metapodial
Metapodial
Fused 3rd and 4th metacarpal
Fused 3rd and 4th metacarpal
Fused 3rd and 4th metatarsal
Fused 3rd and 4th ",etatarsal
Fused 3rd and 4th metatarsal
Fused 3rd and 4th metatarsal
Fused 3rd and 4th metatarsal
Radial carpal
Fused lst and 2nd tarsal
Astragalus
Pennanent tooth
Pennanent tooth
Tooth, pennanent or deciduous
Tooth, permanent or deciduous
Tibia
Proximal phalange
Proximal phalange
Fused central/4th tarsal
Fused centraV4th tarsal
Fused centraV4th tarsal
Fused centraV4th tarsal
Antler
Humerus
Cranium
Tooth, pennanent or deciduous
Fused centraV4th tarsal
Hom

Total:

Totals
I
I
2
I
2
I
I
I
I
I

9
3
I
2
I
3
3

8
I
I
I
2
4
4
2
I
I
2
1
I
I
2
I
I
2
I
I
I
73

and phalanges; these elements simply do not occur
in high numbers. However, Baker et aI. (1991:151)
note that more than 37% of the 440 deer phalanges
recovered from the Alabonson Road Site
(41HR273) exhibit spiral fractures, indicating
marrow or grease extraction. Therefore, this
characteristic of nonburned fragments may not be
useful in identifying marrow or grease production.

Lastly, there is only one specimen from 41KT53
(Block 3) with a dynamic loading impact. point
(Johnson 1985:192), indicating intentional breakage.
In looking at the distribution of this subsample of spirally fractured bones by excavation
unit and considering only excavation units with 10
or more specimens with 25% or more spirally
fractured, concentrations are clustered near hearths
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•

in Blocks 1,3, and 4 (Table 68). This is especially
apparent in Block 4. Here, 21 excavation units
have high concentrations of spirally fractured bones.
This high amount of spirally fractured and highly
comminuted bones is interpreted as a marrow and
grease processing area. These concentrations of
spirally fractured bones possibly represent "piles"
of bones similar to those described by Lintz (1976:

87-88), Binford (1978: 158), and Zierhut (1967:3336).
In looking at the distribution of burned specimens from the site, the pattern is less clear, although the majority occur in excavation units in
Block 4 which contains most of the hearth features
(Table 69). In looking at the lOl excavation units
with lO or more specimens with 25% or more

TABLE 68
BONE BREAKAGE BY EXCAVATION UNIT, 41KT53

Block

Excavation Unit

1
1
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

23
24

Totals:

44

74
85
97
108
109
121
150
164
165
179
181
185
186
188
189
191
198
199
207
208
216
217
230
234
235
240
249
252
254
256
262
268

# of Spirally
Fractured Specimens

4
7
3
4
19
5
5
7
4
7
4
4

Total # of Specimens

11
11
11

13
31
12
15
21
12
19
13
11

24
13
17

11

6
7
3

11

23
20
12
80
23
20
25
22
34
21
31
24
32
15
10
15

10

6
4
67
12
19
23
12
20
6
12
15
14
6
4
6
4
6
4

13

18
11

,

Percentage
Spirally Fractured

36
64
27
31
61
42
33
33
33
37
31
36
46
46
41
27
43
30
33
84
52
95
92
55
59
29
39
63
44

40
40
40
31
33
36

694

350

NOTE: Only units with 10 or more specimens and spiral fracture percentages of 25% or more are presented.
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TABLE 69
BONE BURNING BY EXCAVATION UNIT, 41KT53

•

Block

Excavation Unit

# of Burned Specimens

Total # of Specimens

-

241
285
289
297
304
1
8
11
12
14
17
17
18
20
23
24
27
35

16
23
11
25
12
16

22
25
24
28
19

13

14
14
13
10
24
130
34
10
17
16
18
14
225
189
19
14
37
19
43
177
17
12
11
12
37

-

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

44

45
47
48
50

51
52
52
59
64
69
76
85
86
96
96
97
98
108
117
121
130
159
164
165
169
170
171
172
173
174

Percentage Burned

26

14
11
8
22
101
30
9
9
4
7
11
225
189
19
10
14
19
37
176
17
11
8
6
31
25
14
30
11
10
12
28
11
33
5
12
9
11

28

14
47
13
11
15
29.
12
53
11
16
11
11
41
12
31
19
11

26

12
8
18
11

NOTE: Only units with 10 or more specimens and burning percentages of 25% or more are presented.
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73
92
46

89
63
62
93
100
85
80
92
78
88
90
53
25
39
79
100
100
100
71
38
100
86
99
100
92
73
50
84

89
100
64
85
91
80
97
92
62
45
75
82
100
62
100
26

95
100
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Table 69, continued

Block

Excavation Unit

# of Burned Specimens

Total # of Specimens

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

175
176
177
179
180
181
183
185
185
187
189
190
191
194
197
198
198
199
201
205
207
208
208
209
210
211
212
213
216
217
219
221
226
226
227
229
230
234
234
235
235
235
237

57
12

59
20
29
23
19
13
12
17
12
26
20
10
12
23
40
75
20
23
10

244
244

245
247
249
250
252
253
254

26

19
19
11
11
7
8
20
16
10
12
23
40
75
16
23
6
70
21
26
21
9
9
18
13
17
22
33
37
21
11
26
35
11
33
9
23
7
16
30
16
24
50
32
8
11
6
7
13
15

72

21
26
22
10
10
20
13
17
27
35
37
24
11
31
35
12
33
26
23
15
38
32
17
26
57
34
12
14
16
11
13
15

415

Percentage Burned

97
60
90
83
100
85
92
41
67
77

80
100
100
100
100
100
80
100
60
97
100
100
95
90
90
90
100
100
81
94
100
88
100
84
100
92
100
35
100
47
42
94
94
92
88
94
67
79
38
64

100
100
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Table 69. conrinued

Block

Excavation Unit

II of Burned Specimens

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

255

33

37

256
260
260
260

11

6
20
14

13
11

263
267

10

13
11

2606

3047

Totals:

Total II of Specimens

89
85
55
91
82
85
91

22
17

11

burned materials, 18 are from Block I, 3 from Block
2. 11 from Block 3, and 64 from Block 4. Within
Block 4, of the total of 1,878 specimens recovered,
1,530 (81.5%) are burned. Of the 426 specimens
recoved that exhibit spiral fractures, 348 (81.7%) are
burned.
Undoubtedly, sometime after processing the
bones for marrow and grease, most of the material
was discarded into the hearths and then scattered
about after the hearths were cleaned. However, in
hearth Features 8, 18, and 30, only one spirally
fractured specimen was recovered, and it is unburned.
Even though the materials from these hearths do not
support the hypothesis of processed bones heing
disposed of in the hearths, the hypothesis is still
valid. There is no reason to assume that spirally
fractured bones would be in every hearth all the time.
Such bones would only be incorporated into hearths
during or soon after periods of processing for marrow
and grease. Furthermore, if the inhabitants knew that
they would soon be breaking camp. then they may not
have gone to the trouble of burning refuse.

Percentage Burned

is of special importance because the two cut marks
are singular V-shaped grooves that probably were
produced by a metal tool and not a lithic tool.

Habilals Exploited and Seasonality
Although located near a creek, no riverine
resources are represented in the faunal assemblage.
In fact, bison, pronghorn, and wood rat all indicate
plains or grassland habitat preference. Deer, cottontail, and cotton rat may occur in several environments
thoughout the state (Davis 1974). Once again, none
of the taxa recovered could be used to assess the
season of site occupation.
Summary

The faunal remains recovered from 41KT53 are
dominated by medium-sized artiodactyls and terrestrial turtles. Although located near water, apparently
no riverine resources were exploited by the inhabitants of the site. Instead, terrestrial taxa such as deer,
pronghorn, and box turtle represent the mainstay of
the faunal resources.
Examination <)f the mammal remains indicates
that marrow and grease production occurred at the
site. resulting in a highly comminuted assemblage.
Possible additional destruction of the sample resulted
from the burning of the faunal remains. About 80%
of the sample is burned; although the reason for such
extensive burning is not apparent, the materials
probably were discarded into hearths and the hearths
cleaned out occasionally during normal use. Much
of the spirally fractured sample is burned as well,
indicating that the materials were burned after processing for marrow or grease.

CuUurally Modified Bones
Five bones from the site exhibit human modification not associated with the bones being processed
as food. One specimen from Block 1 and one from
Block 3 appear to be decoratively notched. Another
specimen from Block I and a specimen from Block
4 exhibit grinding on one end. The last specimen is
a cow hom core (Feature 49, see Chapter 5) that
exhibits battering marks on the proximal end and
striations from being driven into the ground when it
apparently was used as a stake. A sixth specimen
that does appear to be associated with food-processing activities exhibits two cut marks. This specimen
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APPENDIX H: Plant Remains

J. Philip Dering

Palynology Laboratory
Department of Anthropology
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas

INTRODUCTION

are addressed as part of the analysis: (1) Which
plant remains are intrusive, and which are part of
the archeological record? (2) What is the economic
significance of the seed remains? (3) What is the
economic significance of the wood remains? (4)
What is the environmental significance of the
macrobotanical assemblage?

This study is based on the analysis of 14
flotation samples from 41KT51 and 62 flotation
samples from 41KT53. In addition, 8 nonflotation
charcoal samples from 4IKT51 and 24 charcoal and
6 unburned wood samples from 41KT53 were
analyzed. These results are presented in Tables 70
and7!.
The study area is situated in the western
section of the Rolling Plains vegetation area of
Texas. Prior to intense grazing, a tall and midgrass
prairie covered the region. Bluestems (Andropogon
spp.), grama grasses (Boute/oua spp.), needlegrass
(Stipa spp.), and wildrye (E/ymus sp.) dominated
the vegetation. Important herbaceous plants in the
tall and midgrass prairie region include scurfpea,
western yarrow, and milkweeds. Woody species
such as mesquite, juniper, and oak probably were
confined to rocky slopes and other erosional breaks
(Hatch et at. 1990).
Deteriorating environmental conditions,
including overgrazing and reduction of burning, have
caused an increase in short grasses such as buffalograss, sand dropseed, windmillgrass, sandburs, and
weedy invaders such as ragweed and broomweed.
For example, alluvial terraces in the area are
currently dominated by mesquite, with an understory of short buffalograss (Buchloe dactyloides),
rescuegrass (Bromus uni%ides), and tasajillo
(Opuntia /eptocaulis).
The region, with its low
annual rainfall, broken topography, and shallow
upland soils, is particularly sensitive to environmental changes and changes in vegetation composition, especially in the grasses. Currently, site
41KT51 is covered with dense vegetation, mostly
grasses and mesquite, and prior to the 1991 investigations, site 41KT53 supported a dense stand of
mesquite, grass, and cholla.

METHODS
Sample Processing
Soil samples collected during the excavations
at 41KT51 and 41KT53 were processed by the
personnel at Prewitt and Associates, Inc. The
volumes of the soil samples processed were variable (Table 72).
Laboratory Sorting and Identification
Each sample was sorted through a series of
nested geological screens with mesh sizes ranging
from 4.0 to 0.5 mm. Materials on the 2-, 3-, and
4-mm screens were scanned and identified under a
binocular dissecting microscope at 8x magnification. Materials smaller than 2 mm were scanned
for seeds.· No attempt was made to identify or
quantify carbonized wood smaller than 2 mm.
All seeds and herbaceous plant remains were
sorted and counted. In cases where the amount of
the carbonized wood was large, a grab sample of
25 pieces was examined, similar to Miksicek's
(1985) procedure. Fifty pieces were identified and
counted from two very large samples from 41KT51.
Identifications were made using reference collections at Texas A&M University.
Quantification
In this" study, three methods are used to
describe the quantity of plant remains recovered
from the flotation samples: (I) "seed" density; (2)
presence or ubiquity value; and (3) wood charcoal
frequencies. The "seed" density value is simply the
number of carbonized seeds and edible· plant parts
other than wood divided by the volume of the
flotation sample from which they were sorted.
Presence or ubiquity value is defined as the percentage of all analyzed samples in which a particular taxon is present. This value should include both
productive and unproductive samples. Finally, the

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The goal of this analysis is to describe and
interpret the macrobotanical assemblages recovered
from the sites. The analysis addresses three main
subjects: (I) formation processes affecting the
macrobotanical assemblages; (2) a description of
the plant remains and a consideration of their
economic importance; and (3) a reconstruction of
local vegetation at the sites based on the plant
remains. The following specific research questions
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TABLE 70
CHARRED MACROBOTANICAL REMAINS FROM FLOTATION SAMPLES
Wood

.....
:::::

Seeds

HackSoapProvenience Mesquite berry Willow Oak berry Other

Prickly
Pear

Hack- Grass
berry (poaceae)

Needlegrass

Sandbur Other

41KTSI

t3

IV

Feature 3
Feature 3

6
38

17
9

-

2
4

Feature 3
Feature 3

22
14

-

-

20

2

3

-

-

2

-

Feature
Feature
Feature
Fearure
Feature
EU 32
EU 36
EU 36

6
8
8
8
9

-

-

12
2

-

3

-

-

Plom,3
Juniper, Ii Buckthorn, 4

-

3

-

7

1

2

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

UID Dicotyledoo, 11

-

2

17

12

19

-

UID Dicotyledon, 2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

. 8

-

-

-

13

-

-

-

2

-

-

2

-

-

-

UID Dicotyledon. 4
Juniper, 1
UID Dicotyledoo, 2
UID Monocotyledon, 2
UID Dicotyledon, 2

-

-

UID Dicotyledon, 3
UID Dicotyledon, 3

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8
-

1

2

-

-

1

4

7
7

5
9

3

Grape, 3; Plom, 2
Grape, 2; Lotebush, 1;
Knotweed, 2; Portulacaceae. 1

Grape, 2; Ox:k1ebur, 5;
Panicgrass, 3

Grape, 1

41KTSJ
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Fearure
Fearure
Fearure
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature

8
9
10
11
11
17
19
20
22
23
25
26
27

3

25

7

-

12
25
25
25
12

-

-

-

7
8

2

22

-

-

-

3

-

UID
UID
UID
UID
UID

Dicotyledon, 10
Dicotyledon, 4
Dicotyledon, 7

-

4
-

-

-

-

•

-

5

-

-

-

-

-

-

4
-

Dicotyledon. 12
Dicotyledon, 10

-

~

-

Ground cherry, 3; Ox:k1ebur, 2
Grouod cherry, 1
Ground cherry, 4

Dropseed, 12

Grape, 5
Maygrass,7

-

'Pocket of >20 hackberry seeds recovered from bottom of Feature 25 is not tabulated.

NOTE: Multiple lines for single features indicate multiple flotation samples. Otarred macrobotanical remains (0.1 g each) also were recovered from Feature 2 at
4lKT5l and from EU 269 al41KT53; these remains are unidentified and are not included above.

~
~

~

f

!"

~
~
"

.

r

::;.

·

Table 70, continued
Wood
HackProvenience Mesquite berry

~

'"

Feature 28
Feature 29
Feature 29
Feature 30
Feature 30
Feature 32
Feature 33
Feature 34
Feature 36
Feature 37
Feature 38
Feature 39
Feature 39
Feature 39
Feature 40
Feature 41
Feature 43
Feature 44
Feature 45
Feature 47
Feature 48
Feature 48
Feature 48
Feature 49
Feature 50
Feature 52
Feature 53
Feature 53
EU 12
EU24
EU 115
EU 149
EU 226
EU 235
EU 269

-

-

3
-

-

-

4

-

-

12

4
13

-

-

-

-

4
3
2

-

Willow

-

-

1

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

urn Dicotyledon, 4

-

-

-

1

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

UID Dicotyledon, 3

-

4

-

-

-

-

-

5

25

-

-

-

-

-

-

12

1

-

Plum, I; Cockelbur, 7
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the flotation samples was 1.3 seeds/liter at 4lKT5l
and 0.7 seeds/liter at 4lKT53. The seed density at
41KT5l is indicative of what may be expected
from an open site in a region midway between the
arid southwestern United States and the moister,
At
temperate Midwest (Miksicek 1987:215).
41KT53, however, seed densities are much lower.
The discussion of the botanical assemblage is
divided into two main categories: (1) carbonized
seeds, which includes all seeds and fruit fragments;
and (2) carbonized wood, which includes all wood
charcoal.

TABLE 71
CHARCOAL AND WOOD FROM
NONFLOTATION SAMPLES
Provenienee

Charred

Identification

41KTSl
Feature 3
Feature 3
Feature 3

Feature 9
EU 13
EU 41
EU 42
EU 53

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Mesquite

Mesquite
Mesquite, wild plwn
Unidentified root
Indeterminate
Mesquite
Mesquite
Hackberry

Carbonized Seeds

The assemblage of carbonized seeds is represented by 13 genera from 10 families. No cultigens
were recovered from either site, indicating that the
inhabitants were most likely strictly hunter-gatherers. The gathered plants include hackberry, cocklebur, various grasses, prickly pear/cholla, lotebush,
plum, knotweed, and ground cherry. The ubiquity
figures for the seeds are presented in Table 74. Of
this group, grasses are the most ubiquitous plant at
both sites. At 41KT51, the next most often occurring plants are grape and hackberry. Hackberry and
prickly pear follow the grasses in ubiquity at
41KT53.

41KTS3
Feature 2
Feature 7

Feature 8
Feature 9
Feature II
Feature 15
Feature 16
Feature 17
Feature 19
Feature 21
Feature 26
Feature 27
Feature 32
Feature 35
Feature 35
Feature 36
Feature 37
Feature 38
Feature 46

Feature 54
Feature 54
Feature 55

no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no/yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes

Mesquite

Indeterminate
Mesquite, unidentified root
Unidentified hardwood
Mesquite, hackberry, willow
Mesquite
Unidentified root
Mesquite, hackberry
Indeterminate
Elm
Hackberry, oak
Indeterminate
Willow family
Oak

Carbonized Wood

Mesquite

Willow family
Hackberry, mesquite
Willow
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Indeterminate. cf. mesquite
Unidentified root

The carbonized wood assemblage is represented by nine genera from eight families. Hackberry is the most abundant and ubiquitous of the
remains, with a ubiquity of 42.9% at 41KT51 and
29.0% at 41KT53 (Table 75). Mesquite is very
common in the samples, followed by oak and the
willow family charred wood type.

frequency of occurrence of carbonized wood laxa
was determined by dividing the number of fragments counted for each taxon by the total number of
wood fragments examined for all samples.

Problems in Interpretation of the
Macrobotanical Assemblage
Critical to the interpretation of the data is an
assessment of the formation processes affecting the
macrobotanical assemblages.
These processes
modify the appearance and arfect the contex.t of the
plant remains, which in turn indicate their interpretation. For example, at most open sites archeobotanists consider only carbonized plant remains to
be a part of the macrobotanical assemblage

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Botanical Assemblage
Twenty-one plant taxa from 14 families are
represented in the macrobotanical assemblage
(Table 73). The average seed concentration for all
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TABLE 72

VOLUMES. WEIGHTS OF CHARRED MACROBOTANICAL REMAINS.
AND SEED CONCENTRATIONS FOR FLOTATION SAMPLES

Provenience

Volume

Weights of Charred
Macrobotanical Remains (g)

Seed Concentrations
(seeds/liter)

41KTSI
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
EU 32
EU 36
EU 36

2
3
3
3
3
6
7
8
8
8
9

0.75
2.50
16.50
3.25
22.00
5.75
5.00
13.00
4.75
3.75
7.25
7.75
7.25
6.26

0.1
12.1
564.0
7.5
500.2
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.8
0.1
0.2
0.2

8.00
6.00
7.50
4.50
4.00
0.80
3,25
4,00
0.40
4.25
4.00
1.50
4.50
10,00
6.00
5.00
4.50
4.00
5.00
5.50
14.50
4.00
1.00
4.00
0.50
7.00
2.25
8.00
3.75
10.00
2.50

0.0
0.4
0.0
0.2
0.0
2.4
31.5
65,6
2,5
38.8
1.9
0.3
0.5
0.0
11.3
0.3
17.1
0.9
0.1
0.1
0,0
0,3
0,0
0.1
0,0
12.0
0,5
0,2
0,6
22,0
0.2

•

0.0
9.2
1.3
0.0
2.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7
0.0
1.8
0.1
1.0
0.5

41KTS3
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature

7
8
9
9
9
10
11
11
17
19
20
22
23
24
25
26

Feature 27
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature

28
29
29
30
30
30
30
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
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0.0
0.8
0,0
0,9
0.0
1.5
1.2
3.0
0.0
0,0
0,0
0,0
2.0
0.0
1.2
1.0
0.0
1.3
0.6
0.9
0.0
3.8
0.0
4.5
0.0
0.0
0.0 '
2.6
1.9
0.0
0.0
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Table 72, continued

Provenience
Feature 39
Feature 39
Feature 39
Feature 40
Feature 41
Feature 43
Feature 43
Feature 44
Feature 45
Feature 47
Feature 48
Feature 48
Feature 48
Feature 49
Feature 50
Feature 51
Feature 52
Feature 53
Feature 53
EU 12
EU 14
EU 24
EU 45
EU 115
EU 149
EU 226
EU 234
EU 234
EU 235
EU 246
EU 269

Volume

Weights of Choned
Macrobotanical Remains (g)

3.50
22.00
37.00
4.25
6.25
9.00
3.75
19.50
5.00
10.00
9.75
9.75
4.25
3.50
19.00
3.00
19.00
10.00
7.00
5.00
2.75
4.25
6.50
2.50
5.50
4.50
4.25
6.50
4.00
1.25
4.50

0.2
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.1
0.8
27.4
0.8
12.3
79.9
4.7
8.4
0.0
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.4
0.0
12.9
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1

Seed Concentrations
(seedslliter)

2.0
0.6
0.0
2.8
1.4
1.1
0.0
0.1
1.6
0.1
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.6
0.0
1.6
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0

NOTE: Multiple lines for single features indicate multiple flotation samples.

the botanical assemblage at the Headstream and
Longhorn sites must be understood before their
significance to specific archeological questions can
be addressed.
.:.
After deposition. the botanical remains of a
human occupation are subject to a number of
environmental factors. Biological factors that both
transform and reduce the amount of plant remains
include decomposition by microorganisms such as
bacteria and fungi. Available moisture has a: great
effect on the susceptibility of plant material to
bacterial and fungal attack. Continuous wetting and
drying cycles create the worst situation for preservation because the alternating conditions both
weaken the plant parts and promote microbial

(Keepax 1977; Minnis 1981; Miksicek 1987;
Bryant 1989). At both 41KT51 and 41KT53.
however. uncarbonized Chenopodium fruits and
other possibly economic plant remains were recovered in the flotation samples. Therefore. the first
question that must be addressed is: Which plant
remains are pari of the archeological assemblage.
and which are intrusive?
Macrobotanical remains undergo many processes which modify their appearance before they
are identified in an archeological assemblage.
These include changes resulting from gathering.
processing. storage. and consumption. and changes
that occur after the archeological site is abandoned
(Hally 1981). How these processes have affected
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TABLE 73
IDENTIFIED PLANT REMAINS RECOVERED FROM 4lKT5l AND 4lKT53
Scientific Name

4lKT5l

4lKT53

Panic grass

x
x

Maygrass
Grass Family

x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Conunon Name

Seeds
Cenchrus incer/us
Panicum sp.
Phalaris carolinensis
Poaceae
Sporobo/us sp.

sapa leuca/richa
Polygonum sp.
Portulacaceae
Physalis sp.
Xanthium sp.
Celtis sp.
Condalia sp.
Opuntia sp.
Prunus sp.

Vitis sp.

Sandbur

Dropseed
x
x
x

Needlegrass

Kootweed
Purslane Family
Ground cherry

Cocklebur
Hackberry
Lotebush
Prickly pear
Wild plum
Grape

x
x
x
x
x
x

Hackberry

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Wood
Celtis sp.
Prosopis g/andu/osa
Prunus sp.
Rhamnaceae cf. Condalia sp.
Quercus sp.
Sapindus saponaria
Salicaceae
Ulmus sp.

Juniperus sp.

Mesquite

Wild plum
Buckthorn Family
Oak
Soapberry
Willow Family
Elm
Juniper

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Miksicek (1987:234) has listed criteria for
determining !he origin of seeds recovered from
archeological sites. Two of !he criteria are particularly appropriate to this study:

grow!h (Gasser and Adams 1981; Bryant 1989).
Dead plant material also serves as a major food
source for millipedes, ants. springtails. and mites.
Rodents and many insects select plant parts !hat are
rich in protein and carbohydrates. consuming seeds
and fruits (Bryant 1989). The plant material !hat
survives such predation is subject to disturbance
resulting from soil formation, floralturbation.
faunalturbation. argilliturbation. and eolian and
alluvial processes (Wood and Johnson 1978). Any
one of these processes has the potential to drastically alter !he nature and context of each component
of the archeobotanical assemblage.
The Justiceburg Reservoir region is located in
an area of comparatively low rainfall, and one
would expect !he aridity to encourage preservation
of plant remains. Further. !he sites are only a few
hundred years old, raising the possibility !hat some
uncarbonized plant remains might survive.
427

(I)

What is the state of preservation of
the seed? If it is from an open site
an~ it is not carbonized then it may
well be a recent introduction. If !he
seed is not charred and it does not
look old, then it probably is not old.

(2)

Is this species part of the modern
local vegetation and seed. rain?
Control samples collected away
from a site will be useful for determining the diversity and density of
background seeds as well as indicating the possible existence of a
naturally charred seed rain.

Phase III Data Recovery, Season 2, Justiceburg Reservoir

TABLE 74
UBIQUITY OF CARBONIZED SEEDS IN LIGHT FRACTIONS OF
fLOTATION SAMPLES. 4IKT5I AND 4IKT53
41KT53

41KT51
Seed Type
Needlegrass
Sandbur
Panicgrass
Poaceae
Maygrass
Dropseed
Knotweed
Cocklebur
Portulacaceae
Ground cherry
Prickly pear
Plum
Grape
Lotebush
Hackberry

# of Samples (n = 14)

Ubiquity (%)

5
4

35.7
28.6
7.1
28.6

1
4

-

-

-

-

I
1
I

7.1
7.1
7.1

-

-

1
I
4
1
3

7.1
7.1
28.6
7.1
21.4

# of Samples (n = 62)
5
4
2
10
5
3
3
3
I
4
9
3
I
1
9

Ubiquity (%)
8.1
6.5
3.2
16.1
8.1
4.8
4.8
4.8
1.6
6.5
14.5
4.8
1.6
1.6
14.5

TABLE 75
UBIQUITY OF IDENTIFIED WOOD CHARCOAL. 41KT51"AND 41KT53
41KT53

41KT51
Wood Type
Hackberry
Mesquite
Wild Plum
Buckthorn Family
Oak
Soapberry
Willow Family
Juniper

# of Samples (n

= 14)

6
5
I
1
3
2
2
2

Ubiquity (%)
42.9
35.7
7.1
7.1
21.4
14.3
14.3
14.3

# of Samples (n

= 62)

Ubiquity (%)

18
12
1
2
8
4
7

29.0
19.4
1.6
3.2
12.9
6.5
11.3

-

-

fruits, hackberry s~eds, and juniper wood. The
calcium carbonate in hackberry seed coats makes
them highly resistant to decomposition (Miksicek
1987). Juniper wood is well known for its durability under unfavorable conditions for preservation
(Panshin and DeZeeuw 1970). One would expect
the presence of both of these taxa even.under
marginal preservation conditions.
Chenopodium fruit, however, is more delicate,
and even though its economic importance is well
documented in the Americas, its presence as an

Table 76 presents a comparison of identified
carbonized and uncarbonized plant remains recovered from the flotation samples. There are distinct
differences in the species composition and plant
parts represented by the two categories. The
uncharred assemblage is composed mostly of
leaves, delicate seeds and fruits, and masses of
rootlets. Most of the uncharred seeds and leaves
are in pristine condition and are part of what would
be expected from a natural seed "rain" and leaf fall.
The exceptions are uncharred Chenopodium
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the downward transport of surface materials (Wood
and Johnson 1978). Floralturbation, especially by
the penetralion of hydrophilic tree roots such as
mesquite, is very effeclive in turning over sediments. Given these considerations, most of the
uncharred plant remains are probably naturally
occurring or intrusive. For the purposes of interpretation, only the carbonized plant materials are
treated as part of the archeological assemblage.

TABLE 76
COMPARISON OF IDENTIFIED CARBONIZED
AND UNCARBONIZED PLANT REMAINS,
4lKT5l AND 4lKT53

Taxon

Plant Part

Cenchrus

fruit
fruit
fruit
fruit
fruit
fruit
seed
seed
seed

Panicum
Phalaris
P08ceae
Sporobo/us
Slipa

Polygonum
Portulacaeeae
Physalis
Xanthium
Celtis
Conda/ia

Opuntia
Prunus
Vilis
Prosopis

Prunus
Rharnnaceae
Quercus sp.
Sapindus
Salicaceae
Ulmus sp.
Mol/ago
Chenopodium
Asteraceae
Prosopis

frui~

seed
seed, wood
seed
seed
seed, wood
seed

wood
wood
wood
wood
wood
wood
wood
seed
fruit
.chene
fruit. seed

Juniperus

wood

Eragrostis
Opuntia

seed
seed
achene
fruit

Helianthus
Poaceae

Carbonized

UncaIbonized

X

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Gathered Plant Foods
Seeds

The lack of cultigens recovered from the sediments and the nature of the smdy area's surrounding
topography suggest that gathered plants were
probably much more important than any cultigens
the inhabitants may have obtained by trade. This
evidence, although negative, suggests that these
groups were hunter-gatherers, that they did not
praclice any horliculture, and that if they did obtain
cultigens through trade, they did not return to these
sites with sufficient amounts to be recorded in the
analysis of the flotation samples.
The assemblage of wild plants is represented
by carbonized seeds of grape, prickly pear, wild
plum, and cocklebur and uncarbonized hackberry
seeds. Also present in the samples are many
grasses, including needlegrass, maygrass, and
sandbur. These are all very durable and commonly
occurring seeds and fruits in archeological sediments of eastern North America (King 1984), the
Plains (see Baugh 1991), and more-arid regions of
Texas. While it would appear from the data that
the plant component of the diet is dominated by
wild fruits and grasses, they are probably overrepresented iii the assemblage due to the fact that
they were most likely to be accidentally carbonized
during processing for storage.
Knotweed is present in minute quantilies.
Although Polygonum ereclum has been cited as a
possible cuitigen in the lower Il1inois Valley, the
American Bottoms, and Tennessee (King 1984),
only a trace is present at the two sites. A common
invader of disturbed soils, the plant probably was
growing on the sites naturally during the period that
they were occupied.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

artifacl of human occupalion at these two sites is
doublful. Chenopodium was observed in 51 of the
76 flotalion samples that were analyzed, and it
occurs in numbers that far exceed those of the
carbonized seeds. In addition, Chenopodium is
present in many samples that do not contain any
carbonized plant materials. Clearly, the Chenopodium fruits recorded in the samples are a part of
the natural seed rain.
If the uncarbonized material is intrusive, how
did it become incorporated into the cultural strata
of the sites? The best explanation is bioturbation.
Burrowing aclivity of rodents and invertebrates such
as crayfish and insects is an excellent vehicle for
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Roots

which were left attached, and transported to the
encampment (Wedel 1978).
The best hope of the archeobotanist would be
that fragments of a root cortex remained on the
tuber and were accidentally incorporated into the
cooking fire. Reid (1977) reports that the Plains
Cree dug shalIow pits and baked them under coals.
Such a technique would provide the best chance for
the recovery of carbonized root remains. This is
probably how the unidentified root materials were
included in the flotation samples from the
Headstream and Longhorn sites. An effort is
currently under way to catalog plants in the area
with expanded storage roots and to determine the
feasibility of distinguishing anatomical differences
between these roots.

One commonly underrepresented but ethnographically documented food source of the Plains
Indians is wild roots. The presence of unidentified
charred roots, apparently expanded storage roots, at
both sites raises the question of the importance of
root foods in the prehistoric diets of the Southern
Plains hunter-gatherers.
Identification of root parts is difficult under
the best of circumstances (Miksicek 1985). In the
case of the Southern Plains, and in fact for Texas in
general, a comprehensive survey of potential root
foods and colIection of the necessary reference
materials have yet to be completed. In the Justiceburg study area, the most likely root foods would
have heen members of the scurfpea group (genus
Pediorne/urn, formerly Psoralea). The best-known
member of this group is the prairie turnip, Psoralea
esculemurn. This species has not been reported
from Texas, but other very similar scurfpeas with
turnip-shaped storage roots, such as Pediornelurn
latestipulaturn, do occur here.
Extensive ethnographic documentation exists
for the utilization of the prairie turnip on the Central and Northern Plains (Gilmore 1919; Wedel
1978). Although very rare in the region today,
scurfpeas have been recorded as part of the climax
vegetation for the Rolling Plains of Texas, in which
the study area is located (Hatch et al. 1990). The
economic importance of the prairie turnip has been
challenged on the basis of its rarity in the modem
vegetation. Reid (1977), however, has pointed out
that the scurfpeas are very sensitive to grazing
pressure and that the weight of the ethnographic
evidence favors the extensive utilization of this
plant. Members of this group certainly would not
be expected to occur abundantly today on the
marginal, overgrazed pastures of the Texas plains,
so its presence or absence in the modem vegetation
of the immediate study area would not be a good
indication of its possible occurrence in the archeological record.
The preparation and preservation of the prairie
turnip, and any other storage roots, would affect the
possibility of detecting it in the archeological
record. The thick, leathery rind or cortex, which
usualIy is the most durable and anatomicalIy
distinctive part of the plant, was removed before
further processing or cooking occurred. The roots
were then braided together by their long taproots,

Wood Selection: Fuel and
Construction 'Material
Wood is selected for fuel on the basis of its
availability and its mechanical properties. Table
77, based on data from Self (1982), lists these
properties for selected wood types in the study
area. As indicated in Table 75, hackberry and
mesquite were the two most ubiquitous and frequent
wood types occurring in alI the feature contexts and
samples. Based on Table 77, one would expect oak
to be more prevalent, especialIy in the fire hearths.
Instead, mesquite and hackberry were commonly
utilized in the fire hearths of the Longhorn Site.
Obviously, oak was not nearly as locally abundant
as mesquite and hackberry. Outside the immediate
hearth areas, hackberry and the wilIow family
charcoal types dominate in the features identified as
postmolds.
The data suggest that hackberry was an important wood resource at the Longhorn Site because
it was utilized bom as a construction material and
as an adequate, btii' convenient, fuel source. Mesquite was readily available and was used as a fuel.
Intensity, Duration, and Seasonality
of Occupation: Evidence from
Carbonized Wood and Seeds
Density, ubiquity, and species abundance of
plant remains can be used to indicate intensity of
occupation (Asch and SidelI 1988). In the case of
these sites, the Headstream Site has comparatively
high ubiquity and density values. Based on the
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fluctuation (Hall and Lintz 1984; Baugh 1991).
Fortunately, there is sufficient evidence in the form
of carbonized wood and seeds to be able to present
a rough sketch of the vegetation present in the area
surrounding the site.
Until recently, the accepted explanation for
deteriorating vegetation and environmental conditions has been that woody invaders such as juniper
and mesquite and herbaceous plants such as short
grasses spread across the marginal prairies due
largely to the adverse impact of European settlement (Harris 1966). There can be no doubt that
European settlement, and the concomitant overgrazing and fire suppression, have encouraged the
spread of woody species across Texas.
Extensive flotation studies in the Southern
Plains have begun to refine our view of the vegetation changes that occurred in the late Holocene.
Baugh (1991) has reviewed the literature and noted
trends in the archeological record that indicate the
possibility of deteriorating climatic conditions in
the Southern Plains. He cites drought conditions as
causing a westward expansion of the shortgrass
prairie during the Protohistoric period from
A.D. 1450-1700. Floral remains indicative of
these conditions would include sandbur, which
occurs at both the Headstream and Longhorn sites.
Panicgrass and dropseed are also important components of a short-grass prairie. The possibility
exists that this evidence supports the data for an
extended period of reduced precipitation during the
Protohistoric period of the Southern Plains; however, comparative data from earlier sites in the
same region is needed to document local changes.
Wood charcoal from the sites at Justiceburg
(Jones 1990) indicates the long history of the
presence of such woody invaders as mesquite and
juniper. Most likely, both plants occupied river
valleys and erosional breaks in the region but were
limited in the prairies by fires and a healthy grassland. Junip~rs, represented by only a few fragments, probably occupied the erosional breaks and
outcrops away from the sites, while mesquites were
confined to alluvial terraces in the immediate
vicinity of the sites.
The plant remains, especially the grasses,
indicate the distinct possibility of increased aridity
during the period of occupation of the Headstrearn
and Longhorn sites. Wood charcoal remains suggest that mesquite was locally abundant in the
vicinity of Grape Creek but that juniper was confined to other areas.

TABLE 77
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME
TIMBER SPECIES FOUND IN THE
JUSTICEBURG STUDY AREA

Name
Oak
Mesquite

Ash
Buckthorn

Hackberry
Juniper
Willow
Cottonwood

Specific

Heat Value

Gravity

(KCAL/CC)

1.01
0.91
0.80
0.70
0.70
0.61
0.64
0.46

39.7
35.9
31.5
27.7
27.7
23.9
25.2
18.3

seed density and carbonized wood ubiquity figures,
the Headstream Site appears to have been more
intensely occupied. An alternative explanation is
that the Longhorn Site encampment was more
dispersed due to the larger area made available in
the immediate locality by the broad alluvial terrace.
Also, sample selection may have had an effect on
the results.
The presence of grape, priCkly pear, and wild
plum remains in food preparation contexts suggests
that seasonality of occupation may be determined
by this information. Minnis (1981) has argued that
most seeds are carbonized accidentally during food
processing activities. The presence of these plants
in hearths or other burning features implies that
they may have been consumed or prepared at both
sites. This would in turn suggest an occupation
during a time period beginning around midsummer
and stretching into the fall.
Prehistoric Environment: Evidence
from Carbonized Wood and Seeds
Carbonized plant remains can be particularly
useful in the reconstruction of prehistoric environments (Godwin and Tansley 1941; Minnis 1981).
Usually, the modern vegetation can reflect at least
a rough impression of the floristics present in the
past, especially for late Holocene sites (Dunn
1983). In the Justiceburg region specifically and
the Southwest in general, the modern vegetation has
been altered due to recent changes brought on by
overgrazing and fire suppression (Harris 1966;
Hatch et al. 1990) and perhaps due to climatic
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cal record. It is present in significant quantities in
the hearth samples and was recovered from postmolds, suggesting its use as a construction mat~rial.
Mesquite was an important fuel wood. The small
amount of oak and buckthorn recovered indicates
that these trees probably were not present in significant numbers during the occupation of the sites.
An environmental reconstruction based on the
carbonized plant sample indicates that the local
vegetation possibly was affected by a drought that
caused an increase in short grasses in the vicinity of
the site. An alternative explanation is that the
region has always been somewhat marginal, and
that it has been an ecotonal area of mixed shortand long-grass prairie for centuries. Comparative
macrobotanical samples from earlier sites are
needed to document environmental deterioration.
Still, the presence of sandbur and other short
grasses at the sites points to conditions similar to
those noted to the north by Baugh (1991).

The 76 flotation samples from the Longhorn
and Headstream sites produced 21 plant taxa. Seed
densities are higher at the Headstream Site than at
the Longhorn Site. No cultigens were recovered
from the deposits. supporting the suggestion that the
inhabitants were hunter-gatherers.
The seed
assemblage is dominated by gathered fruits that
occur commonly in other archeological sites of
Texas and Oklahoma. The presence of unidentified
charred root fragments suggests the possibility that
storage roots also were gathered and consumed.
Macrobotanical evidence indicates that the Headstream Site may have been more intensely occupied
than the Longhorn Site. It is possible, however,
that the higher seed densities may be due to other
factors such as sample selection. An analysis of
the wood remains indicates that hackberry was the
most widely used plant present in the archeobotani-
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APPENDIX I: Pollen Analysis of Archeological Sediments from 41KTS3

Vauglm M. Bryant, Jr.
Palynology Laboratory
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas 77843

INTRODUCTION

•

region wbere 41KT53 is located, the Nolan County
surface samples do come from a similar ecological
habitat containing the same general types of plants.
The only minor differences between the Nolan
County and Justiceburg locations would be in the
proportion and frequency of individual plant species
growing at each of the sampling areas.

The current pollen study of archeological
sediments from Justiceburg Reservoir represents the
fourth attempt to recover a pollen record. Earlier,
Cummings (1990) and Jones (1990) conducted
initial studies of fossil pollen from Justiceburg.
Cummings reported poor to fair fossil pollen
preservation in her samples. Even so, she reported
finding a wide variety of pollen types present in the
samples she examined. Jones was asked to determine if fossil pollen was present in the samples he
examined and then report on the level of pollen
preservation. He reported that pollen was present
but that the fossil grains were poorly preserved.
The third study focused on a fossil pollen analysis
of 12 additional sediment samples and 5 pollen
washes collected from various artifacts from three
different archeological sites (Dering and Bryant
1992).
Of the 12 soil samples examined by Dering
and Bryant (1992), they found that only 6 (50%)
contained sufficient fossil pollen to conduct statistically valid counts. The other six samples were
almost entirely void of fossil pollen. They believed
that the lack of pollen in those six samples resulted
from high levels of organic (including pollen)
destruction shortly after deposition or during the
years between the time of deposition amd the time
the sediments were excavated and sampled. Dering
and Bryant (1992) concluded that the small amounts
of fossil pollen found in all 12 of the soil samples
represented the following: (I) pollen types known
to be highly resistant to various agents of destruction; (2) pollen with morphological characteristics
that permitted them to be recognized even though
they were severely degraded; (3) high levels of
fossil pollen that were so badly degraded that they
were no longer recognizable; or (4) pollen types
that are commonly overrepresented in the pollen
rain because they are dispersed and produced in
vast numbers.
The current pollen study discusses the fossil
pollen contents of an additional 16 soil sediment
samples from site 41KT53 at Justiceburg Reservoir.
For comparison purposes, data are included in this
appendix from four surface samples collected in
September 1991 from locales in the northwestern
comer of Nolan County located approximately 40
Although the
miles southeast of Justiceburg.
surface sample locations are not precisely in the

COLLECTION AND PROCESSING
METHODS
Sediment samples were collected by archeologists in the field. Each sample was collected with
clean implements and placed in separate, labeled
zip-lock bags that were sewed until later processing at the Palynology Laboratory on the campus of
Texas A&M University. The surface samples were
collected using the pinch method as recommended
by Adams and Mehringer (1975). Surface samples
were placed in sterile zip-lock bags, labeled, and
then stored at freezing temperatures until they were
later examined. Experience has shown that freezing
does not damage pollen (Holloway 1981), but it
does prevent further microbial damage which may
occur if samples are stored at room temperature.
Each surface and archeological pollen sample
was processed in the same manner so that their data
would be comparable. Each processed sample
consisted of 20 g of soil. Added to each sample
was a spike of two tablets containing a total of
22,600 ± 800 spores of the cryptogram Lycopodium.
These spores were added to determine the pollen
concentration values of each pollen sample. Lycopodium spores were selected as a "spike" because
Lycopodium is a plant rarely found in the natural
environment except in or near bogs. Also, it is not
known to have ever grown in the semiarid regions
in the Justiceburg area. Likewise, previous paleoenvironmental studies listed by Hall (1985) for the
southwestern'regions of North America have shown
no evidence that Lycopodium has grown in these
arid regions during the last 5,000 years.
When conducting pollen concentration values
for fossil or modem soil samples, one must select
a unit of measurement against which concentration
values can be calculated. Convenient measuring
units include grams, ounces, and cubic centimeters.
Grams were chosen for this study.
Table 78 indicates the provenience of each of
the 16 soil samples examined as part of this study.
Each sample was assigned a laboratory number
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decanting were checked, found to be void of pollen,
and discarded. Fine-grained silicates not removed
by decanting were dissolved using 70% hydrofluoric
acid.
After the carbonates and silicates were
moved, each sample was deflocculated in a Darvan
dispersing solution, then sonicated for I minute in
a Delta D-5 sonicator. This was followed by
heavy-density separation with zinc bromide using
a specific gravity of 2.0, a process that removed
much of the remaining detritus from the pollen.
Because most of the soils used in this study had a
high Eh potential, little organic debris was present,
except in the surface samples. However, preliminary microscopic examinations revealed that even
the archeological samples contained numerous
microscopic pieces of partly decayed plant material
and many also contained ch,arcoal. To remove the
nonpolleniferous plant material and to reduce the
amount of charcoal in each sample, acetolysis
treatment (Erdlmann 1960) was used on each
sample. The only variation from the process
mentioned by Erdtmann (1960) was a 5:1 ratio of
acetic anhydride to sulfuric acid instead of the 9:1
ratio recommended.
Experimental laboratory
testing has shown that a 5:1 ratio is more efficient
for removing partly decomposed plant materials. In
addition, tests at the Texas A&M Palynology
Laboratory show that using a 5: I ratio does not
damage pollen.
When the laboratory procedures were completed, samples were stained with saffranin and
mounted in glycerin for examination. Identification
and counting were performed using a NIKON
binocular microscope. Identifications of pollen
types in each sample were checked against reference materials on file in the Texas A&M Palynology Laboratory.. These include the Texas A&M
Modem Pollen Reference Collection, the Mobil Oil
Modem Pollen Reference Collection, and the
Charles Felix Modem Pollen Reference Collection.
Whenever possible, an attempt was made to count
at least 200 fossil grains from each sample (excluding fungal spores and Lycopodium exotic
spores) as recommended for statistical accuracy by
authors such as Barkley (1934) and Martin (1963).
The pollen spectra for each of the 16 samples from
41KT53 are listed in Table 79. The pollen spectra
of the surface samples are listed in Table 80.

TABLE 78
PROVENIENCE OF SOIL SAMPLES
ANALYZED FOR POlLEN, 41KT53
Texas A&M
Sample 1/
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Provenience
Sediment/Pollen Column 4,
Eli 266, 0-5 em
Sediment/Pollen Column 4,
Eli 266, 5-10 em
Sediment/Pollen Column 4,
Eli 266, 10-15 em
Sediment/Pollen Column 4,
Eli 266, 15-20 em
Sediment/Pollen Column 4,
Eli 266. 20-25 em
Sediment/Pollen Column 7,
Eli 6, 0-5 an
Sediment/Pollen Column 7,
Eli 6,5-10 an
Sedimeot/Pollen Column 7,
Eli 6, 10-15 em
Sediment/Pollen Column 7,
Eli 6, 15-20 em
Sediment/Pollen Column 7,
Eli 6, 20-25 em
Feature 39 fill
Feature 43 lower fill
Feature II upper fill
Feature 11 lower fill
Feature 48 lower fill
Feature 8 fill

(Texas A&M Sample Number) thai was used
during the processing.
The sediments in the Justiceburg region and
the surface samples from Nolan County come from
environments having a pH value higher than 6,0.
Thus, anhydrous carbonates are one of the common
compounds found in soil samples from that region.
During the first step of processing, carbonates were
removed using concentrated hydrochloric acid. The
second step focused on removing small rocks and
coarse-grained silicates by decanting. Each sample
was placed in a large beaker, filled with distilled
water, and then stirred in all directions to enable
pollen to remain suspended. The liquid fraction
was then quickly poured into another beaker and
saved. This process was repeated several times for
each sample. The rocks and large-grained silicates
that remained in the bottom of each beaker after
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TABLE 79
PERCENTAGES OF FOSSil. POLLEN RECOVERED FROM SOil. SAMPLES, 41KT53
Texas A&M SarnDle Nwnber
Fossil Pollen
Artemisia
Apiaceae

~

'"

Asteraceae
(Helianthus type)
(Ambrosia type)
(Cichorium type)
Carya
Celtis
OIenopodiaceae +
Amaranthus (01eno-Am)
Ephedra
(Iorreyana type)
(nevadensis type)
Juniperus

1

2

3

-

4

-

-

5.0
13.5
-

4.5
15.5

-

10.0
13.5
0.5
-

29.0

43.5

33.5

48.5

1.0

1.5

1.5

-

-

-

0.5

1.0

2.0
2.0

2.5
0.5
0.5

-

-

-

-

1.0

-

-

0.5

-

3.5
18.5

-

-

-

28.0

24.0

39.0

16.0

1.0

1.0

-

2.5

4.0
0.5
1.5

-

-

1.0

0.5

-

-

0.5

9

-

6.0
21.0

8.0
6.0

-

-

8
-

6.5
30.0

0.5

-

7

-

-

-

6

-

-

-

5

15.5
24.5

-

6.5
16.0
0.5

-

-

10

10.5
24.0
0.5

11

12

6.0
16.0

14

15

-

-

0.5

-

-

-

15.5
24.5

-

3.0

2.0

-

-

45.0

23.0

41.0

29.0

3.5
1.0

3.0

0.5

1.5

-

-

-

-

0.5

-

-

-

-

13

9.0

11.0
17.5
0.5

-

1.0
3.0

-

16

11.0
21.0

1.0
37.5

Malavaceae
Nyctaginaceae
(cf. Mirabilis)
Onagraceae (cf. Guara)
Onagraceae

Pinus
Peaceae
Polygala
Quercus
Indetenninale

Lycopodium
Total Pollen
Pollen Conc/g

-

.

'

....:.

-

0.5
9.5

0.5
20.0
4.5
0.5
17.5

22.0

38
200
5947

60
200
3766

46
207
4913

9.0
12.5

-

0.5
10.0
4.0

-

-

-

6.0
1.0

9.0
3.5

-

-

-

6.0

16.0

1.0
4.0
15.0
0.5
10.5

68
43
714

34
200
6647

43
206
5413

-

0.5
-

-

-

-

13.0
9.0
0.5
14.5
85
226
3004

16.5
5.0
-

1.0
1.0
0.5
8.5
12.0
7.0 . . 13.5
0.5
-

-

-

7.5

13.0

10.5

69

72
200
3138

71
200
3230

200
3275

~

21.5

19.0

1.5

1.0

2.5

-

-

-

-

i

-

-

-

-

1.0

1.0

-

is

-

-

-

-

-

8.5
8.0
-

9.0
3.5

2.0
1.0

2.0
4.0

5.5
8.0

-

-

-

-

Malavaceae
(cf. Sphaeralcea)

~

:g

~

20.0
50
200
4520

16.0
34
200
6647

13.0
9.5

-

0.5

:-:-

~

""'"
<:;.

7.0

24.5

10.0

13.0

66
50
856

114
203
2012

59
40
766

70
200
3228

oS<,
~

[

~

[

a

I'

"'l>
~
t

~
'"'
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TABLE 80
PERCENTAGES OF FOSSIL POLLEN RECOVERED FROM SURFACE SAMPLES COLLECTED
IN THE NORTHWESTERN PORTION OF NOLAN COUNTY, TEXAS
Texas A&M SamDle Number
Fossil Pollen
Acacia
cf. Alternanthera
Anacardiaceae (cf. Rhus)
Artemisia

A

B

0.4

0.4

Apiaceae

-

Asteraceae (Helianthus type)
Asteraceae (Ambrosia type)

3.2
9.8

-

Cannabis
Carya
Otenopodiaceae + Amara1l1hus (Cheno-Am)
Ephedra (Iorreyano type)
Juglans

0.4
61.6
0.4
0.4
5.7

Juniperus

C

D

-

-

0.5
1.4

-

-

0.5
7.0
16.4
0.5

-

44.8

0.5
5.6

Onagraceae (cf. Gaura)

-

-

Pinus
Poaceae

0.4
5.2

1.4
6.0

-

Polemoniaceae

-

Polygala
Prosopis

Quercus
Salix
Ulmus
Verbenaceae
Indetenninate

Unknown
TOIaI Pollen
Pollen Conc/g

DISCUSSION

0.8
4.9
0.4
0.4
0.4
2.4
2.8
227
24,270

0.5
2.3
1.8

-

0.5
6.0
27.5
0.5
29.0
0.5

3.0
-

21.5
-

4.5

0.4

8.1
17.6
0.9
1.4
37.8
1.4
0.9
5.0
0.4
2.3
6.3
0.4
-

1.4
6.8

-

-

10.3
0.5

7.0
-

7.6
1.3

214
17,913

200
12,914

-

222
13,203

tions of the pollen concentration levels per gram of
sediment for the surface samples revealed an
average of 17,075 pollen grains/g, while similar
tests of the archeological samples show concentration levels that are:significantly lower (3,630 pollen
grains/g). These types of differences between
surface and buried sediments (Le., reduced numbers
of pollen taxa, higher percentages of indeterminate
pollen grains, and lower levels of pollen concentration) are common throughout many regions of the
southwestern United States and Texas and have
been reported previously by palynologists, inCluding
Hall (1981, 1991), Bryant and Schoenwelter (1987),
Holloway (1989), and Bryant et al. (1992).
Another notable feature of many buried
sediments of the southwestern United States and

Thirteen of the 16 archeological soil samples
and all of the surface samples contained sufficient
pollen to conduct statistical counts of 200 pollen
grains or greater. However, there are significant
differences in the data recovered from the fossil and
surface samples. As shown in Tables 79 and 80,
the average number of pollen taxa found in the
surface samples is 13.5, while an average of only
8.3 taxa is found in the archeological samples. In
addition, the average percentage of indeterminate,
or badly degraded, pollen grains in the surface
samples is only 6.8%. while in the archeological
samples the average level of indeterminate pollen
is double this amount (13.6%). Finally, calcula-
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Texas is the type of fossil pollen that is recovered.
For example, in buried sediments, where significant
levels of pollen deslruction can be determined by
the criteria listed above, the most commonly recovered taxa are often from the following pollen types:
(I) pine (Pinus); (2) Cheno-Am (a combined term
used to represent pollen taxa in both the Chenopodiaceae and the genus Amaranthus); (3) genera of
the sunflower family (Asteraceae); (4) Morman tea
(Ephedra); and (5) genera of the grass family
(Poaceae). Although these five pollen groups
represent plants common in the floral communities
of many regions of the southwestern United States
and Texas, they also represent distinctive pollen
types that can be recognized easily even after
becoming severely degraded. An earlier report on
sediment samples from Justiceburg Reservoir by
Dering and Bryant (1992) suggests many of the
potential reasons why fossil pollen deslruction in
those sediments seems to be quite high. Thus,
those points need not be discussed again here.
A comparison of the pollen spectra from the
four surface samples with the pollen spectra of the
buried soil samples shows some similarities and
differences. These are outlined below:
Similarities: Both groups contain representatives of pine and Morman tea pollen. However,
the average percentage levels of these two pollen
types in the arcbeological samples are higher than
those of the surface samples (see Tables 79 and
80). This phenomenon appears to be artificial and
does not result from either cultural or environmental
influences. There is no evidence thus far found in
the fossil pollen records of Texas (Bryant and
Holloway 1985) to suggest any significant environmental changes in the Justiceburg region during the
past few thousand years. Instead, the elevated
percentages of pine and Morman tea in the archeological samples result from these grains being more
resistant to deslruction and also being easier to
identify even when badly degraded.
Another similarity between the surface and
archeological samples is seen in the ratios of highspine (Helianthus type) to low-spine (Ambrosia
type) Asteraceae pollen. In both groups of samples, the low-spine pollen group is the dominant
type even though the percentages of both types of
Asteraceae pollen are higher in the archeological
samples than they are in the surface samples. Tbe
possible reasons for both of these phenomena are
explainable. First, the low-spine group of com-

posites (Asteraceae) are wind-pollinated types that
produce great quantities of airborne pollen. As
such, more pollen of this group, as opposed to the
insect-pollinated high-spine group, should be
expected in both the fossil and modem pollen
records. Second, the often higher ratios of both of
these types in the prehistoric record as compared to
the modem samples probably result from the same
reasons listed above for pine pollen. Although
there are reported ethnographic uses for both the
high-spine and low-spine genera of composites
from Texas and the southwestern United States
(Yanovsky 1936), it does not appear that the
elevated counts of these pollen taxa in the sediments of site 41KT53 (see Table 79) reflect prehistoric economic use of these plants. One reason for
this assumption is the consistent levels of both
types throughout all of the samples. If these pollen
types did represent economic uses, then this aspect
should be reflected in significant pollen variations
from one sample to the next. The variations of
these two pollen taxa that do exist in the samples
seem to reflect normal variations to be expected in
background pollen types. This point also is illustrated by the variations seen in the percentages of
these two groups in the surface samples (see Table
80).
Another similarity between the archeological
and surface soil samples is seen in the percentages
of grass (poaceae) pollen. The percentage of grass
pollen in the four surface samples ranges from a
low of 5% to a high of 21 %. In the archeological
samples, the range of grass pollen varies from a
low of 3.5% to a high of 15%. Both groups of
samples seem comparable. As such, there does not
seem to be any indication of a significant cultural
use of grasses by the prehistoric occupants of site
41KT53. Generally, when prehistoric groups use
grasses for 'bedding, padding, or other economic
purposes, the'levels of grass pollen in the associated sediments of a site reflect high percentages of
grass pollen (Bryant 1977).
Differences: The three significant differences
between the pollen records from site 41KT53 and
those of the surface samples are in the number and
variety of pollen taxa recovered, the percentage of
indeterminate pollen per sample, and the concentration of pollen grains per gram of soil.
As
explained earlier, each of these factors can be
explained by differences in the level of pollen
degradation for both groups. The identification of
441
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a higher number of pollen taxa in the surface
samples was possible because most of those pollen
grains were not yet fully degraded; thus, fewer of
them fell into the indeterminate category, In
addition, the lower pollen concentration levels in
the archeological samples imply that more than
four-fifths of the pollen originally deposited in the
soils of site 41 KT53 were completely destroyed
before those sediments were collected and later
examined. Included among the four-fifths of the
destroyed pollen are undoubtedly some of the taxa
that originally were present but left no traces in the
sediments that were examined.

mately one-fifth of the pollen that was originally
deposited. Without knowing precisely the pollen
types and the percentage originally deposited, there
is no way of forming a valid conclusion about
either potential cultural or paleoenvironmental
phenomena from the meager amounts that remain.
Whether or not additional palynological
testing should be conducted on other sediments from
the Justiceburg region is not a question that can be
answered easily. Thus far, none of the four fossil
pollen studies of sediments from this region have
revealed useful data related to either past cultural
or paleoenvironmental phenomena.
However,
perhaps some buried soils may exist in the Justiceburg region that might contain a fossil pollen
assemblage that could offer valuable clues about
past climatic and cultural events. Even so, it is my
professional opinion that unless future sediments
can be recovered from ideal (jepositional habitats in
the Justiceburg region, such as bog or lake sediments where anaerobic conditions led to significantly higher levels of fossil pollen preservation,
additional pollen testing of buried terrestrial soils
in the Justiceburg region will not improve upon the
data already recovered.

SUMMARY

The limited number of pollen taxa present in
each of the archeological samples, a fossil pollen
record composed of only a few of the most durable
pollen types, and the high level of pollen loss as
indicated by the low pollen concentration levels
indicate that no significant conclusions should be
drawn from the resulting pollen data. The fossil
pollen record that remains and was recovered
during this analysis reflects a glimpse at approxi-
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APPENDIX

J: Proton Magnetometer Investigations at 4IKT53

lames T. Abbott
and
Charles D. Frederick

..

INTRODUCTION

subsequent excavation demonstrated that the relatively small area covered by these two grids was
one of the richest archeological areas of the site.
Prior to the survey, all of the tall brush,
cholla, and mesquite was removed from the site
area by a crew furnished by the City of Lubbock.
The comers of the individual grids were then
surveyed in and marked with wooden stakes. The
reference instrument was placed in the same location for each survey to allow for comparability
between blocks. Data reduction and analysis were
performed on a Macintosh computer using software
designed and written by the authors. First, the
individual blocks were plotted using scaling and
display intervals that allowed for maximum resolution of the magnetic variability within each block.
Then, each block was replotted using display
intervals that reflected the entire range of variability in the surveyed area to allow for comparison
between blocks. This output was assembled into a
composite map of the surveyed area using a graphics package.
Based on the results of previous investigations (Frederick and Abbott 1992), recommendations for testing were limited to relatively small.
discrete anomalies. Three types of anomalies were
targeted for investigation. Normal dipoles (anomalies with a magnetic high to the south and a corresponding low to the north) were targeted as the
likely locations of in situ, fired features. Rotated
dipoles (paired magnetic highs and lows with a
non-normal orientation) and complex anomalies
(anomalies with multiple highs and/or lows) were
targeted as the likely signatures of relocated,
thermally altered cultural materials like ceramics or
dumped hearth rocks.
Unfortunately, neither of the authors was able
to remain in the field during testing and observe and
interpret the 'excavation results. The interpretations
included ber~' are based on the observations and
interpretations of the excavators provided by Doug
Boyd.

One aspect of the 1988 Phase 11 investigations at Justiceburg Reservoir (Lake Alan Henry)
involved an initial trial application of magnetic
prospection techniques for locating subsurface
burned features (Abbott and Frederick 1990).
Although the overall results of this investigation
were mixed due to variability in the character of the
geologic substrates in the reservoir. proton magnetometer investigations conducted at the Longhorn
Site yielded excellent results and led to the identification of several cultural features (a hearth. a
burned post. and ceramic clusters). For this reason.
additional investigations covering a broad contiguous area of the same site were conducted between
May 14-19. 1991. prior to the initiation of the
Phase III archeological work. This appendix
describes the methods and results of thai investigation and subsequent testing of a number of the
identified anomalies.
METHODS
The theory behind magnetic prospection for
thermally altered artifacts and features has been
presented previously and will not be elaborated
upon here. For a detailed description of the theoretical basis of the method. the reader is referred to
the Phase II report (Abbott and Frederick 1990).
The methodology of the investigation was
similar to that used in the testing phase. The
survey was accomplished using two Geometrics
856X memory magnetometers. with one serving as
the field instrument and the other as a stationary
reference instrument to correct for diurnal variation
in the magnetic field. Field instrument operation
and sensor placement was performed by a twoperson survey tearn moving along a fiberglass tape
stretched between endpoints of each survey transect.
Coverage of the area was accomplished by surveying adjacent rectangular grids up to 30x30 m in
size. All grids were established in reference to
Survey Grid B, which was surveyed during the 1988
testing phase. Survey Grids C, G, and M were
positioned to overlap the edges of Survey Grid B;
otherwise, individual grids did not overlap. A total
of I I additional areas were laid out (Survey Grids
C-M); however, due to equipment failure on the
last day of the survey. two small areas were not
surveyed (Survey Grids K and L). Unfortunately,

RESULTS
The results of the survey are illustrated on
Figure 115. On the basis of these data, a total of
42 discrete magnetic anomalies, consisting of 19
normal dipoles. 17 rotated dipoles. and 6 complex
anomalies, ranging from less than I y to 20 y in
amplitude were recommended for testing (Fig. 116).
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Subsequently, the archeologists recognized that two
of these anomalies (one situated in the southcentral portion of Survey Grid I and another in the
north-eentral portion of Survey Grid D) were
coincident with the locations of backhoe trenches
excavated during the testing phase and excluded
them from consideration. Of the remaining 40
targets, II (27.5% of the total recommended) were
tested during the mitigation process. The results of
these tests are detailed in Table 81.
As indicated in Table 81, 9 of the II tested
anomalies proved to be associated with noncultural
phenomena. The most common natural feature
associated with the tested anomalies is a zone of
burned earth and charcoal resulting from one or

more fires that swept across the site sometime after
the occupation. Seven of the tested anomalies are
attributed tQ thermoremanent magnetization of the
sediments by:this burning. Evidence of this burning
also was detected in many subsequent excavation
units across the site. The burned zone (see Chapter
4) was typically slightly above the cultural stratum
at a depth of approximately 10-15 em below the
surface. Although the fire(s) could have been
deliberately or unintentionally set by people, all the
evidence (e.g., widespread occurrence, variable
intensity of thermal alteration, and lack of direct
stratigraphic association with cultural features or
artifacts) suggests that the burning responsible for
magnetization of the sediments was a naturally
449
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TABLE 81
CHARACTER AND EXCA VATION RESULTS OF INVESTIGATED MAGNETIC ANOMALIES, 41KT53
Survey
Grid

Anomaly
Amplitude

Source

Excavation Units

Anomaly Type

Depth

259, 260, 264, 265
331
338

complex
complex
complex

11-20 em
12-15 em
10-15 em

3.3 y
5.8 y
0.6 y

E

281

rotated dipole

15-42 em

12.6 y

F

324

rotated dipole

0-10 em

1.8 y

G

313,316
303, 304
311

rotated dipole
normal dipole
rotated dipole

surface
10-20 em
6-20 em

7.5 y
1.2 y
20.0 y

J

295,296
291, 292, 293

normal dipole
nonnal dipole

9-14 em
3-8 em

3.8 y
2.0 y

noncultural burning
tree stump; noncultural burning

M

312

rotated dipole

9-29 em

1.4 y

noncultural burning

C

Excavation Results!Interpretations
burned rock cluster (Feature 7)
noncultural burning
noncultural burning

nearby burned stump (Feature 2);
large ceramic sherds associated
with Feature 5

noncultural burning
pinflag from 1988 testing
noncultural burning
tree roots

adjacent anomalies in tightly spaced clusters of
normal dipoles.
Several of the anomalies (Survey Grid J, EUs
291, 292, and 293; Survey Grid E, EU 281; and
Survey Grid G, EU 311) were associated with tree
stumps or root systems. Two of these stumps
(those in Survey Grids E and 1) exhibited considerable charring, suggesting that they are associated
with the natural burn. One of these (Survey Grid J)
exhibits a normal dipole. The other (Survey Grid
E) also was associated with scattered large ceramic
sherds (Feature 5), which may account for its
rotated configuration. This combination of the
burned stump and ceramics near EU 281 also was
detected during t1)e 1988 magnetometer survey of
Survey Grid A (Apbott and Frederick 1990:351).
The third anomaly (Survey Grid G), which at
20.0 y was the strongest anomaly investigated, was
associated with a concentration of organic matter
derived from the decay of an unburned woody root
system. Similar results have been obtained by the
investigators in a previous study (Abbott and
Frederick 1989). Although the reason that decaying
organic matter registers magnetically is not well
understood, it appears to be related to the formation
of magnetic iron compounds during decomposition;
in fact, the strength of this anomaly was such that

occurring range fire.
Interestingly and somewhat inexplicably, two
of the anomalies associated with this natural buming (Survey Grid F, EU 324, and Survey Grid M,
EU 312) exhibit rotated dipolar signatures, while
two others (Survey Grid C, EUs 331 and 338)
exhibit complex signatures. Neither of these
configurations is consistent with in situ heating of
the surface. Only three anomalies in this category
(Survey Grid G, EUs 303 and 304; Survey Grid J,
EUs 295 and 296; and Survey Grid J, EUs 291,
292, and 293) exhibit the normal dipolar signature
that should result from in situ thermal alteration.
Although it is difficult to explain this unexpected
result with any confidence, there are several possibilities that could account for rotation of the dipolar
signature. First, it is conceivable that the surface
was locally disturbed, possibly by a process termed
"tree throw" that occurs when the root system
rotates as a dead tree falls. More likely, burning of
the root system of one or more woody plants
resulted in a number of tightly spaced thermal
anomalies that were inadequately resolved by the
I-m resolution of the survey. In other words, it is
possible that the magnetic highs on these rotated
dipoles might not be directly related to the same
thermal source as the associated lows but rather to
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peak surrounded by magnetic lows to the southeast,

the archeologists were able to get an audible
response from a hand-held magnetic pipe locator.
Another anomaly (Survey Grid G, EUs 313
and 316) proved to he the result of a pinflag wire
on the surface. Unfortunately, this wire was beneath a clump of grass and was not detected until
the anomaly was tested, when it was found on the
lip of the excavation unit.
Finally, one investigated anomaly was of
definite cultural origin. This feature consisted of a
cluster of burned rocks (Feature 7) situated in the
northern part of Survey Grid C. The feature, which
was buried at a depth of 11-20 em, was manifested
as a complex anomaly with an elongated central

south, southwest, and northwest (Fig. 117). The
total amplitude of the anomaly was approximately
3.3 y. The complex character of the anomaly
generated by this feature suggests that it was
disturbed or moved after firing.
In addition to the features associated with
targeted anomalies, several other thermally altered
features were excavated during mitigation within
the boundary of the magnetic survey. One of these
features, an in situ basin hearth (Feature 8), was
situated in the southern part of Survey Grid B
immediately adjacent to a 1.2-y anomaly excavated during the testing phase. It is possible that the
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Figure 117. Illustration of the magnetic surface surrounding Feature 7, a burned rock cluster in the northern part of Survey
Grid C.
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anomaly detected here was due not to the charred
post (Feature I), as originally interpreted (Abbott
and Frederick 1990:353, 355), but rather to this
hearth feature. Several other features, including
ephemeral basin hearths and hearth dumps. were not
detectable on the magnetic plot, demonstrating that
while magnetometry is a useful adjunct to ttaditional procedures, it is not infallible and should not
be used as a replacement for more-traditional
testing procedures.
In addition to the small, discrete anomalies,
broader patterns in the magnetic map provide clues
to the character of the sediments on the site. The
Longhorn Site is situated on a terrace of Grape

N120

Creek and encompasses both alluvial and colluvial/
alluvial fan environments. Each of these broad
sediment bodies displays differing magnetic characteristics. Because local excavations provide
information that can be used to relate specific
signatures to different types of sediment, it is
possible to roughly map the distributions of !be
different depositional facies from the magnetic
map. Figure 118 presents an interpretation of !be
sedimentary/geomorphic character of the Longhorn
Site based on the magnetic map. This interpretation
is supported by the sediment data from the backhoe
trenches and excavation units.
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CONCLUSIONS

III fieldwork proved to be the result of natural
burning. Most of the anomalies resulting from this
burning appear to be associated with areas of
relatively intense burning, probably around small
trees or bushes consumed by the fire. These areas
are characterized by subtle reddening of the sediments, weak firing of the clayey sediments into
burned clay lumps, and common dispersed charcoal
and ashy discoloration. In addition, several thermally altered features discovered within the survey
boundary during the excavations were not detectable
on the magnetic plot, demonstrating that the method
has limitations.

Once again, the proton magnetometer demonstrated an ability to locate and target thermally
altered areas in the shallow subsurface at the
Longhorn Site. One additional thermally altered
archeological feature was detected by the survey,
and it is likely that a few of the uninvestigated
anomalies also represent cultural features. However, the magnetic survey also clearly illustrated
one of the drawbacks of the technique, Le., its
inability to discriminate between cultural and
noncultural thermal features. The overwhelming
majority of anomalies investigated during the Phase
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contains nine oxen-drawn wagons traveling toward
a group of buildings. There are human figures with
brimmed hats or headdresses, and one is shooting a
pistol. A single unrelated petroglyph is located
above the main panel, and there are also 41 historic
inscriptions at the site.

INTRODUCTION

•

Six rock art sites in Garza County, Texas,
were visited on 23-24 July 1991 to assess possible
conservation problems resulting from the construction of Justiceburg Reservoir and to make recommendations regarding site conservation, protection,
and preservation. The sites were inspected by
Antoinette Padgett, accompanied by Elton Prewitt
(Principal Investigator), Douglas Boyd (Project
Archeologist), and Karen Gardner (Laboratory
Supervisor), all of Prewitt and Associates, Inc. The
focus of the conservation efforts is on Huddleston
Shelter (4IGR344). The other sites were visited to
provide the consultant an appreciation of and
familiarity with the problems peculiar to the
Justiceburg Reservoir Project.
The project area contains 74 rock art sites, 33
of which are aboriginal. The sites at. Justiceburg
represent the highest known density of rock art in
northwestern Texas (Boyd et al. 1990:9), and some
of these sites provide direct evidence of Plains
Indian horse nomads in the project area (Boyd et al.
1989:2(0). The assessed sites are those with
significant rock art that most likely will be impacted by Justiceburg Reservoir, now under construction. The sites visited are located between 22002240 ft above mean sea level (msl), which encompasses the conservation pool (2220 ft) and the flood
pool (2220-2240 ft) zones of the reservoir, and
include 41GR51 (Dorward Ranch Site), 4IGR54
(Reed Shelter), 41GR282 (Ward Petroglyph Site),
41 GR344 (Huddleston Shelter), 4IGR390, and
4IGR423. Four of these sites are eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
Two other eligible sites were not inspected as one
will be completely covered by the reservoir and the
other is extremely weathered. Pigment samples
have already been collected from these two sites
and analyzed (Boyd et al. 1990:210,492-493).

The Problem
The Dorward Ranch Site is well known to the
public and receives approximately 1,000 visitors
per year. It is very close to the estimated conservation pool level of 2220 ft msl, and thus it will be
even more accessible to the public and may, in fact.
be impacted on occasion by rising waters during
flood stage.
The Options

This site represents an excellent opportunity
for education by interpretation, and this is probably
the one viable option because sites that have been
well known and visited over the years are nearly
impossible to close, and the site will he easily
accessible when the reservoir is filled.
The Dorward Ranch Site might be provided
with an interpretive sign (containing a drawing of
the panel prior to the graffiti) and a visitor sign-in
book; a walkway or ramp may be a good option,
depending upon the eventual water level in relation
to the panel (Fig. 119). Interpretive information
could be inset into the angled portion of the railing.
This site would then be what is termed a "sacrificial site" for the area, i.e., a site that peopte are
encouraged to visit. At the same time, however,
efforts can be made to prevent any further damage
by the installation of signs and a visitor book. It is
recommended that any recent graffiti (later than
1950) be neutralized by a conservator by visually
disguising ihmd integrating it with the surrounding
rock.
A sacrificial site is one that already receives
a high rate of visitation, and it is one that usually
satisfies the public's urge to see aboriginal sites so
that other sites, less well known and less vandalized, might be kept out of the public eye. It is vital
that such a site be provided with good signs and
monitored for trash and for any further vandalism
which must, in tum, be dealt with promptly.
A visitor sign-in book serves several functions. It provides information for the visitor,

41GRSl, DORWARD RANCH SITE
Description

The Dorward Ranch Site is on a vertical
sandstone bluff and overlooks a small drainage that
flows into the Double Mountain Fork of the Brazos
River. The rock art contains petroglyphs characteristic of the Plains Biographic Style, which is considered significant in the region. The main panel
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further questions, ask the ranger
who is patrolling in this area."
This gives the impression that
someone in authority is nearby
and may be watching! Visitor
books do need to have some
maintenance and must be protected from dust, rain, and animals.
See Figure 120 for examples of
visitor books and protective
covers.

Studies in Australia (Gale
and Jacobs 1986, 1987) show that
visitor impacts most likely are
caused by children, large groups,
and local residents who live within
reach of a site. Local "rugged
individual types" tend to deliberately challenge management systems and are particularly difficult
to control. The greater the distance traveled by a visitor, the
more appreciation is expressed for
signs and controls (Walsh 1984:910). See Vandalism: Some Comments for a further discussion of
. vandalism.
To prevent acts of vandalism, a site needs to be carefully
planned so that visitors receive a
positive experience. Trash and
debris must be removed often. In
the case of the Dorward Ranch
Site which contains numerous
historical names and dates, any
signage or information about the
FIgure It9. Example of the kind of treatment recommended for the rock art at
the Dorward Ranch Site. Metal walkway at Mootwingee, New Sooth Wale"
site needs to state why the
Australia. Interpretive signs could be inset into the angled portion of the railing.
inscriptions were left there and
Ramp' and low Iailing, of wood are u,ually preferred as they blend in with their
ili.eir historical significance.
sunoundings and thus are less obtrusive.
. An example of a site that
has been successfully interpreted
for the public can be seen at Parida Cave, Seminole
information on the number of visitors, and an outlet
for those who feel motivated to put their names at
Canyon State Historical Park, Amistad Reservoir,
Texas. This site, now easily accessible by boat,
a site. It can deflect vandalism as negative comments and obscenities which otherwise would
had been vandalized and looted in past years. It
appear on the rock are instead scribbled on paper
was not economically feasible to cage or protect it
which can be easily removed. The book should
by assigning a ranger to patroltbe site. Instead, all
modem graffiti was removed, leaving some historic
contain information about the site and lined pages
with spaces for names, date, number in party, and
names of importance. Signs describe the site, the
comments or reasons for visit. At the end of the
past Native American culture, why the historic
information section, it is wise to add "If you have
names are important and why they were left there,
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a

b
Figure 120. Examples of visitors books at rock art sites. (a) The visitor book is set into the railing above the boardwalk
at Carnarvon Gorge, Queensland, Australia; (b) metal podium placed near the rock art shelter contains both visitor book and
an unobtrusive sign at Wollemi National Park, New South Wales, Australia.
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enforcement officer. Upon completion of training,
they join patrol teams that monitor and document
the condition of sites and areas in their region.
Stewards also perform a variety of other protection-related tasks such as posting antiqnities signs,
inspecting site visitor registers, and other duties.
The Dorward Ranch Site should be monitored
photographically for spalling (some spalling was
noted during the recent visit; Fig. 121). Judging
from the experience at Seminole Canyon, the
problem of spalling will likely be intensified by the
increased moisture that will result from the reservoir. The making of a latex mold and a subsequent
casting of the Dorward Ranch petroglyph panel may
be worth investigating.
When done properly by a professional, a
mold can be made without damaging the original
rock art. A casting from ,a mold could be made
which eliminates the graffiti, and thus a replica of
the petroglyphs before they were vandalized can be
obtained. Such a replica could be installed in a
museum, visitor center, or public building and
would be an outstanding display item. Please note
that we are hesitant about recommending a latex
mold; unless done,by a professional, severe damage

and a plea is made for conservation. All trash was
picked up and a path established that provides a
walking trail through the site but is placed to keep
visitors at a distance from the cave walls. In the
four years since these measures were implemented,
not a single act of vandalism has occurred despite
heavy visitation (Joe Labadie, personal communication 1991).
A Site Stewards Program may be one that can
be implemented at the Dorward Ranch Site. This
program has been highly successful in Texas and
Arizona. The Stewards Program in Arizona consists of a volunteer state coordinator, based in the
State Historic Preservation Office. He coordinates
the efforts of 22 regional coordinators throughout
the State of Arizona who work closely with federal,
state, and tribal archeologists in their region to
identify sites and areas that need to be patrolled.
Volunteers are recruited by the regional coordinators and are given a formal training course by
agency and commission archeologists, following the
guidelines of the Site Stewards Program Handbook
for Volunteers that was developed for the Stewards
Program (PilIes, in press). Emphasis is given to
their role as observer and reporter and not as a law

Figure 121. An example of spalling althe Dorward Ranch Sile, 4IGR51. Pholograph takeo in July 1991.
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can result. A conservator/monitor should be present
to determine if the mold is causing damage, and a
test must be made first on an area away from the
rock art panel.

The Options
Stabilization treatment is an option (Grisafe
and Nickens 1991) for preservation of the panel in
Reed Shelter. The process of chemical stabilization
of sandstone has been utilized in Kansas by David
Grisafe. His field and laboratory experiments
involved a stone strengthener and water repellent to
solidify porous and poorly bonded Dakota Formation Sandstone. The application of these chemicals,
which are based on organo-silicon compounds
dissolved in a ketone carrier, provides substantial
cementation of sand grains with no detrimental
change in color, porosity, or permeability of the
stone. Further information on this process can be
obtained from Dr. David Grisafe, Kansas Geological Survey, 1930 Constant Avenue, Campus West,
The University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas
66047, telephone (913) 864-3965.
The sandstone at Reed Shelter would first
need to be analyzed for content and absorption
properties. The Trujillo Formation, in which most
of the rock art at Justiceburg occurs, is a relatively
thick and well cemented sandstone (Boyd et al.

41GR54, REED SHELTER
Description
Reed Shelter is a small sandstone shelter near
Gobbler Creek. It contains petroglyphs of a deerlike figure, human figures, a snake, and vertical
lines.
The Problem
The site is located at 2240 ft msl, the top of
the flood pool level, and thus may not be subject to
inundation except under unusual circumstances. A
recent spall is clear evidence of the friable nature
of the sandstone (Fig. 122). The deerlike motify
has been damaged since the 1988 investigations,
perhaps by the flooding of Gobbler Creek (Douglas
Boyd, personal communication 1991).

Figure 122. Recent spalling at Reed Shelter, 41GR54. Photograph taken in July 1991.
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1989:7), whereas the Dakota Formation sandstone,
as mentioned above, is poorly bonded. It is also
necessary to determine whether the expenditure for
stabilization at this site would be justified, as it is
not eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places (Boyd et al. 1990:284).
The treatment, if this option is decided upon,
should first be tested on an area away from the
rock art. If successful (as determined by monitoring), it could then be used on the panel.

panels of Plains Biographic Style rock art with
horses, human figures with bent elbows and decorated garments, and tally marks. One of the horse
figures is a rarity in Southern Plains rock art due to
its decorated halter.
The Problem
The site is unknown to the general public and
receives little (if any) visitation, The rock art
occurs on the case-hardened sandstone that is being
undercut at the base, causing the panels to erode
from behind. Accelerated erosion most likely will
occur if the reservoir water level reaches the base
of the shelter. The panel known as "Group 2" is in
a particularly precarious state due to undercutting:
there are holes in the sandstone underneath the
panel, and wasps are nesting in the holes (Fig.
123). It is likely that the site is too fragile to
consider physical removal of the panels.

41GR282, WARD PETROGLYPH SITE
Description
This site is a rock overhang located at the
conservation pool level (2220 ft); it may be subject
to periodic inundations. It is approximately I mile
from the nearest road but will be easily accessible
once the reservoir is in operation. The site overlooks the Double Mountain Fork. Petroglyphs are
within a 15-m section of bluff, protected by an
overhanging ledge, and are executed on three
varying layers of sandstone.
The motif inventory contains four petroglyph

The Options
Chemical treatment for stabilizing sandstone
(Grisafe and Nickens 1991) is a possible option for

Figure 123. Wasps nesting in holes under panel at the Ward Petroglyph Sile, 4IGR282. Photograph taken in July 1991.
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preservation. It also may be possible to construct
a cofferdam below lbe panel to prevent furlber
erosion should lbe water level reach lbe base of the
shelter. However, such a structure may draw
unwanted attention to lbe site.
Insect activity at this site should be monitored, especially near lbe Group 2 panel. Insects
lbat burrow into sandstone have been noted to be a
problem at olber rock art sites, and preliminary
trials using Shelltox Pest Strips have been somewhat successful in keeping wasps at bay (Naumann
and Watson 1987). Allbough lbese strips must be
replaced often, lbis can be done during routine
monitoring. An advantage of using strips over
spraying is lbat it has a minimal effect on lbe
environment and lbe rock art surface.

wilb no enclosure) is not a feasible option. Local
people who find sites are quite likely to disturb
lbem by digging for artifacts or by vandalizing lbem
in olber ways, such as has happened at lbe Dorward
Ranch Site wilb its scratched names and dates.
The rock art panel no doubt will be affected
by increased moisture due to lbe close proximity of
lbe reservoir. At present, lbere is one spall near lbe
ox motif on lbe left side of lbe panel which should
be photographically monitored (Fig. 125).
The Options
Removal

This option would involve cutting lbe panel
from lbe rock and curating it in a museum. Problems wilb panel removal include high cost, the
innate stability of lbe rock, finding a place for
permanent curation of lbe panel, and aeslbetics
(taking lbe rock art out of its original context).
Two cases of removal (Spain and New Zealand)
can be cited in which rock art panels lost their
aesthetic value (Lee, in press). In bolb of these
cases, painted panels were cut from cave walls;
allbough lbey have lost lbeir "sense of place," lbeir
preservation is excellent. Loubser (1990) provides
a discussion of problems associated wilb removal
of rock art (see Exhibit). These include improper
curation of panels after removal, lbe idea lbat rock
art is a "commodity" lbat can be displayed anywhere, damage from abrasion of the rock caused by
ropes and chains during transport, and examples of
how physical removal can damage panels by releasing pressure on lbe rock. The latter may result
in cracking.
Although lbe surface of lbe sandstone block
appears to be quite stable, there is a hairline crack
that cuts across the bottom of lbe panel. If an
attempt is niilde to remove the panel, lbis crack
may cause lbe block to fracture. It is difficult from
a cursory inspection to determine lbe extent of the
block from back to front, but removal in one piece
may require an enormous amount of effort and
heavy machinery (Figs. 126 and 127).. A professional experienced in lbe removal of large blocks of
stone should be consulted regarding fue feasibility
of such an operation. It would also be wise to have
the opinion of a geologist about the stability of the
rock itself. Loubser (1990; see Exhibit) notes lbat
even though the Knellport panel was framed by

41GR344, HUDDLESTON SHELTER
Description
Huddleston Shelter is located 7 m below lbe
north canyon rim, overlooking lbe Double Mountain
Fork at approximately 2240 ft msl, at lbe top of lbe
flood pool zone, and it may not be inundated except
under unusual circumstances. The rock art is Plains
Biographic Style and is unusual in that it contains
painted petroglyphs in pristine condition. Motifs
include human figures wilb brimmed hats and
crosses on their chests, as well as an ox, buildings,
and a tipi. The site is eligible for listing on lbe
National Register of Historic Places. The panel is
located in a large rectangular sandstone block
(3.8 m wide by 1.5 m high) at lbe back of lbe
sheller. This site is unique, and conservation
options must be carefully considered.
The Problem
At present, there is neither vandalism nor
modern graffiti in Huddleston Sheller; however,
recent graffiti was found in a large sheller nearby
(Fig. 124a). This latter shelter is attractive to
explorers and vandals and will be even more
accessible when lbe reservoir is filled (Fig. 124b).
Because graffiti attracts more graffiti, lbe vandalized shelter should be cleaned and monitored for
future graffiti.
Due to the nature of the visitors who will be
utilizing Justiceburg Reservoir, it is likely lbat
passive site management (i.e., a low-level sign
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a
FIGURE REDACTED

b
Figure 124. Shelter containing recent graffiti nellJ" Huddlestoo Shelter, 41GR344. (a) Close-up of recent graffiti in nellJ"by
shelter; (b) overaU view of shelter. Photographs laken in July 1991.
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Figure 125. Spalling near design of an ox at Huddlestoo Shelter,

41GR344,

Photograph taken in July 1991.

"This barrier has been constructed to keep out
animals who rub against the rock art and erode the
surface of the panel." The idea here is to attempt
to deflect the anger often expressed when "explorers" find a site and then cannot reach it. Sites with
fencing may be damaged by frustrated individuals
out of defiance to authority.
While caging a site is an extreme and often
an unattractive alternative, it may be the only way
to insure the safety of the site without physically
removing the panel. Note that 8-inch weld mesh is
recommended, not chain link fencing. Weld mesh
does not "accordion" when cut, photographs can be
taken through:it, and it is less conspicuous, particularly if painted to blend in with the rock. It also
would be possible to place sensors in the cave to
send an alarm if visitors entered the site, such as is
the case for Panther Cave in Seminole National
Park at Amistad Reservoir. Sensors, however,
work only if there is available manpower to rush to
the site when the alarm is sounded.

horizontal bedding planes and vertical joints, cracks
appeared along weak points within the rock during
removal. This illustrates that even blocks that
appear stable can fracture, thus damaging the rock
art one is attempting to save.
Caging

One option for mitigation of potential vandalism is the construction of a weld-mesh cage. This
would allow people who accidentally discover the
site to be able to observe and photograph the rock
art without being able to touch it or disturb any
artifact that may be found within the shelter, As it
is desired to not draw attention to the site, the cage
should be out of sight from a distance (that is, inset
within the shelter), and painted to blend in which
the surrounding rock. It should have a locked
entrance to allow for periodic monitoring of the
panel. (See Figure 128 for an example of such a
cage used at Mt. Grenfell in Australia in an area
not frequently monitored).
A low-level sign should be placed at or near
the cage saying why the site is protected; in this
case, one might consider using a sneaky ploy:

Sealing the Shelter

This option would protect the site but make
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Figure 126. Two views of the top of Huddleston Shelter, 41GR344. Photographs taken in July 1991.
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a

Figure 127. Huddleston Shelter, 4IGR344. (a) Profile of shelter; (b) left edge of panel showing possible extent of block
upon which panel is located. Photographs taken in July 1991.
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Figure 128. Example of one treatment option for the rock art at Huddleston Shelter. Weld-mesh cage at Ml. Grenfell, New
South Wales. Australia, has been painted to blend in with the surrounding rock. There are openings with flap closures for
photography. The openings are strategically placed, and the closures prevent birds·from getting into the shelter. Signs have
been mounted directly onto the outside of the cage.

it totally inaccessible to legitimate researcbers as
well as everyone else. Sealing would, of course,
alter the shelter's environment; however, the reservoir also will cause major environmental changes.
The combination of sealing off the cave plus the
addition of moisture may prove to be detrimental to
the rock art. However, there is an example for
sealing a site for protection purposes: the Mud
Glyph Cave in Tennessee has been sealed up as a
"last ditch" effort to prevent vandalism (Charles
Faulkner, personal communication 1991; see also
Lee, in press). To date, this has been effective in
keeping everything and everyone out of the cave.
As it appears that the site will be adversely
affected in some way by the reservoir, Boyd et al.
(1990:217) have made suggestions for additional
work that can yield more information about the site
for interpretive purposes, comparative studies, and
general interpretive research in the area. Sucb
additional work includes excavating a portion of the
deposit for evidence of rock art production tools
and collection of pigment samples for mineralogical

analysis and radiocarbon dating.
SITE 41GR390
Description
This site, which contains pictographs of a
human figure with a shield, is located 25 m due
north of Reed Shelter (4IGR54) across Gobbler
Creek. The paintlpgs are on the ceiling of a small
overhang. This area has been impacted by an oil
well pad, a sludge pit, pipelines, and other equipment.
The Problem
Since these paintings were recorded by Riggs
in 1966, they have faded considerably, perhaps due
to water damage from flooding of tbe creek. The
site occurs at the conservation pool level of 2220 ft,
which indicates that it may be periodically inundated. If the loss of visibility of the motifs is due to
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periudic flooding in the past, as seems to be the
case, then this site is in danger of losing more
pigment during times of high water in the reservoir.
The site is unobtrusive and therefore most likely
would not suffer from vandalism.

The Problem
This site does not appear to be in imminent
danger from vandalism, but it may be inundated
from time to time as it is at the conservation pool
level of 2220 fl. Swallow nests above the panel do
not appear to be affecting it adversely at the present time.

The Options
Due to the isolated location and orientation of
the site, vandalism is unlikely. The site has been
completely documented, including color photography; we recommend monitoring at intervals for
changes in condition of the rock surface and the
pigmenl.
Another option for this area would be to
install low-level signage describing the two rock
art sites, 41GR390 and nearby 41 GR54, as it would
give people the opportunity to see two very different sites, as one is painted and the <1ther is engraved. The rock art at these sites is not Plains
Biographic Style and does not contain any historic
elements. In addition, visitors could view the
pointed-oval "boat-shaped" mortars that are part of
the prehistoric campsite. They are a distinct type
of mortar from the area around Garza County and
may have had a different function than traditionally
shaped mortars (Boyd et al. 1989: 119-120, 199).
As these two sites are not eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places, they may not
warrant any special attention other than periodic
monitoring, but it could be an excellent opportunity
to educate the public about different types of sites
in the reservoir area, and it would take pressure off
the other, more significant sites.

The Options
As it appears that the site may be inundated
or impacted by the rising waters of the reservoir,
several things should be considered. As the rock
underneath the panel appears to be eroding (Fig.
129), the feasibility of constructing a cofferdam
might be investigated. If it appears that the panel
will be covered by water, a professional experienced in removal of blocks of stone could be
consulted regarding the feasibility of removing the
panel for curation, in addition to consulting a
geologist about the stability of the rock itself.
Another option would be to leave the panel in place
and take a pigment sample, which could provide
more information about the site. It appears that a
thin coating covers the motifs, and this may be
datable by one of several new methods as described
by Watchman (1991). Another option for retrieving
more information about the site would be to conduct
a small excavation. Sediment accumulations are
present along the base of the bluff, and there is the
potential for yielding rock art production tools
(Boyd et al. 1990:283).
SUMMARY OF
RECOMMEND AnONS

SITE 41GR423

Because it is important to determine the exact
water level-in relation to each site, we recommend
that the sites' be monitored closely as the reservoir
is filling. The recommendations in Table 82 are
based on a general idea of where the conservation
pool level will be located. The impact of hydraulic
projects on rock art sites inevitably is severe.
Humidity will alter the environment and will cause
an increase in exfoliation and spalling. Water
lapping at the base of sandstone cliffs will undermine them. In Kansas, at the Indian Hill petroglyph site, varying water levels have undercut the
base of tbe sandstone cliff that contains petroglyphs. This result was not considered wben the

Description
This site contains two painted petroglyphs of
rectangular-bodied human figures. The site is in
close proximity to the Dorward Ranch Site
(4IGR51); however, it is well hidden due to heavy
vegetation and is somewhat difficult to access at
this time. The water level of the new reservoir may
make the site more easily accessible. The site is
located along the base of a vertical sandstone cliff,
near the confluence of Rocky Creek and the Double
Mountain Fork of the Brazos River. The presence
of oil activity in the area is evidenced by a nearby
oil pipeline.
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a

b
Figure 129. Site 4lGR423. (a) Undercutting of sandstone wall; (b) close-up or erosion at base of sandstone wall.
Photographs taken in July 1991.
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TABLE 82
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS R>R ROCK ART SITES

•

Site

Recommended

Other Options

41GRSl (Dorward Ranch Site)

interpretive signs
visitor book
monitor for spalling
integrate nonhistone graffiti

Site Steward Program

monitor for spalling

investigate stabilization

41GR54 (Reed Shelter)

walkway or ramp for viewing

(latex mold)

investigate cofferdam

interpret with site 4IGR390
41GR282 (Ward Petroglyph Site)
41GR344 (Huddleston Shelter)

monitor for spalling
monitor for insect activity

investigate stabilization

remove graffiti in adjacent shelter

protective weld-mesh cage
investigate removal of block
inves~gate sealing the site

monitor spall near ox

investigate cofferdam

sample pi~ents
excavate deposit

41GR390

monitor for spalling

interpret with site 4IGRS4

41GR423

monitor site

sample pigments
excavate deposit

investigate cofferdam
investigate removal of panel

the visiting public accept the need for some kind of
intervention for the sake of conservation. However,
the process of controlling people, even in a subtle
way, is seen with less tolerance. The feeling is that
visitors should be allowed to experience a site
without restrictions and enjoy its special features in
an unrestrained manner. These attitudes must
cease; any loss of freedom of action is a small
price to pay when the ultimate cost may he the loss
of a unique part of our heritage (Gale and Jacobs
1987:101).

dam was in the planning stages, and today mitigating measures such as a cofferdam or stabilization of
the cliff are so costly and complicated as to be out
of the question (Grand River Institute 1980).
Cofferdams have been used to keep water
from sensitive areas, and such structures, although
expensive, may he considered for the Justiceburg
sites. Until there are some firm data on water
levels in relation to the rock art panels, such options are problematical; however, this is an alternative to keep in mind for the future.
The accessibility of the sites once the reservoir is filled must be considered in regard to any
management plan. If a site can be reached by boat
and is visible enough to attract visitors, vandalism
is likely to result. 10 this regard, constructions such
as cofferdams simply may serve to auract unwanted attention.
Each site is individual, and there are few
"quick-fix" solutions. There always will be conflicts and compromises hetween what is workable,
what is affordable, and what is ideal.
Generally speaking, both site managers and

VANDALISM: SOME COMMENTS
Problems caused by visitors can be direct or
indirect and include attrition from overuse as well
as from deliberate vandalism and colleclion of
souvenirs. A common problem is that of "improving" by touching up the rock art with chalk or
scraping the grooves, or by attempting to make
molds or rubbings.
The other, more-destructive, type of vandalism is damage to the facilities by overuse or
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improper behavior. Rock art has the highest proportion of reported acts of vandalism of all
resource types. Studies indicate that the average
vandal is male and under age 25. Often a group
activity. vandalism appears to provide status to
individuals in the group, and it frequently is
associated with other types of crimes such as drug
offenses and burglary (Williams 1980; Sipes 1988).
The factors affecting vandalism are: . (I) the
site is well known and people seek it out; (2) it has
been vandalized in the past; (3) it gets concenlrated
visitor use; (4) it is deteriorating from natural
causes; and (5) most vandalism is done by locals
who repeatedly return to the site (Williams 1980).
Because it is a fact that vandalism atlracls more
vandalism, it is vital to keep sites clean and free of
graffiti.
Although it is virtually impossible to deter a
determined vandal, there are ways to discourage
vandalism at a rock art site: These include:

(1) Visitor books. These can take the brunt
of negative feelings that might otherwise be expressed as vandalism to the rock art, and such
books also satisfy the urge to leave one's name at
a site.
(2) Graffiti "boards" have been tried in some
areas, including one site where a large boulder was
moved in front of the rock art panel and a sign
placed on it inviting names. We personally do not
recommend this.
(3) More interpretation explaining the special
features of a site and their importance.
(4) "Don't" signs that threaten severe monetary penalties for vandalism ($10 won't do but
$5,000 might). In some areas, such signs simply
become targets.
(5) Active volunteer palrols or programs such
as the "adopt a site" or Site Steward programs.
Some of these have had excellent results.
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Removals and in situ
conservation:
strategies and problems
in rock art
conservation at the
National Museum,
Bloemfontein
Jannie Loubser
Introduction
Bloemfontein is ideally located for those who
.are interested in Bushman engravings and
paintings.
The dolerite koppies in and
around the town bave engraved boulders, while
a sandstone shelte~ only fifteen kilometers
to the northwest cQntains some paintings.
The number of painted shelters increases
further east, most occuring in the exposed
sandstone bands of the Caledon River Valley.
Bearing in mind the proximity of rock art to
Bloemfontein, it is perhaps understandable
that sooner or later people would take
examples to its National Museum.
In this article I show that people remove
rock paintings and engravings, mostly in the
belief that storage or exhibition in a museum
context
will
save
them
from
further
destruction.
I then discuss some problems
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d5S0ciatf..d

.... ith

removal,

and

critically

consider alternative conservation strategies.

History of removals
According

to

the

accession

register

of

archaeological
material
in
the
National
Museum,
a
certain
Hr.
Montgomery
was
apparent.ly the first person to donate rock

paintings to the museum.

This was in 1894.

His reasons may never be known,

but mention

in the register that the paintings were
covered with varnish suggests that he tried
to conserve the paintings.
Unfortunately,
there is no trace of these paintings now, and
we have no drawings or maps of their original

locality.
That people were concerned about the
longevity of rock paintings in the previous
century can be seen from statements made by
G.w. Stow, for example (Rosenthal' Goodwin,
1953:10).
Stow's concern probably made him
copy and cut two painted slabs from a shelter
near Beersheba, Smithfield district (Stow and
Bleek, 1930: plate 58l.
When the slabs
reached the National Museum is not clear, but
they were there by 1930 (ibid.).
Under the
auspices of A.C. Hoffman, the slabs were
cemented into the rear wall of a display case
and framed with gypsum in 1969.
Although
Hoffman,
director
of
the
National Museum between 1951 and 1969, was a
zoologist and geologist by training,
he
expressed a lot of interest in archaeology.
Together with his predecessor, E.C.N. Van
Hoepen, Hoffman removed numerous engravings
and paintings to the National Museum.
The
first recorded removals occured in 1934, when
they quarried ten engraved soapstone boulders
near Lydenburg.
According
to Van Hoepen
(1939: 66) ,
they
did
this
because
the
engravings were threatened by motorists from
a nearby road and by children sliding down
the smooth surfaces.
The engravings were
never
properly
displayed,
however,
and
instead were moved from place to place until
they ended up under some pine trees.
In 1935 Hoffman and Van Hoepen removed
seventeen painted slabs,
specifying the
localities of only nine. According to remarks
in the accession register it seems that at
least three slabs were broken during removal.
During the same year they also removed ten
engravings and received an additional two
from w. Fowler.
The reason for all these
removals is not clear.
Between 1941 and
1944, the National Museum acquired five more
engravings.
Meanwhile,
Van Hoepen also
obtained six drawn copies of rock paintings
made by C.S. Orpen between 1876 and 1879.
After Hoffman temporarily left the museum in
1946 (Dreyer, 1989), the removal of paintings
dnd engravings appears to have stopped.
The next painting to reach the museum was
in 1973
(Oberholzer.
1973).
Under the
auspices of Murray and Roberts Construction
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Company, a painting of a lion was quarried
from a sandstone shelter south of Wepener.
This was done in the mistaken belief that
water from the Welbedacht Dam might flood the
shelter.
H.C.
Woodhouse,
a
rock
art
enthusiast
from
Johannesburg,
and
$.
McIlrath,
former quarry master,
were in
charge of the operation.
The lion is
currently on display in the A.C. Hoffman
gallery of the National Museum.
The most recent removal was perhaps the
most justified from a conservation point of
view.
H. Leslie Brooker, an archaeologist
from Stellenbosch University,
recommended
that a large panel with numerous shaded
polychrome paintings be removed from the
bottom of a valley before the completion of
the Knellpoort Dam.
As the shelter was
virtually under the dam wall. it was clear
that it would disappear under forty meters of
water.
The Department of Water Affairs
agreed to use their heavy machinary for the
removal of the twelve-ton block.
In 1988
McIlrath and J.H.N. Loubser, newly appointed
rock art
archaeologist at
the National
Museum, supervised the operation.
Without
the financial and techqical assistance of
Water
Affairs
and
the
Bloemfontein
Municipality the whole operation would have
been impossible.
The block is currently on
display in a specially constructed building
facing Charles Street.

Critique o.f removals
Removals are problematic on both ethical and
practical grounq,s.
I shall first consider
some ethical questions and then move on to
more immediate factors influencing longevity.
It is clear that Bushmen only painted and
engraved at certain localities, and it is
very likely that most of these places had
special significance for them (e.g.Deacon,
1988) .
By tak.ing engravings and paintings
out of their context it may destroy some
potentially
useful
information
about
inter-site relationships.
Engravings and
paintings
were
also
done
in
selected
locations; within sites; the placement of
paintings above high ledges is but one
example. Outside this context the paintings
loose their impact and significance. Except
for the Wellbedacht lion and the Knellpoort
panel, we do not know exactly where any of
the other engravings and paintings in the
National Museum come from. Since no adequate
records were taken during removal, we have
lost a lot of useful information.
Over and abo~e this problem, display of
removed pieces may create the impression that
Bushman "art" is a commodity.
Once rock
engravings and paintings enter the commercial
sphere, it is unlikely that intact examples
will survive for long.
Not all engraved and painted panels are
easy to remQve anyway, and their removal
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usually involves destruction of one degree or

another.

The

panel

from

Knellpoort

was

neatly" framed" by horiz.ontal bedding planes
and vertical joints, thus enabling removal
without having to cut through paintings. The
Knellpoort panel is an exception rather than

the rule. because most panels are not as
neatly delineated by natural disconformities.
Rather,
quarrying
usually
involves
sacrificing certain figures and motifs in
order to save a few select ones.
There is

also no guarantee where the rock
fracture, as attested by at least

would
three

botched attempts by Hoffman and Van Hoepen.
The amount of damage is difficult to assess.
however, as no recordings were made before
the removals.
The handling of rocks during removal
inevitably damages engravings and paintings.
In
situ
rocks
are
under
considerable
pressure;
once
removed
the pressure
is
released and this results in small crack.s
appearing along weak. points in the rock. The
Knellpoort rock is a good example of this
phenomenon. Abrasion of the outer surface is
also caused by chains and ropes during
transport.
Nearly all the paintings and
engravings at the National Museum show some
sign of surface damage caused by handling.
Curation of rocks is also a problem, and
storage and display at the National Museum
were inadequate from the start. The engraved
soapstone boulders from Lydenburg were left
outside with the result that pine resin
dripped onto them.
The protective silica
skins of the two painted slabs from the
Beersheba started flaking after damaging
gypsum crystals were introduced from the
cement wall.
No protective barrier was
placed in front of the Welbedacht lion, with
the result that people touched and damaged
it. Ironically, the paintings that were left
behind in their original setting are in a far
better condition than the lion.
The thin
cracks that appeared in both the Welbedacht
and Knellpoort rocks can probably never be
restored.
The remaining five painted slabs
were kept in a shed and accumulated a lot of
dust.
But, with the passing of time dust
bonds with the rock surface and becomes
increasingly difficult
to
remOve.
And
finally, even the Orpen copies were left ·for
the fish-moths to eat.

Hands-on conservation in the
museum and in the field
The first task that faced the new Rock. Art
Department at the National Museum in 1988 was
to get its own house in order.
Thus far we
have:
moved
the
smaller
soapstone
engravings to a shed and covered them
with ground sheets;
removed gypsum crystals from the
Beersheba slabs with cotton buds and
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soak.ed
in
long-fibre
rice
paper
ammonium carbaminate;
- placed the Welbedacht lion behind a
window;
mounted the Knellpoort rock on
steel supports because the cement
foundation
contains
potentially
damaging salts;
re-attached the larger unstable
fragments with steel rods and smaller
fragments with methyl methacrylate,
which allows
for
removal
without
causing any major damage;
removed dust from the remaining
painted slabs with a special nozzle
attached to a vacuum cleaner; and
- mounted the Orpen copies against a
special acid-free base.
So far we have been less active in the
field,
because
fewer
solutions
can
be
implemented with confidence.
Even well
intentioned
attempts
to
preserve
the
paintings and engravings may ruin them in the
process; the improper use of substances to
clean and seal the rock is but one example.
Recently, for example, we found evidence at
Westbury,
near
Clocolan,
that
somebody
damaged two paintings after- coating them with
some unknown subtance. In this regard, Smits
(1978) wisely suggested that rock surfaces
should not be treated until qualified people
have
tested
and
recommended
definite
preservation
techniques.
But
even
intervention by trained conservators should
be seen as a last resort, as there is always
the possibility that future research clues
can
be
.wiped
out
during
maintenance
activities.
Before attempting any maintainence of any
sites, the following procedures should be
remembered:
- consult owners of the property and
other research workers in the field

(it
is
hands-on
without a
Monuments

important
to note
that
conservation
is
illegal
permit from the National
Council);

- record deterioration and paintings;
and
establish causes of decay (e.g.
appropriate
submit
samples
for
physical analysis).
Once maintenance starts,
it is important
that:
only techniques that have been
tested
(in experimental contexts)
should· be applied;
- compatible materials are used;
- the treatment is as reversible as
possible;
- the treatment is repeatable (i.€.
future maintenance activities should
not be ruined by current ones); and
restoration should be limited to
the consolidation of friable surfaces
and the re-affixing of fallen blocks
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or spall.s (i.e. retouching of pigment

Axgeologiese

is out).
Regular monitoring of treatment.s 13 necessary

so that the effectiveness of these measure.s
can be determined.
The Rock Art Department of the National
~useum

has

applied

for

permits

National Honument.s Council
conservation 1n the field.

from

the

to do hands-on
At first this

will be limited to graffiti removal, but will
later extend to the application of silicone
drip-lines, only where absolutely necessary.

The consolidation and re-afflxing of surface.s
are more complicated and for thl.s reason we
""111 have to wait for expert advice from

abroad before attempting anything bold.

Concluding remarks
Removals

occured

primarily

because

people

·...ere concerned about the survival of the
engravings and paintings.
But in the long
run this strategy has caused more damage than

anything

else.

certainly

legacy

of

not

The
the

only

removals

National

Museum

is

institution with a

and

bad

curation.

fortunately. high expenditures seem to have
mitigated against more removals, and ~ecently
only the most threatened paintings have been
quarried.
But. even with the aid of ne",
technology. the original setting cannot be
duplicated and damage cannot be avoided
entirely.

In situ rock art ccnservation is currently in
vogue and many enttJs!asts have jumped on the
band
wa9goo.
':his
is
an
unfortunate
situation. as too much hands-on intervention
may ultimately cause even more damage than
removals have up to nov.

National Museum, P.O. Box 266,
9300, South Africa.

Bloemfontein
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APPENDIX L: A Holocene Phytolith Record from Morgan Playa
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•

cool-season mid grasses within any grassland
phytolith assemblage.
A phytolith form characteristic of the Stipa
subfamily, also cool-season (C,) mid grasses, is
also recognized in this study. This form is not
recognized by all authorities. Both the original
classification used by Twiss et aI. (1969) and that
applied by Mulholland and Rapp (1992) lump this
Stipa-form with the bilobate or dumbbell form.
However, applying the criteria of lateral symmetry
introduced by Brown (1984), Stipa-like bilobate
forms are distinguishable from other bilobates.
The "Twiss et aI." approach used here, while
sensitive to grasslands, ignores other types of
vegetational changes which may potentially be
documented in the phytolith assemblage.
An
analysis of nongrass phytolith forms in the Morgan
Playa samples may document the fluctuation of
woody-tissue plants (forbs, shrubs, and trees)
within the regional vegetation.
The application of the Twiss methodology
also assumes that the sediment phytolith assemblages are representative of regional or extralocal
grasslands (Twiss 1983). This stands in marked
contrast to the "decay-in-place" assumption most
often used in phytolith analysis (e.g., Dimbleby
1978; Mulholland 1989). Investigations of modem
soil phytolith assemblages are being used to test
this assumption (Fredlund and Tieszen n.d.). These
experiments show that soil phytolith assemblages in
grasslands do tend to reflect the regional or extralocal grassland composition. Local vegetation
composition, however, does have a detectable, but
secondary, effect on the soil phytolith assemblage.
It is important to note that this recent study
(Fredlund and Tieszen n.d.) does not include playas
or similar edaphic situations. The assumption that
soil phytolith assemblages reflect regional conditions, rather :than local vegetation, will require
further investigation.
A final problem with the Twiss methodology
is the lack of modem analog studies, without which
assemblages of phytoliths are interpretable only in
relative terms (e.g., drier or cooler). In order to
interpret assemblages in terms of absolute vegetation composition and climate, comparisons with
modem analog phytolith assemblages are needed.
The Morgan Playa assemblages will be compared
with modem soil phytolith assemblages taken from
virgin prairie sites located across the Great Plains

INTRODUCTION

•

Twenty-five sediment samples taken from a
24D-cm backhoe trench profile at Morgan Playa,
Garza County, Texas, were analyzed for fossil opal
phytoliths. The objective of this analysis was the
paleoenvironmental reconstruction of the region
throughout the Holocene. Given the 6740 B.P.
radiocarbon age (uncorrected and uncalibrated; see
Chapter 8) obtained from the 17D-18D-cm portion
of the profile, it is possible that this sequence of
samples comprises the last 9,000 years of Quaternary sedimentation. The results of this study show
that significant, long-term shifts in regional grasslands did occur in the study area.
METHODOLOGY

In keeping with the general philosophy of the
approach as first applied by Twiss (see Twiss et al.
1969; Twiss 1983; Fredlund et al. 1985), this study
focuses on phytoliths produced by the epidermal
short-cells of grasses. The classification of these
grass short-cells has repeatedly been shown to be
taxonomically significant at the grass subfamily or
tribal level (Twiss et al. 1969; Brown 1984;
Mulholland 1989).
Although the correspondence of this classification and grass taxonomy is not perfect (Brown
1984; Mulholland and Rapp 1992), this methodology does provide a valid, working means for documenting relative changes in grassland composition
and climate. The relative importance of warmweather- (C.) and xeric-adapted short grasses (i.e..
grarnma grasses and buffalograss) is represented by
the percentage of saddle-shaped or Chloridoid-type
phytolith forms. The relative importance of tall,
warm-weather-adapted (C.) grasses (i.e., big bluestem, little bluestem, Indiangrass, and switchgrass)
is represented by the lobate or Panicoid phytolith
forms. The lobate phytolith class includes crosses,
bilobates, and polylobates. The cool-weatheradapted (C,) mid grasses (e.g., wheatgrass and poa
grasses) abundantiy produce the trapezoidal or
Pooid phytoliths forms. The Pooid phytolith forms
include rectangle, sinuate, and rondel morphotypes
as defined by Mulholland (1989). The application
of this grass short-cell taxonomy and methodology
offers a means of estimating the relative importance
of xeric short grasses, mesic tall grasses, and
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(Fredlund and Tieszen n.d.). This modem analog
database currently includes 14 prairie sites with 3
or 4 replicate samples taken from each prairie.

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Laboratory Procedures

The results of the sedimentological analysis
provide a backdrop for the phytolith analysis and
important clues in evaluating the taphonomy of the
phytolith assemblages (Table 83). The pH of the
Morgan Playa sediments starts out fairly basic (ca.
7.2) and becomes increasingly more alkaline with
depth (see Table 83). The lowermost samples in
the column exhibited pH's greater than 9.0. Tbe
loss-on-ignition (LOI) technique was used to
estimate percentages of organic matter (OM) and
carbonate. The percent OM is highest at the surface where pH is lowest. The percent OM drops
sharply within 5 cm of the surface and then declines
more gradually. The estim~tes of percent carbonate
show the inverse. The percentage of carbonates
gradually increases from the surface down to
200 cm and then jumps sharply at the base of the
Quaternary sediment fill (see Table 83).

Sedimentology

Four grams of air~ied sediment were used
for each phytolith extraction. The extraction of the
phytoliths from these sediment samples consisted of
four steps (Fredlund 1986): (I) removal of carbonates with a dilute (10%) solution of hydrochloric
acid; (2) removal of clays by deflocculation with a
0.1 molar solution of sodium hexametaphosphate;
(3) heavy liquid fractionation of the biogenic
silicates from heavier mineral fraction with a zinc
bromide solution at 2.35 specific gravity; and (4)
washing and storage of the extracted phytolith
fractions in I ~am vials. A 5-micron-pore
membrane was used to insure that no phytoliths
were lost during removal of the clays and during
recovery of the phytoliths suspended in the heavy
liquid. The dried extracted fractions (material less
than specific gravity 2.35) were weighed for each
sample. This weight is expressed as a percentage
of the air-dried weight of the original sediment
sample.
A single slide was prepared for each sample.
A glycerin solution was used as the mounting
medium. The use of glycerin allows for rotation of
the microfossils under the coverslip for moreaccurate classification. Slides were systematically
scanned at 400x magnification with a Leitz
Laborlux-S microscope. Higher magnification, up
to lO00x, was used for identification of problematic
microfossils. Approximately 100 grass short-cell
phytoliths were identified for each sample. A total
of 200 to 500 opal phytoliths and other silicious
microfossils were identified for each sample. The
lowermost sample (230 cm below the surface) was
essentially barren of phytoliths and other opal
microfossils. It was not possible to obtain adequate microfossil counts from this 10welTOost
sample.
A series of basic sedimentary characteristics
also were recorded for each of the samples. These
include pH and estimates of organic mailer and
carbonates using the loss-on-ignition (LOl) technique. A particle-size hydrometer analysis was
also performed; however, because many of the
remaining samples were insufficient for this analysis, the results are not consistent.

Phytolith Recovery and Taphonomy
In many situations, such extreme alkalinity
may result in the dissolution of all phytoliths (e.g.,
Lewis 1981). At Morgan Playa, there is good
evidence suggesting dissolution; nevertheless, with
the exception of the basal sample (230 cm) some
phytoliths are preserved throughout the column.
This is illustrated by the percent weight extracted
(see Table 83). The surface sample containing 34% by weight is comparable to the rate ofrecovery
for other modem soil samples (Fredlund and
Tieszen n.d.). This rate of phytolith recovery drops
with depth down to 130 cm. This reduction is
probably the resull of phytolith dissolution, but
other factors such ,as changing rates of sedimentation may also affect the relative weight of material
extracted. Not all of the materials included in the
extractions are opaline phytoliths. Some of the
increases in percent weight extracted documented in
the middle and lower portions of the profile (e.g.,
130 cm and below) are the result of contaminates
such as quartz and other silicate minerals.. These
non-opaline silicate minerals are optically distinguishable from biogenic opal and are not included
in the microfossil point counts presented below.
The documented reduction with depth in the relative
amount of opaline materials strongly suggests
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TABLE 83
SEDIMENTOLOGY OF MORGAN PLA YA
Depth (em)

pH

% Organic Matter

% Carbonate

% Weight Extracted

0
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
89
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230

7.3
7.2
7.2
7.4
7.6
7.8
8.0
8.0
8.1
8.3
8.2
8.5
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.6
8.8
8.7
8.9
8.9
8.9
9.1
9.2
8.2

8.61
3.86
4.29
3.88
3.84
3.94
4.09
3.65
3.42
3.26
3.67
3.79
3.36
3.39
3.29
3.18
3.58
2.88
3.15
3.16
3.46
2.90
1.95
1.71
2.20

1.5
2.5
2.0
2.2
2.0
1.7
1.5
1.8
2.8
3.6
2.2
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.9
1.9
2.6
5.0
2.3
4.0
3.3
4.3
13.9
28.0
30.0

3.965
2.219
1.450
1.397
1.696
1.521
0.998
0.624
0.673
0.299
0.550
0.399
0.549
0.274
0.623
1.424
0.450
0.999
0.874
0.623
0.973
0.971
0.724
1.349
0.624

diagenic dissolution of phytoliths. Dissolution
pitting observed on the surfaces of larger opal
phytoliths is another indication of this decay. The
degree of dissolution pitting also appears to become
more severe with depth. The effects of dissolution
on phytolith assemblage composition remain unknown. If some phytolith morphotypes are destroyed more readily than others, then reconstructions based on modem analog assemblages could be
jeopardized. It is assumed that diagenic dissolution
has not differentially affected short-cell phytolith
forms in the Morgan Playa record.

this table follows Mulholland's (1989) expanded
version of the Twiss (et al. 1969) classification,
with some additional modifications. Pooid phytolith forms include rondel, rectangle, and sinuate
morphotypes. The Chloridoid class of phytoliths is
equivalent to the saddle morphotype. The lobate
morphotype includes crosses, bilobates, and polylobate morphotypes. Not included in this lobate
count are the trapezoidal bilobate forms which are
primarily produced by the genera Stipa (cf. Brown
1984). Only the four primary classes, corresponding with the Chloridoid, Pooid, Panicoid, and Stipa,
are presented on the percentage diagram (Fig. 130).
Other less-diagnostic phytolith forms also
were documented in the Morgan Playa samples (see
Table 85). Many of these forms, including the
"Elongate" class, "Other Regular Forms" (e.g.,
trichomes and bulliform cell), and the "Cubical
Forms," also come primarily from graminoids
(grasses and sedges) but have not been shown to be
taxonomically significant. These forms are also

Phytolith Counts
The raw counts of the phytolith analysis are
shown on Tables 84 and 85. The sample taken
from 230 cm below the surface was barren and has
been omitted from further analysis. The Poaceae
(grass) short-cell counts for each sample are listed
on Table 85. The phytolith taxonomy presented in
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TABLE 84
POACEAE (GRASS) SHORT-CELL COUNTS, MORGAN PLAYA

Pooid Fonns
Depth (em)

Rondel

0
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
89
100
110
120
130
140

55
29
29
19
12
11
38
15
16
31
25
17
18
17
29
19

ISO

44

160
170
180
190
200
210
220

34
36
30
50
39
40
35

Rectan8le
5
1
2
2
1
1
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
0
6
5
6
4
3
8
7
5

OI1oridoid

Panicoid

Saddle

Lobate

Sinuale

1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2

129
72
87
88
84
75
133
77
78
128
112
79
78

65
98
65
106
65
63
63
62
81
48
27

8
4
11
4
4
8
7
2
7
8
2
9
3
3
9
2
11
11
9
7

Ii
9
5
7

Stipa-type
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
1
2
1
1

Totals
199
107
130
114
102
95
181
96
105
169
142
106
100
87
139
86
169
115
115
105
124
140
103
77

INTERPRETAnONS
AND DISCUSSION

produced by non-graminoid plants to a lesser
extent.
Also counted were other siliceous microfossils ("Other Microfossils" on Table 85). These
include diatoms, sponge spicules, and chrysostomataceae shells, all of which are indicative of
more-mesic conditions. The decline in the occurrence of these other forms just below the surface is
probably taphonomic. Most of the other forms
identified in the surface sample are diatoms. The
fragile diatoms may be more soluble than the
more-solidly-opalized grass phytoliths.
In addition to these categories, all irregular
opal fragments with a minimum diameter greater
than 5 microns were counted ("Irregular" on Table
85). Irregular fragments of opal are the single most
common class. They are probably derived from the
partial decay of many less-densely-silicified
phytoliths.

Paleoenvironmental interpretation of the
Morgan Playa phytolith record is based primarily
on the percentages of Poaceae (grass) short cells
(see Fig. 130). Four zones are defined based on
changes in the pe~centages of the major short-cell
classes. Zones are .Iabeled alphabetically from the
bottom up. With only one radiocarbon assay, the
6740 B.P. date (uncorrected and uncalibrated)
centered around 175 cm below tbe surface, the rate
of sedimentation and age of the phytolith zones
remain largely unknown. The chronology of the
record remains tentative. Interpretations of the
phytolith zones are presented in chronological order
below.
Zone A (ca. 9000 10 7900 B.P.)
This zone is characterized by 50% Pooid
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TABLE 85
OPALINE MICROFOSSIL COUNTS, MORGAN PLAYA

•

Depth
(em)

Total Short Cells

0
5
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
89
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220

199
107
130
114
102
95
181
96
105
169
142
106
100
87
139
86
169
115
115
105
124
140
103
77

Elongate

Other Regular
Fonns

Coboidal

3
3
5
3
3
4
4
2
8
2
6
11
7
5
9
7
11
23
7
23
7
7
7
11

12
10
35
22
16
28
15
17
31
16
39
125
52
57
80
90
107
90
57
105
55
35
37
180

10
2
8
7
6
8
4
3
6
8
7
13
9
7
8
4
7
7
5
17
7
11
11
8

Other Microfossils

59
I

3
2
0
4
0
0
4
0
2
4
4
5,
2
2
9
6
4
4
10
6
3
2

Irregular

Totals

122
255
273
175
65
40
79
94
100
88
113

405
378
454
323
192
180
283
212
254
283
309
343
267
289
373
289
433
401
328
384
296
285
321
500

84

95
128
135
100
130
160
140
130
93
85
160
222

out this zone. The Zone B phytolith assemblages
conform very closely with the modem soil phytolith
samples taken from bluestem-grama prairies at
Woodward, Oklahoma.

fonns and 40% Chloridoid forms, with the remainder of the short-cell phytoliths being Panicoid or
Stipa forms. This assemblage is very similar to
modem mixed-grass prairie soil assemblages from
central South Dakota wheatgrass-Stipa prairies.
The major difference between these modem assemblages and Zone A is the relative frequency of
Panicoid forms and Stipa-type phytoliths. The
modem South Dakota mixed-grass assemblages
contain almost twice the percentage of Stipa-type
phytoliths but fewer Panicoid fonns than observed
in the Zone A assemblages.

Zone C (ca. 5600 to 600 B.P.)
This zone is distinguished by extremely high
Chloridoid 'form percentages (ca. 75%), with a
correspondiJigly lower occurrence of Pooid forms
(ca. 20%). The percentage of Panicoid fonns
remains relatively low throughout Zone C, varying
irregularly between 2% and 8%. Stipa-type phytoliths occur only infrequently in this zone. Similar
modem soil phytolith assemblages' have been
recovered from extremely xeric grama-buffalograss
prairies along the western edge of the Great Plains.
This zone represents a prolonged period of persistent short-grass prairies.

Zone B (ca. 7900 to 5600 B.P.)
The relative frequency of Pooid forms declines from 40% to 30% throughout this zone. This
decline is complemented by an increase in Chloridoid forms. Percentages of Panicoid forms and
Stipa-types remain more or less constant through-
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Figure 130. Phytolith percentages in the Morgan Plaza sediment samples; percentages are based on swn ofPoaceae (grass)
short-cell faIms.

Zone D (ca. 600 B.P. to Present)

also be caused :by the historical invasion of
non-native Pooid grass species such as cheatgrass
(Bromus tectorm).

The final. upper zone includes slightly lower
percentages of Chloridoid fonus and correspondingly higher percentages of Pooid fonus. Zone D
assemblages are very similar to modem soil phytalith assemblages recovered from a short-grass
. (grama-buffalo) prairie near Lubbock. Texas. This
slight shift toward more Pooid fonus and fewer
CWoridoid fonus suggests a return to slightly cooler
or less-xeric conditions. This apparent shift could

CONCLUSIONS
Although the Twiss methodology r.emains
promising. many of the assumptions underlying its
application should be investigated more thoroughly.
The effect of local vegetation on phytolith assemblages in specific depositional environments
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Appendix L: A Holocene Phytolith Record from Morgan Playa

the Morgan Playa phytolith record.
Coolerclimate-adapted mixed prairies appear to have
dominated the Morgan Playa region during the early
Holocene (ca. 9000 B.P.). The gradual change
from these mixed-grass prairies toward the rise of
true short-grass prairies suggests a prolonged
period of increasing climatic aridity. The rise of
the true short-grass prairies occurred around
5600 B.P., the onset of the Altithermal. The
phytolith assemblages do not show any significant
deviation from this xeric short-grass vegetation
until late in the record (perhaps around 600 B.P.).
It is not clear if this late change was climatically
induced or the result of land-use change and introduction of non-native grass species.

remains one of the most important topics for future
research. Taphonomic effects on assemblages also
remain largly unknown. While recognizing these
assumptions, it is important to keep in sight the
growing evidence that this pollenlike quantitative
approach to interpreting Poaceae short-eell phytolith assemblages is valid. The potential for refining
and expanding phytolith taxonomy is an area which
continues to receive attention (Rapp and Mulholland
1992). Further clarification of the taxonomicbased phytolith classification system should help
establish qualitative phytolith methodology.
While keeping this caveat in view, important
paleoenvironmental conclusions can he drawn from
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APPENDIX M: Pollen Analysis of Sediments from Morgan Playa

J. Philip Dering

Palynology Laboratory
Texas A&M University
College Station, Texas

.'

the product of the number of Lycopodium spores
counted and the volume of the sample.

INTRODUCTION

Four sediment samples from Morgan Playa
were submitted for pollen analysis to determine the
degree of pollen preservation present at that location. This was done as part of a multidisciplinary
effort to determine whether or not such settings
(i.e., upland playas) in the Justiceburg area contain
useful paleoenvironmental data.

RESULTS

Of the four samples submitted, three contained pollen; the results are expressed in fossil
pollen grains/milliliters of soil (Table 86). When
possible, 200-grain counts were obtained. In the
case of Sample 9 where the concentration of pollen
is extremely low, the count was terminated after
100 Lycopodium spores were recorded.

METHODS

A standard four-step extraction process was
utilized. First, two Lycopodium spp. tracer tablets
were added to 20 ml of each sample. To this,
concentrated hydrochloric acid was added to remove carbonates in the soil and dissolve the tracer
tablets. After rinsing with distilled water, the light
fraction was isolated for further treatment. After
allowing the pollen to settle, the waler was removed. The silicates in the soil were then removed
with concentrated (70%) hydrofluoric acid. After
adding 50-75 ml of acid, the samples were left for
8-10 hours. Then the samples were rinsed thoroughly with distilled water and placed in an ultrasonic separator for several minutes. After further
rinsing, the samples were treated by the heavydensity separation method. Zinc bromide (specific
gravity 2.00) was added to each of the samples,
and they were spun on a clinical centrifuge for 5
minutes. The lighter fraction was then removed aod
concentrated in preparation for the next step. The
organic material in each sample was removed by
the acetylation method. First, the samples were
dehydrated by rinsing in glacial acetic acid. Each
sample was then treated by a 7: 1 solution of acetic
anhydride to sulfuric acid. This removes lipids,
cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. The resulting
material was rinsed several times, first in distilled
water and then in ethyl alcohol. The sample was
then transferred into a glycerine medium for analysis and storage. A high-powered stereomicroscope
was used to examine the condition, concentration,
and identification of palynomorphs present in the
Morgan Playa sediments. The concentrations were
determined by keeping a concurrent count of tracer
spores with the fossil palynomorphs. Fossil pollen
concentration was based on 200-grain counts
(Barkley 1934) and calculated by dividing the
product of the number of Lycopodium spores added
and the number of fossil pollen grains counted by

TABLE 86

RAW POlLEN COUNTS AND POllEN
CONCENTRAnONS AT MORGAN PLAYA
Sample Number and Depth

Taxoo

Pinus
Quercus

Erigonum
Rosaceae
Low-spine
Composite
High-spine
Composite
Arlemisia
Liguliflorae
Cheno-Am

Sample 7
Sample 5
Sample 9
(40-42 em) (60-62 em) (80-82 em)
20
7
2

15
1

-

1

-

34

43

4

I
2
4

-

-

Ephedra

-

Poaceae

23
41

7
4
2
56
1
31
24

206
210

202
221

12
102

738

688

88

Indeterminate

Total

Lycopodium

72

2

3
3

Cone. value
(grains/ml)

The pollen identified in the soil consists of
the following very durable types: (1) Pinus; (2)
Cheno-Am (a combined term used to represent
pollen taxa in both the family Chenopodiaceae and
the genus Amaranthus); (3) genera of. the Asteraceae family; (4) Ephedra; and (5) genera of
Poaceae (Hall 1981). Although these five pollen
types represent plants common in the floral communities of the region, they represent distinctive
pollen types that can be recognized easily even
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after beccming severely degraded.
Pollen concentration values for each of the
three samples containing pollen are generally low.
Concentrations are so low for two of the samples
that it would have required counting several slides
to reach a statistically significant count. The pollen
assemblage is skewed toward the types resistant to

degradation, and no environmental reconstruction is
possible (Bryant 1988; Bryant and Jones 1989),
Based on the data from this study, it appears that
upland playas in the project area, like the other
settings sampled (see Appendix I), are not conducive to the preservation of palynological records
useful for paleoenvironmental reconstruction.
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